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1. Background
1.1. Introduction
The Santos Gas Field Development (GFD) Project extends the Santos GLNG development
area from 6,887 km2 to 10,676 km2. It will see the development of up to 6,100 production
wells (and associated infrastructure) beyond the currently authorised 2,650 production wells.
The area of the project comprises 35 petroleum tenures, which includes the existing GLNG
project area and some surrounding tenures in Arcadia, Fairview, Roma and Scotia. These
areas combined are called the Santos GLNG Upstream Project Area.
1.2. Purpose and scope
This Ground Water Management and Monitoring Plan (GMMP) – Project Stage Maisey
(PL1021) has been prepared to satisfy the conditions of approval 2012/6615 issued under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). This plan
specifically satisfies requirements of Condition 22B. This condition relates to the potential
impact of coal seam water extraction on Matters of National Environmental Significance
(MNES) for Project Stage 2.
This project stage comprises the installation and operation of up to 180 production wells on
PL1021 (the Maisey block). The GMMP for the Santos GFD Project will be updated pending
revision and approval of a whole-of-industry approach (currently the Joint Industry Plan) for the
monitoring and management of potential impacts to groundwater. Until such time as a wholeof-industry approach is approved by the Minister or their delegate, or the Minister or delegate
advises an alternative approach, Santos will apply the commitments made within the currently
approved Joint Industry Plan to the development PL1021, part of the Santos GFD Project.
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2. Matters of National Environmental Significance
MNES values relevant to this Plan include:


MNES water resources (groundwater)



EPBC listed springs

Receptors relevant to this Plan therefore include:




Groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs):
o

EPBC and non-EPBC listed springs (including watercourse springs)

o

Terrestrial GDEs

Utility of the groundwater resource by third party users

2.1. Joint Industry Plan for the Protection of MNES Springs

The currently approved Joint Industry Plan (JIP) for the monitoring and management of
cumulative impacts from CSG development adequately manages the potential risk of impact to
MNES listed EPBC springs. This includes development incorporated in the scope of this plan.
The JIP contains a monitoring and management approach, including triggers and thresholds
for aquifers that adequately provides ongoing assurance. It is recognised that this plan is
undergoing revision and Santos commits to implementing the current or revised plan (as
appropriate).

2.2. UWIR for the Surat CMA

The Underground Water Impact Report (UWIR) for the Surat Cumulative Management Area
(Surat CMA) predicts negligible changes in groundwater pressures due cumulative
development of 180 gas wells within the Maisey tenure PL1021.
The 2016 UWIR can also trigger impact management responses to responsible tenure holders
(including Santos) if the predicted cumulative drawdown in aquifers exceeds 0.2m beneath a
spring (i.e. MNES & non-MNES springs, including watercourse springs) or exceeds 5m in an
aquifer accessed by a user of groundwater via a bore. The framework for assessing and
managing cumulative impact in this way is mandated in the Chapter 3 of Queensland Water
Act (2000). This framework manages the risk of adverse impact to GDEs (EPBC and nonEPBC listed springs only) and to third party users of groundwater.
Importantly, the 2016 UWIR includes both:
-

A Water Monitoring Strategy (WMS) that measures coal seam depressurisation,
aquifer pressures and groundwater quality; and
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-

A Spring Impact Management Strategy (SIMS) that proposes monitoring and further
investigation at specific non-MNES and MNES springs that are predicted to be at risk.

Implementation of the Chapter 3 of the Queensland Water Act (2000) manages the risk of
unexpected impacts to aquifers:
-

The WMS requires responsible tenure holders to submit monitoring data to OGIA every
6 months.

-

OGIA must prepare a public report that confirms the adequacy of the groundwater
impact model prediction at least once each year.

-

An early revision of the UWIR may be triggered if observed groundwater pressures (as
determined by a WMS) show that groundwater pressures in aquifers are impacted
more than predicted by a UWIR.

-

Otherwise, and as required under the Queensland Water Act (2000), the UWIR is
revised at least every 3 years in any case.

Based on the outcomes of the 2016 UWIR, the risk to MNES water resources (groundwater)
and EPBC listed springs due to the development of 180 production wells as part of the Maisey
Project Stage Development is deemed very low. Adequate trigger monitoring and threshold
responses are designed and implemented under the management framework mandated by
Chapter 3 of the Queensland Water Act (2000).
Details of each of these monitoring plans and the UWIR impact assessment are provided in
the sections below. These outcomes are demonstrated in Section 4 of this plan.

3. Approved Joint Industry Plan
3.1. History
The Santos GLNG project was approved under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) on 22 October 2010. The approval conditions relating to
gas field development (EPBC 2008/4059) required Santos to submit detailed water monitoring
and management plans.
On 9 October 2013 Santos submitted its Stage 2 Water Monitoring and Management Plan to
satisfy condition 53 attached to the approval (EPBC 2008/4059). The Stage 2 Water
Monitoring and Management plan was reviewed and endorsed by the then Commonwealth
Government’s Expert Panel for Major Coal Seam Gas Projects. During the review, the panel
considered technical advice from Geoscience Australia and the University of New South
Wales Water Research Laboratory. The Santos Stage 2 Water Monitoring and Management
Plan was approved as meeting the requirements of EPBC Approval 2008/4059 on 29th
November 2013.
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The approved Santos Stage 2 Water monitoring and Management Plan included a Joint
Industry Plan (JIP) to satisfy several of the project approval conditions. The JIP specifies the
monitoring and management of the cumulative impact to groundwater from natural gas
development in the Surat Cumulative Management Area. It is a strategy for monitoring and
detecting for potential impacts to all EPBC springs that are at risk of impact due to natural gas
development. It incorporates outputs from the UWIR for the Surat CMA which was published
in 2012.
Refer to Section 6 of the JIP for details of the monitoring network design and management
response strategy. Section 6 of the JIP describes in detail how predicted changes in
groundwater pressures, which are provided in a UWIR, can be compared against observed
groundwater pressure monitoring data. Deviation of observed groundwater pressures (at
Early Warning monitoring sites) from predicted groundwater pressures can trigger
management response comprising further monitoring, investigation and potentially impact
mitigation.Maisey Development and the JIP
The JIP specifies the monitoring and management activities for the potential risks to EPBC
springs from all proposed gas development inclusive of the Maisey tenure PL1021 even
though development on Maisey PL1021 was not within the remit of the GLNG project EPBC
approval (EPBC 2008/4059). This is because the JIP assess the cumulative impact of the
CSG industry, not any one particular sub-project, and because the UWIR is adaptive to
revised industry development plans.
In accordance with the JIP, there are no Early Warning monitoring sites within PL1021 or its
vicinity. This is because the UWIR shows they are not necessary as there is no risk of adverse
impact and no early warning of impact would be provided by monitoring in the vicinity of this
tenement.
Early Warning monitoring locations are specified in other tenement areas, as shown in Figure
1 and Table 1. Table 1 shows which monitoring points are required to be installed and
monitored by Santos.
The Early Warning monitoring points monitor specific locations where there is a potential
connectivity pathway between target coal seams and springs protected under the EPBC Act.
Monitoring data is assessed in accordance with the methodology prescribed in the JIP. The
data is used to provide an early warning of potential impacts to springs protected under the
EPBC Act.
Section 8 of the JIP (Appendix I to the Stage 2 CWMMP), specifically Table 8-1, Table 8-2 and
Table 8-3, define the early warning, trigger threshold, and limits for individual groundwater
pressure monitoring points. The proposed exceedance response plan is specified in Section 9
of the JIP.
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Table 1: EPBC Spring Early Warning System Monitoring Locations as proposed in the Joint Industry Plan
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Figure 1: EWS Groundwater Monitoring Locations specified in the Joint Industry Plan
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4. Impact Assessment for Maisey Development Area
The JIP proposes monitoring and management of potential impact to EPBC listed springs.
However it does not address monitoring and management for other potential risks to nonEPBC listed springs, watercourse springs, non-spring based groundwater dependent
ecosystems (also referred to as terrestrial GDEs), or the availability of water to other users (i.e.
groundwater extractions from bores).
Given the location and scale of the Maisey development and significant distance to potential
receptors, such potential risk of impacts have been assessed and are considered negligible.
The following sections provide a summary of the low risk to groundwater receptors due to the
Maisey Project Stage of development.
A qualitative impact assessment to the environmental values not considered by the JIP is also
provided. Those environmental values (not considered by the JIP) include non-EPBC listed
springs and watercourse springs; terrestrial GDEs and the availability of groundwater to other
users.
4.1. Low risk factors
4.1.1. Island effect
PL1021 is surrounded by tenure which already approved for gas development. This limits the
cumulative impact the development of PL1021 can have on water resources in areas beyond
the tenement boundary.
Theoretically, the risk of drawdown impact to water resources located beyond the boundary of
PL1021 cannot be mitigated by any activity on PL1021. This infers that the off-tenement
cumulative drawdown impact cannot be made any greater by development of PL1021, if the
surrounding tenure is already developed.
Even in absence of development of PL1021, the cumulative impact to water resources on
tenement is only marginally increased by development on PL1021 itself. The very small
additional cumulative impact will be limited to the extent of the tenement area of PL1021
because the Maisey PL1021 is surrounded by other gas developments.
This additional impact is assessed below.
4.1.2. Small incremental change
The scale of the additional drawdown impact on PL1021 can be inferred by comparing the
underground water impact modelling results of the 2012 and 2016 UWIRs for the Surat CMA.
This is because the UWIR in 2012 did not contemplate the development of PL1021 and the
UWIR in 2016 did contemplate development of PL1021.
It should be noted the inclusion of the development of PL1021 comprised one of many
changes to the groundwater model between 2012 and 2016. Other, more significant changes
comprised a revision of the underlying geological model, an overall contraction of proposed
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gas development areas and an adaptation in the way that production well depressurisation
and the resulting groundwater drawdown was modelled.
Figures 2 and 3 compare the extent of long-term drawdown impact (>5m) modelled in 2012
and 2016. The scale and extent of the depressurization effect was not significantly different in
proximity to PL1021. At a regional scale, there is a reduction in the area of long-term impact
largely due to a reduction in the extent of gas development and revision to the hydrogeology
which underpins the model in 2016.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 compare the extent of drawdown impact in the Hutton Sandstone,
Walloon Coal Measures, Springbok Sandstone and Gubbermunda Sandstone modelled in the
2012 and 2016 UWIRs. The location of PL1021 is also shown for reference. These figures
show that the cumulative, long-term impact of gas development of PL1021 is incrementally
small and largely imperceptible due to the scale of development of surrounding tenements.
CSG development on PL1021 is very unlikely to have any cumulative impact to EPBC springs
because the current Early Warning monitoring network and UWIR monitoring network is
suitably located to detect and manage potential impact. For example, the location of Early
Warning monitoring locations and potentially impacted EPBC springs relative to the location of
PL1021 is shown in Figure 1. This shows that PL1021 is located approximately 50km from the
nearest Early Warning monitoring location, and 60km from the nearest EPBC listed spring.
4.2. Qualitative impact assessment
4.2.1. Non-EPBC listed springs and watercourse springs
The 2016 UWIR assesses the risk to springs and watercourse springs within the Surat CMA.
The 2016 UWIR presents a detailed risk assessment and subsequent a monitoring and impact
management plan.
There are no springs identified in the UWIR which are at direct risk of impact due to the
development of gas within Maisey PL1021, inclusive of the proposed 180 production wells
comprising the Maisey Project Stage Development, which was modelled by the 2016 UWIR.
This is due to the lack of connectivity between the coal seams and the aquifers which supports
the springs.
Figure 4 shows that the two closest springs are watercourse springs located on Blyth Creek
(W10) and Yuleba Creek (W164). These are 10km to the west and 15km to the east of
PL1021, respectively. Figure 4 also shows the Barton spring complex (complex no. 702-703)
which is located approximately 15 km to the north of Maisey PL1021.
The 2016 UWIR assesses that the Blyth Creek watercourse spring (W10) is at risk of
drawdown impact. This impact would be predicted even in absence of development of
PL1021 because the maximum drawdown impact would be due to gas development of coals
which directly underlie the watercourse spring. Therefore the maximum impact is not related
to the cumulative impact of gas development inclusive of development on Maisey PL1021.
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The lack of risk of impact to W164 and Barton spring complex is due to the lack of connectivity
between the Walloon Coal Measures and the aquifers which support groundwater discharge
into the watercourses.
4.2.2. Terrestrial GDEs
The UWIR does not directly assess impacts to terrestrial GDEs. However, the outputs of the
UWIR groundwater model can be used to indirectly assess the risk to terrestrial GDEs due to
the proposed development of PL1021.
Assessment of Surat CMA UWIR model output data shows that there is extremely low risk of
impact to terrestrial GDEs due to the proposed development of PL1021.
Refer to Figures F2 to F5 in Appendix C. This maps the location, by aquifer, of spring
complexes, water course springs (as GDE surface drainage) and terrestrial GDEs (as GDE
terrestrial)
Refer to Figure 3 and Figure 5.
-

Figure 3 shows the potential long-term affected areas for each of the major water
bearing formations in the Surat CMA, inclusive of the impact due to the development of
PL1021. (It may also be useful to refer to Figures F2 to F6 in the UWIR (see Appendix
B), which maps long-term impact pattern for all modelled formations.)

-

In the vicinity of PL1021, Figure 3 shows long-term drawdown is predicted in the
Walloon Coal Measures (the target coal seam), Hutton Sandstone (which is located
below the Walloon Coal Measures) and the Springbok Sandstone (which is located
above the Walloon Coal Measures). At the location of PL1021 there is no drawdown
predicted in the Gubberamunda Sandstone (located above the Springbok Sandstone)
though some drawdown in predicted in the Precipice Sandstone, but it is less than 5m.

-

Terrestrial GDEs will be associated with groundwater in formations only where they
outcrop (i.e. if a formation is confined by overlying aquitards, it cannot be in hydraulic
continuity with terrestrial ecosystems). This is shown in Figures F2 to F5 in
Appendix C.

-

Figure 5 shows the maximum southern extent of the Springbok Sandstone and Hutton
Sandstone outcrop, and the location of PL1021. The lines shown delineate the
approximate southern limit of terrestrial GDEs that might be associated with these
formations.

-

Figure 5 shows hatched areas which indicate the location of CSG tenements which
neighbour PL1021 and are already approved for CSG development.

A synthesis of Figure 3 and Figure 5 shows that there may be some risk to terrestrial
GDEs due to approved coal seam gas developments that are located to the north of
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PL1021, but that the development of PL1021 will neither increase nor decrease the
potential likelihood or consequence of impact to terrestrial GDEs that these neighbouring
developments have the potential to cause. This because:
-

The location of PL1021 is closer to the centre of the basin and further from the basin
margins (where formations outcrop), relative to other approved CSG tenements (refer
to Figure 5)

-

The neighbouring approved CSG tenements which encircle PL1021 to the north and
east are geographically closer to outcrop, and therefore closer to where the terrestrial
GDEs may be associated with the Springbok Sandstone and Hutton Sandstone.

-

The potential hydraulic impact to outcropping areas of Hutton Sandstone and
Springbok Sandstone will not be affected by the development of PL1021 because
maximum depressurisation of the Walloon Coal Measures in neighbouring operational
coal seam gas developments is fixed, regardless of the development of PL1021.

-

The proximity of PL1021 is only likely to decrease the time it takes for neighbouring
tenements to achieve the target production pressure if they are not already in
production, but it will not increase the maximum depressurisation that must be
achieved to produce gas. If neighbouring tenements are already in production, the
UWIR model outputs show that the development of PL1021 will not result in greater
cumulative impact to aquifers in those neighbouring tenement areas.

4.2.3. Availability of groundwater to other users
The 2016 UWIR assesses impact to availability of water for other groundwater users. Maps of
the long term affected areas (see Figure 3) show that the Hutton Sandstone is predicted to be
impacted by more than 5 m of drawdown overlying the Maisey Project Stage Development. A
drawdown in excess of 5 m is required to trigger Make Good obligations in accordance with
the Queensland Water Act (2000).
There are no known water bores targeting the Hutton Sandstone located on the Maisey
PL1021. Therefore, the development of PL1021 is not currently predicted to impact any water
users.
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5. Monitoring and reporting
5.1. Baseline conditions
Baseline groundwater conditions for PL1021 are already established under the UWIR
framework. The Hydrogeological conceptualization report for the Surat Cumulative
Management Area (August, 2016) provides the most recent analysis of baseline groundwater
information within and around PL1021. It aims to provide the technical justification of the
baseline conditions contemplated by the groundwater risk assessment and predictive impact
modelling that is reported in the 2016 UWIR.
For further detail, refer to the following maps and tables which provides spatial analysis of
baseline conditions across the CMA, by aquifer:
-

Aquifer extent and thickness (Figures A-1 to A-22)
Hydraulic parameters data (Figures B-1 to B-19)
Pre-CSG development groundwater levels (Figures C-1 to C-21)
Groundwater level trends (Figures D-1 to D-17, Table D-1 to D-7)
Vertical hydraulic gradients (Figures E-1 to E-6)

This regional-scale analysis of baseline groundwater conditions is considered appropriate for
deep, regionally pervasive aquifers of the Surat Basin which are present at the location of
PL1021. The baseline data itself supports such an approach. For example, groundwater
levels provide evidence that regional-scale hydraulic properties (e.g. aquifer recharge and
discharge processes, aquifer thickness and permeability) explain the observed baseline
groundwater conditions across the basin.
5.2. Regional groundwater monitoring
Section 8 of the UWIR (Appendix B to this report) presents a Water Monitoring Strategy for the
Surat CMA. Appendix G of the UWIR (Appendix B of this report) presents the regional
groundwater monitoring and clearly delineates the monitoring which is the responsibility of
Santos. Implementation of this monitoring program is the responsibility of the Responsible
Tenure Holder (RTH) which is specified.
5.3. Groundwater monitoring on PL1021
The Water Monitoring Strategy for the Surat CMA includes for a multi-level groundwater
monitoring point on PL1021. Monitoring Point 704 is required to monitor fortnightly
groundwater pressures in the Gubberamunda Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone, Upper
Juandah Coal Measures, Lower Juandah Coal Measures, Taroom Coal Measures and Hutton
Sandstones. The monitoring point is required and scheduled for installation by the end of
2018.
5.4. Managing impact to groundwater resources
Santos will implement groundwater monitoring on PL1021 as described in Section 5.3.
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Further investigation for the potential impact to groundwater resources will be undertaken if
groundwater monitoring on PL1021 demonstrates that groundwater pressures have declined
lower than the top of the aquifer formation due to CSG activities. The implication is that the
groundwater level in the bore, if it could be monitored directly, has dropped below the top of
the monitored aquifer.
This comprises a quantitative trigger level for further investigation of the potential impact to
groundwater resources on PL1021.
5.5. Managing impact to water bores
Chapter 3 of the Queensland Water Act (2000) defines “bore trigger thresholds” for an aquifer
as a decline in the water level in the aquifer that is 5 metres for a consolidated aquifer; or 2
metres for an unconsolidated aquifer.
The bore trigger threshold is used to determine when mitigation of predicted or observed
impact to a water bore is required.
To monitor and manage the impact to water bores the following will apply, in accordance with
requirements stipulated in the Queensland Water Act (2000):
-

“Early warning indicator” will comprise the long-term affected area as predicted by any
relevant UWIR, being a drawdown of 5m or 2m at a bore in consolidated or
unconsolidated aquifers, respectively;

-

“Trigger threshold and limit” will comprise the stage at which Santos is required to
undertake a bore assessment and, depending on the outcome of the assessment,
enter into a Make Good Agreement.

Since the reporting and the approval of this assessment process is managed by the
Queensland Government, additional reporting to DoEE is not proposed.
5.6. Regional spring monitoring program
Section 9 of the UWIR (Appendix B to this report) presents a Spring Impact Management
Strategy for the Surat CMA. Appendix H-4 of the UWIR (Appendix B of this report) presents
the spring monitoring and clearly delineates the monitoring which is the responsibility of
Santos. Implementation of this monitoring program is the responsibility of the Responsible
Tenure Holder (RTH) which is specified.
Implementation of this monitoring program is the responsibility of the Responsible Tenure
Holder (RTH) which is specified in the UWIR.
To monitor and manage the impact to springs, the following will apply, in accordance with
requirements stipulated in the Queensland Water Act (2000):
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-

“Early warning indicator” will comprise prediction of impact to a spring as predicted by
any relevant UWIR, being a predicted drawdown of greater than 0.2m at the spring

-

“Trigger threshold and limit” will comprise a specific limit that would be derived by any
spring impact mitigation plan that is required to be prepared for and approved by the
Queensland Government

Since the reporting and the approval of this assessment process is managed by the
Queensland Government, additional reporting to DoEE is not proposed.
5.7. Early Warning monitoring of impact to EPBC springs
Section 8 of the JIP (Appendix A to this report), specifically Table 8-1, Table 8-2 and Table 83, define the early warning, trigger threshold, and limits for individual groundwater pressure
monitoring points. The proposed exceedance response plan is specified in Section 9 of the
JIP.
Table 2 clarifies the terminology used to define triggers, thresholds and limits presented in
Appendix A.
Table 2 Definition of Exceedance criteria (adapted from Section 8, Appendix A)
Adopted Terminology

Approved Condition Terminology

Investigation trigger

A nominated value at an EWMI (Early Warning Monitoring Installation) and TMP (Trigger
Monitoring Point) that triggers some action such as data review, model review, increased
monitoring frequency, increased monitoring parameters. For groundwater pressure, this is
equivalent to ‘early warning indicator’ referred to in Condition 49)d (refer to EPBC 2008/4059).

Management / mitigation

A nominated value at a TMP that triggers some action to be taken to prevent an impact occurring

trigger

at an EPBC spring (i.e. a mitigation activity). For groundwater pressure, this is equivalent to
‘drawdown threshold’ referred to in Condition 49)d (refer to EPBC 2008/4059).

Drawdown limit

A nominated value at a TMP that, if exceeded, would result in a breach of the Commonwealth
Approval Conditions should drawdown exceed this value (see Condition 49 a). This value
corresponds to greater than 0.2 m modelled impact at an EPBC Spring (refer to EPBC
2008/4059).

5.8. Monitoring for impact to terrestrial GDE
As presented in Section 4.2.2, the potential risk to terrestrial GDEs is extremely low. There is
no monitoring proposed to monitor for the potential impact to terrestrial GDEs since there is no
risk of impact to these values.
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5.9. Ongoing verification of predicted impacts
The UWIR framework in Queensland provides for the ongoing verification of predicted
groundwater impact modelling within the Surat CMA. Under the legislative framework in
Queensland, OGIA is required to provide annual reports, which must include:
-

Reports on further development of the regional groundwater flow model

-

Reports on changes to the planned CSG industry development and the effect of any
changes on predictions of impacts on groundwater pressures, particularly any changes
to the extent of immediately affected areas for aquifers

-

A summary of any unexpected changes to regional groundwater pressure trends

-

A summary of progress on research activities

The OGIA must also prepare a new UWIR every 3 years, unless mandated by the State
Government to do so more or less frequently. The revision to the UWIR must incorporate the
most recent drilling data, monitoring data, spring data and should use the latest version of the
regional groundwater flow model. Matters that could be expected to trigger an early revision of
the UWIR are:
-

Unexpected changes in planned CSG development that could be expected to cause a
significant increase in predicted water pressure impacts in the short term

-

New knowledge about the way the groundwater system in responding to CSG
development which warrants early updating of predicted impacts.

5.10.
Reporting and publication of monitoring data
The monitoring data which Santos is required to provide to OGIA every 6-months under the
UWIR framework is entered into State Government Groundwater Database. The data is
publically accessible online through the Queensland Globe, currently accessible through the
Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) website. If DNRM choose
not to publish the data on the Queensland Globe (or equivalent publically available website or
platform), Santos will provide public access to the data via its own website.
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6. Revision of the GMMP
Santos will not commence extraction of water or coal seam gas from wells other than the wells
referred to in this version of the plan until a revised version of the GMMP, either specific to the
next planned element of the GFD project, or applicable to the entire GFD project, is approved
in writing by the Minister. The revised GMMP will contain detailed information regarding how
water resources will be monitored and protected.
This plan will be reviewed each time a new UWIR for the Surat CMA is published by the OGIA.
If this plan is required to be updated to reflect the findings or requirements of a UWIR, a
revised GMMP will be submitted within 6 months of publication of the relevant UWIR.
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Figure 2 Extent of long-term affected areas shown in the 2012 UWIR (exclusive of Maisey development)

Maisey PL1021
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Figure 3 Extent of long-term affected areas shown in the 2012 UWIR (inclusive of Maisey development)

Maisey PL1021
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Figure 4: Spring vents and watercourse springs in proximity to Maisey PL1021

PL1021
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Figure 5: Approximate southern limit of terrestrial GDEs that could be potentially associated with the outcrop of the
Hutton and Springbok Sandstones
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APPENDIX A - JOINT INDUSTRY PLAN FOR AN EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM FOR THE MONITORING AND PROTECTION OF EPBC
SPRINGS, 30 SEPTEMBER 2013.
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Joint Industry Plan for an Early
Warning System
for the Monitoring and
Protection of EPBC Springs
30 September 2013

Executive Summary
The CSG operators in the southern Bowen and Surat Basins, Santos, Origin Energy and Origin Energy
on behalf of APLNG (hereafter referred to as Origin) and the Queensland Gas Company (QGC) (from
here on jointly referred to as the Proponents) have developed a Joint Industry Plan (JIP) for a
groundwater monitoring and management system to ensure springs protected by the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999 (EPBC Act) are not impacted by coal seam gas
(CSG) production. This is a requirement of the Proponent’s project approvals under the EPBC Act
which require the CSG activities to have “no adverse impacts” to Matters of National Environmental
Significance (MNES), which for groundwater relates to discharge from the Great Artesian Basin via
springs (EPBC springs). Arrow Energy has been consulted in the preparation of this plan.
The plan has been developed in accordance with comments received from Geoscience Australia (GA,
2011, 2012), the Commonwealth Department of the Environment and the Expert Panel for Major
Coal Seam Gas Projects (Expert Panel). The plan is also intended to align with spring monitoring and
mitigation requirements obligated by the Surat Cumulative Management Area (Surat CMA)
Underground Water Impact Report (UWIR)
The fundamental concepts and primary principles of the JIP are:
 To ensure consistency in the approach to springs monitoring and management between
the proponents



To measure groundwater drawdown at locations and times such that meaningful
responses can be undertaken before there is any impact on MNES springs;



An early warning approach based on modelling and monitoring to manage increasing
levels of risk;



The use of the Surat CMA cumulative impact model (CIM) to assess risks to the springs;



A clearly defined network of monitoring bores allocated to each of the proponents;



Single proponent responsibility for each EPBC spring aligning with Surat CMA UWIR
Springs Strategy;



Differences in approaches to limit/trigger setting at monitoring bores for on-tenements
and off-tenements springs; and



Alignment on exceedance response process and timing.

The UWIR identifies 33 spring vents amongst ten spring complexes and five watercourse springs that
are at a higher risk of being affected by CSG activities. The principal risk criterion cited in the UWIR is
the prediction of potential to experience more than 0.2 m drawdown in the source aquifer(s) at the
spring location at any time. Not all of these higher risk springs are classified as EPBC springs and only
five EPBC spring complexes were considered to be in the higher risk category. Drawdown greater
than 0.2m is not predicted to occur at any spring until 2017 or later and none of the higher risk
watercourse springs contain MNES.
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The UWIR assigns responsibility to petroleum tenure holders for specific monitoring and mitigation
actions at higher risk springs. Under the JIP, responsibility for the management and mitigation of
potential impacts to springs will be in accordance with the responsible tenure holder assignations of
the UWIR. On-tenement springs are the responsibility of the tenure holder and off-tenure springs
are generally the responsibility of the closest tenure holder. Springs at which the Surat CMA UWIR
cumulative Impact Model (CIM) does not predict drawdown (e.g. Cockatoo Creek, Boggomoss,
Prices, Dawson River 2, Dawson River 6 and Dawson River 8) do not have a responsible tenure holder
identified. Should future iterations of the CIM show an increased level of risk at those springs or
should an investigation trigger for those springs be exceeded, responsibility will be assigned in
accordance with the UWIR, using the same principle of closest producing tenure holder.
Responsibility for each of the springs is identified in the next table.
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UWIR – Selected
Spring for
monitoring

UWIR – Selected
Spring for
mitigation

MNES
Present

Responsible
Proponent

On APLNG
tenement







Origin

On Santos
tenement







Santos







Santos

Spring Complex
Location of Spring
Name

Scotts Creek
Yebna 2

Lucky Last

On Santos
tenement

Elgin 2

Off-tenure







Santos

Abyss

On Santos
tenement







Santos

Barton

On APLNG
tenement







Origin

Spring Rock Creek

On Santos
tenement







Santos

Abyss

On and off Santos
tenements







Santos

Yebna 2

On Santos
tenement







Santos

Ponies

On Santos
tenement







Santos

Wambo

On QGC tenement







QGC

Carnarvon Gorge

Off-tenure







ND

Cockatoo Creek

Off-tenure







ND

Off-tenure







ND

Off-tenure







ND

Off-tenure







ND

Off-tenure







ND

Off-tenure







ND

W39

On Origin
tenement







Origin

W40

On Santos
tenement







Santos

W80

On Santos
tenement







Santos

W81

On Santos
tenement







Santos

W82

On Santos
tenement







Santos

Dawson River 2
Boggomoss
Dawson River 6
Prices
Dawson River 8

ND = not defined, spring responsibility will be allocated to the responsible tenure holder if future
iterations of the Surat CMA CIM indicate potential drawdown at a spring complex in the source aquifer or
if an investigation trigger for of the spring complex is exceeded, whichever the earliest. EWS monitoring
bore responsibilities are assigned.
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An early warning system (EWS) has been developed to provide adequate time for assessment and
implementation of management measures prior to potential negative effects on MNES. The EWS is
built on the following key elements:



The use of groundwater levels variations as an early warning proxy for impact to the
ecosystem supported by the spring. This is conservative as a decrease in pressure does
not necessarily result in an impact to MNES;



A groundwater monitoring network that focuses on the primary source aquifers of EPBC
springs (primarily Hutton and Precipice Sandstones). Intervening aquitards will not be
monitored because drawdown must first propagate through either of the primary
aquifers;



The use of the regional cumulative impact model (CIM) developed for the Surat CMA
UWIR to set action trigger, primarily using the 95th percentile prediction (P95) of
drawdown. This corresponds to a drawdown that represents a statistical value from the
200 model runs for which 95% of the model runs have a smaller predicted drawdown. In
other words, there is only 5% likelihood that this value be exceeded. Use of the P95 is
conservative and therefore aligns with the Precautionary Principle.



The development of drawdown trigger response processes that respond to increasing
levels of risk to MNES.



The ability to use the entire network of monitoring bores to support the assessment of
regional scale responses to better understand the source of actual CSG-induced
drawdown, and the associated potential risks to MNES.

The development of the Early Warning System monitoring network takes into account the
mechanisms by which drawdown is propagated from the source (CSG production area) to the
receptor (spring).
Two primary mechanisms exist for the transmittal of drawdown from CSG production to springs:
Hutton Sandstone sourced springs -Vertical propagation of pressure reduction from CSG production
in the Walloon Coal Measures through the siltstones underlying the coal seams (including the
Eurombah Formation aquitard) and into the Hutton Sandstone. The only spring sourced from the
Hutton Sandstone that the Surat UWIR considered to be at high risk is Scotts Creek.
Precipice Sandstone sourced springs - Lateral propagation of depressurisation from potential CSG
production from the Bandanna Formation at Spring Gully and Fairview, resulting in underdrainage of
the Precipice Sandstone where the Bandanna Formation subcrops to the west of Fairview/Spring
Gully (Santos refers to this area as the Contact Zone). The underdrainage would in turn propagate a
cone of depression laterally through the Precipice Sandstone to the springs, such as the Lucky Last
spring complex.
For the Walloon Coal Measures, the first potential source aquifer that can be impacted is the Hutton
Sandstone; for the impact propagating from the Bandanna Formation, it is the Precipice Sandstone.
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The JIP specifies a groundwater monitoring bore network that will be used to provide early warning
of potential impact to a spring or spring complex (Figure 1). It comprises fourteen (14) Hutton
Sandstone monitoring locations, sixteen (16) Precipice Sandstone monitoring locations and one
Clematis Sandstone1 monitoring location. These monitoring bores are a subset of the Proponent’s
combined groundwater monitoring bore network. Approximately 30% of the EWS monitoring bores
are already in place and the remainder are planned to be installed by the end of 2016.Prioritisation
of the EWS monitoring bore installation is scheduled to enable the early commencement of data
collection at locations close to early CSG development areas. The bores will be constructed to allow
the collection of both water pressure and water quality data.
The network comprises two types of installations:



An Early Warning Monitoring Installation (EWMI) will typically be on-tenure and close to
the area of CSG water extraction or, between the extraction areas and the spring. These
early warning bores are located to provide initial drawdown data, and secondary data in
support of interpretation of observations made closer to springs. At these locations
groundwater drawdowns are expected to be more pronounced due to their proximity to
the source of drawdown.



A Trigger Monitoring Point (TMP) located closer to the spring i.e. further away from the
CSG production area. For on-tenure springs, the TMPs have been selected within close
proximity of the springs.

In addition to the above EWS network, the Proponents will also be monitoring the CSG reservoirs
(Walloon Coal Measures and the Bandanna Formation) to understand the timing and magnitude of
drawdown at its source.
Two drawdown triggers have been developed that instigate actions commensurate with increasing
levels of risk to MNES. Drawdown limits have been set, which if exceeded constitute a breach in
approval conditions. These are defined in the following table.

Term

Investigation
Trigger

Management
/ Mitigation
Trigger
Drawdown
Limit

Approval Condition Terminology
A nominated value that triggers an action such as
data review, model review, increased monitoring
frequency, increased monitoring parameters. This is
equivalent to ‘early warning indicator’ in the EPBC
approval conditions.
A nominated value at a TMP that triggers some
action to be taken to prevent an impact occurring at
an EPBC spring. For groundwater pressure, this is
equivalent to ‘drawdown threshold’ in the EPBC
approval conditions.
A nominated value at a TMP that, if exceeded, would
result in a breach of the Proponents’ Approval
Conditions.

Applies to
Water
Level

Applies to
Water
Quality













1

The Clematis Sandstone is no longer classified under the GAP ROP as a GAB aquifer. SEWPaC has yet to advise if the approval conditions
apply to springs sourced from the Clematis Sandstone and meeting the criteria of community of native species dependant on GAB.
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The JIP identifies investigation triggers, management triggers and drawdown limits for every bore in
the EWS network, as appropriate.
For off-tenure springs located at a large distance from CSG production areas:
Case 1: General case



The drawdown limit is set as the P95 drawdown in an EWS monitoring bore
corresponding to the last time period in the model corresponding to zero metres
drawdown at the spring. It is defined for TMPs only.



The investigation trigger value is set at 50% of the drawdown limit for that EWS bore;
and



The management/mitigation trigger is set at 80% of the drawdown limit for that EWS
bore.

Case 2: No drawdown predicted at spring
Where no drawdown is predicted at the spring by the CIM, the maximum P95 drawdown value at an
EWS monitoring bore is used:



The investigation trigger value is set at 50% of the maximum P95 drawdown value ;



The management/mitigation trigger value is set at 80% of the maximum P95 drawdown
value ; and



The drawdown limit is set at the maximum P95 drawdown value.
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Case 3: No drawdown predicted at spring and at the TMP
Where no drawdown is predicted at the spring and no measurable drawdown is predicted at a TMP,
the drawdown limit is set at 0.2 m, investigation triggers and management /mitigation triggers are
set as the percentile of the drawdown limit:



The investigation trigger value is set at 50% of the drawdown limit, i.e. at 0.1 m;



The management/mitigation trigger is set at 80% of drawdown limit, i.e. at 0.16 m; and



The drawdown limit is set at 0.2 m

For on-tenure springs, or springs close to production areas:



Investigations and mitigation triggers are defined at EWMIs as the modelled P50 and
P95 drawdown predictions, respectively. Exceedance of the P50 drawdown will trigger
investigation and exceedance of the P95 will trigger management actions.



For on-tenure springs TMPs are located close to the springs (typically less than 5 km) and
act as a measurable proxy to assessing the monitoring of the source aquifer pressure at
the spring. The Drawdown Limit is defined as 0.2 m CSG-induced drawdown at the TMP,
0.2 m being a measurable proxy for zero impact to MNES.
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Investigation triggers for groundwater quality will be set following the collection of a baseline data
set.
Water level data will be collected in each monitoring bore on a daily frequency. The data will be
corrected to remove non-CSG related effects that may include barometric pressure fluctuations, the
effects of earth tides, and the effects of groundwater extraction from the spring source aquifers. The
corrected data will be used to calculate the CSG induced drawdown. If the corrected drawdown
exceeds a trigger, the response process will apply (see following figure):
1) When an Investigation Trigger value is exceeded (at an EWMI or TMP), the responsible
Proponent will



Verify the exceedance by:
o

Assessing observation data with historical data for the bore, this may include the use
of a statistical trend procedure to remove natural variations;;

o

Assessing water level data in neighbouring bores monitoring the same aquifer;

o

Reviewing the model predictions and assess with observed water levels;

o

Identifying the potential causes that may have contributed to the exceedance; and

o

Increasing monitoring if necessary; then,

o

Notify The Department of the Environment within 10 days of confirmation of the
exceedance
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Where an observed exceedance cannot be ruled out, the responsible Proponent will
undertake a risk assessment and other studies resulting in nomination of a concept
mitigation approach. This will include field investigations to assess site specific features,
an assessment of the vulnerability of the spring to the level of predicted drawdown and
a review of the hydrogeological conceptual model to understand the actual level of risk
of impact to the EPBC springs. A methodology is proposed for the selection of potential
impact management/mitigation solutions. One key element is the multi-criteria analysis
which ensures that a range of criteria are taken into consideration in the selection
process and in particular:
o

The timing available for implementation of the management/mitigation option;

o

The timing of the Proponent CSG activities; and

o

Other criteria such as technical success rate of the solution, environmental footprint,
stakeholder and regulatory acceptability.

2) When a Management/Mitigation trigger is exceeded, the responsible Proponent will:



Move to carry out detailed mitigation design and develop a mitigation plan. To this end,
the previously selected impact management/mitigation concept(s) will be developed in
detail. This will involve:
o

Confirmation of the concept options;

o

Additional field investigations;

o

Hydrogeological modelling;

o

Detailed engineering design studies.



Develop a mitigation plan. The mitigation plan will identify the potential of time before
impact, the timing of mitigation and will potentially be redefining the value used as a
“zero impact proxy”.



Submit the mitigation plan to The Department of the Environment; then



Implement the mitigation plan.

3) When a drawdown limit is exceeded and the exceedance cannot be ruled out, the responsible
Proponent will report to The Department of the Environment within 10 days of confirmation of
exceedance.
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The EWS is based on the underlying assumption that MNES with respect to GAB springs are
dependent on spring flow. The sensitivity of the spring flow to drawdown in the source aquifer is
dependent on the hydrogeological environment in which the spring exists, particularly the
groundwater pressure in the source aquifer at the spring and the flow path for the water reaching
the surface.
The time delay between an exceedance of the monitoring trigger and an exceedance of the
management/mitigation trigger is estimated to be a minimum of three years for off tenements
springs. While initial site-specific conceptual hydrogeological models have been developed and will
be provided to The Department of the Environment by 1st November 2013 for the springs which the
UWIR indicates are at a greater risk of potential drawdown (Lucky last, Yebna2, Scotts Creek spring
complexes), conceptual hydrogeological models for springs that are more distant from CSG
production or not predicted to be at risk will be developed for at the completion of the spring
baseline monitoring.
Springs monitoring will be undertaken quarterly to match the frequency requested in the UWIR.
The first year of quarterly monitoring will constitute the baseline period. In addition to those items
above, the baseline monitoring will include assessment of fauna, flora and macro-invertebrates, and
collection of groundwater samples for isotope analysis. There are a range of weather stations across
the area and others will be installed in close proximity to spring complexes, where required. The
Proponents intend to use a common field team to undertake the spring baseline monitoring to
ensure consistency between the companies.
Groundwater samples will be collected from the EWS monitoring bore network every six months.
Statistical evaluation indicates that seven samples will be required to establish a baseline with a 95%
confidence.
A Quality Plan for EWS monitoring has been developed by the Proponents which standardises:



Field procedures for springs and groundwater sampling;



Field quality assurance, quality control (QA/QC) procedures;



Data management processes; and



Data control processes.

Collection of monitoring data will be the responsibility of the proponent responsible for installation
of each of the EWMIs and TMPs. The Proponents can share the monitored data with each other
through a range of existing data sharing agreements, and via provision of the data to the Office of
Groundwater Impact Assessment. Reports will be prepared by the Proponents in accordance with
their individual CSG WMMPs but will include a minimum of:



Simple reporting of data every year (data and plots of data against trigger as
appropriate, trend analysis after collection of baseline);



A consolidated report every 3 years.
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The following table summarises the commitments made in this JIP for the monitoring and
management of EPBC springs.
Commitment

Due date

Define reference values for groundwater level
and groundwater chemistry

Reference values will be defined for each
groundwater bore of the EWS network, within
six month of completion of baseline at the bore.
This being a minimum of one year of
groundwater levels and 7 six-monthly sampling
events for groundwater quality. Values will be
provided in the proponents’ respective CWMMP
for bores they are responsible for.
6 month following the release of updates of the
Surat UWIR, if necessary.
1 November 2013

Review of the JIP
Spring hydrogeological conceptual models:
EPBC spring hydrogeological models as
developed by the Proponents for the purpose
of the EPMORs (Lucky Last, Yebna2, Abyss,
Scotts Creek) and complementary
hydrogeological cross sections as developed by
KCB (KCB, 2012)
Spring baseline report inclusive of the result of
4 three-monthly spring baseline monitoring and
development of hydrogeological conceptual
models for each spring complex

April 2015

Review of the EPBC conceptual model for those
springs potentially fed by the Birkhead
Formation, assessment of the requirement for
Birkhead Formation monitoring bores in the
EWS.

Following completion of proposed EWS
monitoring bores network implementation. The
matter will be discussed in the next update of
the JIP.

Data model predicted drawdown

To be included in the Proponents’ CWMMPs
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Glossary
Aquifer

Aquitard

Artesian aquifer
Autocorrelation

Baseline Data

Basin
Confined aquifer

Drawdown

Drawdown Limit

Earth tides

Ecosystem
EPBC Spring

EWMI
EWS
Formation

Groundwater Dependent
Ecosystems

A saturated, permeable geological unit that is permeable enough
to yield economic quantities of water to boreholes.
A saturated geological unit with a relatively low permeability that
retards and restricts the movement of water, but does not prevent
the movement of water; while it may not readily yield water to
boreholes and springs, it may act as a storage unit.
A confined aquifer under hydrostatic pressure.
(a). Correlation between the elements of a series and others from
the same series separated from them by a given interval.
(b). A calculation of such correlation
A data set for each nominated EWMI and TMP that is made up of
data that is used to derive the reference value, i.e. the value of the
parameter prior to impact by CSG activities.
A depression of large size in which sediments have accumulated.
An aquifer overlain by a confining layer of significantly lower
hydraulic conductivity in which groundwater is under greater
pressure than that of the atmosphere; the aquifer is bounded
above and below by an aquitard.
Change in hydraulic head relative to a background condition,
indicating the difference in head which has occurred at a given
location relative to an initial time at the same location.
A nominated value at a TMP that, if exceeded, would result in a
breach of the Commonwealth Approval Conditions should
drawdown exceed this value (see Condition 49 a). This value
corresponds to greater than 0 +/-0.2 m modelled impact at an
EPBC Spring.
Earth tide or body tide is the small (typically <1 metre) motion of
the Earth's surface at periods of about 12 hours and longer. The
motion is caused by the gravity of the Moon and Sun. The largest
body tide constituents are semi-diurnal, but there are also
significant diurnal, semi-annual, and fortnightly contributions.
Though the gravitational forcing causing earth tides and ocean
tides is the same, the responses are quite different.
A community of plants, animals and bacteria and the physical and
chemical environment they inhabit.
A spring complex where the presence of The community of native
species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater from the
Great Artesian Basin, or threatened species listed under the EPBC
Act that are reliant on springs has been confirmed – further
discussion is available in Section 3.1.
Early Warning Monitoring Installation
Early Warning System
(a) A unit in stratigraphy defining a succession of rocks of the same
type. (b) A body of rock strata that consists of a certain lithology or
combination of lithologies.
Terrestrial or aquatic ecosystems whose ecological function and
biodiversity are partially or entirely dependent on groundwater.
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Groundwater model

Investigation Trigger (Early
Warning Trigger Value)

Management / mitigation
Trigger (Exceedance
Threshold)
MNES

Outcrop

Permeability

Piezometric surface

Porosity

Potentiometric surface

Proponents
Reference value

A simplified conceptual or mathematical image of a groundwater
system, describing the features essential to the purpose for which
the model was developed and including various assumptions
pertinent to the system. Mathematical groundwater models can
include numerical and analytical models.
A nominated value at an EWMI and TMP that triggers some action
such as data review, model review, increased monitoring
frequency, increased monitoring parameters. For groundwater
pressure, this is equivalent to ‘early warning indicator’ referred to
in Condition 49)d.
A nominated value at a TMP that triggers some action to be taken
to prevent an impact occurring at an EPBC spring (i.e. a mitigation
activity). For groundwater pressure, this is equivalent to
‘drawdown threshold’ referred to in Condition 49)d
Matters of National Environmental Significance as defined under
part 3 of the EPBCAct, 1999
(a) The part of a rock formation that appears at the surface of the
ground.
(b) A term used in connection with a vein or lode as an essential
part of the definition of apex. It does not necessarily imply the
visible presentation of the mineral on the surface of the earth, but
includes those deposits that are so near to the surface as to be
found easily by digging.
(c) The part of a geologic formation or structure that appears at
the surface of the earth; also, bedrock that is covered only by
surficial deposits such as alluvium.
(d) To appear exposed and visible at the earth’s surface; to crop
out.
A measure of the capacity of rock or stratum to allow water or
other fluids such as oil to pass through it (i.e. the relative ease with
which a porous medium can transmit a fluid).
A surface of hydraulic heads or potentials, typically depicted by a
map of equipotential contours such as a map of water-table
elevations. See potentiometric surface.
The volume of the voids divided by the total volume of porous
medium (the percentage of a rock or soil that is represented by
open voids or spaces): effective - the interconnected porosity
which contributes to groundwater flow. Often used synonymously
with specific yield although the two terms are not synonymous.
fracture - the porosity of the fractures; intergranular - the porosity
between the grains of a sediment or sedimentary rock; primary intergranular porosity formed during the deposition of the
sediment or from vesicles in igneous rocks; secondary - porosity
formed after the rock is lithified by either dissolution or fracturing.
In groundwater, an imaginary surface that defines the level to
which water in a confined aquifer would rise were it completely
pierced with wells
Queensland Gas Company, Origin Energy on behalf of Australia
Pacific LNG, Santos referred together as a collective
Value defined using baseline data and thereafter used as a
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Spring complex

Spring vent
Subcrop

TMP
Transmissivity (T)

Unconfined aquifer
Water table

reference point for comparison with more recent data to assess
the presence or absence of impact.
A cluster of spring vents where no adjacent pair of springs are
more than 6km apart and all springs within the complex are
located in a similar geomorphic setting
A spring
An occurrence of strata beneath the subsurface of an inclusive
stratigraphic unit that succeeds an unconformity on which there is
marked overstep
Trigger Monitoring Point
The rate of horizontal groundwater flow through the full saturated
thickness (b) of an aquifer across a unit width (i.e. an area of b x 1)
(i.e. Through a 1 metre wide slice across the entire depth of an
aquifer) under a unit hydraulic gradient (i.e. δh / δl = 1).
Transmissivity may be quoted as m³/day/m [L³/T/L], but is more
commonly expressed as m²/day [L²/T]. It provides a better
comparison of the possible yield of an aquifer than saturated
hydraulic conductivity because it takes into account the saturated
thickness of an aquifer. Transmissivity is related to the hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer by the equation T=Kb.
An aquifer with no confining layer between the water table and
the ground surface where the water table is free to fluctuate.
Potentiometric surface of the upper most aquifer.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objectives of this Document
The CSG operators in the southern Bowen and Surat Basins, Santos, Origin Energy and Origin Energy
on behalf of APLNG (hereafter referred to as Origin), Queensland Gas Company (QGC) (from here on
referred to as the Proponents) have developed this collaborative Joint Industry Plan (JIP) which aims
at harmonising the approach of monitoring and management of impact of EPBC springs by:



Developing one common approach for the monitoring and impact management of EPBC springs
which will prevent overlap between the Proponents;



Ensure that early warning systems, monitoring points and values for exceedance triggers and
drawdown levels are set in a same way; and



Provide one single approach to spring monitoring and more specifically spring baseline
acquisition through the use of a single consultancy.

It is noted that Arrow Energy also represent a CSG operator in the Surat CMA, Arrow Energy do not
currently have project approval and associated conditions set under the EPBC Act. Arrow Energy has
been consulted in the development of the JIP.
This document intends to:



Summarise the sum of monitoring requirements that have been requested of the
Proponents in the Surat UWIR and in the Proponents’ approval conditions by the
Department of the Environment in relation to EPBC springs;



Propose an early warning system monitoring network and escalating levels of triggers to
protect EPBC springs from any effect from CSG water extraction;



Demonstrate that the Proponent will endeavour to identify potential impact early and
adequately respond to prevent any adverse impact to EPBC springs; and



Identify which proponent is responsible for management actions for each potentially
impacted EPBC springs;



Demonstrate the Proponents’ commitments to meet the requirements of the EPBC
approval.

The JIP addresses the risk of groundwater drawdown propagating from CSG production areas toward
those springs hosting ecological communities that are listed as Matters of National Environmental
Significance (MNES) under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999
(EPBC Act). An Early Warning System (EWS) scheme defines a spring monitoring network and a risk
management and response program as required by The Department of the Environment. In
developing this plan, the Proponents have taken into consideration the findings of the Surat UWIR
(QWC, 2012).
By means of this JIP, Proponents seek to satisfy the conditions relating to the development of a
monitoring program, establishment of triggers and implementation of response actions and
mitigation strategies. Table 1-1provides an overview of the conditions addressed in this proposal.
Conditions not covered in the JIP are either covered in other joint industry projects independent of
this JIP (Section 1.2), or covered in individual CSG WMMPs.
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Table 1-1: Approval Conditions addressed by the JIP
Condition Number
Santos
QGC
49.a

49.a

49.b
49.c
49.d
49.e
49.f
49.g.i
49.g.ii
49.g.iii
49.g.iv
49.g.v
49.g.vi
49.g.vii
49.g.viii
49.g.ix
49.g.x
49.g.xi
49.g.xii
49.h. 1

53.d.ii
68

49.b (53Ba)
49.c
49.d
49.e
49.f (53Bb)
49.g.i
49.g.ii
49.g.iii
49.g.iv
49.g.v
49.g.vi
49.g.vii
49.g.viii
49.g.ix
49.g.x
49.g.xi
49.g.xii
49.h. 1
49.h. 2
(53Bc)
49.i
523.a
52.b
52.c.i
52.c.ii
52.c.iii
52.c.iv
(53Bdi)
52.c.v
(53Bdii)
52.c.vi
52.c.vii
(53Bdiii)
52.c.viii
52.c.ix
52.d.i.1
52.d.i.2
(53BeiI)
52.d.i.3
(53BeiII)
52.d.i.4
(53BeiIII)
52.d.ii
(53Beii)
68

69. a
69.b i

69. a
69.b i

49.h. 2
49.i
53.a
53.b
53.c.i
53.c.ii
53.c.iii
53.c.iv
53.c.v
53.c.vi
53.c.vii
53.c.viii
53.c.ix
53.d.i.1
53.d.i.2
53.d.i.3
53.d.i.4

Origin
50.a
50.b
50.c
50.d
50.e
50.f
50.g.i
50.g.ii
50.g.11
50.g.iv
50.g.v
50.g.vi
50.g.vii
50.g.viii
50.g.ix
50.g.x
50.g.xi
50.g.xii
50.h. 1
50.h. 2

50.i
53.a
53.b
53.c.i
53.c.ii
53.c.iii
53.c.iv
53.c.v
53.c.vi
53.c.vii
53.c.viii
53.c.ix
53.d.i.1
53.d.i.2
53.d.i.3
53.d.i.4
53.d.ii

70
71. a
71.b i

Approval conditions
committed to in the JIP





















Additional approval conditions
referred to in the JIP
NA


NA






NA






NA
NA

























NA










NA



















NA
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Condition Number
Santos
QGC
69.b ii
69.b ii
69.b iii
69.b iii
69.b iv
69.b iv
69.b v.
69.b v.
69.b vi.I
69.b vi.I
69.b vi.II
69.b vi.II
69.b vi.III
69.b vi.III
69.b vi.IV
69.b vi.IV
69.b vii.
69.b vii.
69.b viii.
69.b viii.

Origin
71.b ii
71.b iii
71.b iv
71.b v
71.b vi.I
71.b vi.II
71.b vi.III
71.b vi.IV
71.b vii
71.b viii

Approval conditions
committed to in the JIP











Additional approval conditions
referred to in the JIP


NA
NA
NA
NA





Notes: NA – Not Applicable

The proposed approach has been progressed in accordance with comments received from
Geoscience Australia (GA, 2011, 2012), the Commonwealth Department the Environment and the
Expert Panel for Major CSG Projects.
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1.2 Scope of Industry Collaboration
The industry is collaborating to undertake jointly the following studies and develop management
tools in relation to springs:



The Joint Industry Plan



The undertaking of the spring baseline monitoring at the identified EPBC springs; and



A spring mapping exercise for the areas within 100 km of the maximum predicted
drawdown extent (Surat UWIR, QWC, 2012) and not covered by QWC spring survey (as
required under Approval Conditions 68 for Santos or QGC and Condition 70 for Origin).

1.3 Updates of the JIP
Updates of the JIP will be made by the Proponents:



Within six months after the release of an update of the Surat UWIR, when necessary;



If required, should a monitoring investigation highlight the need to update the EWS
methodologies or locations.

Any update would take into consideration any variation to the implementation of the JIP made
through consultation with The Department of the Environment between the two revisions.

2 Spring Impact Management and Monitoring Requirements
2.1 Department of the Environment Spring Impact Management
Requirements
The Proponents project approval conditions require the CSG activities to have “no adverse impacts”
to MNES. To measure impact at a spring, a “zero drawdown” impact in the source aquifer at the
spring has been used as a proxy at this time. This is a conservative approach as a decrease of
pressure in the source aquifer may not necessarily result in an impact to MNES. The assessment of
the vulnerability of a spring complex to a decrease in pressure in the source aquifer is site specific
and requires ecological and hydrogeological assessments over a period of time, however the use of
regional groundwater monitoring will provide early warning of potential impact and inform on
potential impact at the springs.

2.2 Department of the Environment Monitoring Requirements
The monitoring of impact at EPBC spring is required through the monitoring of groundwater levels in
source aquifers and the monitoring of spring conditions. In essence, the monitoring of EPBC springs
needs to satisfy:



The establishment of sufficient baseline data prior to the commencement of main
production:



Long-term monitoring programs for groundwater regimes, and for the condition and
function of the EPBC Springs, should be implemented prior to CSG water extraction. A
staged approach is acceptable with the primary focus for installation being in areas
closer to impact as predicted by the Surat CIM.
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Collect data to establish how ecosystems function and baseline(pre-CSG development)
spring conditions such that risk to EPBC springs from CSG production may be assessed
and impact prevented or mitigated.



Allow understanding of non-CSG production effects that may affect aquifer water level
responses and spring behaviour.



It is noted that changes to aspects such as ecosystem health (e.g. ecological diversity)
and physio-chemical spring attributes (e.g. spring flow and spring water quality) are
secondary impacts that would reflect changes to groundwater pressure and
groundwater quality.



The establishment of aquifer source monitoring infrastructure to enable early detection
of potential impacts to EPBC springs.



The establishment of drawdown threshold values and response actions which escalate
with increasing levels of drawdown.

2.3 Surat UWIR Groundwater and Spring Monitoring Requirements
The Surat UWIR water monitoring program is summarised in Section 7 of the Surat UWIR (QWC,
2012), and is described in detail in Appendix G of that reference. The spring monitoring program is
summarised in Section 8 of the Surat UWIR, and is described in detail in Appendix H of that
document.
The required water monitoring program will establish a regional monitoring network of bores in the
GAB aquifers and other hydrostratigraphic units as described in Table G-1 and as shown on the maps
of Figures G-1 through G-9 of the Surat UWIR. Over 450 monitoring points at 142 locations are to be
installed.
Maps showing locations of the required Precipice Sandstone and Hutton Sandstone monitoring
bores under the Surat UWIR have been reproduced as Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2. These maps have
been reproduced as they relate to the main source aquifers for EPBC springs, the Hutton Sandstone
and Precipice Sandstone.
The UWIR identifies 33 spring vents amongst ten spring complexes and five watercourse springs that
are at a higher risk of being affected by CSG activities. Not all of these higher risk springs are
classified as EPBC springs. Watercourse springs are sections of rivers where substantial baseflow is
provided to the river. Those watercourse springs have not been observed to hold any EPBC listed
species.
The Surat UWIR spring monitoring requirements include:



Spring flow,



Spring wetted area,



Water chemistry, and



Physical condition.

Methods for the required spring monitoring and water analytes are provided in Appendix H of the
Surat UWIR. Monitoring is to be undertaken on a quarterly basis and results reported every six
months.
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The UWIR does not require the monitoring of fauna and flora, as the Office of Groundwater Impact
Assessment (OGIA, formerly known as QWC) is of the view that “the identification of ecological
assemblages is a matter for further research rather than regular monitoring” (section 8.4, UWIR).
Accordingly, OGIA has identified a research project called “Ongoing knowledge about springs”
(Appendix I of the Surat UWIR).
Accordingly, monitoring of the springs requested by the Surat UWIR has been incorporated with the
monitoring of EPBC springs. The spring monitoring program addresses both the requirements of the
Surat UWIR and the Commonwealth Projects approval conditions.
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2.4 Surat UWIR Spring Mitigation Studies
The Surat UWIR defines a spring impact mitigation strategy which is described in Section 8.5 and
Table 8-4 (QWC, 2012). The principal criterion cited by OGIA for inclusion is the prediction of
potential to experience more than 0.2 m drawdown in the source aquifer(s) at the spring location at
any time. Five spring complexes (38 spring vents) were predicted to potentially experience
drawdown of more than 0.2 m in the source aquifer. Drawdown greater than 0.2m is not predicted
to occur at any spring until 2017 or later.
The UWIR assigns responsibility to petroleum tenure holders for specific monitoring and mitigation
actions. The UWIR identifies the responsible tenure holder for each of the springs where greater
than 0.2m of CSG-related drawdown is predicted at any time. Responsible tenure holders are
required to develop and implement a spring mitigation strategy for each spring complex identified in
the Surat UWIR for evaluation of spring impact mitigation options (Table 3-1and Figure 3-2). A
spring mitigation option assessment is due to be submitted to OGIA and DEHP on 1st September
2013 for those defined springs.
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3 Identified EPBC Springs and Surat UWIR Mitigation Springs for
Monitoring
3.1 Definition of an EPBC Spring
The Proponents projects approval conditions established under the EPBC Act relate to “the
community of native species dependant on the natural discharge of groundwater from the Great
Artesian Basin”.
The work done by the Queensland Herbarium (Ecological and Botanical Survey of Springs in the Surat
Cumulative Management Area, QLD Herbarium, 2011) for the (then) Queensland Water Commission
in support of the Surat Underground Water Impact Report has been used to identify EPBC springs in
the Surat Basin. These springs have been included as they meet at least one of the below criteria:



Meeting the criteria for the Community of Native Species Dependent on Groundwater
Discharge from GAB i.e. the springs are defined as GAB artesian discharge springs.
Dawson River 2 and 8, Cockatoo 2, Yebna 2 and Elgin 2 springs fall within this category,
as their source is interpreted to be artesian GAB groundwater. These springs do not host
EPBC or Queensland Nature Conservation Act (NC Act) listed species; and



Hosting any EPBC or NC Act listed species.

The springs identified by the Queensland Herbarium can be classified according to the above criteria
as displayed on the below diagram (Figure 3-1).
Figure 3-1: Classification of current EPBC Springs(QLD Herbarium, 2011)

Dawson River 2
Dawson River 8
Yebna 2
Elgin 2

Boggomoss 5
Dawson River 6
Cockatoo Creek
Lucky Last
Scotts Creek
Prices

Meets Criteria of Community of
Native Species Dependent on
GAB to extent that spring is GAB
sourced
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The Carnarvon Gorge spring complex, located in the Carnarvon Gorge National Park, is supplied by
groundwater from the outcropping Precipice Sandstone. The springs are not fed by GAB pressure
discharge but rather by infiltration and rapid discharge of rainfall water (KCB, 2012). The rainfall
water recharging the outcropping Precipice Sandstone is found emerging from the base of the
Precipice Sandstone close to the unconformity with the underlying lower permeability siltstone of
the Moolayember Formation. As such, the Carnarvon Gorge spring complex is not included in the
scope of this JIP.

3.2 Current Understanding for this JIP
The Department of the Environment and the Surat UWIR monitoring requirements create a very
comprehensive regionally distributed spring monitoring and protection network.
There are twelve spring complexes containing either EPBC listed species or EPBC communities within
the Surat Cumulative Management Area (CMA). The locations of these EPBC Springs are shown on
Figure 3-2. Summary information relating to each spring or spring complex is provided in Table 3-1.
The Surat UWIR requires spring monitoring at 33 spring vents within ten spring complexes and five
watercourse springs (Table 3-2), it also requires the Proponents to implement a spring mitigation
strategy at five spring complexes (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1: Summary of Spring Complexes Nominated for Monitoring
Spring
Complex
Name

Spring Number of
Complex EPBC-listed
Number
Vents in
Complex (1)

Cockatoo
Creek

9

19

Dawson
River 2
Boggomoss

2

1

5

30

Dawson
River 6

6

16

Prices

580

Dawson
River 8
Scotts
Creek

8

Vent Number(s)

Location of
Spring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
monitoring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
mitigation

EPBC
Springs

319, 320, 320.1, 321,
321.2, 321.3, 321.4,
321.4, 321.5, 321.6,
321.7, 321.8, 64, 64.1,
65, 65.1, 65.2, 66, 684
42

Off-tenure







Off-tenure







Off-tenure







Off-tenure







4

2, 3, 7-15, 29, 33, 37,
37v2, 44, 53-58, 61,
62, 63, 68, 68B, 29B,
44B
1, 4, 5, 6, 22, 23, 24,
25, 27, 30, 31, 32, 43,
59, 60, 25B
40,41,52,67

Off-tenure

3

26,28,38

Off-tenure










260

5

189-192, 192.1

On APLNG
tenement







Yebna 2

591

1

534

On Santos
tenement







Lucky Last

230

12

287,340,
686,687,687.1,687.2,6
87.3,687.4,687.5,687.
6,688,689

On Santos
tenement







Elgin 2

594

1

540

Off-tenure

Abyss

592

1

286 (EPBC), 716,
286.1, 286.2, 286.3










Carnarvon
Gorge

296

1

712

On and off
Santos
tenement
Off-tenure







Barton

283

0

702, 703
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Spring
Complex
Name

Spring Number of
Complex EPBC-listed
Number
Vents in
Complex (1)

Vent Number(s)

Location of
Spring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
monitoring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
mitigation

EPBC
Springs

On Santos
tenement
On Santos
tenement













Spring Rock
Creek
311

561

0

285

311

0

535, 536, 693, 704,
499, 500, 500.1,
536.1, 536.2, 537,
692, 694-699

Ponies

229

0

284

On Santos
tenement







Wambo

584

0

711, 711.1

On QGC
tenement







Notes:



Spring names, complex numbers and vent numbers as per QLD Herbarium survey (QLD Herbarium, 2011).



Abyss is partly on Santos tenements, EPBC spring vents are located on tenure, two non EPBC spring vents
are located off-tenure.

Table 3-2: Watercourse Springs for Monitoring
Watercourse
spring site
number

Start
Latitude

Start
Longitude

Finish
Latitude

Finish
Longitude

Location of
watercourse
spring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
monitoring

W39

-25.7256

149.3031

-25.6767

149.2351



W40

-25.6795

149.1373

-25.6848

149.0665

W80

-25.7434

148.6857

-25.6977

148.4273

On APLNG
tenement
On Santos
tenement
Off-tenure

W81

-25.7127

149.0837

-25.7151

149.0283

W82

-25.8038

148.7799

-25.8119

148.7327

On Santos
tenement
On Santos
tenement







3.3 EPBC Spring Responsibility
The monitoring responsibility at the spring is defined in two folds:



The baseline spring monitoring performed for all EPBC soring complexes is a joint
industry program (refer to Section4).



Ongoing spring monitoring and spring mitigation responsibilities.

The proponents commit to assign responsibility of ongoing springs monitoring and spring mitigation
to tenure holders. The practice mirrors the responsible tenure holder assignations of the UWIR. On
tenements springs are the responsibility of the tenure holder. Off-tenure springs are generally the
responsibility of the closest tenure holder.
For those spring at which the Surat UWIR cumulative Impact Model (CIM) does not predict
drawdown (e.g. Cockatoo Creek, Boggomoss, Prices, Dawson River 2, Dawson River 6 and Dawson
River 8), responsibility will be as summarised in Table 3-3:



In accordance with the UWIR, should future iterations of the CIM show an increased
level of risk at those springs.



Assigned to the closer tenure holder should an investigation trigger for the considered
spring complex be exceeded.
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It should be noted that the groundwater monitoring bores from the EPBC spring EWS defined in
latter sections of this JIP are all assigned and will be monitored by the tenure holder responsible for
its installation.
Should additional EPBC springs be identified within the 100 km buffer area beyond the drawdown
zone, the same assignation process will be followed.
Table 3-3: Spring Responsibility Assignation
Spring
Complex
Name
Cockatoo
Creek

Spring
Complex
Number
9

Dawson
River 2

EPBC
Status

Activities at
spring

Location of Spring

Assigned responsible tenure holder

To be advised under future revision of
the Surat UWIR or when an
investigation trigger is exceeded
whichever the earliest.
To be advised under future revision of
the Surat UWIR or when an
investigation trigger is exceeded
whichever the earliest.
To be advised under future revision of
the Surat UWIR or when an
investigation trigger is exceeded
whichever the earliest.
To be advised under future revision of
the Surat UWIR or when an
investigation trigger is exceeded
whichever the earliest.
To be advised under future revision of
the Surat UWIR or when an
investigation trigger is exceeded
whichever the earliest.
QGC (as assigned in the Surat UWIR)

EPBC
spring

Baseline

Off-tenure

2

EPBC
spring

Baseline

Off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

EPBC
spring

Baseline

Off-tenure

Dawson
River 6

6

EPBC
spring

Baseline

Off-tenure

Prices

580

EPBC
spring

Baseline

Off-tenure

Dawson
River 8
Scotts
Creek
Yebna 2

8

Lucky Last

230

Elgin 2

594

Barton

283

Spring Rock
Creek

561

Baseline&
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring

Off-tenure

260

EPBC
spring
EPBC
spring
EPBC
spring
EPBC
spring
EPBC
spring
Non EPBC
Non EPBC

Abyss

592

311

311

Ponies

229

Wambo

584

EPBC
spring
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC
Non
EPBC

Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline
&monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring
Baseline &
monitoring

591

‘W39
‘W40
‘W80
‘W81
‘W82

On APLNG
tenement
On Santos tenement

APLNG

On Santos tenement

Santos

Off-tenure

Santos

On APLNG
tenement
On Santos tenement

APLNG

On and off Santos
tenements
On Santos tenement

Santos

On Santos tenement

Santos

On QGC tenement

QGC

On APLNG
tenement
On Santos tenement

APLNG

Off-tenure

Santos

On Santos tenement

Santos

On Santos tenement

Santos

Santos

Santos

Santos

Santos

Note: W39, W40, W80, W81 and W82 are watercourse springs (or sections of the creeks fed by groundwater baseflow).
The baseline and monitoring program for those are different to others springs
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4 Baseline Spring Assessments & Spring Hydrogeological Conceptual
Models Preparation
A joint Industry program has been initiated to undertake the spring baseline. It covers the EPBC
springs and also other springs required for monitoring under the Surat UWIR. Baseline analyses to
satisfy projects approval conditions and the requirements of the Surat UWIR over four threemonthly sampling events will comprise:



Mapping of spring vent location and elevations, this will include the installation and
survey of a permanent survey mark at each complex;



Ground photography to record the appearance of springs and vegetation;



Gauging of the following parameters, noting that some springs have such diffuse
discharge that such quantification may not be possible or assessed reliably (in such cases
a qualitative reliability score and photograph to accompany results are required):



Discharge rates and inundation frequency: wetted area and/or visual flow observations;



Groundwater temperature (where unaffected by surface temperatures)



Physio-chemical field measurements (see Table 4-1);



Ecological monitoring of fauna, flora and macro-invertebrates at relevant sites within
each of the EPBC spring complexes; and



Spring sampling for laboratory analyses of water chemistry as per Table 4-1.

The Proponents will be using a common field team to undertake the spring baseline monitoring to
ensure consistency between the companies. The spring baseline program will follow the procedures
and quality standards defined in the “Spring Quality Plan” provided as APPENDIX B of this JIP.
A joint industry spring baseline report will be submitted in April 2015 which will include:





The results of the three- monthly sampling program over the four baseline events, and
in particular:
o

Tabulation of water chemistry;

o

Preparation of tri-linear diagram plots of major ion chemistry;

o

Assessment of temperature and water chemistry correlations between springs and
source aquifers;

o

Comparison against reliable water quality for local source aquifers;

o

Isotopic age dating; and

A hydrogeological conceptual model for each of the EPBC spring complexes.

The development of the conceptual models will take into consideration other anthropogenic
influences upon the source aquifers in the vicinity of each spring and more specifically:



Location and rate of source aquifer extraction and entitlement from abstraction bores;



Local land use and land management practices relevant to groundwater; and



Any proposal for artificial groundwater recharge possibly affecting the spring.
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Hydrogeological conceptual models have already been developed for those EPBC springs closest to
CSG activities at which a risk of impact is predicted by the Surat CIM. This applies to the following
spring complexes:



Lucky Last;



Yebna 2,



Abyss; and



Scotts Creek.

In addition to those, KCB had developed early hydrogeological cross sections for a number of spring
complexes (KCB, 2012).
Santos will provide to The Department of the Environment on behalf of the Proponents for the 1st
November 2013, a consolidated document which will contain the springs hydrogeological conceptual
models for those EPBC spring complexes named above and any additional hydrogeological cross
sections directly taken from KCB work.
As committed earlier, newly developed and/or updated conceptual models for each of the EPBC
spring cluster will be included with the baseline results in the April 2015 submission.
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Table 4-1:Spring Baseline Water Quality
Parameter

1

1

1

F/L

Parameter

F/L

Parameter

F/L

Dissolved oxygen

F

pH

F, L

Total dissolved solids

L

Electrical conductivity

F, L

Redox (Eh)

F

Total suspended solids

L

Free gas (4 gas meter incl CH4)

F

Temperature

F

Turbidity

F

Bicarbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Hydroxide (as CaCO3)

L

Sulphate

L

Calcium

L

Magnesium

L

Total Alkalinity (as CaCO3)

L

Carbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Potassium

L

Total Hardness (as CaCO3)

L

Chloride

L

Sodium

L

Aluminium

L

Copper

L

Selenium

L

Arsenic

L

Iron

L

Silica

L

Barium

L

Lead

L

Strontium

L

Beryllium

L

Lithium

L

Uranium

L

Boron

L

Manganese

L

Vanadium

L

Cadmium

L

Mercury

L

Zinc

L

Chromium

L

Molybdenum

L

Cobalt

L

Nickel

L

Total Nitrogen as N (including
NOx& TKN)

L

Total Phosphorus as P

L

Nitrite

L

Dissolved sulphide

L

Nitrate

L

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen

L

L

Bromide

L

Iodide

L

L

Dissolved Inorganic
Carbon

L

Dissolved Organic Carbone

L

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons

L

Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons

L

Volatile Organic
Compounds

L

Benzene, Toluene,
Ethylbenzene, Xylene

L

Phenols (standard LOR
and suite)

L

L

C1-C4 (incl methane,
ethylene and other gases)

L

Unionised Hydrogen
sulphide

L

Deuterium H-2

L

Oxygen-18

L

Radiogenic Carbon-14

L

Strontium-87/Strontium-86

L

d-Carbon-13 (DIC)

L

Physio-chemical

Major ions

Dissolved and total metals

Nutrients

Minor elements
Fluoride
Carbon
Total Organic Carbon
Organics

Dissolved Gases
Free and total Carbon dioxide
Isotopes(only in initial sampling)

Notes: This suite is the same than the groundwater monitoring suite.
(1) F: Field-based measurements
L: Laboratory-based measurements
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5 Conceptual Models for Drawdown Impact Propagation to EPBC
Springs
Monitoring and management of impact to an EPBC springs must take cognisance of the
mechanism(s) by which drawdown is likely to be propagated from the source (CSG production area)
to the receptor (EPBC spring), as per the source-pathway-receptor model of assessing
hydrogeological risk. The protection of all receptors requires a robust conceptual model to be
developed. The vertical and areal distribution of the springs allows the development of fewer
models, with the level of risk assessed to be proportional to the distance from the source of the
potential drawdown. Therefore, focussing monitoring efforts on the gas fields in closest proximity to
the springs, the formations through which the drawdown must propagate (Table 5-1), and the
springs closest to the relevant development areas (Figure 5-1), will be the most effective approach
to managing potential risks.
Based on groundwater pressures, Industry stratigraphy knowledge, outputs of the CIM, Santos has
developed impact propagation conceptual models for the Surat and Bowen Basin CSG production
fields.
Two primary mechanisms exist for the transmittal of drawdown to EPBC springs:
1) Vertical propagation of pressure reduction from CSG production in the Walloon Coal
Measures through the siltstones underlying the coal seams (including the Eurombah
Formation) and into the Hutton Sandstone and from there potentially to the Precipice
Sandstone. This is illustrated on Figure 5-2.



The low vertical permeability of the siltstones will both attenuate and delay the
magnitude of drawdown propagating to the Hutton Sandstone. Due to the relatively
higher horizontal permeability of the Hutton Sandstone, the drawdown will then spread
laterally from the areas of development outwards over time towards the springs.



Drawdown will first be realised at the springs closest in to the Walloon Coal Measure
developments and closest to where development commences, e.g., . Scott's Creek and
Dawson River 8 spring complexes. Scotts Creek spring complex lies approximately 40 km
northwest of Origin’s Combabula field and the QGC Woleebee Creek fields (QCLNG
project) approximately 55 km to the southeast.



All other Hutton Sandstone sourced EPBC springs are at a greater distance from Walloon
Coal Measures production. While the same mechanism for drawdown would apply, the
magnitude of drawdown will be less and the time lag greater.



Drawdown to the Precipice Sandstone from this mechanism would need to transmit
through the Evergreen Formation, which would significantly reduce the magnitude of
drawdown in the source area.

2) Lateral propagation of depressurisation from potential CSG production from the Bandanna
Formation at Spring Gully and Fairview, resulting in underdrainage of the Precipice
Sandstone where the Bandanna Formation subcrops to the west of Fairview/Spring Gully
(Santos refers to this area as the Contact Zone).



The underdrainage would propagate a cone of depression laterally through the Precipice
Sandstone. This is illustrated on Figure 5-3.
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The EPBC springs most at risk from this mechanism are those at Lucky Last, located
immediately northwest of the Spring Gully tenements (located on Santos tenement).
Extremely high transmissivities observed in the Precipice Sandstone in the vicinity of
Spring Gully (e.g. DRP-WI-1 and SG-PB3) suggest a low likelihood of propagating
drawdowns of significant magnitude through the Precipice Sandstone. To impact the
Hutton Sandstone, the drawdown from the Precipice Sandstone must propagate
through the Evergreen Formation.

Analysis of time-series drawdown data from the UWIR model, confirms these mechanisms as the
modelled sources of potential impacts to EPBC springs. The model does not appear to indicate any
propagation of drawdown through intervening Evergreen Formation with the exception of an area
between Miles and Dalby. This is of limited lateral extent and magnitude and, not in the vicinity of
EPBC springs, therefore drawdown at an EPBC spring is more likely to be realised via the primary
pathway.
Monitoring will therefore focus on the currently determined spring source aquifer. To provide an
early warning of potential impacts to the EPBC springs, it is essential that the monitoring focuses on
the source and the pathway to the spring, rather than in the immediate vicinity of the spring itself.
Further, monitoring of the CSG reservoir formation will provide an indication of whether the timing
of transmitted drawdown is likely to be greater or earlier than that modelled, and hence provide an
indicator of the level of risk to the EPBC springs of concern.
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Table 5-1: Impact propagation pathways for EPBC springs
Spring Complex
Name

Interpreted Source Aquifer

Source of
Interpretation of
Source Aquifer
KCB, 2012

Impact Propagation Pathway

Cockatoo Creek

Precipice Sandstone, with possible influence of the
Evergreen Formation

Dawson River 2

Precipice Sandstone, with possible influence of the
Evergreen Formation
Precipice Sandstone

KCB, 2012

Precipice Sandstone, with possible influence of the
Evergreen Formation
Precipice Sandstone

KCB, 2012

KCB, 2012

Vertically from the extraction in the WCMs and then laterally through the Hutton Sandstone to the spring

Scotts Creek

Hutton Sandstone, possibly lower Birkhead
Formation
Hutton Sandstone

KCB, 2012

Vertically from the extraction in the WCMs and then laterally through the Hutton Sandstone to the spring

Yebna 2

Precipice Sandstone, Evergreen Formation

Lucky Last

Precipice Sandstone

KCB, 2012; Santos,
2013
Santos

Underdrainage through contact between Bandanna Formation and Precipice Sandstone at Fairview/Spring Gully. Potentially
underdrainage from the WCMs propagating to the Precipice Sandstone and then laterally to the spring.
Underdrainage through contact between Bandanna Formation and Precipice Sandstone at Fairview/Spring Gully

Elgin 2

Clematis Sandstone

KCB, 2012

Vertically through the Rewan Formation from drawdown in the Bandanna Formation

Abyss

Hutton Sandstone

Santos, 2013

Vertically from the extraction in the WCMs and then laterally through the Hutton Sandstone to the spring. Potentially
underdrainage from the WCMs propagating to the Hutton Sandstone and then laterally to the spring.

Boggomoss
Dawson River 6
Prices
Dawson River 8

Vertically from the extraction in the WCMs, through the Hutton Sandstone then Evergreen Formation, and then laterally through
the Precipice Sandstone. Potentially from underdrainage through contact between Permian Coals (Bandanna equivalent) and
Precipice Sandstone at Scotia/Peat
Vertically from the extraction in the WCMs, through the Hutton Sandstone and Evergreen Formation, and then laterally through
the Precipice Sandstone. Potentially from underdrainage through contact between Permian Coals (Bandanna equivalent) and
Precipice Sandstone at Scotia/Peat

KCB, 2012

KCB, 2012

Notes:
1. Santos interpretation of the source aquifer is based on physico-chemical sampling started early in 2013 at the springs and work performed for the preparation of mitigation options selection reports (also referred as EPMOR) for the QLD government.
2. Both Evergreen Formation or Boxvale Sandstone (which is part of the Evergreen Formation) formation names are used in the literature to define spring aquifer sourced from the Boxvale Sandstone.

.
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Figure 5-2: Conceptual Model of Impact Propagation – Surat Basin
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Figure 5-3: Conceptual Model of Impact Propagation – Bowen Basin
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6 Proposed EPBC Spring Early Warning System
6.1 Key Elements of the EWS
This scheme will provide ‘early warning’ of pressure impacts propagating from CSG production areas
toward springs, and will provide adequate time to develop and implement impact mitigation plans.
The EWS is built on the following key elements:



The use of groundwater levels variations as a proxy to impact to springs to provide early
warning of potential impacts to EPBC springs;



The focus of monitoring on the EPBC springs primary source aquifers (see Section 6.2);



The use of the regional cumulative impact model (CIM) developed for the Surat CMA
UWIR (QWC,2012); and



The development of a drawdown trigger process that responds to increasing levels of
risk to MNES allowing for sufficient assessment and implementation time before
predicted potential impact.

All of the above key elements are defined in Section 6.1.1 through to Section 6.1.3. The trigger level
development is discussed in Section 8; associated responses are discussed in Section 9.
6.1.1 Use of groundwater level variations to inform on impact to springs
Changes to measurable attributes at the springs such as discharge volumes, wetted area and
vegetation response may not necessarily reflect regional changes to pressure head in the source
aquifer due to CSG activities. For example, it is noted that some spring vents discharge water on an
intermittent basis, independent of fluctuations in potentiometric surface in the source aquifer
(NWC, 2013, Vol. III).
As a result, a “zero drawdown” impact in the source aquifer has been used as a proxy for the
Projects Approval Conditions which require “no impact”. This is a conservative approach as a
decrease of pressure in the source aquifer may not necessarily result in an impact at the springs.
The assessment of the vulnerability of a spring complex to a decrease in pressure in the source
aquifer is site specific and requires ecological and hydrogeological assessments over a period of
time, however the use of regional groundwater monitoring will provide early warning of impact and
inform the risk of potential impacts to MNES.
Reliable assessment of the potential influence of CSG water extraction on the springs must rely on
regional scale groundwater level monitoring of the springs’ source aquifers. To understand the
effects of CSG production on water level variations, external natural and anthropogenic must be
removed from the water level response.
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6.1.2 Use of the regional cumulative impact model
The EWS is developed using the Surat CIM findings which are the best available assessment of
cumulative impacts of CSG production. The EWS uses the 95th percentile prediction of drawdown at
selected locations. The percentile corresponds to the distribution of the predicted drawdowns for
200 model runs. A 95th percentile drawdown, also referred as Upper P95, is a statistical measure
that indicates 95% of the model runs have a smaller predicted drawdown. In other words, there is
only 5% likelihood that this value be exceeded. The P95 has been adopted to provide the assurance
that sufficient time for assessment and implementation of mitigation would be available where
necessary.
The model values presented in this JIP correspond to a recent re-run of the CIM, model version 1.2.
The original UWIR model (v1.0) was updated to reduce water balance discrepancies via amended
time-stepping (v1.1) and implement a more realistic abandonment pressure surface in a small
number of leases (v1.2).
The Office of Groundwater and Impact Assessment (OGIA, formerly known as Queensland Water
Commission, QWC) considers that these alterations have negligible effect on the 1 m and 5 m impact
drawdown predicted for 2015 at the P95 statistical level. While there are minor differences in the
1m and 5m impact drawdown (P95) between v1.0 and v1.2 over longer time scales, OGIA does not
consider them to be of material importance (pers. comm. M. Gallagher, OGIA, April 2013). The
predictive resolution of a regional scale model such as the CIM is considered to be no less than 0.2m.
Predicted drawdown for each EPBC spring is summarised in Table 6-2. With the updates to the CIM
discussed above, Lucky Last is the only spring predicted to experience greater than 0.2 m of CSGrelated drawdown, with the first prediction of drawdown exceeding 0.1 m occurring in 2017 (see
Table 6-1Error! Reference source not found.). The version of the CIM used for the UWIR (v1.0),
predicted greater than 0.2 m of drawdown at Scott’s Creek, however model v1.2 predicts less than
0.15m.
It should also be noted that timing wise, based on the cumulative groundwater modelling, the
likelihood of observing a drawdown in a source aquifer before the end of 2017 is only 5%2 (Table
6-1). This will potentially affect the Lucky Last EPBC springs (Lucky Last), and this is not predicted to
occur before 2017. At the same spring complex, there is a likelihood of 50% that 0.1 m drawdown
will occur by 2021, and that 0.2 m drawdown will occur by 2026 (Table 6-1). The estimated impact
time-delay will provide sufficient time to establish baseline groundwater level (refer to Section 7.2).
Predicted drawdowns at EPBC springs in the source aquifer are provided in Table 6-2.

2

This value is based on a predicted impact drawdown in the source aquifer at the spring of 0.2 m.
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Table 6-1: Estimated P95 (CIM v1.2) Drawdowns at the Most at Risk Spring Complexes
Spring Complex Name

Scott’s Creek

Lucky Last

Spring Complex Number
Interpreted Source Aquifer

260
Hutton Sandstone

230
Precipice Sandstone

P95 -–maximum predicted
drawdown (Year)
P50 -–maximum predicted
drawdown (Year)
Year when there will be 5%
probability that the drawdown
exceeds 0.1m (P95)
Year when there will be 50%
probability that the drawdown
exceeds 0.1m (P50)
Year when there will be 5%
probability that the drawdown
exceeds 0.2m (P95)

0.15m (in 2195)

1.34m (in 2059)

0.06m (in 2165)

0.52m (in 2082)

2071

2017

NA

2021

NA

2018

Table 6-2: Predicted drawdown levels at EPBC springs
Spring
Complex Name
Cockatoo
Creek
Dawson River
2
Boggomoss

First Observed
drawdown*
Year – P95
2105

First Observed
drawdown*
Year – P50
2145

P95 maximum
predicted
drawdown (m)
0.02

Year of maximum
predicted drawdown

NA

NA

NA (0.006)

NA (2145)

2135

No drawdown predicted in the source aquifer at the spring location

Dawson River
6
Prices

No drawdown predicted in the source aquifer(s) at the spring location

Dawson River
8
Scotts Creek

2027

2029

0.06

2054

2029

2038

0.15

2195

Yebna 2

2036

2061

0.04

2295

Lucky Last

2008

2015

1.3

2075

No drawdown predicted in the source aquifer(s) at the spring location

Elgin 2

No drawdown predicted in the source aquifer at the spring location

Abyss

No drawdown predicted in the source aquifer at the spring location

*based on a modelled drawdown of 0.01 m
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6.1.3 Definition of exceedance levels
The EWS defines three levels of exceedance corresponding with escalating response to manage the
risk to the EPBC spring and mitigate the impact where required. These exceedance levels are
defined below in Table 6-3 and further defined in Section 8for a selection of groundwater
monitoring installations (Section 7.1). The network is further supported by the additional
groundwater monitoring carried out by the Proponents. Exceedance levels have been defined
separately for off-tenure and on-tenure springs.
Table 6-3: Definition of Exceedance Criteria
Adopted Terminology
Investigation Trigger

Management / Mitigation
Trigger

Drawdown Limit

Approval Conditions Terminology
A nominated value at an EWMI and TMP that triggers some
action such as data review, model review, increased monitoring
frequency, increased monitoring parameters. For groundwater
pressure, this is equivalent to ‘early warning indicator’ referred
to in Condition 49)d.
A nominated value at a TMP that triggers some action to be
taken to prevent an impact occurring at an EPBC spring (i.e. a
mitigation activity). For groundwater pressure, this is equivalent
to ‘drawdown threshold’ referred to in Condition 49)d
A nominated value at a TMP that, if exceeded, would result in a
breach of the Commonwealth Approval Conditions should
drawdown exceed this value (see Condition 49 a).

6.2 Monitored Aquifers
The currently understood primary source aquifers of the EPBC Springs are the Hutton Sandstone,
Evergreen Formation and Precipice Sandstone, and the Clematis Sandstone aquifers of the Great
Artesian Basin (GAB).The Proponents interpret the requirement for drawdown limits to apply to
those aquifers which are primary source aquifers to EPBC listed springs (Table 6-4). As such, this
removes the requirement to define spring- related default drawdown limits for the Mooga,
Gubberamunda and Springbok Formations and the Walloon Coal Measures.
In addition, the choice of the monitored aquifers for each spring is intrinsically linked to the impact
propagation pathways as defined in Section 5.
The Evergreen Formation is typically considered as an aquitard. The springs sourced from the
Evergreen Formation are, most likely, sourced from the Boxvale Sandstone.
The Boxvale Sandstone is commonly recognised as discontinuous and occurring on relatively local
scales (Green, 1997, Hoffmann, 2009). Monitoring within the Evergreen Formation would only be
successful if the monitoring bore were installed in a part of the formation which was in direct
hydraulic connection with the target spring. In addition, the scale of continuity of Boxvale Sandstone
occurrences is so limited that such monitoring bores would probably not provide adequate early
warning of impacts.
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Considering that any potential impact on the Evergreen Formation from depressurisation of the
WCM would have to propagate through the Hutton Sandstone, and through a preferential pathway
in the intervening upper siltstone member of the Evergreen Formation, an observed drawdown in
the Hutton Sandstone would therefore indicate a potential for impacts to the Boxvale Sandstone).
It should be noted that an impact observed in the Hutton Sandstone may not necessarily propagate
to a “pocket” of Boxvale Sandstone.
Accordingly, linking investigation of potential Boxvale Sandstone impacts to monitoring observations
in the Hutton Sandstone is considered to be a conservative approach. Similarly, the propagation of
drawdown due to CSG production in the Bandanna Formation of the Bowen Basin, would need to
transmit through the Precipice Sandstone before it could impact on a spring emanating from the
Evergreen Formation.
The Birkhead Formation is a secondary potential source aquifer for Scotts Creek and Dawson River 8
springs. The Birkhead Formation is a lateral equivalent of the WCM, which however does not
contain coal and can be considered to be an aquitard. Accordingly, impacts are considered to most
likely propagate towards the springs through drawdown in the most transmissive formations i.e. the
Hutton and Precipice Sandstones and not via direct propagation through the Birkhead/WCM. As
such, the monitoring of the Precipice and Hutton Formations is considered to be appropriate for the
springs considered, and will provide sufficient early warning of impact.
Nevertheless, lateral propagation of drawdown in the Birkhead Formation will be from tenures
targeting the WCM. On-tenure monitoring of the WCM as required under the Surat UWIR, will
provide adequate early warning of any horizontal propagation in the Birkhead Formation.
It is proposed that the conceptual model for spring impact will be reviewed at the end of the
installation of the currently proposed monitoring program described in this report, and the
requirement for dedicated Birkhead monitoring bores to be included in the EWS network will be
assessed at that time.
The Clematis Sandstone is a primary source aquifer east of Arcadia Valley where it outcrops on the
flanks of the Arcadia Valley.
All groundwater monitoring in relation to the EPBC Springs will therefore be focused on the major
GAB source aquifers: the Hutton Sandstone, the Precipice Sandstone and Clematis Sandstone
aquifers; unless subsequent assessment determines different source aquifers for the springs (Table
6-4).
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Table 6-4: Monitored Aquifers
Basin of CSG Production

Potential Source Aquifer

Bowen Basin CSG Production

Hutton Sandstone
Boxvale Sandstone (Evergreen
Formation)
Precipice Sandstone
Clematis Sandstone
Birkhead Formation
Hutton Sandstone
Boxvale Sandstone (Evergreen
Formation)
Precipice Sandstone

Surat Basin CSG Production

Proposed Aquifer for Early
Warning Monitoring










6.3 EWS Monitoring Strategy Outline
The Proponents has developed an EWS groundwater monitoring network which will provide:



The tools for the monitoring, analysis and response mechanism to ensure a zero impact
to EPBC springs;



A framework for the application of exceedance levels; and



The use of a representative periods for data monitoring to establish groundwater
hydraulic head and water quality reference values and to normalise outliers.

A regional groundwater monitoring network will be used to provide early warning of potential
impact to a spring or spring complex. Two sets of installations are proposed (Figure 6.1):



An Early Warning Monitoring Installation (EWMI) which will provide an early warning of
the impact occurring. These bores will typically be on-tenure and close to the area of
CSG water extraction. These early warning bores are located to provide initial drawdown
data, and eventually secondary data in support of interpretation of observations made
closer to springs. At these locations groundwater level and groundwater quality effects
are expected to be more pronounced in terms of the amplitude of the response to CSG
water extraction as compared to Trigger Monitoring Points.



A Trigger Monitoring Point (TMP) located closer to the spring i.e. further away from the
CSG production area. For on-tenure springs, the TMPs have been selected within close
proximity of the springs.

The network is designed around existing and purpose-built monitoring bores as follows:



A selection of the monitoring bores required by the Surat UWIR: the installation of these
bores has already commenced with ongoing construction being staged over a few years.
Monitoring Network Implementation (MNI) reports were submitted to OGIA on 1st
February 2013 (Reports or monitoring bore locations subsequently provided to The
Department of the Environment);



A selection of monitoring bores from the Proponents existing or planned monitoring
networks;
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Additional purpose built monitoring bores to ensure adequate and appropriate spatial
coverage to ensure early warning of potential impacts to EPBC springs.

Monitoring locations are discussed further in Section7.1.
The benefits of the proposed strategy are that:



It is a unified strategy among the Proponents that minimises the footprint in terms of
intrusive drilling, monitoring bore visits and carbon footprint.



It ensures that an adequate number of monitoring locations are established



It makes use of the CIM findings in regard to the amount of drawdown that would result
in management action. The CIM is deemed to be the most appropriate assessment of
cumulative impacts of CSG production, and will be updated every three years as data
from monitoring become available.



The strategy recognises that it may be difficult to detect far-field drawdown responses
which may potentially be very small, and that near-field responses provide an early
warning of potential far-field effects.



Observations made at several of the regional monitoring bores will come to support
each other to allow the assessment of regional scale responses to better understand the
source of actual drawdown measured in any bores in the monitoring network.
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Figure 6-1: Concept of Proposed Early Warning Groundwater Monitoring Scheme for EPBC Springs
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7 EWS Groundwater Monitoring Network Implementation
7.1 Monitoring Locations and Responsibilities Finalisation
The JIP EWS monitoring network is provided in APPENDIX A. It provides the location, installation
timing and the responsible Proponent for installation and monitoring of the infrastructure. As
discussed in Section 6.2, the monitoring network is designed to monitor the primary aquifer source
and does not include the monitoring of the Boxvale Sandstone, the Birkhead Formation or the
Walloon Coal Measures. For each of the monitoring bores of the JIP EWS, exceedance levels and
drawdown limits will be defined (Section 8).
Location maps are presented in APPENDIX A.
In addition to the above EWS network, the Proponents will also be monitoring the drawdown in the
source coal beds, notably the WCMs and the Bandanna Formations. Those monitoring locations are
also provided in Appendix A. No triggers will be applicable to the WCMs and to the Bandanna
Formation. The Walloon Coal Measures has not been identified by the QWC as a primary connected
source aquifer for MNES springs which lie outside the approved project areas (Surat UWIR, QWC,
2012). Accordingly, the Proponents do not propose to have a default drawdown limit or trigger for
the Walloon Coal Measures aimed at the protection of MNES springs.
In line with Condition 48 and the fact that the WCM is not a primary source aquifer, the industry
believes it is contrary to the EPBC Approvals to set a drawdown limit for the WCM to trigger
response action for the protection of the EPBC listed springs.
However, the Proponents will monitor formation pressures in the Bandanna Formation and WCMs
through the use of vibrating wire piezometers (VWP). These VWPs combined with the on tenement
nested monitoring bores will provide accurate data to monitor the actual drawdown propagation
and to calibrate (regional) modelling.
In addition to the WCMs and Bandanna Formations, the Proponents are also monitoring a much
larger network of bores targeting the major aquifers and other formations across the southern
Bowen Basin and the Surat Basin (APPENDIX A), with the objectives of:



Acquiring a regional groundwater level and quality baseline,



Monitoring the impact to aquifers resulting from CSG activities,



Monitoring of changes of condition near groundwater users and environmental
receptors (i.e. springs),



Collecting data to improve and calibrate the groundwater flow models; and



Collecting data to improve inter-aquifer connectivity knowledge.
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7.2 Monitoring Bore Types
There are three primary well types/styles utilised within the Proponents CSG fields that are intended
to deliver the required groundwater datasets to the relevant standards. These types and their
application are defined further below.
Each of the bores selected by the Proponents are or will be constructed in accordance to the
Australian standard Minimum Construction requirements for Water Bores in Australia, 3rd Edition,
2012. Where the monitoring bores are drilled through the petroleum reservoirs (Bandanna
Formation or Walloon Coal Measures), then the standards defined in the Petroleum and Gas
(Production and Safety) Act 2004 are also applicable and will apply. These standards further increase
the level of protections for bore integrity and protection of formations.
7.2.1 Standard single aquifer monitoring bores
There are a number of open standpipe bores across the Proponent’s tenements. “Open standpipe”
means the bore is screened across the target aquifer and is completed with some form of fitted cap
(typically lockable) that is easily opened or lifted off by hand. No valves or forms of mechanical
closure are fitted to the wellhead. Examples of open standpipe are presented inFigure 7-1. This is the
standard single aquifer/formation monitoring bore completion in use throughout Australia.
Figure 7-1: Standard single aquifer monitoring bores

Condamine PS MW

Santos Monitoring bore

Boxgrove North BXGGWM02

These monitoring bores are drilled to access a single formation/aquifer, with formations above and
below isolated from the target aquifer via annular grouting. This bore style is typically installed in
formations above the WCMs (i.e. Gubberamunda Sandstone, Westbourne Formation, Springbok
Sandstone) or the Bandanna Formation (i.e. Precipice Sandstone and Hutton Sandstone in the
Bowen Basin). These bores may be constructed in a wide variety of diameters depending on use
(50 mm to 150 mm), and typically utilise uPVC casing. For deeper bores or bores operating within
aggressive environments mild or stainless steel casing is also commonly used.
7.2.2 P&G Act Monitoring Bores
Drilling of monitoring bores in proximity to the target reservoir or penetrating the gas reservoirs
requires well control and well construction standards which differ from normal groundwater
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bores. The P&G Act monitoring bores (or bores constructed using oilfield technology) completed to
date have been drilled considering best practice in safety, with the use of blowout preventers,
multiple casing strings, and a completion which ensures no fugitive gas emissions.
In particular, the bores are designed to comply with the “two barrier” industry standard, where the
first barrier to gas migration is the cemented casing and the second barrier is the wellhead.
Accordingly, as these monitoring bores have been drilled under the P&G Act, the construction and
completion is somewhat different to the open standpipe format (standard monitoring bore format).
Examples of P&G Act completions at wellhead are presented in Figure 7-2.
Figure 7-2: P&G Act Monitoring Bores

WCK Hutton MW

KEE Hutton MW

WCK Springbok MW

As with the standard “open standpipe” style these wells are wells drilled to access a single
formation/aquifer, with formations above and below isolated from the target aquifer.
7.2.3 Private Bores or Water Act Bores
A number of private bores are equipped with water level sensors and telemetry. Some of these
bores will be used as part of the EWS. The bores are selected for their location and the aquifer they
are targeting. The bores included in the EWS network are confirmed to be in the selected aquifer
through assessment methods ranging from confirmation of the bore construction from the drilling
and installation records, from water quality analysis or to confirmation through downhole bore
survey.
The bores are in most cases only intermittently active, allowing for full recovery and significant
period of representative ‘static’ water levels. The recorded information provides not only water
level data (after recovery for active bores) but also information on the aquifer response to stress and
recovery in active bores.
Data from these bores will be filtered before analysis to retain the representative data.
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Figure 7-3: Private Bores Equipped with Telemetry

RGWM55

DDWGWH

OK Station

7.3 Installation Timing & Baseline Collection
The proposed groundwater monitoring network is already partly in place. The proponents commit
to complete the remaining monitoring bores installations by end of 2016 as per the schedule
provided in APPENDIX A and reproduced in Table 7-1.This commitment is assuming land access
agreements do not impede the installation schedule. Should land access prevent the timely
installation of the EWS monitoring bores, alternative locations or timing will be discussed with The
Department of the Environment.
The proposed strategy recognises that impact to springs is not expected to be observed for a
number of years after the start of production (Section 6.1). Table 7-1 provides the length of time for
baseline data acquisition between the planned installation date of a bore and time where impacts
from CSG extraction activities are predicted to affect the aquifer at the bore.
The Proponents monitoring network installation is currently being implemented. Ongoing
installations will be prioritised starting with bores closer to the source of potential drawdown with
the target of having all bores installed by end of 2016.
The maximum likelihood of observing a drawdown in a source aquifer before the end of 2017 is 5%
(Table 6-1). This will potentially affect the Lucky Last EPBC springs (Lucky Last), and this is not
predicted to occur before 2017. For the Lucky Last spring complex, a number of monitoring bores
are already in operation, most of the network will be in place by end of 2013 (Table 7-1) with the
final monitoring network in place by end of 2015.
A number of monitoring bores are currently in place on the Proponents’ tenements and will support
the data collected in new bores.
Also, it should be noted that during the early stages of CSG development (from the present to
approximately 2020), the producing well fields will not occupy the full extent of the production
tenements.
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Drilling and installation of the regional monitoring network has already commenced. Prioritisation of
these bores and dedicated EWS monitoring bore installation are scheduled to enable the early
acquisition of baseline data at locations closer to early CSG development zones. It should be noted
however, that for some monitoring bores, the recommended date of completion of installation
required by the UWIR may not be achievable for the following reasons:



The bores to be completed are on average 500 to 600 m deeper than the production
wells targeting the CSG reservoirs, Drilling at those depths requires very specific
equipment which most petroleum rigs typically do not offer, thus significantly limiting
the number of drilling rigs with the appropriate depth capacity;



In order to limit land disturbance, the drilling program will use a planned or existing CSG
well drilling pad wherever possible; and



Land access processes require approximately 40 weeks for new on-tenure locations.
Access to off-tenure land is significantly more complex and is likely to take significantly
longer. This may render difficult the installation of off-tenure monitoring bores. The
Proponents are seeking an arrangement with the Queensland government to install offtenure bores on their behalf.

As a result, the Proponents will install the monitoring network in stages. In the first stage, the
monitoring bores located on-tenements and nearest to the impact zone will be installed, in the next
stages the other monitoring bores will be installed.
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Table 7-1: JIP EWS Timing of Installation and Length of Baseline Collection
JIP bore ID

Monitoring
Target

EPBC Spring Objective

Installation
Year

Spring Gully PB5

Precipice

Abyss & Lucky Last

2015

Year of first
predicted
P95
drawdown
(0.01 m)
2008

Spring Gully -–PB2
Spring Gully -–PB1

Hutton
Precipice

Abyss
Abyss, Lucky Last

2015
In place

2041
2003

RN48912

Hutton

Abyss

2013

2061

48 years

Contact Zone

Precipice

Abyss & Lucky Last

2014

2002

Located a few kilometres south of VWP0902 (also in the Contact
Zone) for which records are available since December 2009

QWC129

Hutton

Abyss

2014

2105

92 years

QWC129

Precipice

Abyss & Lucky Last

2014

2005

MW0905

Precipice

Abyss & Lucky Last

2015

NA

Cassio_GW1

Hutton

2013

2019

Cassio_GW2

Precipice

Dawson River 8,
Boggomoss, Dawson River
2, Dawson River 6 & Prices
Boggomoss, Dawson River
2, Dawson River 6 & Prices

None at this location. Monitoring has started in early 2013 in a
Precipice private bore (OK station) nearby to this location
Location recently selected, Model output data not available for this
location, however VW0903-P2 located nearby is monitored since 2009
and does not display any WL changes.
6 years

2013

2155

100+ years

Coochiemudlo_GW1

Hutton

2013

2024

11 years

Coochiemudlo_GW2

Precipice

Dawson River 8,
Boggomoss, Dawson River
2, Dawson River 6 & Prices
Boggomoss, Dawson River
2, Dawson River 6 & Prices

2013

2275

200+ years

Peat MB2-P

Precipice

Cockatoo Creek

2014

2009

Peat MB3-H

Hutton

Cockatoo Creek

2014

2007

The model does not predict any impact greater than 0.1 m for that
location
None, impact of 0.1 m not predicted to occur prior to 2037

Scotia OBS#1

Precipice

Cockatoo Creek

In place

NA

Water quality bore only, WL at AVLVWP

RN23147

Hutton

Cockatoo Creek

In place

NA

Water quality bore only, WL at AVLVWP

AVLVWP

Hutton
and
Precipice (WL)

Cockatoo Creek

In place
(2012)

2007

none, impact of 0.1 m not predicted to occur prior to 2040
4 years
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(Precipice) before decommissioning.
26 years
Monitoring commenced in 2007. Data to date shows increase in water
level

2016
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JIP bore ID

Monitoring
Target

EPBC Spring Objective

Installation
Year

2013

Year of first
predicted
P95
drawdown
(0.01 m)
2019

Charlotte_GW1

Hutton

Dawson River 8, Dawson
River 2, Dawson River 6,
Prices, Boggomoss

Charlotte_GW2

Precipice

Kinnoul-MB2-H

6 years

Dawson River 2, Dawson
River 6, Prices, Boggomoss

2013

2040

27 years

Hutton

Dawson River 8

2015

2024

9 years

EWMI7

Clematis

Elgin 2

2015

NA

No drawdown predicted

RN38333

Hutton

Scotts Creek

In place

2017

4 years

WB1-P

Precipice

Scotts Creek

In place

2017

4 years

RN14881

Hutton

Scotts Creek

In place

2022

9 years

MB4-H

Hutton

Scotts Creek

2013

2037

24 years

RN48978

Hutton

Scotts Creek

In place

2022

9 years

QWC104

Hutton

Yebna 2

2014

2032

19 years

QWC104

Precipice

Yebna 2

2013

2013

NA, however 23 years of data before potential impact to the spring

MW0902

Precipice

Yebna 2

In place

2021

Over 8 years

Charlie_GW1

Hutton

Dawson River 8, Scott’s
Creek

2013

2018

5 years
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At this stage there are no immediate plans to drill monitoring bores for the purpose of the EWS
groundwater monitoring bore network into the Birkhead Formation (see Section 6.2). The need for
installation of bores within the Birkhead Formation will be reassessed in the light of hydrogeological
information collected from the earlier bores, and should future iterations of the CIM indicate an
increased risk to the springs and need for further monitoring of the Birkhead Formation. The need
for further monitoring bores to be installed at Elgin 2 will be further assessed following the
acquisition of baseline monitoring data of the springs and the development of the conceptual
hydrogeological models.
The Proponents aim to complete all installations by the end of 2016. The proposed timing is
assuming no delay in the establishment of land access agreements, environmental constraints and
the suitability of land access. Where the location of a new bore is likely to change from locations
provided in this JIP significantly (more than 5 km for bores for off-tenure springs bores and more
than 1 km for bores for on-tenure springs) or when the installation of a bore cannot be completed by
the dates provided in Table 7-1, the responsible proponent would seek The Department of the
Environment approval for the proposed changes.
As noted above, several locations may not be accessible to Proponents within the required
timeframe due to landowner access constraints, but may be accessible to a government agency. If
accessible to an agency, Proponents will enter negotiations with that agency to fund construction of
the monitoring bore and monitoring costs.

7.4 Groundwater Monitoring
7.4.1 Groundwater Level Monitoring
Groundwater level monitoring will be automated in the monitoring bores. Telemetry is to be used
on all bores to provide the data to the Proponents, where telemetry cannot be used, the water level
loggers will be downloaded every three months as a minimum. The loggers installed will record a
daily value, however data may be presented as a weekly average value for ease of data handling.
To ensure the accuracy in data collected by the water pressure loggers, wherever possible at a
minimum every six month simultaneously with water bore sampling, groundwater level will be
dipped regularly (typically just before a groundwater sampling event) to validate the logged data.
Where an equipment drift is observed in the data, data will be corrected with a linear adjustment.
Calibration of the instrumentation will be in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations.
7.4.2 Atmospheric Pressure Monitoring
Groundwater pressure readings need to be corrected for atmospheric pressure variations. The
proponents already have in place, or plan to install a number of barometric pressure sensors across
the extent of the gas fields (Table 7-2). In addition, the Proponents will install barometric pressure
sensors at or in close proximity to each spring complex or cluster of spring complexes (for e.g. Lucky
Last/Abyss and Boggomoss, Prices and the Dawson River springs). These installations will be
augmented with data from Bureau of Meteorology weather stations.
Current installation and scheduled barometric pressure installations are reported in Table 7-2and
illustrated in APPENDIX A.
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Table 7-2: Atmospheric Pressure Monitoring Locations

Station Name

Longitude

Latitude

Installation
date

Responsible
Proponent

Spring Gully
Reedy Creek
Talinga
Woleebee Creek
Charlie
Cassio
Coochiemudlo
Charlotte
AW1
AW2
AW3

149.0713
149.4267
150.3703
149.7024
149.6470
149.7754
149.9770
149.5400
148.9492
149.0503
148.9621

-26.00044
-26.35629
-26.89299
-26.2809
-26.0240
-25.9454
-25.7630
-25.9100
-25.7314
-25.7601
-25.6469

In place
In place
In place
In place
Jul-13
Oct-13
Jul-13
Sep-13
In place
In place
In place

Origin
Origin
Origin
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
Santos
Santos
Santos

7.4.3 Groundwater Quality Monitoring
Long term groundwater quality sampling will be undertaken in all bores constituting the EWS on a
six-monthly basis
The range of parameters for establishing groundwater baseline is summarised in Table 7-3. The
baseline period is defined as 3.5 years. This is based on a statistical evaluation of monitoring data
(Santos, 2012) which recommends that seven samples taken every six month over 3.5 years are
necessary to meet a 95% confidence and establish a baseline threshold value.
Following the baseline, long term monitoring will consist of a reduced suite of indicator parameters,
to be determined following the baseline sampling campaign, but will include as a minimum physiochemical parameters, dissolved metals and major ions.
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Table 7-3: Groundwater Baseline Water Quality
Parameter

1

1

1

F/L

Parameter

F/L

Parameter

F/L

Dissolved oxygen

F

pH

F, L

Total dissolved solids

L

Electrical conductivity

F, L

Redox (Eh)

F

Total suspended solids

L

Free gas (4 gas meter incl CH4)

F

Temperature

F

Turbidity

F

Bicarbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Hydroxide (as CaCO3)

L

Sulphate

L

Calcium

L

Magnesium

L

Total Alkalinity (as CaCO3)

L

Carbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Potassium

L

Total Hardness (as CaCO3)

L

Chloride

L

Sodium

L

Aluminium

L

Copper

L

Selenium

L

Arsenic

L

Iron

L

Silica

L

Barium

L

Lead

L

Strontium

L

Beryllium

L

Lithium

L

Uranium

L

Boron

L

Manganese

L

Vanadium

L

Cadmium

L

Mercury

L

Zinc

L

Chromium

L

Molybdenum

L

Cobalt

L

Nickel

L

Total Nitrogen as N (including
NOx& TKN)

L

Total Phosphorus as P

L

Nitrite

L

Dissolved sulphide

L

Nitrate

L

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen

L

L

Bromide

L

Iodide

L

L

Dissolved Inorganic
Carbon

L

Dissolved Organic Carbone

L

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons

L

Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons

L

Volatile Organic
Compounds

L

Benzene, Toluene,
Ethylbenzene, Xylene

L

Phenols (standard LOR
and suite)

L

L

C1-C4 (incl methane,
ethylene and other gases)

L

Unionised Hydrogen
sulphide

L

Deuterium H-2

L

Oxygen-18

L

Radiogenic Carbon-14

L

Strontium-87/Strontium-86

L

d-Carbon-13 (DIC)

L

Physio-chemical

Major ions

Dissolved and total metals

Nutrients

Minor elements
Fluoride
Carbon
Total Organic Carbon
Organics

Dissolved Gases
Free and total Carbon dioxide
Isotopes(only in initial sampling)

Notes: The minimum suite of analytes for ongoing monitoring is outlined. This suite is the same as the spring baseline
suite.
F: Field-based measurements. L: Laboratory-based measurements
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Long-term monitoring of water quality will establish the baseline groundwater quality against which
changes or deviations can be compared.
To ensure consistency of groundwater monitoring through this EWS, the Proponents have developed
a Quality Plan(APPENDIX B) which contains:



The field procedures for groundwater sampling;



The field quality assurance, quality control (QA/QC) requirements;



Data management processes; and



Data control processes.

All groundwater quality samples will be collected in accordance with the Quality Plan.
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8 EWS Levels of Exceedances Levels for Groundwater Monitoring
8.1 Definitions
The Proponents individual approval conditions require the definition of three levels of exceedances:
an Early Warning Trigger Value, an Exceedance Threshold; and a Drawdown Limit. A more intuitive
terminology, as discussed with The Department of the Environment in Canberra on 22 March and as
already provided in Section 6.1.3, is proposed below (see Table 8-1) and is used throughout the JIP.
Table 8-1: Definition of Exceedance Criteria
Adopted Terminology
Investigation Trigger

Management /
Mitigation Trigger

Drawdown Limit

Approval Condition Terminology
A nominated value at an EWMI and TMP that triggers some action
such as data review, model review, increased monitoring frequency,
increased monitoring parameters. For groundwater pressure, this is
equivalent to ‘early warning indicator’ referred to in Condition 49)d.
A nominated value at a TMP that triggers some action to be taken to
prevent an impact occurring at an EPBC spring (i.e. a mitigation
activity). For groundwater pressure, this is equivalent to ‘drawdown
threshold’ referred to in Condition 49)d
A nominated value at a TMP that, if exceeded, would result in a
breach of the Commonwealth Approval Conditions should
drawdown exceed this value (see Condition 49 a). This value
corresponds to greater than 0.2 m modelled impact at an EPBC
Spring.

The criteria apply to either groundwater pressure alone or groundwater pressure and groundwater
quality:



Investigation trigger – applying to groundwater pressure andwater quality



Management / mitigation trigger– applying to groundwater pressure



Drawdown Limit – applying to groundwater pressure.

The regional groundwater model developed for the Surat UWIR to examine the cumulative impact of
CSG water extraction represents the most areally extensive impact assessment in terms of regional
groundwater impact, and the only existing model that considers the cumulative impact of CSG
extraction by all the Proponents. Accordingly, the groundwater level drawdown predicted by the
CIM will be used to determine a prediction of the drawdown at each of the EWS regional monitoring
bores.
A differentiation in approach is necessary between EPBC springs located off-tenements and ontenements, as the approach for the off-tenements springs and initially agreed to by the Proponents
relied on a percentile of the P95 drawdown. This resulted in predicted drawdowns for the ontenement EPBC springs and associated EWS network being in the order of millimetres which is
within measurement error for all monitoring instrumentation. Accordingly, separate groundwater
pressure exceedance levels have been defined for both on and off tenement springs in the following
sections.
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Note that timing provided by this approach to develop and implement any necessary mitigation is
provided in Section 9.

8.2 Groundwater level drawdown exceedance criteria –Off-tenement
Springs
The time-drawdown data used will initially be the P95 predictions from the current CIM outputs,
however this may be modified based on the revised predictions of future iterations of the Surat
Basin model (as defined in Section 1).The JIP currently uses the outputs of model version 1.2 (refer
to Section 0).
To assess the potential impact of CSG activities, estimated natural and anthropogenic (non-CSG)
effects will be removed from the measured monitoring data. If a trigger or threshold is exceeded for
a period exceeding three months, a response will be initiated.
The Proponent’s approach is as follows:
Case 1: General case (Figure 8-1)



The drawdown limit is set as the P95 drawdown in an EWS monitoring bore
corresponding to the last time period in the model corresponding to zero metres
drawdown at the spring. It is defined for TMPs only.



The investigation trigger value is set at 50% of the drawdown limit for that EWS bore;
and



The management/mitigation trigger is set at 80% of the drawdown limit for that EWS
bore.

Figure 8-1: Schematic of Groundwater Pressure Exceedance Response for off-Tenement Springs
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Case 2: No drawdown predicted at spring
Where no drawdown is predicted at the spring by the CIM, the maximum P95 drawdown value at an
EWS monitoring bore is used:



The investigation trigger value is set at 50% of the maximum P95 drawdown value ;



The management/mitigation trigger value is set at 80% of the maximum P95 drawdown
value ; and



The drawdown limit is set at the maximum P95 drawdown value .

Case 3: No drawdown predicted at spring and at the TMP

Where no drawdown is predicted at the spring by the CIM and no measurable drawdown is
predicted at a TMP, the drawdown limit is set at 0.2 m, investigation triggers and management
/mitigation triggers are set as the percentile of the drawdown limit:



The investigation trigger value is set at 50% of the drawdown limit, i.e. at 0.1 m;



The management/mitigation trigger is set at 80% of drawdown limit, i.e. at 0.16 m; and



The drawdown limit is set at 0.2 m

Off-tenement springs triggers and drawdown limits values are provided in Table 8-2.Further notes
and examples of plots of predicted drawdown are available in APPENDIX C. Data model predicted
drawdown can be found in the Proponents individual CWMMP for those bores assigned to them.
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Table 8-2: Applicable triggers and drawdown limits for off-tenement springs
Spring
Complex
Dawson
River 8

Interpreted
source
aquifer
Hutton
Sandstone

Impact Propagation Pathway

Type of
bore

EWS nominated monitoring
bores – Target Aquifer

Investigation
Trigger

Impact from CSG production in
WCM propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone, lateral propagation to
springs. No impact propagating
through the Precipice Sandstone

EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
TMP

Cassio GW1 -–Hutton
Charlie GW1 – Hutton
Charlotte GW1 -–Hutton
Kinnoul-MB2-H – Hutton
(GA005)
Coochiemudlo GW1 (CHAR)Hutton
Peat-MB2-P (QWC128) –
Precipice
Peat-MB3-H (QWC128) -–
Hutton
AVLVWP (GA004) –Hutton
AVLVWP (GA004) –Precipice
Cassio GW1 - Hutton
Cassio GW2 (CAS)Precipice(1)
Charlotte GW2 (CHR)Precipice
Coochiemudlo GW1 (CHAR)
– Hutton
Charlotte GW1 (CHR)Hutton
Coochiemudlo GW2 (CHAR)Precipice

TMP
Cockatoo
Creek

Dawson
River 6,
Dawson
River 2,
Boggomos
s, Prices

Precipice
Sandstone

Precipice
Sandstone

Impact from WCM propagating
through the Hutton Sandstone
and Evergreen Formation and
lateral propagation to springs and
potential gas production in
Permian Coal propagating through
the Precipice Sandstone.
Impact from WCM propagating
through the Hutton Sandstone
and Evergreen Formation and
lateral propagation to springs and
potential gas production in
Permian Coal propagating through
the Precipice Sandstone.

EWMI
EWMI
TMP
TMP
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
TMP
EWMI
TMP
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Drawdown
Limit

0.5 m
0.5 m
1.0 m
0.40 m

Mitigation/
management
Trigger
0.8 m
0.8 m
1.6 m
0. 64 m

0.3 m

0.5 m

0.6 m

0.2m

0.2 m

NA

0.4 m

0.64 m

NA

0.25 m
0.10 m

0.4 m
0.16 m

0.5 m
0.20 m

0.5 m
0.5 m

0.8 m
0.8 m

NA
NA

0.1 m

0.16 m

NA

0.3 m

0.5 m

0.6 m

1.0 m

1.6 m

NA

0.10 m

0.16 m

0.20 m

NA
NA
NA
0.80 m

Spring
Complex
Elgin 2 (2)

Interpreted
source
aquifer
Clematis
Sandstone

Impact Propagation Pathway

Type of
bore

EWS nominated monitoring
bores – Target Aquifer

Investigation
Trigger

Impact from propagation of
drawdown in the Bandanna
Formation through the Rewan
Formation

EWMI

EWMI7 –Clematis

0.10 m

Mitigation/
management
Trigger
0.16 m

Drawdown
Limit
NA

Notes:
Dates at which triggers are expected to be reached are provided and discussed in Section 9.
(1) Default values – number to be updated following results of UWIR modelling
(2) For the Elgin 2 spring complex, only one EWMI has been defined for the monitoring of the Clematis Sandstone. The risk of impact to the Clematis Sandstone near Elgin 2 spring
complex is very low, in addition the springs are sourced from the Clematis Sandstone which are separated from the Bandanna Formation coal seam by the Rewan Formation which
in the Arcadia Valley region is very thick and has a very low vertical conductivity.
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8.3 Groundwater Level Drawdown Exceedance Criteria–On-tenement
Springs
The approach proposed above for monitoring off-tenement springs is not applicable for ontenements springs and associated EWMIs and TMPs for the following reasons:



The springs being located on-tenements are therefore much closer to the source of
drawdown. Using the percentile of the P95 predicted drawdown at a TMP or EWMI
would result in a zero drawdown at a spring, would result in assigning exceedance values
in the order of millimetres. This is technically not possible to monitor.



The model predictions indicate that impacts to the TMPs and EWMIs monitoring bores
and impact to the spring complex are observed with a much shorter time delay (based
on P95 drawdown predictions) than for off-tenement springs, thus the system does not
allow for a simplified early warning system of the same nature as for off-tenure early
warning.



The ‘zero drawdown’ approach should be recognised as a proxy for zero impact to the
end receptor, being the ecology supported by the EPBC springs. Accordingly, where the
above conditions occur, an approach that is more focussed on the true risk to the EPBC
species seems appropriate.

Investigations and mitigation triggers are defined at EWMIs and TMPs. The EWMIs and TMPs are
located between the source of impact and the spring. As opposed to the approach for offtenements springs, the trigger levels are based on the model P50 and P95 drawdown predictions.
The proposed approach defines exceedance levels and response for EWMIs and TMPs for ontenement springs as follows:
At an EWMI for on-tenement springs:
At an EWMI, the P50 drawdown will be the Investigation Trigger, whereas, the P95 trigger will be the
Mitigation/Management Trigger. The triggers will be implemented as shown on Figure 8-2.
At a TMP for on-tenement springs:
Drawdown limits are defined at TMPs only. TMP locations are nominated monitoring bores for each
on tenement EPBC spring complex informing on groundwater pressure in the spring primary source
aquifer. They are located close to the springs (typically less than 5 km) and act as a proxy to
assessing the monitoring of the source aquifer pressure at the spring. The Drawdown Limit is
defined as a 0.2 m drawdown at the TMP (exclusive of natural and non-CSG anthropogenic effects)
and an exceedance of the drawdown limit will correspond to a breach of the Proponent’s Project
approval conditions. An early warning system similar to that used at EWMIs for on-tenement springs
will be implemented as shown on Figure 8-2.
A few examples in APPENDIX C illustrate the use of this approach at selected bores of the EWS
monitoring network. Data model predicted drawdown can be found in the Proponents individual
CWMMP for those bores assigned to them.
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Figure 8-2: Schematic of Groundwater Pressure Exceedance Response for on-Tenements Springs
EWMI

TMP
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Table 8-3: Applicable triggers and drawdown limits for on-tenement springs
Spring
Complex
Scotts
Creek

Interpreted
source
aquifer
Hutton
Sandstone

Impact Propagation Pathway

Type of
bore

Mitigation/
management
Trigger
UWIR P95

Drawdown
Limit

EWMI

EWS nominated
Investigation
monitoring bores –
Trigger
Target Aquifer
Charlotte GW1 -–Hutton UWIR P50

Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone
Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone
Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone
Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone

EWMI

Charlie GW1 –Hutton

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

EWMI

RN48978 (Lagoon
Paddock)–Hutton

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

EWMI

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

TMP

Strathblance-WB1-P Precipice
RN38333 – Hutton

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

0.2 m

Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone

TMP

RN14881 – Hutton

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

0.2 m

EWMI

Spring Gully MB16-P Precipice
Spring Gully MB17-H Hutton
Spring Gully PB3–
Precipice
MB4H - Hutton
QWC104 –Hutton
QWC104 –Precipice

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50
UWIR P50
UWIR P50

UWIR P95
UWIR P95
UWIR P95

NA
NA
NA

EWMI
EWMI

Yebna 2

Precipice
Sandstone,
Evergreen
Formation

Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone and then to the
Precipice Sandstone through the
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NA

Spring
Complex

Abyss

Lucky
Last

Interpreted
source
aquifer

Hutton
Sandstone

Precipice
Sandstone

Impact Propagation Pathway

Evergreen Formation
Impact from Bandanna Formation
extractions propagating through
the Precipice from the Spring
Gully fields to the SW
Impact from WCM to the South
East propagating to the Hutton
Sandstone
Impact from Bandanna formation
drawdown at Spring Gully
propagating laterally through the
Precipice Sandstone, vertical
propagation from the Bandanna
Formation CSG production at the
Contact zone area
Impact propagating vertically
through the Contact Zone and
laterally from the Fairview and
Spring Gully fields
Impact propagating vertically
through the Contact Zone and
laterally from the Fairview and
Spring Gully fields

Type of
bore

EWS nominated
monitoring bores –
Target Aquifer

Investigation
Trigger

Mitigation/
management
Trigger

Drawdown
Limit

TMP

MW0902 –Precipice

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

0.2 m

EWMI

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

EWMI

Spring Gully PB5 –
Precipice
Spring Gully PB2 –
Hutton
Spring Gully PB1 –
Precipice
RN48912 (Spring Gully
PB1) –Hutton
Contact Zone –Precipice

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

EWMI
EWMI
TMP

MW0905 - Precipice
QWC129 –Precipice
QWC129 –Hutton

UWIR P50
UWIR P50
UWIR P50NA

UWIR P95
UWIR P95
UWIR P95NA

NA
NA
0.2 m

EWMI
EWMIE
WMI
EWMI

Contact Zone –Precipice
MW0905 - Precipice

UWIR P50
UWIR P50

UWIR P95
UWIR P95

NA
NA

Spring Gully PB5 –
Precipice
QWC129 –Precipice

UWIR P50

UWIR P95

NA

UWIR P50NA

UWIR P95NA

0.2 m

EWMI
EWMI
EWMI

TMP

Notes:
Dates at which triggers are expected to be reached are provided and discussed in Section 9.
Further notes and example plots of predicted drawdown are available in APPENDIX C.
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8.4 Updates of Trigger LevelValues
The investigation trigger, management/mitigation trigger and drawdown limit are developed using
the current CIM predictions. Those values may require updates to account for:



The outcome of the update of the CIM as part of UWIR updates;



The outcome of the interconnectivity studies;



Mitigation options assessment work through the EPMORs required under the UWIR for
the Lucky Last, Scotts Creek and Yebna 2 spring complexes; and



Update to the Proponents’projects development plans and controls.

Reviews of the Surat CIM will possibly result in a review of the triggers and drawdown value as
defined in Section 1. As a minimum, updates are expected to be required every three years to
reflect the update of the CIM and Surat UWIR.

8.5 Groundwater Quality Investigation Trigger Values
Investigation trigger values for groundwater quality will be established after baseline is defined. No
management/mitigation and drawdown limits will be defined. A groundwater quality baseline will
be established over a minimum of seven sampling events on a six monthly basis (i.e. over a period of
three and a half year).
An exceedance of a groundwater quality trigger values will trigger review and further evaluation to
enable risk management such as confirmation of the exceedance and analysis of collected results
jointly with groundwater pressure data. However, as any impact at the monitoring bore would be
first observed in the pressure data, no management/mitigation triggers based on water quality is
considered appropriate.

8.6 Definition of Reference Values
Reference values are necessary to enable a quantitative estimation of variation in water level or
water quality value at a certain time.
Reference values will be calculated based on baseline data. The methodology for determining the
reference value is given herein. Reference values for each bore of the EWS network will be defined
within six month of completion of groundwater baseline. The values will be made available over
time Proponents’ individual CWMMP.
The baseline period for groundwater levels is defined as a minimum of one year of data. The
baseline period for groundwater chemistry is defined as the collection of seven sampling events on a
six-month basis, and will therefore last 3.5 years.
Reference values for water levels at EWS monitoring bores will be defined within the six months
following the acquisition of a minimum one year of water level data. Reference values for
groundwater quality will be defined within six months of the end of baseline.
The approach for identifying a baseline value or trend over the baseline period is:



Collate water level pressure and hydrochemistry data over the baseline period;
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Collate all background information for the site data over the baseline period; of data.
The baseline period data etc.,



Collate DNRM and other CSG company data;



Carry out a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the data including simple trends
and seasonal variability; and



Apply the trend analysis method if a baseline value is not readily apparent from simple
averages or obvious trends. For water quality, baseline values will be defined for
relevant analytes only and reference values will be set as a range of lower and upper
confidence limit.

The methodology is further discussed in APPENDIX D.

9 Exceedance Response Measures
9.1 Available response time
The EWS is designed to provide sufficient warning time to enable response before impact on EPBC
springs occurs. It is important to remind the reader that the EWS and associated timing of response
relies on The CIM in its current state: the time between the exceedance of the
Mitigation/management trigger and potential impacts at a spring is considered to be the minimum
time over which such propagation could occur. Regardless, estimates based on the Surat CMI
outputs (version 1.2) have been made of the time available between the investigation trigger,
mitigation/management trigger and drawdown limit being reached. These are presented on Table
9-1.
The zero drawdown of groundwater pressure in the source aquifer is a proxy for zero impact at the
springs. However, a drop of groundwater pressure at a spring may not necessarily result in any
impact or any immediate impact to the spring ecosystem (included to EPBC listed species). The
vulnerability of the spring to a decreased groundwater pressure will need to be assessed on a case
by case basis (National Water Commission, 2013). This has the potential, on the basis of a site
specific vulnerability assessment and in view of the collected monitoring data, to enable update to
the “zero drawdown proxy” used. The risk assessment will identify potential updated triggers for
management/mitigation.
For on tenements springs, Table 9-1 only provides the predicted year of impact, the approach does
not allow to estimate in a similar manner to off-tenement springs the available time length.
Mitigation studies have started with spring mitigation options assessment and selection currently
being carried out for the Lucky Last, Scott’s Creek and Yebna 2 spring complexes. The studies
outcomes have been reported to Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage Protection
Early September 2013.
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Table 9-1: Response time available for springs management and mitigation
Spring Complex

Dawson River 8

Main GAB aquifer
interpreted to be
source aquifer
Hutton Sandstone

Cockatoo Creek

Precipice Sandstone

Dawson River 6,
Dawson River 2,
Boggomoss, Prices

Precipice Sandstone

Elgin 2
Scotts Creek

Clematis Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone

Type of bore

EWS nominated monitoring bores –
Target Aquifer

Investigation
Trigger

EWMI

Charlotte GW1 -–Hutton

2027

TMP
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
TMP
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
EWMI
TMP
EWMI
TMP

Kinnoul-MB2-H – Hutton
Charlie GW1 – Hutton
Peat-MB2-P (QWC128) -–Precipice
Peat-MB3-P (QWC128) -–Hutton
AVLVWP -–Hutton
AVLVWP -–Precipice
Cassio GW1 -–Hutton
Coochiemudlo GW1 (CHAR)- Hutton
Charlotte GW1 (CHR)– Hutton
Charlie GW2 -–Precipice
Cassio GW2 (CAS)- Precipice
Charlotte GW2 (CHR)- Precipice
Coochiemudlo GW2 (CHAR)- Precipice
EWMI7 -–Clematis
RN38333 -–Hutton

TMP

RN14881 -–Hutton

2033
2047
2022
2066
2066
Not predicted
2037
2032
2027
2078
Not predicted
2105
Not predicted
Not predicted
Not predicted
(EPMOR
studies)
Not predicted
(EPMOR
studies)
2047
EPMOR
studies
Not predicted
EPMOR

Lucky Last

Precipice Sandstone

EWMI
TMP

Charlie GW1 – Hutton
QWC129 -–Precipice

Abyss
Yebna 2

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

TMP
TMP

QWC129 -–Hutton
MW0902 -Precipice
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Mitigation/
management
Trigger
2030

Drawdown
Limit

2039
2087
2034
2105
2105
Not predicted
2082
2041
2031
2093
Not predicted
2195
Not predicted
Not predicted
NA

2054
NA
NA
NA
NA
Not predicted
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Not predicted
Not predicted
Not predicted

NA

2025

2087
NA

NA
2016

Not predicted
NA

Not predicted
Not predicted

NA

Spring Complex

Main GAB aquifer
interpreted to be
source aquifer

Type of bore

EWS nominated monitoring bores –
Target Aquifer

Investigation
Trigger

Mitigation/
management
Trigger

Drawdown
Limit

studies
Notes: “Not predicted” refers to a predicted drawdown values being lower than 0.2 m
NA – Not Applicable: providing a year for a trigger or drawdown limit may be not applicable in the case of the on-tenements springs EWS. Additionally, drawdown limits are only defined at
TMPs (refer to Section 7 and 8).
Response time data taken from the output files of the Surat CMI model (version 1.2).
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9.2 Exceedance response process
The flow chart diagram on Figure 9-1 provides a summary of the early warning system monitoring
and response process.
Before an exceedance is y considered to have been reached, the observations will be carried out for
up to three months beyond the initial exceedance measurements. The following explanatory details
are presented to support Figure 9-1:
1) When an Investigation Trigger value is exceeded (at an EWMI or TMP), the responsible
Proponent will





verify the exceedance by:
o

Assessing observation data with historical data for the bore, this may include the use
of a statistical trend procedure to remove natural variations;;

o

Assessing water level data in neighbouring bores monitoring the same aquifer;

o

Reviewing the model predictions and assess with observed water levels;

o

Identifying the potential causes that may have contributed to the exceedance; and

o

Increasing monitoring if necessary; then,

o

Notify The Department of the Environment within 10 days of confirmation of the
exceedance

Where an observed exceedance cannot be ruled out, the responsible Proponent will:
o

Undertake a risk assessment and other studies resulting in nomination of a concept
mitigation approach. This will include field investigations to assess site specific
features, an assessment of the vulnerability of the spring to the level of predicted
drawdown and a review of the hydrogeological conceptual model to understand the
actual level of risk of impact to the EPBC springs (note: the hydrogeological
conceptual models would have been developed earlier and provided to the
Department at the end of spring baseline the latest). A methodology is proposed in
Table 9-3 for the selection of potential impact management/mitigation solutions.
One key element is the multi-criteria analysis which ensures that a range of criteria
are taken into consideration in the selection process and in particular:

o

The timing available for implementation of the management/mitigation option;

o

The timing of the Proponent CSG activities; and

o

Other criteria such as technical success rate of the solution, environmental footprint,
stakeholder and regulatory acceptability.

2) When a Management/Mitigation trigger is exceeded, the responsible Proponent will:



Move to carry out detailed mitigation design and develop a mitigation plan. To this end,
the previously selected impact management/mitigation concept(s) will be developed in
detail. This will involve:
o

Confirmation of the concept options;

o

Additional field investigations;
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o

Hydrogeological modelling;

o

Detailed engineering design studies.



Develop a mitigation plan. The mitigation plan will identify the potential of time before
impact, the timing of mitigation and will potentially be redefining the value used as a
“zero impact proxy”.



Submit the mitigation plan to The Department of the Environment; then,



Implement the mitigation plan.

3) When a drawdown limit is exceeded and the exceedance cannot be ruled out, the responsible
Proponent will report to The Department of the Environment within 10 days of confirmation of
exceedance.
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Figure 9-1: Early Warning System Monitoring Exceedance and Response Process for EPBC Springs
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The response process diagram provides the length of time between elements of the response
process. Time-lengths are set to allow only for assessment and communications from the
Proponents to The Department of the Environment and site access where necessary.

9.3 Change to Spring Attributes
Changes to measurable attributes at the springs (e.g. discharge volumes, wetted area and vegetation
response) occur on a regular basis and therefore future changes may not necessarily arise from
regional changes to pressure head in the source aquifer due to CSG activities. Recent publications
from the National Water Commission (National Water Commission, 2013) provide the results of an
extensive study of springs in the western GAB. The reports identify the seasonal variability of spring
ecology and the variability of flow to the spring. For example, it is noted that some spring vents
discharge water on an intermittent basis, independent of fluctuations in potentiometric surface in
the source aquifer, while other spring vents sometimes die out entirely with the creation of a new
vent occurring nearby.
Measurable changes to the springs’ attributes may therefore not necessarily be related to CSG water
extraction. Changes to spring hydrology may instead be due in part or wholly to changes in:
1) Local landholder groundwater extraction processes (e.g. increased or decreased extraction
rates);
2) Local meteorological conditions (e.g. short-term variations in air pressure, variable or sustained
wet or dry periods);
3) Influences of earth tides;
4) Other natural indirect influences such as those relating to loading over aquifers after major wet
seasons;
5) Natural physio-chemical, cyclic or non-cyclic succession of spring hydrology caused by the
precipitation of material or ground slumping leading to clogging of spring flows and localised
build-up of groundwater pressure:



This in turn results in local redirection of groundwater flow and the dissolution or
erosion of originally precipitated or slumped material; and



The succession would be cyclic if the redirection of groundwater flow returned to the
original vent location.



Climate Change

Spring hydrodynamics vary from spring to spring as a matter of groundwater pressure, pathway of
water to surface, source aquifer hydro geochemistry and natural factors affecting a spring system. A
detailed assessment for each spring would be carried out as a response to an exceedance of the
investigation trigger. This work is already underway (as a requirement from the QLD Government,
refer to Section 2.4) for the following EPBC springs:



Lucky Last;



311/Yebna 2 complexes (Spring complex 311 is not EPBC classified but is located in the
same area as the Spring Complex Yebna 2 with both having a potential impact exceeding
0.2 m, and thus are studied jointly); and



Scotts Creek.
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As mentioned in Section 4, conceptual hydrogeological models will be developed or refined, if
already existing, for all EPBC springs at the end of the spring baseline program and a report
submitted to The Department of the Environment by April 2015.

9.4 Potential mitigation options
If the monitoring data exhibits exceedance of an investigation trigger, the responsible Proponent will
select possible mitigation solution(s). The list of mitigation options to be considered is extensive
depending on the methodology used for implementation, however these options can be classified by
the mitigation concept they are developed from. A list of possible mitigation options is presented in
Table 9-2.
Table 9-2: Possible Mitigation Options
Potential Concepts of Spring Mitigation

Possible Mitigation Methods

Block impact with recharge




Early recharge at the spring (head increase ahead of impact)
Hydraulic barrier between propagation and spring (in source
aquifer or source of impact)

Provide flow at springs



Use water from a different source or from the same source taped
at a distance from the spring to supply spring flow at surface
Remove invasive weeds


Use deeper artesian water for recharge

Recharge at spring with artesian water from another aquifer (this may
necessitate water treatment)

Increase flow from aquifer source to
surface



Spring supply borehole

Spring impact offset through removal of
impact from private usage





Relocation
Surrender
Substitute

It should be noted that depending on the length of time for which mitigation is required, the
selected mitigation may consist of several options which will be implemented successively.
The selection of the suitable spring mitigation option(s) will follow a work program similar to the one
presented in Table 9-3. Initially, all mitigation options will be considered, through a high level multicriteria analysis, unsuitable mitigation options will be set aside. The exercise will also be used to
focus the studies on potentially viable mitigation options, it will ensure that sufficient time available
for studies and implementation of the mitigation solution is taken into consideration and will also
allow to identify any additional data requirements early in the mitigation selection process. When
the vulnerability of the spring ecosystem to a decrease in water level in the source aquifer will be
understood, the mitigation selection process will be refined and the mitigation option or
combination of mitigation options will be selected.
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Table 9-3: Work program for spring mitigation option selection

1. Mitigation
Design

2. Studies

Aspect

Scope of Work and Target

Mitigation options
identifications

Identify all potential options for mitigation at the springs

Mitigation options
early assessment

Initial screening of mitigation options through a multicriteria analysis. Will also allow focusing work efforts in data which is effectively
required.

Survey /
topography

Survey spring vents elevation, topography at spring site, river bed elevation (if any), groundwater monitoring bore and private bore
elevation nearby
Prepare cross sections for hydrogeological conceptual models

Surface water

Identify gauging stations near spring sites.
Assess baseflow, identify source of baseflow, if same as spring source aquifer potential seasonal pattern, identify influence of dry/wet
periods
Identify relationship between groundwater level variations and river baseflow. What is the level of confidence in this assessment?
Define if baseflow at a gauging station can be used as a trigger to impact to aquifer pressure?

Hydrochemistry

Compare chemistry signatures for surface water, spring vents, and groundwater. Confirm/update previous results on aquifer source
and GW/SW interactions on the basis of water quality.

Ecology

Ecological survey, quarterly for one year to determine spring ecological values and seasonal variability. Select representative spring
vents for ongoing monitoring
How stable is the spring ecosystem, how can we identify an impact to the ecosystem (resulting from decreased water supply) on the
flora?
Assess the vulnerability of the spring ecology to a predicted drawdown in the source aquifer. Comment on resilience to dry periods,
root zone extend, resilience to a lowered water level
Define the point where impact to spring may be non-reversible for ecological species

Spring History

Obtain all historical aerial photography and old remote sensing data for the spring area to document spring variability. Interview
landholders/stakeholders for anecdotal knowledge.

Groundwater

Gather available groundwater data for the area (incl. water levels, groundwater usage, groundwater chemistry). Assess reliability of
the data. Discard low confidence data. Create maps.
Carry out groundwater monitoring and spring monitoring events, possibly at the same time as the ecological monitoring.
Define existing groundwater structures which could be used for monitoring
Assess water level data, assess historical and seasonal variations
Assess pressure heads in the source aquifer vs spring elevation
Assess from the CIM the predicted level of impact at the spring and the timing of this impact and recovery.
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Aspect

Scope of Work and Target

Geology

Assess geology at the site using published geological maps, and other sources such as seismic data or in-house geology to identify
the presence of faults or geological features which can inform on spring behaviour. It may be necessary to carry out shallow seismic
or resistivity imaging.

CSG Production
Areas

Establish impact propagation

Hydrogeological
conceptual model

Develop / refine hydrogeological conceptual models
Assess the vulnerability of the spring flow to a decrease of water level in source aquifer. Refer to similar work by National Water
Commission.
develop the hydrogeological model and associated illustrations

3. Mitigation
Assessment
and selection

Vulnerability
Assessment

Assess vulnerability of the EPBC springs in terms of predicted loss of pressure head in source aquifer, available pressure head,
ecological vulnerability, interconnectivity between vents. The vulnerability assessment would follow the vulnerability assessment
methodology developed for GAB springs of the Western GAB (National Water Commission, 2013, Vol VI)

Mitigation

Using the initial high level MCA outcome and current understanding of vulnerability of EPBC spring , refine the MCA and select
mitigation option(s)
Define an early schedule for preparation of a mitigation plan.
Identify data/studies requirements for the option(s) selected

Review of spring
drawdown limit

Review adequacy of the drawdown limit set in the JIP for the specific site
If trigger is not adequate, propose to The Department of the Environment a new drawdown limit using either ecology, baseflow or
aquifer pressure as an indicator. Define time available for implementation.
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9.5 Data review procedures and reporting
Collection of groundwater monitoring data will be the responsibility of the proponent responsible
for installation of the EWMIs and TMPs. It should be noted that although all EPBC springs
responsibilities are not yet assigned (Section 3.3), the responsibility of installation and monitoring of
all of the bores from the EWS network are assigned. The Proponents will then share the monitored
data (once all data collection QA/QC has been performed) with the other Proponents through a
range of existing data sharing agreements, and via provision of the data to OGIA. The Proponents
have their respective data review and management policies (as explained within each of the CSG
WMMPs).
It is proposed that reports will be prepared by the Proponents in accordance with their CSGWMMPs.
This will include the following as a minimum:



Simple reporting of data every year (data and plots of raw and corrected data against
trigger as appropriate, trend analysis after collection of baseline);



A consolidated report every 3 years.

The annual reports will include:



Updated to the EWS monitoring network from the previous report (for example, new
monitoring bores coming online);



Graphic presentation of water level at each monitoring location;



Groundwater level and water quality monitoring results;



A description of methods used to correct measured water level data to remove non-CSG
effects (barometric, earth tide, non-CSG groundwater extraction, seismic events,
hydrostatic loading, etc.);



Graphic comparison of the water level at EWMIs and TMPs (natural variations and
anthropogenic effects (non CSG) removed) with investigation and
mitigation/management triggers and drawdown limit; and



Hydrogeological conceptual model for each of the EPBC spring (only in one report at the
end of the spring baseline program).

The consolidated report will be prepared every 3 years and will include any updates to the
conceptual hydrogeological models of the springs.

9.6 Groundwater level trend analysis to differentiate CSG-induced impact
from natural variations
It is recognised that there are a broad range of processes that could cause groundwater level
fluctuations and trends. These operate at various spatial and temporal scales and include level
fluctuations due to changes in air pressure, rainfall, loading and unloading due to soil moisture and
water level changes in unconfined aquifers, land use change and groundwater pumping.
Groundwater level and water quality data trends will be observed and analysed.
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There are basic issues in the raw level data that need to be addressed, such as private bore pumping,
autocorrelation, earth tides and barometric effects. External influences (natural and non-CSG
anthropogenic effects) will be removed from the measured water levels to understand the CSGrelated trends by methods which will include:



Appropriate models will be used to correct for earth tides and barometric effects;



Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models will be used to correct for
autocorrelation effects in the water level time series; and



Private bore pumping will be filtered out from reports of historical usage.

Trend analysis will be performed to remove natural variations to the monitored groundwater levels
data.
QGC has developed a methodology for trend and statistical analysis (APPENDIX D), this methodology
will be applied to the collected data.
In view of the baseline data, the methodology for trend and statistical analysis may need to be
updated. In such case, methods used for the definition of reference values and data analysis will be
provided with the reference values. Where the method for trend and statistical analysis provided in
APPENDIX D remains adequate, this will be confirmed in the relevant report to the Department of
the Environment.
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APPENDIX A – JIP EWS Groundwater
Monitoring Network
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Table A 1: EWS Monitoring Network
JIP EWS bore ID

Latitude

Longitude

Spring Gully PB5

-25.9325

148.9355

Spring GullyPB2
Spring GullyPB1
RN48912

-25.9325

148.9355

-25.8375

148.8510

-25.8375

148.8511

Contact Zone

-25.8098

148.8276

QWC129

-25.8250

148.7916

QWC129

-25.8250

148.7916

MW0905

-25.7309

148.8456

Cassio_GW1

-25.9454

149.7754

Cassio_GW2

-25.9454

Coochiemudlo_
GW1

-25.7630

Target
Aquifer

MNES Monitoring
Objective

Installation
Timing

Responsible
Proponent

EWMI

Abyss, Lucky Last

2015

Origin

Six-monthly

EWMI

Abyss

2015

Origin

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Abyss, Lucky Last

In place

Origin

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Abyss

2013

Origin

Only 38 m of Hutton Sandstone
present at Spring Gully PB1 site
but GWDB data for RN48912
(2.885 km ENE) suggests that at
site there may be some
saturation of the Hutton
Sandstone..

Precipice
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Abyss, Lucky Last

2013

Santos

Moved slightly within contact
zone area to minimise land
disturbance

Hutton
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

Abyss

2014

Santos

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

Lucky Last

2013

Santos

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Abyss, Lucky Last

2014

Santos

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

2013

QGC

149.7754

Precipice
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

2013

QGC

149.9770

Hutton
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

Dawson River 8,
Boggomoss,
Dawson River 2,
Dawson River 6 &
Prices
Boggomoss,
Dawson River 2,
Dawson River 6 &
Prices
Dawson River 8,
Boggomoss,
Dawson River 2,
Dawson River 6 &
Prices

2013

QGC

Precipice
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone

Monitoring
Frequency Water
Pressure
daily

Monitoring
Frequency Water
Quality
Six-monthly

daily
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Monitoring
Purpose:
EWMI/TMP

A3

Rationale / Comments

JIP EWS bore ID

Latitude

Longitude

Target
Aquifer

Monitoring
Frequency Water
Pressure
daily

Monitoring
Frequency Water
Quality
Six-monthly

Coochiemudlo_
GW2

-25.7630

149.9770

Precipice
Sandstone

Peat MB2-P

-26.0152

150.0958

Peat MB3-H

-26.0152

150.0958

Scotia OBS#1

-25.9419

150.0742

RN23147

-25.9141

150.0736

AVLVWP

-25.9379

150.0739

Charlotte_GW1

-25.9100

149.5400

Charlotte_GW2

-25.9100

Kinnoul-MB2-H

MNES Monitoring
Objective

Installation
Timing

Responsible
Proponent

TMP

2013

QGC

EWMI

Boggomoss,
Dawson River 2,
Dawson River 6 &
Prices
Cockatoo Creek

Precipice
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2014

Origin

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Cockatoo Creek

2014

Origin

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI (WQ)

Cockatoo Creek

In place

Santos

existing installations include one
Precipice Sandstone monitoring
bore, one Hutton Sandstone
farm bore equipped with
telemetry, one multilevel VWP
Precipice and Hutton Sandstone
included for WL.

Hutton
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone
, Precipice
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI (WQ)

Cockatoo Creek

In place

Santos

As above

daily

NA

TMP

Cockatoo Creek

In place

Santos

As above

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

2013

QGC

149.5400

Precipice
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

2013

QGC

-25.6648

149.5973

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

2015

Origin

EWMI7

-24.6074

149.0761

Hutton
Sandstone
Clematis
Sandstone

Dawson River 8,
Dawson River 2,
Dawson River 6,
Prices &
Boggomos, Scotts
Creek
Dawson River 2,
Dawson River 6,
Prices &
Boggomos
Dawson River 8

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Elgin 2

2015

Santos

RN14881

-25.8872

149.3247

Hutton
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

Scotts Creek

In place

Origin
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Monitoring
Purpose:
EWMI/TMP

A4

Rationale / Comments

The other possible options, is a
private bores a few km to the
south which is proposed to be
equipped, subject to landholder
negotiations

JIP EWS bore ID

Latitude

Longitude

Target
Aquifer

Monitoring
Frequency Water
Pressure
daily

Monitoring
Frequency Water
Quality
Six-monthly

Spring Gully
MB4-H

-25.9801

149.0652

Hutton
Sandstone

PB3

-25.9818

149.0465

RN48978

-26.0014

149.2826

QWC104

-25.8263

149.0370

QWC104

-25.8263

149.0370

MW0902

-25.7347

149.0829

Charlie_GW1

-26.0240

149.6470

Spring Gully
MB16-P

-25.8666

149.2168

Spring Gully
MB17-H

-25.8665

149.2168

RN38333

-25.8645

StrathblaneWB1-P

-25.9002

Monitoring
Purpose:
EWMI/TMP

EWMI

Precipice
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

Hutton
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone
Precipice
Sandstone

daily

MNES Monitoring
Objective

Installation
Timing

Responsible
Proponent

Rationale / Comments

Scotts Creek

In place

Origin

EWMI

Scotts Creek

2015

Origin

Location of PB3 and MB4-H are
on the Bandanna-Precipice
subcrop and will therefore
provide an earlier warning from
Bandanna extraction potential
effects.
PB3 and MB4-H are at the same
location

Six-monthly

EWMI

Scotts Creek

In place

Origin

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Yebna 2

2014

Santos

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Yebna 2

2014

Santos

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

Yebna 2

In place

Santos

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

2013

QGC

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Dawson River 8,
Scotts Creek
Scotts Creek

2014

Origin

Hutton
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Scotts Creek

2014

Origin

149.1580

Hutton
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

TMP

Scotts Creek

In place

Origin

149.1444

Precipice
Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

EWMI

Scotts Creek

In place

Origin

Notes:
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Existing instrumented private
water bore Scott’s Creek Bore
(RN38333) 6.7 km to the
WNW. Existing water bore -–
currently instrumented to
observe groundwater levels
Existing Strathblane WB1-P
located 7.26 km to the west. No
bores will be installed in the
Clematis as available data
shows no Clematis Sandstone
within 8 km therefore this bore
will not be installed.

•
•
•
•

Bore locations presented in this table are subject to land access agreements and sites conditions, the final locations may vary slightly.
Where a significant change in bore location is required (more than 5 km for bores for off-tenure springs bores and more than 1 km for bores for on-tenure springs), the responsible proponent would notify
the of the proposed changes.
Proposed installation timing may vary due to land access and weather conditions. Should land access prevent the timely installation of the EWS monitoring bores, alternative locations or timing will be
discussed with The Department of the Environment.
Bore names will be adapted to reflect the Proponents bore nomenclature when not currently provided
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Table A 2: Regional Walloon Coal Measures and Bandanna Formation Monitoring
Industry Bore
ID

Latitude

Longitude

Target Aquifer

Monitoring
Frequency
- Water
Pressure

Monitoring
Frequency
- Water
Quality

Monitoring
Purpose:
EWMI/TMP

Monitoring
Objective (see
notes)

Installation
Timing

Responsible
Proponent

Comments

Thackery 6M

-26.0620

149.4530

Springbok & WCM

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 2

2013

QGC

Thackery 6M will be equipped with a gauge in the Springbok.

Cassio 6M

-25.9460

149.7760

WCM (3 levels)

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 2,5,6

2016

QGC

Cassio 6M is combined with the two Cassio aquifer monitoring holes targeting pressure and quality in
the Hutton and Precipice.

QWC103

-25.9099

149.5404

WCM

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 2,5,6

2016

QGC

Planned near Charlotte for 2016

Meeleebee
MB3-W

-26.2423

149.1952

WCM (3 levels)

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 2,5,6

2013

Origin

Replace with site of proposed monitoring bore Meeleebee MB3-W which is to be produced by
workover of existing corehole Meeleebee 5 - 6.55 km to SW. 3 levels of monitoring in WCM.

Durham Ranch
23

-25.9765

149.1042

Bandanna Formation

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 1,2

2013

Origin

Existing & instrumented monitoring well Durham Ranch 23.
Existing monitoring bore - currently instrumented to observe groundwater levels.

Belington Hut
State Forest

-25.3492

149.0188

Bandanna Formation,
Clematis Sandstone

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 2,5,6

2013

Santos

Peat MB1-B

-26.0022

150.0841

Bandanna Formation
(actually equivalent
Baralaba Coal Measures)

daily

-

EWMI

MNES,1,2,4

2013

Origin

Pony Hills

-25.8258

149.0376

Bandanna Formation

daily

-

EWMI

MNES, 2,4,5,6

2013

Santos

QWC132

-25.9507

148.9734

Bandanna Formation

daily

-

EWMI

MNES,2

2013

Origin

Replace with proposed Spring Gully MB1-B location 0.61 km to south. New monitoring bore.

Polaris 22M

-26.1570

149.7990

WCM (3 levels)

daily

-

EWMI

2

2013

QGC

If Springbok is present a gauge will be installed in that formation also.

Lawnton 9M

-26.3060

149.9100

Springbok Sandstone &
WCM (4 levels)

daily

-

EWMI

2,5,6

2013

QGC

The Lawnton 9M will be equipped with an additional gauge to measure Springbok pressure in
addition to the WCM.

Philip 5M

-26.0870

149.6310

Springbok Sandstone &
WCM (3 levels)

daily

-

EWMI

2,5,6 and 4 (Hutton
Sdst only)

2013

QGC

Philip 5m is a core hole and will have pressure gauges in the Springbok and WCM.

Notes:
Objectives:
1 - Establish baseline
2 - Monitor impact to aquifer resulting from CSG activities
3 - Monitor changes of condition near groundwater users
4 - Monitor changes of condition near environmental values (springs)
5 - Data collection to improve and calibrate the groundwater flow models
6 - Data collection to improve inter-aquifer connectivity knowledge
Bore locations presented in this table are subject to land access agreements and sites conditions, the final locations may vary slightly.
Proposed installation timing may vary due to land access and weather conditions.
Bore names will be adapted to reflect the Proponents bore nomenclature when not currently provided.
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Proposed work over of existing gas well. Proposed workover of Peat 29 gas well to produce
groundwater monitoring bore Peat MB1-B

Table A 3: Regional Aggregated Industry Monitoring Network
Bore Name

Planned
construction
date
2016
2016
2016
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Target Monitoring Formations

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Westbourne Formation
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

-27.6600
-27.6600
-27.6600
-27.6600
-27.4701
-27.4701
-27.4701
-27.4701
-27.4701
-27.3660
-27.3660
-27.3660
-27.3660
-27.3660
-27.3660

150.5800
150.5800
150.5800
150.5800
150.6350
150.6350
150.6350
150.6350
150.6350
151.0300
151.0300
151.0300
151.0300
151.0300
151.0300

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.3100
-27.3100
-27.3100
-27.2900
-27.2900
-27.2900

150.8500
150.8500
150.8500
150.6300
150.6300
150.6300

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed

Condamine Alluvium
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.2720
-27.2720

151.0710 QGC
151.0710 QGC

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

-27.2720
-27.2720
-27.2720
-27.2600
-27.2600
-27.2600
-27.2100
-27.2100
-27.2100
-27.1713
-27.1713
-27.0286

151.0710
151.0710
151.0710
150.9300
150.9300
150.9300
150.7500
150.7500
150.7500
150.7825
150.7825
150.5485

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Springbok Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMs, Lower Juandah CMs , Taroom
Coals
Springbok Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.0286
-27.0286
-27.0286
-27.0286
-26.9490
-26.9490

150.5485
150.5485
150.5485
150.5485
150.4440
150.4440

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

49
57

2013
2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Springbok Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.8470
-26.6892
-26.6892
-26.6892

150.3001
150.2555
150.2555
150.2555

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

67

2016
2016
2016

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals
Hutton Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.5500
-26.5500
-26.5230

150.4900 QGC
150.4900 QGC
149.8220 QGC

2016
2016
2016
2016
2013
2013
2015
2015

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Precipice Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMs, Lower Juandah CMs , Taroom
Coals

-26.5230
-26.5230
-26.5230
-26.5230
-26.405
-26.405
-26.3660
-26.3660

149.8220
149.8220
149.8220
149.8220
149.9790
149.9790
149.9790
149.9790

2013

Proposed

-26.2820

149.7140 QGC

2013

Proposed

Upper Juandah , Juanda SST, Lower Juandah ,
Tangalooma Coals, Taroom Coals , Lower Aquitard
of the WCM (Eurombah Fmtn)
Gubberamunda Sandstone

-26.2820

149.7140 QGC

3

11

12

16

20

21

24

26

31
39

43

72

81
81

89
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latitude

A9

longitude

Responsible
Proponent

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

Bore Name

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Target Monitoring Formations

90

Planned
construction
date
2013
2013
2014

Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.2820
-26.2820
-26.3060

149.7140 QGC
149.7140 QGC
149.9100 QGC

96

2014
2014

Proposed
Proposed

Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.3060
-26.0527

149.9100 QGC
149.4342 QGC

97

2014

Proposed

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.087

149.631 QGC

2014

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

-26.087

149.631 QGC

100

2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed

Hutton Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.0240
-25.9450

149.6470 QGC
149.6470 QGC

101
103

2016
2013

Proposed
Proposed

Birkhead Formation
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-25.9490
-25.9099

149.3514 QGC
149.5404 QGC

107

2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-25.9099
-25.9099
-25.7630

149.5404 QGC
149.5404 QGC
149.9770 QGC

140

2013
2016
2016
2016
2016

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Hutton Sandstone
Birkhead Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMs
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-25.7630
-25.6187
-27.2389
-27.2389
-26.1500

149.9770
149.7682
149.9842
149.9842
149.7690

QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC
QGC

River Road-4
RN 42230088
Pampas-5
Meenawarra-5
Meenawarra-21

Completed
Completed
2016
Completed
2016

Existing
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed

-27.6390
-27.5898
-27.5889
-27.5779
-27.5778

151.1676
151.2341
151.2423
151.1338
151.1336

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

RN 42231463
Carn Brea-17
Carn Brea-18

Completed
2013
2013

Existing
Proposed
Proposed

-27.5488
-27.5488
-27.5488

151.3130 Arrow
151.3130 Arrow
151.3130 Arrow

Carn Brea-19
Carn Brea-20
Carn Brea-20
RN 42231339
RN 42231340
RN 42231370
QWC Site 10

2013
2013
2013
Completed
Completed
Completed
2016

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed

-27.5488
-27.5488
-27.5488
-27.5306
-27.5318
-27.4915
-27.4915

151.3130
151.3130
151.3130
151.5037
151.5148
151.3932
151.3932

2016

Proposed

Juandah CMs
Condamine Alluvium
Taroom CMs
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Upper Juandah CMs, Lower Juandah CMs, Taroom
Coals
Condamine Alluvium
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMs, Lower Juandah CMs, Taroom
Coals
Hutton Sandstone
Evergreen Formation
Precipice Sandstone
Condamine Alluvium
Walloon Coal Measures
Condamine Alluvium
Condamine Alluvium - Walloon transition layer /
Springbok
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.4915

151.3932 Arrow

Tipton West
Pilot-1
Tipton-157

Completed

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

-27.4074

151.1404 Arrow

2013

Proposed

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.3981

151.0889 Arrow

RN 42231294
RN 42231295
Plainview-1
Long Swamp-1
Tipton-195
Tipton-196

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
2013
2013

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed

Condamine Alluvium
Walloon Coal Measures
Juandah CMs
Juandah CMs
Condamine Alluvium
Condamine Alluvium - Walloon transition layer

-27.3993
-27.3975
-27.3858
-27.3431
-27.3206
-27.3206

151.5484
151.5619
151.2165
151.1242
151.2050
151.2049

Tipton West-4
Tipton-196
Tipton-197

Completed
2013
2013

Existing
Proposed
Proposed

Walloon Coal Measures
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs

-27.3134
-27.3206
-27.3206

151.1986 Arrow
151.2049 Arrow
151.2049 Arrow

Mount Maria20

2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed

Condamine Alluvium
Condamine Alluvium - Walloon transition layer

-27.2885
-27.2885

151.3631 Arrow
151.3631 Arrow

Mount Maria20
RN 42230153
Plainview-25

2013

Proposed

Upper Juandah CMs

-27.2885

151.3631 Arrow

Completed
2013
2013
2016

Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Condamine Alluvium
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMs
Condamine Alluvium

-27.2698
-27.2731
-27.2731
-27.1952

151.2381
151.2234
151.2234
151.3179

111
121

QWC Site 27
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latitude

A10

longitude

Responsible
Proponent

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Bore Name

Planned
construction
date
2016

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Proposed

Target Monitoring Formations

Condamine alluvium - Walloon transition layer

-27.1952

151.3179 Arrow

2016

Proposed

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.1952

151.3179 Arrow

QWC Site 28

2016
2016

Proposed
Proposed

Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.1793
-27.1793

151.1249 Arrow
151.1249 Arrow

Stratheden-3
RN 42230159
QWC Site 30

Completed
Completed
2013

Existing
Existing
Proposed

Juandah CMs
Condamine Alluvium
Condamine Alluvium - Walloon transition layer

-27.1795
-27.1656
-27.1656

151.0439 Arrow
151.2151 Arrow
151.2151 Arrow

Daandine-124

2013
Completed

Proposed
Existing

Upper Juandah CMS
Westbourne Formation / Springbok Sandstone

-27.1656
-27.1440

151.2151 Arrow
150.9481 Arrow

Daandine-123
Daandine-134

Completed
2013

Existing
Proposed

Upper Juandah CMS
sandstone or siltstone or mudstone of the Juandah
Coal Measures

-27.1440
-27.1441

150.9481 Arrow
150.9480 Arrow

2013
2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Lower Juandah CMs
Tangalooma Sandstone
Taroom CMs
lower aquitard of the Walloon Coal Measures

-27.1441
-27.1441
-27.1441
-27.1441

150.9480
150.9480
150.9480
150.9480

RN 42231548
Daandine-162
Daandine-163

Completed
2013
2013

Existing
Proposed
Proposed

Walloon Coal Measures
Condamine Alluvium
Condamine Alluvium - Walloon transition layer

-27.1153
-27.1199
-27.1200

151.4978 Arrow
151.0758 Arrow
151.0759 Arrow

Daandine-24
Daandine-2
Daandine-121
UWIR Site 41

Completed
Completed
Completed
2016
2016

Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed

Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Condamine Alluvium
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.1093
-27.1024
-27.1004
-27.0100
-27.0100

151.0539
150.9614
150.9557
151.1140
151.1140

Kogan North-79

2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed

Condamine Alluvium
Condamine Alluvium - Walloon transition layer

-27.0092
-27.0092

150.9003 Arrow
150.9003 Arrow

Kogan North-56
RN 42230203
UWIR Site 47
Wyalla-16
Wyalla-17

Completed
Completed
2016
2013
2013
2013

Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Condamine Alluvium
Upper Juandah CMS
Condamine Alluvium
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-27.0093
-26.8989
-26.8989
-26.8597
-26.8597
-26.8597

150.9003
150.9792
150.9792
150.7500
150.7500
150.7500

Wyalla-17
RN 42230209
Dundee-20

2013
Completed
2013

Proposed
Existing
Proposed

Precipice Sandstone
Condamine Alluvium
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.8597
-26.7422
-26.7423

150.7500 Arrow
150.6799 Arrow
150.6795 Arrow

Castledean-18

2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed

Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.5529
-26.5529

150.2223 Arrow
150.2223 Arrow

Burunga Lane176

Completed

Existing

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.2427

150.0502 Arrow

Completed
Completed

Existing
Existing

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

-26.2427
-26.2427

150.0502 Arrow
150.0500 Arrow

2016

Proposed

Upper Juandah , Lower Juandah , Taroom Coals

-26.1711

149.9542 Arrow

2016
Completed
2016
Completed
2016
Completed
2013
Completed
2016
2013
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
2016

Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed

Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Main Range Volcanics
Upper Juandah CMS
Main Range Volcanics
Upper Juandah CMS
Condamine Alluvium
Upper Juandah CMS
Main Range Volcanics
Hutton Sandstone
Main Range Volcanics
Walloon Coal Measures
Hutton Sandstone
Bandanna Formation

-26.1711
-27.9222
-27.9222
-27.5913
-27.5913
-27.7309
-27.7309
-27.8251
-27.8251
-26.9214
-26.9214
-27.2681
-27.2681
-27.2681
-23.4558

149.9542
151.1214
151.1214
151.8467
151.8467
151.7628
151.7628
151.4764
151.4764
151.2871
151.2871
151.7701
151.7701
151.7701
148.9483

Burunga Lane174
UWIR Site 94

RN 41620043
UWIR Site 124
RN 42231591
UWIR Site 133
RN 42231597
UWIR Site 134
RN 42231411
UWIR Site 135
UWIR Site 136
RN 42231553
RN 42231524
RN 42231590
UWIR Site 138
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latitude

A11

longitude

Responsible
Proponent

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

Bore Name

Hopeland-17

Planned
construction
date
2013

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Proposed

Hopeland-17
Hollyrood 5

2013
Completed

WBLGWG06
54

Coonardoo 2

RIC25
Latemore South
2
BXGGWM02
BXGGWG04
65
Damper Creek
4a
66
Damper Creek
4a
Wingnut 3
(WNT3)
70
70
Latemore 2
Stakeyard East
1

72

Bendemere 1

TBD_VWP
76
Montana 1
(MTA1)
Montana 1
(MTA1)
ARMGWG13
ARMGWS03
ARMGWH01
BBWGWO01
BBWVWP
82

BLBGWM01
BLBGWG01
Navarra 1
Mt. Eden 1
(MED1)
104

Target Monitoring Formations

latitude

longitude

Responsible
Proponent

-26.9729

150.6118 Arrow

Proposed
Existing

Upper Juandah CMs, Lower Juandah CMs, Taroom
Coals
Springbok Sandstone
Lower Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs

-26.9729
-26.7922

150.6118 Arrow
148.7417 Santos

Completed
2013
2013
2013
2016
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Proposed
Completed

Gubberamunda Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Mooga Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Mooga Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Juandah CMs
Juandah CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Mooga Sandstone

-26.7922
-26.7825
-26.7825
-26.7825
-26.7875
-26.6833
-26.6833
-26.6833
-26.6737
-26.6366
-26.6366
-26.6366
-26.6033
-26.6033
-26.6033
-26.5826
-26.5826
-26.5826
-26.5826
-26.5826

148.7417
149.1969
149.1969
149.1969
149.2012
148.9923
148.9923
148.9923
148.8464
149.1119
149.1119
149.1119
149.3735
149.3735
149.3932
148.8511
148.8511
148.8511
148.8511
148.8511

Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
2013
2016
Completed

Completed
Completed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Existing

Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Juandah CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Mooga Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Precipice Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Orallo Formation
Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone

-26.5331
-26.5331
-26.5331
-26.5331
-26.5855
-26.5268
-26.5268
-26.5268
-26.5268
-26.5268
-26.5310
-26.5310
-26.5310
-26.5310
-26.5310
-26.4948
-26.4948
-26.4948
-26.4948
-26.4652
-26.4652
-26.4392
-26.4392
-26.4391

149.0543
149.0543
149.0543
149.0543
149.0775
149.2130
149.2130
149.2130
149.2130
149.2130
149.8271
149.8271
149.8271
149.8271
149.8271
149.2130
149.2130
149.2130
149.2130
149.0144
149.0144
148.9152
148.9152
148.8004

Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

Completed

Existing

Juandah CMs, Taroom CMs

-26.4391

148.8004 Santos

2013
2013
2013
Completed
Completed
2015

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Orallo Formation
Mooga Sandstone
Juandah CMs, Tangalooma Sst, Taroom CMs,
Lower Walloon aquitard

-26.3872
-26.3872
-26.3872
-26.4302
-26.4302
-26.3872

149.1257
149.1257
149.1257
149.3388
149.3388
149.1257

Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Mooga Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Juandah CMs
Juandah CMs

-26.3788
-26.3788
-26.3365
-26.3365
-26.2952

-26.3788
-26.3788
148.8381
148.8381
148.6330

Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

2013
2013
2015

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation

-25.8258
-25.8258
-25.8258

149.0376 Santos
149.0376 Santos
149.0376 Santos
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Bore Name

FVW0902
106
FVVW0903
FVMW0902
Dawson Bend 3
(WQ
monitoring)
FVMW0903
Fairview 182
(WQ
monitoring)
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
122
123

126
127
129
130
139
1

2

6

22

25

35

36

Planned
construction
date
Completed
2014
2015
Completed
Completed
2015

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Proposed

Target Monitoring Formations

Precipice Sandstone
Boxvale Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Precipice Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation

-25.7863
-25.7863
-25.7865
-25.7538
-25.7347
-25.7353

148.8459
148.8459
148.8467
148.7948
149.0829
149.0825

Completed
2015

Existing
Proposed

Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation

-25.7310
-25.7410

148.9810 Santos
148.9777 Santos

2013
2015
2013
2015
2015
2013
2014
2013
2016
2014
2015
2013
2013
2016
2016
2013
2013
2016
2014
2015
2014
2013
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2016
2016
2016

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Clematis Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Clematis Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Bandanna Formation
Clematis Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Clematis Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Clematis Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Clematis Sandstone
Clematis Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Juandah CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Walloon CMs; Bandanna Fm
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Bandanna Formation
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
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latitude

-25.6446
-25.6446
-25.5317
-25.5317
-25.4100
-25.3492
-25.3492
-25.2420
-25.2420
-25.1784
-25.1784
-24.9198
-24.7348
-26.9346
-26.9346
-25.9266
-25.9266
-25.9266
-27.7623
-25.8580
-25.8246
-25.6386
-25.6386
-25.3170
-27.9667
-27.9681
-27.9651
-27.9651
-27.9650
-27.7895
-27.7942
-27.7942
-27.7942
-27.7895
-27.5987
-27.5987
-27.5983
-27.5983
-27.5983
-27.2464
-27.2475
-27.2475
-27.2475
-27.2479
-27.2455
-27.2454
-27.2454
-27.2454
-27.2454
-27.1083
-27.1083
-27.1111
-27.1111
-27.1111
-27.1083
TBA
TBA

A13

longitude

149.1655
149.1655
148.7694
148.7694
148.9052
149.0188
149.0188
148.9269
148.9269
148.8487
148.8487
149.0980
149.1400
149.6603
149.6603
148.6361
148.6361
148.6361
150.2355
150.0812
148.7914
148.9103
148.9103
148.6629
150.9196
150.9203
150.9236
150.9236
150.9232
150.9465
150.9460
150.9460
150.9460
150.9465
150.8990
150.8990
150.8988
150.8988
150.8988
150.3367
150.3366
150.3366
150.3366
150.3365
150.4577
150.4577
150.4573
150.4573
150.4573
150.3942
150.3942
150.3901
150.3901
150.3901
150.2213
TBA
TBA

Responsible
Proponent
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG

Bore Name

38

40
44

45

46

50

51
53
56

59
61
62

63

68

69
79

80

84

Planned
construction
date
2016
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed

Target Monitoring Formations

latitude

longitude

Responsible
Proponent

Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
sandstone or siltstone or mudstone of the Juandah
Coal Measures

TBA
TBA
-27.0401
-27.0401
-27.0401
-27.0401
-27.0224
-26.9417
-26.9417
-26.9315
-26.9315
-26.9315
-26.8749
-26.8749
-26.8749
-26.8749
-26.8749
-26.8930
-26.8932
-26.8930
-26.8937
-26.8937

TBA
TBA
150.7790
150.7790
150.7790
150.7790
150.3171
150.2119
150.2119
150.2294
150.2294
150.2294
150.0195
150.0195
150.0195
150.0195
150.0195
150.3703
150.3713
150.3703
150.3683
150.3683

APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG

2013
2013
2013
2013

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Lower Juandah CMs
Tangalooma Sandstone
Taroom CMs
lower aquitard of the Walloon Coal Measures

-26.8937
-26.8937
-26.8937
-26.8937

150.3683
150.3683
150.3683
150.3683

APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG

2013
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2016
2016
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2016
2016
2016
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing

Hutton Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Precipice Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Mooga Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone

-26.8924
-26.8086
-26.8085
-26.7887
-26.7887
-26.7887
-26.8079
-26.8215
-26.7578
-26.8231
-26.7311
-26.7314
-26.7314
-26.7314
-26.7142
-26.7141
-26.6339
-26.6295
-26.6840
-26.6840
-26.6840
-26.6840
-26.6417
-26.6417
-26.6417
-26.5536
-26.5630
-26.5630
-26.5630
-26.5634
-26.5398
-26.4819
-26.4005
-26.4005
-26.4005
-26.3994
-26.3995
-26.4024
-26.4024
-26.4024
-26.3855

150.3689
150.1710
150.1710
150.2176
150.2176
150.2176
150.1708
150.5541
150.3603
150.3492
150.4939
150.4930
150.4930
150.4930
150.0000
150.0000
149.6881
150.1455
150.2274
150.2274
150.2274
150.2262
149.8352
149.8352
149.8352
150.1040
150.0997
150.0997
150.0997
150.0996
149.9595
149.7866
149.7002
149.7002
149.7002
149.5828
149.5828
149.5772
149.5772
149.5772
149.8473

APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
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Bore Name

85
85

87

92

93

95
98
99
101
102

105
120

125
128
131
132
141

Planned
construction
date
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012
2013
2013
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Monitoring
bore: Existing /
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Target Monitoring Formations

latitude

longitude

Responsible
Proponent

Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Hutton Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Birkhead Formation
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Precipice Sandstone
Boxvale Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Mooga Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Precipice Sandstone
Bandanna Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Upper Juandah CMS
Lower Juandah CMs
Taroom CMs

-26.3850
-26.3850
-26.3850
-26.3563
-26.3566
-26.3566
-26.3566
-26.3577
-26.3202
-26.3201
-26.3183
-26.3183
-26.3183
-26.2310
-26.2306
-26.2306
-26.2306
-26.2423
-26.2423
-26.2423
-26.2423
-26.2420
-26.2419
-26.0749
-26.0132
-25.9765
-25.9490
-25.8645
-25.9002
-25.9066
-25.8375
-25.6834
-25.6834
-25.6837
-26.3381
-26.0152
-26.0751
-26.0429
-25.9325
-25.9507
-26.2026
-26.2027
-26.2027
-26.2027

149.8478
149.8478
149.8478
149.4267
149.4269
149.4269
149.4269
149.4266
149.2627
149.2627
149.2637
149.2637
149.2637
149.5642
149.5651
149.5651
149.5651
149.1952
149.1952
149.1952
149.1952
149.1963
149.1967
149.1572
149.1933
149.1042
149.3514
149.1578
149.1444
149.1974
148.8510
149.1760
149.1760
149.1760
149.5033
150.0958
149.0138
149.0531
148.9355
148.9734
149.4239
149.4239
149.4239
149.4239

APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG
APLNG

Notes:
Bore location information as best known at 01/02/2013, inclusive of final locations and planned locations not yet finalised
Monitoring objectives as per Surat UWIR, 2012
MNES Trigger values, exceedance thresholds or drawdown limit do not apply to these bores unless also selected in the EPBC springs monitoring network (Table 1)
Installation dates are proposed, may vary due to weather and land access constraints
The bore name reflects the Proponent bore's name, or the site number provided in the Surat UWIR
"Proposed" bores include monitoring bores drilled but not yet finalised or ready for monitoring
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1. Introduction & Objectives of the Quality Plan
The major coal seam gas (CSG) operators in the southern Bowen and Surat Basins (Santos GLNG,
1
APLNG, QGC and Arrow Energy, from here on referenced to as the Proponents ) have collaboratively
developed this Quality Plan. The Quality Plan is a complementary document to the Joint-Industry Plan
(JIP); it provides the quality requirements to ensure uniformity of approach and the quality and
reliability of the results for monitoring data collected at the groundwater monitoring bores from the
Early Warning System (EWS) monitoring network and at EPBC springs. The quality plan also applies
to the monitoring work required in the Surat UWIR (QWC, 2012) Under the QLD Water Act.
This document serves to:
• Provide detailed monitoring methodologies for collection of representative spring water and
groundwater samples;
• Define the requirement of the quality assurance / quality control program (QAQC); and
• Define the process for validation of the data.
The Quality Plan does not include the rationale for the establishment of the monitoring locations,
monitoring bore installation methods, nor the reporting requirements for the data collected as part of
this plan.
The Quality Plan is intended for use by the environmental field staff and those overseeing
implementation of the monitoring programme. This Quality Plan has been prepared to facilitate
consistent and scientifically robust implementation of the monitoring programme across the industry.
The data collected from the activities defined in this plan will be utilised to assess changes to the
monitored parameters. Changes identified during the monitoring program will be used to assess
potential impacts to springs and provide early warning of any need for additional management or
mitigation
This document, while addressing the Department of the Environment requirements also combines the
spring monitoring requirements as set by the Surat UWIR (see Section 3.2).
The Quality Plan applies to the two types of monitoring performed in the context of spring monitoring:
• Monitoring at the spring vents; and
• Monitoring of the primary source aquifers at the monitoring bores forming the JIP EWS
groundwater network.
The locations to which this plan applies to date are provided in the appendices, the list will evolve over
time.
This Quality Plan was prepared in accordance with the following regulatory requirements:
• Department of the Environment monitoring requirements as specified within the EPBC Act 1999
Referrals; and
• Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (EHP) Environmental Authority
(EA) Conditions.
• Section 378 of the Commonwealth Water Act (2000)
Additional consideration was given to the following reports:
• Surat Underground Water Impact Report (UWIR) Groundwater and Spring Monitoring Programs
Requirements; and

1

Note: Although Arrow does not yet have any project conditions set under the EPBC Act, Arrow has been consulted in the
development of the Plan and supports this Quality Plan.
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• Joint Industry Plan for Early Warning System for the Monitoring and Protection of (EPBC) Springs,
(JIP).
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2. Roles and Responsibilities
This Quality Plan is intended for use by suitably qualified and experienced personnel. A suitably
qualified person is one who holds relevant qualifications, has demonstrated professional experience
encompassing an appropriate range of competencies and has relevant inductions and training.
The monitoring can either be done in-house by the Proponents or contracted to appropriately qualified
consultants. In the latter case, it will be the responsibility of the Proponent to ensure the quality
requirements and procedures set out under this Plan are adhered to.
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3. Surat UWIR Conditions
The Quality Plan was initially developed to ensure uniformity and reliability of data monitoring
associated with the JIP. However, the Proponents are also required to undertake monitoring activities
under the Surat Underground Water Impact Report (Surat UWIR, QWC, 2012), those requirements
have been included in the Quality Plan. Section 8 of the UWIR describes the spring monitoring
requirements. Responsible tenure holders must undertake quarterly monitoring and report results to
the Commission every six months on a number of springs and spring watercourse areas.
In accordance with the Surat UWIR water monitoring program, monitoring requirements include:
• Spring flow,
• Spring wetted area,
• Water chemistry,
• Presence of EPBC listed flora and macro-invertebrates, and
• Physical conditions.
The Surat UWIR requirements will also be captured in this Quality Plan
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4. Spring Monitoring
The Proponents have developed this Quality Plan for a collaborative approach to establish a
monitoring program for EPBC springs and a regional EWS groundwater monitoring network. This
program includes the monitoring of springs and of the monitoring bores forming the EWS. This section
focusses on the monitoring at the springs.
Sampling Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC), sample handling and dispatch, and data
management are discussed in Sub-sections 6 through 8, respectively.
An inventory of the EPBC springs within 100 km of the modelled maximum drawdown (defined by
QWC, 2012) is currently underway. This inventory aims to identify all the springs within 100 km of zero
drawdown extent and complete a ground truthing exercise to map the EPBC springs. The springs
identified as GAB discharge springs and hosting EPBC listed species (i.e. EPBC Springs) will be
added to this Quality Plan.

4.1.1. Location
To date, a total of 12 EPBC spring complexes consisting of 94 vents have been identified within the
Surat Basin (QLD Herbarium for QWC, 2012). The Surat UWIR requires monitoring of 10 spring
complexes consisting of 33 spring vents. In addition, a spring mitigation strategy is required at five of
these complexes. Additional spring locations may be added overtime, similarly monitoring
requirements may evolve overtime.
Spring complexes and spring watercourses required for monitoring and their associated vents are
summarised in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 and illustrated on Figure 4-1
The site name and physical location of each of these springs is included in APPENDIX A. In the event
that additional spring complexes are added or removed in the future, this Plan will be updated to
incorporate the new spring complexes.
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Table 4-1: Summary of Springs Nominated for Monitoring
Spring Complex Name

Spring
Number of
Complex EPBC-listed
Number
Vents in
Complex (1)

Vent Number(s)

Location of Spring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
monitoring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
mitigation

EPBC
Springs

Abyss

592

1

286

On Santos tenement







Abyss

592

0

716, 286.1, 286.2, 286.3

On and off Santos tenements

Barton

283

0

702, 703

On APLNG tenement

Boggomoss

5

30

Off-tenure









Cockatoo Creek

9

19

2, 3, 7-15, 29, 33, 37, 37v2, 44, 53-58, 61, 62, 63, 68,
68B, 29B, 44B
319, 320, 320.1, 321, 321.2, 321.3, 321.4, 321.4, 321.5,
321.6, 321.7, 321.8, 64, 64.1, 65, 65.1, 65.2, 66, 684





Off-tenure







Dawson River 2

2

1

42

Off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

16

1,6 ,22,27, 60, 43

Off-tenure

Dawson River 8

8

3

26,28,38

Off-tenure

Elgin 2

594

1

540

Lucky Last

230

12













Ponies

229

0

287,340,
686,687,687.1,687.2,687.3,687.4,687.5,687.6,688,689
284







Prices

580

4

40,41,52,67

Off-tenure

260

5

189-192, 192.1

On APLNG tenement













Spring Rock Creek

561

0

285

On Santos tenement







Wambo

584

0

711, 711.1

On QGC tenement







Yebna 2

591

1

534

On Santos tenement







311

311

0

535, 536, 537, 704

On Santos tenement







Scotts Creek

Off-tenure
On Santos tenement
On Santos tenement

Notes:
• Spring names, complex numbers and vent numbers as per KCB studies for QWC.
(1) Two spring complexes are located over the same area and are generally referred to as one spring. Only Yebna 2 is EPBC listed
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Table 4-2: Watercourse Springs Nominated for monitoring
Watercourse
spring site
number

Start
Latitude

Start
Longitude

Finish
Latitude

Finish
Longitude

Location of watercourse spring

W39

-25.7256

149.3031

-25.6767

149.2351

On APLNG tenement

W40

-25.6795

149.1373

-25.6848

149.0665

On Santos tenement

W80

-25.7434

148.6857

-25.6977

148.4273

Off-tenure

W81

-25.7127

149.0837

-25.7151

149.0283

On Santos tenement

W82

-25.8038

148.7799

-25.8119

148.7327

On Santos tenement

UWIR – Selected Spring for
monitoring







.
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4.1.2. Spring Sampling Methodology
Table 4-2 below summarises the procedures for collecting spring samples. The spring monitoring
procedure was developed in accordance with the methodology for spring monitoring presented in the
UWIR (QWC, 2012).
Table 4-3: Spring Sampling Procedures
Step

Procedure

1. Prior to departure for
site

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Conduct all pre-departure activities in compliance with company travel policies
and procedures.
Ensure that permission has been granted for access to each site according to
company policies and procedures.
Check site accessibility following wet weather
Ensure weed management procedures are followed. Vehicles must be cleaned
and a weed hygiene declaration obtained.
Obtain the current Site ID Information Sheet and complete the form (initial visit) or
review the form for site-specific information (refer APPENDIX B).
Ensure that all sampling equipment and supplies, PPE and decontamination
equipment are transported to site. Refer to APPENDIX C for a list of monitoring
equipment.
Ensure field equipment is calibrated prior to commencing the monitoring works r.
Refer to APPENDIX D and APPENDIX E for the Equipment Inspection Template
and Calibration Record Sheets, respectively.

•
•

Ensure access is safe (no flood, no fire hazard for example). The initial site visit
will establish safe areas for parking the vehicle. This is not only important for
safety but also critical at some sites to avoid damage to minor spring vents.
To avoid potential contamination do not disturb or modify the source pools or flow
for the samples when accessing sampling locations or collecting samples
Park in designated areas and follow established tracks unless otherwise specified.
At mound springs, avoid walking on the spring structure, especially the smaller
ones as those structures may not be solid enough to bear the weight of a person.
Access the previously sampled pool of water or find a suitable pool of water close
to the vent.
Collect sample from as close to the actual physical monitoring point marked as
possible. The use of a sampling pole may be necessary for some locations. Care
should be taken while approaching mound springs.
Take care to minimise disturbance to the site. Do not leave any litter at the site.
Mound springs may not produce ponding water.

3. Field Observations

•
•

Complete field observations section of Water COC (APPENDIX G).
Complete the Spring Sample Information Sheet (APPENDIX H).

4. Spring Flow
Measurements

•

During initial/ first visit to a spring:
- Identify if the method required by the Surat UWIR is feasible (APPENDIX K).
- Identify a suitable control point.
- Use a standard low-flow hydrology method suitable for the site.
- Record the method. Use the same control point and method each time the
flow is measured.
- Photograph the control points each time the flow is measured.
- Record the photographs in accordance with the Photograph Record Sheet
within APPENDIX I.
For watercourse springs, measure the flow at the start and finish locations.
For watercourse springs, comment on the extent of the flow beyond the end
location.

2. Accessing sampling
location

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Step

Procedure
•

5. Spring Area and Flow

Assign one of the following classifications of the spring.
1 = Wetland vegetation, spring pool1, minor or major flow(s).
2 = Wetland vegetation, no spring pool, surface expression of free water,
minor flow(s).
3 = Wetland vegetation, no spring pool, some surface expression of free water.
4 = Damp, wetland vegetation, no surface expression of free water.
5 = Dry, no wetland vegetation, no surface expression of free water, no
evidence of salt scalding.

SPRING VENTS:
•

•

Measure spring area:
- Record a referenced location using a differential GPS at the monitoring site,
from which measurements are to be taken. Use a tape to measure length and
width of the spring
- Measurements will be taken along the perimeter or sides as traversing across
the spring is not permitted.
- For larger springs, use a differential GPS to establish the perimeter of the
spring. The first visit to the spring will confirm the spring vent measure method
to be used.
For the monitoring sites where there is flow away from the spring, the flow is to be
measured.
- If the flow is concentrated into a clearly defined channel where it can be
measured, use a standard flow gauging technique. Use the same control point
and method each time the flow is measured.
- If the flow is not sufficiently concentrated there may be many small flows away
from the spring with the result that direct measurement is impractical without
potentially damaging spring values. In these situations, a visual estimate is
required (QWC 2012). It is also required that one of the following
classifications be assigned:
 1: Wetland vegetation, spring pool, minor or major flows
 2: Wetland vegetation, no spring pool, surface expression of free water,
minor flows
 3: Wetland, vegetation, no spring pool, some surface expression of free
water
 4: Damp, wetland vegetation, no surface expression of free water
 5: Dry, no wetland vegetation, no surface expression of the water, no
evidence of salt scalding.

WATERCOURSE SPRINGS:
•
6. Spring Physical
Condition

Estimation of spring area is not required.

SPRING VENTS:
•

•
•
•
•

Photograph the spring vent from all aspects using the defined “photography
reference point”, this will be set at the first site visit, as a minimum coordinates will
be recorded, pegs may be present on site.
Photograph any significant disturbances noted at the spring.
For each photograph record the orientation and describe the features in the
photograph.
Record the photographs in accordance with the example Photograph Record
Sheet within APPENDIX I.
Assign one of the following classifications for spring disturbance.
- No evidence of animal disturbance
- Less than 10% of the total spring wetland area shows animal disturbance
- 10 to 50% of the total spring wetland area shows animal disturbance
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Step

Procedure
-

More than 50% of the total spring wetland area shows animal disturbance

WATERCOURSE SPRINGS:
7. Labelling Sample
Bottles

•

A physical condition assessment is not required.

•

Label sample containers in accordance with the established sample naming
convention (refer APPENDIX F).
Select the appropriate sample bottles to correspond to the required list of
analytes.
Nitrile (or latex) gloves must be worn when labelling the bottles.
Sample bottles are to be labelled as per the sample naming convention provided
in APPENDIX F.

•
•
•
8. Field Water Quality
Measurements

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

9. Collection of Water
Samples (non-isotopic
analyses)

•

•
•
•

•
•

The location of designated sampling areas must be recorded, ideally by
differential GPS and if possible physically demarcated (e.g. using
stakes/permanent markers if permitted) to ensure consistency of sampling
locations between sampling events.
All monitoring equipment that is re-used on site must be thoroughly
decontaminated prior to and following use at each location. Equipment should be
decontaminated with clean water, Decon 90 and deionised water between
samples.
Monitoring equipment used for the collection of physical field parameters (e.g.,
pH, DO, Eh) must be calibrated prior to use in the field; and calibrations records
are to be kept.
Nitrile (or latex) gloves must be worn during field measurements and sample
collection.
When filling a container to measure field parameters, it should be placed below
the surface and avoiding disturbance to the bottom strata and to avoiding
collection of the surface film.
If flow is present then inlet should face into the flow in the main channel. Avoid
turbid areas or back eddies.
Take all care to avoid contamination from the surrounding environment.
Where feasible, measurements should be taken in-situ. If so, the probe must not
become covered in mud and must lie in the water.
If water field water quality parameters are measured in-situ they must be stable
prior to recording.
Document which method is used to measure field parameters.
Field measurements are to be recorded on both the field sheet and a COC
referencing the sample name, date and time; these measurements are also to be
recorded within the site field sheet (as per example of Spring Sample Information
Sheet in APPENDIX H).
All sampling equipment that is re-used on site must be thoroughly decontaminated
prior to and following use at each location. Equipment should be decontaminated
with clean water, Decon 90 and deionised water between sample sites.
Nitrile (or latex) gloves must be worn during sample collection.
Collect water samples for the parameters listed in Table 4-3.
Care must be taken when filling bottles with preservatives to avoid overfilling the
container. In the event that sample bottles cannot be appropriately collected
directly from the source, a clean, intermediate container, may be used. This
should be a new non-preserved sample bottle, modified if necessary, and should
not be reused between sample locations. Field Filtration: if required, it should
occur using a 0.45 µm filter in either vacuum or pressure format. A new filter and
storage container (e.g. syringe) must be used for each location sampled.
Collect QA/QC samples in accordance with Section 6.
Consider the following environmental factors when sampling:
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Step

Procedure
-

Sampling equipment and containers must be kept away from sources of
hydrocarbons; sampling personnel must ensure hands are washed following
refuelling of vehicles or handling of equipment.
Samples must not be processed near to operating machinery as exhaust
fumes contain a range of inorganic and organic contaminants and particulate
material that can influence sample results.
Dust is a potential contaminant for all analyses; vehicles, storage areas and
eskies must be cleaned regularly.
Rain can dilution spring source or make identification of previous monitoring
site difficult. Unless sampling is urgent, (e.g. investigation) collection should be
delayed until rain has ceased or a rain shield used.

•
•
•
•

Ensure appropriate sample bottles/vessels are used for individual analytes.
Label sample bottles with the sampling location and time and date of collection
Place the bottle into the spring upside down (if possible) keeping air inside the
bottle.
Then fill the bottle by turning the right way up and keeping it submerged.
Ensure all air has been removed from the bottle
Place lid and tighten whilst still underwater.
Ensure no significant bubbles have developed in the sample, if so, re take sample.

•
•
•
•

Use laboratory-supplied and prepared containers.
Follow the sampling procedure required by the analytical laboratory
Ensure no or minimal exposer time the atmosphere occurs during sampling
Record the date and time of sampling.

12. Storage of Water
Samples

•

All water quality samples are to be stored in eskies in ice and remain on ice until
received by the laboratory.

13. Shipment of Water
Samples

•
•
•

A complete and accurate COC sheet must accompany the samples for shipment.
The COC should be in resealable/zip locked bag, in the esky.
COC is to match the contents of each esky and there should be a separate COC
for each esky.
The COC must be completed as specified in APPENDIX G (example COC form),
including field observations, water quality measurements, types and quantities of
bottles filled.
An electronic copy of the COC must also be submitted (see APPENDIX G).
Samples to be placed in eskies in double-bagged zip locked/resealable bags.
Several bottles can be grouped together in these bags.
Each esky is to be filled with fresh ice prior to shipment.
Each esky is to be secured shut with adequate packing tape holding the lid in
place.
The laboratory delivery address and security seals should then be put in place on
the lid and over the separation between lid and body of the esky.
Ship to appropriate laboratory within the NATA accredited laboratory
recommended holding times.

10. Collection of Isotope
samples
•
•
•
•

Deuterium H-2;
Oxygen-18;
d-Carbon-13 (DIC);
and
Strontium87/Strontium-86.

11. Collection of Isotope
samples
•

Radiogenic Carbon14;

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Note 1: A spring pool is defined as a body of water with a depth of more than 10 cm

4.1.3. Sampling Parameters
As per the UWIR document (QWC, 2012), the baseline and ongoing monitoring analytical program for
the springs and groundwater sampling have been combined for the sake of simplicity. The spring
baseline analytical list is provided in Table 4-3.
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Isotopes sampling is to be performed only during one of the spring baseline monitoring events.
Once the baseline monitoring is completed, nutrients, carbon and organics will no longer form part of
the analytical suite.
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Table 4-4: Springs Water Quality, Baseline and Ongoing (Outlined)
Parameter

F/L

1

Basis

2

Parameter

F/L

1

Basis

2

Parameter

F/L

1

Basis

2

Physio-chemical
Dissolved oxygen

F

O

pH

F, L

Q, EPBC

Total dissolved solids

L

Q, EPBC

Electrical conductivity

F, L

Q, EPBC

Redox (Eh)

F

EPBC

Total suspended solids

L

EPBC

Free gas (O2, CO, H2S, CH4)

F

Q, EPBC

Temperature

F

Q, EPBC

Turbidity

F

O

Bicarbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Hydroxide (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Sulphate (SO4 by ICPAES)

L

Q, EPBC

Calcium

L

Q, EPBC

Magnesium

L

Q, EPBC

Total Alkalinity (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Carbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Potassium

L

Q, EPBC

Total Hardness (as CaCO3)

L

Q

Chloride

L

Q, EPBC

Sodium

L

Q, EPBC

Aluminium (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Copper

L

Q, EPBC

Selenium (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Arsenic

L

Q, EPBC

Iron (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Silica

L

EPBC

Barium

L

Q, EPBC

Lead

L

Q, EPBC

Strontium (by ICP/MS)

L

EPBC

Beryllium

L

Q, EPBC

Lithium (by ICP/MS)

L

EPBC

Uranium (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Boron (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Manganese

L

Q, EPBC

Vanadium

L

Q, EPBC

Cadmium

L

Q, EPBC

Mercury

L

Q, EPBC

Zinc

L

Q, EPBC

Chromium

L

Q, EPBC

Molybdenum (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Cobalt

L

Q, EPBC

Nickel

L

Q, EPBC

Total Nitrogen as N (including
NOx & TKN)

L

EPBC

Total Phosphorus as P

L

EPBC

Nitrite

L

EPBC

Dissolved sulphide

L

EPBC

Nitrate

L

EPBC

TKN

L

EPBC

L

Q, EPBC

Bromide

L

EPBC

Iodide

L

EPBC

L

EPBC

DIC

L

EPBC

DOC

L

EPBC

TPH

L

EPBC

PAH

L

EPBC

Benzene, Toluene,
Ethylbenzene, Xylene

L

EPBC

Phenols (standard LOR
and suite)

L

EPBC

L

Q

C1-C4 (incl methane,
ethylene and other gases)

L

Q, EPBC

Unionised Hydrogen sulphide

L

Q

Deuterium H-2

L

EPBC

Oxygen-18

L

EPBC

Radiogenic Carbon-14

L

EPBC

Strontium-87/Strontium-86

L

EPBC

d-Carbon-13 (DIC)

L

EPBC

Major ions

Dissolved and total metals

Nutrients

Minor elements
Fluoride
Carbon
TOC
Organics

Dissolved Gases
Free and total Carbon dioxide
Isotopes (only in initial sampling)

(1) F: Field-based measurements
L: Laboratory-based measurements
(2) Q: QWC UWIR derived monitoring requirement
EPBC: EPBC matters derived monitoring requirement from Joint Industry Plan
O: Other, these parameters will be collected to confirm stabilisation of the of the water column.
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4.1.4. Frequency
The Proponents will complete four EPBC springs baseline sampling events on a quarterly basis
beginning in the Q4, 2013. Following the completion of these baseline sampling events, routine spring
sampling will continue on a quarterly basis for those springs where a potential impact is predicted by
the CIM.
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5. Groundwater Water Monitoring Bores EWS Monitoring
This program includes the monitoring of the groundwater monitoring bores forming the EWS
monitoring network and monitoring bores installed adjacent to springs. The groundwater monitoring
network consists of monitoring bores on-tenure and off-tenure, bores being generally located between
an EPBC Spring and a CSG production area. A number of these bores are in place, with the remaining
bores scheduled to be installed before the end of 2016.
Sampling Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC), sample handling and dispatch, and data
management are discussed in Section 6 through to Section 9.

5.1. Location
The installation of the EWMIs and TMPs is currently underway. In general, the EWMIs will be installed
first, followed by the installation of the TMPs. Once the location of the bore network is determined, this
plan will be updated to include the location of all EWMI and TMPs.
Refer to Table 4-6 and Figure 5-1 for details related to the EWS monitoring network.
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Table 5-1: Groundwater Monitoring Bore Monitoring Network
JIP EWS bore ID

Latitude

Longitude

Target Aquifer

Monitoring
Frequency - Water
Pressure
daily

Monitoring
Frequency - Water
Quality
Six-monthly

Installation
Timing

Responsible
Proponent

2015

Origin

Spring Gully PB5

-25.9325

148.9355

Precipice Sandstone

Spring Gully-PB2

-25.9325

148.9355

Hutton Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2015

Origin

Spring Gully-PB1

-25.8375

148.8510

Precipice Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

In place

Origin

RN48912

-25.8375

148.8511

Hutton Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2013

Origin

Contact Zone
QWC129

-25.8098
-25.8250

148.8276
148.7916

Precipice Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone

daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly

2013
2013

Santos
Santos

QWC129

-25.8250

148.7916

Precipice Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2013

Santos

MW0905

-25.7309

148.8456

Precipice Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2014

Santos

Cassio_GW1
Cassio_GW2
Coochiemudlo_GW1

-25.9454
-25.9454
-25.7630

149.7754
149.7754
149.9770

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone

daily
daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly
Six-monthly

2013
2013
2013

QGC
QGC
QGC

Coochiemudlo_GW2
Peat MB2-P

-25.7630
-26.0152

149.9770
150.0958

Precipice Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly

2013
2014

QGC
Origin

Peat MB3-H

-26.0152

150.0958

Hutton Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2014

Origin

Scotia OBS#1
RN23147

-25.9419
-25.9141

150.0742
150.0736

Precipice Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone

daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly

In place
In place

Santos
Santos

AVLVWP

-25.9379

150.0739

Hutton Sandstone ,
Precipice Sandstone

daily

NA

In place

Santos

Charlotte_GW1
Charlotte_GW2
Kinnoul-MB2-H

-25.9100
-25.9100
-25.6648

149.5400
149.5400
149.5973

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone

daily
daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly
Six-monthly

2013
2013
2015

QGC
QGC
Origin

EWMI7
RN14881

-24.6074
-25.8872

149.0761
149.3247

Clematis Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone

daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly

2015
In place

Santos
Origin

Spring Gully MB4-H
PB3

-25.9801
-25.9818

149.0652
149.0465

Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

daily
daily

Six-monthly
Six-monthly

In place
2015

Origin
Origin

RN48978

-26.0014

149.2826

Hutton Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

In place

Origin

QWC104

-25.8263

149.0370

Hutton Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2013

Santos

QWC104

-25.8263

149.0370

Precipice Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2013

Santos

MW0902

-25.7347

149.0829

Precipice Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

In place

Santos

Charlie_GW1

-26.0240

149.6470

Hutton Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2013

QGC

Spring Gully MB16-P

-25.8666

149.2168

Precipice Sandstone

daily

Six-monthly

2014

Origin
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JIP EWS bore ID

Spring Gully MB17-H
RN38333
Strathblane-WB1-P

Latitude
-25.8665
-25.8645
-25.9002

Longitude
149.2168
149.1580
149.1444

Target Aquifer
Hutton Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

Monitoring
Frequency - Water
Pressure
daily
daily
daily

Monitoring
Frequency - Water
Quality
Six-monthly
Six-monthly
Six-monthly

Installation
Timing

Responsible
Proponent

2014
In place
In place

Origin
Origin
Origin

Notes: New locations subject to landholder negotiations and agreements
Locations for new bores proposed from initial scouting, may be moved slightly
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5.2. Groundwater Sampling Methodology
To obtain sample consistency, the groundwater sampling methodology has been developed in
accordance with the following documents:
• DERM ‘Monitoring and Sampling Manual 2009: Environmental Protection (Water) Policy 2009,
Version 1 September 2009’ guidelines;
• Australian Standard, ‘AS/NZS 5667.11:1998 Water quality- Sampling, Part 11: Guidance on
sampling of groundwaters’; and
• ASTM International standard ‘D6771-02 Standard Practice for Low-Flow Purging and Sampling for
Wells and Devices used for Ground-Water Quality Investigations.’
• Geoscience Australia, 2009, Groundwater Sampling and Analysis – A Field Guide
The procedure to collect low-flow groundwater samples is provided in Table 4-5. Note that this
procedure is based on the assumption that all groundwater samples are to be collected by low-flow
sampling techniques. In some cases this may not be practical nor the best method for the collection of
representative groundwater samples. In some cases, such as for those bores already equipped with
submersible or mono pumps, conventional methods may be applied. This would include purging of a
minimum of three bore volumes, then collection of a water quality sample after confirming stabilisation
of water quality parameters. The following steps should be used in lieu of steps 7 to 12 in the sampling
procedure below in Table 4-5.
•

Calculation of bore volume (L):

•

𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 𝜋 � � ℎ

•

•
•
•

•
•

𝑑 2
2

With:
o d: diameter of piezometer (m)
o h: water height (m) in the bore. h=bore depth - SWL
o π=3.14
Start pumping.
If the owner/operator has pumped out at least 2x casing volumes in the past 24 hours then a
further casing volume should be pumped out and continue pumping if necessary until EC & pH
are stable before sampling.
If the pump has not been operating in the past 24 hours, pump out 3x casing volumes of
groundwater then ensure that pumping continues if necessary until EC & pH are stable before
sampling. If the pumping time for 3x casing volumes exceeds 1.0 hrs, continue pumping until
greater than 1x casing volume has been pumped out and until EC & pH are stable before
sampling.
Measure the pumping rate with the bucket and stop watch to calculate the purged volume.
Take field water quality measurements (see water quality monitoring section in table 4-5
below).
If it is not possible to pump 3 bore volumes, ensure a minimum of 1 x casing volume and EC &
pH are stable, then collect water samples. Document the method of sample collection and
total volume extracted,
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Table 5-2: Low Flow Groundwater Sampling Procedure
Step

Procedure

1. Prior to departure for
site

•
•
•

•

Conduct all pre-departure activities in compliance with company travel policies
and procedures.
Ensure that permission has been granted for access to each site according to
company policies and procedures.
Ensure that all sampling equipment and supplies, PPE and decontamination
equipment are prepared for transport to site. Refer to APPENDIX C for a list of
monitoring equipment.
Ensure field equipment is calibrated prior to commencing monitoring works.
Refer to APPENDIX D and APPENDIX E for the Equipment Inspection
Template and Calibration Requirements, respectively. Records of the calibration
must be kept.

2. Accessing sampling
location

•
•

Ensure access is safe.
Take care minimise disturbance to the site.

3. Measuring of gas in
bore casing

•
•
•

A multi-gas meter should be used (preferably the same model meter each trip)
Meter must be calibrated for methane detection.
Calibrate/bump test the meter as per manufacturer’s instruction
manuals. Document any calibration activities and record in the example
Calibration sheet in APPENDIX E.
The gas measurement should be made immediately upon opening any valves
or removing any well flange plates or coverings. Only partially remove the
covering enough to insert meter wand or intake tubing.
Turn on the gas meter and wait for it to complete its start-up functions. Ensure it
is measuring CH4 in parts per million (ppm). Insert the “wand” or intake tubing
of the gas meter approximately 1m into the bore casing. Wait for the CH4 (ppm)
reading to stabilise and document the reading including date and time. Record
others gases if using a multi gas meter (eg CO2, H2S, etc). Remove the wand
to fresh air, wait for it to read 0 ppm and then turn off/pack up the unit.

•

•

4. Cross Contamination

•

•
•
5. Determining standing
head height of water in
bore/well

•

•

•

Re-usable groundwater monitoring equipment (pumps, water quality meters, dip
meters, etc.) must be thoroughly decontaminated prior to using and between
sampling locations and events. This equipment should be decontaminated with
clean water, Decon 90 and deionised water between samples.
Low flow tubing and bailers are not to be reused between bores.
Where possible, dedicated pumps should be installed and used for sample
collection.
Measure the standing water level in the bore using an electronic water level
sensor prior to sampling. Ensure the level is recorded from the same reference
point during each monitoring event. This reference point should marked and
documented during the first monitoring event.
If previous measurements are available, these should be reviewed to give
indication of expected level. Data logger files should be downloaded from
monitoring bores with pressure transducers installed. . Do not delete the
monitoring data recorded to data logger when downloading the data. The
downloaded file name should be named to reflect the bore ID, the date and time
of download and be consistent with previous downloaded files.
The sensor should be deployed with care to measure the water level:
- When the sensor makes contact with water (the standing water level), the
measurement on the tape or cable at the top of the casing (or appropriate
reference point) should be noted.
- This measurement should be recorded on the COC along with the sample
ID, date and time of measurement.
- To calculate the groundwater elevation (GW RL) in metres above height
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Step

Procedure

•

6. Labelling of Sample
Bottles

•
•
•
•

7. Installation of Low
Flow Pump Intake

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

8. Low Flow Purging,
Determination of
Pumping Rate

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

2

datum (mAHD), the SWL is subtracted from the surveyed height of the bore
casing.
Also note the following observations of any liquid that may appear on the end of
the water level sensor:
- Clarity (slightly, moderately, highly turbid)
- Colour (nil, black, brown, green, grey, orange, yellow)
- Odour (no, sulphur, hydrocarbons).
Select the appropriate sample bottles for the required list of analytes.
Nitrile (or latex) gloves must be worn when labelling the bottles.
Sample bottles are to be labelled as per the sample naming convention
provided in APPENDIX B.
Labelling should occur prior to the purging/sampling.
Where a bore has no dedicated pump, lower low flow pump, with intake
positioned to the required sample depth..
Take care to minimise disturbance of water column.
Nitrile or latex gloves are to be worn when handling pump intakes or any
groundwater tubing.
Following installation the water column within the bore should be allowed to
stabilise prior to purging.
Calculate the volume of the sample tube and use as the minimum volume to be
purged.
During purging, if high levels turbidity are encountered (>100NTU) reduce the
pumping rate. If this does not lower readings, then stop the pumping and allow
turbidity to settle (this length of time is dependent of the characteristic of each
2
bore).
The inlet of the pump should be placed at or near the mid-point of the screened
area where the area screened is assumed to be homogenous material or the
screened aquifer material is unknown or not documented. When the screened
aquifer has heterogeneous material documented in bore logs, the pump intake
should be positioned adjacent to the zone of highest hydraulic conductivities.
Do not place the intake of the pump too close to the top of the screen (potential
intake of stagnant bore casing water) or the bottom of the screen (potential
mobilisation and entrainment of settled solids).
Commence pumping rate at a low enough rate to minimise mobilisation and
entrainment of particulate matter that is not naturally mobile.
Pumping rate must be determined on a bore-specific basis. This may be
determined in advance using hydraulic testing results or previous sampling..
If hydraulic parameters are not determined initial flow rate should be set low,
generally 100mL/min or less. If the pump cannot achieve this rate, reduce rate
as low as possible.
If the initial drawdown is rapid and continuous, decrease rate until level
stabilises or recovers close to the static level..
If drawdown is very low or imperceptible, raise rate slowly until the initiation of
drawdown is observed, then reduce rate slightly and use this rate as
documented sustainable pumping rate.
Once the optimum rate is established, it may be replicated for future monitoring
events at that bore (providing well performance does not vary).
Maximum rate used for sampling should not exceed rate for purging.

It is critical that the water level within the bore be maintained and not decrease measurably during low-flow sampling activities.
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Step

9. Low Flow Purging,
Drawdown and Water
Level Management

Procedure
•

The flow rate used should be recorded on a field monitoring sheet, such as the
example included in APPENDIX J: Groundwater Low Flow Purging and
Sampling Monitoring Sheet.

•

The water level is to be measured throughout purging to ensure that minimal or
no drawdown is induced and the water level quickly stabilises after pumping
commences. This will indicate optimum flow rate. Adjust the pumping rate until
this is achieved.
The aim is to stabilise the purging water level as quickly as possible.
The water level should be measured regularly to ensure there is no drawdown
at any stage during purging..
The goal is minimal drawdown (0.1m) during purging; however, the optimal
drawdown will be based on site-specific conditions.
If purging is unable to be conducted without inducing continuous drawdown,
traditional sampling techniques such as purging 3 bore volumes should be used
to ensure a representative sample is collected.
The water level measurements are to be recorded on the Groundwater: Low
Flow Purging and Sampling Monitoring Sheet in APPENDIX J.

•
•
•
•

•
10. Low Flow Purging;
Measurement of Water
Quality Indicator
Parameters and Turbidity

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

11. Low Flow Sample
Collection (non-isotopic
samples)

•

•
•

•

•

Water quality measurements are to occur continuously through a flow through
cell and be recorded at 5 minute intervals during purging or at each litre of
volume purged...
Parameters to be measured are pH, Electrical Conductivity, Temperature,
Dissolved Oxygen and Redox.
Excessive or high variance in turbidity levels may indicate disturbance of the
water column or excessive stress on the formation from over purging.
Water quality measurements are to be recorded until parameters have
stabilised.
Water quality is considered stable when three consecutive readings over
several minutes fall within the below ranges:
- pH : ± 0.2 pH units (but may vary dependent upon the measuring accuracy
of the device);
- Electrical Conductivity : ± 10% of reading;
- Temperature: ± 10% of reading
- Dissolved Oxygen ± 10% of reading; and
- Redox: ± 10% of reading.
The total purged volume should exceed that total volume of the pump tubing.
These are generally accepted guidelines. They may vary dependent upon the
specific properties of each aquifer.
The water quality measurements are to be recorded on a field data collection
sheet , such as the example in APPENDIX J: Groundwater Low Flow Purging
and Sampling Monitoring Sheet..
Sampling can commence once the equivalent of one tubing volume has been
removed and the chemical indicator parameters have remained consistent for 3,
5 minute recordings
If an in-line, flow-through cell has been used to measure the water quality
parameters it should be disconnected or bypassed during the sample collection.
The pumping rate during sample collection can remain at the established
purging rate or adjusted downwards to minimise aeration, bubble formation or
turbulent filling of sample bottles.
If high purge rates were sustainable during purging, reduce rate for sample
collection. In most instances the sampling rate of less than 500mL/min is
appropriate; however if sampling for VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds) then
a rate of less than 250mL/min should be adopted.
Fill the required sample bottles to the capacity specified for that bottle.
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Step

Procedure
Nitrile or latex gloves shall be fitted when handling the sample bottles and
sampling device that contains the sample.
• If the sample bottle contains a preservative, care should be taken when filling
not to overfill the sample.
• Care must be taken to avoid the potential contamination of any parts of the
tubing or pumps, particularly the outlets.
• Field Filtration: Where field filtration is required (i.e. for dissolved metals) then
filtration should occur using vacuum or pressure filtration equipment with a
0.45µm filter. A new filter/filter container should be used for each new sample
location.
• Collect QA/QC samples in accordance with Sub-section 4.3.
• Consider the following environmental factors when sampling:
- Sampling equipment and containers must be kept away from sources of
hydrocarbons, including vehicle or machinery exhaust; sampling personnel
must ensure hands are washed following refuelling of vehicles or handling of
equipment.
- Dust is a potential contaminant for all analyses; vehicles, storage areas and
eskies must be cleaned regularly.
Rain can cause dilution of samples; if raining, use a rain shield or delay collection
until rain has ceased, if possible.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure appropriate sample bottles/vessels are used for individual analytes.
Label sample bottles with the sampling location and time and date of collection
Then fill the bottle by turning the right way up and keeping it submerged.
Ensure all air has been removed from the bottle
Place lid and tighten whilst still underwater.
Ensure no significant bubbles have developed in the sample, if so, re take
sample.

13. Collection of Isotope
samples

•

Radiogenic Carbon14;

•
•
•

Use laboratory-supplied and prepared containers. Avoid sample contamination
by minimising contact with air as much as possible.
Follow sampling procedures as supplied by the laboratory.
Ensure no or minimal exposer time the atmosphere occurs during sampling
Record the date and time of sampling.

12. Collection of Isotope
samples
•
•
•
•

•

Deuterium H-2;
Oxygen-18;
d-Carbon-13 (DIC);
and
Strontium87/Strontium-86.

14. Storage of Water
Sample

Collected water quality samples are to be stored in eskies on ice and chilled
continually once collected until shipped to the laboratory (either in eskies with ice or
refrigerator).

15. Shipment of Water
Samples

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A complete and accurate COC sheet must accompany the samples for
shipment.
The COC should be in resealable/zip locked bag, in the esky.
COC is to match the contents of each esky and there should be a separate
COC for each esky.
The COC must be completed as specified in APPENDIX G (example COC
form), including field observations, water quality measurements, types and
quantities of bottles filled.
An electronic copy of the COC must also be submitted (see APPENDIX G).
Samples to be placed in eskies in double-bagged zip locked/resealable bags.
Several bottles can be grouped together in these bags.
Each esky is to be filled with fresh ice prior to shipment.
Each esky is to be secured shut with adequate packing tape holding the lid in
place.
The laboratory delivery address and security seals should then be put in place
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Step

Procedure
•

on the lid and over the separation between lid and body of the esky.
Ship to appropriate laboratory

5.3. Sampling Parameters
The suite of analytes addresses both the requirements defined in the Surat UWIR and the Joint
Industry Plan, and is provided in Table 4-6. This list is the same as the spring monitoring list
presented in Section 4.1.3.
Isotopes sampling is to be performed only during the first monitoring event.
Once the baseline monitoring is complete, nutrients, carbon and organics will no longer form part of
the analytical suite.
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Table 5-3: Groundwater Water Quality, Baseline and Ongoing (outlined)
Parameter

F/L

1

Basis

2

Parameter

F/L

1

Basis

2

Parameter

F/L

1

Basis

2

Physio-chemical
Dissolved oxygen

F

O

pH

F, L

Q, EPBC

Total dissolved solids

L

Q, EPBC

Electrical conductivity

F, L

Q, EPBC

Redox (Eh)

F

EPBC

Total suspended solids

L

EPBC

Free gas (O2, CO, H2S, CH4)

F

Q, EPBC

Temperature

F

Q, EPBC

Turbidity

F

O

Bicarbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Hydroxide (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Sulphate (SO4 by ICPAES)

L

Q, EPBC

Calcium

L

Q, EPBC

Magnesium

L

Q, EPBC

Total Alkalinity (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Carbonate (as CaCO3)

L

Q, EPBC

Potassium

L

Q, EPBC

Total Hardness (as CaCO3)

L

Q

Chloride

L

Q, EPBC

Sodium

L

Q, EPBC

Aluminium (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Copper

L

Q, EPBC

Selenium (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Arsenic

L

Q, EPBC

Iron (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Silica

L

EPBC

Barium

L

Q, EPBC

Lead

L

Q, EPBC

Strontium (by ICP/MS)

L

EPBC

Beryllium

L

Q, EPBC

Lithium (by ICP/MS)

L

EPBC

Uranium (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Boron (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Manganese

L

Q, EPBC

Vanadium

L

Q, EPBC

Cadmium

L

Q, EPBC

Mercury

L

Q, EPBC

Zinc

L

Q, EPBC

Chromium

L

Q, EPBC

Molybdenum (by ICP/MS)

L

Q, EPBC

Cobalt

L

Q, EPBC

Nickel

L

Q, EPBC

Total Nitrogen as N (including
NOx & TKN)

L

EPBC

Total Phosphorus as P

L

EPBC

Nitrite

L

EPBC

Dissolved sulphide

L

EPBC

Nitrate

L

EPBC

TKN

L

EPBC

L

Q, EPBC

Bromide

L

EPBC

Iodide

L

EPBC

L

EPBC

DIC

L

EPBC

DOC

L

EPBC

TPH

L

EPBC

PAH

L

EPBC

VOCs

L

EPBC

Benzene, Toluene,
Ethylbenzene, Xylene

L

EPBC

Phenols (standard LOR
and suite)

L

EPBC

L

D

C1-C4 (incl methane,
ethylene and other gases)

L

D, EPBC

Unionised Hydrogen sulphide

L

D

Deuterium H-2

L

EPBC

Oxygen-18

L

EPBC

Radiogenic Carbon-14

L

EPBC

Strontium-87/Strontium-86

L

EPBC

d-Carbon-13 (DIC)

L

EPBC

Major ions

Dissolved and total metals

Nutrients

Minor elements
Fluoride
Carbon
TOC
Organics

Dissolved Gases
Free and total Carbon dioxide
Isotopes (only in initial sampling)

(1) F: Field-based measurements
L: Laboratory-based measurements
(2) Q: QWC UWIR derived monitoring requirement
EPBC: EPBC matters derived monitoring requirement from Joint Industry Plan
O: Other, these parameters will be collected to confirm stabilisation of the of the water column.
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5.4. Frequency
Groundwater quality sampling and manual groundwater level measurements will be undertaken in all
installations on a semi-annual basis, for both the baseline and routine long-term sampling programs.
Where technically possible, continuous EC, temperature and water level readings will be monitored
through the use of automated data logger in the monitoring bores.
Following completion of the baseline monitoring, long term monitoring will consist of a reduced suite of
indicator parameters. This will be determined following the baseline sampling campaign, but will
include as a minimum the physio-chemical parameters, dissolved metals and major ions.
For monitoring bores installed adjacent to the springs, the monitoring frequency will be as per the
spring.
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6. Sampling QA/QC
The following frequency will be used for QA/QC sampling (refer Table 4-7):
Table 6-1: Summary of QA/QC Sampling Frequency
QA/ QC Sampling

Frequency

Field-based
Duplicate samples

1:10
One duplicate to be collected for every 10 samples collected.

Equipment Blank
(or rinsate)

1/day or 1:20
One equipment blank per day per matrix, or one equipment blank for every 20
samples collected (per matrix), whichever is more frequent.

Field Blank

1:20
One field blank for each 20 samples (suite-specific)

Trip Blank

1/esky
One trip blank to be collected for each esky being transported to a laboratory, only
for sampling events involving potential BTEX and/or volatile hydrocarbons

Laboratory-based

3

Method Blank

1/batch
One method blank is recommended to be prepared and analysed for each batch of
samples analysed.

Instrument Blank

TBD
The frequency is to be defined by the analytical method or at the analyst’s discretion
(e.g., after high concentration samples).

Method Spikes/ Method
Spike Duplicates

TBD
The laboratory conducts routine method spikes and duplicates to assess
performance of analytical methods. For all analyses other than TPH/ PAH, the
volume collected for a normal sample is sufficient. For TPH/ PAH samples additional
volume of 3 by 500mL amber glass bottles is required.
A note must be added to the COC to indicate QC samples are included in the batch.

6.1. Duplicate samples
Duplicate samples are collected from the same location in the same manner as the primary sample.
Blind duplicates will be collected at a rate of one per ten primary samples to assess the precision
(repeatability) of the sampling procedures and laboratory analyses. The duplicate results will be
compared to the primary sample results to assess whether the data fall within an acceptable relative
percent difference (RPD) range. Refer to Section 4.6 for additional details.

3

Note: Laboratory must be NATA accredited for the analyses performed. Note that laboratories performing the isotopes
analysis in Australia are not systematically accredited, this include CSIRO laboratory.
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6.2. Equipment Blank
Equipment blanks (also called rinsate samples) are collected to determine/verify proper
decontamination of field and laboratory equipment. These samples help to assess the adequacy of the
decontamination process and possible contamination from the total sampling, sample preparation and
measurement process, when decontaminated sampling equipment is used to collect samples.
To collect an equipment blank (also referred to as a rinsate blank):
1) A sample of analyte free water poured over or through decontaminated field sampling
equipment prior to the collection of environmental samples.
2) Recommended Frequency: one blank/day/matrix or one blank/20 samples/matrix, whichever is
more frequent.

6.3. Field Blank
Field blanks are clean water sample taken in the field under identical conditions to samples. The field
blank is used to verify that the sampling procedures are of a high standard and identify if
contamination is occurring. The field blank water is provided by the laboratory in advance and will just
need to be filled into the appropriate bottles on site.

6.4. Trip Blank
Clean water sample for analysis of volatile and semi volatile compounds, provided by the laboratory to
test potential contamination during the transport of the samples. Trip blanks are to be subject to the
same storage and transport conditions as empty sample bottles and samples. They should be
submitted at sufficient frequency to detect influences from external sources on semi-volatile samples.

6.5. Laboratory Blanks
Laboratory blanks are prepared and used by the laboratories. The following summarises these blanks:
• Method Blank: A blank prepared to represent the matrix as closely as possible. The method blank
is prepared/extracted/digested and analysed exactly like the field samples.
– Purpose: Assess contamination introduced during sample preparation activities.
– Frequency: one blank/batch (samples prepared at one time.)
• Instrument Blank: A blank analysed with field samples.
– Purpose: Assess the presence or absence of instrument contamination.
– Frequency: Defined by the analytical method or at the analyst’s discretion (e.g., after high
concentration samples).
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7. Sampling Handling and Dispatch
7.1. Analytical Laboratories
Samples will be primarily sent to laboratories accredited under the National Association of Testing
Authorities (NATA). The laboratory may subcontract specific analysis such as isotope analysis.
It should be noted most isotopes analysis are done by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO) Land and Water in South Australia which is not NATA accredited.

7.2. Sample Handling and Dispatch
All environmental samples are to be transported in approved laboratory bottles and suitably chilled (≤
4ºC) for the duration of shipping. Samples must be accompanied by a fully completed COC (refer to
APPENDIX G).
Where practicable, samples should be delivered to the laboratory by the sampling personnel to ensure
correct handling and quality assurance purposes. In remote locations where delivery is not practicable,
a pick-up location and collection time should be nominated by the transport company and sampling
personnel to ensure timely collection of the samples.
Consignment notes must accompany all shipments to enable tracking and a copy of the note must be
retained by the dispatcher. Transport companies that do not provide this information must not be
engaged where other options exist.
Consignment note numbers must be entered onto the COC documentation prior to delivery to the lab
or upon relinquishment of samples for tracking purposes.
Samples should be provided to the laboratory in the shortest practical delays as per the
recommendations of the NATA accredited laboratory. In remote locations, the delays will inherently
cause a breach of holding times for the shortest holding times. The analysis concerned would typically
be:
•

pH and dissolved oxygen - holding time of 6 hours; and potentially;

•

Parts of the nutrients (Nitrite, nitrate, reactive phosphorus) – holding time of 2 days.

For the purpose of spring monitoring, those breaches are not expected to influence the outcome of the
sampling results:
•

The value of pH collected in the field is reliable, it can be used instead of the laboratory value
or to support the laboratory value; and

•

Nutrients concentrations are not key parameters for the characterisation and ongoing
monitoring of springs.
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8. Data Management
All environmental samples dispatched to the laboratory must be accompanied by a hard copy of the
COC, whether delivered in person or by an approved transport service.
Following receipt of samples, a scanned copy of the COC will be sent by the laboratory. The
laboratory analytical results will be sent by the laboratory in electronic formats compatible with the
respective data management systems of the Proponents.
An example of data management process is provided in the schematic diagram shown in Figure 4-1.
The process workflow has been broken down into five main sections:
• Document and Record Management;
• Sampling Plan;
• Sampling and Field Measurements;
• Data Entry Validation and Verification; and
• Reporting.
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Figure 8-1: Example of Monitoring and Data Management Workflow Diagram
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9. QA/QC Validation
QAQC validation is required to be done as soon as the laboratory results are available to identify any
outstanding results and failures in the field QAQC. The errors observed should be reported and
discussed with the laboratory. Field QAQC failure will be reported and discussed with the field team to
ensure they are not further reproduced.

9.1. Precision
Precision is the degree of agreement between repeated measurements of the same parameter under
prescribed, similar conditions. Field and laboratory precision will be monitored using results from
replicate/duplicate sample analyses. Precision can be expressed as the RPD of one result with
another. The RPD is calculated as follows:
𝑹𝑷𝑫 = �

Where:
RPD = Relative percent difference
D1 = first duplicate value
D2 = second duplicate value

(𝑫𝟏 − 𝑫𝟐 )
� = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
(𝑫𝟏 + 𝑫𝟐 )
𝟐

The overall DQO for precision of analytical measurement is expressed as a per cent of the duplicate
having RPDs within established control limits. Refer to Table 4-8 for a comparison of field-based and
laboratory-based precision considerations.
Table 9-1: Summary of Precision
Precision
Field Precision

The precision of field measurements will be evaluated through the analysis of
replicate measurements.
During groundwater sampling activities, multiple measurements of pH, specific
conductance and temperature will be performed on different aliquots of water to
ensure that adequate well purging has occurred prior to collecting the sample.

Laboratory Precision

Precision performance requirements for all chemical analyses performed by the
analytical laboratory have been established. The analytical laboratory will assess
precision by performing duplicate analyses on select samples at a frequency
concurrent with methodology specifications.

9.2. Accuracy
Accuracy is the measure of the degree of agreement between an analysed value and the true or
accepted value where it is known. Field and laboratory accuracy will be monitored using standards of
known concentrations or values spiked into select samples. Accuracy can then be expressed as a
percent recovery (%R), which is calculated as follows:

Where,

%𝑹 =

𝑸𝒅
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
𝑸𝒂

Qd = Spiked sample result minus the sample result
Qa = Spike amount
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The over DQO for accuracy is the per cent of samples having a %R within prescribed control limits.
Refer to Table 4-9 for a comparison of field-based and laboratory-based accuracy considerations.
Table 9-2: Summary of Accuracy
Accuracy
Field Accuracy

The accuracy of data produced by field instruments will be maintained and
documented by performing initial calibrations (refer APPENDIX E) followed by
continuous calibration verifications and/or continuous calibrations with known
standards in accordance with each Proponent’s specified procedures or the
manufacturers’ procedures.

Laboratory Accuracy

Measures to be taken by the analytical laboratory to ensure accuracy include
instrument tuning, instrument calibrations (initial and continuous), analyses of
laboratory standards and analyses of independent QC samples.

9.3. Completeness
Completeness is a measure of the amount of valid data obtained from an analytical measurement
system. It is expressed as a per cent of the overall data that were generated and is calculated as
follows:
𝑪=

Where:
C = per cent completeness
V = number of measurements judged valid
T = total number of measurements

𝑽
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
𝑻

It is anticipated that 100 per cent of the proposed samples can be collected. It is expected that the
laboratory will provide data meeting QC completeness criteria for a least 90 per cent of the samples
analysed. Refer to Table 4-10 for a comparison of field-based and laboratory-based completeness
considerations.
Table 9-3: Summary of Completeness
Completeness
Field Completeness

Field measurements including pH, specific conductance and temperature will be
taken where required. To ensure the completeness of the data generated from
these measurements, calibration logs will be maintained for each instrument (refer
APPENDIX E). In turn, these measurements will provide an indication of whether
any measurements were made with instruments that were not calibrated or
functioning properly.

Laboratory Completeness

Control limits for all chemical analyses performed within the analytical laboratory
have been established. Analyses not meeting the specified control limits for a
particular analysis will be flagged. It is expected that the laboratory will provide
data meeting QC completeness criteria for at least 90 per cent of the samples
analysed.

9.4. Representativeness
Representativeness is understood to be a sample or set of samples that provide a typical example of
general groundwater or soil quality in a given area of concern. Refer to Table 4-13 for a comparison of
field-based and laboratory-based representativeness considerations.
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Table 9-4: Summary of Representativeness
Representativeness
Field Representativeness

During any groundwater sampling activities, multiple readings of specified field
parameters will be recorded during purging and sampling to facilitate, to the
maximum extent possible, the collection of representative groundwater quality
samples.

Laboratory
Representativeness

The representativeness of laboratory-generated data will be maintained through
careful sample preparation techniques and sample tracking procedures.

9.5. Verification and Validation
The data verification and validation methods to be followed are summarised below (refer Table 4-12):
Table 9-5: Verification and Validation
Verification and Validation
Field Data

The field data package will be reviewed by the sampling personnel. To adequately
assess the data package, the following items will be reviewed :
•
•
•
•

Laboratory Data

Field parameters/data contained in COC;
Field analysis and equipment calibration, and general condition of equipment;
and
COCs for accuracy/completeness;
Comparison of the manual water level reading with the water level automated
logger value.

After the field data package has been validated, the analytical data package will
be validated. The analytical data package validation procedure may include the
following:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Review of the sampling dates, sample extraction dates, and analysis dates to
ensure samples were extracted and/or analysed within proper holding times.
Analytical methods and suggested detection limits are correct.
Review of field and laboratory blanks to evaluate possible contamination
sources.
Review of field duplications to check the precision of chemical analyses and
field sampling techniques. If available, field duplicates and laboratory
duplicates for water matrices will be reviewed.
Review of surrogate spikes relative to allowable control limits specified for the
particular method.
Review of matrix spike recoveries for organic analyses for evaluation of the
presence of matrix influence that affect recovery of a particular analyte.
Control limits will be reported when matrix spike data are reported. When
matrix spike duplicates are performed/reported, the RPD will be calculated
and RPD limits reported.
Review of matrix spike recoveries for inorganic analyses (considered
definitive). If matrix spike recoveries are outside control limits, the data will be
flagged as a quantitatively suspect or an estimated value.
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10. Definitions
Term

Definition

Accuracy

The measure of the degree of agreement between an analysed value and the true or
accepted value where it is known.

Aquifer Source
Monitoring
Infrastructure

Groundwater monitoring bores from the EWS network and monitoring EPBC springs
primary source aquifers

2

A data set for each nominated monitoring location that is preferably made up of data
that is used to derive the reference value

Baseline Data
Bore

Water observation bore or a water supply bore.

Coal seam gas water

Groundwater produced e in the process of coal seam gas exploration or production.
Coal seam gas water typically contains significant concentrations of salts, has a high
sodium adsorption ratio and may contain other contaminants that have the potential to
cause environmental harm if released to land or waters through inappropriate
management.

Completeness

A measure of the amount of valid data obtained from an analytical measurement
system.

CWMMP

CSG Water Management and Monitoring Plan (Stage 2)

EPBC Act

Means the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999

EPBC Spring

2

A spring complex where the presence of The community of native species dependent
on natural discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin, or threatened
species listed under the EPBC Act that are reliant on springs has been confirmed

Evaluation of Mitigation
Options Report

A report evaluating the options for mitigating impacts on water pressures in the source
aquifer for the identified spring`

Quality Plan

Joint-Industry Early Warning System for EPBC Springs Quality Plan – This document

Joint Industry Plan

The Joint Industry Plan for an Early Warning System for the Monitoring and Protection
of EPBC Springs

Low Flow

Flow up to the one month average recurrence interval.

2

MNES

Matters of National Environmental Significance as defined by the EPBC Act, 1999

Precision

The degree of agreement between repeated measurements of the same parameter
under prescribed, similar conditions.
2

Proponents

Queensland Gas Company, Australia Pacific LNG, Santos GLNG referred together as
a collective

Representativeness

A sample or set of samples that provide a typical example of general groundwater or
soil quality in a given area of concern.

Spring complex

A group of spring vents located in close proximity to each other. The spring vents are
located in a similar geology and are fed by the same source aquifer. No adjacent pair
of spring vents in the complex are more than 6 km apart.

Spring mitigation
strategy

Mitigation strategy directed at only those springs where an impact of more than 0.2 m
is predicted in the source aquifer of the springs

Spring vent

A single point in the landscape where groundwater is discharged at the surface. A
spring vent can be mounded or flat and can also be represented by wetland
vegetation, with no visible water at the location of the spring.

Springs

The land to which water rises naturally from below the ground and the land over which
the water then flows. When used alone in this report, the term “springs” refers to spring
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Term

Definition
vents, spring complexes or watercourse springs.

Surat UWIR

Surat Underground Water Impact Report (QWC 2012)

Watercourse spring

A watercourse spring is a section of a watercourse where groundwater enters the
stream from a GAB aquifer through the streambed. This type of spring is also referred
to as a baseflow fed watercourse.

Waters

Includes all or any part of a creek, river, stream, lake, lagoon, swamp, wetland, spring,
unconfined surface water, unconfined water in natural or artificial watercourses, bed
and bank of any waters, non-tidal or tidal waters (including the sea), stormwater
channel, stormwater drain, roadside gutter, stormwater run-off, and underground
water.

Wetland

Defined under the Queensland Wetlands Program, this is any area of permanent or
periodic / intermittent inundation, with water that is static or flowing fresh, brackish or
salt, including areas of marine water, the depth of which at low tide does not exceed
six (6) metres. To be classified as a wetland, the area must have one or more of the
following attributes:
at least periodically, the land supports plants or animals that are adapted to and
dependent on living in wet conditions for at least part of their life cycle, or
• the substratum is predominantly undrained soils that are saturated, flooded or
ponded long enough to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper layers, or
• the substratum is not soil and is saturated with water, or covered by water at some
time.
Note: this definition does not include the EA-derived definition of wetlands.
•
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11. Abbreviations and Units
Acronym

Description

%R

Percent recovery

µm

Micrometre, which is one-thousandth of a millimetre (.001 mm)

14C

Radiogenic Carbon-14

ALS

ALS Laboratory Group

APLNG

Australia Pacific LNG

AS / NZS

Australian Standard / New Zealand Standard

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

BTEX

benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes

C

Per cent completeness

CIM

cumulative impact model

CMA

Cumulative Management Area

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

COC

Chain of Custody

CSG

Coal Seam Gas

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

Cth

Commonwealth

CWMMP

CSG Water Management and Monitoring Plan

D1

First duplicate value in relation to calculating RPD

D2

Second duplicate value in relation to calculating RPD

DERM

Department of Environment and Resource Management

DIC

Dissolved inorganic carbon

DO

Dissolved oxygen

EC

Electrical Conductivity

EDMTP

Environmental Data Management Technical Procedure

EHP

Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage Protection

EPBC

Environment Protection and Biodiversity

EWMI

Early Warning Monitoring Installation

EWS

Early warning system

GA

Geoscience Australia

GIS

Geographic information system

GLNG

Gladstone Liquefied Natural Gas

GPS

Global Positioning System

ID

Identification

km

kilometre

L

Litre
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Acronym

Description

m

metre

m

2

metre x metre

mg

milligram

min

minute

ml

millitre

NTU

Nephelometric Turbidity Units

OGIA

Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment

PAH

Polycylic aromatic hydrocarbon

PPE

Personal protective equipment

Q2

Quarter 2 (April – June)

Qa

Spike amount used in calculating %R

QA/QC

Quality Assurance/Quality Control

Qd

Spiked sample results minus the sample result used in calculating %R

QGC

QGC Pty Limited (a Proponent), formerly Queensland Gas Company

QWC

Queensland Water Commission

RPD

Relative percent difference

T

Total number of measurements – used in calculating completeness

TKN

total Kjeldahl nitrogen

TMP

Trigger Monitoring Point

TOC

Total organic carbon

TOC

Top of casing

TPH

Total petroleum hydrocarbons

UWIR

Underground Water Impact Report

V

Number of measurements judged valid – used in calculating completeness

VOC

Volatile Organic Compounds

VWP

Vibrating wired piezometers
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APPENDIX A - Spring Monitoring Sites and Sites Label Names
Table A1 – Spring vents monitoring sites
Table A2 – Watercourse Springs monitoring sites

Table A 1: Spring vents monitoring sites
Complex Name

Complex Vent No
Number

Latitude (decimal
degrees)

Longitude
(decimal degrees)

Spring complex
name for labels

Site label name: Spring complex
name_Vent No_SW_YYYYMMDD

Required flow
measurement
method

Tenure holder

Dawson River 2

2

42

-25.51502355

150.0586082

DR2

DR2_42_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

2

-25.4576017

150.02148

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_2_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

3

-25.45254651

150.0292412

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_3_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

7

-25.42675664

150.0281648

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_7_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

8

-25.41540657

150.0236539

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_8_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

9

-25.41483661

150.023632

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_9_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

10

-25.41246512

150.0209163

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_10_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

11

-25.45118343

150.0435847

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_11_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

12

-25.44135435

150.0563478

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_12_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

13

-25.44085157

150.0563245

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_13_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

14

-25.44762943

150.0427044

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_14_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

15

-25.44349858

150.0337326

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_15_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

29

-25.45161256

150.0204894

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_29_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

33

-25.45913631

150.0285987

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_33_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

37

-25.46079838

150.0796957

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_37_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

37.1

-25.46083753

150.0798116

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_37.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

44

-25.45863392

150.0475805

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_44_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

53

-25.45486721

150.0210337

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_53_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

54

-25.44534961

150.0591455

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_54_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

55

-25.42186255

150.0227037

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_55_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

56

-25.42472495

150.0217385

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_56_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

56.1

-25.4245658

150.021045

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_56.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

57

-25.42017349

150.0265028

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_57_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

58

-25.42250065

150.0271392

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_58_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Complex Name

Complex Vent No
Number

Latitude (decimal
degrees)

Longitude
(decimal degrees)

Spring complex
name for labels

Site label name: Spring complex
name_Vent No_SW_YYYYMMDD

Required flow
measurement
method

Tenure holder

Boggomoss

5

61

-25.45435894

150.0274468

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_61_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

62

-25.43112764

150.0251739

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_62_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

63

-25.45020088

150.0463916

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_63_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

68

-25.4311504

150.0269657

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_68_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

68.1

-25.43120943

150.0266768

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_68.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

683

-25.45312751

150.0205662

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_683_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Boggomoss

5

691

-25.48731898

150.0471372

Boggomoss

Boggomoss_691_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

1

-25.43409526

150.025268

DR6

DR6_1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

4

-25.44578102

150.0236943

DR6

DR6_4_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

5

-25.44554528

150.0260319

DR6

DR6_5_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

6

-25.42748095

150.0227381

DR6

DR6_6_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

22

-25.4280454

150.0274794

DR6

DR6_22_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

23

-25.43585637

150.0256214

DR6

DR6_23_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

24

-25.43837566

150.0256315

DR6

DR6_24_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

25

-25.4368412

150.023329

DR6

DR6_25_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

27

-25.43227654

150.0253622

DR6

DR6_27_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

30

-25.44227155

150.0055029

DR6

DR6_30_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

31

-25.44085753

150.0048892

DR6

DR6_31_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

32

-25.44119617

150.0260088

DR6

DR6_32_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

43

-25.46326113

150.0567337

DR6

DR6_43_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

59

-25.44208309

150.0234976

DR6

DR6_59_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

60

-25.43021577

150.0215641

DR6

DR6_60_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 6

6

681

-25.43604964

150.0229777

DR6

DR6_681_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Dawson River 8

8

26

-25.55242

149.807105

DR8

DR8_26_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure (assigned to QGC)

Dawson River 8

8

28

-25.55242

149.807105

DR8

DR8_28_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure (assigned to QGC)

Dawson River 8

8

38

-25.56850966

149.8021111

DR8

DR8_38_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

off-tenure (assigned to QGC)

Complex Name

Complex Vent No
Number

Latitude (decimal
degrees)

Longitude
(decimal degrees)

Spring complex
name for labels

Site label name: Spring complex
name_Vent No_SW_YYYYMMDD

Required flow
measurement
method

Tenure holder

Cockatoo Creek

9

64

-25.7176972

150.2409226

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_64_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

64.1

-25.71781297

150.2407025

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_64.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

65

-25.71645643

150.2390982

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_65_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

65.1

-25.71628444

150.2390233

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_65.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

65.2

-25.71621969

150.2391317

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_65.2_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

66

-25.719417

150.238101

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_66_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

319

-25.72546831

150.2688961

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_319_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

320

-25.73178874

150.2518877

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_320_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

320.1

-25.73194259

150.2519747

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_320.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321

-25.72941864

150.2500176

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.1

-25.72965807

150.2498677

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.2

-25.72971516

150.2500017

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.2_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.3

-25.72976047

150.2501178

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.3_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.4

-25.72955732

150.2498508

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.4_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.5

-25.72944292

150.2498188

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.5_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.6

-25.7293432

150.2500551

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.6_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.7

-25.72893178

150.2501139

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.7_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

321.8

-25.72871228

150.2502401

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_321.8_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Cockatoo Creek

9

684

-25.72583114

150.2694099

CcktooCk

CcktooCk_684_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Ponies

229

284

-25.82954964

149.0413821

Ponies

Ponies_284_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

287

-25.79806535

148.7755795

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_287_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

Santos

Lucky Last

230

340

-25.79399184

148.7731738

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_340_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

686

-25.79477826

148.7734076

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_686_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

687

-25.794811

148.7737796

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

687.1

-25.79462441

148.773846

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

687.2

-25.794561

148.7737828

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687.2_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

687.3

-25.79420224

148.7736134

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687.3_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Complex Name

Complex Vent No
Number

Latitude (decimal
degrees)

Longitude
(decimal degrees)

Spring complex
name for labels

Site label name: Spring complex
name_Vent No_SW_YYYYMMDD

Required flow
measurement
method
B

Tenure holder

Lucky Last

230

687.4

-25.79411808

148.7735415

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687.4_SW_YYYYMMDD

Lucky Last

230

687.5

-25.79367953

148.7732965

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687.5_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

687.6

-25.79359458

148.7733188

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_687.6_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

688

-25.79511407

148.7737482

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_688_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Lucky Last

230

689

-25.79398988

148.7728387

LuckyLast

LuckyLast_689_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Scotts Creek

260

189

-25.89150945

149.2859827

Scotts Ck

Scotts Ck_189_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

APLNG

Scotts Creek

260

190

-25.8884365

149.2874154

Scotts Ck

Scotts Ck_190_SW_YYYYMMDD

Scotts Creek

260

191

-25.89175501

149.2874838

Scotts Ck

Scotts Ck_191_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

APLNG

Scotts Creek

260

192

-25.88895774

149.279041

Scotts Ck

Scotts Ck_192_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

APLNG

Scotts Creek

260

192.1

-25.88811432

149.2791888

Scotts Ck

Scotts Ck_192.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

APLNG

Barton

283

702

-26.27030324

149.2432849

Barton

Barton_702_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

APLNG

Barton

283

703

-26.28533269

149.234459

Barton

Barton_703_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

APLNG

311

311

535

-25.7202

149.0275078

311

311_535_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

Santos

311

311

536

-25.71449917

149.0654313

311

311_536_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

Santos

311

311

537

-25.72834046

149.0939031

311

311_537_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

Santos

311

311

704

-25.67971845

149.1272668

311

311_704_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

Santos

Spring Rock
Creek
Prices

561

285

-25.76267665

148.769787

SpRckCk

SpRckCk_285_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

Santos

580

40

-25.47528611

150.1287009

Prices

Prices_40_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Prices

580

41

-25.47671662

150.1309371

Prices

Prices_41_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Prices

580

52

-25.4772879

150.1256939

Prices

Prices_52_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Prices

580

67

-25.47553915

150.1272052

Prices

Prices_67_SW_YYYYMMDD

off-tenure

Santos

APLNG

Wambo

584

711

-26.87419522

150.4371375

Wambo

Wambo_711_SW_YYYYMMDD

A

QGC

Yebna 2

591

534

-25.73264193

149.1027786

Yebna2

Yebna2_534_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Abyss

592

286

-25.79817442

148.7691414

Abyss

Abyss_286_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Abyss

592

286.1

-25.79815318

148.7702873

Abyss

Abyss_286.1_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Abyss

592

286.2

-25.79795094

148.7701929

Abyss

Abyss_286.2_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Abyss

592

286.3

-25.79762097

148.7687133

Abyss

Abyss_286.3_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

Santos

Abyss

592

682

-25.80809736

148.7341988

Abyss

Abyss_682_SW_YYYYMMDD

B

off-tenure (assigned to
Santos)

Complex Name

Complex Vent No
Number

Latitude (decimal
degrees)

Longitude
(decimal degrees)

Spring complex
name for labels

Site label name: Spring complex
name_Vent No_SW_YYYYMMDD

Abyss

592

716

-25.80768618

148.7339995

Abyss

Abyss_716_SW_YYYYMMDD

Elgin2

594

540

-24.53411959

149.1695497

Elgin2

Elgin2_540_SW_YYYYMMDD

Table A 2 - Watercourse Springs Monitoring Sites
Watercourse
spring site
number

Start
Latitude

Start
Longitude

Finish
Latitude

Finish
Longitude

Location of
watercourse
spring

UWIR –
Selected
Spring for
monitoring

W39

-25.7256

149.3031

-25.6767

149.2351



W40

-25.6795

149.1373

-25.6848

149.0665

W80

-25.7434

148.6857

-25.6977

148.4273

On APLNG
tenement
On Santos
tenement
Off-tenure

W81

-25.7127

149.0837

-25.7151

149.0283

W82

-25.8038

148.7799

-25.8119

148.7327

On Santos
tenement
On Santos
tenement






Required flow
measurement
method
B

Tenure holder
off-tenure (assigned to
Santos)
off-tenure (assigned to
Santos)

APPENDIX B – Groundwater Monitoring Sites and Sites Label Names
JIP EWS bore ID

Latitude

Longitude

Target Aquifer

Site Label
Name: GW
ID_GW_YYYYM
MDD – GW ID
provided here

Responsible
Proponent

Spring Gully PB5

-25.9325

148.9355

Precipice Sandstone

SG PB5

Origin

Spring Gully-PB2

-25.9325

148.9355

Hutton Sandstone

SG PB2

Origin

Spring Gully-PB1

-25.8375

148.8510

Precipice Sandstone

SG PB1

Origin

RN48912

-25.8375

148.8511

Hutton Sandstone

RN48912

Origin

Contact Zone

-25.8098

148.8276

Precipice Sandstone

TBA

Santos

QWC129

-25.8250

148.7916

Hutton Sandstone &
Precipice Sandstone

QWC129

Santos

MW0905

-25.7309

148.8456

Precipice Sandstone

MW0905

Santos

Cassio_GW1

-25.9454

149.7754

Hutton Sandstone

CAS_GW1

QGC

Cassio_GW2

-25.9454

149.7754

Precipice Sandstone

CAS_GW2

QGC

Coochiemudlo_GW1

-25.7630

149.9770

Hutton Sandstone

Coochie_GW1

QGC

Coochiemudlo_GW2

-25.7630

149.9770

Precipice Sandstone

Coochie_GW2

QGC

Peat MB2-P

-26.0152

150.0958

Precipice Sandstone

Peat MB2-P

Origin

Peat MB3-H

-26.0152

150.0958

Hutton Sandstone

Peat MB3-H

Origin

Scotia OBS#1

-25.9419

150.0742

Precipice Sandstone

Scotia OBS#1

Santos

RN23147

-25.9141

150.0736

Hutton Sandstone

RN23147

Santos

AVLVWP

-25.9379

150.0739

Hutton Sandstone ,
Precipice Sandstone

AVLVWP

Santos

Charlotte_GW1

-25.9100

149.5400

Hutton Sandstone

Charlotte_GW1

QGC

Charlotte_GW2

-25.9100

149.5400

Precipice Sandstone

Charlotte_GW2

QGC

Kinnoul-MB2-H

-25.6648

149.5973

Hutton Sandstone

Kinnoul-MB2-H

Origin

EWMI7

-24.6074

149.0761

Clematis Sandstone

EWMI7

Santos

RN14881

-25.8872

149.3247

Hutton Sandstone

RN14881

Origin

Spring Gully MB4-H

-25.9801

149.0652

Hutton Sandstone

SG MB4-H

Origin

PB3

-25.9818

149.0465

Precipice Sandstone

SG PB3

Origin

RN48978

-26.0014

149.2826

Hutton Sandstone

RN48978

Origin

QWC104

-25.8263

149.0370

Hutton Sandstone,
Precipice Sandstone

QWC104

Santos

MW0902

-25.7347

149.0829

Precipice Sandstone

MW0902

Santos

Charlie_GW1

-26.0240

149.6470

Hutton Sandstone

Charlie_GW1

QGC

Spring Gully MB16-P

-25.8666

149.2168

Precipice Sandstone

SG MB16-P

Origin

Spring Gully MB17-H

-25.8665

149.2168

Hutton Sandstone

SG MB17-H

Origin

RN38333

-25.8645

149.1580

Hutton Sandstone

RN38333

Origin

Strathblane-WB1-P

-25.9002

149.1444

Precipice Sandstone

StrathblaneWB1-P

Origin

APPENDIX C - Example Site ID Information Sheet
Site ID Information Sheet for ___________________________ (Site ID)
Date:

Field Staff

Time:

Photo files

Coordinates:

Site Type:
(check one)

Spring
Groundwater

Site Specific Access Conditions

Site Specific Safety Hazards

Previous Sampling Event Date and Notes

General Comments

[Attach site picture or map – include measurements of site layout]
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX D - Minimum Monitoring and Sampling Equipment
Surface water monitoring
The surface water monitoring/sampling equipment requirements are as listed below:
• Sampling Pole/Rod;
• Sample containers;
• Permanent Marker;
• Field Monitoring Sheet and Chain of Custody (COC) form;
• Photo record form;
• Site ID Information Sheet
• Spring Sample Information Sheet
• Calibrated water probe (pH, Temperature, Electrical Conductivity, Total Dissolved Solids (TDS),
Dissolved Oxygen, Turbidity, Redox (optional));
• Level or flow meter;
• 50 metre tape measure (or use water level probe tape)
• Compass
• Multi-gas meter
• Clean Cooler/Esky (with ice);
• Distilled Water and spray/squirt bottle;
• Digital Camera;
• GPS;
• Disposable (Nitrile) gloves; and
• Maps or instructions on access to sites.
Groundwater monitoring
The groundwater monitoring/sampling requirements are listed below:
• Pressure filtration equipment (hand operated syringe; 0.45µM filters),
• Disposable gloves;GPS;
• Distilled water and spray/squirt bottle;
• Clean Cooler/Esky (with ice);
• Water level probe with appropriate tape/cable length
• Flow meter (
• Calibrated water quality probe (pH, Temperature, Electrical Conductivity, Total Dissolved Solids
(TDS), Dissolved Oxygen, Turbidity, Redox (optional));
• Multi-gas meter
• Site ID Information Sheet
• Field Monitoring Sheet and Chain of Custody C(COC) form;
• Maps or instructions on access to sites
• Sample containers (as specified by the Monitoring Suites required);
• Permanent Marker; and
• Disposal water bailers (with appropriated length rope and reel) or appropriate Groundwater Pump
(with adequate length of disposable tubing).

APPENDIX E - Example Equipment Inspection Template
Equipment Inspection Template
Item: __________________

Make/Model: ___________________

Serial Number/Unique Identifier: __________________
Date: _________________

Time: __________________

Date of Last Calibration:
Calibration Required: Yes / No
Calibration Completed Successfully: Yes / No
Comments on Calibration:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Item functionality checked: Yes / No
Item functioning correctly: Yes/No
Comments/Issues with functioning:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Comments on Wear and Tear (Please comment on any items needing replacement/servicing):
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX F – Example of Calibration and Maintenance Requirements
Equipment Requirements
A range of equipment is required so that the monitoring/sampling can occur to the correct standards.
Equipment is defined as any instrument or consumable required to:
• Measure water level
• Measure flow rate
• Measure field water quality parameters
• Measure gas concentrations
• obtain the sample;
• handle/transfer or store the sample (i.e. the correct sample bottle/jar) for analysis; and
• equipment that the sample will be stored in.
Monitoring equipment should be consistent between sampling events to ensure potential variability in
results due to the use of different equipment is minimised. A list of the required equipment for surface
water, groundwater and soil monitoring/sampling can be found in APPENDIX C.
Calibration and maintenance requirements and procedures
Monitoring equipment to be used for field measurements must be calibrated when applicable or
specified by standards or the manufacturer. Such monitoring equipment includes the water quality
multi-parameter probe and sound level meter. Each piece/type of equipment that requires monitoring,
along with the calibration requirements and schedule are described below. These are summarised
below:
Table E1

Calibration requirements

Equipment Item

Calibration Type

Frequency

Water Quality Meter

Field calibration

Daily

Full pH and independent Electrical
Conductivity Calibration

Weekly

Full Factory Calibration

Quarterly

Bump test

Weekly

Factory Calibration

Minimum 6 monthly (depending on
meter)

Factory flow rate check

Annually

Multi-parameter gas meter

Groundwater Flow Controller

Examples of a calibration templates to be completed following calibration are contained in APPENDIX
E. The calibration requirements described include those to occur in the field prior to use and those that
must be completed independently by laboratories or manufacturers.
Monitoring equipment (either portable or fixed) should be inspected and tested daily to ensure that it is
operational prior to sampling. For portable equipment, this should occur each day prior to use, for fixed
equipment this should occur on a regular basis as determined by the monitoring schedules. In the
instance of surface water monitoring facilities, this would be on a monthly basis and a quarterly basis
for fixed groundwater pumps. Records of these inspections and maintenance (including calibration)
are required. Example templates for these are contained within APPENDIX E.

Portable Multi-Parameter Water Quality Probe Calibration
The portable multi-parameter water quality probe requires calibration to ensure the accuracy of the
observations obtained in the field. Therefore calibration of the probe and the various sensors it
contains should occur prior to each monitoring event, or more frequently during an extended use
period when there is an expected shift in the style of sampling occurring (i.e. from streams to
groundwater or an expected significant change in the levels of the parameters measured (i.e. acidic to
basic solution, non-saline to highly saline water, etc.)) or where a potential contamination source has
been encountered. At a minimum, the calibration should occur daily during an extended period.
This calibration should occur in a clean environment, following the procedures specified in the product
manual. The calibrations should either be a multi-point calibration where applicable or to suit the
expected measurements to be encountered.
It should be ensured that the solutions used for calibration are within their viable life and stored in the
correct method. Care should be taken to avoid contamination of the calibration fluids during the
calibration process. Documentation of the calibration is required. An exampletemplate calibration
record sheet for the water quality meters are contained in APPENDIX E. Forms must be completed
correctly for each calibration event for the equipment.
The completed form should be copied and saved ito the applicable database for the proponent
conducting the works. Copies of QAQC forms and results will be distributed and compiled as
necessary. The following naming convention would apply:
• Date of Calibration (yymmdd) _CalibrationMachineName (CalibrationAQRAM-200/AP-800) _Date
Range of Calibrations (i.e. 100211_CalibrationAQRAM-200/AP-800_10 07 23 - 10 07 30).
A hard copy of this form should also be kept on file.
Groundwater Pump Calibration
Correct measurement of volumes and rate of flow is important information, which is integral in correct
groundwater sampling procedure. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the flow rate/volume
readings on the pumps used for logging and sampling are accurate. To ensure that the measurements
of pump rates or volumes on the machines are accurate, calibration should occur as per the
manufactures standard or recommendation and no less than an annual basis. A record of the
calibration documentation should be kept in to the applicable database for the proponent conducting
the works. Copies of QAQC forms will be distributed to the other Proponents as necessary.
The naming convention of the calibrations documentation should be the following:
• Date of Calibration (yymmdd)_CalibrationMachineName_calibration_date range of calibrations
(including name of company).
Multi-Parameter Gas Meter Calibration
Multi-gas meters should be calibrated as per the manufacturer’s specifications. Daily bump testing
should be conducted and a minimum of 6 monthly four-gas calibration. A greater frequency is required
where very high gas concentration are being measured or where bump testing fails.
Calibration of gas meters should be completed only in contamination free environments. Ensure the
calibration is done using methane as the combustible gas.
The naming convention of the calibrations documentation should be the following:
•

Date of Calibration (yymmdd)_CalibrationMachineName_calibration_date range of calibrations
(including name of company).

Example Calibration Record Sheet
1.
Date / Time
Equipment Type
Equipment Make/Model
Calibrated By
Signature
2.
Date / Time
Equipment Type
Equipment Make/Model
Calibrated By
Signature
Parameter
Calibration Standard
Calibration Time
Calibration Value
Calibration Accuracy

APPENDIX G - Sample Naming and Labelling Convention
1

Sample Naming

Within the current COC documents, refer APPENDIX G, there is a designated column for the naming
of samples collected. This column is labelled ‘Sample ID’ (Figure E1). Within this column, the sample
ID must be listed. This ID is to correspond with the established sample naming convention. This
naming convention is described below. See Section 2 of this appendix for details related to sample
labelling.
A convention exists for each type of field sample taken, including:
• Standard samples;
• Duplicate samples; and,
• Blank samples.
Table

G1 - Sample Naming Convention

Sample Type

Naming Convention

Example

Standard

COMPLEX_VENT_SOURCE_DATE_TIME

FV_S2_SURF_W

Duplicate

DUP_COMPLEX_VENT_SOURCE_DATE_TIME

FV_D1_WELL_W

Blank

BK_COMPLEX_VENT_SOURCE_DATE_TIME

FV_SC4_BLANK

Where:
• COMPLEX – the Spring Complex Name as provided in APPENDIX A.
• VENT – the Spring Vent ID number
• SOURCE:
– SW – Surface Water; or
– GW – Groundwater
• DATE: YYMMDD
TIME: HH:MM
In addition to this, the sample date and time must be recorded on the sample bottle and chain of
custody form. The columns on the COC where these are recorded are the ‘Date’ and ‘Time’ sections. It
is important to complete these sections correctly, as the results provided by the laboratory will include
the corresponding sample dates and times as part of the sample results dataset for entry in the
database. The standard format for date and time is YYYYMMDD and HH:MM.
2

Sample Labelling

Complete the following standard practice when labelling sample containers/ bottles:
• Sample bottles to also be labelled with the sampler’s name (first initial and surname), Sample ID,
and date and time (24-hour format) of sample (to match COC).
• Sample bottles to be labelled as per sample naming convention (name to match ID on COC).
• Nitrile (or latex) gloves must be worn when labelling the bottles.
• Labelling should occur prior to the purging/sampling.

APPENDIX H - Chain of Custody Documents
The Chain of Custody (COC) document is a tool by which samples collected and their associated data
is able to be submitted to the laboratory with the custody tracked through to its final delivery. This
documentation also provides a legal component of the custody and tracking of the samples collected
and submitted to laboratories for analysis. Therefore, the correct completion of this documentation is of
high importance.

Example of Water COC

APPENDIX I - Example Springs Sample Information Sheet
Springs Sample Information Sheet
Spring Complex Name
Spring Complex No:
Spring Vent No.:
Recent Weather
Conditions:
Seasonal Observations:
Wet Area Data: (Circle one)
Ponding water
Water Flow
Seeping
(measure if flowing away
from spring)
Stagnant
Flow Area:
Length (dm) by Width (dm)

Date:
Time:
Operator:

YES
YES

NO
NO

N/A
N/A

YES
YES

NO
NO

N/A
N/A

Spring Classification (Check which applies)
___ 1: Wetland vegetation, spring pool, minor or major flows
___ 2: Wetland vegetation, no spring pool, surface expression of free water, minor
flows
___ 3: Wetland, vegetation, no spring pool, some surface expression of free water
___ 4: Damp, wetland vegetation, no surface expression of free water
___ 5: Dry, no wetland vegetation, no surface expression of the water, no evidence of
salt scalding
Spring Vent Diagram:
•
•
•
•

Field Parameters
TSS
Electrical. Conductivity
.(µS/cm)
pH
Eh (mV)
DO (mg/L)
Turb. (NTU)
Temp (°C

Measurements will be taken along the perimeter
(traversing spring NOT permitted).
Use a tape to record area;
Use the same control point and method each
time the flow is measured
Flow measurements
o Measure when clearly defined channel
o If impractical to take without potential
damage to spring, use visual estimates and
notate

Collected?
(Value)
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Sample Information
Sampling Method:
Time Sampled:
Sample ID:
COC Reference No:
Duplicate taken? (Name
if taken)
General Comments:

APPENDIX J - Example of Photograph Record Sheet
This document is to track the photographs that are taken at monitoring locations
throughout the field. The objective is to assist in recording the details of each photo so
that they can be saved into the document storage system ‘BASIN’ appropriately and to
record any observations associated with the photograph of importance.
Each photo is to be saved into to the applicable database for the proponent conducting
the works. Results should be distributed and compiled as necessary under the following
file name structure:
• YYMMDD_MonitoringLocation_Direction_Time (24hour) _Work Order Number, the
year, month and date at the start is to be the date that the photo was taken.
• For example: 100817_ES6_Upstream_0915_EBP10010010).

Date
Time (24HR)
Monitoring Location
(i.e. ES7)
Aspect
(i.e. upstream,
downstream, sample site)
Direction (degrees)
Comments

Date
Time (24HR)
Monitoring Location
(i.e. ES7)
Aspect
(i.e. upstream,
downstream, sample site)
Direction (degrees)
Comments

APPENDIX K – Example of Groundwater Low Flow Purging and Sampling Monitoring Sheet
Location: ________________

Bore_____

Date: ___________________

Device: __________________ Elevation
Pressure: ________________

Date

Time

Time: ______________________

Make/Model: ___________________

Serial Number: _______________

Pump Rate: _______________

Flow Rate

Volume Pumped

Water Level (m
belowTOC)

Water Quality Measurements
Electrical Conductivity
pH
(µS/cm)

Monument Height: ____________

Temp (°C)

Turbidity (NTU)

Dissolved Oxygen
(mg/L)

Redox (mV)

APPENDIX L – Method for Spring Flow Monitoring as defined in the Surat UWIR
(QWC, 2012)

Please note that the remainder of Appendix I (JIP Appendix C and D) can
be found in “131009 Santos GLNG Stage 2 CWMMP R2 Appendix I Part
2”
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Summary
Context for this report
The Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 and Petroleum Act 1923 authorises tenure
holders to undertake activities related to the exploration for, and production of, petroleum and gas, including
the right to take or interfere with groundwater. Those groundwater rights exist because water is found in
association with petroleum and gas and it is not practicable to manage the water separately.
The Water Act 2000 establishes responsibilities for petroleum tenure holders to monitor and manage the
impacts caused by the exercise of these groundwater rights, including a responsibility to ‘make good’
impairment of private bore water supplies.
When water is extracted from a gas well, groundwater pressure declines in the area surrounding the well. If
there are multiple gas fields adjacent to each other, the impacts of water extraction on groundwater
pressures can overlap. In these situations, a cumulative approach is needed for the effective assessment
and management of groundwater pressure impacts. In Queensland, where this situation exists, a Cumulative
Management Area (CMA) can be established. Within a CMA the Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment
(OGIA) is responsible for assessing impacts and establishing integrated management arrangements in an
Underground Water Impact Report (UWIR).
•

Petroleum and gas operators have the right to extract groundwater in the process of producing
petroleum and gas because the water and the gas are intimately connected.

•

The Surat Underground Water Impact Report forms part of the regulatory framework for managing
the impacts of this groundwater extraction.

In the Surat and southern Bowen basins, a coal seam gas (CSG) industry is being developed which involves
multiple adjacent projects. As a consequence, the Surat CMA was established in 2011 and the Surat UWIR
2012 was prepared. That report is now being updated to incorporate new knowledge.
Accordingly, the draft Surat UWIR 2016 was released for public consultation on 22 March 2016. The
consultation draft was adjusted in response to issues raised during consultation before being submitted to
the Chief Executive of the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection for approval. On approval, a
UWIR becomes a statutory instrument under the Water Act 2000.

Current groundwater extraction
CSG production involves pumping water from coal formations to reduce the water pressure in the coal
seams, releasing the gas that is attached to the coal. Gas is produced from the Walloon Coal Measures of
the Surat Basin, and from the Bandanna Formation and Cattle Creek Formation of the southern Bowen
Basin. These coal-bearing formations consist of many thin coal seams separated by low-permeability rock.
The coal seams collectively make up a small proportion of the total thickness of the coal-bearing formations.
The Walloon Coal Measures is a geological layer of the Great Artesian Basin which comprises layers of
lower-permeability rocks alternating with aquifers of high economic importance which also feed springs of
high ecological and cultural importance.
The coal-bearing formations have variable potential for CSG production. Since 2012, the area of planned
CSG development has contracted significantly as tenure holders improve their understanding of the
resource.
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•

The area of planned CSG development has contracted significantly since 2012.
(Figure 2-9)

Conventional gas production involves pumping gas from traps in porous rock such as sandstones. These
operations are in a declining stage and there are no plans for expansion. Water extraction has decreased to
about 1,000 megalitres per year.
Much more water is produced during CSG production in comparison to conventional operations. CSG water
extraction has increased to about 65,000 megalitres per year.
Groundwater in the CMA is primarily used for consumptive purposes such as agriculture, industry, town
supply, stock and domestic supply. The total amount extracted for these purposes is about 203,000
megalitres per year: 53,000 megalitres from the Great Artesian Basin, 144,000 megalitres from overlying
alluvial and volcanic aquifers, and 6,000 megalitres from deeper Bowen Basin formations.
•

Water extraction for coal seam production CSG production has increased to about 65,000
megalitres per year.
(Figure 5-3)

Predicted water level impacts
Predictions of groundwater pressure reductions contained in the Surat UWIR 2012 have been revised using
a new regional groundwater flow model which has been constructed using the latest data and modelling
techniques.
When water is extracted from coal formations, the water from surrounding aquifers will tend to flow into the
coal formations. The degree of connectivity between coal-bearing formations and surrounding aquifers
determines the extent to which water extraction from the coal seams will affect groundwater pressure in
surrounding aquifers.
Queensland’s regulatory framework requires that predicted water pressure impacts in aquifers be shown as
‘Immediately Affected Areas’ and ‘Long-term Affected Areas’. The model has been used to update the extent
of those areas.
•

The Long-term Affected Area for an aquifer is the area within which the impacts are predicted to
exceed the trigger threshold at any time in the future.

•

The Immediately Affected Area for an aquifer is the area within which water level impacts are
predicted to exceed the trigger threshold within three years.

•

The trigger thresholds are five metres for consolidated aquifers (such as sandstones) and two
metres for unconsolidated aquifers (such as sand aquifers). A water level decline in a bore of
more than the trigger threshold increases the risk of impairment of water supply from the bore.

Long–term Affected Areas
The extents of the Long-term Affected Areas have changed. For the Walloon Coal Measures, there is an
overall contraction, although there is some expansion to the north-east. The change is due to the contraction
of planned CSG development, improved knowledge about variations in the permeability of the coal seams
and improved modelling methods. The affected area for the overlying Springbok Formation has contracted
because vertical permeability is now understood to be lower than the estimates used in the 2012
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assessment. The affected area of the underlying Hutton Formation has increased slightly as a result of the
improved simulation of water pressures in the overlying coal formation. There are minor changes to other
formations.
A Long-term Affected Area is not predicted for the Condamine Alluvium. The net loss of water from the
alluvium is predicted to be 1,160 megalitres per year on average over a 100 year period; a slight increase
over the 1,100 megalitres per year predicted in 2012.
•

There have been changes to Long-term Affected Areas for aquifers because of contraction of
planned CSG development and because of improved modelling. Overall there has been a
reduction since 2012.

•

For the Condamine Alluvium there is no significant change since 2012. A net loss of 1,160
megalitres per year out of the alluvium is predicted, but that will not cause water levels to fall by
more than the trigger threshold.
(Figure 7-5)

In 2012 it was predicted that 528 bores would be affected and 59 of these have subsequently been
decommissioned. The number of bores now predicted to be affected in the long term has changed. The
change reflects not only the changes to the Long-term Affected Areas but also new information about water
bores. Bore records have been reviewed and the source aquifers for many water bores better identified.
•

459 bores are now predicted to be affected by CSG water extraction in the long term. In addition,
59 bores have already been decommissioned.
(Table 7-2)

Immediately Affected Areas
The Immediately Affected Areas and the number of bores predicted to be affected in those areas has
changed. The area and number will increase over time as the CSG industry progressively develops. There
were 85 bores identified in 2012. Tenure holders were required to carry out bore assessments for these
bores and, if necessary, enter into agreements with bore owners about measures to avoid impairment of
bore water supply. Currently, 34 of those bores remain at some stage of that process, with the balance
having been resolved to completion.
57 additional bores are now identified through updated modelling of current industry development plans.
•

The extents of the predicted Immediately Affected Areas have increased in response to
progressive industry development.

•

91 bores of the 459 bores are predicted to be affected by more than the trigger threshold of five
metres within three years. This comprises 34 bores yet to be resolved from earlier assessments
and 57 newly identified bores.
(Figure 7-4 and Table 7-1)

The amount of water extracted in the process of producing CSG depends on the permeability of the coal
seams. Industry experience to date shows the coal seams being developed are producing less water than
was expected when the industry commenced. The total water extraction over the life of the industry (1995 to
2070) is now estimated to be 3,570 gigalitres, the majority of which will be extracted over the period of peak
production from 2014 to 2060.
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Water Monitoring Strategy
The Surat UWIR 2012 specified a monitoring network of 618 monitoring points to be installed progressively
by the end of 2016. This timing provided opportunity to review the design before the UWIR was updated. Of
these 618, 491 are installed or under construction. The monitoring network requirements in UWIR 2016 are
now being updated. The unfinished part of the earlier specification has been adjusted based on improved
understanding of the groundwater flow system. Additional existing bores have also been incorporated into
the network. When fully installed, the monitoring network will comprise 675 monitoring points. Petroleum
tenure holders operate the monitoring network and report data to OGIA.
Water pressures are declining in the coal formations in areas of development. However, at this time, there is
no significant departure from background trends in other formations; this is in line with expectations at this
early stage of industry development.
•

Although water pressures are declining in the coal formations, there is no significant departure
from background trends in other formations at this early stage of development.
(Chapter 6)

Spring Impact Management Strategy
Springs with significant cultural and ecological values, fed by Great Artesian Basin aquifers, exist in the Surat
CMA. The UWIR includes a Spring Impact Management Strategy.
Recent OGIA research has improved understanding of the connection of springs to source aquifers. Current
modelling provides updated predictions of water pressure declines in source aquifers. There are four sites
that could potentially experience impact in the source aquifer for the spring in the long term. Investigations
will continue at those sites.
Natural spring dynamics are complex. Monitoring at representative sites will continue to ensure that any
future impact from CSG water extraction is correctly identified.
•

Investigations will continue at four sites where pressure reduction in the source aquifer could
occur in the long term. Spring monitoring will continue.
(Section 9.6)

Responsible tenure holders
The Water Act 2000 establishes obligations for petroleum tenure holders to ‘make good’ impairment of
private bore supplies that result from CSG water extraction. This action might be achieved by making
alterations to the bore, by establishing a replacement water supply or by some other measure. However,
within the CMA, operations by multiple tenure holders can contribute to the impairment. The UWIR 2012
established arrangements for identification of an individual petroleum tenure holder as the responsible tenure
holder for these obligations. Responsibilities are also assigned to individual petroleum tenure holders to
carry out parts of the integrated water monitoring strategy. The arrangements established in UWIR 2012 will
continue.
•

Arrangements established in 2012 for the assignment of responsibilities to individual petroleum
tenure holders will continue.
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Reporting and review
In accordance with Queensland’s regulatory framework, OGIA will prepare annual reports on the
implementation of the UWIR 2016. These reports will summarise monitoring results and assess if there is
any new information that would indicate a significant change to predicted impacts.
OGIA will continue to undertake research to build new knowledge to support future revision of the UWIR
2016. Collaboration will continue with research bodies, universities and petroleum tenure holders to achieve
the best outcomes in an efficient manner.
•

OGIA will report annually, continue to undertake and promote research to improve knowledge,
and update the model and UWIR 2016 to incorporate new knowledge.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Water rights of petroleum tenure holders

Petroleum is a legislative term that includes oil, conventional gas and coal seam gas (CSG). However, the
general term ‘petroleum and gas’ is often used to refer to both liquid petroleum and gaseous petroleum.
The Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 and the Petroleum Act 1923 (collectively referred
to here as the P&G Acts) authorise petroleum tenure holders to undertake activities related to petroleum
exploration and production. This authorisation also affords them the right to take or interfere with
groundwater. However, the Water Act 2000 (Water Act) establishes responsibilities for petroleum tenure
holders to monitor and manage the impacts caused by exercising of their water rights, including a
responsibility to ‘make good’ any impairment of private bore water supplies. These provisions exist because
it is not practicable to produce petroleum without also extracting groundwater.

1.2

Managing the cumulative impacts of adjacent CSG wells

When water is extracted from a CSG well, groundwater pressure falls in the area surrounding the well.
Where a well field has been established, the fall in pressure extends laterally, beyond the extent of the well
field. If there are multiple adjacent well fields, the fall in pressure caused by extracting water from the
individual fields overlaps, resulting in an even greater cumulative fall in pressure. In this situation, assessing
and managing water levels requires an approach that looks at the cumulative impacts.
Under the Queensland regulatory framework, an area of concentrated development, where impacts on water
pressure in aquifers are likely to be overlapping from multiple petroleum operations, can be declared a
cumulative management area (CMA). In these areas, the Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment (OGIA)
is responsible for:
•

predicting the regional impacts on water pressures in aquifers

•

developing water monitoring and spring management strategies

•

assigning responsibility to individual petroleum tenure holders for implementing specific parts of
these strategies.

The regulatory framework provides that OGIA set out these predictions, strategies and responsibilities in an
underground water impact report (UWIR).
Established in 2011, the Surat CMA covers the area of current and planned CSG development in the Surat
Basin and the southern Bowen Basin. The extent of the Surat CMA is shown in Figure 1-1. The first Surat
UWIR was prepared in 2012. This report, the Surat UWIR 2016, is an update of the UWIR 2012.
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Figure 1-1 The extent of the Surat CMA
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1.3

The Surat Underground Water Impact Report

Since the UWIR 2012 was prepared, OGIA has carried out technical studies of the nature of the groundwater
flow system. Existing geological, geophysical and hydrogeological records have been reviewed in detail and
new data has become available. Connectivity between formations has been assessed. New groundwater
flow modelling techniques have been developed to better represent groundwater movement in coal
formations that exist within a multilayered regional groundwater system. Water bore records have been
reviewed to learn more about the aquifers from which the bores source water. A new groundwater flow
model has been developed and has been used to prepare this report.
Chapters 2–6 provide the contextual background for this report. Chapter 2 provides an overview of
petroleum and gas tenures and associated activities in the Surat CMA. Chapters 3 and 4 summarise the
landscape, climate, land use, geology and hydrogeology of the area. Chapter 5 summarises historical and
current groundwater extraction. Chapter 6 summarises water pressure trends in the area.
Chapter 7 describes the techniques and methods used for predicting groundwater impacts, and important
aspects of the construction of the new regional groundwater flow model. Maps show the areas where
impacts on water pressures are predicted to exceed statutory trigger thresholds in both the short and long
term.
Chapter 8 specifies the water monitoring strategy, which is the regional network of monitoring points used for
assessing water pressure trends. It describes the adjustments to the original specifications and sets out the
requirements for reporting data to OGIA.
Chapter 9 specifies the strategy for managing impacts on springs in the area. It explains the work done to
better understand the risk to springs and it specifies spring management actions to be implemented by
petroleum tenure holders.
Chapter 10 assigns responsibilities to individual petroleum tenure holders. The Water Act specifies the
circumstances under which petroleum tenure holders need to investigate impairment of private bore supplies
and develop ‘make good’ agreements with bore owners about the impairment. The chapter specifies how the
petroleum tenure holder responsible for fulfilling those obligations is identified. It also specifies the petroleum
tenure holders responsible for specified parts of the water monitoring and spring impact management
strategies.
Chapter 11 describes the reporting of the actions required under the UWIR.
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2 Petroleum and gas production
•

The area of planned CSG development has contracted since 2012 as productive areas become
more clearly defined.

This chapter provides an overview of how petroleum and gas is produced. It also shows the areas where
development exists or is planned within the Surat CMA. This information has been used to develop an
industry development scenario, for input to the regional groundwater flow model to assess the long-term and
short-term impacts of CSG development on groundwater.
In this report, the term ‘petroleum and gas’ is used to collectively refer to conventional petroleum and gas, as
well as CSG.

2.1

Petroleum and gas production and methods

Historically, petroleum and gas have been extracted from reservoirs in highly porous rock formations, such
as sandstone, using conventional production methods. More recently, new (or unconventional) production
methods have been developed to extract gas from other reservoirs, including coal seams and low porosity
rock formations, such as shale. Gas produced by conventional methods is referred to as ‘conventional gas’,
while gas produced from coal seams and shale is collectively referred to as ‘unconventional gas’. In the
Surat CMA, both conventional and unconventional gas is produced, the unconventional gas being CSG.
There is no emerging plan for the development of shale gas in the Surat CMA.
The volume of water extracted during the development of conventional gas reserves is much less than the
volume of water extracted during production of CSG. In CSG development areas, the gas resource is
distributed over a relatively large area and to enable the gas to flow towards the production well, water
pressure in the coal seam has to be significantly reduced ('depressurisation' of the coal seam). Water
extraction peaks early in the life of a CSG production well. The amount of water extracted can vary
substantially between gas fields. These differences are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

2.1.1

Conventional petroleum and gas

Conventional petroleum and gas is found in porous rock formations such as sandstone. Gas and other
petroleum products that form over a long geological timeframe move through porous rock, in a generally
upward direction, until a trap stops the movement and concentrates the hydrocarbons. The trap could be
dome-shaped at the boundary between the permeable formation and the overlying impermeable formation,
or it could be a faulted structure in the rock, which has the same effect. As the gas concentrates, the porous
rock becomes a gas reservoir. Gas is produced by drilling a well into the reservoir. As there tends to be
water in the reservoir, under the gas, the production well usually also returns a quantity of water.
Extracting petroleum and gas from conventional reservoirs requires a relatively small number of production
wells, compared to CSG reservoirs, because the gas tends to be localised and can move relatively easily
though the porous rock towards the well. Although water is extracted along with the gas, there is no need to
lower water pressure over large areas to produce the gas. The volume of water extracted varies, but it is
generally much less than for CSG. As the petroleum and gas reserves are depleted, the ratio of water
extracted to the petroleum gas produced increases, as shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Typical gas and water flow in conventional petroleum and gas production

2.1.2

Coal seam gas

CSG which is comprised mostly of methane, is attached to the surface of coal particles, along fractures and
cleats, and is held in place by water pressure. The coal is then both the source and the reservoir for the gas.
The gas is extracted by drilling a well into the coal formation and pumping water from the well to
depressurise the formation. Initially, just water is extracted, but as the pressure drops, the ratio of gas to
water slowly increases.
Figure 2-2 shows a diagram of a typical CSG well. When water and gas flow together toward a gas well, this
is known as ‘dual phase flow’ (Morad et al. 2008). To produce gas, the water pressure in the well is reduced
to between 35 and 120 psi, which is equivalent to 25–80 metres head of water. The volume of water that
needs to be pumped to achieve the pressure reduction varies from well to well, and is highly dependent on
the geology intersected by the well. Once the desired pressure has been reached, pumping continues at the
rate necessary to maintain the pressure until gas production becomes uneconomical. The relationship
between gas production and water extraction over time is shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-2 A typical coal seam gas well

Figure 2-3 Typical gas and water flow in coal seam gas production
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2.2
2.2.1

Types of tenures and authorities
Petroleum tenures

The P&G Acts specify authorities that can be granted for activities related to petroleum and gas exploration
and production. The two authorities of relevance to this report are those that provide the holders with the
right to take or interfere with groundwater during the course of carrying out authorised activities which are:
•

an authority to prospect (ATP)

•

an authority to operate a petroleum lease (PL).

The P&G Acts refer to ATPs and PLs collectively as petroleum tenures. There is no distinction between a
petroleum tenure that supports conventional petroleum and gas production and a petroleum tenure that
supports CSG exploration and development. However, the use of the tenure is usually constrained by the
environmental authorities granted under Queensland’s Environmental Protection Act 1994 or the
development plans for the tenure approved under the P&G Acts. Petroleum tenures relate to specific areas
of land which are generally described in terms of blocks and sub-blocks. Each block is about 75 square
kilometres and each sub-block is about three square kilometres.
An ATP gives the holder the right to explore (or prospect) for petroleum resources. That right includes:
•

drilling test wells to evaluate or test natural underground reservoirs for petroleum resources

•

carrying out test production

•

taking groundwater in the course of carrying out these activities.

The holder of an ATP may apply for a PL if a commercially viable petroleum resource is discovered. The
application must be accompanied by an initial development plan that details the nature and extent of the
proposed activities.
A PL authorises the holder to:
•

carry out production testing

•

produce petroleum within the tenure area

•

take groundwater in the course of carrying out these activities.

A PL can be granted for up to 30 years, with potential for renewal. Water extraction must be reported to the
Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM). Tenure holders may relinquish all or a part of a tenure
at any time.
The entity or entities that hold petroleum tenures are referred to as petroleum tenure holders. An entity may
be an individual person, an entity under the Corporations (Queensland) Act 1990, or a government-owned
corporation. As tenures are often held as joint ventures, DNRM assigns a single entity as the 'authorised
holder' when it grants an ATP or PL. The term ‘authorised holder’ replaces the earlier term ‘principal holder’.
The authorised holder is the primary contact for the petroleum tenure and is legally responsible for dealing
with served notices and other documents. All obligations established for a petroleum tenure holder under this
report are obligations of the authorised holder.
DNRM records all mining and petroleum tenure information in the MyMinesOnline system. General
petroleum tenure holder information stored in this database is publicly accessible. Information about
petroleum wells (test and production) and water production is recorded in the Queensland Digital Exploration
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Reports System (QDEX Reports) managed by the Geological Survey of Queensland. Most of this information
is publicly available.

2.2.2

Environmental authorities

The P&G Acts provide that a petroleum tenure cannot be granted unless an environmental authority (EA)
has been issued under the Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Queensland). An EA can apply to multiple
petroleum tenures. In relation to water, the EA primarily deals with the management of surface water and
contamination issues relating to surface and groundwater. Specifics of tenure holders’ obligations to manage
groundwater impacts associated with exercising their underground water rights are established in the Water
Act, as discussed in Chapter 1.
A prospective PL holder is required to develop an environmental management plan to support an application
for an EA. An environmental management plan identifies the environmental values, potential impacts and
actions to protect environmental values. Depending on the proposed scale of operations, major projects are
also required to prepare environmental impact statements (EIS) in support of their environmental
management plans. To improve certainty, a proponent may elect to prepare an EIS even though the scale of
the project is not large enough to mandate this requirement.
The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (the EPBC Act) identifies matters of
national environmental significance (MNES), which are protected. Included are a number of springs in the
Surat CMA. If a project is likely to have a significant impact on any of these springs, a federal environmental
approval under the EPBC Act is also required.
In mid-2013, the EPBC Act was amended to include potential impacts to water resources by CSG and large
coal mining developments as an MNES. A bilateral agreement between the Queensland Government and
the Australian Government has been implemented to coordinate the approval processes. This agreement
provides for the state and federal approval agencies to seek advice from an independent expert scientific
committee established by the Australian Government.

2.2.3

Water monitoring authorities

Petroleum tenure holders can have obligations to carry out activities such as monitoring on lands other than
those over which they hold tenure. For example, the Water Monitoring Strategy (Chapter 8) specifies
monitoring activities for individual tenure holders in areas outside the tenure areas.
To deal with these situations, the P&G Acts provide that a petroleum tenure holder can apply for a water
monitoring authority (WMA). A WMA allows the holder to carry out water monitoring activities in the area to
which the WMA relates, which can be land outside the tenure. A WMA ends when the petroleum tenure to
which it relates becomes non-current.

2.3

Petroleum tenures in the Surat CMA

The locations of relevant petroleum and gas tenures in the Surat CMA are shown in Figure 2-4. For the
purpose of this report, the term ‘relevant petroleum and gas tenures’ comprises the following CSG tenures
and conventional petroleum and gas tenures:
•

CSG tenures include PLs and ATPs on which CSG production infrastructure exists or is proposed.
These CSG tenures have been identified from DNRM datasets, current development plans provided
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by CSG companies, and current and completed EISs. Excluded are tenures that were originally
identified in EISs but which have subsequently been relinquished.
•

Conventional petroleum and gas tenures are tenures on which conventional petroleum and gas
operations exist. No new conventional operations are planned.

As shown in Figure 2-4, most of the relevant tenure in the Surat CMA is held by the following six entities:
•

Santos, its subsidiaries and joint venture partners (collectively referred to as 'Santos' in this report).

•

Origin Energy, its subsidiaries and joint venture partners, including Australia Pacific LNG (collectively
referred to as 'Origin' in this report).

•

Queensland Gas Company, its subsidiaries and joint venture partners (collectively referred to as
'QGC' in this report).

•

Arrow Energy, its subsidiaries and joint venture partners (collectively referred to as ‘Arrow’ in this
report).

•

Senex Energy Limited, its subsidiaries and joint venture partners (collectively referred to as ‘Senex’
in this report).

•

AGL Energy Limited, its subsidiaries and joint venture partners (collectively referred to as AGL in this
report).

Major changes to tenure holdings since the UWIR 2012 include an increase in tenure held by Santos in the
area south of Blackwater and around Roma and Taroom. The majority of this additional area forms part of
the Santos GLNG Gas Field Development Project. The Coordinator General’s evaluation report for the
GLNG Gas Field Development Project EIS was signed on 3 December 2015, concluding the EIS process.
Also, Senex Energy has acquired tenure to the north-east of Roma which will form part of its Western Surat
Gas Project. The necessary approvals are being progressed with production from this area planned from
2018. Arrow has also added tenure towards the northern boundary of the CMA around Blackwater. This area
forms part of the Bowen Gas Project, the major part of which exists outside the CMA in the northern Bowen
Basin. The EIS for this project was approved in September 2014. Elsewhere within the CMA, Arrow has
recently relinquished tenure, resulting in a contraction of its holdings in the area around Chinchilla, Dalby and
Cecil Plains.

2.4

Production areas in the Surat CMA

Not all of the CSG tenure area shown in Figure 2-4 will necessarily be developed. Much of the area for which
an ATP has been granted may never progress to a PL. Even where a PL is granted, production wells may
only be established on a portion of the tenure area. The area from which CSG will eventually be produced is
therefore expected to be significantly smaller than the area of tenure shown in Figure 2-4. To clarify the
outlook for development, OGIA has used information obtained from DNRM about existing petroleum and gas
production, and information from petroleum tenure holders about current plans for the growth and
sequencing of future production, to divide the area of CSG tenures shown in Figure 2-4 into five categories
as follows:
•

Current CSG production area – land on which CSG production was occurring at the beginning of
2015.

•

Planned CSG production area – land on which petroleum tenure holders have advised they plan to
develop.
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•

Potential CSG production area – land on which petroleum tenure holders have advised they are not
expecting to develop but which they may develop in the future depending on a range of economic
and technical factors.

•

Active conventional petroleum and gas production area – land on which conventional petroleum and
gas operations are extracting water from the geological formations of the GAB.

•

Inactive conventional petroleum and gas production area – land on which conventional petroleum
and gas is no longer active.

Figure 2-5 shows the extent of these areas and the location of gas fields within current or planned
development areas. Figure 2-6 shows tenures which will be at least partly developed. Further detail is
provided in the sections below.
A comprehensive list of the petroleum tenures that support the current, planned and potential CSG
production areas, and the holders of those tenures, is provided in Appendix A-1.
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Figure 2-4 Relevant petroleum and gas tenures in the Surat CMA
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Figure 2-5 Current, planned and potential petroleum and gas production areas
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Figure 2-6 Current and planned petroleum and gas tenures
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2.4.1

Existing coal seam gas production areas

The current CSG production area in the Surat CMA is shown in Figure 2-5. The recent growth in CSG wells
and gas production in the area is shown in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8. As at January 2016, approximately
6,500 CSG wells had been constructed in the Surat CMA (Queensland Spatial Catalogue, QSpatial).
However, in addition to production wells, this total includes exploration and test wells both inside and outside
of the current or planned production areas.
Detailed information provided to OGIA by tenure holders shows that about 5,600 CSG production wells had
been constructed in the Surat CMA as at January 2015 (4,600 in the Surat Basin and 1,000 in the southern
Bowen Basin). This is a significant increase on the 2,100 wells (1,500 in the Surat Basin and 600 in the
southern Bowen Basin) which existed when the UWIR 2012 was prepared. The increase reflects the build-up
to the commissioning of the liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants in Gladstone in late 2014. Growth has been
greater in the Surat Basin than in the southern Bowen Basin.

Coal seam gas wells
(current and planned production areas)

20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Bowen Basin (Existing)

Surat Basin (Existing)

Bowen Basin (Projected)

Surat Basin (Projected)

Figure 2-7 Existing and projected future CSG wells in current and planned production areas
Since the UWIR 2012 was prepared, additional gas fields have been established. These include Origin’s
Combabula and Condabri fields and QGC’s Cam, Ross, Woleebee Creek, Glendower, Harry, Isabella and
David fields. Total gas production in the Surat Basin has increased, as shown in Figure 2-8. As mentioned
above, other than some additional wells in the Fairview and Spring Gully fields, there has been little to no
expansion in the southern Bowen Basin and this is reflected in the gas production data shown in Figure 2-8.
Detailed information on current CSG production areas, including a breakdown of the number of CSG wells
proposed in each CSG gas field area and proposed cessation dates, is provided in Table A-1 of Appendix A1.
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Figure 2-8 Queensland coal seam gas production (Source: DNRM, 2015)

2.4.2

Planned coal seam gas production areas

Since the UWIR 2012 was prepared, the area identified by tenure holders as being planned for CSG
production has been substantially reduced. Much of the area previously planned for production is now
regarded as only ‘potential production area’ with no clear plan for development. A comparison of current and
planned CSG development areas in 2012 and 2015 is provided in Figure 2-9. The total area over which
production is either taking place or is planned in the future has reduced by around 45% from about
21,000 km2 in 2012 to 12,000 km2 in 2015. The change reflects a change in market conditions, lower-thanexpected coal permeability and, therefore, lower gas yields in some areas. The industry development
scenario used in predicting future impacts on water resources, as set out in Chapter 7, is based on the
current and planned development areas shown in Figure 2-5. The CSG companies estimate that
development of these areas will require the installation of about 17,900 CSG wells as shown in Figure 2-7.
Detailed information on planned CSG production areas, including a breakdown of the number of CSG wells
proposed in each CSG gas field area and proposed commencement and cessation dates, is provided in
Table A-2 of Appendix A-1.
Most of the future development is planned for implementation over the next five to 10 years which will result
in a decrease in the rate of CSG well installation in the Surat Basin in around 2025 and little, if any, new
drilling in the Bowen Basin after 2021 (Figure 2-7). Since the typical life of a gas field is about 25 years,
substantial production is expected to cease around 2060.
The following is a broad overview of the planned future development shown in Figure 2-5.
Santos’s development plans in the southern Bowen Basin include expansion of its Fairview field and
development of the Arcadia field. There are currently no plans to develop areas north of Arcadia or to further
expand the Scotia field and these areas are only potential CSG production areas. In the Surat Basin, Santos
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intends to expand its current operations in the Roma field to the east and west, although the planned
development footprint in this area is smaller than previously envisaged.
Origin’s development plans in the Surat Basin include expansion of the existing Condabri field south of Miles,
and expansion of the Combabula field west of Wandoan. The large areas of Origin tenure to the south of
Wandoan and south-west of Cecil Plains are unlikely to be developed. Currently, only the Spring Gully field
in the Bowen Basin has development plans. The existing Peat field north-east of Wandoan will continue to
produce gas; however, there are no plans to expand this field.
QGC plans to develop most of the remaining tenure within its Northern Development Area located north and
west of Wandoan, and its Central Development Area located east and south of Miles. QGC also proposes
limited further expansion of its existing operations in its Southern Development Area west of Dalby, although
there are no current plans to develop most of the western half of this area.
Arrow’s development plans include significant expansion of the existing Tipton and Daandine fields and the
development of a third area south-east of Wandoan. There remains a band of planned development to the
south of the Warrego Highway between Dalby and Chinchilla. However, there is little planned development
north-east of the Warrego Highway between Dalby and Chinchilla as much of the tenure in this area has
been relinquished. The Arrow tenure area south of Cecil Plains has also seen some relinquishments and a
contraction in development plans. Arrow has no plans to produce CSG from the southern Bowen Basin
within the Surat CMA, although it does hold tenure over an area to the north of Blackwater which forms part
of the Bowen Gas Project.
Senex’s future development plans are currently limited to development of a relatively small area in the Surat
Basin to the north of the existing Santos Roma field.
Figure 2-5 shows substantial areas of tenure which are identified as ‘potential’ CSG production areas.
These are areas over which environmental approvals have been granted and which could be developed but
for which the CSG companies currently have no development plans. Since 2012 the total area over which
CSG development has been approved (i.e. the total current, planned and potential production areas shown
in Figure 2-5) has increased from around 32,000 km2 to 37,000 km2 as a result of the tenure changes
described in Section 2.3. However, as discussed above CSG production is only currently planned from
around 12,000 km2 of this area.
In order to assess the impacts of actual CSG development exceeding the currently planned development,
OGIA has developed a ‘high development’ scenario which involves the installation of about 31,000 CSG
wells. This is considered to be the maximum that could practicably be installed under current approvals.
Detail on how this high development scenario was prepared is provided in Appendix A-2. Compared to the
predictions presented in Chapter 7, under this high development scenario the number of water supply bores
affected in the long term would be approximately 17 percent higher, and the total volume of water extracted
over the lifetime of the industry would be approximately 43 percent higher.

2.4.3

Conventional petroleum and gas production areas

The conventional petroleum and gas fields in the Surat CMA are mature and most are in decline or nearing
depletion. Most of the exploration and development of conventional resources occurred from the 1960s
through to the 1990s. There are no current plans for expansion. The main focus for existing conventional
operations is the efficient extraction of the remaining oil and gas reserves. About 20 conventional petroleum
and gas production wells remain in operation and these are spread across the Tinker, Taylor and
Waggamba fields operated by AGL and the Moonie field currently held by Santos. At the time of preparing
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this report, Santos advised that the Moonie field was in the process of being sold. A small amount of water is
also extracted from the three wells at the Pleasant Hills field operated by Santos, although this field is mainly
now used for storing CSG.
The location of active conventional petroleum and gas fields is shown in Figure 2-5. Conventional petroleum
and gas production in the Surat and southern Bowen basins accounts for less than five per cent of current
gas production and less than two per cent of current water extraction. These proportions will continue to fall
as the CSG industry develops.
The Evergreen Formation and the Precipice Sandstone are the main reservoirs in the Surat Basin for
conventional production, but nearly 75 per cent of the conventional production in the Surat CMA is from
deeper Permian Bowen Basin formations that are well isolated from the overlying Surat Basin formations.
The conventional fields north of Roma are primarily gas fields while further south there is a mix of oil and gas
fields, and the Moonie field is entirely an oil field. Moonie accounts for nearly half the oil production in the
Surat CMA and nearly 90 per cent of all the water produced from conventional activities in the Surat CMA.
Further information on active and inactive conventional petroleum and gas production areas is provided in
Table A-3 of Appendix A-1.

2.5

Non-petroleum and gas resource activities in the Surat CMA

Coal mining along the eastern and northern margins of the Surat Basin targets the Walloon Coal Measures,
which is the formation targeted for CSG development. However, coal mining is mostly confined to areas
where the coal is no more than about 150 metres below the ground. Economic quantities of CSG are found
below these depths, so there is expected to be little or no overlap between the predicted impacts associated
with CSG and coal mining developments in the area. The potential impacts of future coal mining on
groundwater resources were recently assessed as part of the Australian Government’s Bioregional
Assessment Program.
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Figure 2-9 A comparison of current and planned CSG production areas in 2012 and 2015
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3 Regional landscape and geology
•

A new regional geological model has been developed incorporating information from more than
4,800 CSG wells and from a review of existing water bore data.

•

The regional geological model will continue to be revised as new data becomes available to
support future UWIR updates and water resource management activities in the area.

This chapter describes the physical setting and geology of the region in and around the Surat CMA, which
form the basis for assessing the hydrogeology of the area (Chapter 4) and for developing the new regional
groundwater flow model. Understanding the geology also supported the spring investigations that OGIA
carried out to develop the spring impact management strategy (Chapter 9).

3.1

Landscape

The Surat CMA straddles the Great Dividing Range (‘the Range’) and falls within a region covering various
catchments of both the southern Fitzroy River Basin and the northern Murray-Darling Basin (Figure 3-1).

3.1.1

Topography

The Range rises to about 1,100 metres in the Carnarvon National Park where sandstone outcrops form
plateaus and steep escarpments which are often capped with basalt. The Range becomes subdued between
Miles and Inglewood where it appears as rolling hills with elevations of less than 300 metres. It then rises
again to more than 1,100 metres on the Queensland – New South Wales border in the area south of
Warwick, where basalts and granites are exposed at ground level. The topography slopes gently down from
the Range towards the south-west.

3.1.2

Surface drainage

The Range divides the Murray-Darling Basin river systems, which are dominated by the Condamine and
Balonne rivers, from the northerly and easterly flowing Nogoa, Comet, Dawson and Boyne river systems.
Figure 3-1 shows the extent of the river basins and the location of the major watercourses.
The Condamine-Balonne river system is the dominant surface drainage system in the south of the region.
The Condamine River originates in elevated areas south of Warwick and flows north-west towards Chinchilla
where it then turns westward towards Roma. There are extensive floodplains associated with the upper and
central areas of the Condamine River. South of Roma and downstream of the confluence with the Dogwood
Creek, the Condamine River is known as the Balonne River and drains towards the south-west across the
border into the Darling River system.
A local plateau, reaching about 400 metres above sea level, divides the Moonie and Balonne river
catchments, with the tributaries of the Balonne River flowing north and those of the Moonie River flowing
south. The Maranoa River lies to the west of the region and flows to the south. In the south of the region, the
McIntyre River forms the Queensland – New South Wales border. In the north of the region, surface
drainage is to the north and east, into the river systems of the Fitzroy Basin which drain to the sea at
Rockhampton.
Rainfall and runoff are highly variable and evaporation rates are high. Consequently, many of the rivers and
streams in the area are ephemeral and are characterised by large variations in the duration and volume of
flows. Intermittency is an important feature of the natural hydrology and, under natural conditions, prolonged
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base flows occur only in wetter years in most watercourses. There are some spring-fed stream sections in
the region. For example, the Dawson River is fed in part from the Hutton Sandstones; the Nogoa River in
part from the Precipice Sandstone.

3.1.3

Climate

The climate of the area is sub-tropical with most rainfall occurring in summer. Much of the area is
categorised as semi-arid. The average annual temperature is about 20 °C with temperatures ranging from
0 °C in winter to 35 °C in summer.
The highest rainfall generally occurs between November and February and the lowest between April and
September, but it is highly variable. Intense cold fronts and low-pressure systems originating in the Southern
Ocean can result in high rainfall during winter and spring in some years.
Average annual potential evapotranspiration ranges between 1,800 mm/year and 2,500 mm/year; this
exceeds rainfall, with the annual rainfall deficit increasing towards the west. Rainfall records show that for the
10 years before the major rainfall events of the summers of 2010–11 and 2011–12, monthly rainfall had been
below average. Since that time, rainfall has generally continued to be below average with some summer
months between 2013 and 2015 having some of the lowest rainfalls on record for that time of year.

3.1.4

Land use

The predominant land use in the region is agriculture, including broadacre cropping, horticulture, grazing and
lot feeding. Other land uses include urban, industrial, CSG and conventional petroleum and gas extraction,
mining (mainly coal) and conservation.
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Figure 3-1 The landscape of the Surat CMA
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3.2

Geology

The Surat CMA covers part of three geologic basins:
1.

the southern Bowen Basin

2.

the northern Surat Basin

3.

the western Clarence-Moreton Basin.

Geologic formations within the three basins are mainly comprised of various layers of sandstone, siltstone
and mudstone.
The Bowen Basin is the deepest and oldest of the three basins, and runs north-south through the centre of
the region. Overlying this is the Surat Basin, which covers most of the central and southern parts of the Surat
CMA. The sediments of the Clarence-Moreton Basin interfinger with those of the Surat Basin across the
Kumbarilla Ridge to the east. Overlying these basins are extensive areas of unconsolidated younger alluvial
sediments and volcanics. Figure 3-2 shows the distribution of the basins. Figure 3-3 shows more detail on
the structures that define the basins. Figure 3-4 is a simplified geological cross-section across the basins.
The stratigraphy of the geologic sequences of relevance within the Surat CMA is presented in Appendix B.
The GAB is not a geologic basin; it is a hydrogeological, or groundwater, basin comprising parts of other
geologic basins. Within the Surat CMA, the GAB includes the Surat Basin and equivalent formations in the
western part of the Clarence-Moreton Basin (which is now considered to be an eastern hydrogeological
extension to the Surat Basin (Ransley & Smerdon 2012)). Chapter 4 describes the hydrogeology of the GAB
in more detail.

3.2.1

The Bowen Basin

The Bowen Basin is elongated, trending north-south, and extends from central Queensland, south beneath
the Surat Basin, into New South Wales where it eventually connects with the Gunnedah and Sydney basins.
It contains Permian to Triassic age sediments with a maximum thickness of about 9,000 metres (Cadman et
al. 1998). In the Surat CMA, the basin has two main centres of sedimentary deposition—the Taroom Trough
to the east and the Denison Trough to the west (Figure 3-3).
In the east, the Bowen Basin is bound by the Gogango Thrust Zone, the Auburn Arch and a series of northsouth oriented faults comprising the Goondiwindi, Moonie and Leichardt–Burunga fault zones which extend
south from the Auburn Arch. Although remnants of the Permian sequence are found to the east of these
faults, erosion during the Triassic period has largely restricted the occurrence of the sediments to the west
(Cadman et al. 1998).
To the west, the Bowen Basin is bounded by the Anakie Inlier and the Collinsville, Springsure and Roma
shelves (Totterdell 1990). The margins of the basin in the south-west are less well defined. Formations thin
towards the west across the Nebine Ridge and gently dip towards the Taroom Trough.
The depositional history of the Bowen Basin is complex and individual formations are not always laterally
extensive or easy to correlate across the basin (Draper 2013). Deposition in the basin began during the Early
Permian, with river and lake sediments and volcanics being deposited in the east, and a thick succession of
coals and non-marine sedimentary rocks in the west (Geoscience Australia 2015). These sediments were
then overlain by mostly fine-grained sediments such as mudstone and siltstone of marine origin. These
sediments include the Cattle Creek Formation which is the most recent target for CSG exploration in the
Denison Trough area.
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In the Late Permian, a thick succession of marine and fluvial sediments, including extensive coal seams, was
deposited. This sequence includes the uppermost CSG-producing coal seams in the Bowen Basin—the
Bandanna Formation. The Bandanna Formation comprises mostly mudstone and siltstone with some clayey
sandstone to a thickness of up to 370 metres. The average thickness of the coal in the Bandanna Formation
is about 10 metres.
The Rewan Formation, a thick sequence of mudstone, siltstone and clayey sandstone, was deposited from
rivers and lakes over the Bandanna Formation. This was followed by deposition of the Clematis Group
sandstones and, finally, more mudstones and siltstones of the Moolayember Formation. Widespread erosion
then followed before the deposition of the Surat Basin sediments (Cadman et al. 1998).

3.2.2

The Surat Basin

The Surat Basin is one of the major basins forming the GAB and occupies an area of 440,000 square
kilometres (180,000 square kilometres of which is in Queensland). The basin extends from north of Taroom
in south-east Queensland to the Coonamble Embayment near Dubbo in New South Wales (Figure 3-2).
The sediments of the Surat Basin interfinger with those of the Eromanga Basin in the west, across the
Nebine and Eulo ridges and the Cunnamulla Shelf. The boundary between the Surat Basin and the
Clarence-Moreton Basin to the east was historically considered to be the Kumbarilla Ridge (Draper 2013).
However, Day et al. (2008) consider the eastern boundary of the Surat Basin to be the Toowoomba Strait,
which is equivalent to the present-day line of the Main Range through Toowoomba. They argue that the
sedimentary sequences in the most westerly sub-basin of the Clarence-Moreton Basin (the Cecil Plains SubBasin) are more similar to the sediments in the Surat Basin than to the remainder of the Clarence-Moreton
Basin east of the Toowoomba Strait. Ransley and Smerdon (2012) show a clear lithostratigraphic correlation
between the sediments of the Surat Basin and the Cecil Plains Sub-Basin and this correlation was also
evident in preparing the new regional geological model for the Surat CMA.
The Surat Basin is bounded to the north-east by the Auburn Arch and to the south-east by the Texas Block.
The northern margin of the basin has been exposed and extensively eroded, and the sediments generally
dip in a south-westerly direction.
The basin comprises a mainly Jurassic to Cretaceous age sequence of alternating layers of sandstones,
siltstones and mudstones. This sequence is more than 2,500 metres thick in the Mimosa Syncline which
overlies the Taroom Trough, but is much broader and shallower. The basal Jurassic sequence comprises
mainly sandstones, siltstones and mudstones deposited from lakes and rivers. In the middle Jurassic, over
much of the basin, swamps deposited coal measures. Conditions then returned to mainly river deposition
until the early Cretaceous, when up to 1,200 metres of shallow marine mudstones, siltstones and some
sandstones were deposited. Finally, as the oceans retreated once more during the Cretaceous, further
siltstone- and sandstone-dominated units were laid down and this completed deposition in the basin (DNRM
2005). Appendix B outlines the stratigraphy of the Surat Basin.
The deepest sediments throughout most of the Surat Basin are the sandstones and siltstones of the
Precipice Sandstone. Overlying this formation is the Evergreen Formation, a thick sequence of mainly
siltstone and mudstone, which is overlain by the Hutton Sandstone, comprising mainly sandstone, with some
siltstone and mudstone.
Overlying the Hutton Sandstone is the Walloon Coal Measures—a thick sequence of siltstone, mudstone
and fine-to-medium-grained clayey sandstone—which contains the main CSG-producing coals in the Surat
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Basin. While the total thickness of the Walloon Coal Measures can be up to 650 metres, the average
thickness is about 300 metres. However, the total coal thickness is generally less than 30 metres.
The fine-to-medium and often clayey sandstones, siltstones and mudstones of the Springbok Sandstone
were deposited over the Walloon Coal Measures following a period of erosion. The Springbok Sandstone is
overlain by the Westbourne Formation—which mainly comprises layered, or ‘interbedded’, siltstone and
mudstone—and the Gubberamunda Sandstone, which consists of fine-to-coarse-grained sandstone. The
thinly bedded sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and fossil wood of the Orallo Formation was deposited over
the Gubberamunda Sandstone. The Mooga Sandstone was deposited over the Orallo Formation and grades
upwards into the interbedded lithic and quartzose sandstone, siltstone and mudstone of the Bungil
Formation.
Sedimentation in the Surat Basin ended in the Cretaceous with the interbedded muddy siltstone, fine-grained
sandstone and mudstone of the Wallumbilla Formation; the Surat Siltstone; and the Griman Creek Formation
of the Rolling Downs Group.

3.2.3

The Clarence-Moreton Basin

The Clarence-Moreton Basin covers an area of about 10,000 square kilometres in south-east Queensland
and also extends into north-eastern New South Wales (Figure 3-2). The basin contains sediments of Late
Triassic to Late Jurassic age, up to 1,500 metres thick.
The basin consists of three main centres of sedimentary deposition, or sub-basins—the Cecil Plains, Laidley
and Logan sub-basins (O’Brien & Wells 1994). Only the most westerly sub-basin, the Cecil Plains Sub-basin,
falls within the Surat CMA.
As discussed in the previous section, the boundary between the Surat Basin and the Clarence-Moreton
Basin is contentious. Recent publications and investigations consider the Cecil Plains Sub-basin to be an
easterly extension of the Surat Basin because the sedimentary sequences correlate much more closely with
those of the Surat Basin than those of the remainder of the Clarence-Moreton Basin (Day et al. 2008;
Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
While the younger Cretaceous Surat Basin sequences are eroded over the Kumbarilla Ridge, there is a clear
lithostratigraphic correlation between the Jurassic sequences in the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins.
Even the deepest formation, the Precipice Sandstone, interconnects around the northern end of the
Kumbarilla Ridge (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). The upper unit of the Woogaroo Subgroup—the Ripley Road
Sandstone (previously termed the Helidon Sandstone)—is the equivalent of the Precipice Sandstone, while
the upper part of the Marburg Subgroup, or Marburg Sandstone, is the equivalent of the Hutton Sandstone.
The Walloon Coal Measures is continuous between the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins, representing a
widespread (> 500 km) episode of deposition of river, lake, swamp and marsh sediments. The formation has
been either partly eroded or exposed over much of the eastern part of the Clarence-Moreton Basin
(Goscombe & Coxhead 1995).
Throughout the remainder of this report, the Surat Basin stratigraphic sequence naming convention is used
(Appendix B).

3.2.4

Cenozoic formations

The Cenozoic Era began about 65 million years ago and continues to the present day.
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Thin accumulations of Cenozoic-aged unconsolidated alluvial sediments cover much of the Surat CMA.
These sediments typically comprise sand, silt and clay deposited along pre-existing streams and drainage
lines.
The Condamine Alluvium is one of the more significant accumulations of alluvial sediments in the region.
The thickness of alluvium ranges from less than 10 metres—in headwater areas and along the floodplain
margins—to 130 metres in the central floodplain near Dalby. The sediments in the central Condamine area
are dominated by fine-to-coarse-grained gravels and channel sands interbedded with clays. A thick clayey
sequence of sheetwash (fan) deposits overlies the floodplain deposits in the east (Huxley 1982; KCB 2010a).
The Condamine River has eroded its valley along the strike of the Walloon Coal Measures, so the coal
measures mainly form the basement over most of the alluvial area (Huxley 1982). The basement, therefore,
generally comprises siltstones, sandstones, shales, coals and, occasionally, basalts (associated with the
Great Dividing Range) on the eastern margin.
The Main Range Volcanics are comprised mostly of basalt and overlie the eroded surface of the ClarenceMoreton Basin and some older basement rocks. Most of the volcanics are extensively eroded and covered in
part with alluvium, including the Condamine Alluvium.
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Figure 3-2 Geological basins in the Surat CMA
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Figure 3-3 Major geological structures in the Surat CMA
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Figure 3-4 A geological cross-section through the Surat and Bowen basins

3.3

Developing the geological model

A geological model is a digital 3D spatial representation of the various rocks and sediments below the
ground surface. It defines the extent and thickness of each geological unit, including aquifers and aquitards,
which can then be assigned hydraulic properties in a groundwater flow model. A representative geological
model is, therefore, an important component of any groundwater flow model.
As part of reconceptualising and redeveloping the regional groundwater flow model for the Surat CMA, a
new regional geological model was developed. Significant improvements incorporated into the new
geological model include:
•

more accurate representation of surficial sediments, including the Condamine Alluvium and the Main
Range Volcanics

•

interpretation by OGIA of substantial additional primary data. The revised modelled surfaces are
based primarily on the identification of the top and bottom of each geologic formation present in
more than 4,800 bores

•

the inclusion of a number of the major geologic faults.

The extent, or domain, of the revised geological model and the primary input datasets are shown in Figure
3-5. A visualisation of the modelled geology is shown in Figure 3-6. The model includes all of the main
stratigraphic units, from the basement underlying the Bowen and Surat basins through to the surface
Cenozoic sediments, alluvium and basaltic cover. The model was developed in Petrel (version 2013.2), a
geological modelling package developed by Schlumberger.

3.3.1

Modelling the Condamine Alluvium

Within the model domain, the Cenozoic sediments of the Condamine Alluvium are the most important
surface formation. The Condamine Alluvium comprises alluvial and sheetwash (fan) sediments of the
Condamine River which have been deposited into valleys eroded into the Main Range Volcanics and the
formations of the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins (KCB 2010a).
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OGIA has revised the geological model of the Condamine as part of a study into the connectivity between
the Condamine and the underlying Walloon Coal Measures (Section 4.4.1). This revised model of the
Condamine was also incorporated into the new regional geological model. Lithological descriptions from
more than 3,500 water bores in the Condamine Alluvium area were used. The Condamine model delineates
broad units of the alluvium and the first contact with the underlying Surat Basin sediments.

3.3.2

Modelling the Main Range Volcanics

The Main Range Volcanics are deposited on the eroded surface of the Surat Basin sediments and basement
rocks (Huxley 1982). Most of the volcanics have themselves been extensively eroded and are covered in
part with alluvium, including that of the Condamine Alluvium (Exon 1976). The average thickness of the
basalt is about 70 metres; however, many drill holes have extended beyond a depth of 150 metres into
basalt without reaching underlying formations.
To define the base of the Main Range Volcanics, drillers’ logs were reviewed from about 4,200 water bores
that intersect basalt. Although the majority of these bores do not fully penetrate the basalt—only 665 fully
penetrate—they define the minimum basalt thickness at the locations of those bores. These data were used
to model the base of the Main Range Volcanics for inclusion in the regional geological model.

3.3.3

Modelling the Surat and Bowen Basin units

A lithostratigraphic approach was adopted for modelling the consolidated Surat and Bowen basin units. This
involves defining the boundaries between geological units or formations based on their lithological properties
and stratigraphic relationships, which effectively results in the strata being divided based on major changes
in the environment of deposition. For example, lithostratigraphic sub-divisions would be expected in each of
the following scenarios:
•

where mainly sandy river-deposited sediments change to fine-grained swamp or marine sediments

•

where periods of uplift and erosion cause a hiatus in deposition, such as at the contact between the
Walloon Coal Measures and the Springbok Sandstone.

The lithostratigraphic divisions of the Bowen and Surat basins are defined well in the literature. The most
comprehensive summary is provided by Green et al. (1997); they reviewed the definition of stratigraphic
units in the Surat and Bowen basins and also identified characteristic geophysical wireline log signatures for
each unit. These signatures were used by OGIA to generate about 38,000 ‘stratigraphic picks’ (interpreted
formation tops) from geophysical logs for more than 4,800 petroleum and gas wells and water bores. This
methodology was adopted on the basis of its objectivity, repeatability and ability to generate a regionally
consistent set of stratigraphic picks for input to Petrel, the software used to develop the regional geological
model.
In the new geological model, the Surat Basin has 12 stratigraphic layers, from the basal Precipice Sandstone
through to the undifferentiated Cretaceous units above the Wallumbilla Formation. The Bowen Basin has five
stratigraphic layers, which are, in ascending stratigraphic order:
•

undifferentiated lower Bowen Basin sediments

•

the Bandanna Formation

•

the Rewan Formation

•

the Clematis Formation
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•

the Moolayember Formation.

In addition to the 38,000 stratigraphic picks derived from wireline log correlation, about 10,000 control
markers were used to provide stratigraphic control in areas of the model with limited well data, and to replace
missing formation data in borehole logs and at outcrop boundaries.
Seventeen faults were incorporated into the regional geological model (Figure 3-5). Displacements along
each of these faults were calculated within the model, based on the available well markers on both sides of
the faults.
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Figure 3-5 Regional geological model domain and data
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Figure 3-6 Geological model visualisation
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4 The hydrogeology of the Surat CMA
•

New information about the water balance components of the regional groundwater flow system
and the way water moves within the system has supported the construction of the regional
groundwater flow model.

•

More than 40,000 permeability data elements from CSG wells are now available, comprising data
from laboratory tests, drill stem tests and pumping tests.

•

Water level data for more than 12,000 water bores have been extracted from the state
groundwater database.

•

The connectivity between coal formations and other formations has been investigated.

This chapter builds on the basic understanding of the region’s geology to develop an understanding of the
region’s hydrogeology. It provides an understanding of the way groundwater moves through and between
geologic formations and provides information that formed the basis for developing the regional groundwater
flow model.
A substantial amount of new information has become available since the UWIR 2012 was prepared, which
has improved our understanding of the hydrogeology of the Surat CMA.

4.1

The basic concept of groundwater flow

Groundwater in geologic formations flows from areas where the water level—or water pressure—is higher, to
areas where it is lower, in much the same way that surface water flows from areas of higher elevation to
areas of lower elevation. The difference in water levels is generally referred to as the ‘hydraulic gradient’.
However, unlike surface water, groundwater flows slowly, through pores and fractures in formations.
The flow of groundwater in confined or pressurised units, such as the Walloon Coal Measures, is controlled
by two primary hydraulic parameters of the material through which it flows: the permeability and the
storativity. Permeability is a measure of the ease with which water can flow through the material. Storativity is
a measure of the capacity of the material to store or release water in response to a pressure change. Highly
permeable materials, such as sand, let the water flow relatively easily, resulting in a gentle hydraulic gradient
in response to groundwater extraction. In contrast, lower-permeability materials such as clay, although
yielding relatively small amounts of water, result in much steeper hydraulic gradients. Geologic formations
with higher permeability are known as aquifers and formations with lower permeability are known as
aquitards.
Within a geologic formation, water typically flows more easily along bedding planes (the surfaces that
separate different layers) than vertically through them. As a result, horizontal permeability is substantially
higher than vertical permeability.
In addition to extraction from bores groundwater also flows naturally to surrounding formations, springs and
watercourses. At any given time, water pressure in a geologic formation reflects a balance—or in the case of
falling water levels, an imbalance—between the volume of water entering the system (recharge) and the
volume of water flowing out of the system (discharge).
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4.2

Groundwater systems in the Surat CMA

CSG exists in the Walloon Coal Measures of the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins, and in the Bandanna
and Cattle Creek formations of the underlying Bowen Basin. A number of regional aquifers within these
basins are used for water supplies. Overlying the basins are also extensive areas of unconsolidated younger
alluvial sediments and volcanics, which contain significant aquifers in localised areas such as the
Condamine Alluvium.

4.2.1

The Great Artesian Basin

The GAB is not a geologic basin. It is a hydrogeological basin comprising various geologic sequences of
several geologic basins. In the Surat CMA, the GAB consists of the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins.
Historically, the GAB has often been described as comprising a sequence of alternating layers of permeable
sandstone aquifers and lower-permeability siltstone and mudstone aquitards (Figure 4-1), which generally
dip in a south-westerly direction. However, information provided by detailed geophysical logging of petroleum
and gas wells in the Surat CMA and elsewhere confirms that this is a simplified description. Even those units
typically considered to be the main aquifers of the GAB contain significant proportions of siltstone and
mudstone; this is reflected in the relatively low bore yields in some parts of recognised aquifers. Similarly, the
GAB’s aquitards can contain some permeable sandstones and siltstone horizons that can yield reasonable
quantities of water.
The thickness of the sedimentary sequence is almost 2,500 metres in the centre of the Mimosa Syncline.
The thickness of individual formations typically ranges between 100 metres and 600 metres.
The main aquifers within the GAB, from the deepest to the shallowest, are the Precipice Sandstone, Hutton
Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone, Gubberamunda Sandstone, Mooga Sandstone, Bungil Formation, and
their equivalents. These aquifers are typically laterally continuous, have significant water storage, are
permeable and are extensively developed for water supply. However, in some areas, they have more of the
character of aquitards than aquifers.
The Springbok Sandstone and the Walloon Coal Measures show a particularly high degree of variability. At
many locations, the Springbok Sandstone has a very high content of mudstone and siltstone with very low
permeability. This tends to locally isolate groundwater contained in the formation. Similarly, the Walloon Coal
Measures has thin permeable coal seams and sandstones that can yield usable quantities of water,
particularly where the formation is at shallow depth, where it is more readily recharged and water is of better
quality.
Minor aquifers occur within the Boxvale Sandstone Member, and the Doncaster and Coreena members of
the Wallumbilla Formation. These aquifers are not typically high-yielding or laterally continuous, and water
quality is often poor.
The major aquitards are the Evergreen, Birkhead, Westbourne, Orallo, Wallumbilla and Griman Creek
formations, and their equivalents. The Westbourne Formation, with its thickness ranging from 100 metres to
200 metres, separates the Gubberamunda Sandstone from the underlying Springbok Sandstone. The
Evergreen Formation is a thick aquitard (averaging 300 metres) lying between the overlying Hutton
Sandstone and underlying Precipice Sandstone aquifers.
Most recharge occurs to the outcrop areas in the north, north-west, north-east and east along the Great
Dividing Range. Recharge is mainly by rainfall, which either directly infiltrates the outcrop areas, or indirectly
leaks from streams or overlying aquifers. Previous work in the area (Kellett et al. 2003) suggests that direct
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rainfall or diffuse recharge rates are low, generally less than 2.5 millimetres per year. However, recharge
rates through preferred pathway flow during high-intensity rainfall events, and localised recharge from
stream or aquifer leakage, can provide up to 30 millimetres per year. Recent work by OGIA has extended the
work of Kellett et al. (2003) to other areas, finding similar values but also a rainfall-related trend of higher
recharge towards the north and east of the basin. These recharge values were used as starting values for
developing the regional groundwater flow model.
Recharge water flows primarily along bedding planes and fractures from the recharge areas towards the
south, south-west and west. Although previous studies have noted an apparent northward flow component in
some aquifers (Hodgkinson et al. 2009), recent work carried out by OGIA—based on a much larger dataset
than has been previously available—suggests topographically driven groundwater flow towards the north
and north-east in the Hutton and Precipice Sandstone units in the area to the north of the Range. This
suggests that recharge to these units in the area close to the northern margin may not contribute significantly
to the overall GAB water balance. Groundwater moves very slowly and flow velocities in the GAB have been
estimated at 1–5 metres per year (Habermehl 1980). Figure 4-2 shows the location of the recharge areas
and the dominant flow directions.
Groundwater movement within the GAB is dominated by subhorizontal flow in the aquifers, with vertical
leakage from the aquifers through the intervening low-permeability aquitards occurring throughout the basin
at a much slower rate where pressure differences exist.
Natural discharge occurs via springs, rivers, vertical leakage and subsurface flow into adjoining areas.
Water extraction varies across the basin. Aquifers that are relatively shallow and contain good-quality water
are more heavily used. Further information on historical groundwater extraction within the Surat CMA is
provided in Chapter 5.
Water quality in most aquifers is generally fresh to brackish and suitable for stock, with salinity averaging
1,900 milligrams per litre (mg/L). However, the Walloon Coal Measures generally has higher salinity,
averaging 3,000 mg/L and ranging from about 150 mg/L to more than 18,000 mg/L. Water quality is spatially
variable due to the lateral and vertical variability in the lithology of the formation, variations in groundwater
recharge and variations in the length of time the water has resided in the formation.

4.2.2

The Bowen Basin

The Triassic age sandstone aquifers of the Clematis Group and equivalent formations of the Bowen Basin
were historically recognised as aquifers of the GAB due to their artesian pressure and potential for input into
the GAB. However, recent studies have recognised the potential fluxes between many underlying basins
and the GAB and have excluded these sandstones from the GAB (Ransley & Smerdon, 2012; Ransley et al,
2015). The potential interaction between the Clematis Group and other aquifers of the Bowen Basin and the
GAB are dealt with through the concept of basement connectivity.
The Clematis Group sandstones and equivalent formations are the main aquifers used for water supply
purposes in the Bowen Basin. The Moolayember Formation is primarily a fine-grained siltstone and
mudstone confining bed for the Clematis Sandstone, generally separating it from Surat Basin sediments
above. Although minor aquifers occur within the Moolayember Formation; these are generally poor in quality
and yield and are not laterally continuous.
Across most of the Bowen Basin, the Clematis Sandstone aquifers are separated from the Bandanna
Formation (from which CSG is produced in the Bowen Basin) by a thick sequence of fine-grained, lowpermeability siltstones and mudstones of the Rewan Group.
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Limited data is available on the groundwater conditions within the deeper Permian sediments underlying the
Bandanna Formation. However, in general, these formations are fine-grained, cemented, and have little
permeability. These deeper Permian sediments include the coal-bearing Cattle Creek Formation which has
been the target of recent CSG exploration activities.
Because sedimentation was not continuous across the Bowen Basin, the formations are not as laterally
extensive as those in the GAB. The formations have complex geology and display laterally variable hydraulic
properties. Water quality is poor, generally, with very high salinity in some places.

4.2.3

Alluvial systems

Within the Surat CMA, various river systems have associated alluvial systems. The groundwater in these
systems has been developed for irrigation, for stock and domestic use, and for town water supplies. The
most significant and highly developed system is the alluvium associated with the Condamine River—the
Condamine Alluvium.
The Condamine Alluvium is a broad term used to describe the alluvial and sheetwash deposits of the
Condamine River and its tributaries. The Condamine alluvial aquifer is comprised of gravels and fine-tocoarse-grained channel sands interbedded with clays. The proportion of clay within the sand and gravel beds
increases downstream. The aquifer is generally 30–60 metres thick, although it reaches a maximum
thickness of 130 metres in the central floodplain near Dalby. The individual channel sand and gravel aquifers
are less than 20 metres thick. Permeability is higher in the central part of the aquifer and ranges from 0.5 to
40 metres per day.
A thick, clayey sequence of sheetwash deposits overlies the productive granular alluvium in the east,
causing the aquifer to be semi-confined in nature. The sheetwash is composed of low-permeability finegrained material (Huxley 1982; KCB 2010a).
Groundwater levels within the Condamine Alluvium show almost no difference in water levels with depth.
This implies that although the system is made up of many discrete beds, they are extensively interconnected, with the result that Condamine Alluvium acts for the most part as a single aquifer system (KCB
2010a).
Recharge is primarily infiltration from the Condamine River, with some contribution directly from rainfall and
laterally from the surrounding bedrock and alluvium of the tributaries of the Condamine River. The consistent
layer of low-permeability black soil (up to 10 metres thick) over most of the Condamine Alluvium restricts
rainfall recharge.
Groundwater quality within the Condamine Alluvium is generally good; however, salinity is higher on the
alluvial margins which are more distant from the river and in the down-valley direction where permeability is
lower. In these areas, the groundwater has resided in the aquifer for longer and there is more potential for
the alluvium to interact with the basement (KCB 2010a). The salinity in the aquifer ranges from about 40
mg/L to more than 16,000 mg/L, with an average of about 1,500 mg/L.
The Condamine Alluvium is heavily used for water supply purposes. The groundwater is mainly used for
irrigation and town water supply, with minor consumption for domestic, stock watering, industry, stockintensive and commercial supplies. Bore yields range up to 60 litres a second (L/s), though most are less
than 10 L/s (DERM 2009; KCB 2010b).
Groundwater extraction from the Condamine Alluvium has caused a considerable fall in groundwater levels.
Water levels vary from less than 10 metres below ground level on the edges of the alluvium to more than 40
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metres below ground level in the main extraction area in the centre of the alluvium, to the east of Cecil
Plains. Water levels have been steadily falling since the 1960s (KCB 2010a). On average, water levels have
fallen by about six metres, but in areas further away from the Condamine River, levels have fallen by up to
26 metres.

4.2.4

Basalts

The Tertiary age Main Range Volcanics contains significant aquifers that are used for irrigation, stock and
domestic and town supplies. The aquifers occur at depths ranging from two metres to 155 metres below
ground surface, with thickness generally varying from 10 to 30 metres. Bore yields are highly variable,
ranging from 5 L/s to 50 L/s, with an average of about 20 L/s. Water quality is generally good, with salinity
averaging 900 mg/L and ranging from 50 mg/L to 4,000 mg/L. The water tends to be high-quality because
the aquifers respond quickly to recharge from direct infiltration of rainfall, particularly in the elevated areas,
and contribute recharge to connected aquifers. Tertiary basalts also occur in the north of the area overlying
the Bowen Basin sediments. In general, the aquifers in these basalts are not as high-yielding as those of the
Main Range Volcanics.
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Figure 4-2 Groundwater recharge areas and flow directions
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4.3
4.3.1

Hydrogeology of the coal sequences
The Walloon Coal Measures

The Walloon Coal Measures comprise siltstone, mudstone, fine-to-medium-grained lithic sandstone, and
coal deposited over geologic time from rivers and in lakes and swamps across the Surat and ClarenceMoreton basins (Scott et al. 2004). Within the Walloon Coal Measures, the Durabilla Formation, the Taroom
Coal Measures, the Tangalooma Sandstone and the Juandah Coal Measures have some lateral continuity.
Figure 4-3 shows the recognised stratigraphy of the Walloon Coal Measures; however, the geology is much
more complex, comprising mostly thin, discontinuous layers (Scott et al. 2004). Figure 4-4 presents a
visualisation of the Walloon Coal Measures, developed by OGIA from detailed geophysical log data for the
Talinga area. It shows the complexity of the geology.
At the basin scale, the Walloon Coal Measures is considered to be an aquitard, although in places it
functions as an aquifer. The coal seams are generally the more-permeable units and sit within a sequence of
mainly low-permeability mudstones, siltstones or fine-grained sandstones. As shown in Figure 4-4, most of
the coal seams comprise numerous thin, non-continuous stringers, or lenses (up to 45 individual coal seams
can be recognised in places) separated by bands of low-permeability sediments. The coal thickness makes
up less than 10 per cent of the total thickness of the Walloon Coal Measures.
Permeability reduces with depth in the Walloon Coal Measures, as the cleats and fractures within the coal
seams—which provide most of the permeability in the formation—close up due to the weight of the overlying
material. In general, the porosity and permeability of sandstones within the formation is limited, but some
sandstones have high porosity and permeability, particularly within the Clarence-Moreton Basin (Bradshaw
et al. 2009).
Even though the water quality is generally poor (averaging 3,000 mg/L of total dissolved salt) and bore yields
are low (0.2 L/s to 3 L/s), the Walloon Coal Measures is developed for stock and domestic, stock-intensive,
industrial and urban purposes, where aquifers can be accessed at shallow depths near the outcrop areas
(DNRM 2005). Groundwater is encountered from 20 metres below the ground, with most supplies being
deeper than 30 metres (Huxley 1982). Groundwater generally flows from higher elevations in the north and
east toward the west and south-west.
The coal seams within the Walloon Coal Measures do not continue across to the western margin of the
basin. The Walloon Coal Measures grades into the siltstones and sandstones of the Birkhead Formation.
The Birkhead Formation acts primarily as a confining bed in the Surat Basin, supplying only small amounts
of poor-quality water mainly associated with fine-grained sandstones; although in the far west, outside the
Surat CMA, the formation characteristics are more similar to an aquifer than a confining bed.
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Figure 4-4 Walloon Coal Measures visualisation showing the complexity of the geology

4.3.2

The Bandanna Formation

The Bandanna Formation comprises interbedded coal, mudstone, siltstone and minor clayey sandstone. The
thickness of the Bandanna Formation varies from 70 metres to 250 metres. The formation outcrops on the
northern boundary of the Surat CMA. The outcrop area constitutes the primary recharge zone for the
formation.
The coal seams of the Bandanna Formation are the only sediments with any appreciable permeability within
mainly low-permeability sandstones and siltstones. Groundwater flow within the Bandanna Formation is
dependent on the permeability of individual coal seams and their vertical and lateral interconnection. Ten
individual coal seams can be identified; they tend to be slightly thicker (typically less than two metres) and
therefore more continuous than the coal seams in the Walloon Coal Measures. Coal seams typically
comprise less than 15 per cent of the total thickness of the Bandanna Formation.
The permeability of the coals of the Bandanna Formation within the deepest areas of the Bowen Basin, in
the Taroom Trough, is likely to be so low that there is very limited groundwater flow.
Very little groundwater is being extracted for agricultural or other purposes from this formation. Water quality
is variable, with salinity ranging from about 200 mg/L to 9,000 mg/L.

4.3.3

The Cattle Creek Formation

Recent CSG exploration in the Bowen Basin has identified potential economic gas reserves within the coals
of the Cattle Creek Formation. Development of this formation is planned as part of the Fairview gas field
(Appendix A). In this area, the formation is present at depths of up to 1,800 metres below ground surface
and about 500 metres below the base of the Bandanna Formation
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4.4

Connectivity

In terms of groundwater movement, the connectivity between two geologic formations is the ease of, or
resistance to, groundwater flow between the formations. Where no discernible material separates the
formations, the connectivity depends on the weighted average of the vertical permeability of the two
formations. Where material separates the two formations, the connectivity depends on the thickness and
vertical permeability of the intervening material. As an example, weathered clay and silt provides more
resistance to flow than a gravel bed. Similarly, a thick layer of silt provides more resistance to flow than a thin
layer of the same material.
All geologic materials are permeable to some extent. Therefore, all adjacent geologic formations are
connected to each other to some extent. It is the degree of connectivity that varies.
A good hydraulic connection is not in itself sufficient to induce groundwater to flow between two formations.
A hydraulic gradient must also exist, which is a relative difference in water pressure between the formations.
While there will be no flow between well connected formations if there is no hydraulic gradient between
them, there will be some flow between even poorly connected formations if there is a large hydraulic gradient
between them.

4.4.1

The Walloon Coal Measures and the Condamine Alluvium

The Condamine Alluvium is an important groundwater resource that overlies the Walloon Coal Measures.
Since 2012, OGIA has led research into the connectivity between the two formations using the following lines
of investigation:
•

reinterpreting and modelling the geology of the area to map the interface between the formations

•

surveying and mapping groundwater levels in the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal
Measures to establish historical and current differences in groundwater levels between the
formations

•

assessing the chemistry of the groundwater to identify hydrochemical indicators of any past mixing of
groundwater between the formations

•

conducting aquifer pumping tests and associated drilling at selected sites to establish the physical
characteristics of the contact zone between the two formations and to measure vertical hydraulic
conductivity.

Details of the research activities and outcomes are reported separately (OGIA 2016a) and are summarised
in this section.
The Walloon Coal Measures is the basement unit beneath most of the central area of the Condamine
Alluvium. The alluvium is incised into the Walloon Coal Measures by up to 120 metres (Figure 4-5). Across
much of the area, the contact between the formations is dominated by an undifferentiated clay, comprising
basal alluvial clays of the Condamine Alluvium and/or the weathered upper part of the Walloon Coal
Measures. The two are often indistinguishable from each other but have similar hydraulic properties. This
clay-rich horizon is termed the transition zone. The extent and thickness of the transition zone was mapped
through the review of about 3,500 private water bores and geological modelling of the overlying and
underlying formations. Although the transition zone is not present over all of the Condamine area (Figure
4-6), the transition zone—together with the upper mudstones and siltstones of the Walloon Coal Measures
above the level of potential for commercial CSG resources—provides a resistance to vertical flow.
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Groundwater level data for the area provides further insight into the connectivity between the formations.
Water extraction for irrigation has lowered the groundwater level in the more developed parts of the
Condamine Alluvium by up to 26 metres over the past 60 years, significantly altering the flow pattern in the
formation. Groundwater levels in the Walloon Coal Measures have not materially changed, resulting in a
difference of 5–20 metres between the formations across much of the central part of the Condamine
Alluvium (Figure 4-7). This difference in groundwater levels suggests that there is a significant impediment to
flow between the two formations.
An assessment of the hydrochemistry data supports this conclusion. The study of about 3,000 groundwater
chemical analyses found that the underlying hydrochemical signatures in the two formations are different and
are more likely to be the result of chemical evolution of water within the formations rather than the movement
of water between the formations, even in areas where significant groundwater level differences have existed
for a long time.
Aquifer pumping tests were run and observation bores were installed in collaboration with industry and
landholders to establish the physical characteristics of the transition zone and to measure the effective
vertical hydraulic conductivity at two representative locations. Continuous core samples were collected to
observe geological material during drilling, together with geophysical logging of drill holes and lab testing of
the core material. The pump tests involved pumping large volumes of groundwater from the Condamine
Alluvium and measuring changes to pressure at a range of depths within the Condamine Alluvium and the
Walloon Coal Measures. Numerical analysis of the data provided estimates of vertical hydraulic
conductivities of about 10-6 metres/day, which is typical of a highly effective aquitard.
In summary, detailed mapping shows that low-permeability material exists between the Condamine Alluvium
and the parts of the Walloon Coal Measures that could contain commercially viable CSG. Aquifer pumping
tests provided estimates of vertical hydraulic conductivities for the material and these estimates are
consistent with a highly effective aquitard. Groundwater level data and hydrochemistry data show that, even
though groundwater differences between the formations have existed for a long period, there is no evidence
of significant movement of water between the formations. All of this suggests that the level of hydraulic
connectivity between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures is low.

4.4.2

The Walloon Coal Measures and the aquifers of the GAB

As noted in Section 4.3.1, the coal seams within the Walloon Coal Measures are separated by lowerpermeability mudstone, siltstone and fine-grained sandstone. For the most part, low-permeability siltstones
and mudstones are found at the top of the formation, above the uppermost productive coal seams, and also
at the bottom of the formation, below the lowermost productive coal seams. These relatively low-permeability
layers act as aquitards, generally separating the productive coal seams from the Springbok Sandstone
aquifer above and the Hutton and Marburg Sandstone aquifers below, except in areas where the upper
aquitard has been eroded away.
The thickness of the aquitard layer between the upper productive coal seams of the Walloon Coal Measures
and the Springbok Sandstone is typically about 15 metres, although in some places it is absent, and it
generally has low permeability. Figure 4-8 shows the thickness distribution of this layer.
The Springbok Sandstone is highly variable in nature. At some locations it is an important aquifer but in other
places it is highly compacted and has very low permeability. The formation was deposited on the eroded
surface of the Walloon Coal Measures. In parts of the north-eastern Surat Basin, the upper aquitard of the
Walloon Coal Measures was completely eroded before the deposition of the Springbok Sandstone, and the
formation is in contact with the productive coal seams (Scott et al. 2007). A higher degree of interconnectivity
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is expected in these areas. However, while there are some similarities between the hydrochemistry of water
samples taken from the two formations, there are distinct differences in the concentrations of calcium,
magnesium and sulphate, suggesting limited interconnectivity (OGIA 2016b). At this early stage of CSG
development, the available monitoring data shows little or no evidence of CSG-related pressure impacts in
the Springbok Sandstone and, therefore, also suggests limited connectivity (Section 6.3.2).
The aquitard layer of the Walloon Coal Measures separating the lowermost productive coal seams (typically
the Taroom Coal Measures) from the underlying Hutton Sandstone is about 45 metres thick, on average
(Figure 4-8). This lower aquitard, often referred to as the Durabilla or Eurombah Formation, is mainly
siltstone, mudstone and fine-to-medium-grained poorly sorted sandstones with almost no coal and,
consequently, little permeability. The Durabilla Formation is present at thicknesses in excess of 30 metres
throughout the proposed area of CSG development; connectivity between the Walloon Coal Measures and
the underlying GAB units, including the Hutton Sandstone, is therefore considered to be low. This is reflected
in the hydrochemistry data which suggests that groundwater quality in the Walloon Coal Measures is
distinctly different from that encountered in the underlying Hutton Sandstone. This difference in
hydrochemistry becomes more pronounced with distance from the recharge areas and with increasing
confinement. Therefore, in areas of CSG production, these formations show significant hydrochemical
differences (OGIA 2016b). Connectivity between the formations is expected to be low (Section 6.3.3).

4.4.3

Permian coal measures and surrounding aquifers

The Bandanna Formation is the main productive CSG formation within the Bowen Basin. It is laterally
isolated from its equivalent to the north, the Rangal Coal Measures, by erosion. It is isolated from its
equivalent to the east, the Baralaba Coal Measures, by significant faulting. Therefore, depressurisation of the
Bandanna Formation is unlikely to affect aquifers to the north around Clermont and to the east around
Biloela.
The deeper Permian formations underlying the Bandanna Formation have extremely low permeability.
Therefore, it is unlikely that depressurisation of the Bandanna Formation will affect the underlying formations.
The Bandanna Formation is generally isolated from the overlying major aquifers by the thick, very lowpermeability mudstones of the Rewan Group. Therefore, for the most part, depressurisation of the Bandanna
Formation will not affect overlying aquifers. However, there is a narrow, north-south trending zone lying to
the east of Injune, close to the existing CSG production fields of Fairview and Spring Gully (Figure 4-9). In
this zone, the geological strata to the east of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault were uplifted and subsequently
eroded away before deposition of the Precipice Sandstone, bringing the Precipice Sandstone into direct
contact with the Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations in this area. This leads to a potentially higher degree
of interaction between both of these coal-bearing strata and the Precipice Sandstone in this area. Recent
geological mapping and modelling work carried out by OGIA suggests that the contact zone between the
Bandanna Formation and the Precipice Sandstone in this location is somewhat narrower than previously
mapped in UWIR 2012.
The presence of coal within the Bandanna Formation is variable. The more permeable and productive coalbearing horizons are located in the more easterly part of the contact area with the Precipice Sandstone.
Within this area, there is relatively high potential for groundwater flow between the productive coal measures
of the Bowen Basin and the Precipice Sandstone.
The Precipice Sandstone is separated from the next major aquifer above it, the Hutton Sandstone, by the
Evergreen Formation, which is a thick formation of very low permeability. The Evergreen Formation is known
to be an effective seal because it forms a cap, trapping gas for conventional petroleum and gas production. It
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is unlikely that any pressure reduction in the Precipice Sandstone resulting from depressurisation of the
Bandanna Formation will affect the Hutton Sandstone.
Some of the earliest CSG fields have been developed in the Bandanna Formation. Fairview was developed
in 1996 and Spring Gully in 2005. Monitoring data around the developed area supports the above
understanding about connectivity. Water pressures have fallen in the Bandanna Formation by more than 200
metres due to depressurisation for CSG production, with no discernible effect on water levels within the
Precipice Sandstone to date (Section 6.3.5).

Figure 4-5 Schematic of the regional hydrogeological setting around the Condamine Alluvium
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Figure 4-6 Thickness of the undifferentiated clay (transition zone) between the Condamine Alluvium
and the Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure 4-7 Differences in pressure (metres) between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal
Measures
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Figure 4-8 Thickness of the upper and lower aquitards in the Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure 4-9 The Precipice Sandstone and Bowen Basin coal measures contact zone
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4.5

The influence of geological structures

The sedimentary rocks in the Surat Basin were deformed after being deposited, resulting in a variety of
geological structures related to systems of faults, fractures and folds. From a regional groundwater impact
assessment point of view, faults are of significance because they can bring coal reservoirs into direct contact
with GAB aquifers in some areas. For instance, as discussed previously (Section 4.4.3) and shown in Figure
4-9, geological strata to the east of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault have been uplifted and eroded, bringing the
Precipice Sandstone into direct contact with the Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations in this area. This
leads to a potentially higher degree of interaction between both of these coal-bearing strata and the
Precipice Sandstone in this area.
The Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault is one of 37 regional-scale fault systems within the Surat CMA, the locations of
which are shown in Figure 3-3. Displacements associated with these fault systems in the Bowen Basin strata
can be in excess of 1,000 metres. Since they typically extend for hundreds of kilometres, they are relatively
easy to trace across multiple seismic survey lines and, therefore, have been mapped. However, these
displacements do not typically extend up into the overlying Surat Basin formations. For 17 of these regional
fault systems, there is sufficient data for them to be modelled as individual features in both the revised
geological model (Section 3.3) and the associated groundwater flow model (Section 7.2). The potential
impacts of the remaining 20 fault systems, for which there is less information, will continue to be assessed
using uncertainty analysis techniques.
The most common structures present within the Surat Basin are steeply dipping (60–80 degrees) normal
faults. These faults are relatively minor features that cannot easily be correlated across seismic survey lines,
which are typically about two kilometres apart and, therefore, cannot easily be mapped other than in areas
where 3D seismic surveys have been carried out. Estimated throws on normal faults identified in the eastern
Surat Basin range from less than 10 metres to about 90 metres, with 77 per cent of the faults having throws
of less than 20 metres (Sliwa 2013). There appears to be little or no spatial relationship between the location
of the major fault systems in the underlying Bowen Basin and those of the normal fault populations, although
there is an apparent tendency for the larger normal faults to occur towards the margins of the Surat Basin
where the basin sediments directly overlie basement bedrock (Sliwa 2013). Since the location of these faults
is not well defined, they are not explicitly modelled in either the revised geological model or the regional
groundwater flow model. Their potential influence on groundwater flow will continue to be assessed using
uncertainty analysis techniques.
From a hydrogeological perspective, faults may act as either barriers or conduits to groundwater flow and,
since fault hydraulic properties are typically highly variable, individual faults may switch from barriers to
conduits over relatively short distances. Furthermore, faults can have relatively low permeability in the
horizontal direction, thereby restricting flow within units, but can also have relatively high permeability in the
vertical direction, thereby supporting flow between units.
Over time, processes such as mineralisation and precipitation tend to effectively seal fractures created at the
time of faulting. In areas that are tectonically relatively stable, such as the Surat CMA, fault permeability
decreases over time, unless the fault is reactivated by an earthquake or other tectonic event. Flow across
fault planes can also be restricted by processes such as clay smearing (Yielding et al. 1997).
Fault properties, therefore, tend to be spatially highly variable but they also vary with time and it is generally
not possible to predict the hydrogeological behaviour of individual faults without detailed field investigations,
which would typically comprise targeted drilling, geophysical survey and hydrogeological monitoring. OGIA
has undertaken one such investigation of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault in the vicinity of the Lucky Last spring
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complex (Section 9.2.2), which has significantly improved our understanding of the likely hydrogeological
behaviour of this particular fault at this location. However, it is not practicable to repeat this type of
investigation for all faults within the Surat CMA. Representing faults, therefore, is a significant challenge to
any regional-scale modelling study. Nevertheless, from the information available it is possible to make some
general statements about the likely hydrogeological behaviour of faults within the area. This information has
been used to inform parameterisation of faults in the regional groundwater flow model (Section 7.2).
In general, most of the faults in the Surat CMA are likely to restrict flow, especially in the horizontal direction,
thereby generally reducing the propagation of CSG impacts laterally, compared to un-faulted areas. The coal
seams within the major CSG reservoirs in the area are generally relatively thin and comprise only a small
proportion of the overall thickness of these units (typically less than 10 per cent). Any displacement of these
seams will, therefore, tend to introduce a barrier to groundwater flow since there is a high probability that a
permeable coal seam will be juxtaposed with a less-permeable siltstone, claystone or mudstone on the other
side of the fault. Even in situations where the coal seams are juxtaposed against other permeable sandstone
or coal units, the generally high clay content of most of the other strata means that the potential for clay
smearing across the fault plane is likely to be significant at most locations within the CMA. There are
numerous examples of the importance of clay content in affecting the hydrogeological behaviour of faults
within petroleum and gas fields. For instance, experience from operation of the Hibernia field in
Newfoundland, Canada, suggests that even relatively minor clay content of less than 15 per cent in faulted
rocks was enough to reduce the fault permeability by about five orders of magnitude compared to the hostrock permeability (Cerveny et al. 2004). Anecdotal information provided by the CSG companies operating in
the Surat CMA suggests that about 90 per cent of faults identified within the Walloon Coal Measures behave
as barriers to flow. This is considered to be consistent with experience of mining these same coals, which
also suggests that the coal units in the Bowen and Surat basins are typically highly compartmentalised.
Due to a range of site-specific factors, including the elapsed time since the faulting event occurred and the
presence or absence of clay within the host rock, it is nevertheless possible that individual faults act as
conduits to flow in both horizontal and vertical directions. Where this occurs, it is possible that the presence
of faults could propagate CSG impacts laterally within the coal reservoirs and/or vertically into adjacent
aquifers such as the Springbok and Hutton sandstones, compared to un-faulted areas. As a result, the
potential influence of faulting on groundwater flow will continue to be assessed using uncertainty analysis
techniques (Section 11.5.2).

4.6

Abandoned or poorly constructed bores

There are about 22,500 water supply bores in the Surat CMA. In recent decades, construction standards
have required that bores be constructed in such a way that they access only one aquifer, and that bores be
properly abandoned when they are no longer in service. However, some older bores may be open to more
than one formation.
About 1,700 conventional petroleum and gas bores have been drilled in the CMA. In recent decades these
bores have been required to be properly abandoned when they are no longer in service, or converted for use
as water supply bores. However, older abandoned wells may be allowing water to flow between formations.
A similar situation applies to bores drilled for coal exploration or coal mine development. In recent decades,
coal exploration bores have been properly abandoned but in earlier decades abandonment practices were
poor. In the Surat CMA, coal bores are rarely drilled to a depth of more than 200 metres and, therefore, are
located in or near the outcrop areas of the Walloon Coal Measures on the margin of the basin. Coal bores in
the outcrop areas have no effect on groundwater connectivity. Coal bores near the outcrop areas could
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increase connectivity locally; however, these bores are likely to be uncased and to have collapsed over time,
thereby reducing the potential for cross-formational flow.
Given that the majority of the 6,500 CSG wells installed in the CMA are of relatively recent construction, the
risks associated with these bores are considered to be relatively low. However, since formations other than
target coal formations can contain minor coal seams, some CSG may have been screened into those
formations and contribute to cross-formational flow.
Overall, although there may be local effects resulting from poor construction or abandonment of bores and
wells, these effects are unlikely to be significant at a regional scale. Nevertheless, the potential effects of
abandoned or poorly constructed water supply, conventional petroleum and gas and CSG wells will be
assessed using uncertainty analysis techniques (Section 11.5.2).

4.7

Understanding how springs function

Since the preparation of UWIR 2012, monitoring and research at springs has provided a significant body of
new knowledge that has improved our understanding of how springs function and about their source
aquifers. This in turn has allowed a better assessment of the risk associated with CSG water extraction in the
Surat CMA, and to update the spring monitoring strategy as set out in Chapter 9. Monitoring and research
activities in the CMA have focused on springs located in areas where impacts on groundwater pressures
were predicted in the UWIR 2012, and on springs known to host a listed species or a listed ecological
community under the EPBC Act.
The following monitoring and research activities have been completed:
•

Tenure holders monitored spring vents and watercourse springs in accordance with the UWIR 2012
and Australian Government CSG project approval conditions under the EPBC Act.

•

Tenure holders evaluated and assessed options for preventing or mitigating impacts at spring sites
identified in the UWIR 2012.

•

OGIA and tenure holders conducted field investigations, including surface geological mapping,
ground geophysics, and installing investigation bores and piezometers at higher risk sites.

The new data generated through these activities has led to an improved understanding of groundwater flow,
at both regional and local scales, for 17 representative spring complexes. The activities carried out and the
results are set out in a detailed report (OGIA, 2016c) and are summarised in this section. The following
general conclusions were reached:
•

Groundwater flow along subsurface geological structures or at the contact between geological units
is the dominant control on groundwater flow to spring wetlands.

•

Erosion and dissection of the landscape by surface water flows are the main surface processes that
control where groundwater naturally discharges in the landscape (Figure 4-10).

•

Many spring wetlands receive groundwater inflows from both regional and local groundwater
systems. The regional aquifers providing flow to the spring wetlands are the Precipice Sandstone,
the Boxvale Sandstone Member of the Evergreen Formation, the Hutton Sandstone, the
Gubberamunda Sandstone and the Clematis Sandstone. However, at many wetlands, local
groundwater is a significant contributor. For a number of wetlands, previous source aquifer
attributions have been revised.
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•

The geometry (shape) of the spring wetlands is controlled by the presence or absence of a low
permeability regolith and the local topography. The extent of the regolith and the thickness of the
organic, clay-rich wetland soils significantly influence wetland flora. Surface-water flows significantly
influence the geometry and flora assemblages in springs located within watercourses.

•

Seasonal changes in evapotranspiration appear to have a significant influence on the extent of the
wetlands. Seasonal changes to wetland area and discharge are superimposed onto subtler longerterm changes driven by land use, climate and changes in groundwater pressures.

4.7.1

How springs occur in the Surat CMA

There are three basic hydrogeological mechanisms by which springs occur in the Surat CMA. The
mechanisms are described below and shown in Figure 4-10.
a) Change in permeability: A spring can form where there is a change in the hydraulic properties of
the geology within the landscape. This type of spring is often referred to as a ‘contact spring’. Where
a higher-permeability layer overlies a lower-permeability layer, water is restricted from flowing across
the boundary. As a result, the water tends to flow laterally and may reach the surface as a spring.
This can occur where there is change in permeability within a geologic formation or at the boundary
of a geologic formation.
b) Presence of a geological structure: A geological structure, such as a fault, can provide a path to
the surface along which water can flow. If an underlying aquifer is confined by material with low
permeability, and the water pressure in the aquifer is high enough, water can flow to the surface to
form a spring.
c) Erosion of the surface geology: Erosion and dissection of the landscape by surface water flows
can provide opportunities for groundwater to reach the surface. This can occur where an outcropping
aquifer is eroded, creating a depression that is deep enough to reach the water table. This situation
is generally associated with creeks and streams. In other areas, a confining unit may be dissected,
resulting in a reduction in the thickness of the confining unit, and providing an opportunity for
groundwater to flow to the surface.
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Figure 4-10 Hydrogeological mechanisms for groundwater discharge

4.7.2

Spring wetland typology

A wetland typology was developed to support the preparation of the spring impact management strategy for
the Surat CMA, as set out in Chapter 9. The wetland types are based on how and where the wetland occurs
within the landscape. The landscape setting and the main hydrological processes for each wetland type are
shown in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11 Wetland types in the Surat CMA
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The wetland attributes incorporated into the typology are landscape setting, geomorphology, groundwater
flow system, regolith, water regime and floristic assemblages, as described in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Wetland types
Wetland

Description

type
Type 1

Permanent fresh-to-brackish wetlands located outside drainage lines with well-developed peat wetland
soils and dense vegetation cover. These wetlands are mainly fed by regional groundwater systems with
some local groundwater system contributions.
There are two subtypes:
•

Type 1a is located on the floodplain or within a palustrine landscape setting.

•

Type 1b is located at the interface between the floodplain and riverine environments and is
influenced by surface-water flows. This wetland type is associated with artesian conditions and
hydraulic mechanisms (Figure 4-10b or Figure 4-10c).

Type 2

Semi-permanent brackish wetlands located outside drainage lines with minor wetland soils and minor
vegetation cover. These wetlands are mainly fed by regional groundwater systems and are associated
with hydraulic mechanism (Figure 4-10c).

Type 3

Permanent to semi-permanent riverine wetlands, with minor wetland soil development and moderate
vegetation cover. These wetlands are mainly fed by local and regional groundwater systems with
significant influence of surface-water flows. These wetlands are associated with hydraulic mechanism
(Figure 4-10c).

Type 4

Semi-permanent fresh riverine to palustrine wetlands, with minor wetland soil development and moderate
vegetation cover. These wetlands are mainly fed by local groundwater systems.
There are two subtypes:
•

Type 4a is located within a riverine environment with deep, sandy alluvial deposits (non-GAB).

•

Type 4b is located within a riverine-to-palustrine environment with shallow or no consolidated
material. These wetlands can form in areas of significant topography in the northern Surat Basin.
These wetlands are associated with hydraulic mechanism (Figure 4-10a).

Each spring wetland in the Surat CMA has been assigned a wetland type and these are listed in Appendix H1. The typology has been used to specify monitoring approaches and for assessing risk to springs from a
change in the groundwater regime caused by P&G water extraction (Section 9.4).
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5 Current groundwater extraction
•

The rate of CSG water extraction in the Surat CMA has increased from 18,000 megalitres per year
in 2012 to about 65,000 megalitres per year.

•

The 22,500 water bores in the Surat CMA are extracting about 203,000 megalitres per year for
non-CSG purposes.

•

Recorded details of the water bores and the new geological model have been used to check
which aquifers the water bores are accessing.

•

New methods have improved the estimation of the volume used for stock watering, which is a
major component of the water balance.

Groundwater is used extensively in the Surat region. Grazing is the biggest use of groundwater from the
GAB aquifers, while irrigation for agriculture is the biggest use of groundwater from shallow aquifer systems
such as the Condamine Alluvium. Groundwater extraction associated with P&G development has increased
with the expansion of the CSG industry.
This chapter summarises current estimated water use related to P&G and non-P&G activities to show the
relative significance of the two water-use sectors and to inform construction and calibration of the regional
groundwater flow model.

5.1

Non-petroleum and gas groundwater extraction

Non-P&G uses of groundwater in the Surat region are agriculture, industrial use, town water supply, and
stock and domestic (S&D) use. Under the Water Act, an authorisation is required for extraction of
groundwater, other than for P&G activities. The type of authorisation varies depending upon the aquifer
system and the risk to the resource. The following types of authorisation exist in the Surat CMA:
•

For GAB aquifers, a water licence is required for taking groundwater for all non-P&G activities,
including S&D use in most areas. Water licences for uses other than S&D have annual volumetric
limits as a condition of the licences.

•

For the Condamine Alluvium and Main Range Volcanics, a water licence with a volumetric limit is
required for taking groundwater for all uses other than S&D. A statutory authorisation exists for S&D
use and a water licence is not required.

•

Other groundwater systems in the area are not heavily used. A statutory authorisation exists for
taking groundwater from these systems.

DNRM administers the licensing provisions of the Water Act. Information about water licences, authorised
volumetric limits and uses is recorded in DNRM’s Water Management System, and information about the
bores that take water is recorded in DNRM’s Groundwater Database (GWDB). The GWDB may not contain
records of all water bores that take water under a statutory authorisation. Many bores with volumetric limits
are metered, but S&D bores are not metered.
The spatial distribution of the water bores in the Surat CMA is shown in Figure 5-1. The historical growth in
water bore construction is shown in Figure 5-2.
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Table 5-1 is a summary of all non-P&G water bores and the estimated current water extraction per aquifer.
The estimated extraction for volumetric entitlement bores is the maximum currently authorised under the
respective water licence; actual water use may be less than this.
Since preparing the UWIR 2012, OGIA has refined the method used to estimate water extraction from S&D
bores (OGIA 2016b). The new method takes into account the property size, the livestock-carrying capacity
and the availability of other water supplies to estimate the groundwater demand. The method also
differentiates between rural and urban or peri-urban properties. Because S&D use is a major component of
many water resource assessments, OGIA will continue to promote to water resource managers the use and
further development of the new method to estimate S&D water use.
The method by which bores are attributed to aquifers has also been improved since the UWIR 2012 was
prepared and is now based on the new regional geological model (Section 3.3). In most cases, the attribution
was clear. However, in cases where bore construction information was limited, aquifer attribution was made
on the basis of the information available.
These changes—to the method of estimating the volume of water extracted from S&D bores and to the
attribution of bores to aquifers—are reflected in some significant changes to Table 5-1, compared to the
equivalent table in the UWIR 2012. In particular, the volume of extraction from S&D bores has decreased
substantially.
Also, a significant number of bores previously thought to be extracting water from GAB formations are now
assessed to be accessing water from shallow alluvial and Upper Cretaceous formations. Some bores have
now been attributed to low permeability layers that are more generally considered to be aquitards, such as
the Durabilla Formation, although these bores tend to be restricted to outcrop areas.
In the Condamine Alluvium, the total number of bores has reduced slightly, but the estimated total volume of
water extraction has risen since 2012. This reflects some aquifer reassignment by OGIA and the granting of
new entitlements in areas away from the central Condamine Alluvium.
As summarised in Table 5-1, there are about 22,500 water bores within the CMA. Less than seven per cent
of these are artesian. Total water extraction is about 203,000 ML/year, of which about 53,000 ML/year is
from the GAB formations and 150,000 ML/year is from other aquifers. Most of the non-GAB extraction is from
shallow alluvial strata, including the Condamine Alluvium and the Main Range Volcanics.
The water use types listed in Table 5-1 are defined as follows:
•

Agriculture includes irrigation, aquaculture, dairy farming and intensive stock watering. It excludes
non-intensive stock and domestic use.

•

Industrial includes industrial, commercial and mining use.

•

S&D includes rural stock and domestic use, and urban/peri-urban domestic use.

•

Town water supply includes supplies for schools and similar institutions; reticulated domestic
supply systems operated by groups of individuals; and some commercial and industrial use where
the water is delivered through town water reticulation systems.
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Table 5-1 Non-petroleum and gas groundwater extraction in the Surat CMA
Formation

Number of bores
Non-S&D

Estimated groundwater extraction (ML/year)

S&D

Total

1,144
322
1,293
11
7
2,777

2,709
1,201
5,924
165
210
10,209

3,853
1,523
7,217
176
217
12,986

64,251
16,130
39,200
706
120
120,407

1,476
555
2,659
4
4,694

4,227
1,311
4,459
11
10,008

2,070
1,447
4,726
378
663
9,284

72,024
19,443
51,044
1,099
783
144,393

Sub-total

3
3
8
31
62
32
253
5
342
45
29
813

90
232
543
620
499
229
233
1,394
276
2,303
559
293
151
7,422

93
235
551
651
561
229
265
1,647
281
2,645
604
322
151
8,235

518
20
103
359
1,777
2,393
8,995
101
8,810
1,483
1,970
26,529

2
810
742
370
777
1,874
2,092
6,667

68
75
177
585
199
425
21
2,141
218
1,704
5,613

221
671
1,259
1,209
1,450
376
1,003
1,628
443
3,255
1,287
672
352
13,826

739
759
1,437
1,747
4,622
376
4,337
11,418
565
14,983
4,862
6,438
352
52,635

Sub-total

7
10
27
12
56

145
111
93
716
88
1,153

152
111
103
743
100
1,209

437
1,541
231
2,209

59
67
37
163

326
406
144
876

981
309
167
1,229
130
2,816

1,307
309
1,069
2,981
398
6,064

Total

3,646

18,784

22,430

149,145

11,524

16,497

25,926

203,092

Non-GAB upper formations
Condamine Alluvium
Other alluvium
Main Range Volcanics & Tertiary Volcanics
Other Cenozoic age units
Upper Cretaceous formations
Sub-total
GAB formations
Wallumbilla Formation
Bungil Formation
Mooga Sandstone
Orallo Formation
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Walloon Coal Measures
Durabilla Formation
Hutton and Marburg Sandstones
Evergreen Formation
Precipice and Helidon Sandstones
Moolayember Formation
Non-GAB lower formations
Clematis Sandstone
Rewan Group
Bandanna Formation
Bowen Permian
Basement Rocks

Agriculture

Industrial

Town water supply

Total
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S&D

(ML/year)

Figure 5-1 Distribution of non-petroleum and gas water bores in the Surat CMA
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Figure 5-2 Historical groundwater extraction (ML/year) from non-petroleum and gas water bores

5.2

Petroleum and gas groundwater extraction

Petroleum tenure holders have a right to take groundwater under the P&G Acts, as described in Chapter 2.
There are two types of petroleum and gas production:
•

conventional oil and gas production from mainly sandstone formations

•

CSG production from coal formations.

The two types of activities are discussed separately in this section as they have very different water
extraction characteristics.

5.2.1

Conventional petroleum and gas groundwater extraction

Conventional petroleum and gas production is operating in the Bowen and Surat basins. Historically, the
most significant extraction has been from the Triassic age Showgrounds Sandstone of the Bowen Basin and
the Jurassic age Precipice Sandstone and Evergreen Formation of the Surat Basin.
Only about 20 conventional petroleum and gas production wells remain in operation across the Tinker,
Taylor and Waggamba fields operated by AGL, and the Moonie field operated by Santos (Figure 2-5). There
is also minor production from the three wells at the Pleasant Hills field operated by Santos, although this field
is now mainly used for storing CSG. As shown in Figure 5-3, the volume of water extracted by conventional
operations has decreased from about 1,800 ML/year at the time of the UWIR 2012 to only 1,000 ML/year in
late 2014. Most of the water is extracted from the Precipice Sandstone at Moonie.

5.2.2

Coal seam gas groundwater extraction

CSG production relies on large-scale depressurisation of coal seams, as described in Chapter 2. This
process involves extracting large amounts of water in comparison to conventional operations. While
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conventional petroleum and gas production has reached a mature stage of development, the CSG industry is
at a relatively early stage and water extraction will increase. Current and planned CSG production areas are
shown in Figure 2-5.
At the time the UWIR 2012 was prepared, CSG extraction from the southern Bowen Basin was from four
major gas fields known as Fairview, Peat, Scotia and Spring Gully. Since that time, other than some
additional wells in the Fairview and Spring Gully fields, there has been little to no expansion in the southern
Bowen Basin. Figure 5-3 shows that extraction from the southern Bowen Basin has been steady at a rate of
about 5,000 ML/year.
CSG expansion has continued in the Surat Basin. Since the UWIR 2012 was prepared, more gas fields have
been brought into production—Origin’s Combabula and Condabri fields and QGC’s Cam, Ross, Woleebee
Creek, Glendower, Harry, Isabella and David fields. The result is a recent significant increase in the rate of
water extraction, from about 12,000 ML/year in July 2013 to 59,000 ML/year in July 2015 (Figure 5-3).
As of July 2015, the total combined rate of water extraction from all P&G activities in the Surat CMA was
about 65,000 megalitres per year.
70,000

P&G water extraction (ML/yr)

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

Coal Seam Gas (Surat Basin)

10,000

Coal Seam Gas (Bowen Basin)

0

Conventional Petroleum and Gas (Surat)

Figure 5-3 Historical water extraction (ML/year) from petroleum and gas wells
Tenure holders treat the extracted water to a high standard and then use it or supply it directly to water users
for beneficial purposes such as irrigation. One beneficial use is the injection of treated water into aquifers to
improve the overall condition of the groundwater resource that supports water supply bores in the area.
There are technical difficulties to overcome in order to safely inject the water. However, Origin Energy has
recently established injection facilities at the Spring Gully and Reedy Creek gas fields, where it is injecting 27
ML/day (equivalent to about 9,900 ML/year) into the Precipice Sandstone. Injection is done in accordance
with strict environmental conditions established under an environmental authority issued by the Department
of Environment and Heritage Protection. Understanding gained from monitoring the aquifer response to
injection in this area will be incorporated into the regional groundwater flow model.
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6 Trends in groundwater pressure
•

Water pressures are falling in the coal formations in areas of CSG development.

•

Water pressures in aquifers above and below the coal formations continue to follow background
trends with no clear impact from CSG water extraction at this early stage of industry development.

This chapter provides an overview of trends in water pressure over time in the GAB aquifers. In an
undisturbed groundwater system, water pressure represents a balance between recharge and discharge
attained over long time scales. Therefore, all other factors being equal, if average rainfall was to occur every
month there would be little or no variation in pressure. However, during extended periods of above or belowaverage rainfall, the pressure rises or falls accordingly. Water pressure can also rise or fall in response to
groundwater extraction, whether for water supply purposes or for CSG depressurisation purposes.
For the aquifers in the Surat CMA, there are background trends that are independent of any impacts from
CSG water extraction. These trends may reflect seasonal or longer-term variations in recharge or in water
extraction for agriculture or other non-CSG purposes. To estimate the impact of CSG water extraction on
observed water pressure, an understanding of background trends is required.
Monitoring to date shows significant declines in water pressure in the target coal formations, which are
clearly the result of CSG water extraction. However, at this early stage of CSG development there is little
impact predicted for the formations above and below the coal formations. For these formations, the current
focus for monitoring is on understanding background trends so that CSG impacts can be more clearly
identified as they progressively emerge.
This chapter discusses background trends in water pressure and any changes to those trends since CSG
development began.

6.1

Data availability

While many bores in the Condamine Alluvium and the Main Range Volcanics have water pressure records,
these aquifers are generally not underlain by current CSG production areas and are not expected to show
detectable changes in water pressure as a result of CSG development. The relatively high density of timeseries monitoring data available for these aquifers was collected in response to the extraction of large
volumes of groundwater for non-CSG purposes.
The availability of data for the GAB formations within the Surat CMA is more limited. There are about 133
bores in the GAB formations with enough time-series water pressure data to provide information about
trends in water pressure before CSG development began. More pressure monitoring points have been
established in recent years and more will be installed under the requirements of UWIR 2016. These points
will become progressively more useful over time, but currently only provide a relatively short period of record.
Figure 6-1 shows representative groundwater pressure monitoring points in the Surat CMA to support the
following discussion about trends.
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Figure 6-1 Representative pressure monitoring points in the Surat CMA
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6.2

Background trends

About two thirds of the 133 GAB bores with long-term records show declining trends before CSG
development began. These trends are thought to be related to natural seasonal or longer-term variations in
rainfall and/or groundwater extraction for agricultural or other non-CSG purposes, as discussed below.

6.2.1

Recharge variation

Under natural conditions, groundwater pressure represents a balance between recharge and discharge in
the groundwater system. An aquifer typically receives recharge in areas where the aquifer is exposed at the
ground surface. In these areas, recharge mainly occurs during periods of high-intensity rainfall and
associated high stream flow.
Following recharge, groundwater moves down-gradient from outcrop areas into confined parts of the system,
where the aquifer is overlain by other formations. The length of time it takes for the recharge to be
observable in the water pressure record in a monitoring bore depends on the distance between the
monitoring bore and the recharge area and the nature of the aquifer material. Bores closer to recharge areas
typically show more immediate and clearer responses to variations in rainfall. Bores farther away from
recharge areas typically show weaker responses, but water pressures can be seen to rise or fall in response
to longer periods of above or below-average recharge.
Rainfall records are a useful tool for understanding water pressure response to recharge variation, for areas
both near to and more distant from outcrop recharge areas. For instance the record of cumulative deviation
from mean monthly rainfall highlights persistent periods of higher or lower rainfall and hence recharge.
Records for Roma, Dalby and Injune are shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2 Cumulative deviation (mm) from mean monthly rainfall for Roma, Dalby and Injune
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The relationship between fluctuations in groundwater pressure and rainfall or recharge is most evident in
areas close to or within an aquifer outcrop. For example, bore RN13030613 (Figure 6-3a) is located in the
recharge area of the Hutton Sandstone, and the water pressure is strongly correlated with long-term rainfall
trends. In contrast, bore RN42231210 (Figure 6-3b) is located in the Walloon Coal Measures about eight
kilometres from the recharge area, and the correlation is less pronounced.
It is important to note that long wetting or drying cycles can influence background trends. As an example,
Figure 6-2 shows that in the Dalby area, a strong drying period has existed since 1990.
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Figure 6-3 Hydrographs showing trends related to variation in aquifer recharge

6.2.2

Non-CSG groundwater extraction

Changes in water extraction will change the water balance in an aquifer, leading to a rise or fall in water
pressure. Within the Surat CMA, water extraction from the GAB aquifers has been increasing for a long time,
primarily for stock and domestic use, and for intensive stock purposes. This expansion is likely to be the
most common cause of declining trends in water pressure in the CMA.
For example, bore number RN42231211 (Figure 6-4a) is located in the Springbok Sandstone about eight
kilometres from the recharge area. It shows a steady declining trend between 1979 and 2011, despite an
extended period of above-average rainfall from 1979 to 1990. Although lower recharge rates during the
period of 1990–2011 may have contributed, the declining trend is likely to be the result of water extraction for
agricultural or other non-CSG uses. A more complex example is provided by bore number RN42230900
(Figure 6-4b) which is located in the Hutton Sandstone in an area of moderately intense groundwater
development. It shows a long-term declining trend in water pressure due to water extraction, but also
appears to be influenced by seasonal variation in rainfall and/or local pumping.
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Figure 6-4 Hydrographs showing trends related to non-CSG groundwater extraction

6.3

Recent changes in background trends

Water extraction associated with CSG development began in the Bowen Basin in 1995 and in the Surat
Basin in 2005 (Section 2.4.1). The regional groundwater flow model predicts the impacts on groundwater
pressure from these activities (Chapter 7). These impacts will superimposed on background trends caused
by seasonal or longer-term variation in rainfall/recharge and by extraction for agriculture and other non-CSG
purposes. This section discusses recent pressure trends in the Walloon Coal Measures and in the overlying
and underlying aquifers.

6.3.1

Walloon Coal Measures

In areas of CSG development, groundwater pressures began to fall in the Walloon Coal Measures when
development began. However, the coal formations are complex with relatively high-permeability coal seams
existing in a relatively low-permeability matrix of mainly mudstones and siltstones. The individual coal seams
do not extend over large distances and are not well-interconnected until a CSG well is constructed through
them.
As a result, the pressure response to CSG water extraction within the formation is complex. Pressure falls
quickly in coal seams at the start of development but falls more slowly in the matrix material and coal seams
that remain disconnected. At this stage, pressure reductions of up to 200 metres have been observed at
some monitoring locations within the Walloon Coal Measures (Figure 6-5a). However, other monitoring
points—some of them close to CSG production areas—show little or no pressure reduction.
Pressure impacts in the Walloon Coal Measures tend to be limited to the immediate vicinity of CSG
production areas. For instance, in the areas to the south and west of Chinchilla and Dalby where CSG
extraction has been ongoing since 2005, of 37 observation points located more than five kilometres from
active CSG areas, only two show more than five metres of drawdown.

6.3.2

Springbok Sandstone

As the target CSG reservoir is depressurised, the impacts on overlying and underlying aquifers are predicted
to occur over a significant area. The regional groundwater model predicts that the Springbok Sandstone,
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which overlies the Walloon Coal Measures, will be the first aquifer to be affected. At this early stage of CSG
development, water pressure changes that are clear departures from background trends are expected to be
minimal but will become more apparent with time.
It is possible that bore RN160525 (Figure 6-5b) is starting to show a fall in water pressure caused by CSG
water extraction from the underlying Walloon Coal Measures, although other factors could be operating. The
bore is located within the Kenya East CSG production area. Background water pressure was stable, but a
declining trend began in the first half of 2014 and, by early 2015, had led to a pressure reduction of about
five metres. This bore is the only bore showing a clear change from the background trend; however, the
long-term trend data is limited.

6.3.3

Hutton Sandstone

The Hutton Sandstone underlies the Walloon Coal Measures. Modelling predicts that there will be no impact
on the Hutton Sandstone at this early stage of CSG development.
Although there are declining background trends in the Hutton Sandstone, some records show recent
relatively large declines of up to two metres per year (Figure 6-5c and Figure 6-5d). At this stage, it is
considered likely that this is a response to progressive increases in water extraction from the Hutton
Sandstone for non-CSG purposes. However, in the absence of a long-term record at this location, it is not
possible to determine if the rate of decline has increased since CSG development began.
OGIA will investigate local conditions at sites where significant falls in water pressure have been recorded.
All possible contributing causes will be investigated, including possible local connections to the overlying
Walloon Coal Measures.
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Figure 6-5 Hydrographs showing trends near CSG production areas in the Surat Basin

6.3.4

Bandanna Formation

CSG extraction from the Bandanna Formation in the Bowen Basin began in 1995 and groundwater pressure
reductions of more than 250 metres have been observed in some locations (Figure 6-6a).

6.3.5

Precipice Sandstone

As mentioned in Section 4.4.3, the Bandanna Formation is generally isolated from the overlying major
aquifers by the Rewan Group aquitard. Therefore, for the most part, depressurisation of the Bandanna
Formation will not affect overlying aquifers. However, there is a narrow, north-south trending zone, close to
the existing CSG production fields of Fairview and Spring Gully, where the Precipice Sandstone is in direct
contact with the Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations in this area. Ongoing monitoring in this area (Figure
6-6b) suggests that groundwater pressures in the Precipice Sandstone are stable, despite the significant
pressure decreases in the Bandanna Formation.
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Figure 6-6 Hydrographs showing trends near CSG production areas in the Bowen Basin

6.4

Conclusions

An extensive network of monitoring bores has recently been established and more bores are still being
added. However, the number of long-term records showing background trends in the GAB formations in the
area of CSG development is limited and, therefore, the opportunity to identify changes to background trends
since CSG development began is also limited. Nevertheless, enough information is available to support the
following conclusions.
In most of the long-term water pressure records, we see long-term declining trends which pre-date CSG
development. This reflects below-average rainfall over much of the recharge area over the period of 1990–
2011 and increased water extraction for agriculture and other non-CSG purposes.
The effect of lower rainfall on water pressure is clear in recharge areas. However, in areas more remote from
recharge, subdued effects are also apparent. Water extraction from the major aquifers, for agriculture and
other non-CSG purposes, has progressively increased over a long period. In areas close to significant CSG
development, this has contributed to the declining trend.
At this time, there is little evidence of a departure from background trends other than in the coal formations.
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7 Predictions of groundwater impacts
•

The extent of the long-term affected area in the Walloon Coal Measures has decreased because
of reductions to planned CSG development and improved groundwater flow modelling. There are
changes in the extent of the long-term affected areas in other formations.

•

459 existing bores are predicted to be affected by CSG water extraction in the long term. This is in
addition to the 59 bores that have been recorded as decommissioned since 2012.

•

91 of the 459 bores are predicted to be affected within three years. This comprises 34 bores which
were previously identified as IAA bores but have not yet been decommissioned and 57 newly
identified bores. Of the previously identified bores, 36 have been decommissioned since 2012.

•

The net loss of water from the Condamine Alluvium to the underlying coal measures is predicted
to be 1,160 megalitres per year, which is in line with the 2012 predictions.

This chapter provides an overview of the regional groundwater flow model that OGIA has developed to make
predictions about groundwater pressure impacts. It provides predictions made using this revised model. The
Immediately Affected Areas (IAA) and the Long-term Affected Areas (LAA) are identified for aquifers in which
water level or water pressure impacts are predicted to exceed trigger thresholds. This chapter also provides
details about the bores in the IAA and LAA.

7.1
7.1.1

Methods and techniques for predicting groundwater impact
Numerical modelling approaches

There are established mathematical relationships that can be used to predict water pressure changes in
simple homogeneous formations in response to relatively uniform and localised water extraction. Techniques
based on these relationships are referred to as analytical techniques. However, in situations where there are
spatial variations in hydraulic properties, complex interactions with surrounding formations and spatially
distributed and variable groundwater extraction—as is the case in the Surat CMA—analytical techniques are
of limited use. In these instances, a numerical groundwater flow model is a more appropriate tool for
predicting water pressure changes.
A groundwater flow model is a computer-based mathematical representation of a groundwater system using
the laws of physics. A modelling code is used to construct a groundwater flow model of a groundwater
system in a similar way to that in which a spreadsheet program (such as Microsoft Excel) can be used to
carry out relatively simple calculations. However, in the case of a groundwater flow model, the designs are
complex, consisting of numerous input and output files and millions of calculations that can only be carried
out by using modern high-performance computers. A model is generally developed for all or part of a
groundwater system, with the modelled area referred to as the model domain. A model domain exists in
three dimensions. It is divided into a number of building blocks to represent the ground surface and the
geologic formations present within the area.
There are three basic steps involved in constructing a groundwater flow model:
•

Conceptualisation. This involves using available information to translate a complex threedimensional geological system, and knowledge of groundwater flow processes in that system, into a
simple idealised representation. Numerous assumptions are involved in this process.
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•

Model construction. The simplified conceptual representation of the system is then converted into a
three-dimensional mathematical representation of the physical system and flow processes, which is
the groundwater flow model. A model is a series of large computer files representing hydraulic
parameters, boundary conditions, groundwater extraction, groundwater recharge, elevation of
geologic layers, model grid, and other elements.

•

Model calibration. Once constructed, a model is then calibrated based on actual observed
groundwater pressures, extraction rates and other available information including expert knowledge.
This calibration process typically involves adjusting the hydraulic parameters of each model layer
until the best possible match between predicted and observed data is achieved. Calibration of
complex models is carried out using specialised computer programs.

Once constructed and calibrated, a model can then be used to predict changes in water pressure or flow in
response to various development scenarios.
Any prediction of the future will be subject to a degree of uncertainty and predictions made using a numerical
model are no exception. Some uncertainties are associated with model construction; other uncertainties can
arise from the assumptions contained in the development scenario used to make predictions.
Uncertainties are associated with model construction because:
•

A groundwater system can be simplified in more than one way depending upon the knowledge
available about the system at the time and the accuracy of field measurements of data
(conceptualisation uncertainty).

•

A model can potentially be calibrated to replicate the same observed data using quite different sets
of hydraulic parameters (calibration uncertainty).

The effect of calibration uncertainty on predictions made using the numerical model can be assessed using a
technique known as predictive uncertainty analysis. Application of this technique requires specialised skills,
significant computer capacity and time; it involves using multiple sets of parameters, all of which are
physically realistic and all of which calibrate the model, to make a large number of alternative predictions.
These are then statistically analysed to provide a measure of uncertainty in model predictions.
It is not practicable to use this type of technique to comprehensively assess conceptualisation uncertainty in
large models. Alternative realisations of the geology have been considered as part of the initial model
parameterisation (Section 7.1.2). However, for other components of the conceptualisation, the only
practicable approach is to periodically review the conceptualisation as new information about the system
becomes available.
Predictive uncertainty associated with assumptions about future groundwater development is not a modelling
issue. Any prediction of the impact of CSG development will be dependent upon the assumptions about how,
when and where the development will progress in the future. This component of uncertainty is managed by
re-running the model on an annual basis using the current development assumptions as discussed in
Chapter 11.
Groundwater systems such as the GAB are complex and our understanding about these systems improves
over time, as more information becomes available. A number of research programs, overseen by OGIA and
other organisations, have provided additional understanding during the current reporting cycle; OGIA also
receives additional input data and feedback on model performance on an almost-continual basis. This
additional information has led to the development of a substantially revised regional groundwater flow model
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which has been used along with the latest industry development plan to produce a revised set of cumulative
impact predictions.

7.1.2

Initial model parameterisation approach

Initial estimates of hydraulic conductivity for regional modelling purposes are typically derived from statistics
calculated from the available hydraulic parameter data. For instance, initial hydraulic conductivity estimates
for each formation in the previous model were based on the median of all of the available hydraulic
parameter data. For shallow formations where there was no evidence of a relationship between depth and
hydraulic conductivity this median value was then applied to the full extent of each formation and hence prior
to model calibration it was assumed that a number of layers were homogenous. Spatial variability was then
introduced into these model layers, by allowing the initial hydraulic conductivity to vary as required during
calibration, until the best possible match between predicted and observed water pressures was achieved.
Whilst this approach works well in areas where there is good coverage of calibration data, it works less well
in areas where there is poor coverage.
A substantially improved initial parameterisation and calibration approach was adopted during development
of the new regional groundwater flow model. The aim was to develop a set of initial parameters that reflects,
as much as possible, the current state of geological knowledge throughout the CMA. The uncertainties
associated with these estimates were also characterized. These initial estimates were then revised during
model calibration. This revised approach sought to extract full value from the substantially expanded
geological and hydraulic parameter data set now available for the CMA—in particular, detailed lithological
data derived from processing geophysical logs for over 3,500 petroleum and gas wells and some 12,800
high quality hydraulic parameter estimates, often for the same wells. The main components of this approach
can be summarised as follows:
•

Initial values of hydraulic conductivity for each of six lithology types (clean sand, dirty sand, siltstone,
mudstone, carbonaceous shale and coal) identified in geophysical logs were derived from expert
knowledge, literature and permeability analyses based on petrophysical log data.

•

These initial values were then input to a stochastic permeability model and calibrated (or
‘conditioned’) through comparison with the available hydraulic parameter data at three different
scales. This conditioning procedure provided estimates of all parameters used in the permeability
models, as well as estimates of the uncertainties associated with these parameters.

•

Once calibrated, these values were then used to populate numerical permeameters—detailed 21 km
by 21 km numerical models of each stratigraphic unit and covering the full extent of the 12
stratigraphic units modelled—to derive spatially variable formation-scale horizontal and vertical
hydraulic conductivity based on 20 different possible realisations of the highly heterogenous lithology
observed in each area. In total, over 138,000 MODFLOW model runs were carried out during this
part of the process.

The output from this process provided an extremely robust set of initial hydraulic conductivity parameters.
Furthermore, through consideration of 20 alternative lithological realisations of each stratigraphic unit present
within each permeameter area, this process also provided a range of possible alternative parameter
estimates for use in model calibration and uncertainty analyses.
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7.2

The regional groundwater flow model

OGIA has retained use of the MODFLOW platform for the revised regional groundwater flow model, although
the latest version, MODFLOW-USG, is now used rather than MODFLOW 2005. MODFLOW was originally
developed by the United States Geological Survey in 1988 and has been progressively updated. It has
become an industry standard for groundwater flow modelling. Other modelling packages including FEFLOW
and ECLIPSE were considered but ultimately MODFLOW was retained due to its proven capabilities for
regional groundwater impact assessment and public accessibility of the software including the source code.
The regional groundwater model domain overlays the entire Surat CMA area and includes coal seam
formations and potentially connected aquifers within the Surat, southern Bowen and Clarence-Moreton
basins. Figure 7-1 shows the model domain. The model includes 32 layers to represent the full GAB
sequence and alluvial formations within the Surat CMA and the CSG-producing Bandanna and Cattle Creek
formations in the Bowen Basin.
Figure 7-1 also shows the extent of two sector models or sub-models of the Talinga CSG wellfield area and
part of the Condamine Alluvium. These are highly detailed models which were developed for the specific
purpose of better understanding the response of the Walloon Coal Measures and other adjacent aquifers to
CSG pumping. The Talinga Sector Model was developed using the ECLIPSE reservoir modelling platform,
which is also used by CSG operators to estimate gas production from proposed CSG wellfields. The
Condamine Sector Model was developed using MODFLOW-USG. Understanding gained through the
development of these models led directly to a number of improvements in the revised regional groundwater
flow model, including a number of revisions to the MODFLOW-USG code to allow more accurate simulation
of CSG water extraction. These revisions included the development of additional functionality to allow
simulation of water desaturation due to gas production in coal seams in and around CSG wells using
MODFLOW-USG. This work was undertaken by OGIA in collaboration with one of the primary developers of
the MODFLOW code and was also the subject of a peer reviewed academic paper which has been
published in the Journal of Hydrology (Herckenrath et al, 2015).
The regional groundwater model is used to predict regional water pressure or water level changes in aquifers
within the Surat CMA in response to extraction of CSG water. More specifically, the model is used to:
•

define the IAA of consolidated aquifers – that is the area where water pressures are predicted to
decline by more than five metres within the next three years

•

define the LAA of consolidated aquifers – that is the area where water pressures are predicted to
decline by more than five metres at any time in the future

•

identify potentially affected springs – springs where the water pressure in aquifers underlying the
spring sites is predicted to decline by more than 0.2 metres at any time in the future

•

predict the rate and volume of water movement between formations

•

estimate the quantity of CSG water that is expected to be produced.

It should be noted that the model is designed for regional water pressure impact assessment and is not
designed to be used to directly predict water pressure or water level variations at a local scale. Although
output from the model would be a relevant consideration when assessing impacts at a specific location, local
factors should also be taken into consideration.
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Figure 7-1 The regional groundwater flow model domain
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7.2.1

Conceptual framework for the model

The geology and hydrogeology summarised in Chapters 3 and 4 was the basis for developing an updated
and revised conceptual framework for model construction. Information and data used to develop the revised
numerical model include:
•

revised modelling of the Condamine Alluvium and Main Range Volcanics based on re-interpreted
geological logs for over 7,700 water bores

•

interpreted geologic formation contacts for the consolidated geologic formation were developed by
OGIA from geophysical logs for over 4,800 petroleum and gas wells and water bores

•

estimated displacements associated with 17 major fault systems as extracted from the regional
geological model

•

initial parameter distributions derived from detailed lithological data and an extensive database of
hydraulic parameter estimates at a variety of scales

•

revised estimates of the rate of natural groundwater recharge for all modelled units based on an
extension of the work of Kellett et al (2003).

The hydrostratigraphy shown in Figure 4-1 has been represented numerically using the 32-layer system
shown in Figure 7-2. This represents an increase on the 19 layers included in the earlier regional
groundwater flow model. By increasing the number of layers represented in the model, there is less need to
group stratigraphic units into single model layers. Accordingly, individual model layers are now used to
represent the Bungil Formation and the Mooga Sandstone. A number of stratigraphic units are now also
represented using multiple model layers. In particular, the main target coal reservoirs (the Walloon Coal
Measures, Bandanna Formation and Cattle Creek Formation) are now represented using a minimum of three
layers to allow a more accurate representation of aquifer geometry in key areas such as the Condamine
Alluvium where coal seams subcrop beneath other aquifer layers. The Springbok Sandstone and Hutton
Sandstone have also been subdivided into multiple layers, based on geophysical log interpretations which
show distinct differences in lithology and hydraulic parameters in the upper and lower parts of these
formations.
The regional groundwater flow direction is dominantly from the outcrop or recharge areas in the north,
northwest and northeast to the south, south-west and west. Recharge occurs predominantly by direct
infiltration of rainfall in the outcrop areas, or indirectly by leakage from streams and/or overlying aquifers. A
diagrammatic representation of the groundwater conceptualisation is presented in Figure 7-3.
The hydrogeology of the coal formations is complex in that they comprise highly varied sequences of
sediments which contain material of high and low permeability. The coal seams are often the main waterbearing layers within a sequence of dominantly low-permeability mudstones, siltstones or fine-grained
sandstones (see Chapter 4).
It is not practical to represent the individual coal seams within these coal formations in the regional
groundwater flow model as separate layers. This is in part because it is often not possible to correlate the
coal seams across the area. However, detailed modelling undertaken by OGIA shows that CSG production
leads to the development of pressure gradients within the reservoirs. In order to represent the gradients in a
groundwater flow model, multiple layers are required. Hence a minimum of three layers have been used to
represent each of the coal formations. A total of six layers have been used to model the Walloon Coal
Measures; this allows a more accurate representation of the geometry of the contact zone with the
Condamine Alluvium. The layers included in the model are as follows:
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•

an upper ‘non-productive’ layer representing a generally low-permeability mudstone which sits above
the upper-most screens in CSG wells and therefore does not produce any CSG (model layer 11)

•

the remainder of the thickness of the Walloon Coal Measures above the underlying Durabilla
Formation aquitard is then split into five further layers (model layers 12 to 16).

All of the six layers used to represent the Walloon Coal Measures therefore represent composite layers
which include a number of relatively high-permeability thin coal seams, separated by thicker predominantly
low-permeability mudstone, siltstone and sandstone units. To best accommodate the dispersed nature of
predominantly vertical flow of water through low-permeability interburden to thin, discontinuous permeable
coal layers when the latter are undergoing depressurisation during CSG production, all coal measure layers
were represented using so-called “dual porosity” functionality available through MODFLOW-USG.
Three layers have been used to represent the Bowen Basin coal formations (the Bandanna Formation and
Cattle Creek Formation) two of which are simulated using dual porosity functionality. As with the Walloon
Coal Measures, an upper ‘non-productive’ layer has been defined, based on CSG well screen information,
and the remaining thickness of each formation is then divided into upper and lower sections.
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1

All Alluvium and Basalt (incl. Main Range Volcanics)

2

Upper Cretaceous (Griman Creek Formation & Surat Siltstone) / Cenozoic Sediments
(including the Condamine-Walloon transition zone)

3

Wallumbilla Formation

4

Bungil Formation

5

Mooga Sandstone

6

Orallo Formation

7

Gubberamunda Sandstone

8

Westbourne Formation

9

Upper Springbok Sandstone

10

Lower Springbok Sandstone

11

Walloon Coal Measures non-productive zone

12

Upper Walloon Coal Measures

13

Middle 1 Walloon Coal Measures

14

Middle 2 Walloon Coal Measures

15

Middle 3 Walloon Coal Measures

16

Lower Walloon Coal Measures

17

Durabilla Formation

18

Upper Hutton Sandstone

19

Lower Hutton Sandstone

20

Evergreen Formation

21

Precipice Sandstone

22

Moolayember Formation

23

Clematis Group

24

Rewan Group

25

Bandanna Formation non-productive zone

26

Upper Bandanna Formation

27

Lower Bandanna Formation

28

Lower Bowen 1

29

Cattle Creek Formation non-productive zone

30

Upper Cattle Creek Formation

31

Lower Cattle Creek Formation

32

Lower Bowen 2

Surat & Clarence-Moreton basins

Formation

Bowen Basin

Model layer

Major aquifer
Productive coal seam
Aquitard / minor aquifer

Figure 7-2 Layers and corresponding formations represented in the regional groundwater flow model
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Figure 7-3 Conceptual model of the groundwater systems in the Surat CMA

7.2.2

Groundwater model construction and calibration

The model has been constructed using the MODFLOW-USG finite volume code (Panday et al., 2013)
distributed by the United States Geological Survey. This software is the most recent version of the
MODFLOW family of groundwater modelling software. The new version supports the development of a wide
variety of structured and unstructured grid types. This enables erosional features such as the contact
between Walloon Coal Measures and the overlying Condamine Alluvium to be better represented. In
consultation with its principal author (Sorab Panday), OGIA made a number of enhancements to
MODFLOW-USG to improve its performance in the CSG impact assessment context.

7.2.2.1 Model grid and parameterisation
The revised model domain covers an area of around 460 km by 650 km across the southern Bowen Basin
and Surat Basin, capturing all CSG development areas within the Surat CMA. Overall the revised domain is
similar in size to the previous regional groundwater flow model; it has been expanded slightly to the east, to
better simulate interaction with the Clarence-Moreton Basin, and contracted slightly from the west, due to
geological data being extremely limited in this area and the previous modelling finding no impact from CSG
development. The revised model now incorporates 32 layers to represent all major aquifers and aquitards
present in the area. Several units, including each of the main coal formations and the GAB aquifers
immediately above and below the Walloon Coal Measures, are represented using multiple model layers.
Each layer is divided into 1.5 km by 1.5 km model cells. The thickness of each model layer within any column
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of model cells represents the cumulative thickness of all lithologies represented by the layer, averaged over
the area of the column.
For units where detailed permeameter calculations were carried out as described in Section 7.1.2, outputs
from that process were used as the initial parameter values. For other units, initial values were taken from
previous model calibration results.

7.2.2.2 Simulation of CSG and other groundwater extractions
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, optimal conditions for the flow of CSG are typically achieved when water
pressures in the production well are between 35 and 120 psi, which is equivalent to 25–80 metres head of
water. The volume of water that needs to be pumped to achieve this pressure reduction varies from well to
well, and is dependent on the permeability of the coal seams. In the initial stage, water is extracted from a
well until the necessary pressure reduction has been reached; extraction then continues at the rate
necessary to maintain the pressure in the well. During the initial phase, the pressure in the surrounding
formation is substantially higher than in the well. This pressure difference gradually dissipates until the
pressure in the formation is close to or the same as the pressure in the well, at which point gas production
declines to uneconomic levels. In areas where CSG extraction is taking place, a vertical hydraulic gradient is
induced within the coal formations. Smaller reductions in the head of water are experienced near the top of
the formation while greater reductions in the head of water are experienced near its base. As far as water is
concerned, each CSG extraction well acts as a kind of ‘seepage face’ towards which water flows in
accordance with the reduced pressure regime which is operative within the well. This is simulated using the
MODFLOW-USG ‘drain’ boundary condition. Multiple MODFLOW-USG drains are assigned to each well;
these descend over time as pressures in the CSG extraction well are reduced.
Other non-P&G related groundwater extractions summarised in Section 5.1 have also been included in the
numerical model. Extractions from the Condamine Alluvium and Main Range Volcanics have been
simulated indirectly using a MODFLOW-USG ‘drain’ boundary condition. Extractions from the remaining
formations included in the model have been simulated directly using the MODFLOW-USG ‘well’ boundary
condition.

7.2.2.3 Model calibration
Once constructed, the groundwater flow model was calibrated in steady state to replicate pre-CSG extraction
conditions to 1995, based on the assumption that a reasonable dynamic balance between recharge and
discharge existed at that time. Although the GAB is recognised as a dynamic system, the majority of
boreholes show relatively minor trends over the period of 1960 to 1995 in the Surat area. Therefore, the
assumption of steady state conditions in 1995 is considered a reasonable approximation for regional
modelling purposes. To test this assumption further, a second parallel calibration was carried out to
groundwater pressure data for the period prior to 1947, when only a few water bores were in existence.
Additional calibration of the model was carried out by matching model-generated monthly water production
figures with water production data supplied by gas companies. Total modelled CSG water production over
the period of 1995 to 2014 is around 176,500 ML—a value which is within one per cent of the actual total
over this time period. Matching of vertical pressure gradients within coal measures calculated by the
MODFLOW-USG regional model with those calculated by gas company reservoir models (using the
ECLIPSE simulator) provided a basis for further parameter refinement through the calibration process.
As in the previous modelling studies, rather than attempt to represent the detail of the Condamine Alluvium
in the regional groundwater flow model, groundwater levels were instead imported from a separate sub-
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model which has a finer resolution of 500 metres by 500 metres. This sub-model for the Condamine Alluvium
was developed for water resource planning purposes.
A water level dataset from about 12,000 bores was available for calibration of the revised model—a
substantial increase on the dataset from about 1,500 bores available for calibration of the previous model.
The increase is a result of the OGIA review of old water bore records to attribute the source aquifers for all
bores, so that water level data from these bores could be used for calibration. Previously, a lack of
knowledge of the source aquifer prevented this water level data from being used.
Calibration of the model was carried out using specialist automated calibration software PEST. Consistent
with the current Australian Groundwater Modelling Guidelines (Barnett et al. 2012), a range of quantitative
and qualitative measures was used to assess each calibration iteration. The overall aim of these iterations
was to gradually improve the calibration performance while at the same time avoiding calibration outcomes
that were inconsistent with expert knowledge of groundwater flow in the basin.

7.2.2.4 Simulation of the Condamine Alluvium
Over the past 15–20 years, a number of local-scale models have been developed for the Condamine
Alluvium. These models have been developed to assess the response of the Condamine alluvial
groundwater system to agricultural extraction, in order to determine a sustainable level of allocation from the
system. DNRM has an established model that it has used to support water resource management for the
Condamine aquifer (the Condamine Model). As in the previous UWIR modelling study, rather than seeking to
duplicate the detailed Condamine Model within the regional model, the following integrated approach was
adopted:
•

Calibrated data from the Condamine Model was used to define the hydraulic parameters of the
relevant layer within the Condamine footprint in the regional model.

•

Time-variant water level conditions from the Condamine Model were imported into the regional
model.

•

The regional model was used to predict the change in flow from the Condamine Alluvium to the
Walloon Coal Measures and the resulting impact on groundwater levels in the Condamine.

The Condamine Model used in 2012 was used again for this UWIR update. DNRM is in the process of
revising the model.

7.2.3

Model set-up for making predictions

The groundwater model was set up to make predictions starting from 1995. For predictive runs, starting
water levels were obtained from the steady state run which accounted for the water extraction existing in
1995.
The model was set up to run in predictive mode from 1995. Two separate predictive runs were made: a Base
Run and a CSG Production Run. The Base Run involved running the model without CSG-related water
extraction. In the CSG Production Run, water extraction from current and proposed CSG extraction was
added to the Base Run water extraction. In a change from the previous UWIR, conventional P&G extraction
has been included in the Base Run. The difference in predicted water levels between the CSG Production
Run and the Base Run therefore provides the water pressure impacts predicted to result from current and
planned CSG water extraction. Predicted water level impacts due to ongoing conventional P&G extraction
are excluded because conventional P&G production is in decline; water extraction is now less than two per
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cent of total P&G water extraction and falling. Conventional P&G extraction commenced in the 1960s and
impacts will have occurred before introduction of the statutory framework in 2011.
Simulated CSG wells were switched on and off in the model in accordance with information provided by the
tenure holders about the sequencing of development for each 1.8 km by 1.8 km sub-block of the production
tenures. As described in Section 2.4, there have been recent major changes to the proposed sequencing of
planned development. Generally there has been a reduction in the planned production area.
Figures A-1 to A-6 in Appendix A present information about the timing of production commencement and
cessation in each of the target coal formations for various parts of production tenures. This information was
used in the regional model.

7.3

Results of groundwater impact predictions

As described in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, a number of important revisions have been made since the previous
UWIR, to both the modelling approach and the resulting numerical model. There have also been some
significant changes to both the timing and footprint of planned CSG development within the area (Section
2.4). This has resulted in a revised set of impact predictions which are described below.
The predicted impacts are for the calibrated model which is based on robust parameterisation as described
in Section 7.2.2. New approaches to uncertainty analysis are being developed and will be applied; results will
be provided in the first annual report on implementation of the Surat UWIR 2016.
Predictions of impacts have been made for the coal formations from which CSG is produced, and for the
following aquifers: Bungil Formation, Mooga Sandstone, Gubberamunda Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone,
Hutton Sandstone, Precipice Sandstone, Clematis Sandstone and the Condamine Alluvium.
A generic description of depressurisation of aquifers in a multilayered aquifer system such as the GAB, and
how this depressurisation can cause a decline in pressure in bores tapping the different layers, is presented
in Appendix D for information purposes.

7.3.1

Immediately Affected Areas

The IAA of an aquifer is the area within which water levels are predicted to fall, due to water extraction by
petroleum tenure holders, by more than the trigger threshold within three years. The trigger thresholds are
specified in the Water Act. They are five metres for consolidated aquifers (such as sandstone) and two
metres for unconsolidated aquifers (such as sands). Figure 7-4 shows the extent of the IAAs.
As discussed in Section 7.2.2, CSG extraction leads to the development of a significant vertical hydraulic
gradient within the coal reservoirs, such that the pressure reduction at the top of the reservoir is less than
that at the bottom. As a result, multiple layers have been modelled within the coal formations. The IAA
extents are the maximum predicted impacts in all the layers used to represent each formation.
The predicted water level impact in completed water supply bores within the coal formations will vary
depending on the depth to which the bores penetrate the coal formations. Bores that penetrate a short
distance into the coal formation will experience less pressure reduction than bores that penetrate to greater
depth. As a result, some water bores—although completed within the IAA for a coal formation—are not
predicted to be affected within the next three years because significant pressure reductions are not expected
at the depth of the water bores. Details of those bores are provided in Table E-4 of Appendix E.
Table 7-1 provides a summary of water supply bores that are now or in the past have been identified as
being affected bores in an IAA. There are 91 bores which are either identified for the first time (57 bores) or
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which have been previously identified and for which ‘make good’ obligations are ongoing (34 bores). The 57
newly identified bores includes bores that are currently authorised (Table E-1 of Appendix E) and bores that
are currently not authorised (Table E-2 of Appendix E). The previously identified bores are listed in Table E-3
of Appendix E). In addition, there are 36 bores which have been recorded as decommissioned since 2012.

Table 7-1 Affected water bores in Immediately Affected Areas
Category

Agriculture

Industrial

Town
Water
Supply

S&D

Total

Newly identified bores

0

1

0

56

57

Previously identified bores

2

1

0

31

34

Existing bores

2

2

0

87

91

Previously identified bores now
decommissioned
Total

36
127
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Figure 7-4 Extent of the Immediately Affected Areas
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7.3.2

Long-term Affected Areas

The Long-term Affected Area (LAA) of an aquifer is the area within which water levels are predicted to fall,
due to water extraction by petroleum tenure holders, by more than the trigger threshold at any time in the
future. The trigger thresholds are specified in the Water Act. They are five metres for consolidated aquifers
(such as sandstone) and two metres for unconsolidated aquifers (such as sands).
Figure 7-5 shows the extent of the LAAs. The LAAs are significant for the Walloon Coal Measures, the
Bandanna Formation, the Springbok Formation, and the Hutton Sandstone. Small LAAs are identified for the
Cattle Creek Formation, Precipice Sandstone, Clematis Sandstone and Gubberamunda Sandstone.
Table 7-2 provides a summary of the number of current water supply bores that are predicted to be affected
in the long term. There may be other private bores that are located within the geographic extent of the LAA
for an aquifer, but which extract water from another aquifer. They are not included in this summary. In
addition to the 459 currently existing bores predicted to be impacted in the long term, a further 59 bores
identified as long-term affected bores in UWIR 2012 have been decommissioned. Not all of these bores will
have been decommissioned because of CSG development. Some result from database corrections to reflect
abandonment that took place prior to the commencement of CSG development.
Table 7-2 Water bores in Long-term Affected Areas

Aquifer or Sub Aquifer

Agriculture

Industrial

Town
Water
Supply

S&D

Total

Gubberamunda Sandstone

0

Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Walloon Coal Measures

2
30

Durabilla Formation
Hutton & Marburg Sandstones

3

1

2
4

Evergreen Formation

1

2

1

Precipice & Helidon Sandstones

17

17

45

47

304

338

8

10

28

35

1

2

9

9

Clematis Sandstone

0

Rewan Group

1

1

Bandanna Formation

0

Cattle Creek Formation

0

Existing bores

36

7

3

413

Previously identified bores now
decommissioned
Total

459
59
518

The LAAs identified in Figure 7-5 show only the extent of areas which are predicted to experience more than
five metres of impact in the long-term. Further details about the distribution of long-term impacts are shown
on maps provided in Appendix F-1 to F-9. A summary of the long-term impact distribution is provided below.
•

Walloon Coal Measures: This is the CSG target formation in the Surat Basin. There are 338
existing water bores that source water from the formation in the affected area. Most of these are
located to the north and east of active CSG development areas where the formation is shallow and
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where predicted impacts also tend to be smaller. Half of the affected bores are likely to experience
an impact of less than 17 metres.
•

Bandanna Formation: This is the main CSG target formation in the Bowen Basin. There are no
water bores within this formation in the affected area.

•

Cattle Creek Formation: This is a new CSG target formation in the Bowen Basin that is present
several hundred metres below the Bandanna Formation. There are no water bores within this
formation in the affected area.

•

Springbok Sandstone: This aquifer overlies the Walloon Coal Measures. It is separated from the
productive coal seams by the upper aquitard of Walloon Coal Measures (Section 4.4.2). There are
47 existing bores that source water from the formation in the affected area. Half of the bores are
likely to experience an impact of less than 10 metres.

•

Hutton Sandstone: This aquifer underlies the Walloon Coal Measures. It is separated from the
productive coal seams by the Durabilla Formation, which is an aquitard. There are 35 water bores
that source water from the formation in the affected area. Most of the bores are likely to experience
an impact of less than 10 metres.

•

Precipice Sandstone: Over most of the affected area, the maximum impact is expected to be less
than two metres. However, west of CSG fields of the Bowen Basin near Injune, the aquifer is in
direct contact with the Bandanna Formation and the Cattle Creek Formation which is also now
proposed to be developed. Injection of treated CSG water into the formation has also recently
commenced nearby (Section 5.2.2). The potential positive impact on regional pressures is
substantial, but has yet to be fully assessed. Impact predictions in the vicinity of the contact are
therefore preliminary and a more detailed sub-regional assessment of the area will be carried out.
There are nine bores that source water from the formation in the affected area.

•

Gubberamunda Sandstone: This aquifer is not well-connected to the coal formations. There are no
water bores that source water from the formation in the affected area.

•

Clematis Sandstone: This is the upper aquifer of the Bowen Basin. There are no water bores within
the affected area.

•

Non-aquifer formations: There are 30 water bores with predicted long term impacts of more than
5 metres that are currently assessed as accessing formations that are not typically considered to be
aquifers, including the Westbourne, Durabilla and Evergreen Formations and the Rewan Group.
Although details about these bores will need to be clarified to confirm that they are in fact accessing
these units, they are included as bores that are likely to be impacted.

•

Condamine Alluvium: There is no LAA for the Condamine Alluvium. It is predicted that there will be
net loss of water from the Condamine Alluvium to the Walloon Coal Measures of about 1,160
ML/year over the next 100 years, which is very close to predictions made in 2012. However, this loss
of water will not be enough to significantly affect water bores accessing the Condamine Alluvium.
The maximum reduction in water level is expected to be 1.6 metres in the north-west but less than
0.25 metres across the majority of the area.

The following are general comments about the difference between the current assessment of the LAAs and
the assessment made in 2012.
The LAA for the Walloon Coal Measures extends further in the north-east and has contracted in the southwest. The extension towards the north-east reflects an improved understanding of the spatial variation in
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horizontal permeability within the Walloon Coal Measures. Horizontal permeability tends to be relatively high
in the north-east where the coal is close to the surface and then gradually reduce with depth towards the
south-west. The reduction in the area of planned CSG development is also a significant factor. The number
of water bores likely to be affected in the long term has decreased from 400 to 338. The decrease is due to
the reduction in the planned development area, the changes to the LAA, bore decommissioning, and
improved information about which aquifers the bores access.
The LAA for the Springbok Sandstone which overlies the Walloon Coal Measures is smaller than assessed
in 2012. This reflects the generally lower vertical permeability resulting from parameterisation and calibration
of the new groundwater flow model as discussed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. The number of water bores likely
to be affected in the long term has reduced from 104 to 47.
The LAA for the Hutton Sandstone is larger than assessed in 2012. The formation is separated from the
overlying Walloon Coal Measures by the Durabilla Formation, which is an aquitard. While the Durabilla
Formation is now considered to be less permeable than previously believed, pressure reductions at the base
of the Walloon Coal Measures are predicted to be higher. The net effect of these two factors is that the LAA
is larger than previously predicted. This has resulted in an increase in the number of impacted bores, from
23 to 35, although improved information about water bores is also a contributing factor.
The LAA for the Precipice Sandstone is larger than assessed in 2012. The affected area of the formation is
in the vicinity of its contact with the underlying coal formations east of Injune (Figure 4-9). The increase
reflects newly planned CSG extraction from the Cattle Creek Formation and increased predicted impacts at
the base of the coal formations as a result of improved simulation of CSG extraction.
There is little significant change with regard to the timing of impacts. Maximum impacts in any aquifer will
occur at different times at different geographic locations. Maximum impacts in the coal formations will occur
towards the end of the current major CSG project 30-40 year lifecycle, generally between 2030 and 2060.
Maximum impacts in the Precipice Sandstone close to the contact zone with the Bandanna Formation and
the Cattle Creek Formation to the east of Injune are predicted to occur between 2040 and 2060. Maximum
impacts in the Springbok Sandstone are expected to occur between 2040 and beyond the end of the life of
the industry. In indirectly connected aquifers, such as the Hutton and Gubberamunda sandstones, there will
be a significant time lag before maximum impacts occur and before pressures start to recover.
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Figure 7-5 Extent of the Long-term Affected Areas
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7.3.3

Water extraction forecast

The volume of water extracted in the process of producing CSG in the Surat CMA is not as high as was
estimated in 2012. Estimates of future extraction have been progressively revised down on the basis of
industry experience and since the planned CSG development area has reduced. The permeability of coals
seams varies and this affects the volume of water that needs to be removed in order to reduce enough
pressure to produce gas. More of the less-permeable coals seams are being encountered than was
expected in 2012.
Current CSG water extraction is about 65,000 ML per year and rising. It is estimated that, over the next three
years, water extraction will be about 110,000 ML per year. Current projections, based on the installation of
17,900 CSG wells over the current and planned development areas shown in Figure 2-5, are that about
3,570 gigalitres of water will be extracted over the lifetime of the CSG industry. Around 90 percent of this
total will be extracted over the period of peak production from 2014 to 2060 during which an average annual
extraction rate of about 70,000 ML per year is forecast.
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8 The Water Monitoring Strategy
8.1
•

Overview
Of the 618 monitoring points scheduled to be completed by the end 2016, a total of 491 are
complete or under construction. Monitoring data is being received for 369 of these monitoring
points.

•

The monitoring network requirements have been revised on the basis of new knowledge about the
system and to maximise the use of suitable existing bores.

The Water Monitoring Strategy (WMS) for the Surat CMA was initially specified in the UWIR 2012 and has
since been progressively implemented. This chapter sets out amendments to the WMS to meet emerging
needs. The implementation of the WMS is progressively building knowledge about the way the groundwater
flow system is responding to water extraction by petroleum tenure holders and other water users. This
knowledge will continue to support ongoing improvements in regional groundwater flow modelling, thereby
improving predictions of the impact of planned CSG water extraction on groundwater pressures. The WMS is
not directed at issues related to storing and handling chemicals involved in CSG operations or at assessing
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing operations.
In this report, the term ‘monitoring point’ refers to monitoring works installed to monitor water pressure and/or
water chemistry in specific geologic layers, at specific geographic locations. Technologies are available that
allow multiple monitoring points to be installed in a single borehole to monitor conditions in multiple geologic
layers.
Figure 8-1 shows various types of monitoring installations.
The term ‘monitoring network’ is used in this report to refer to all the monitoring points of the WMS. The
WMS includes specifications for installing and operating the monitoring network, and specifications for
monitoring the volume of water extracted from petroleum and gas wells.
The WMS is being implemented by petroleum tenure holders in accordance with their individual obligations,
as assigned in Chapter 10. Implementation includes constructing and operating the monitoring points and
reporting data and implementation progress to OGIA every six months. Once the data collected from the
monitoring points has been checked, it is entered into the GWDB, which is publicly accessible online via the
Queensland CSG Globe. The water production data at the wellfield scale is publicly available on the QDEX
Reports system.
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Figure 8-1 Types of groundwater monitoring installations

8.2

Rationale for the WMS

The WMS is designed to complement existing monitoring activity to achieve specific monitoring objectives.
The rationale for the WMS is discussed in the following sections.

8.2.1

Monitoring objectives

The WMS is designed to achieve the following objectives:
•

Establish background trends: Monitoring is needed to establish background trends in groundwater
pressure caused by climate variability and by extraction of groundwater for other uses, in advance of
any water extraction by petroleum tenure holders. Identifying these background trends allows
separation of the impacts of CSG development from other contributing factors. Background trends
also provide useful insight into the functioning of groundwater systems by enabling the development
of regional water level or pressure contours.

•

Identify changes within and near areas of petroleum development: Monitoring is needed in and
around existing and developing gas fields to identify, at an early stage, the impacts of CSG water
extraction.

•

Identify changes near specific locations of interest: In some locations, groundwater use is
concentrated or of critical importance, such as for town supply or in areas of regionally significant
agricultural development. There are also locations where water pressure data is needed to improve
knowledge about the risk to springs from CSG development. Background trends and CSG water
extraction impacts are of particular interest at these locations.

•

Improve future groundwater flow modelling: The regional groundwater flow model is based on a
conceptualisation of the hydrogeology of the groundwater flow system. Water pressure and water
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quality monitoring data is required to improve understanding of how the groundwater flow system
works, including how connectivity between aquifers works. Understanding the system allows us to
progressively improve the groundwater flow model used to predict how aquifers will respond to CSG
development.

8.2.2

Evolution of the monitoring network

The UWIR 2012 identified a network of 396 new pressure monitoring points to be constructed by the end of
2016 to complement the 102 existing points, giving a total network of 498 points. Of these, 120 were
identified for water chemistry monitoring as well as water pressure monitoring, bringing the total number of
points to 618. By late 2015, 491 of the total 618 points were either operational or under construction. During
that time, new information about geology at some of the planned monitoring locations became available and,
based on this information, OGIA decided to defer installation at some of the proposed monitoring points until
the network requirements were reviewed in the process of developing UWIR 2016.
Changes with regard to complementary monitoring network activity have influenced the review of the WMS.
Over recent years, the CSG Compliance and Engagement Unit of DNRM has developed ‘CSG Online’. This
program is identifying private water bores that are suitable for monitoring in the area and, with the support of
the bore owners, is installing monitoring equipment in the bores. The data provides bore owners with useful
information about the condition of their bores as well as trends in water levels. The data is entered into the
GWDB. By late 2015, there were 25 monitoring points in the CSG Online network with an additional 17
points soon to be added. CGS Online is a source of useful data that OGIA will continue to use to
complement data from the WMS network.
The WMS network proposed in the UWIR 2012 built on existing monitoring points established by petroleum
tenure holders. Over and above these points, tenure holders have also provided data to OGIA from other
existing monitoring points, which have been instrumented by tenure holders for a variety of monitoring
purposes. These points are providing useful data now and may continue do so in the long term. OGIA will
maximise use of these points as part of the monitoring network; should they become unavailable for
monitoring at some future time, OGIA will reassess the monitoring needs as part of the subsequent update of
the UWIR.

8.2.3

Design principles of the monitoring network

The WMS has been reviewed against the following principles:
•

The part of the monitoring network specified in the UWIR 2012 that was not started by September
2015 has been re-assessed as part of the current review of the WMS. The revised network
specification replaces the unimplemented part of the UWIR 2012 network specification.

•

In accordance with industry best practice (European Commission 2004), the primary focus area for
monitoring is the footprint of planned CSG development because the biggest impacts are expected
to be near the CSG production areas. In 2012, the WMS provided for a monitoring density within the
LAAs (Section 7.3.2) of about 0.3 monitoring points per 100 square kilometres, which is comparable
to that achieved in other similar basin-scale aquifer monitoring networks.

•

Beyond the footprint of planned CSG development, monitoring requirements relate more to
background monitoring, and supporting further development of the regional groundwater flow model.
In these areas, the monitoring density is lower, in keeping with the relatively minor impacts predicted
in these areas.
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•

The network design, which is based primarily on achieving desired coverage, is adjusted to achieve
the objective of monitoring locations of specific interest.

•

Where practicable, the monitoring points for multiple target formations in an area are located in close
proximity to provide focussed information on pressure differences between formations.

•

The network design is based on the planned CSG development as set out in Chapter 2. If further
development was planned, the lead time to implement that development would allow enough time for
the monitoring network specification to be reviewed as part of a UWIR update.

•

The use of existing tenure holder works capable of providing monitoring data is maximised so that
the drilling of new dedicated monitoring bores can be focussed on the areas of greatest need.

•

The network is designed having regard to the availability of complementary data from the expanding
CSG Online network operated by the CSG Compliance and Engagement Unit of DNRM.

•

A major part of the monitoring network is already in place. New drilling required under the WMS has
been scheduled to give tenure holders enough time for planning.

8.3

Components of the WMS

The WMS is comprised of the following components:
•

Installation of the water monitoring network by tenure holders.

•

Ongoing collection and reporting of water pressure and water chemistry data by tenure holders.

•

Ongoing collection and reporting of water extraction data from petroleum and gas wells by tenure
holders.

•

Regular assessment by OGIA of the data provided by tenure holders, with annual reporting of those
assessments, as set out in Chapter 10.

8.3.1

Specifications of the monitoring network

The monitoring points of the monitoring network are listed in Table G-1 of Appendix G. Where a monitoring
point is yet to be installed, the date for completion is specified. The locations of existing and proposed water
pressure and water quality monitoring points are shown in Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 respectively. Table 8-1
provides a summary of the regional monitoring network.
The locations of monitoring points in each of the main aquifers are shown in Figures G-1 to G-9 in
Appendix G.
Table G-2 lists the monitoring points that will provide data to complement the water monitoring network; it
includes existing CSG Online bores that are particularly useful in complementing the network, and bores that
are intended to become CSG Online bores.
The main features of the WMS monitoring network are as follows:
•

Of the 675 proposed monitoring points, 491 are already operational or under construction, 56 exist
but are not yet part of the WMS monitoring network, 111 are completely new points and 17 are
complementary to the WMS network. Monitoring data is being received for 369 of these monitoring
points.
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•

About 70 per cent of the monitoring points are in formations and at locations where CSG impacts on
groundwater pressure of more than five metres are predicted. The other 30 per cent are located
outside the areas of significant impact, in more remote aquifers or aquitards.
Table 8-1 Summary of the monitoring network
Number of monitoring points

Target unit

Condamine Alluvium

Existing
WMS
network

Existing
points for
inclusion

Proposed
new WMS

Complementary
network

Total

21

0

3

0

24

4

0

0

0

4

10

0

0

0

10

5

0

0

0

5

49

4

6

2

61

7

2

0

0

9

81

4

15

0

100

213

8

56

0

277

39

18

21

8

86

Evergreen Formation

2

1

0

2

5

Precipice Sandstone

29

19

4

3

55

Clematis Sandstone

7

0

2

2

11

Bandanna Formation

24

0

2

0

26

0

0

2

0

2

491

56

111

17

675

Main Range Volcanics
Mooga Sandstone
Orallo Formation
Gubberamunda Sandstone
Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Walloon Coal Measures
Hutton Sandstone

Cattle Creek Formation
Total
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Figure 8-2 The location of existing and proposed groundwater pressure monitoring points
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Figure 8-3 The location of existing and proposed groundwater quality monitoring points
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8.3.2

Installing and maintaining the monitoring network

The WMS is being implemented by responsible petroleum tenure holders. Table G-1 of Appendix G
specifies:
•

The responsible tenure holder for each monitoring point.

•

The location of each monitoring point. For new monitoring points, it may be impracticable to site
works at the specified locations. Details of proposed changes to specified locations must be
submitted to OGIA for approval before construction, as specified in Section 8.3.4.

•

The timing requirement for installation. Details of difficulties in meeting the required timing must be
notified to OGIA for approval, as specified in Section 8.3.4.

The field parameters and chemical components to be collected and analysed every six months are specified
in Table G-3 of Appendix G.
A guideline for constructing new monitoring points is provided in Appendix G-2. Monitoring points must be
constructed in accordance with the guideline or in a way that achieves the same outcomes.
The responsible tenure holder must maintain each monitoring point. If a monitoring point fails and it is not
practicable to repair it, the tenure holder must notify OGIA, as specified in Section 8.3.4. The need for
monitoring at the location will then be considered at the next update of the UWIR.

8.3.3

Monitoring of CSG wells

The P&G Acts and associated regulations require that petroleum tenure holders monitor water extraction
from petroleum and gas wells. For OGIA assessment purposes, the water extraction data is required at
monthly intervals.

8.3.4

Reporting to OGIA on the network implementation

Responsible tenure holders must submit to OGIA a network implementation report at the end of March
and September each year, in the format specified by OGIA. The report should provide details about the
installed monitoring points, the planned installation of monitoring points and any emerging implementation
issues. If a report proposes a change to the location or timing of the installation of a monitoring point, or
other changes to the planned network as a result of emerging geological knowledge or other matters, the
proposed change needs to be endorsed by OGIA.
Responsible tenure holders must submit to OGIA a water monitoring report at the end March and
September each year, in the format specified by OGIA. The report should provide details of the monitoring
data collected under the WMS and must explain any gaps in the monitoring record associated with
maintenance issues or failure of a monitoring point.
If, as a result of tenure holder quality assurance processes, a tenure holder needs to amend monitoring data
previously submitted in a water monitoring report, the tenure holder must submit to OGIA a data correction
report explaining the corrections.

8.3.5

Baseline assessment program

A baseline assessment is an assessment of a private bore by a petroleum tenure holder to obtain
information about bore construction, water levels and water quality. The information provides a baseline of
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bore condition and performance. This information supports the development of agreements between bore
owners and petroleum tenure holders about ‘making good’ any impairment of bore supply caused by the
extraction of groundwater by petroleum tenure holders. The water level and water quality information can
also assist OGIA in its ongoing assessment of the groundwater system.
The Water Act requires that petroleum tenure holders carry out baseline assessments of water bores on
tenures before production begins on the tenures. Assessments are carried out in accordance with baseline
assessment plans approved by EHP and in accordance with guidelines issued by EHP.
The Water Act also provides that the WMS contain a program for baseline assessments for the LAAs. This
program includes land outside the tenures on which production is occurring. In many parts of the LAAs,
impacts on water level or water pressure will not occur for a long time. Baseline assessments are best done
immediately before the impacts are expected to occur. If they are done too early, the information collected
would be out of date and not useful for assessing changes.
For this reason, the program for carrying out baseline assessments for the LAAs supports the progressive
expansion of the area assessed, so that assessments are completed close to the time that the impact is
predicted to occur. A predicted impact of one metre within three years has been adopted as the trigger for
carrying out a baseline assessment. Each time a new UWIR is prepared, a new one-metre impact area will
be established.
The baseline assessment program is as follows:
•

The baseline assessment area for an aquifer is an area where a water pressure fall of more than one
metre is expected within three years, as shown in Figure 8-4.

•

Responsible tenure holders must carry out baseline assessments for bores that tap an aquifer within
the baseline assessment area for the aquifer.

•

If a baseline assessment has already been carried out in accordance with other obligations arising
under the Water Act, no further assessment is required.

•

Assessments are to be carried out in accordance with the guidelines for baseline assessments
issued by EHP.

•

Assessments must be completed, and the results reported to OGIA, within 12 months of the UWIR
being approved.

•

Each time the UWIR is reviewed, new baseline assessment areas will be established until the
baseline assessment areas for an aquifer coincide with the entire LAA for the aquifer.
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Figure 8-4 Baseline assessment areas
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9 Spring Impact Management Strategy
•

An improved system for assessing the risk to springs has been developed.

•

The spring monitoring requirements have been revised on the basis of the risk assessment.

•

Four spring sites require further investigation to clarify risk and assess mitigation options.

9.1

Introduction

The Spring Impact Management Strategy (SIMS) for the Surat CMA was first specified in the UWIR 2012
and has been implemented from that time. This chapter updates the strategy in response to the revised
predictions of impacts and the new understanding about the way springs respond to seasonal conditions,
non-groundwater related stresses, and water extraction from aquifers by petroleum tenure holders and other
water users.
Springs are fed by aquifers and are often associated with significant cultural heritage and ecological values.
If the pressure in an aquifer feeding a spring is lowered by water extraction, then the flow of water to the
spring will be reduced, potentially affecting the spring’s cultural and/or ecological values.
The Water Act requires that the spring impact management strategy include the following components:
•

A list of potentially affected springs: Springs that overly aquifers with a predicted impact of more
than 0.2 metres drawdown are identified.

•

An assessment of connectivity to underlying aquifers: For potentially affected springs, the
aquifers that provide flow to the spring are identified.

•

An assessment of risks to springs: The risk of current and planned P&G development impacting
on the source aquifers of potentially affected springs is assessed.

•

A spring monitoring program: The program identifies monitoring sites, appropriate techniques and
frequency.

•

A spring impact mitigation strategy: A strategy is developed for avoiding or mitigating impacts
where the fall in water level in the source aquifer for a spring is predicted to be more than 0.2
metres.

The monitoring and mitigation strategies identified in the spring impact management strategy are
implemented by petroleum tenure holders in accordance with individual responsibilities, as assigned in
Chapter 10. Responsibilities include collecting the required monitoring data, and reporting to OGIA on
implementation on a six-monthly basis that aligns with reporting on the WMS implementation.

9.1.1

Terminology

GAB springs are commonly described as either ‘spring vents’ or ‘watercourse springs’. The term ‘spring
complex’ is also commonly used to group spring vents. The meanings of those terms are set out in Table
9-1.
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Table 9-1 Spring terminology
Term

Description

Spring vent

A single point in the landscape where groundwater is discharged at the surface. A spring vent can
be mounded or flat and can also present as wetland vegetation, with no visible water at the location
of the spring.

Spring
complex

A group of spring vents located close to each other. The spring vents are located in the same
surface geology, and share the same source aquifer and landscape position. No adjacent pair of
spring vents in the complex is more than 10 km apart.

Watercourse
spring

A section of a watercourse where groundwater from a GAB aquifer enters the stream through the
streambed. This includes waterholes and flowing sections of streams dependent on groundwater.
This type of spring is also referred to as a baseflow-fed section of a watercourse.

Springs in the GAB are often further classified by features such as size, location in the landscape and
regional hydrogeological setting (for example, whether they are located in a recharge area or a discharge
area).
The emerging nomenclature that encompasses features traditionally referred to as springs is based on the
concept of ‘groundwater-dependent ecosystems’. These ecosystems need permanent or intermittent access
to groundwater to meet at least some of their water needs to maintain communities of plants and animals,
ecological processes and ecosystem services (Richardson et al. 2011). Three types of groundwaterdependent ecosystems are recognised:
•

ecosystems dependent on the surface expression of groundwater

•

ecosystems dependent on the subsurface expression of groundwater

•

cave and aquifer ecosystems.

In this report, a feature identified as a spring vent or watercourse spring aligns with the definition ‘ecosystem
reliant on the surface expression of groundwater’ in the groundwater-dependent ecosystems framework.

9.2

Springs in the Surat CMA

The inventory of springs in the area has been established over a long period. More recently, research by
OGIA and petroleum tenure holders has identified previously unknown springs. In addition, Queensland
Parks and Wildlife Services and other researchers have better identified springs in areas of limited access,
such as the Carnarvon Gorge. All new data on spring locations is included in the spring dataset held by the
Queensland Herbarium, which forms the basis of this spring impact management strategy.
In the Surat CMA, springs are not known to be fed by the formations targeted for CSG development. They
mostly receive groundwater flow from: the Clematis Sandstone; the Precipice Sandstone; the Boxvale
Sandstone Member of the Evergreen Formation; the Hutton Sandstone; the Gubberamunda Sandstone; and
the Bungil Formation. Some springs are associated with the Tertiary Volcanics and the Cenozoic sediments.
The occurrence and distribution of springs are primarily driven by regional and local geology, topography and
the nature of the supporting groundwater flow system. Most springs are located along or near the northern
and central outcrop areas of the Surat and Bowen basins. The main hydrogeological and morphological
processes that form springs in the region are summarised in Section 4.7.1.
The locations of all potentially affected springs in the Surat CMA are shown in Figure 9-1.
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Figure 9-1 The location of springs in the Surat CMA
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9.2.1

Ecological and cultural values of springs

Ecological value is the perceived importance of an ecosystem, which is underpinned by the living and/or
non-living components and processes that characterise the ecosystem (AETG 2012). A number of springs in
the Surat CMA are known to provide unique ecological habitats and contain rare and threatened species. In
addition, groundwater discharge can sustain waterholes and watercourses where the discharge plays an
important role in maintaining stream ecosystem functions and processes.
Information on the ecological value of the springs in the CMA was collated in 2011 by the Queensland
Herbarium to support the preparation of the UWIR 2012. This work included determining the presence of
listed ecological communities under the EPBC Act and their conservation ranking. This information has been
used in assessing the risks to springs, as described in Section 9.4. Table 9-2 shows the numbers of springs
in the Surat CMA recognised for their conservation significance under the EPBC Act and Queensland’s
Nature Conservation Act 1992 (NC Act).
Table 9-2 Ecological values associated with springs in the Surat CMA
Conservation status

Listed species / ecological

Number of springs associated with
the listing in the Surat CMA

community
EPBC Act

NC Act

Spring complexes (Spring vents)*

The community of native
species dependent on natural
discharge of groundwater
from the GAB

Endangered

-

Eriocaulon carsonii

Endangered

Endangered

5 (18)

Myriophyllum artesium

-

Endangered

1 (5)

Arthraxon hispidus

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Phaius australis

Endangered

Endangered

2 (2)

Thelypteris confluens

-

Vulnerable

1 (2)

Livistona nitida

-

Near Threatened

3 (7)

14 (112)

1 (18)

* The number in brackets is the total number of spring vents within the complexes.

Ecological values can be affected by impacts other than reduction in flow from source aquifers. For example,
spring vents can be degraded by impoundment and excavation. As a result, for a spring wetland in good
physical condition and known to host endemic species, the consequence of a reduction in flow from the
source aquifer would be greater than for a spring that has been extensively modified through excavation or
impoundment. These factors are incorporated into the risk assessment (Section 9.4).
Springs are associated with cultural heritage values. Unlike ecological values, cultural heritage values are
not often documented. Over the past decade, a number of studies have provided data on the cultural
heritage values of springs in the Surat Basin. The studies have varied in their purpose and spatial extent.
However, descriptions of the cultural heritage values generally align with the categories identified by Central
Queensland Cultural Heritage Management (2005) as follows:
•

Mythological associations: The linkage between a spring and its water, and mythological events
and/or creator beings or other beings.

•

Ritual and ceremonial associations: The role that a spring and its water play in the conduct of
ceremonies. This may also be linked to the mythological associations.
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•

Economic and subsistence associations: The role that a spring, or group of springs, and the
water available from them, play in the patterns of seasonal, economic and subsistence activities of
particular Aboriginal groups.

•

Major or personal historical events: Events such as births, massacres, and long-term camping
and habitation.

In addition to these studies, specific investigations and EISs have identified cultural heritage values as part
of project approval requirements. Where values are identified, they are recorded in the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Island Cultural Heritage Register. The register has been searched to identify cultural heritage sites that
are close to springs (Table 9-3).
Table 9-3 Cultural heritage records associated with springs in the Surat CMA
Number of records
Type of record

Within 500 metres of

Within 1.5 km of springs

springs
Artefact scatter

Within 3 km of springs

246

845

1242

18

34

54

Contact site

-

1

2

Cultural site

-

5

14

Dwelling

-

1

4

Earthen arrangement

-

2

2

11

34

62

Grinding groove

9

33

53

Hearth/oven

4

8

11

Historical place

1

1

1

Isolated find

7

48

122

Landscape feature

7

19

30

Painting

62

178

322

Pathway

-

8

14

11

17

23

7

11

19

Scarred/Carved Tree

26

73

118

Shell midden

11

22

23

Stone arrangement

-

2

4

Story place

-

4

4

Well

-

1

3

420

1,347

2,127

Burial site

Engraving

Quarry
Resource area

Total

9.2.2

Recent research

Since the UWIR 2012 was prepared, a range of monitoring and research activities have been undertaken by
OGIA and petroleum tenure holders to learn more about springs. This new knowledge, together with output
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from the new regional groundwater flow model, has enabled an improved assessment of risk. The activities
are summarised in this section.
The UWIR 2012 specified requirements for tenure holders to carry out quarterly monitoring at spring vents.
At the same time, the Australian Government also set monitoring and other requirements on tenure holders
as conditions of approval under the EPBC Act. In addition to spring monitoring, petroleum tenure holders and
OGIA carried out field investigations at representative sites to learn more about the local hydrogeological
settings.
For example, the Lucky Last and Abyss spring complexes overlie the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault, north-east of
Injune. OGIA led field activities at this location including geology mapping, ground geophysics and the
construction of nested investigation bores. The information collected provides a detailed understanding of
local groundwater flow directions and characterisation of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault at this location.
The springs in the area include watercourse springs and spring vents. However, watercourse springs are
more difficult to identify than spring vents. The UWIR 2012 identified potential watercourse springs based on
a desktop method and identified the need to better define the existence of watercourse springs. Methods
used in the Lake Eyre Basin by other researchers have been now been applied in the northern Surat CMA to
better identify the existence of watercourse springs. While these methods are designed to map terrestrial
groundwater-dependent ecosystems, such mapping is a good indicator of potential watercourse springs in
nearby streams. Work will continue to better identify watercourse springs and thereby improve the
assessment of risk.
Spring monitoring is challenging for a variety of reasons and new monitoring techniques continue to emerge
in response to those challenges. OGIA has reviewed the literature on spring monitoring techniques and held
a workshop to collate expert views. Knowledge gained from those activities has been incorporated in the
monitoring techniques required in the monitoring program (Section 9.5). This knowledge has also led to the
design of a field pilot that will be implemented to test the usefulness of other emerging methods.
As detailed in Section 4.7.2, work on the hydrogeological setting of individual springs has enabled the
development of a system that groups wetlands by type, using characteristics relating to how a wetland has
formed and how it is likely to respond to a change in the groundwater regime (OGIA 2016c). This typology
supported the design of the spring monitoring requirements specified in the monitoring program (Section 9.5)
and has also been incorporated into the system for assessing risk to springs.

9.2.3

Potentially affected springs

The Water Act requires that the UWIR assess the potential groundwater impacts of P&G activities on all
‘potentially affected springs’. A spring is defined as the land to which water rises naturally from below the
ground and the land over which water then flows. The Water Act defines a potentially affected spring as a
spring overlying a GAB aquifer in which the modelled long-term predicted reduction in water pressure in any
underlying aquifer resulting from P&G water extraction exceeds 0.2 metres. Output from the regional
groundwater flow model has been used to identify the potentially affected springs in the Surat CMA.
The details of the potentially affected springs are provided in Appendix H-1. The locations of these springs
are shown in Figure 9-1 and the number of springs is shown in Table 9-4. Springs associated with the Main
Range Volcanics to the north, south and west of Toowoomba are associated with local flow systems and are
disconnected from the regional flow regimes in the underlying GAB formations.
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The number of spring complexes and spring vents in the Surat CMA has increased due to changes to the
Queensland Herbarium system of classification and the identification of new spring vents identified through
research activities.
Table 9-4 Springs in the Surat CMA
Number of springs
Spring type

Total

Potentially affected springs

associated with an
EPBC Act listing

EPBC Act listed

Not listed

Total

(Table 9-2)
Spring complexes
(Spring vents)*
Watercourse springs

87 (387)

18 (134)

4 (23)

12 (38)

16 (61)

40

-

-

19

19

* The number in brackets is the total number of spring vents within the complexes.

9.3

Connectivity between springs and aquifers

To assess the risk to a spring associated with a pressure reduction in underlying aquifers, it is necessary to
identify the source aquifer providing water to the spring. The source aquifer to a spring depends upon the
local hydrogeological setting and the mechanism through which groundwater flows to the surface. The
source aquifer could be the same geological formation in which the spring occurs, or it could be a deeper
formation from which groundwater flows through fractures or faults to the spring.
The source aquifer for each spring has been reassessed based on secondary information about the springs,
local and regional scale geology, hydrogeology, hydrochemistry and monitoring data. The wetland typology
described in Section 4.7.2 resulting from recent research has also been used. An updated attribution of
source aquifers to springs is provided in Appendix H-1.
The Lucky Last spring complex, a high-value spring listed under the EPBC Act and in the UWIR 2012, is of
particular interest with regard to connectivity. The source aquifer was predicted to be impacted by P&G water
extraction; however, recent investigation has shown that the source aquifer for the spring is the Boxvale
Sandstone Member of the Evergreen Formation, not the deeper Precipice Sandstone as previously
understood (OGIA 2016c). As a result, the Lucky Last spring complex is no longer at risk of impact from P&G
water extraction.
Another important outcome is a clearer understanding that some springs are supported by local flow
systems. For these springs, the distance between recharge and discharge is typically less than five
kilometres, so these springs respond rapidly to seasonal variation in recharge. Local flow systems that are
disconnected from the regional groundwater flow system are not affected by water pressure reduction in
regional aquifers resulting from P&G water extraction.
Similarly, there is now a clearer understanding that some springs are supported by both local and regional
groundwater flow systems. In these cases, a more constant background rate of groundwater flow to the
spring from a regional aquifer is overlain by seasonally fluctuating flow from a local flow system.
The improved attribution of source aquifers is important for assessing the risk to springs, as set out in in
Section 9.4. Together with the new spring wetland typology (Section 4.7.2) arising from studies into the
hydrogeological setting, it has been used in updating the design of the spring monitoring program (Section
9.5).
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9.4

Assessing the risk to springs

An assessment of risk has been carried out for all springs to ensure management strategies align with risk
associated with P&G water extraction.
The risk assessment criteria relate to:
•

the likelihood of a drop in pressure in a source aquifer due to P&G water extraction

•

the consequence for the spring should the pressure drop.

The likelihood is assessed using the regional groundwater flow model. The consequence is evaluated using
a combination of factors, including the estimated magnitude of pressure in the spring’s source aquifer and
the known ecological values.
Details of the risk assessment methodology are provided in Appendix H-2. The results of the risk
assessment are provided in Appendix H-3. The results have been used to select monitoring sites and in the
design of pressure monitoring requirements.

9.5

The spring monitoring program

The objectives of spring monitoring are to understand the natural variability in spring discharge and to better
understand the source aquifers that feed the springs at some locations. This understanding will ensure that
any future impacts from P&G water extraction are correctly identified.
The monitoring data collected to date indicates that many springs show significant variability related to
seasonality in rainfall, evapotranspiration and local groundwater contributions. At this stage, no impacts from
P&G water extraction have been observed.
During the implementation of the spring monitoring program as defined in the UWIR 2012, the methods for
monitoring evolved in response to improvements in knowledge and seasonal conditions. To prepare for the
review of the monitoring program, emerging techniques reported in the literature were identified and
reviewed at an expert workshop. An important outcome from the study was the knowledge that, to
understand if changes in spring discharge are related to changes in the groundwater regime, all spring water
balance components need to be identified and monitored, where possible. The wetland typology described in
Section 4.7.2 has been used to determine the spring water balance components to be monitored under the
UWIR.
A pilot project will be implemented by OGIA over the next three years to evaluate new monitoring methods. If
the pilot project overlaps with tenure holder monitoring obligations under the UWIR, the pilot project activities
will displace the tenure holder’s obligations under the UWIR. Outcomes from the pilot project will be used in
the next update of the UWIR.

9.5.1

Selecting the spring monitoring sites

Spring sites vary considerably in their ecological values and their physical condition. For this reason, the
spring risk assessment (Section 9.4 and Appendix H2) has been used to inform the selection of monitoring
sites. Representative springs from spring complexes classified as ‘high risk’ or ‘moderate risk’ have been
considered for monitoring. Typically, these classifications result from a lack of data, so the data collected is
likely to lower the risk rating when the risk assessment is next updated.
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Eleven spring complexes, comprising 50 spring vents and three watercourse springs, will be monitored
under the program. These sites are in spring complexes other than those identified as ‘low risk’. The
locations are shown in Figure 9-2 and individually listed in Appendix H-3.
There are many ways of measuring spring attributes such as spring discharge. For each spring location and
monitoring attribute, the required measurement method is specified in Table H-7 of Appendix H-4. The
responsible tenure holder for each monitoring site is listed in Table H-5 (spring vents) and Table H-6
(watercourse springs).
The water management strategy (Chapter 8) specifies pressure monitoring at locations near some springs.
Data from those sites will be used in conjunction with spring monitoring data for future assessment.

9.5.2

Spring discharge

The flow of groundwater to some springs is sufficient for water to continuously flow away from the springs
and drain into watercourses or other landscape features. However, at springs where the flow of groundwater
to the springs is relatively small, the spring discharge can be completely consumed by evaporation and by
transpiration by plants, leaving no flow away from the springs. As a result, a range of approaches to
monitoring are required, as detailed below.
At sites where flow is concentrated into a single channel (Wetland type 3, Section 4.7.2), flow is to be
measured by a standard technique. At sites where there are many small flow lines (Wetland types 1 and 2,
Section 4.7.2) and measuring the flow without potentially damaging spring values would be impractical, a
visual estimate is required.
At sites where no flow is visible, wetland attributes are to be monitored as indicators of change in the spring
water balance. The area of wetland vegetation is the area of permanent saturation sufficient for colonisation
by wetland species. Beyond that boundary, there is often a seasonally moist zone of increased discharge
from the spring in response to seasonal rainfall, evaporation and transpiration by the vegetation. For these
sites, the boundary of the wetland vegetation and the extent of the seasonally moist zone are to be
monitored. A list of terrestrial and aquatic species is provided in Table H-9 in Appendix H-4 to assist in
delineating the boundaries.
Measuring these attributes provides a basis for estimating groundwater flux and related changes observed in
the wetland, along with other monitored attributes such as groundwater pressure, physical condition, climate,
rainfall and evapotranspiration.
Depending on the characteristics of the spring (Section 4.7.2), either the extent of wetland vegetation or the
extent of groundwater discharge—or both—need to be monitored. Table H-5 and Table H-6 in Appendix H-3
specify the monitoring methods required at each monitoring site.

9.5.3

Water chemistry

The water chemistry of a spring can be influenced by the aquifer feeding the spring, surface water flows,
evapotranspiration and land use. Water chemistry contributes to improving the identification of a spring’s
source aquifer and for identifying seasonal spring ecological processes and dynamics.
Table H-8 in Appendix H-3 lists the chemical parameters to be measured.
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9.5.4

Physical condition

Monitoring a spring’s physical condition can provide information about changes in the groundwater regime
which are not apparent from other monitoring data. For example, the extent of salt scalding and iron staining
around the periphery of a spring indicates recent changes in the groundwater regime.
Also, springs can be influenced by a range of non-groundwater-related stressors, such as animal
disturbance. Depending on the extent of disturbance, these factors may alter the accuracy of the monitoring
data about the wetland vegetation boundary, the moist zone and the water chemistry.
A guide to observing the physical condition of springs is specified in Table H-7 in Appendix H-3.
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Figure 9-2 The location of spring monitoring and mitigation sites
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9.6

Spring impact mitigation strategy

The Water Act requires that the UWIR include a strategy to prevent or mitigate the impact of P&G water
extraction on springs. The UWIR 2012 identified five spring complexes where pressure impacts in the source
aquifers were predicted to be greater than 0.2 metres at some time in the future. It required tenure holders to
evaluate the options available to mitigate the predicted pressure impacts.
At two sites (Barton and Scotts Creek), tenure holders established that the predicted impact could be
balanced out by relocating stock water supply bores that are already impacting the springs.
At the other three sites (Lucky Last, Springrock Creek and 311/Yebna), it became clear from the initial
assessment that a more detailed understanding of the local hydrogeological setting was needed before
appropriate mitigation actions could be developed. That work has been carried out and incorporated into the
new risk assessment strategy.

9.6.1

Mitigation sites

A mitigation site is a site where, on the basis of current knowledge, actions are likely to be required at a
future date to prepare to avoid, mitigate or offset future spring impacts.
An important outcome of the spring research activities that have been carried out is that the Lucky Last
spring complex is no longer considered to be at risk. It has been established that the spring complex is fed
from the Boxvale Sandstone Member of the Evergreen Formation, which is not predicted to be affected by
P&G water extraction.
Currently, there are four mitigation sites. At two of the four mitigation sites—‘Barton (283)’ and ‘Scotts Creek
(260)’—plans have already been developed by the responsible tenure holder, Origin Energy. The plans are
to relocate existing stock water supply bores that are currently impacting on the spring’s source aquifer to
balance out the predicted impact of CSG water extraction. These plans are being progressed with bore
owners so they are ready to be activated in advance of any impact. No action beyond the monitoring
scheduled in the spring monitoring program is required for these sites at this time.
For the other two mitigation sites, Santos is the responsible tenure holder. Santos has established that it is
not technically possible to balance out impacts by relocating existing water bores that currently impact the
source aquifer pressures at the spring. The first of these two sites is known as ‘Springrock Creek (561)’. The
second site is the ‘Yebna group’ of spring complexes and watercourse springs at essentially the same
location as Springrock Creek site. The group comprises the springs ‘Yebna 2 (591)’, ‘Yebna 2 (311)’, ‘Hutton
Creek (W81)’ and ‘Dawson River (W40)’.
At the location of Springrock Creek and the Yebna group, the risk to the springs resulting from a fall in
pressure in the source aquifer has been better defined by research and monitoring activities. However, the
risk should be further clarified by the tenure holder through the collection of additional field data. Details
about the two spring groups, and comments about knowledge requirements, are provided in Table 9-5.
Options to offset future impacts should also be further assessed.
The long-term impact at the Springrock Creek site is currently predicted to be 5.7 metres, with the earliest
impact occurring in 2022. The maximum impact at the other mitigation sites is predicted to be two metres,
with the earliest impacts occurring decades into the future. The predicted impact at the Springrock Creek site
is related to newly planned CSG development from the Cattle Creek Formation of the Bowen Basin, which
has introduced new complexities to the prediction of impacts in the Precipice Sandstone. Due to the limited
development and exploration of the Cattle Creek Formation to date, there is uncertainty with regard to its
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extent, thickness and hydraulic properties. In parallel with work to be undertaken by the responsible tenure
holder OGIA will carry out a subregional assessment of the contact between the Bandanna and Cattle Creek
formations with the Surat Basin to improve the prediction of impacts.
Table 9-5 Sites for mitigation actions

Site name

Source

Responsible

aquifer

tenure holder

Site knowledge requirements (Appendix H-2)

•
Springrock

Precipice

Creek

Sandstone

Yebna

Precipice

group

Sandstone

Improve understanding of the height of groundwater
pressure above ground level at the spring.

Santos
•

Improve understanding of aquatic values at the spring.

•

Improve understanding of the height of groundwater
pressure above ground level at the spring.

Santos

•

Improve understanding of the volume of groundwater
discharge to the Hutton Creek and Dawson River.

Additional sites could become mitigation sites as knowledge about the local hydrological setting of springs is
improved through the spring monitoring program or through confirmation of the existence of watercourse
springs at locations where long-term pressure impacts are predicted. However any pressure impacts in the
spring source aquifers are predicted to occur well into the future. At this stage, the information from the
monitoring program, field validation program and further assessment by OGIA of source aquifer impacts will
provide a basis for improving the risk assessment. The need for more targeted action by tenure holders will
be reassessed in the next update of the UWIR.

9.6.2

Mitigation actions

The responsible tenure holder is to further investigate the mitigation sites listed in Table 9-5 to:
•
•

collect data to address the knowledge requirements identified in Table 9-5
assess potential offset options that are not related to the groundwater regime—for example,
supporting landholders to reduce spring degradation caused by animals accessing the springs.

A plan for addressing these items must be prepared within three months of the approval of the UWIR 2016.
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10 Responsible tenure holder obligations
•

No changes have been made to the assignment of tenure holder responsibilities.

10.1 Meaning of responsible tenure holder
Under Queensland’s regulatory framework, petroleum tenure holders have the right to take groundwater in
the process of producing petroleum and gas. A number of obligations are associated with this right.
Petroleum tenure holders have an obligation to make good impairment to the adequacy of water supply from
bores resulting from their water extraction. They also have an obligation to monitor water pressure and
assess the future impacts.
The impacts of water extraction by a petroleum tenure holder on water pressure in an aquifer may extend
beyond the tenure. In areas where a number of petroleum tenure holders operate, there may be overlapping
impacts on water pressure in an aquifer from the separate operations. In such areas, supply from a water
bore may be impaired because of the cumulative impacts from water extraction by multiple tenure holders.
Under Queensland’s regulatory framework, the Queensland Government can establish an area of
overlapping impact as a cumulative management area (CMA).
Within a CMA, individual petroleum tenure holders are identified as the tenure holders responsible for
specific activities, even though any individual tenure holder may not be the only entity creating the need for
the activity to be carried out. These arrangements ensure that there is clear legal responsibility for actions in
areas where integrated approaches are needed to manage cumulative impacts.
This chapter assigns responsibilities for specific obligations in the Surat CMA to individual petroleum tenure
holders.

10.2 Underground water obligations for responsible tenure holders
The Queensland regulatory framework provides that the underground water obligations comprise ‘make
good’ obligations and reporting obligations. These are summarised in the following sections.

10.2.1 ‘Make good’ obligations
Make good obligations are specified in the Water Act. The Act provides that the Immediately Affected Area
(IAA) for an aquifer is the area within which water pressures are predicted to fall by more than the trigger
threshold within three years. The trigger thresholds are set in the Water Act as five metres for consolidated
aquifers (such as sandstone) and two metres for unconsolidated aquifers (such as sand). Within the IAA for
a formation, there is significant risk that the supply of water from a bore tapping the formation will be
impaired within three years. For the Surat CMA, these areas are identified in Chapter 7.
The Water Act provides that, on approval of a UWIR, the responsible petroleum tenure holder is to carry out
a bore assessment and enter into a make good agreement with the owners of bores that source water from
an aquifer within the IAA for the aquifer. Water supply bores within the IAA which are expected to experience
pressure reductions of more that the trigger threshold within three years are listed in Appendix E.
The supply from bores other than those identified in Appendix E could potentially become impaired. This
could be because a bore supply is susceptible to reductions in water pressure that are smaller than the
trigger threshold, or because local conditions could cause water pressure impacts to be greater than
predicted by the regional groundwater flow model. The Water Act provides that in such cases EHP can direct
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a tenure holder to carry out a bore assessment and, if necessary, enter into a make good agreement with the
bore owner. DNRM operates a CSG Compliance and Engagement Unit which carries out a range of activities
for both DNRM and EHP. A bore owner with a concern in relation to make good arrangements should
contact the CSG Compliance Unit in the first instance.

10.2.2 Report obligations
The report obligations arise from the UWIR itself. The Water Act provides that a report obligation is a
requirement with which a responsible tenure holder must comply as specified in a UWIR. OGIA undertakes
activities that need to be carried out centrally, such as regional groundwater flow modelling. However,
activities that relate more directly to individual tenures are established as report obligations and are assigned
to specific tenure holders who then become the responsible tenure holders for the activities. The report
obligations are of two types:
•

Water monitoring activities: These obligations involve constructing monitoring installations, carrying
out baseline assessments and reporting data on an ongoing basis. The activities are specified in
Chapter 8.

•

Spring impact management activities: These obligations involve implementing a program for
monitoring springs and a program to assess options for mitigating the impact of water extraction on
springs. The activities are set out in Chapter 9.

10.3 Assigning underground water obligations
The tenures for current and planned petroleum and gas production are shown in Figure 2-6. Details about
the tenures and the current authorised holders of the tenures are listed in Appendix A.

10.3.1 Assignment rules for ‘make good’ obligations
The bores most likely to be affected by water extraction by petroleum and gas tenure holders are on lands
on tenures shown in Figure 2-6. The following rule assigns responsibility for make good obligations for these
bores.
Rule 1: The authorised holder from time to time of a petroleum tenure over land identified in Figure
2-6 is the responsible tenure holder for make good obligations in relation to a bore on the land.
Because water pressure impacts can extend laterally, impact on bore supply could occur in bores outside the
lands covered by Rule 1. The following rule assigns responsibility for make good obligations in relation to
those bores.
Rule 2: For a bore on land in the CMA, other than the land to which Rule 1 applies, the authorised
holder from time to time of a petroleum tenure over the land identified in Figure 2-6 that is closest to
the bore is the responsible tenure holder for make good obligations in relation to the bore.
Under these rules, the responsible tenure holder will change if the ownership of a tenure changes. The
responsible tenure holder for a bore can be established at any time by referring to the public access area of
the DNRM tenure database.
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10.3.2 Assignment rules for reporting obligations
The individual activities identified within the water management strategy and the spring impact management
strategy, specified in Chapters 8 and 9 respectively, are report obligations. The following rules assign
responsibility for these activities. The responsibilities are assigned to tenure holders having regard to the
relative contribution of water extraction by tenure holders to the need for the assigned activity.
Baseline assessments
Baseline assessments relate to potential future make good obligations. Therefore, the same principles apply
as for the assigning of responsibilities for make good obligations.
Rule 3: The authorised holder from time to time of a petroleum tenure over land identified in Figure
2-6 is the responsible tenure holder for carrying out the baseline assessment program identified in
Chapter 8 in relation to a bore on the land.
Rule 4: For a bore on land in the CMA, other than the land to which Rule 3 applies, the authorised
holder from time to time of a petroleum tenure over the land identified in Figure 2-6 that is closest to
the bore is the responsible tenure holder for carrying out the baseline assessment program identified
in Chapter 8 in relation to the bore.
Other report obligations
Activities at sites within the tenures shown on Figure 2-6 are to be carried out by the authorised holders of
the tenures on which the activities are to be carried out. Since the ownership of tenures can change over
time, in Chapters 8 and 9 the activities at those sites are noted as being the responsibility of the ‘current
tenure holder’ which is the authorised tenure holder at a given point in time.
The following rule deals with these activities.
Rule 5: The authorised holder from time to time of a petroleum tenure over land identified in Figure
2-6 is the responsible tenure holder for the activities identified in Chapters 8 and 9 required to be
carried out on the land.
Some of the activities identified in Chapters 8 and 9 are to be carried out outside the areas shown on Figure
2-6. However, the need for the activities arises because of water extraction within the areas. Therefore,
responsibility for an activity is assigned to a tenure holder from within the area. The following rule assigns
responsibility in relation to these activities other than the requirement for carrying out baseline assessments.
Rule 6: For activities other than baseline assessment, to be carried out outside the area to which
Rule 5 applies, the tenure holder identified in Chapter 8 or 9 as the responsible tenure holder for the
activity is the responsible tenure holder for the activity.
Under these rules, the holder at any time of a tenure shown on Figure 2-6 will always be the entity
responsible for water and spring monitoring on the tenure. If there is a change of tenure ownership,
responsibility will fall to the new owner.
Outside the tenure area shown on Figure 2-6 a designated tenure holder will be responsible for activities
other than the carrying out of baseline assessments, irrespective of ownership changes. Only extensive
changes to tenure ownership would create a need to change these responsibilities.
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11 Periodic reporting and review
•

Annual reports will be provided by OGIA during the implementation of the underground water
impact report.

•

Research will continue to improve the assessment of groundwater impacts in preparation for
further revisions of the underground water impact report.

This chapter describes the arrangements for reporting on matters relating to the UWIR 2016 and the
subsequent revision of the UWIR.

11.1 Introduction
The first regional groundwater flow model was developed as the basis for preparing the UWIR 2012. Since
then, a new regional groundwater flow model has been developed to support the preparation of this report.
The new model is highly sophisticated and OGIA will continue to develop it.
The planned CSG industry development, which is assessed using the model, is subject to change. These
changes will affect the model’s predictions of impacts on water pressures. Therefore, each year, changes to
planned industry development will be collated and changes to predictions of impact will be reassessed.
A major part of the monitoring network has been established and data from the network will be progressively
added to the DNRM Groundwater Database. As well as routine reporting of data, any significant departures
from expected behaviour will be reported each year.
Queensland’s regulatory framework requires that the UWIR be revised every three years, unless EHP
approves a more frequent or less frequent revision.

11.2 Annual reporting
OGIA will continue to report annually to EHP and these reports will be published on the OGIA website. Over
the implementation period of UWIR 2016, the annual reports will include:
•
•

reports on further development of the regional groundwater flow model
reports on changes to the planned CSG industry development and the effect of any changes on
predictions of impacts on groundwater pressures, particularly any changes to the extent of
Immediately Affected Areas for aquifers

•

a summary of any unexpected changes to regional water pressure trends

•

a summary of progress on research activities.

11.3 Revising the underground water impact report
Queensland’s regulatory framework requires that a new UWIR be prepared every three years, unless EHP
approves a more frequent or less frequent revision. A revision should incorporate the most recent drilling
data, monitoring data, spring data and should use the latest development of the regional groundwater flow
model. It could provide updated monitoring requirements in response to any change in circumstances.
Matters that could be expected to trigger an early revision of the UWIR are:
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•

unexpected changes in planned CSG development that could be expected to cause a significant
increase in predicted water pressure impacts in the short term

•

new knowledge about the way the groundwater system is responding to CSG development which
warrants early updating of predicted impacts.

11.4 Access to information
The monitoring data reported to OGIA under the water monitoring strategy is entered onto the DNRM
Groundwater Database along with monitoring data from other networks. The data is accessible through the
Queensland CSG Globe. Information about using the Globe is available from the DNRM website.
Tenure holder reports, including data about the construction of CSG bores and water extraction, are
available from the QDEX Reports system which can be accessed through the DNRM website.

11.5 Research
11.5.1 Approach to building knowledge
Knowledge about the groundwater flow system will continue to improve as monitoring data accumulates
under the water management strategy and the spring impact management strategy. The data will show how
the groundwater flow system is responding to stresses and will be used to further improve the groundwater
flow model. The monitoring programs are set out in Chapters 8 and 9.
Knowledge about the groundwater flow system will also improve through targeted research. In addition to
research carried out by OGIA, other research groups carry out research that is relevant to the assessment of
impacts of CSG water extraction on water pressures in aquifers. OGIA collaborates with other groups on
relevant research.
OGIA makes its regional geological model and output from the regional groundwater flow model available to
researchers, and seeks to incorporate the outcomes of all relevant research into these models.

11.5.2 Research directions
Current or planned research activity is as follows:
•

Progressively update the regional geological model to incorporate data from new CSG wells as a
foundational resource for groundwater managers and researchers and future groundwater flow
modelling.

•

Develop and apply new methods for analysis of uncertainty in regional groundwater flow model
output. This would include an assessment of the potential contribution of faults and abandoned or
poorly constructed bores.

•

Investigate groundwater flow in sensitive areas through sub-regional assessments.

•

Investigate background trends in water level behaviour.

•

In collaboration with the Queensland Herbarium and CSIRO, test new spring monitoring
methodologies and better identify watercourse springs.

•

In collaboration with CSG companies and the Geological Survey of Queensland, improve surface
geological mapping.
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•

In collaboration with Geoscience Australia, the Geological Survey of Queensland and CSG
companies, improve the identification and characterisation of fault systems.

•

In collaboration with the University of Queensland’s Centre for Coal Seam Gas, improve
understanding of recharge rates and water use volumes.

•

In collaboration with Queensland University of Technology, improve understanding of groundwater
flow systems through hydrochemical studies.
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13 Glossary
Alluvium: Deposits of clay, silt, sand, gravel, or other particulate material that has been deposited by a
stream or other body of running water in a streambed, on a flood plain, on a delta, or at the base of a
mountain.
Analytical technique: Mathematical relationships that can be used to forecast water pressure changes in a
simple homogenous formation in response to relatively uniform and localised extraction.
Aquifer: A saturated underground geological formation or group of formations, that can store water and yield
it to a bore or spring. A saturated formation that will not yield water in usable quantities is not considered an
aquifer.
Aquitard: A geological formation that prevents significant flow of water due to its low permeability (e.g., clay
layers or tight deposits of shale).
Artesian water: Water that occurs naturally in, or is introduced artificially into, an aquifer, and which if
tapped by a bore, would flow naturally to the surface.
Basement (geological): Generally low permeability hard rock strata of igneous or metamorphic origin which
lie below sedimentary rocks or sedimentary basins. In the same way the sediments or sedimentary rocks on
top of the basement can be called a "cover" or "sedimentary cover".
Basin (geological): An area in which the rock strata dip from the margins toward a common centre; the site
of accumulation of a large thickness of sediments.
Basin (groundwater or hydrogeological): A groundwater system made up of multiple aquifers, may be
equivalent to a geological basin.
Confined aquifer: A saturated aquifer bounded between low permeability materials such as clay or dense
rock.
Conglomerate (geological): Rock consisting of pebbles or gravel embedded in a finer cemented material;
consolidated gravel.
Consolidated aquifer: A water bearing aquifer made of consolidated rock such as sandstone, coal,
limestone or granite.
Conventional petroleum and gas: Petroleum and gas that is generally found in permeable formations such
as sandstone trapped in reservoirs by an overlying low permeability rock formation, or within geological
structures that allow the petroleum and gas to concentrate or pool.
Current tenure holder: The authorised petroleum tenure holder at a given point in time.
Deposition: The laying down/settling of material (clay, sand, rock) carried by wind, water, or ice.
Depressurisation: The extraction of groundwater by pumping to decrease pressure in the groundwater
system or reduce groundwater head.
Drawdown (noun): The difference between the groundwater pressure before and after pumping or
depressurisation.
Draw down (verb): To lower the water pressure as a result of extracting water.
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Drill stem test: A procedure used to test the surrounding geological formation through the drill stem when a
petroleum well is drilled. It is used to estimate the productive capacity, pressure, porosity or permeability of a
petroleum producing formation.
Dual phase flow: The simultaneous flow of two substances through porous material; for example when gas
and water are flowing through a geological formation to a well.
Elevation: Height above a set point usually in relation to a standardised sea level or datum.
Erosion: The wearing down or washing away of the soil and land surface by the action of water, wind, or ice.
Fault (geological): A break in a geological formation along which some measurable movement, or
displacement, has occurred typically due to tectonic movement and uplift of the earth's crust (see also
‘Fracture’).
Fluvial material: Material that is eroded, transported and deposited by rivers or streams.
Fold (geological): When a stack of originally flat sedimentary strata are bent or curved typically due to
tectonic movement and uplift of the earth’s crust.
Formation (geological): A sediment or rock, or group of sediments or rocks. Geologists often group rocks of
similar types and ages into named formations, for example the Hooray Sandstone of the Great Artesian
Basin.
Fracture (geological): A minor break in a geological formation with no measurable movement, or
displacement (see also ‘Fault’).
Geological formations: See ‘Formation’.
Groundwater: Also known as underground water. Water found in the cracks, voids, pores or other spaces
between particles of clay, silt, sand, gravel or rock within the saturated zone of a geological formation.
Groundwater database: A database maintained by DNRM that stores information relating to registered
groundwater bores drilled within the state of Queensland.
Groundwater flow model: A set of equations, which, subject to certain assumptions, quantify the physical
processes active in a groundwater system. While a model cannot simulate the detailed reality of the
groundwater system, its behaviour approximates that of the actual system and is used to simulate that
behaviour.
Head (groundwater): Groundwater level or pressure.
Homogenous formation: A geological formation that has identical material properties throughout its entire
extent.
Horizon (geological): A bedding surface where there is marked change in the lithology within a sequence of
sedimentary or volcanic rocks, or a distinctive layer or thin bed with a characteristic lithology or fossil content
within a sequence.
Hydraulic gradient: The difference in water pressure or water level across one or more formations over a
unit distance. The hydraulic gradient indicates which direction groundwater will flow, and how rapidly.
Hydraulic parameters: The parameters that describe the material properties that control the flow and
storage of water within an aquifer, such as permeability and storavitity.
Hydrogeology: The study of how groundwater moves, how it is distributed and how it interacts with rock.
Hydrostratigraphy: The identification of units on the basis of hydraulic properties.
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Immediately Affected Area: The area of an aquifer within which water levels are predicted to fall, due to
water extraction by petroleum tenure holders, by more than the trigger threshold within three years. The
trigger thresholds are specified in the Water Act as five metres for consolidated aquifers (such as sandstone)
and two metres for unconsolidated aquifers (such as sand). Within the Immediately Affected Area, there is
significant risk that the supply of water from a bore tapping the formation will be impaired within three years.
Intake bed: An area where sandstone aquifers are exposed, or where they outcrop at the surface or
shallowly beneath alluvium, and where water can enter the aquifer.
Interbedded: Where beds, or layers, of geological material of different lithology or properties are layered
together.
Interfinger: In relation to sedimentary rocks, to change laterally or vertically from one type to another, where
the two types gradually merge, or overlap, to form interpenetrating wedges.
Lacustrine: Formed in lakes or ponds. Lacustrine deposits are stratified materials deposited in lake waters
which later become exposed either by the lowering of the water level or by the elevation of the land.
Licensed entitlement: A water allocation or authority granted under the Water Act 2000 to access and use
groundwater.
Lithic: Geological deposits or sedimentary rocks that contain abundant fragments of previously-formed
rocks.
Lithology: The physical characteristics of rock, with reference to qualities such as colour, composition and
texture.
Long-term Affected Area: The area of an aquifer within which water levels are predicted to fall, due to water
extraction by petroleum tenure holders, by more than the trigger thresholds at any time in the future. The
trigger thresholds are specified in the Water Act as five metres for consolidated aquifers (such as sandstone)
and two metres for unconsolidated aquifers (such as sand).
‘Make good’ agreement: The Water Act specifies the circumstances under which petroleum tenure holders
need to investigate impairment of private bore supplies and develop ‘make good’ agreements with bore
owners about the impairment.
Measures (geological): A series of coal-bearing rocks, such as the Walloon Coal Measures.
Member (geological): A named lithologic subdivision of a formation; for example, the Boxvale Sandstone
Member.
Model domain: The areal extent of the regional groundwater flow or associated geological model.
Monitoring installation: An individual borehole equipped to monitor water quality and/or water pressure,
potentially at multiple vertical levels.
Mudstone: An extremely fine-grained sedimentary rock consisting of a mixture of clay and silt-sized
particles.
Numerical permeameter: Local-scale block models of the subsurface developed to derive effective
formation scale hydraulic properties from detailed lithological data.
Outcrop (noun): A geological formation or rock strata exposed at the ground surface.
Outcrop (verb): To be exposed at the ground surface.
Permeable: Capable of transmitting water through porous rock, sediment or soil.
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Permeability: A property of a soil, sediment or rock indicating how easily water will be transmitted through it
under a hydraulic gradient.
Permeameter: See ‘numerical permeameter’.
Petroleum tenure holder: An entity that holds an authority to prospect and/or a petroleum lease under the
Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004.
Platform (geological): An area of geological material, generally igneous or metamorphic basement, which is
slightly tilted to relatively flat and overlain by sedimentary material.
Potentially affected spring: A spring where the water level in the underlying aquifer is predicted to fall by
more than 0.2 metres at any time in the future.
Predictive analysis: Using a groundwater flow model to forecast impacts on a groundwater system in
response to an imposed stress.
Production area: The area from which petroleum and gas is planned to be produced.
Quartzose: Made of quartz.
Queensland CSG Globe: A Google Earth based online tool which provides access to information on
petroleum and gas development activities, water bores and groundwater monitoring.
Recharge: The process of water flowing into an aquifer.
Regional monitoring network: The network of monitoring points specified in the water monitoring strategy
for the Surat CMA.
Responsible tenure holder: The petroleum tenure holder identified as being responsible for specific
activities such as monitoring and mitigating the impact of water extraction on springs.
Sediment: Material suspended in water or deposited from suspension. The plural form, sediments, is applied
to all kinds of deposits from the waters of streams, lakes and seas.
Sedimentary basin: A geological basin containing a sequence of mainly sedimentary rocks.
Sequence (geological): A sequence of geological events, processes, or rocks, arranged in chronological
order.
Sheetwash: Fluvial material, mainly fine-grained, deposited by extensive overland flow, typically fan-shaped.
Shelf (geological): A narrow surface of basement rock shaped like a shelf.
Siltstone: Fine-grained sedimentary rock consisting of consolidated silt.
Simulation period: The timeframe over which the groundwater predictions are made using the groundwater
flow model.
Spring complex: A group of spring vents located close to each other. The vents are located in a similar
geology and are fed by the same aquifer. No adjacent pair of spring vents in the complex is more than 10 km
apart.
Spring vent: A single point in the landscape where groundwater is discharged at the surface. A spring vent
can be mounded or flat and can also present as wetland vegetation, with no visible water at the location of
the spring.
Steady state conditions: Conditions representing the long-term average hydrological balance of the
groundwater system.
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Storativity: Also known as storage coefficient. The capacity of the material through which groundwater flows
to store or release water in response to a pressure change. Measured as the volume of water that a column
of aquifer releases from storage or takes into storage per unit surface area of the aquifer per unit change in
head.
Strata: A series of layers of rock in the ground (singular: stratum).
Stratigraphic Unit: a volume of rock of identifiable origin and relative age range that is defined by the
distinctive and dominant, easily mapped and recognizable petrographic, lithologic or paleontologic features
(facies) that characterize it.
Stratigraphy: The arrangement or layering of rock strata (stratification).
Sub-basin (geology): A smaller depression or accumulation of sediments within a larger basin; for example,
the Surat Basin is a sub-basin of the Great Artesian Basin.
Syncline: A downward fold in geological strata/material.
Target unit: The geological formation, level or unit targeted for monitoring.
Trough (geological): An elongated, linear structural depression or narrow basin that is not steep-walled.
Uncertainty analysis: A technique for assessing the effect of uncertainty on prediction, using multiple
realistic parameter sets to generate a large number of predictions which can then be statistically analysed to
provide a measure of uncertainty in model prediction.
Unconfined aquifer: An aquifer with no overlying low permeability layers that restrict water movement into
the aquifer. The water level in an unconfined aquifer is known as the water table.
Unconsolidated aquifer: An aquifer comprised of material that has not been turned into rock, such as sand.
Unit (geological): See ‘stratigraphic unit’.
Vertical permeability: The property of a formation indicating how easily or rapidly water is transmitted
vertically.
Water monitoring authority: An authority under the P&G Acts that allows a petroleum tenure holder to carry
out water monitoring activities in the area to which the water monitoring authority relates, which could be
outside the actual tenure.
Watercourse spring: A section of a watercourse where groundwater enters the stream from an aquifer. Also
referred to as a baseflow-fed watercourse.
Well field: An area within a petroleum lease with multiple wells used for P&G extraction.
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Details of tenures for current and planned production
areas
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Appendix A-1 Current and planned CSG and conventional production
areas
The current and planned production areas are discussed in Chapter 2 of the UWIR. Tables A-1 and A-2
provide details about tenures supporting current and planned CSG development, when that development
started or is scheduled to start, and when it is scheduled to finish. Active and inactive conventional
petroleum and gas areas are listed in Table A-3.
Major Tenure Holder: .................. The relevant tenure holder representing its subsidiaries and joint
venture partners for that particular Development Area.
Development Area: ..................... Names used by the Major Tenure Holders to identify a geographical
project area.
Some Major Tenure Holders have used local area names e.g.
Fairview and Spring Gully, whilst others have used the location of
the project area in relation to the project as a whole, e.g. Northern,
Central and Southern Development Area.
Gas Field Name: .......................... A sub class of Development Area. Gas field names are also
assigned by the Major Tenure Holder.
Generally a number of gas fields make up a Development Area.
Tenure Number: .......................... The tenure reference as assigned by DNRM
All tenure reference numbers associates with each gas field are
listed. In some cases gas fields may include areas over which a
petroleum lease (PL) has been granted and other areas where only
an authority to prospect (ATP) exists at the current time.
Target Formation: ....................... The geological formation where extraction is occurring or will be
targeted.
Commencement Date: ................ The year in which production begun from the gas field or when the
Major Tenure Holder has scheduled production to begin
Cessation Date: ........................... The period in which the Major Tenure Holder anticipates production
from the respective gas field to cease.
Total Projected Wells: ................ The total number of wells planned to be installed in each gas field.
For projects which have yet to receive environmental approvals
total projected wells are provided for development areas rather than
individual gas fields or tenure since detailed planning of well
locations etc is typically not available at this relatively early
development stage.
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Table A-1 Current CSG production areas
Major Tenure
Holder

Development
Area

Gas Field Name

Tenure Number

Target Formation

Commencement
Date

Cessation Date

Total
Projected
Wells

Arrow

Drainage Area 7

Daandine

PL194, PL230,
PL252

Walloon Coal Measures

2005

2045 - 2050

218

Drainage Area 7

ATP676, PL194,
PL198, PL230,
PL252, PL260

Walloon Coal Measures

2005

2045 - 2050

290

Tipton

PL198

Walloon Coal Measures

2005

2050 - 2055

141

Drainage Area 8

ATP683, ATP746,
PL198, PL238,
PL258, PL260

Walloon Coal Measures

2007

2060 - 2065

1930

Combabula

PL297

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2050 - 2055

375

Combabula North

PL408

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2045 - 2050

350

Reedy Creek

PL404

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2050 - 2055

250

Condabri

PL265

Walloon Coal Measures

2013

2040 - 2045

325

Condabri North

PL267

Walloon Coal Measures

2013

2040 - 2045

300

Condabri South

PL266

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2040 - 2045

125

Peat

Peat

PL101

Bandanna Formation

1997

2035 - 2040

35

Spring Gully

Durham Ranch

PL200, PL203

Bandanna Formation

2013

2040 - 2045

425

Spring Gully

ATP592, PL195

Bandanna Formation

1999

2040 - 2045

395

Strathblane

PL204

Bandanna Formation

2005

2035 - 2040

355

Orana

PL215

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2040 - 2045

140

Orana North

PL272

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2040 - 2045

350

Talinga

PL226

Walloon Coal Measures

1999

2040 - 2045

330

Argyle

PL179, PL229

Walloon Coal Measures

2003

2055 - 2060

125

Avon Downs

PL461, PL472

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2040 - 2045

125

Bellevue

PL247

Walloon Coal Measures

2006

2055 - 2060

125

Berwyndale

PL201, PL211

Walloon Coal Measures

2006

2050 - 2055

125

Berwyndale South

PL201, PL212

Walloon Coal Measures

2002

2035 - 2040

131

Codie

PL180, PL228

Walloon Coal Measures

2007

2045 - 2050

120

Drainage Area 8

Origin

Combabula

Condabri

Talinga / Orana

QGC

Central
Development
Area
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Gas Field Name

Tenure Number

Target Formation

Commencement
Date

Cessation Date

Total
Projected
Wells

Jammat

PL257, PL278

Walloon Coal Measures

2008

2055 - 2060

70

Kate

PL228

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2050 - 2055

125

Kenya

PL180, PL228

Walloon Coal Measures

2006

2055 - 2060

125

Kenya East

PL278

Walloon Coal Measures

2006

2055 - 2060

125

Lauren

PL180, PL263

Walloon Coal Measures

2005

2045 - 2050

133

Matilda-John

PL263

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2030 - 2035

125

McNulty

PL458, PL459

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2055 - 2060

125

Cam

PL276, PL277

Walloon Coal Measures

2009

2055 - 2060

129

Kathleen

PL276, PL277

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2055 - 2060

126

Polaris

PL398, PL399

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2055 - 2060

125

Ross

PL276

Walloon Coal Measures

2008

2050 - 2055

127

Woleebee Creek

PL276, PL277

Walloon Coal Measures

2010

2055 - 2060

127

Broadwater

PL279

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2055 - 2060

100

Celeste

PL442

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2055 - 2060

105

Clunie

PL466, PL474

Walloon Coal Measures

2009

2055 - 2060

25

David

PL273

Walloon Coal Measures

2010

2055 - 2060

105

Glendower

PL274, PL279

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2055 - 2060

110

Harry

PL274, PL279

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2055 - 2060

115

Isabella

PL275

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2055 - 2060

125

Jen

PL275

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2055 - 2060

40

Ruby Jo

PL275

Walloon Coal Measures

2011

2055 - 2060

125

Sean

ATP648, PL273

Walloon Coal Measures

2008

2055 - 2060

80

Fairview Gas
Field

Fairview

PL91, PL92,
PL99, PL100,
PL232

Bandanna Formation

1995

2040 - 2045

525

Roma Gas Field

Roma - West Phase 1

PL309, PL314,
PL315

Walloon Coal Measures

2014

2040 - 2045

140

Scotia Gas Field

Scotia

PL176

Bandanna Formation

2002

2040 - 2045

114

Major Tenure
Holder

Development
Area

QGC

Central
Development
Area

Northern
Development
Area

Southern
Development
Area

Santos
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Table A-2 Planned CSG production areas
Major Tenure
Holder

Development
Area

Gas Field Name

Tenure Number

Target Formation

Commencement
Date

Cessation Date

Total
Projected
Wells

Arrow

Drainage Area 2

Drainage Area 2

ATP676, ATP747,
ATP810

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

805

Drainage Area 5

Drainage Area 5

ATP676, PL194

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

799

Combabula

Clifford East

ATP606

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

60

Lucky Gully

ATP606

Walloon Coal Measures

2025 - 2030

2055 - 2060

245

Meeleebee

ATP606

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2045 - 2050

155

Muggleton

ATP606

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

320

Pine Hills

ATP606

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

340

Reedy Creek South

ATP606

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

155

Condabri

ATP1178

ATP1178

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

125

Spring Gully

Clifford

ATP592

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

5

Durham West

ATP592

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

10

Expedition Creek

ATP592

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

85

Scott Creek

PL415

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

10

Spring Creek

PL416

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

10

Spring Gully East

PL417

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

175

Central
Development
Area

Owen

PL443

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2030 - 2035

24

Northern
Development
Area

Acrux

PL398, PL399

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

75

Arthur

PL498

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

105

Bloodworth

PL506

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

125

Borrowdale

PL505, PL507

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

125

Cameron

PL401, PL467,
PL498

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

125

Charlie

PL299, PL498

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2045 - 2050

125

Origin

QGC
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Major Tenure
Holder

Development
Area

QGC

Northern
Development
Area

Southern
Development
Area

Santos

Arcadia Gas
Field

Fairview Gas
Field

Gas Field Name

Tenure Number

Target Formation

Commencement
Date

Cessation Date

Total
Projected
Wells

Fishburn

PL505, PL507

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2050 - 2055

125

Golden Grove

PL397, PL464,
PL505, PL506

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

125

Mamdal

PL276, PL277

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

80

Penrhyn

PL498, PL505

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2045 - 2050

125

Philip

PL498

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

115

Portsmouth

PL401

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

125

Thackery

PL505, PL507

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2045 - 2050

125

Anya

ATP1188

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2035 - 2040

20

Jordan

PL442

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

25

Poppy

ATP648, PL273

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

65

Ridgewood

PL1010

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2045 - 2050

35

Will

PL1009

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

10

Arcadia - ACP

PL421

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

16

Arcadia - Arcadia Valley
Phase 1

PL420, PL421

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

72

Arcadia - Arcadia Valley
Phase 2

PL420, PL421

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

112

Arcadia - North & South

PL90, PL234,
PL420, PL421

Bandanna Formation

2020 - 2025

2040 - 2045

172

Fairview - Early Permian
East Phase 1

PL92

Cattle Creek Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

30

Fairview - Early Permian
East Phase 2

PL92, PL100

Cattle Creek Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

18

Fairview - Early Permian
East Phase 3

PL91, PL92,
PL100, PL232

Cattle Creek Formation

2020 - 2025

2040 - 2045

201

Fairview - Early Permian
West

PL92, PL99

Cattle Creek Formation

2020 - 2025

2040 - 2045

132
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Major Tenure
Holder

Development
Area

Santos

Fairview Gas
Field

Roma Gas Field

Senex

Western Surat

Gas Field Name

Tenure Number

Target Formation

Commencement
Date

Cessation Date

Total
Projected
Wells

Fairview - Eastern Flank
Phase 1

PL100, PL232

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

81

Fairview - Precipice
Creek

PL90, PL233

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

45

Fairview - Resource
Reserve

PL100, PL232

Bandanna Formation

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

33

Roma - ATP1187

ATP1187

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2040 - 2045

84

Roma - East Phase 1

ATP631

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

120

Roma - East Phase 2

ATP631

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2040 - 2045

108

Roma - East Phase 3

ATP631

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2040 - 2045

132

Roma - West Phase 2A

PL309, PL310,
PL314, PL315

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

88

Roma - West Phase 2B

PL309, PL310,
PL314

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

156

Roma - West Remainder
(2C)

PL309, PL310,
PL315

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

64

Roma - West Remainder
(3A, 3B, 3C)

PL309, PL314,
PL315, PL322

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2040 - 2045

228

Daedalus

ATP795

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

760

Dione

ATP767

Walloon Coal Measures

2035 - 2040

2065 - 2070

Glenora

ATP889

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2045 - 2050

Maisey

ATP889

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2050 - 2055

Mimas

ATP795

Walloon Coal Measures

2020 - 2025

2055 - 2060

Pandora

ATP767

Walloon Coal Measures

2025 - 2030

2060 - 2065

Phoebe

ATP767

Walloon Coal Measures

2025 - 2030

2060 - 2065

Rhea

ATP795

Walloon Coal Measures

2035 - 2040

2065 - 2070

Tethys

ATP795

Walloon Coal Measures

2015 - 2020

2055 - 2060

Titan

ATP767

Walloon Coal Measures

2030 - 2035

2065 - 2070
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Table A-3 Conventional petroleum and gas tenures
Major Tenure Holder

Conventional Field Name

AGL

Boggo Creek

PL446

Inactive

Boxleigh

PL15

Inactive

Churchie

PL192, PL213

Inactive

East Glen

PL446

Active

Link

PL446

Active

Roswin

PL66

Inactive

Silver Springs

PL446

Inactive

Sirrah

PL446

Inactive

Taylor

PL48, PL49, PL446

Active

Tinker

PL446

Inactive

Waggamba

PL202

Active

Ausam Resources Pty Ltd

Downlands

PL119

Inactive

Brisbane Petroleum Ltd

Beardmore

PL280

Inactive

Louise

PL40

Inactive

McWhirter

PL18, PL280

Inactive

Narrows

PL40

Inactive

Thomby Creek

PL18

Inactive

Yellowbank Creek

PL18

Inactive

Glentulloch

PL45

Inactive

Kildare

PL45

Inactive

Kincora Fields

PL14, PL21, PL22, PL27, PL30,
PL53, PL70, PL71, PL264,
PL227, PL511, PL512

Inactive

Rolleston

PL42

Inactive

Springton / Arcturus

PL41, PL54, PL67, PL173

Inactive

Yellowbank

PL43, PL44, PL183, PL218

Inactive

Ranger Energy Pty Limited

Fairymount

PL46

Inactive

Santos

Alton

PL2

Inactive

Avondale

PL28

Inactive

Bloodwood

PL89

Inactive

Deepwater

PL69

Inactive

Moonie

PL1

Active

Oberina

PL12

Inactive

Senex

Reids Dome

PL231

Inactive

Southern Cross Petroleum &
Exploration Pty Ltd

Bennett

PL17

Inactive

Leichhardt

PL17

Inactive

Origin

Tenure Number

Field Status
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Figure A-1 Planned commencement of CSG production – Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure A-2 Planned cessation of CSG production – Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure A-3 Planned commencement of CSG production – Bandanna Formation
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Figure A-4 Planned cessation of CSG production – Bandanna Formation
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Figure A-5 Planned commencement of CSG production – Cattle Creek Formation
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Figure A-6 Planned cessation of CSG production – Cattle Creek Formation
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Appendix A-2 High development scenario
Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.4.2 environmental approvals have been granted or are in process for CSG
development over the tenure areas shown in Figure 2.5. This includes areas of current production, planned
production and potential production. Tenure holders currently have no plans to develop the potential
production areas. Predictions in the UWIR are based on development in the current and planned production
areas.
In order to assess the extent to which impacts could increase if changed market conditions did result in
development in the potential production areas, OGIA prepared a high development scenario. This scenario
provided for development of the potential production areas within practical limits. The high development
scenario is a hypothetical scenario constructed by OGIA. It does not relate to current industry planning.

Number of wells in the high development scenario
Some CSG environmental approval documents set limits on the number of CSG wells which can be
developed. In the other cases although environmental impact statements and other approval documentation
do not set limits on the number of wells, they include a limit on the overall size of a project and give
estimates of the number of CSG wells likely to be installed. These data suggest that up to 34,000 CSG wells
could be constructed over the current, planned and potential production areas shown in Figure 2.5.
However, there are other constraints that would reduce the number of wells that could be installed. Well
installation may be limited by a project reaching a defined end point in time under current approvals which is
related to the design lifetime of the processing facilities and other infrastructure.
The number and timing of well installations for the high development scenario was established by continuing
current or planned peak installation rates until the number of well installations was constrained by a limit on
the number of wells approved, the area that could be developed, or time available for well installation. The
high development scenario comprises 31,000 CSG wells.

Scheduling of well construction in the high development scenario
The location and timing of the additional development under the high development scenario was based on
initial scheduling information provided to OGIA or included in EIS or other project documentation. This
information was used to identify the likely order of development of each individual tenure block within the
potential production areas. Timing was designed to maintain peak rates of development. Well spacing was
based on current practice in the Surat CMA.

Results
The high development scenario was assessed using the regional groundwater flow model. The scenario
resulted in a 17 percent increase in the number of water supply bores affected in the long term, and a 43
percent increase in the total volume of water produced, compared to the predictions presented in Chapter 7.
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Stratigraphy
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Age

Surat Basin

Clarence-Moreton Basin

Colluvium
Alluvium (Condamine)

Cenozoic

Chinchilla Sands
Main Range Volcanics
Griman Creek Formation
Surat Siltstone
Doncaster Member
Minmi Member

Bungil
Formation

Nullawart Sst Member

Mooga Sandstone

Southlands
Formation

Orallo Formation
Gubberamunda Sandstone

Westbourne Formation

Pilliga
Sandstone

Kumbarilla Beds

Kingull Member
Kumbarilla Beds

Cretaceous

Coreena Member

Wallumbilla
Formation

Springbok Sandstone

Walloon Coal Measures

Durabilla Formation

Durabilla Formation
Purlawaugh
Formation

Hutton Sandstone

Marburg
Sst

Evergreen Formation

Boxvale Sst

Precipice Sandstone

Rewan Group
Bandanna Formation
Permian

Blackwater
Group

Helidon
Sst
Bowen Basin

Triassic

Moolayember Formation
Snake Creek Mst Mem Wandoan
Formation
Clematis Group
Showgrounds Sandstone
Sandstones

Baralaba
Coal
Measures

Koukandowie
Formation

Eurombah
Formation

Jurassic

Walloon Coal Measures

Bundamba Group
Woogaroo Sub Group
Marburg Sub Group

Injune Creek
Group

Heifer
Creek Sst
Member
Ma Ma
Creek
Member

Gatton Sandstone
Ripley Road
Sandstone
Raceview Fm
Aberdare
Conglomerate

Basement

Upper Permian
Cattle Creek Formation

Lower Bowen

Lower Bowen
Basement

Figure B-1 Stratigraphic Table
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Hydraulic conductivity data for geologic formations
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Figure C-1 Available hydraulic conductivity data
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Understanding depressurisation in a multilayered
aquifer system
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Types of aquifers
An aquifer is a geological formation that largely consists of permeable material such as sand and sandstone
that is capable of storing water within pore spaces and fractures, and releasing water in a reasonable quantity
when pumped from a bore that taps the geological formation.
A bore is used to extract water from an aquifer. A bore is constructed by first drilling a borehole. Casing is
installed in the bore to prevent the bore hole from collapsing. There are slots near the bottom of the casing to
allow water to enter the bore while screening out the entry of sand grains. The section of water entry is called
the 'screened' section of the bore. A pump is typically installed just above the screened section.
An unconfined aquifer is an aquifer that generally occurs at shallower depth or near ground surface (Figure
D-1). Pore spaces and fractures are filled with water (i.e. saturated) to a level below the top surface of the
aquifer. This upper surface of saturation level is called the water table. These aquifers are also known as
‘water table aquifers’. Unconfined aquifers receive recharge directly from the infiltration of rainfall and surface
water.

Figure D-1 Confined and unconfined aquifers
A bore in an unconfined aquifer is drilled to a depth below the water table and is typically screened in the lower
most part of the bore, where more permeable material is often encountered. Water enters the bore through the
screened section and rises to the height of the water table in the unconfined aquifer. When water is pumped of
the bore, it is replenished by water flowing from the aquifer through the screen into the bore. The rate of
replenishment depends on the permeability of the aquifer. A higher permeability results in a faster rate of
replenishment. For this reason, a high pumping rate can be sustained in bores that tap high permeability
aquifers.
If the water table declines, then the water level in a bore tapping the aquifer will decline to the same level. A
decline in the water table may result from a seasonal reduction in recharge or collective storage depletion
caused by water extraction by all water users.
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The pumping rate of a bore also depends upon the height of the water column above the pump. In comparison
to a shallow bore, a deep bore with a deep screened section and a pump set at greater depth will have a
greater height of water column above the pump. This means that a water table decline is likely to affect the
pumping rate of shallow bore more than a deep bore, and may even render it dry if the water table declines to
near the level of the pump.
Confined aquifers are aquifers that are covered (confined) by an impermeable or semi-permeable layer of
rock such as clay, silt or mudstone. These confining layers are referred to as 'aquitards'. Unlike an unconfined
aquifer, a confined aquifer remains fully saturated. Water is held in pores and fractures under pressure
because it cannot easily escape through the confining aquitard.
Confined aquifers are generally found beneath unconfined aquifers, often at significant depths. Confined
aquifers often occur as multilayered systems where aquifer layers are separated by aquitard layers, as is the
case for the aquifers of the GAB.
Confined aquifers are more readily recharged in areas where confining aquitards are absent or the aquifer is
exposed at the land surface, allowing infiltrating rainfall or river flow to enter. However, a confined aquifer can
also be recharged by the slow transfer of groundwater into the aquifer through an aquitard.
A bore is constructed to tap a confined aquifer by setting the screened section in the aquifer and sealing the
outside of the casing with cement. The water pressure in the aquifer causes the water level in the bore to rise.
The level to which water rises is the piezometric surface or pressure level of the aquifer although it is also
common to refer to this surface as the ‘water level’ in the aquifer.
The water level in a confined aquifer can be so high that it is above the ground level and water can flow
naturally from the bore. Such bores are referred to as artesian bores.

Aquifer depressurisation
Where multiple confined aquifers occur at a single location, it is common practice that a water bore will tap
only one of the aquifers. Typically, shallower formations are the preferred target because shallower bores cost
less to construct. Deeper confined aquifers are only targeted if they contain water of higher quantity or if larger
supplies are available.
In a multilayer aquifer system a water level decline in one aquifer does not necessarily affect the other
surrounding aquifers to same degree. This is illustrated in Figure D-2 and D-3 which represent conditions in a
three layered system with an unconfined aquifer (A) at the top underlain by two confined aquifers (B and C).
The aquifers are separated by aquitards. The blue shading represents saturation in the aquifers.
Figure D-2 illustrates pre-development conditions which exist before bore pumping commences. Bore 1 taps
the unconfined aquifer and therefore the water level in the bore is at the same level as the water table. Bores 2
and 3 are tapping the confined aquifers. Because they are under pressure the water levels are above the
confining layer and reflects the pressure levels in the aquifers, which are little different to each other.
Figure D-3 illustrates post-development conditions which exist after pumping from Bore 3 is well established.
The water level in the Bore 3 has dropped and pressure in Aquifer C declines to a corresponding level close to
the bore and to lesser degree further form the bore. However, the pressure remains above the confining
aquitard and therefore the aquifer remains fully saturated. This is sometimes referred to as depressurisation.
As the bore is pumped water is instantly released from storage within pores and fractures of the aquifer due to
the slight expansion of water that result from the reduction in pressure. At the same time the aquifer material
also expands very slightly because of the reduced pressure, ‘squeezing’ water out of the pores and fractures.
The aquifer remains fully saturated.
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Because of the pressure difference between Aquifer B and C that has been established, there will be some
leakage of water from Aquifer B to C through the aquitard that separates the aquifers. This leakage will reduce
the pressure in Aquifer B, although to a much lesser degree because the leakage volume will be smaller than
the volume pumped from Aquifer C.

Aquifer storage depletion
During depressurisation the confined aquifers remain saturated. In Figure D-3 there will be some leakage from
water table Aquifer A to confined Aquifer B because of the change in pressure in Aquifer B. As a result there
will be some lowering of the water table in Aquifer A. The decline will be smaller than it would be if Aquifer A
was a confined aquifer, because the leakage water comes from draining of the pores at the top of the water
table aquifer rather than from the storage of a confined aquifer. A small depth of pore storage from an
unconfined aquifer yields the same volume of water as a much larger reduction of pressure in a confined
aquifer.
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Figure D-2 Multilayered aquifer under pre-development conditions

Figure D-3 Multilayered aquifer under post development conditions with depressurisation
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Details of private bores in Immediately Affected Areas
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Table E-1 below provides details of authorised bores that as a result of UWIR 2016 are predicted to
experience an impact of more than the trigger threshold of five metres within three years.
Table E-1 Additional bores identified in 2016 which are currently authorised

RN

Latitude

Longitude

Formation

Purpose

Current
Responsible
Tenure Holder

11590

-26.0765

149.5317

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

14533

-26.0904

149.4850

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

14595

-25.9794

149.6357

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

14596

-25.9956

149.6264

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

14618

-25.9562

149.5592

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

14632

-26.0530

149.6146

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

14888

-25.8795

149.7464

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15784

-26.7815

150.5787

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

15820

-25.8568

149.7022

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15831

-25.9844

149.8147

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15855

-26.0829

149.8322

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15892

-26.0643

149.7858

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16040

-26.0595

149.7375

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16119

-25.9993

149.5400

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16855

-27.1466

151.0181

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

18197

-25.9340

149.7917

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

24469

-26.8648

150.5992

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24478

-26.8158

150.5611

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

26429

-25.9534

149.7615

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

33830

-26.7488

150.5020

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

34709

-26.1143

149.6615

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

36143

-26.1386

149.3933

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

37949

-25.9931

149.5589

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

38191

-26.8466

150.5857

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

44246

-26.0380

149.6406

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

48811

-25.9401

149.7956

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

55365

-27.1659

151.0698

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

58005

-25.9168

149.7804

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58064

-25.9898

149.6567

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58077

-25.9979

149.5839

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58079

-26.0518

149.6803

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58304

-25.9032

149.7760

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58537

-26.0356

149.6495

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58541

-25.9734

149.5956

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58612

-25.9909

149.5528

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58768

-26.0877

149.6283

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

94135

-27.0403

150.9678

Walloon Coal Measures

Industrial

Arrow
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RN

Latitude

Longitude

Formation

Purpose

Current
Responsible
Tenure Holder

119484

-26.8313

150.6036

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

147108

-26.7504

150.5160

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

147393

-26.8097

150.5239

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

147832

-26.8131

150.5628

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin
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Table E-2 below provides details of bores that as a result of UWIR 2016 are predicted to experience an impact
of more than the trigger threshold of five metres within three years, for which water licences are not current
and therefore are not currently authorised under section 363 of the Water Act 2000.
Table E-2 Additional bores identified in 2016 which are not currently authorised

RN

Latitude

Longitude

Formation

Purpose

Current
Responsible
Tenure Holder

6505

-27.0842

151.0111

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

13322

-26.1943

149.4997

Springbok Sandstone

Stock & Domestic

Origin

14648

-25.9939

149.5027

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15992

-25.8660

149.6598

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16022

-25.8624

149.6512

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16191

-26.0287

149.7428

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16552

-27.1044

151.0173

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

22724

-26.4040

149.3069

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

23060

-27.0254

150.3614

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

23424

-26.9553

150.3977

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

23469

-27.0081

150.3456

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

34718

-26.0943

149.7313

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

34929

-26.0859

149.6997

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

43380

-25.9979

149.7178

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58301

-25.9783

149.7127

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58600

-26.0512

149.5344

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC
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Table E-3 below provides details of bores that were previously identified as IAA bores in the 2012 UWIR or
added as a result of other processes and for which make good obligations are ongoing.
Table E-3 Details of IAA bores remaining from the UWIR 2012

RN

Latitude

Longitude

Formation

Purpose

Current
Responsible
Tenure Holder

12340

-26.7383

150.3675

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

12646

-27.0600

150.8610

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

13117

-26.1861

149.2948

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

14219

-26.2081

149.3021

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

15810

-26.7665

150.3396

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

16102

-26.1913

149.5370

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

16135

-26.1548

149.6473

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

16943

-26.1725

149.4641

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

17414

-27.1388

150.9910

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24280

-27.4664

151.1799

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24288

-27.4290

151.1877

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24465

-26.8676

150.5499

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

30409

-26.7722

150.4496

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

30564

-26.2298

149.2268

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

32939

-26.2142

149.2025

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

33319

-27.0632

150.7945

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

33435

-26.1454

149.6124

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

34708

-26.1018

149.6656

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

34846

-26.8316

150.5511

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

35754

-26.1913

149.3494

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

37301

-26.1762

149.3286

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

43660

-26.1792

149.4123

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

44605

-26.0772

149.6596

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

48886

-26.2234

149.3442

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

48965

-26.1507

149.6401

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

58253

-26.2259

149.2492

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

58288

-26.2568

149.2433

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

58435

-26.1795

149.2179

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

58646

-26.1723

149.3680

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

87471

-27.1559

151.0046

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

Arrow

87611

-26.7632

150.4859

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

107910

-27.0896

150.9214

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

119267

-27.1094

150.9111

Walloon Coal Measures

Industrial

QGC

137175

-27.1232

150.8189

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

QGC
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Table E-4 below provides details of bores that are located within the IAA for the Walloon Coal Measures but
which are not predicted to experience an impact of more than the trigger threshold of five metres within three
years, because of the shallow penetration of the bores into the formation.
Table E-4 Shallow bores in the IAA not affected in the short term

RN

Latitude

Longitude

Formation

Purpose

Current
Responsible
Tenure Holder

8666

-26.8454

150.66208

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

10678

-26.8919

150.64935

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

10790

-26.9053

150.66009

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

10898

-26.8332

150.64452

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

11751

-26.8451

150.61971

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

13600

-26.8337

150.61764

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

14361

-25.9311

149.47058

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15052

-27.0734

151.00755

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

15118

-26.8128

150.63774

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

15811

-26.9226

150.66221

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

15828

-26.0756

149.83694

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

15832

-26.8873

150.6786

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

15868

-26.9141

150.67406

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

16708

-27.0632

151.01292

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

17301

-26.9255

150.67836

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

17322

-26.888

150.67692

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

19951

-26.8475

150.66297

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

19988

-26.8515

150.64746

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

19997

-26.8317

150.65991

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

23150

-27.3931

150.73194

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

24466

-26.9323

150.6403

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24467

-26.8825

150.60426

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

Arrow

24479

-26.8922

150.61626

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

Arrow

24480

-26.765

150.60086

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24485

-26.8868

150.66335

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

24524

-26.7375

150.56953

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

26082

-26.8054

150.57394

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

34651

-26.7386

150.5222

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Origin

35141

-27.1824

151.05

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

35405

-27.0287

150.96704

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

35623

-27.1989

151.0694

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

58129

-26.1063

149.83677

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

QGC

61172

-27.0483

150.95661

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

66152

-26.9263

150.68839

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

87718

-26.825

150.62434

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

87835

-27.0092

150.95848

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

94738

-26.7658

150.60934

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow
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RN

Latitude

Longitude

Formation

Purpose

Current
Responsible
Tenure Holder

94831

-27.1957

151.053

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

107260

-26.6321

150.46162

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

107739

-26.8875

150.61118

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

Arrow

107868

-26.8937

150.65295

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

107873

-27.0044

150.95637

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

Arrow

119048

-27.0514

150.99217

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow

147001

-26.8622

150.66355

Walloon Coal Measures

Agriculture

Arrow

147607

-26.9337

150.65748

Walloon Coal Measures

Stock & Domestic

Arrow
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Drawdown patterns for long-term impacts
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Figure F-1 Long-term impact pattern – Condamine Alluvium
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Figure F-2 Long-term impact pattern – Gubberamunda Sandstone
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Figure F-3 Long-term impact pattern – Springbok Sandstone
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Figure F-4 Long-term impact pattern – Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure F-5 Long-term impact pattern – Hutton Sandstone
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Figure F-6 Long-term impact pattern – Precipice Sandstone
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Figure F-7 Long-term impact pattern – Clematis Sandstone
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Figure F-8 Long-term impact pattern – Bandanna Formation
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Figure F-9 Long-term impact pattern – Cattle Creek Formation
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Regional monitoring network
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Appendix G-1 Regional groundwater monitoring network
The Water Monitoring Strategy (WMS) is described in Chapter 8 of the UWIR. Table G-1 provides details of
the regional monitoring network described in Section 8.3.1. The following explanations apply to this table:
Monitoring point no: ................................. The monitoring point number assigned by OGIA.
Status: ........................................................ ‘Existing’ means that as a minimum, the drilling phase of the
installation has been completed.
‘Proposed’ means that drilling has not yet commenced.
‘Other existing’ means monitoring point installations which have
typically already been completed by tenure holders for other
monitoring purposes and have been incorporated into the
monitoring network. In some cases, these are private bores
equipped for monitoring purposes by tenure holders.
‘Not required’ means OGIA no longer requires the monitoring point.
There are several reasons why a monitoring point may no longer
be required at the specified location including: i) the target
formation is absent; ii) a reduction in the area of predicted impact
in the formation and/or iii) the use of other nearby monitoring points
to meet the monitoring need.
‘Completed’ means the installation of the monitoring point has
been completed.
Target formation: ...................................... The geological units where monitoring is occurring or will be
targeted.
Water pressure monitoring frequency: .. The required frequency of pressure monitoring at the specified
location.
Water quality monitoring frequency: ...... The required frequency of water quality monitoring at the specified
location. Table G-3 provides the details of the water quality suite
for monitoring.
Required by: .............................................. The required completion date for the installation and
commencement of data recording at the monitoring location. ‘2
years prior to production within 10km’ means the specified
monitoring is required two years prior to production by the RTH on
a sub-block within 10km of the specified location. The need for
these installations will be triggered based on the tenure holder’s
annual development plans.
Responsible tenure holder (RTH): .......... The current responsible tenure holder for the required monitoring
based on tenure ownership information as at December 2015. In
the event that ownership of the tenure changes then the tenure
holder responsibilities for monitoring will be transferred.
UWIR site no: ............................................. The site number assigned by OGIA.
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Table G-1 Regional Groundwater Monitoring Network
Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

150.9196

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

-27.9667

150.9196

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

ZigZagMB4-S

-27.9651

150.9236

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

4

ZigZagMB4-S

-27.9651

150.9236

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

5

160797C

-27.9650

150.9231

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

6

160797B

-27.9650

150.9231

Existing

7

160797A

-27.9650

150.9231

8

160670A

-27.7948

9

160670A

10

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

1

160541A

-27.9667

2

160541A

3

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Completed

APLNG

1

Completed

APLNG

1

Dec 2016

APLNG

1

Dec 2016

APLNG

1

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

1

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

1

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

1

150.9438

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

2

-27.7948

150.9438

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

2

160798C

-27.7942

150.9458

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

2

11

160798B

-27.7942

150.9458

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

2

12

160798A

-27.7942

150.9458

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

2

13

160724A

-27.7948

150.9443

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

2

14

3 GW1

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2017

QGC

3

-27.6820

150.6830

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

15

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

six-monthly

3

16

3 GW1

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2017

QGC

3

17

3 GW1

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2017

QGC

3

18

3 GW1

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2017

QGC

3

19

3 GW1

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

20

3 GW1

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

six-monthly

2017

QGC

3

2017

QGC

3
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency
Fortnightly

Latitude

Longitude

21

-27.6820

150.6830

Proposed

Precipice Sandstone

22

-27.6820

150.6830

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

If impact in
Hutton

QGC

3
3

23

160633A

-27.6390

151.1676

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

4

24

42230088A

-27.5898

151.2342

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

5

25

Pampas-5

-27.5889

151.2423

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

5

26

160554A

-27.5973

150.8963

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

6

27

160554A

-27.5973

150.8963

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

6

28

160728A

-27.5975

150.8964

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

6

29

160728A

-27.5975

150.8964

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

6

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

6

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

30

160752C

-27.5983

150.8988

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

31

160752B

-27.5983

150.8988

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

6

32

160752A

-27.5983

150.8988

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

6

33

160732A

-27.5779

151.1338

Existing

Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

7

34

Meenawarr
a-21

-27.5798

151.1335

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

7

35

Meenawarr
a-21

-27.5798

151.1335

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

7

36

Meenawarr
a-21

-27.5798

151.1335

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

7

-27.5780

151.1340

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Arrow

7

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

8

Fortnightly

619
37

42231463A

-27.5488

151.3130

Existing

38

160657A

-27.5330

151.3665

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

39

160657A

-27.5330

151.3665

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

40

160688C

-27.5330

151.3663

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

six-monthly
Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

8

Completed

Arrow

8

Completed

Arrow

8
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

41

160688C

-27.5330

42

160688B

43

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

six-monthly

Completed

Arrow

8

Status

Target Formation

151.3663

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

-27.5330

151.3663

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

8

160688A

-27.5330

151.3663

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

8

44

160689B

-27.5330

151.3662

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

45

160689B

-27.5330

151.3662

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

46

160689A

-27.5330

151.3662

Existing

Evergreen Formation

Fortnightly

47

160632A

-27.5330

151.3660

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

48

160632A

-27.5330

151.3660

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

49

42231339A

-27.5306

151.5037

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

50

42231340A

-27.5318

151.5148

Existing

51

42231370A

-27.4915

151.3932

52

42231370A

-27.4915

151.3932

53

-27.4915

54

six-monthly

Completed

Arrow

8

Completed

Arrow

8

Completed

Arrow

8

Completed

Arrow

8

Completed

Arrow

8

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

9

Walloon Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

9

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

151.3932

Not
required

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer/Springbok

10

-27.4915

151.3932

Not
required

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

10

55

-27.4915

151.3932

Not
required

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

10

56

-27.4915

151.3932

Not
required

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

10

six-monthly

six-monthly

Completed

Arrow

10

Completed

Arrow

10

57

160810A

-27.4675

150.6165

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11

58

160672F

-27.4675

150.6166

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11

59

160672E

-27.4675

150.6166

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11

60

160672D

-27.4675

150.6166

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11

61

160672C

-27.4675

150.6166

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11

62

160672B

-27.4675

150.6166

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11

63

160672A

-27.4675

150.6166

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

11
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

151.0419

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

12

151.0316

Existing

Westbourne Formation

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

12

-27.3661

151.0316

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

12

Harry GW1

-27.3661

151.0316

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

12

Harry GW1

-27.3661

151.0316

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

12

69

Harry GW1

-27.3661

151.0316

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

12

70

Harry GW1

-27.3661

151.0316

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

12

-27.4074

151.1404

Not
required

Juandah & Taroom Coal
Measures

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

64

160811A

-27.3630

65

Harry GW1

-27.3661

66

Harry GW1

67
68

71

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

13

72

160799C

-27.3981

151.0889

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

13

73

160799B

-27.3981

151.0889

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

13

74

160799A

-27.3981

151.0889

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

13

75

42231294A

-27.3993

151.5484

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

14

76

42231295A

-27.3975

151.5619

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

14

77

160735A

-27.3858

151.2165

Existing

Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

15

78

160696A

-27.3627

150.8242

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

16

79

Cougals
GW13

-27.3627

150.8241

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

16

80

Cougals
GW13

-27.3627

150.8241

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

16

81

Cougals
GW13

-27.3627

150.8241

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

16

82

Cougals
GW13

-27.3627

150.8241

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

16

83

160731A

-27.3431

151.1242

Existing

Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

17

620

Tipton 153

-27.3586

151.1531

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Arrow

17

84

160717A

-27.3205

151.2054

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

18
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

85

160717A

-27.3205

151.2054

86

160750A

87

Status

Target Formation

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

-27.3202

151.2050

Existing

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

-27.3134

151.1986

Not
required

Juandah & Taroom Coal
Measures

88

160751C

-27.3202

151.2053

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

89

160751C

-27.3202

151.2053

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

90

160751B

-27.3202

151.2053

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

91

160751A

-27.3202

151.2053

Existing

92

Carn Brea
21

-27.3870

151.3270

93

Carn Brea
21

-27.3870

94

Carn Brea
21

621

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

six-monthly

Completed

Arrow

18

Completed

Arrow

18

Fortnightly

18
Completed

Arrow

18

Completed

Arrow

18

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

18

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

18

Proposed

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

Arrow

19

151.3270

Proposed

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

Arrow

19

-27.3870

151.3270

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

Arrow

19

-27.3870

151.3270

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Arrow

19

Fortnightly
six-monthly

95

160695A

-27.2990

150.6368

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

20

96

160562D

-27.2990

150.6369

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

20

97

160562C

-27.2990

150.6369

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

20

98

160562B

-27.2990

150.6369

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

20

99

160562A

-27.2990

150.6369

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

20

662

Will GW3

-27.2974

150.6371

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

QGC

20

100

160674A

-27.2743

151.0648

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

21

101

160635A

-27.2714

151.0705

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

102

160635A

-27.2714

151.0705

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

103

160599C

-27.2713

151.0703

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

104

160599B

-27.2713

151.0703

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Completed

QGC

21

Completed

QGC

21

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

21

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

21

six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

105

160599A

-27.2713

106

160600A

-27.2714

107

160600A

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

21

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

21

Completed

QGC

21

Status

Target Formation

151.0703

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

151.0704

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

-27.2714

151.0704

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

108

-27.2673

151.0676

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

21

109

-27.2673

151.0676

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

21

110

Ironbark
MB3-S

111

Ironbark
MB3-S

112

Ironbark
MB4-W

113

Ironbark
MB4-W

114

Ironbark
MB4-W

-27.2414

-27.2414

-27.2412

-27.2412

-27.2412

150.3420

150.3420

150.3404

150.3404

150.3404

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Proposed

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Proposed

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

six-monthly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

Fortnightly

six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

115

116

Existing
Reference

Ironbark
MB5-H

Ironbark
MB5-H

Latitude

-27.2412

Longitude

150.3408

Status

Proposed

Target Formation

Hutton Sandstone

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Fortnightly

RTH

UWIR
Site No

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

-27.2412

150.3408

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

117

-27.2800

150.3300

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

22

118

-27.2800

150.3300

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

22

631

six-monthly

Required
By

-27.2410

150.3410

Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

22

119

160800C

-27.2520

151.2924

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

23

120

160800B

-27.2520

151.2924

Existing

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

23

121

160800A

-27.2520

151.2924

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

23

122

160639A

-27.2591

150.9374

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

123

160639A

-27.2591

150.9374

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

124

160638F

-27.2638

150.9684

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

125

160638D

-27.2638

150.9684

Existing

126

160638C

-27.2638

150.9684

127

160638A

-27.2638

150.9684

128

-27.2439

129

-27.2439

Completed

QGC

24

Completed

QGC

24

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

24

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

24

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

24

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

24

150.4559

Not
required

Gubberamunda Sandstone

25

150.4559

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

25

six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Latitude

Longitude

130

-27.2439

150.4559

Not
required

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

25

131

-27.2439

150.4559

Not
required

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

25

132

-27.2439

150.4559

Not
required

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

25

133

160685A

-27.1663

150.8642

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

26

134

Jordan 14

-27.1606

150.6773

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

26

135

Jordan 14

-27.1606

150.6773

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

26

136

Jordan 14

-27.1606

150.6773

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

26

137

160439A

-27.1663

150.8641

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

26

663

-27.1660

150.8640

Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

QGC

26

664

-27.1660

150.8640

Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone

2018

QGC

26

138

-27.1952

151.3179

Proposed

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

27

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

27

six-monthly

139

-27.1952

151.3179

Proposed

Condamine alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

140

-27.1952

151.3179

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

27

141

-27.1952

151.3179

Proposed

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

27

142

-27.1952

151.3179

Proposed

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

27

143

-27.1793

151.1249

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

28

144

-27.1793

151.1249

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

28

145

Longswam
p-7

-27.1843

151.1274

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

28

146

Longswam
p-7

-27.1843

151.1274

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

28

147

Longswam
p-8

-27.1843

151.1274

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

28
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

151.0439

Existing

Juandah Coal Measures

-27.1989

151.0268

Other
existing

Springbok Sandstone

Stratheden
-63

-27.1989

151.0268

Other
existing

Springbok Sandstone

149

160801C

-27.1496

151.2094

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

150

160801B

-27.1496

151.2094

Existing

151

160801A

-27.1496

151.2094

152

160521A

-27.1713

153

160521A

-27.1713

154

160690D

155
156

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

148

160703A

-27.1795

622

Stratheden
-63

623

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

29

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

29

Dec 2016

Arrow

29

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

30

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

30

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

30

150.7825

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

150.7825

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

-27.1337

150.7746

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

160690C

-27.1337

150.7746

Existing

160690A

-27.1337

150.7746

six-monthly

Completed

QGC

31

Completed

QGC

31

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

31

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

31

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

31

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

Completed

Arrow

32

six-monthly

157

160349A

-27.1441

150.9480

Existing

Westbourne Formation /
Springbok Sandstone

158

160349A

-27.1441

150.9480

Existing

Westbourne Formation /
Springbok Sandstone

159

160347A

-27.1441

150.9481

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

160

160802B

-27.1441

150.9482

Existing

Juandah Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

161

160802A

-27.1441

150.9482

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

162

160553C

-27.1440

150.9482

Existing

Tangalooma Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

163

160553B

-27.1440

150.9482

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

164

160553A

-27.1440

150.9482

Existing

lower aquitard of the Walloon
Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

32

165

42231548A

-27.1153

151.4978

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

33

166

160643A

-27.1185

151.0756

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

34

six-monthly
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

151.0759

Existing

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

-27.1200

151.0760

Existing

160701A

-27.1113

150.3897

170

160682A

-27.1083

171

160682A

-27.1083

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

167

160676A

-27.1200

168

160678A

169

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

34

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

34

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

35

150.3942

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

35

150.3942

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

35

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

35

six-monthly

172

160806C

-27.1111

150.3901

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

173

160806B

-27.1111

150.3901

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

35

174

160806A

-27.1111

150.3901

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

35

175

160681A

-27.1083

150.2213

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

36

176

160681A

-27.1083

150.2213

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

36

177

Ironbark
MB11-W

-27.1077

150.2213

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

Dec 2016

APLNG

36

178

-27.1083

150.2213

Not
required

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

36

179

-27.1083

150.2213

Not
required

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

36

six-monthly
Fortnightly

180

Ironbark
MB10-H

-27.1163

150.2008

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

36

181

160707A

-27.1024

150.9614

Existing

Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

37

182

160350A

-27.1004

150.9557

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

37

183

160350A

-27.1004

150.9557

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Completed

Arrow

37

184

-27.0500

150.7399

Not
required

Gubberamunda Sandstone

38

185

-27.0500

150.7399

Not
required

Gubberamunda Sandstone

38

-27.0395

150.7806

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

186

160564A

six-monthly

Fortnightly

Completed
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APLNG

38

Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

187

160564A

-27.0395

150.7806

Status

Target Formation

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

38

Completed

APLNG

38

Completed

APLNG

38

188

160753C

-27.0396

150.7803

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

189

160829A

-27.0902

150.7971

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures
Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

38

Fortnightly
six-monthly

190

160753B

-27.0396

150.7803

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

191

160753A

-27.0396

150.7803

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

38

192

160518A

-27.0286

150.5485

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

39

193

160518A

-27.0286

150.5485

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

QGC

39

194

160519A

-27.0284

150.5486

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

QGC

39

195

160519A

-27.0284

150.5486

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

QGC

39

196

160601C

-27.0230

150.5628

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

39

197

160601B

-27.0230

150.5628

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

39

198

160601A

-27.0230

150.5628

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

39

199

160429A

-27.0229

150.5628

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

39

200

160462A

-27.0291

150.5744

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

39

665

Kenya East
GW8

-27.0226

150.5629

Other
existing

Westbourne Formation

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

39

201

160665A

-27.0370

150.3062

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

202

160665A

-27.0370

150.3062

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

203

-27.0100

151.1140

Proposed

Condamine Alluvium

204

-27.0100

151.1140

Proposed

205

-27.0100

151.1140

206

-27.0100
-26.9987

207

160702B

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

40

Completed

APLNG

40

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

41

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

41

Proposed

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

41

151.1140

Proposed

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

41

150.9017

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

42

six-monthly
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

150.9017

Existing

Condamine Alluvium - Walloon
transition layer

-27.0093

150.9003

Existing

160597A

-26.9493

150.4437

160597A

-26.9493

212

160773A

213

160826C

214

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

208

160702A

-26.9987

209

160730A

210
211

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

42

Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

42

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

43

150.4437

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

six-monthly

Completed

QGC

43

-26.9282

150.4474

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

six-monthly

Completed

QGC

43

-26.9492

150.4436

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

43

160826B

-26.9492

150.4436

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

43

215

160826A

-26.9492

150.4436

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

43

216

160628A

-26.9417

150.2119

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

217

160628A

-26.9417

150.2119

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

218

160627A

-26.9417

150.2119

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

219

160627A

-26.9417

150.2119

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

44

Completed

APLNG

44

Completed

APLNG

44

Completed

APLNG

44

Completed

APLNG

44

Completed

APLNG

44

220

160755C

-26.9314

150.2292

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

221

160754A

-26.9350

150.2072

Existing

Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures composite sample

222

160755B

-26.9314

150.2292

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

44

223

160755A

-26.9314

150.2292

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

44

224

-26.8760

150.0195

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

45

225

-26.8760

150.0195

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

45

226

-26.8745

150.0195

Not
required

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

45

227

-26.8745

150.0195

Not
required

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

45

Fortnightly
six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Latitude

Longitude

228

-26.8745

150.0195

Not
required

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

45

229

-26.8749

150.0195

Not
required

Hutton Sandstone

45

230

-26.8749

150.0195

Not
required

Hutton Sandstone

45

231

160049A

-26.8930

150.3703

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

232

160049A

-26.8930

150.3703

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

233

160051A

-26.8932

150.3713

Existing

Westbourne Formation

Fortnightly

234

160050A

-26.8930

150.3703

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

235

160050A

-26.8930

150.3703

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

236

160756C

-26.8937

150.3683

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

237

160757B

-26.8930

150.3703

Existing

238

160756B

-26.8937

150.3683

239

160757A

-26.8930

240

160756A

241

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

46

Completed

APLNG

46

Completed

APLNG

46

Completed

APLNG

46

Completed

APLNG

46

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

46

Juandah Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

46

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

46

150.3703

Existing

Tangalooma Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

46

-26.8937

150.3683

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

46

Talinga 14

-26.9137

150.3555

Existing

lower aquitard of the Walloon
Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

46

242

160634A

-26.8924

150.3689

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

243

160634A

-26.8924

150.3689

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

244

42230203A

-26.8989

150.9792

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

-26.8989

150.9792

Proposed

-26.8661

150.7551

-26.8600
-26.8661

245
246

160642A

247
248

160642A

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

46

Completed

APLNG

46

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

47

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

47

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

48

150.7500

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

150.7551

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

six-monthly

48
six-monthly

Completed
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Arrow

48

Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

150.7552

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

-26.8660

150.7552

Existing

160658A

-26.8660

150.7552

252

160563A

-26.8660

253

160563A

-26.8660

624

13878

254

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

249

160658C

-26.8660

250

160658B

251

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

48

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

48

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

48

150.7551

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

150.7551

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

-26.8400

150.7866

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

160515A

-26.8470

150.3001

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

255

160515A

-26.8470

150.3001

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

256

160719A

-26.8086

150.1710

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

257

160719A

-26.8086

150.1710

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

258

160734A

-26.8085

150.1710

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

259

160734A

-26.8085

150.1710

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

260

160758A

-26.8061

150.1817

Existing

Composite Upper & Lower
Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures

261

160759C

-26.7887

150.2176

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

262

160759B

-26.7887

150.2176

Existing

263

160759A

-26.7887

150.2176

264

160655A

-26.8079

265

160655A

266
267

Completed

Arrow

48

Completed

Arrow

48

Fortnightly

2018

Arrow

48

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

49

six-monthly

Completed

QGC

49

Completed

APLNG

50

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

50

Completed

APLNG

50

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

50

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

50

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

50

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

50

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

50

150.1708

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

50

-26.8079

150.1708

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

50

Orana
MB6-H

-26.8097

150.5415

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

51

Orana
MB6-H

-26.8097

150.5415

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

51

six-monthly

Fortnightly
Fortnightly

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

633

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Latitude

Longitude

Orana
MB5-W

-26.8026

150.5502

Other
existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

51

634

Orana
MB5-W

-26.8026

150.5502

Other
existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

51

635

Orana
MB5-W

-26.8026

150.5502

Other
existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

51

268

160637C

-26.7922

148.7417

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

52

269

160637B

-26.7922

148.7417

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

52

270

160637A

-26.7922

148.7417

Existing

Upper Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

52

271

160693A

-26.7580

150.3603

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

272

160693A

-26.7580

150.3603

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

273

160692C

-26.8231

150.3492

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

274

160402A

-26.7825

149.1969

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

275

160402A

-26.7825

149.1969

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

276

Wallabella
WBLMLS1

-26.7874

149.2012

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

277

Wallabella
WBLMLUJ
1

-26.7874

149.2012

Existing

278

Wallabella
WBLMLLJ1

-26.7874

149.2012

279

Wallabella
WBLMLT1

-26.7874

280

Wallabella
WBLMLH1

281
282

Completed

APLNG

53

Completed

APLNG

53

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

53

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

54

Completed

Santos

54

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

54

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

54

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

54

149.2012

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

54

-26.7874

149.2012

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

54

42230209A

-26.7422

150.6799

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

55

42230209A

-26.7422

150.6799

Existing

Condamine Alluvium

Completed

Arrow

55

six-monthly

six-monthly

six-monthly
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

150.6784

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures
(Argyle)

-26.7435

150.6784

Existing

160803A

-26.7435

150.6784

286

160547A

-26.7404

287

160547A

288

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

283

160803C

-26.7435

284

160803B

285

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

55

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures (Upper)

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

55

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures (Condamine)

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

55

150.4269

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

56

-26.7404

150.4269

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

56

160713C

-26.7405

150.4274

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

56

289

160713B

-26.7405

150.4274

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

56

290

160713A

-26.7405

150.4274

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

56

291

160705A

-26.7037

150.2460

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

57

292

160705A

-26.7036

150.2460

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

QGC

57

293

160526A

-26.6908

150.2670

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

QGC

57

294

160526A

-26.6908

150.2670

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

QGC

57

295

160775C

-26.6911

150.2672

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

57

296

160775B

-26.6911

150.2672

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

57

six-monthly

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

297

160775A

-26.6911

150.2672

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

57

298

160647G

-26.6833

148.9923

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

58

299

160647F

-26.6833

148.9923

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

58

300

160647C

-26.6833

148.9923

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

58

301

160647B

-26.6833

148.9923

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

58

302

160647A

-26.6833

148.9923

Existing

Lower Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

58

303

160749A

-26.7145

150.0002

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

59

304

160749A

-26.7145

150.0002

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

59

six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

305
306

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency
Fortnightly

Latitude

Longitude

Carinya
MB4-S

-26.7141

150.0001

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Carinya
MB4-S

-26.7141

150.0001

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

-26.6737

148.8464

Not
required

Taroom Coal Measures

307

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

six-monthly

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Dec 2016

APLNG

59

Dec 2016

APLNG

59
60

308

160641B

-26.6737

148.8464

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

60

309

160641A

-26.6737

148.8464

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

60

310

Carinya
MB2-S

-26.6346

149.6850

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

61

311

Carinya
MB2-S

-26.6346

149.6850

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

six-monthly

Dec 2016

APLNG

61

312

160194A

-26.6295

150.1455

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

62

313

160194A

-26.6295

150.1455

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

62

314

160760C

-26.6315

150.1460

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Completed

APLNG

62

315

160821A

-26.6813

150.2295

Existing

Composite Upper & Lower
Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures

Completed

APLNG

62

316

160760B

-26.6315

150.1460

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

62

317

160760A

-26.6315

150.1460

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

62

318

160680A

-26.6840

150.2262

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

319

160680A

-26.6840

150.2262

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

636

CondabriINJ4-H

-26.6840

150.2256

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

320

-26.6450

149.8519

Fortnightly

Fortnightly
six-monthly

six-monthly
Fortnightly

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

62

Completed

APLNG

62

Dec 2016

APLNG

62

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

APLNG

63
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.8519

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

-26.6450

149.8519

Existing

160748A

-26.6450

149.8519

324

160648E

-26.6366

325

160648D

-26.6366

326

160648C

-26.6366

327

160648A

328

160399A

329

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

321

160748C

-26.6450

322

160748B

323

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

63

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

63

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

63

149.1119

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

64

149.1119

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

64

149.1119

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

64

-26.6366

149.1119

Existing

Lower Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

64

-26.6033

149.3932

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

65

160399A

-26.6033

149.3932

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Completed

Santos

65

330

160397A

-26.6035

149.3931

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

Santos

65

331

160397A

-26.6035

149.3931

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

Santos

65

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

65

332

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

Boxgrove

-26.6035

149.3736

Proposed

333

160727E

-26.5826

148.8511

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

66

334

160727D

-26.5826

148.8511

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

66

335

160668A

-26.5830

148.8512

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

66

336

160727C

-26.5826

148.8511

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

66

337

160727B

-26.5826

148.8511

Existing

Lower Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

66

338

160727A

-26.5826

148.8511

Existing

Eurombah Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

66

339

Site 67M UJ

-26.5920

150.4100

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

67

340

Site 67M LJ

-26.5920

150.4100

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

67

341

Site 67M TC

-26.5920

150.4100

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

67

342

Site 67
GW1 HUT

-26.5920

150.4100

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

67
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

343

Status

Target Formation

Latitude

Longitude

-26.5920

150.4100

Not
required

Hutton Sandstone
Springbok Sandstone

344

160193A

-26.5536

150.1040

Existing

345

160193A

-26.5536

150.1040

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

67
Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

68

Completed

APLNG

68

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

68

six-monthly

346

160761C

-26.5543

150.1042

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

347

160761B

-26.5543

150.1042

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

68

348

160761A

-26.5543

150.1042

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

68

349

160807A

-26.5546

150.1043

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

68

638

Dalwogan
MB3-G

-26.5535

150.1040

Other
existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

68

350

123130A

-26.5398

149.9590

Existing

Orallo Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

69

351

123130A

-26.5398

149.9590

Existing

Orallo Formation

Completed

APLNG

69

352

160582A

-26.5332

149.0546

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

70

353

160581E

-26.5331

149.0548

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

70

-26.5331

149.0543

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

354

six-monthly

70

355

160581D

-26.5331

149.0548

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

70

356

160581C

-26.5331

149.0548

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

70

357

160581A

-26.5331

149.0548

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

70

358

160581A

-26.5331

149.0548

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

70

-26.5331

149.0543

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

359

70

360

160652F

-26.5268

149.2130

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

71

361

160652E

-26.5268

149.2130

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

71

362

160652C

-26.5268

149.2130

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

71

363

160652A

-26.5268

149.2130

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

71
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.7527

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

149.7527

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

-26.5059

149.7527

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

-26.5059

149.7527

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

364

160583A

-26.5059

365

160583A

-26.5059

366

160812A

367

160812A

368

-26.5060

369

-26.5060

370

149.7530

149.7530

Proposed

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

Completed

Santos

72

six-monthly

Completed

Santos

72

Completed

Santos

72

Completed

Santos

72

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Santos

72

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Santos

72

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Santos

72

Completed

Santos

72

Completed

Santos

72

Fortnightly
six-monthly

-26.5060

149.7530

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Fortnightly

UWIR
Site No

371

160813A

-26.5060

149.7530

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

372

160813A

-26.5060

149.7530

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

373

-26.5230

149.8220

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

72

374

-26.5230

149.8220

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

72

-26.5529

150.2220

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

73

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

73

375

160687D

six-monthly

376

160687C

-26.5529

150.2220

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

377

160687B

-26.5529

150.2220

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

73

378

160687A

-26.5529

150.2220

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

73

379

160646F

-26.4948

149.3649

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

74
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Location
Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Existing

Westbourne Formation

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

149.3649

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

-26.4948

149.3649

Existing

-26.4948

149.3649

Existing

675

-26.4948

149.3649

676

-26.4948

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

380

160646E

-26.4948

149.3649

381

160646D

-26.4948

149.3649

382

160646C

-26.4948

383

160646B

384

160646A

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

74

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

74

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

74

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

74

Lower Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

74

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Santos

74

149.3649

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Santos

74

Status

385

160640D

-26.4652

149.0189

Existing

Orallo Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

75

386

160640A

-26.4652

149.0189

Existing

Westbourne Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

75

387

160814A

-26.4375

148.9212

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

76

388

Beverley BEVMLUJ1

-26.4392

148.9152

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

76

389

Beverley BEVMLLJ1

-26.4392

148.9152

Proposed

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

76

390

Beverley BEVMLT1

-26.4392

148.9152

Proposed

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

76

677

-26.4392

148.9152

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Santos

76

391

160733D

-26.4391

148.8004

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

77

392

160733C

-26.4391

148.8004

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

77

393

160733B

-26.4391

148.8004

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

77

394

160733A

-26.4391

148.8004

Existing

Lower Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

395

12728A

-26.4303

149.3612

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

396

160636C

-26.4303

149.3612

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

397

160391A

-26.4302

149.3612

Existing

Orallo Formation

Fortnightly

398

160391A

-26.4302

149.3612

Existing

Orallo Formation

399

160684A

-26.4819

149.7866

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

400

160762C

-26.3987

149.6964

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

six-monthly

Completed

Santos

77

Completed

Santos

78

Completed

Santos

78

Completed

Santos

78

Completed

Santos

78

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

79

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

79

six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

401

160808A

-26.4527

402

160762B

403

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

79

Status

Target Formation

149.7087

Existing

Composite Upper & Lower
Juandah and Taroom Coal
Measures

-26.3987

149.6964

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

79

160762A

-26.3987

149.6964

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

79

404

160617A

-26.3998

149.5829

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

80

405

160617A

-26.3998

149.5829

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

80

406

Lucky Gully
MB2-S

-26.4002

149.5828

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

80

407

160777A

-26.4002

149.5828

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

80

408

160763C

-26.4024

149.5772

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

80

409

160763B

-26.4024

149.5772

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

80

410

160763A

-26.4024

149.5772

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

80

-26.4000

149.5800

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

APLNG

80

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

81

six-monthly

Completed

QGC

81

Completed

QGC

81

six-monthly

Completed

QGC

81

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

81

639

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

411

160704A

-26.3657

149.9788

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

412

160704A

-26.3657

149.9788

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

413

160694A

-26.3657

149.9785

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

414

160694A

-26.3657

149.9785

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

415

160720C

-26.3656

149.9790

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

416

160720B

-26.3656

149.9790

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

81

417

160720A

-26.3656

149.9790

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

81

QGC

81

Santos

82

666

418

160822A

Fortnightly

-26.3660

149.9780

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

-26.3871

149.1256

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.1257

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

149.1257

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

160776F

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

sandstone /siltstone /mudstone
of Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

423

160776E

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

424

160776D

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

Tangalooma Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

425

160776C

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

426

160776B

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

lower aquitard of the Walloon
Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

427

160776A

-26.3873

149.1259

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

82

-26.3685

149.1060

Not
required

Hutton Sandstone

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

419

160823A

-26.3872

420

160823A

-26.3872

421

160776G

422

428

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

Completed

Santos

82

six-monthly

Completed

Santos

82

UWIR
Site No

82

678

Armidale ARMGWP0
1

-26.3871

149.1256

Proposed

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

82

429

160395A

-26.3789

148.9636

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

83

430

160395A

-26.3789

148.9636

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

six-monthly

Completed

Santos

83

431

160393A

-26.3788

148.9634

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

Santos

83

432

160393A

-26.3788

148.9634

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

six-monthly

Completed

Santos

83

433

Woleebee
MB3-S

-26.3857

149.8478

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

84

434

Woleebee
MB3-S

-26.3857

149.8478

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

84

435

160764C

-26.3853

149.8476

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

84

436

160764B

-26.3853

149.8476

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

84

Fortnightly

Fortnightly
six-monthly
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.8476

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

-26.3563

149.4267

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

-26.3563

149.4267

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

437

160764A

-26.3853

438

160187A

439

160187A

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

84

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

85

Completed

APLNG

85

Completed

APLNG

85

Completed

APLNG

85

six-monthly

440

160765C

-26.3574

149.4258

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

441

160766A

-26.3581

149.4235

Existing

Composite Upper & Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

442

160765B

-26.3574

149.4258

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

85

443

160765A

-26.3574

149.4258

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

85

444

160546A

-26.3577

149.4266

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

445

160546A

-26.3577

149.4266

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

640

Reedy
Creek
MB1-G

-26.3579

149.4256

Other
existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

641

Reedy CkSC1

-26.3579

149.4256

Other
existing

642

Reedy Ck
INJ2-P

-26.3571

149.4267

446

160651D

-26.3365

447

160651C

448

Fortnightly
six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

85

Completed

APLNG

85

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

85

Westbourne Formation

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

85

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

85

148.8384

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

86

-26.3365

148.8384

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

86

160472A

-26.3206

149.2630

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

87

449

160472A

-26.3206

149.2630

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

87

450

160507A

-26.3206

149.2632

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

87

451

Muggleton
MB2-S

-26.3206

149.2632

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

87

452

160679C

-26.3183

149.2637

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Completed

APLNG

87

453

RN14395

-26.1799

149.1448

Existing

Composite Upper & Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Mar 2016

APLNG

87

six-monthly

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.2637

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

-26.3183

149.2637

Existing

160683C

-26.2952

148.6330

679

Mt Eden 1

-26.2952

680

Mt Eden 1

457
458

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

454

160679B

-26.3183

455

160679A

456

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

87

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

87

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

88

148.6330

Other
existing

Tangalooma Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

88

-26.2952

148.6330

Other
existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

88

160522A

-26.2820

149.7149

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

160522A

-26.2820

149.7149

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

459

160430A

-26.2819

149.7144

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

460

160430A

-26.2819

149.7144

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

461

160432E

-26.2819

149.7141

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

462

160431A

-26.2819

149.7144

Existing

Westbourne Formation

463

160432D

-26.2819

149.7141

Existing

464

160432C

-26.2819

149.7141

465

160432B

-26.2819

149.7141

466

160432A

-26.2819

467

160433A

468

WCK GW3

667
668

469

Completed

QGC

89

Completed

QGC

89

Completed

QGC

89

Completed

QGC

89

Completed

QGC

89

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

89

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

89

Existing

Tangalooma Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

89

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

89

149.7141

Existing

Eurombah Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

89

-26.2819

149.7142

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

-26.2819

149.7142

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

WCK
GW10

-26.2558

149.6988

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

WCK
GW10

-26.2558

149.6988

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Lawton 5

-26.3005

149.9134

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

89

Mar 2016

QGC

89

Dec 2016

QGC

89

Dec 2016

QGC

89

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

QGC

90
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Location
Monitoring
Point

470

471

Existing
Reference

Lawton 5

Lawton 5

Latitude

-26.3005

-26.3005

Longitude

149.9134

149.9134

Status

Proposed

Proposed

Target Formation

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

QGC

90

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

QGC

90

QGC

90

472

Lawton 5

-26.3005

149.9134

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

473

160677F

-26.2429

150.0500

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

91

474

160677E

-26.2429

150.0500

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

91

475

160677D

-26.2429

150.0500

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

91

476

160677B

-26.2429

150.0500

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

477

160677B

-26.2429

150.0500

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

478

160686A

-26.2427

150.0502

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

479

160686A

-26.2427

150.0502

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

625

Burrunga
Lane 174

-26.2427

150.0502

Other
existing

Evergreen Formation

480

160664A

-26.2310

149.5642

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

481

160664A

-26.2310

149.5642

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

482

Combabula
14

-26.2272

149.5631

Existing

Composite Juandah & Taroom
Coal Measures

483

160767C

-26.2306

149.5651

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Completed

Arrow

91

Completed

Arrow

91

Completed

Arrow

91

Completed

Arrow

91

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

91

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

92

six-monthly

Completed

APLNG

92

six-monthly

Mar 2016

APLNG

92

Completed

APLNG

92

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

Fortnightly
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.5651

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

-26.2306

149.5651

Existing

Combabula
MB1-G

-26.2310

149.5642

486

Meeleebee
MB1-S

-26.2228

487

Meeleebee
MB1-S

488

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

484

160767B

-26.2306

485

160767A

643

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

92

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

92

Other
existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

92

149.1645

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

-26.2228

149.1645

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

Meeleebee
MB3-W

-26.2227

149.1650

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

489

Meeleebee
MB3-W

-26.2227

149.1650

Proposed

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

490

Meeleebee
MB3-W

-26.2227

149.1650

Proposed

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

491

Meeleebee
MB2-H

-26.2227

149.1654

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

492

Meeleebee
MB2-H

-26.2227

149.1654

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

493

Meeleebee
MB5-P

-26.2202

149.1693

Proposed

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

93

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Arrow

94

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Arrow

94

494

495

-26.2301

-26.2301

149.9534

149.9534

Proposed

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

six-monthly

six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

496

Latitude

-26.2301

497

Longitude

149.9534

Status

Proposed

Target Formation

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Arrow

94

Arrow

94

-26.2301

149.9534

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

95

Completed

APLNG

95

498

160768B

-26.0794

149.1723

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

499

160830A

-26.0564

149.1691

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

500

-26.0527

149.4342

Not
required

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

96

501

-26.0527

149.4342

Not
required

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

96

502

-26.0527

149.4342

Not
required

Taroom Coal Measures

96

six-monthly

503

Philip 5M

-26.0870

149.6308

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

97

504

160722C

-26.0870

149.6308

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

97

505

160722B

-26.0870

149.6308

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

97

506

160722A

-26.0870

149.6308

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

97

507

160714A

-26.0239

149.6471

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

97

508

16659A

-26.0132

149.1933

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

98

645

Echo Hills
Flowing
Bore

-26.0348

149.2137

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

98

509

160656A

-25.9765

149.1042

Existing

Bandanna Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

99

510

Cassio 6M

-25.9458

149.7756

Existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

100

511

Cassio 6M

-25.9458

149.7756

Existing

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

100

512

Cassio 6M

-25.9458

149.7756

Existing

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

100
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

669

Latitude

Longitude

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

-25.9458

149.7756

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

QGC

100

513

13030812

-25.9725

149.4042

Existing

Birkhead Formation

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

101

514

13030812

-25.9725

149.4042

Existing

Birkhead Formation

Mar 2016

QGC

101

670

-25.9725

149.4042

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

QGC

101

671

-25.9725

149.4042

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

QGC

101

six-monthly

515

160793A

-25.8666

149.2169

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

102

516

160691A

-25.8666

149.2169

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

102

-25.8932

149.2161

Proposed

Clematis Sandstone

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

102

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

102

517
518

160809A

-25.9121

149.1985

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

519

Charlotte
GW3

-25.9099

149.5404

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

103

520

Charlotte
GW3

-25.9099

149.5404

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

103

521

Charlotte
GW3

-25.9099

149.5404

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

103

522

160509A

-25.9089

149.5400

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

103

523

Charlotte
GW1

-25.9089

149.5400

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Dec 2016

QGC

103

524

160508A

-25.9089

149.5401

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Completed

QGC

103

525

Charlotte
GW2

-25.9089

149.5401

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Dec 2016

QGC

103

526

160824A

-25.7994

149.0646

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

104

527

160667A

-25.7995

149.0646

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

104

528

160832A

-25.7996

149.0648

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

104

529

160736A

-25.8375

148.8510

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

105

530

160736A

-25.8375

148.8510

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Completed

APLNG

105

-25.7974

148.8635

Not
required

Boxvale Sandstone

531

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

six-monthly
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106

Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

532

OK Station

-25.7974

148.8635

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Proposed

Precipice Sandstone

Status

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

106

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

106

Completed

Santos

106

2019

Santos

106

533

160698C

-25.7975

148.8635

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

534

160778A

-25.7658

148.8936

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

681

-25.7970

148.8630

Proposed

Cattle Ck Formation

535

-25.7700

149.8900

Not
required

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

107

536

-25.7700

149.8900

Not
required

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

107

537

-25.7700

149.8900

Not
required

Taroom Coal Measures

107

538

160473A

-25.7635

149.9772

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

539

160473A

-25.7635

149.9772

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

672

Coochiemu
dlo GW2

-25.7630

149.9770

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

540

160653A

-25.7539

148.7948

Existing

541

160779A

-25.7345

149.1252

Existing

542

160779A

-25.7345

149.1252

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

six-monthly
Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

107

Completed

QGC

107

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

107

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

108

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

109

Completed

Santos

109

Completed

Santos

109

Completed

Santos

109

Completed

Santos

110

Completed

Santos

110

Completed

Santos

110

Completed

Santos

110

543

160833A

-25.7347

149.1255

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

544

160716A

-25.8023

149.0897

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

545

160780A

-25.7539

149.0420

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

546

160780A

-25.7539

149.0420

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly
six-monthly

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly

547

160700A

-25.7537

149.0423

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

548

160715A

-25.7288

148.9867

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

-25.7540

149.0420

Proposed

Cattle Ck Formation

Fortnightly

2019

Santos

110

-25.7486

149.7333

Existing

Birkhead Formation

Fortnightly

Completed

QGC

111

682
549

13030814A

Fortnightly
six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

550

160820A

-25.6441

149.1648

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Existing

Clematis Sandstone
Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Status

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

112

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

112

551

160781A

-25.6583

149.1410

Existing

552

160787A

-25.6075

148.7654

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

113

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

113

553

160815A

-25.6076

148.7650

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

554

160816A

-25.4896

148.9205

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

114

555

Lynd
Range 1

-25.3898

149.0275

Proposed

Clematis Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

115

556

Lynd
Range 1

-25.3898

149.0275

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

115

-25.2420

148.9269

Not
required

Clematis Sandstone

557

116

558

160817A

-25.2919

148.9283

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

116

559

Cattle
Creek 2H

-25.1086

148.9111

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

117

560

Cattle
Creek 4

-25.1333

148.9132

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

117

561

57565A

-24.8935

149.0941

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

Fortnightly

562

57565A

-24.8935

149.0941

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

563

57522A

-24.8460

149.0977

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

564

57522A

-24.8460

149.0977

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

565

160770A

-25.6911

149.1875

Existing

Boxvale Sandstone

566

160771A

-25.6915

149.1877

Existing

Precipice sandstone

567

-25.6843

149.1875

Not
required

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

120

568

-25.6843

149.1875

Not
required

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

120

569

-27.2470

150.0230

Not
required

Springbok Sandstone

121

Completed

Santos

118

Completed

Santos

118

Completed

Santos

119

Completed

Santos

119

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

120

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

120

six-monthly
Fortnightly
six-monthly
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Latitude

Longitude

570

-27.2470

150.0230

Not
required

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

571

-26.9346

149.6603

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2017

Santos

122

572

-26.9346

149.6603

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2017

Santos

122

573

-26.9346

149.6603

Proposed

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2017

Santos

122

121

574

Karana KNAGWW
CM01

-25.9266

148.6359

Proposed

Walloon Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

123

575

160818A

-25.9266

148.6359

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

123

576

160819A

-25.9267

148.6359

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

123

577

Karana KNAGWBA
01

-25.9266

148.6359

Proposed

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

123

578

41620043A

-27.9222

151.1214

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

124

-27.9245

151.1249

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

124

579
580

42220101A

-26.3381

149.5033

Existing

Mooga Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

125

581

Moonie 35

-27.7612

150.2458

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

126

582

160782A

-25.9297

150.0297

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

127

583

Peat MB1B

-26.0022

150.0841

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

APLNG

128

646

Peat MB2P

-26.0152

150.0958

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

128

584

160660A

-25.8245

148.7916

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

129

585

160783A

-25.6221

148.9619

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

586

160783A

-25.6221

148.9619

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

587

160784A

-25.6223

148.9619

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

six-monthly
Fortnightly

Completed

Santos

130

Completed

Santos

130

Completed

Santos

130
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

588

160834A

-25.6333

589

160737A

590

160737A

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

six-monthly

Completed

Santos

130

Completed

APLNG

131

Completed

APLNG

131

Status

Target Formation

148.9452

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

-26.0751

149.0138

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

-26.0751

149.0138

Existing

Precipice Sandstone
Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

131

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

132

591

160825A

-26.0428

149.0524

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

592

160831A

-25.9642

148.9525

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

-25.9452

148.9736

Not
required

Precipice Sandstone

593

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Fortnightly
six-monthly

132

594

160743A

-25.9508

148.9734

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

132

647

Spring
Gully
MB14-H

-25.9642

148.9525

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

132

595

42231591A

-27.5913

151.8467

Existing

Main Range Volcanics

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

133

-27.5913

151.8467

Not
required

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

596

133

597

42231597A

-27.7309

151.7628

Existing

Main Range Volcanics

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

134

598

160804A

-27.7272

151.7633

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures (Upper)

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

134

599

42231411A

-27.8251

151.4764

Existing

Condamine alluvium

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

135

-27.7540

151.3116

Proposed

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

135

Main Range Volcanics

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

136

600
601

160805A

-26.9308

151.2881

Existing

602

42231553A

-26.9214

151.2871

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

136

603

42231523A

-27.2743

151.6934

Existing

Main Range Volcanics

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

137

604

42231524A

-27.2493

151.6915

Existing

Walloon Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

137

605

42231590A

-27.2681

151.7701

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

137
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

606

Latitude

Longitude

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Arrow

138

-23.4558

148.9483

Proposed

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

2 years
prior to
production
within
10km

607

Wallaroo
Creek 1

-25.3570

148.7511

Existing

Bandanna Formation coal
seam

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

139

608

Polaris
GW24

-26.1568

149.7998

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

140

609

Polaris
GW24

-26.1568

149.7998

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

140

610

Polaris
GW24

-26.1568

149.7998

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Mar 2016

QGC

140

611

160630A

-26.1619

149.4143

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

141

612

160772C

-26.1623

149.4140

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

141

613

160772B

-26.1623

149.4140

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

141

614

160772A

-26.1623

149.4140

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

APLNG

141

615

160699D

-26.9732

150.6118

Existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

142

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

142

616

160699C

-26.9732

150.6118

Existing

Coal seam of the Upper
Juandah Coal Measures

617

160699B

-26.9732

150.6118

Existing

Coal seam of the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

142

618

160699A

-26.9732

150.6118

Existing

Coal seam of the Taroom Coal
Measures

Fortnightly

Completed

Arrow

142

626

Kedron570

-26.4134

150.1537

Other
existing

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

143

627

Kedron570

-26.4134

150.1537

Other
existing

Tangalooma Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

143

628

Kedron570

-26.4134

150.1537

Other
existing

Eurombah Formation

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

143
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

150.1537

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

-26.4134

150.1537

Other
existing

CondabriINJ3

-26.7867

150.2248

649

CondabriINJ1-H

-26.7864

650

CondabriINJ2-P

651

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

629

Kedron570

-26.4134

630

Kedron570

648

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

143

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Arrow

143

Other
existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

144

150.2239

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

144

-26.7870

150.2245

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

144

Reedy Ck
INJ3-H

-26.3472

149.3758

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

145

652

Reedy Ck
INJ4-P

-26.3473

149.3763

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

145

653

Spring
Gully
DMH01

-26.0005

149.0710

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

146

654

Spring
Gully
DMP01

-26.0004

149.0714

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

146

655

14881

-25.8881

149.3314

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

147

656

Spring
Gully MB4H

-26.0750

149.0138

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

148

657

Peat MB3H

-26.0152

150.0958

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

149

658

Kinnoul
MB2-H

-25.6648

149.5973

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

150

659

Scotts Ck
Sawmill
Bore

-25.8765

149.0627

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

151

660

Strathblane
WB1-P

-25.9002

149.1444

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

152
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Location
Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

149.0465

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

-25.9454

149.7754

Other
existing

Cassio
GW2

-25.9454

149.7754

683

MW0904

-25.7095

684

23147

685

Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

Latitude

Longitude

661

PB3

-25.9818

673

Cassio
GW1

674

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

153

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

154

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

154

148.9516

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

155

-25.9143

150.0739

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

156

MW0902

-25.7347

149.0829

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

157

686

MNHGWP
02

-25.7310

148.8458

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

158

687

Scotia
OBS#1
(AVLOP01)

-25.9419

150.0742

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

159

688

160287A

-25.7283

149.0819

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

160

689

160351A

-25.7236

149.0628

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

161

690

160352A

-25.7267

149.0183

Other
existing

Precipice Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Santos

162

691

Glenora4M

-26.3025

149.1085

Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

163

692

Glenora4M

-26.3025

149.1085

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

163

693

Glenora4M

-26.3025

149.1085

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

163

694

Glenora4M

-26.3025

149.1085

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

163

695

Glenora4M

-26.3025

149.1085

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

163
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Location
Monitoring
Point

Existing
Reference

696

Status

Target Formation

Water
Pressure
Monitoring
Frequency

Water
Quality
Monitoring
Frequency

Required
By

RTH

UWIR
Site No

Latitude

Longitude

Glenora4M

-26.3025

149.1085

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

163

697

Tethys-6M

-26.2627

148.8662

Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

164

698

Tethys-6M

-26.2627

148.8662

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

164

699

Tethys-6M

-26.2627

148.8662

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

164

700

Tethys-6M

-26.2627

148.8662

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

164

701

Tethys-6M

-26.2627

148.8662

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

164

702

Tethys-6M

-26.2627

148.8662

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

Senex

164

703

Pegasus2M

-26.1608

148.9135

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

165

704

Maisey 1M

-26.4506

149.2111

Proposed

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

166

705

Maisey 1M

-26.4506

149.2111

Proposed

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

166

706

Maisey 1M

-26.4506

149.2111

Proposed

Upper Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

166

707

Maisey 1M

-26.4506

149.2111

Proposed

Lower Juandah Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

166

708

Maisey 1M

-26.4506

149.2111

Proposed

Taroom Coal Measures

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

166

709

Maisey 1M

-26.4506

149.2111

Proposed

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

2018

Senex

166

632

107800

-26.9968

150.8498

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

167

637

160708

-26.5439

149.8864

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

APLNG

168

644

42231522

-26.8646

150.4870

Other
existing

Springbok Sandstone

Fortnightly

Dec 2016

QGC

169

710

123050

-26.3225

148.8975

Other
existing

Hutton Sandstone

Dec 2016

Santos

170

six-monthly
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Table G-2 below provides details of a complementary network of private bores (Section 8.3.1) some of which
already form part of the CSG Online network. The remainder will be added into this network, subject to
confirmation that these bores are suitable for monitoring purposes.
Table G-2 Complementary Monitoring Network
Existing
reference

Location
Latitude

Longitude

Status

Target formation

Bore 1

-27.94

149.31

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Bore 2

-28.16

150.47

Existing

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Bore 3

-25.55

149.81

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Bore 4

-25.55

149.81

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Bore 5

-25.61

147.98

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Bore 6

-25.41

148.11

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Bore 7

-27.12

148.33

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

Bore 8

-25.43

150.05

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

Bore 9

-24.38

149.14

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

Bore 10

-23.95

149.23

Existing

Clematis Sandstone

Bore 11

-25.61

148.04

Existing

Evergreen Formation

13030613

-25.6775

148.5269

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

13030882

-25.8028

148.7728

Existing

Precipice Sandstone

13030883

-25.8028

148.7727

Existing

Evergreen Formation

13030884

-25.8028

148.7728

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

123444

-26.1928

149.3433

Existing

Hutton Sandstone

62284

-25.5588

149.4358

Existing

Precipice Sandstone
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Table G-3 Regional Monitoring Network Water Quality Parameter Suite

Suite
Field
parameters

Water
quality
suite

Parameters to be measured as part of suite
Electrical Conductivity (µS/cm @ 25°C), pH, Redox Potential (Eh),
Temperature (°C), Free gas at wellhead (CH4)
Major cations and anions: Calcium (Ca2+), Magnesium (Mg2+), Potassium (K+),
Sodium (Na+), Bicarbonate(HCO3-), Carbonate (CO3-), Chloride (Cl-), Sulphate
(SO42-), Total Alkalinity

Laboratory
analytes

Metals (dissolved): Arsenic (As), Barium (Ba), Boron (B), Cadmium (Cd),
Chromium (Cr), Cobalt (Co), Copper (Cu), Iron (Fe), Lead (Pb), Manganese
(Mn), Mercury (Hg), Nickel (Ni), Selenium (Se), Strontium (Sr2+), Zinc (Zn)
Fluoride (F-), Total Dissolved Solids
Gas (dissolved): Methane (CH4)
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Appendix G-2 Guidelines for the construction of new monitoring points
Three standards apply to the construction of monitoring bores in the Surat CMA:
•

Minimum construction requirements for water bores in Australia (NUDL, 2012)

•

Minimum standards for the construction and reconditioning of water bores that intersect the
sediments of artesian basins in Queensland (DNRM, 2014) and

•

Code of practice for the construction and abandoning of coal seam gas wells and associated water
bores in Queensland (DNRM, 2013).

The following section provides additional guidance on matters such as borehole access, effective monitoring
intervals and instrumentation for new pressure and water quality monitoring points. All new monitoring points
required under the Water Monitoring Strategy (WMS) are to be constructed in a way that is consistent with
the above standards and the following guidelines.

Water pressure monitoring points
1. Borehole access
Access to down-hole equipment and instrumentation should be able to be undertaken by a small crew
and generally completed within a single day (including removal and replacement of well caps and
monitoring instrumentation) without the need for specialist equipment or a workover rig.
2. Isolation of the target horizon and the effective monitoring interval
Monitoring bore and screen design should effectively isolate a small number of permeable units which
are all considered to be part of the same target formation.
Where multiple permeable units are logged within the same formation, the screened section should
target the units in closest proximity to the targeted coal reservoirs, whilst maintaining at least five metres
separation from adjacent formations.
For pressure monitoring points in formations other than target coal reservoirs, the effective screened
interval should be within the range of six to 24 metres to minimise the potential for inadvertently
completing the bore within a low-permeability unit or extending the bore substantially into an adjacent
formation.
For pressure monitoring points installed into target coal reservoirs, the effective screen interval should
mimic the design of local CSG production wells and should therefore typically comprise multiple
screened sections and relatively long effective screen intervals. The effective screen interval should be
no less than six metres with maximum lengths governed by the logged thickness of the target formation.
This design incorporating long effective screen intervals is intended to minimise the possibility of
installing monitoring points into isolated coal horizons and/or interburden which may not be affected by
CSG extraction in the short term.
Screen designs should be finalised on site based on downhole geophysics and geological logs.
3. Pressure monitoring instrument selection and accuracy
The type and make of instrumentation installed should achieve the following:
•

Be of proven reliability, easy to obtain, serviceable, long lasting and appropriate for the conditions
(including water quality, temperature and operating environment)

•

Can operate at the deployed depth and monitor the expected range of water pressures in the bore

•

Capable of measuring temperature as well as pressure
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•

Capable of accurately recording and resolving pressure changes or drawdowns of less than
1 percent of the predicted maximum drawdown at each monitoring point or 1 centimetre whichever is
the larger.

•

Can be calibrated, easily and reliably deployed (including cabling and connections) and is
replaceable.

4. Pressure data validation
The bore design should allow for the following:
•

Data validation, either via regular manual check readings or through the use of temporarily or
permanently installed duplicate gauges

•

As a minimum, data validation readings should be undertaken every six months and/or at the end of
each download period (whichever period is shorter)

•

Quality assurance of multi-level facilities should include regular comparison of data from different
monitoring levels to look for trends, data anomalies and identify any evidence of within bore
communication

•

Where possible/applicable, validation readings should be used to correct for logger ‘drift’ and other
artefacts prior to the final data sets being provided to OGIA.

5. Data access
Where a logger is installed, pressure should be logged continuously at a frequency of one reading per
hour (i.e. 24 readings per day) to assist with identifying trends and possible reasons for variations.
6. Monitoring bore completion diagram
All relevant details relating to the pressure monitoring point should be recorded on a suitable monitoring
bore completion diagram or diagrams. These diagrams should be provided to OGIA prior to the
monitoring point being considered active. As a minimum each completion diagram should include:
•

The location, type and dimensions of all seals installed to prevent water movement within the bore

•

The location, type and dimensions of all screens installed to allow water ingress into the bore

•

Lithological, geophysical and interpreted stratigraphic logs of the bore

•

Detail on the installed headworks sufficient to identify/confirm any access constraints

•

The location and type of all pressure and water quality monitoring instruments or other equipment
installed in the bore

•

Observed post completion standing water level and any available information on water strikes
identified during drilling

•

Surveyed ground, datum levels and location information

•

Date of drilling, installation and commissioning and

•

Confirmation of data logging frequencies, data download methods, purging and sampling methods
and whether/how data validation checks are undertaken.
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Water quality monitoring points
In addition to the above, the following guidance on water quality monitoring points is provided:
7. Purging and sampling
Collection of the water sample should be able to be undertaken in less than one day.
Purging and monitoring of field water quality parameters (for stabilisation) is undertaken to ensure
representative groundwater samples from the targeted formation. Water quality sampling should not
have a significant effect on water pressure and 90 per cent recovery should occur within two weeks of
sampling.
Sampling equipment is dedicated within the bore, thereby limiting potential cross contamination.
Sampling techniques limit any contamination/interaction with groundwater that may alter chemical and/or
physical properties.
Sampling technique minimises volumes of purge water generated to reduce possible handling and
disposal requirements.
Sampling intake is at or near the centre of the screen to promote flow through the borehole screen rather
than sampling from the annulus.

Monitoring bore types
Consistent with the standards mentioned above, for relatively shallow bores where there is no gas risk an
aquifer monitoring bore completion is preferred, while for monitoring points where there is a potential gas risk
a coal seam gas type completion is preferred. Cemented in vibrating wire piezometers are not preferred
based on sections 1-7 above.
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Figure G-1 Condamine Alluvium and Main Range Volcanics Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-2 Mooga Sandstone Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-3 Gubberamunda Sandstone Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-4 Springbok Sandstone Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-5 Walloon Coal Measures Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-6 Hutton Sandstone Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-7 Precipice Sandstone Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-8 Clematis Sandstone Monitoring Networks
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Figure G-9 Bandanna Formation Monitoring Networks
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Details of the Spring Impact Management Strategy
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Appendix H-1. Springs in the Surat CMA
The Water Act provides that a spring is a potentially affected spring if it overlies an aquifer where the longterm predicted impact on water levels at the location of the spring resulting from the extraction of water by
petroleum tenure holders exceeds 0.2 metres. There are 61 spring vents and 19 watercourse springs
identified as potentially affected.
Table H-1 and Table H-2 list the potentially affected spring vents and watercourse springs. The following
definitions apply to the table columns.
Complex – As defined by the Queensland Springs Dataset held by the Queensland Herbarium. Watercourse
springs do not have a complex number.
Vent – As defined by the Queensland Springs Dataset held by the Queensland Herbarium. For the
watercourse springs the site number is defined in the GAB Springs Register held by DNRM.
Source aquifer – The aquifer providing the greatest contribution to groundwater discharge at the spring.
Geological control – The dominant geological control for groundwater discharge to the spring.
Type – The spring type using the spring typology (Section 4.7.2).
Confidence – ‘High’ means field data has been collected to support site understanding and classification.
‘Low’ means that some attributes for classification have been inferred in the absence of field data.
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Table H-1 Spring vents – location and hydrogeology
Location

Hydrogeology

Complex

Name

Vent

Latitude

Longitude

74

Yebna

1182_1

-25.648424

149.201115

229

Ponies

284_1

-25.829550

229

Ponies

284_2

230

Lucky Last

230

Source aquifer

Geological control

Type

Confidence

Outcrop

3

High

149.041382

Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

High

-25.829805

149.040104

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

High

287_1

-25.798065

148.775579

Fault

1a

High

Lucky Last

340_1

-25.793992

148.773174

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

686_1

-25.794778

148.773408

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687.1_1

-25.794624

148.773846

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687.2_1

-25.794561

148.773783

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687.3_1

-25.794202

148.773613

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687.4_1

-25.794118

148.773541

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687.5_1

-25.793680

148.773296

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687.6_1

-25.793595

148.773319

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

687_1

-25.794811

148.773780

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

688_1

-25.795114

148.773748

Fault

1a

High

230

Lucky Last

689_1

-25.793990

148.772839

Fault

1a

High

260

Scotts Creek

189_1

-25.891509

149.285983

Hutton Sandstone

Fault

1a

High

260

Scotts Creek

190_1

-25.888437

149.287415

Hutton Sandstone

Fault

1b

High

260

Scotts Creek

191_1

-25.891755

149.287484

Hutton Sandstone

Fault

1a

High

Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale
Sandstone Member)
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Location

Hydrogeology

Complex

Name

Vent

Latitude

Longitude

Source aquifer

260

Scotts Creek

192.1_1

-25.888114

149.279189

Hutton Sandstone

Fault

1b

High

260

Scotts Creek

192_1

-25.888958

149.279041

Hutton Sandstone

Fault

1b

High

283

Barton

702_1

-26.270303

149.243285

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

283

Barton

703_1

-26.285333

149.234459

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

699_1

-25.725790

149.086617

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

499_1

-25.700240

149.128935

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

500.1_1

-25.728175

149.100451

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

500_1

-25.719758

149.104836

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

High

311

311

535_1

-25.720200

149.027508

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3
3

Outcrop

3

High

Outcrop

3

High
High

311
311

311
311

536.1_1
536.2_1

-25.713623
-25.715544

149.065391
149.064819

Precipice Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

Geological control

Type

Confidence

High

311

311

536_1

-25.714499

149.065431

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

311

311

537_1

-25.728340

149.093903

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

692_1

-25.725986

149.103740

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

693_1

-25.720666

149.029633

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

694_1

-25.712394

149.072622

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

311

311

695_1

-25.725415

149.086946

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

Outcrop

3

High

Outcrop

3

High
High

311
311

311
311

696_1
697_1

-25.725471
-25.725599

149.086885
149.086748

Precipice Sandstone
Precipice Sandstone

311

311

698_1

-25.725630

149.086671

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

311

311

704_1

-25.679718

149.127267

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

358

Gubberamunda

187_1

-26.218956

148.670302

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

High

358

Gubberamunda

188_1

-26.269476

148.705438

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b
4b

358

Gubberamunda

679_1

-26.278483

148.695873

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

Low

358

Gubberamunda

680.1_1

-26.273627

148.687319

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

Low
Low

High

358

Gubberamunda

680_1

-26.273135

148.686824

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

437

Horror

682.1_1

-25.807686

148.733995

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

2

High

437

Horror

682_1

-25.808097

148.734199

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

2

High
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Location

Hydrogeology

Complex

Name

Vent

Latitude

Longitude

Source aquifer

506

Spring Ridge

184_1

-26.233352

148.868584

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

High

506

Spring Ridge

185_1

-26.232091

148.869386

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

High

506

186_1

-26.236716

148.868972

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

High

285_1

-25.763428

148.768250

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

High

584

Spring Ridge
Springrock
Creek
Wambo

711.1

-26.873960

150.437172

Cainozoic Sediments

Contact

4a

High

591

Yebna 2

534_1

-25.732642

149.102779

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

1a

High

592

Abyss

286.1_1

-25.798153

148.770287

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

2

High

592

Abyss

286.2_1

-25.797951

148.770193

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

2

High

592

Abyss

286.3_1

-25.797621

148.768713

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

2

High

592

Abyss

286_1

-25.798174

148.769141

Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

2

High

649

Kangaroo Creek

1162_1

-26.187090

149.378070

Cainozoic Sediments

Outcrop

3

Low

649

Kangaroo Creek

1291_1

-26.163480

149.363250

Cainozoic Sediments

Outcrop

4a

Low

649

Kangaroo Creek

1292_1

-26.171750

149.371800

Cainozoic Sediments

Outcrop

4a

Low

737

Nugget

1497_1

-26.001969

149.127739

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

4b

Low

765

Orana

711.2_1

-26.906024

150.586605

Cainozoic Sediments

Contact

4a

Low

561

Geological control
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Type

Confidence

Table H-2 Watercourse springs – location and hydrogeology
Location

Hydrogeology

Site
number

Name

W10

Blyth Creek

W14
W15
W16
W17

Bungaban
Creek
Bungaban
Creek
Bungeworgorai
Creek
Bungeworgorai
Creek

Start

End

Source aquifer

Geological
control

Type

Confidence

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

-26.424712

149.083838

-26.473330

149.016965

Mooga Sandstone, Orallo
Formation

Outcrop

3

Low

-25.836635

150.061238

-25.922420

150.234950

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

-25.922420

150.234950

-25.903614

150.261079

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

-26.210447

148.442854

-26.228380

148.474480

Gubberamunda
Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

-26.395378

148.650913

-26.418003

148.643829

Mooga Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

Outcrop

3

Low

Outcrop

3

Low

W18

Bungil Creek

-26.255209

148.709508

-26.309723

148.735984

W19

Bungil Creek

-26.421967

148.787404

-26.450046

148.805048

Gubberamunda
Sandstone
Mooga Sandstone

W39

Dawson River

-25.725580

149.303075

-25.676722

149.235056

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

W40

-25.679460

149.137341

-25.684793

149.066451

Precipice Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

-25.979855

149.194107

-25.982412

149.145238

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

-26.201700

149.593600

-26.220195

149.619557

Outcrop

3

Low

-26.264262

149.652155

-26.306200

149.667970

Outcrop

3

Low

-26.309704

149.674781

-26.344366

149.657824

Mooga Sandstone, Orallo
Formation

Outcrop

3

Low

-26.306200

149.667970

-26.309704

149.674781

Mooga Sandstone, Orallo
Formation

Outcrop

3

Low

W80

Dawson River
Eurombah
Creek
Horse Creek
(East Branch)
Horse Creek
(East Branch)
Horse Creek
(East Branch)
Tributary
Horse Creek
(East Branch)
Tributary
Hutton Creek

-25.743438

148.685682

-25.697695

148.427269

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

W81

Hutton Creek

-25.712680

149.083680

-25.715116

149.028281

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

W82

Injune Creek

-25.803812

148.779898

-25.811890

148.732691

Upper Hutton Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

W160

Western Creek

-27.752520

150.682180

-27.793570

150.696364

Mooga Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

W164

Yuleba Creek

-26.364111

149.437886

-26.472280

149.400310

Mooga Sandstone

Outcrop

3

Low

W59
W76
W77
W78
W79

Gubberamunda
Sandstone
Mooga Sandstone, Orallo
Formation
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Appendix H-2. Spring risk assessment
This appendix provides details of how the spring risk assessment was completed.
For each spring, a risk level between 1 (low) and 5 (very high) was assigned on the basis of the likelihood of
there being reductions in the flow of water to the spring and the consequences on known spring values if a
reduction in flow was to occur.
The likelihood of a reduction in the flow of water to a spring was based on the predicted impact in the
spring’s source aquifer. A likelihood score ranging from 1 (lower) to 5 (higher) was assigned on the basis of
uncertainty in modelled predictions.
The criterion used is as follows:
L1:

The magnitude of predicted impacts in the spring’s source aquifer
The predicted reduction in groundwater pressure in the spring’s source aquifer was assessed using
the regional groundwater flow model. The model outputs provide details of the magnitude and timing
of the predicted impact.
The likelihood score was based on the maximum modelled impact in the source aquifer at the
location of the spring. If no impacts are predicted, then a score of ‘1’ was assigned. If the maximum
modelled impact was greater than 1 metre, then a score of ‘5’ was assigned.

The consequence assessment relates to a measure of impact on the ecological functioning of the spring
that may result if the predicted decrease in pressure was to occur. This provides a measure of the sensitivity
of the spring to a changed groundwater regime.
Springs are subject to a range of groundwater and non-groundwater related influences that may affect their
condition and ecological function. Within the context of the UWIR 2015, only consequences resulting from
changes in the groundwater flow regime are assessed.
The overarching principle is that changes in groundwater pressure will affect groundwater flow to springs,
which is necessary to maintain the integrity of the associated ecosystem. Three equally weighted criteria
have been applied to assess the consequence of a reduction in pressure in a spring’s source aquifer:
C1:

Percentage change in available pressure above ground
Groundwater pressure above ground in the spring’s source aquifer at the location of a spring
provides a hydrogeological measure of the resilience of a spring to a change in formation pressure.
Where there is significant available pressure above ground, it is likely that a small change in source
aquifer pressure will reduce flow, but maintain some continuity of discharge. In this situation, the
change may have comparatively minor consequences. In contrast, where a spring has minimal
available pressure above ground, the spring is considered more vulnerable to a change in pressure.
The risk score is based on predicted impact in source aquifer pressure in relation to formation
pressure above ground. If the predicted pressure reduction was less than 20 per cent of the pressure
above ground then a score of ‘2’ was assigned. If the predicted reduction in pressure was greater
than 80 per cent of pressure above ground then a score of ‘5’ was assigned.
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C2:

The conservation ranking
The conservation ranking highlights the spring wetlands that are critically important for conservation
relative to springs with degraded habitat. The use of the conservation ranking provides an
opportunity to highlight ecological values not recognised under statute for their relative importance.
If a spring is significantly modified by impoundment or excavation and has no known important
ecological assemblages, then a score of ‘1’ was assigned. If a spring is in sound physical condition
and hosts ecologically important species, then a score of ‘5’ was assigned.

C3:

The spring typology
A typology for springs in the Surat CMA has been developed (Section 4.7.2). The typology describes
the dominate processes that influence the occurrence of the springs. The key attributes describe
how springs occur within the landscape and how they are likely to respond to a change in the
groundwater regime. The four types identified under the typology have varied potential for impact
from a change in the groundwater regime due to other their landscape position and the availability of
other water sources.
Type 4 springs are least vulnerable to reductions in flow from regional aquifers as flow is dominantly
from local flow systems. These springs are assigned a score of ‘1’. Type 1 springs more vulnerable
to reductions in flows from regional aquifers and are assigned a score of ‘5’.

Total scores for likelihood and for consequence of impact were then calculated as follows:
Likelihood of impact (max 5)

=

L1

Consequence of impact (max 15)

=

C1 + C2 + C3

The matrix presented in Figure H 1 was applied to assign overall risk.

Likelihood

Consequence
0-3

4-7

8-9

10 - 12

13 - 15

Very low

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

1

Rare

Very low (1)

Very low (1)

Low (2)

Low (2)

Low (2)

2

Unlikely

Very low (1)

Low (2)

Moderate (3)

Moderate (3)

Moderate (3)

3

Possible

Low (2)

Low (2)

Moderate (3)

High (4)

High (4)

4

Likely

Low (2)

Moderate (3)

High (4)

High (4)

Very high (5)

5

Highly likely

Low (2)

Moderate (3)

High (4)

Very high (5)

Very high (5)

Figure H-1 Risk assessment matrix

The outcomes have informed the priorities for monitoring, mitigation and have informed the selection of
pressure monitoring locations under the WMS. The total risk score for each spring is provided in Tables H-3
and H-4 in Appendix H-30.
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Appendix H-3. Risk assessment results
Appendix H-2 provides the details of the spring risk assessment. The assessment has informed the selection
of spring monitoring and where mitigation actions are required. The outcomes from the risk assessment at a
spring complex and watercourse spring scale are summarised in Table H-3 and Table H-4. The spring vent
and watercourse spring sites selected for monitoring and mitigation are provided in Table H-5 and Table H-6.
Responsible tenure holders are assigned where monitoring or mitigation actions are required.
The following explanation applies to these tables:
Complex – As defined by the Queensland Springs Dataset held by the Queensland Herbarium. Watercourse
springs have a site number.
Years before impact exceeds 0.2 metres (from 2016) – The time before predicted impact is to exceed 0.2
metres in the source aquifer at the location of the spring complex.
Maximum drawdown – The magnitude and timing of the maximum impact predicted from the regional
groundwater model in the source aquifer at the location of the spring complex.
Risk assessment scores – The highest risk score assigned for each criterion to a spring within the complex
(see also Appendix H-2).
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Table H-3 Spring complexes – predicted impacts and risk assessment results
Location details

Complex

Name

Summary of model predictions

Latitude

Longitude

Risk assessment scores

Maximum drawdown

Risk criterion

Years before
impacts exceed
0.2 metres

Magnitude
(metres)

Timeframe
(years)

L1

C1

C2

C3

Total

1

Rainbow Spring

-23.829928

149.085598

-

-

-

1

1

4

3

2

3

Dawson River 3

-25.466260

150.123737

-

-

-

1

1

4

5

2

4

Dawson River 4

-25.437008

150.087964

-

-

-

1

1

4

3

2

5

Boggomoss

-25.437490

150.027585

-

-

-

1

1

5

4

2

6

Dawson River 6

-25.488535

150.054159

-

-

-

1

1

4

4

2

8

Dawson River 8

-25.557783

149.805440

-

0.1 – 0.2

> 100

2

2

4

5

3

74

Yebna

-25.648424

149.201115

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

84

Conom

-24.389093

149.137439

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

1

4

1

1

85

Newton

-25.383424

149.372858

-

-

-

1

86

Eden Vale

-25.155301

148.118143

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

229

Ponies

-25.829678

149.040743

-

-

-

1

3

4

1

2

230

Lucky Last

-25.794628

148.773660

-

< 0.2

70

2

2

5

4

3

232

Crystal Ball

-25.507183

147.976381

-

-

-

1

1

4

4

2

233

Moolayember

-25.179415

148.565986

-

-

-

1

1

4

4

2

235

Moffat

-25.060433

148.044626

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

256

Dam Dyke

-24.748434

147.881126

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

5

5

5

5

260

Scotts Creek

-25.889755

149.283822

> 100

0.5 – 2.5

> 100

5

267

Anchovies

-25.231431

148.342624

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

283

Barton

-26.277818

149.238872

50

1–2

> 100

5

5

3

3

5

296

Carnarvon Gorge

-25.064002

148.220108

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

298

Carnarvon Gorge

-25.043919

148.205254

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

299

Carnarvon Gorge

-25.057558

148.186881

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

300

Sugarloaf

-24.831598

147.910139

-

-

-

1

1

4

3

2

302

Next

-24.853434

147.863127

-

-

-

1

1

4

3

2

-

1

1

4

1

1

303

Dooloogarah

-24.815434

147.984125

-

-
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Location details

Complex

Name

Summary of model predictions

Latitude

Longitude

Risk assessment scores

Maximum drawdown

Risk criterion

Years before
impacts exceed
0.2 metres

Magnitude
(metres)

Timeframe
(years)

L1

C1

C2

C3

Total

304

Wounded

-24.944101

147.959793

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

305

Murder

-24.889433

148.026125

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

306

Deep Earth

-24.936346

148.162774

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

307

Elgin

-24.554311

149.111132

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

1

5

1

2

308

Phalus

-25.129873

148.193814

-

-

-

1

311

311

-25.718064

149.083437

30

1

> 100

5

5

4

3

5

312

Sleepy

-25.204275

148.229239

-

-

-

1

1

4

3

2

317

Injury

-25.230312

148.659147

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

320

Emailsent

-24.263717

149.151431

-

-

-

1

1

4

2

2

324

Kullanda

-24.034928

149.028604

-

-

-

1

1

4

2

2

327

Robin

-25.496000

148.989000

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

330

Tucker

-25.013425

149.224109

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

1

4

3

2

331

Ital

-25.106426

149.253111

-

-

-

1

332

Gasman

-24.956424

149.403106

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

334

Glapagos

-25.096007

149.541327

-

-

-

1

1

4

3

2

339

Lonely Eddie

-25.478719

148.732452

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

4

1

3

342

Mutinery

-23.809736

149.202071

-

-

-

1

1

4

1

1

343

Mimosa

-23.832427

149.112101

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

346

Mussel

-23.913069

149.101225

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

358

Gubberamunda

-26.262736

148.689149

-

< 0.2

40

2

2

4

1

3

2

5

5

3

362

Cockatoo

-25.725330

150.249787

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

370

Starling

-25.458634

150.047581

-

-

-

1

1

4

4

2

371

Sprocket

-25.460864

150.080141

-

-

-

1

1

5

4

2

383

Onkaparinga

-25.403001

150.168332

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

431

Elmer

-24.534120

149.169550

-

-

-

1

1

4

2

2

437

Horror

-25.807891

148.734097

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

4

5

3
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Location details

Complex

1

Name

Summary of model predictions

Latitude

Longitude

Risk assessment scores

Maximum drawdown

Risk criterion

Years before
impacts exceed
0.2 metres

Magnitude
(metres)

Timeframe
(years)

L1

C1

C2

C3

Total

506

Spring Ridge 1

-26.234053

148.868981

> 100

1 – 1.5

> 100

5

5

4

1

5

510

Cleanskins

-23.944322

149.184650

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

561

Springrock Creek

-25.763428

148.768250

6

5-6

30

5

5

3

3

5

580

Prices

-25.476208

150.128134

-

-

-

1

1

5

5

2

1

3

1

1

584

Wambo

-26.874077

150.437155

-

-

-

1

585

585

-27.327773

151.456998

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

1

5

1

3

586

Boxvale

-25.307033

148.447782

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

588

Springwood

-24.525927

148.215633

-

-

-

1

1

5

2

2

591

Yebna 2

-25.732642

149.102779

40

1 – 1.5

> 100

5

3

4

5

5

592

Abyss

-25.797975

148.769583

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

1

5

5

3

595

Moffat Basalt

-25.085662

148.137322

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

596

596

-26.877082

151.595896

-

-

-

1

1

5

2

2

1

5

1

2

597

597

-27.218628

151.760925

-

-

-

1

598

598

-27.426521

151.907104

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

599

599

-27.439267

151.956073

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

600

600

-27.589405

151.896995

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

601

601

-27.394642

151.573569

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

3

5

1

3

602

602

-27.657243

151.606421

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

5

3

3

603

603

-27.710738

151.725352

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

604

604

-27.959219

151.979382

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

1

5

3

2

649

Kangaroo Creek

-26.174107

149.371039

-

-

-

1

650

Morella

-25.115789

148.391283

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

710

Aldinga

-24.852056

148.170136

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

722

Carnassier

-25.183872

148.392645

-

-

-

1

1

3

1

1

725

Crusoe

-25.264210

149.137504

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

These springs are associated with a perched aquifer and are unlikely to be affected by the predicted impacts in the regional aquifer.
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Location details

Complex
736

Name

Summary of model predictions

Latitude

Notonly

Longitude

-24.824189

148.028826

Risk assessment scores

Maximum drawdown

Risk criterion

Years before
impacts exceed
0.2 metres

Magnitude
(metres)

Timeframe
(years)

L1

C1

C2

C3

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

3

5

3

3

1

5

3

2

Total

737

Nugget

-26.001969

149.127739

-

-

-

22

738

Nyanda

-24.946978

148.249946

-

-

-

1

744

Reincarnation

-25.031722

147.834530

-

-

-

1

1

3

1

1

1

5

1

2

750

White_Soaks

-25.110118

148.080951

-

-

-

1

758

Merlin

-25.478428

148.215835

-

-

-

1

1

5

2

2

760

911

-24.577754

148.252534

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

761

Ardurad

-23.918428

149.024103

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

763

Bedourie

-24.913000

148.945000

-

-

-

1

1

5

3

2

764

Flickit

-24.090426

149.217102

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

765

Orana

-26.906024

150.586605

-

-

-

1

1

5

1

2

Table H-4 Watercourse springs – predicted impacts and risk assessment results
Location details

Summary of model predictions
Start

Site

W14
W15

2

Years before

Blyth Creek
Bungaban
Creek
Bungaban
Creek

Maximum Drawdown

Risk criterion

impacts

Name
Latitude

W10

End

Risk assessment scores

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

exceed 0.2

Magnitude

Timeframe

metres

(metres)

(years)

-26.424712

149.083838

-26.473330

149.016965

60

0.5 – 1

> 100

-25.836635

150.061238

-25.922420

150.234950

> 100

0.5 – 1

> 100

-25.922420

150.234950

-25.903614

150.261079

-

< 0.2

> 100

At this location, the model predicts impacts in the lower Hutton Sandstone of > 0.2 metres.
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Total
L1

C1

C2

C3

4

5

3

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

Location details

Summary of model predictions
Start

Site

Years before

Bungeworgorai
Creek
Bungeworgorai
Creek
Bungil Creek

Maximum Drawdown

Risk criterion

impacts

Name
Latitude

W16

End

Risk assessment scores

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

exceed 0.2

Magnitude

Timeframe

metres

(metres)

(years)

Total
L1

C1

C2

C3

1

1

3

3

2

1

1

3

3

2

-26.210447

148.442854

-26.228380

148.474480

-

-

-

-26.395378

148.650913

-26.418003

148.643829

-

-

-

-26.255209

148.709508

-26.309723

148.735984

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-26.421967

148.787404

-26.450046

148.805048

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-25.008800

148.134070

-25.051767

148.215057

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-25.003090

148.998523

-24.922329

148.855394

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-25.721042

150.264419

-25.710785

150.328609

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-25.718240

150.222610

-25.721042

150.264419

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

3

3

3

-24.625503

149.128897

-24.645650

149.074250

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W39

Bungil Creek
Carnarvon
Creek
Clematis Creek
Cockatoo
Creek
Cockatoo
Creek
Conciliation
Creek
Dawson River

-25.725580

149.303075

-25.676722

149.235056

> 100

0.2 – 0.5

> 100

3

3

3

3

3

W40

Dawson River

-25.679460

149.137341

-25.684793

149.066451

70

0.2 – 0.5

> 100

3

2

3

3

3

W41

Dawson River

-25.413803

150.164546

-25.466140

150.109545

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W42

-25.382240

148.656288

-25.304246

148.590482

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-24.867953

147.849201

-24.831737

147.892704

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-24.845803

147.882158

-24.839170

147.890026

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-25.979855

149.194107

-25.982412

149.145238

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

3

3

3

W76

Dawson River
Dooloogarah
Creek
Dooloogarah
Creek
Eurombah
Creek
Horse Creek

-26.201700

149.593600

-26.220195

149.619557

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W77

Horse Creek

-26.264262

149.652155

-26.306200

149.667970

> 100

0.5 - 1

> 100

4

4

3

3

3

W17
W18
W19
W22
W26
W28
W29
W35

W50
W51
W59
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Location details

Summary of model predictions
Start

Site

End

Years before

Risk assessment scores

Maximum Drawdown

Risk criterion

impacts

Name
Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

exceed 0.2

Magnitude

Timeframe

metres

(metres)

(years)

Total
L1

C1

C2

C3

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

W80

Horse Creek
Tributary
Horse Creek
Tributary
Hutton Creek

W81

Hutton Creek

-25.712680

149.083680

-25.715116

149.028281

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

3

3

3

W82

-25.803812

148.779898

-25.811890

148.732691

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

3

3

3

-28.439300

150.991370

-28.635050

150.751470

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

3

3

3

-28.423196

151.135514

-28.413787

151.054829

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W105

Injune Creek
MacIntyre
Brook
Macintyre
Brook
Maranoa River

-26.129403

147.907929

-26.157228

147.895437

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W106

Maranoa River

-26.157228

147.895437

-26.293359

147.924150

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W108

Maranoa River

-25.161602

147.837569

-25.288690

147.767520

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W110

Merivale River

-25.348351

148.086467

-25.192381

148.093945

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W111

Merivale River

-25.788335

147.960857

-25.348351

148.086467

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W112

Merivale River

-25.850414

147.846513

-25.784399

147.927256

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W113

-23.803630

149.099990

-23.921101

149.238305

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-23.793671

149.068009

-23.803630

149.099990

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

-25.453519

149.479270

-25.433698

149.369395

-

< 0.2

> 100

2

2

3

3

3

W146

Mimosa Creek
Mimosa Creek
Tributary
Robinson
Creek
Sandy Creek

-25.595190

148.155840

-25.547208

148.183416

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W160

Western Creek

-27.752520

150.682180

-27.793570

150.696364

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W164

Yuleba Creek

-26.364111

149.437886

-26.472280

149.400310

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2

W78
W79

W99
W100

W114
W141

-26.309704

149.674781

-26.344366

149.657824

> 100

0.5 - 1

> 100

-26.306200

149.667970

-26.309704

149.674781

> 100

0.5 - 1

> 100

-25.743438

148.685682

-25.697695

148.427269

-

-

-

1

1

3

3

2
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Appendix H-4. Spring monitoring
The spring monitoring program is described in Section 9.5 of the UWIR. The details of springs to be
monitored are identified in Table H-5 and H-6 below.
The following explanations apply to these tables:
Complex, name and vent ID – As identified in the Queensland Springs Dataset held by the Queensland
Herbarium. For the watercourse springs, the site number is identified in the GAB Springs Register held by
DNRM.
Wetland vegetation and discharge (extent) – The reference to the method to be used as defined in Table
H-7.
Water chemistry – The reference to the chemistry suite to be measured as defined in Table H-8.
Discharge – The reference to the methods for measuring discharge as defined in Table H-7.
Flora – The reference to the methods for monitoring spring flora as defined in Table H-9.
Condition – The requirement to assess spring condition as defined in Table H-7.
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Table H-5 Spring vent monitoring sites and methods
Wetland
vegetation
(extent)

Wetland
discharge
(extent)

26_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

Dawson River 8

28_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

8

Dawson River 8

38_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

287_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

340_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

686_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687.1_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687.2_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687.3_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687.4_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687.5_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687.6_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

687_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

688_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

230

Lucky Last

689_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

260

Scotts Creek

189_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

Complex

Name

Vent ID

8

Dawson River 8

8

Water
chemistry

Discharge

Flora

Condition

Monitoring
frequency
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
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RTH

QGC
QGC
QGC
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Origin

Wetland
vegetation
(extent)

Wetland
discharge
(extent)

190_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

Scotts Creek

191_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

260

Scotts Creek

192.1_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

260

Scotts Creek

192_1

B

B

-

-

B

Yes

283

Barton

702_1

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

311

311

699_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

499_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

500.1_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

500_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

535_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

536.1_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

536.2_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

536_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

537_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

692_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

693_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

694_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

Complex

Name

Vent ID

260

Scotts Creek

260

Water
chemistry

Discharge

Flora

Condition

Monitoring
frequency
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
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RTH

Origin
Origin
Origin
Origin
Origin

Wetland
vegetation
(extent)

Wetland
discharge
(extent)

695_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

696_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

697_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

698_1

-

-

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

Santos

311

311

704_1

-

-

A and B

B

-

-

437

Horror

682.1_1

A

A

-

-

B

Yes

437

Horror

682_1

A

A

-

-

B

Yes

561

Springrock
Creek

285_1

-

-

A and B

B

-

Yes

591

Yebna 2

534_1

-

-

592

Abyss

286.1_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

592

Abyss

286.2_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

592

Abyss

286.3_1

-

B

-

-

B

Yes

592

Abyss

286_1

A

A

A and B

-

A and B

Yes

1162_1

-

A

A, B and C

-

B

Yes

Quarterly

Origin

1291_1

-

A

A, B and C

-

B

Yes

Quarterly

Origin

1292_1

-

A

A, B and C

-

B

Yes

Quarterly

Origin

Complex

Name

Vent ID

311

311

311

649
649
649
3

Kangaroo
Creek 3
Kangaroo
Creek2
Kangaroo
Creek2

Water
chemistry

Discharge

Flora

Condition

Monitoring
frequency

6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)

See W40 and W81 (Table H-6)

RTH

Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)
6 monthly
(Feb and August)

Baseline monitoring is required at this complex.
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Santos
Santos
Santos
Santos

Complex

Name

Vent ID

Wetland
vegetation
(extent)

Wetland
discharge
(extent)

737

Nugget

1497_1

-

-

Water
chemistry

Discharge

Flora

Condition

Monitoring
frequency

RTH

Quarterly

Origin

See W59 (Table H-6)

Table H-6 Watercourse spring monitoring sites and methods
Site

Location
Name

Monitoring point
Latitude

W40

W59

W81

Dawson
River

Eurombah
Creek

Hutton
Creek

Discharge

Water
chemistry

RTH

Longitude

Monitoring
frequency

Channel (S2)

149.0938883000

-25.7282138000

B

A

Santos

Hourly

Channel (DRR1)

149.1571642000

-25.6883592700

B

A

Santos

Hourly

Tributary (SC1)

149.0876490000

-25.7206500000

B

A

Santos

Hourly

Channel

149.0507768590

-26.0121525543

A

A and B

Origin

Quarterly

Channel

149.0554772490

-26.0147575469

A

A and B

Origin

Quarterly

Channel

149.0728206962

-26.0197767678

A

A and B

Origin

Quarterly

Channel

149.0929311800

-26.0081995404

A

A and B

Origin

Quarterly

Channel (S14)

149.0798150000

-25.7137170000

B

A

Santos

Hourly

Channel (S17)

149.0505401000

-25.7018085700

B

A

Santos

Hourly

Tributary (SC3)

149.0289790000

-25.7196140000

B

A

Santos

Hourly
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Table H-7 Attributes and methods for spring monitoring
Attribute

Method and description
A list of aquatic and terrestrial species for each spring complex is provided in Table H-9.

Wetland
vegetation
(extent)

These species are to inform the delineation of the wetland vegetation extent.
Method A
Method B

For wetlands with an area greater than 1.5m2, use a DGPS. The method is
described in Fensham & Fairfax 2009.
For wetlands with a total area of less than 1.5m2, estimate total wetland area.

Some springs have seasonal areas of groundwater discharge and moist soil beyond the
Wetland
discharge
(extent)

wetland vegetation extent. This attribute is to measure the extended wetland area.
Method A
Method B

For discharge areas greater than 1.5m2, use a DGPS.
For discharge areas with a total area of less than 1.5m2, estimate the total
discharge area.

Measure and sample water quality in accordance with ‘Monitoring and Sampling Manual
2009, Environmental Protection (Water) Policy’ (DERM 2009).
Water
Chemistry
(Table H-9)

Measurements must be taken as close as possible to the primary discharge area.
Suite A

Field water quality measurements.

Suite B

Collect a water sample for laboratory analysis.

Suite C

Collect samples for isotope laboratory analysis.
Identify a suitable control point.

Method A

Use a standard low flow hydrology method suitable for the site. Record the
method.
Use the same control point and method each time the flow is measured.

Discharge
Method B
Method C

Where there is a sufficient depth of water, a logger is installed to measure
changes in depth, flow and water chemistry.
A visual estimate of discharge.
Estimate the percentage abundance of the terrestrial and aquatic species for

Flora

Method A

each quadrat (see Table H-8). Transect and quadrat locations provided by
OGIA.

Method B

Presence or absence of the species listed in Table H-8.
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Attribute

Method and description
Photograph the wetland from all aspects. For each photograph record the orientation and
describe the features in the photograph.
Photograph any significant disturbances noted at the wetland.
Record the percentage (%) of wetland disturbance:

Condition

• Evidence of pugging and animal disturbance; or
• Evidence of anthropogenic disturbance at the wetland.
Record evidence of the following:
•
•
•
•

Extent of salt scalding or iron staining at the periphery of the wetland.
Extent of shrinking or collapsing of mound structures.
Extent of surface water erosion at the periphery of the wetland.
Extent of woody emergent vegetation within and fringing the wetland.

Table H-8 Spring water chemistry suites
Suite A
Field parameters
Suite B

Parameter
pH
Electrical Conductivity (µS/cm @ 25°C)
Redox (Eh)
Temperature (°C)
Parameter
Total dissolved solids
Alkalinity
Total Alkalinity as CaCO3
Bicarbonate as CaCO3
Carbonate as CaCO3
Hydroxide as CaCO3

Laboratory analytes

Suite C
Isotopes

Sulfate – SO4 by ICPAES
Chloride
Major Cations – Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium, Sodium
Bromide, lodide, Fluoride
Total Nitrogen as N (including NOx and TKN)
Total Phosphorus as P
Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)
Parameter
Radon (222Rn)
Carbon (13C and 14C)
Strontium (87/86Sr)
Stable isotopes (18O and 2D)
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Table H-9 Target species list

Listed species

Lucky Last

Abyss

Dawson River 8

Scotts Creek

Kangaroo Creek

Spring complex

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

Y

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

Y

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Bacopa minima

Disjunct
Invasive
Native
Invasive
Native
Disjunct
Rare or
Threatened
Invasive
Native
Invasive
Exotic
Exotic

Aquatic

-

Y

Y

-

-

Y

Bare ground

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Baumea rubiginosa

Native

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Carex appressa

Native

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Cenchrus ciliaris

Exotic

Terrestrial

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Cenchrus purpurascens

Disjunct

Aquatic

-

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Centella asiatica

Exotic
Invasive
Native
Invasive
Exotic
Native

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Terrestrial

-

-

Y

-

Y

Y

Terrestrial

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Disjunct
Invasive
Native
Disjunct

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Terrestrial

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Aquatic

-

Y

-

Y

-

Y

Disjunct
Invasive
Native
Native

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Aquatic

-

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

Terrestrial

-

-

-

Y

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

-

-

-

Y

-

Y

Terrestrial

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Aquatic

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

Y

Eriocaulon scariosum

Native
Invasive
Exotic
Native
Rare or
Threatened
Native

Aquatic

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Fimbrisylis ssp.

Exotic

Aquatic

-

Y

Y

-

Y

Y

Isachne globosa

Disjunct

Aquatic

-

Y

-

-

-

Y

Target species name

Adenostemma lavenia
Aeschynomene indica
Ammannia multiflora
Ampelopteris prolifera
Arthraxon hispidus
Azolla pinnata
Baccharis halimifolia

Centipeda minima
Chloris gayana
Cirsium vulgare
Cyclosorus interruptus
Cynodon dactylon
Cyperus difformis
Cyperus laevigatus
Cyperus polystachyos
Duma florulenta
Eleocharis cylindricus
Eleocharis sp.
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g/cc

grams per cubic centimetre

GL/yr

gigalitres per year

kg/m³

kilograms per cubic metre

km

kilometres

km²

square kilometres

L

litres

L/s

litres per second

m

metres

m/d

metres per day

m/s

metres per second

m/yr

metres per year

m²/day

square metres per day

mAHD

metres Australian height datum

mD

millidarcies

mg/L

milligrams per litre

ML

megalitres

ML/d

megalitres per day

ML/yr

megalitres per year

mm

millimetres

mm/yr

millimetres per year

psi

pressure, pound-force per square inch

%

per cent
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Introduction

1.1 Background
The Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 and Petroleum Act 1923 authorise petroleum
tenure holders to undertake activities related to the exploration and production of Petroleum and Gas
(P&G). This includes the right to take or interfere with groundwater in association with these activities.
The Water Act 2000 (Water Act) establishes responsibilities for petroleum tenure holders to monitor
and manage the impacts caused by the exercise of their water rights, including a responsibility to make
good impairment of private bore water supplies. Those provisions exist because water is found in
association with petroleum and gas and it is not practicable to manage the production of petroleum and
water separately.
When water is extracted from a CSG well, groundwater pressures fall in the area surrounding the well.
Where a well field is established, the impacts extend laterally beyond the extent of the well field. If there
are multiple well fields adjacent to each other, the impacts of water extraction from the individual fields
on water pressures will overlap. In these situations, a cumulative approach is required for the
assessment and management of water level impacts.
The Queensland regulatory framework provides that an area of concentrated development, where there
are likely to be overlapping impacts on water pressures in aquifers from multiple petroleum operations,
can be declared a cumulative management area (CMA).
In those areas, the Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment (OGIA) is responsible for:


predicting the regional impacts on water pressures in aquifers



developing water monitoring and spring management strategies and



assigning responsibility to individual petroleum tenure holders for implementing specific parts
of the strategies.

The regulatory framework provides that OGIA set out these assessments, strategies and
responsibilities in an underground water impact report (UWIR).
On 18 March 2011, the Surat CMA was established in response to rapidly expanding coal seam gas
(CSG) developments in the Surat and southern Bowen basins. OGIA (formerly the Queensland Water
Commission) prepared a UWIR which came into effect in November 2012. An updated UWIR was
submitted to the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP) in May 2016.
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Purpose

This report presents the current hydrogeological understanding of the Surat, Clarence-Moreton and
Bowen basins within the Surat CMA. The information presented is a combination of primary and
secondary data interpretation. A key objective of this report is to summarise the research and
investigations that have been undertaken by OGIA and industry to advance the hydrogeological
understanding of the groundwater flow systems in the Surat CMA. Specifically, the purpose of this report
is to provide the following:


An overview of available data, methods and analysis applied in the generation of the conceptual
understanding of the groundwater flow systems in the Surat CMA.



A summary of the current understanding of key hydrogeological processes and characterisation
of the dominant groundwater flow systems. This includes geometry, outflows (groundwater
extraction and springs), inflows (recharge and re-injection), hydrodynamics, interconnectivity
and hydraulic parameterisation.



The basis for the regional groundwater model to predict impacts from P&G activities on the
groundwater systems of the Surat, Clarence-Moreton and Bowen basins.

1.3

Previous studies and investigations

The following sections provide an overview of the key reports and assessments that have been
reviewed as part of conceptualisation. This includes reports completed prior to the analysis undertaken
to inform the conceptual model presented in this report.

1.3.1 Office of Groundwater Impact Assessment


Underground Water Impact Report for the Surat CMA (QWC 2012b) – An assessment of
the cumulative impacts on groundwater from P&G activities in the Surat and Southern Bowen
basins. The report includes an assessment of impacts on underlying aquifers and strategies for
monitoring pressure, water quality and springs.



Hydrogeology of the Surat CMA (QWC 2012a) – A compilation of the hydrogeological
understanding of the groundwater systems of the Surat, Bowen and Clarence-Moreton basins.
The report provided the technical basis for a regional groundwater model and informed
preparation of the UWIR 2012.



Desktop assessment of source aquifers for springs in the Surat CMA (KCB 2012a) – A
source aquifer assessment for nine spring complexes in the Surat CMA. The report provided
the technical basis for preparation of the spring impact management strategy in the UWIR 2012.



Groundwater connectivity between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal
Measures (OGIA 2016a) – A significant research project to evaluate the connectivity between
the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures. The report presents the results of
the geological, hydrogeological and hydrochemical investigations and summarises the key
findings from these investigations.



Spring conceptualisation (OGIA 2016b) – Analysis of data collected through monitoring and
research activities to develop a new typology for spring wetlands based on 17 local-scale
wetland models in the Surat CMA. Analysis included spring hydrogeological setting, local
structures, hydrology, geomorphology, hydrochemistry, wetland geometry, wetland dynamics,
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floristic and macroinvertebrate assemblages. The report provides new insights into the
hydrogeology,

hydrology and ecology of the

wetlands, their

interconnection and

interdependence as well as their functioning and sensitivity to change.

1.3.2


Tenure holder reports
Arrow Energy Surat Gas Project Groundwater Impact Assessment Report (Coffey 2011)
– The groundwater assessment component of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
Arrow’s Surat Gas Project. The report includes a literature review of the local hydrogeology, a
groundwater modelling component, discussion of the magnitude of groundwater impacts on
groundwater as well as strategies to mitigate environmental impacts.



Australia Pacific LNG upstream Project (Origin 2014) – This report presents an analysis of
the regional groundwater monitoring data collected for the Origin APLNG project. The report
discusses the impacts of CSG production on aquifers in the Surat Basin. Annual groundwater
assessment reports by APLNG have also been reviewed as part of this report.



The conceptual model of groundwater flow in the Surat Basin (QGC 2013) – This report
presents QGC’s conceptual hydrogeological flow model to support the development of the
GEN3 numerical model.



GLNG Gas Field Development Project Groundwater Technical Report (Santos GLNG
2014) – The groundwater assessment component of the EIS for the Santos GLNG project. The
outputs include a hydrogeological conceptualisation of the main aquifer units in the Surat Basin,
as well as strategies to address groundwater impacts predicted using the QWC 2012
groundwater model.

1.3.3


Other assessments and reports
Great Artesian Basin Water Resource Assessment (GAB WRA) (Smerdon & Ransley 2012)
– A basin-wide study commissioned by the Australian Government to assess the status of the
groundwater resource, identify the potential impacts of resource development and fill key
knowledge gaps. In addition, the assessment provides a new interpretation of the geology and
hydrogeology of the groundwater system.



Hydrogeological Atlas of the Great Artesian Basin (Ransley et al. 2015b) – This atlas
presents a compilation of maps documenting some of the key regional geological,
hydrogeological and hydrochemical aspects of the GAB. The atlas was compiled from both
previous studies and new interpretations.

1.4
1.4.1

Current approach
Overview

The overall approach to conceptualisation in the Surat CMA has been to integrate existing information
and knowledge with the collection of additional data and re-interpretation of some existing data sources.
There are a number of existing conceptualisation reports and models generated for the purposes of
resource development projects in this area.
To inform the preparation of the UWIR 2012 and associated groundwater modelling, the Queensland
Water Commission (OGIA) relied heavily upon existing data sources, in terms of hydraulic parameters
and geometry of the groundwater system. While building on existing knowledge, the revised
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conceptualisation has also involved significant primary data analysis which has been integrated with
the existing knowledge.

1.4.2

Hydrogeological data processing and analysis

OGIA applied a range of data processing techniques to make best use of both the available primary
and secondary data. An integral component of the data processing was to prepare data for analysis to
inform regional groundwater flow modelling.
Key outputs that involved significant data processing include the following:


Re-interpretation of the geology and development of a revised geological model – The
primary purpose was to develop a regional geological model for the Surat CMA to provide the
basis for the regional groundwater flow and assessment model. The regional geological model
for UWIR 2012 was predominantly based on existing published stratigraphic interpretation.
For this project, interpretation of substantial additional primary geological data was undertaken.
The revised geological horizons are based primarily on the identification of the top and bottom
of each geologic formation present in more than 13,000 wells. In addition to surfaces, significant
regional faults were also included in the geological model. The geological model provides a
framework for groundwater flow modelling, where each of the modelled units defines a package
of rocks that can be assigned hydraulic properties. Details on the development of the geological
model are provided in Chapter 4.



Private bore aquifer attribution – There are more than 30,000 private bores in the Surat CMA.
Using the regional geology model and bore construction information, OGIA have revised the
screened aquifer(s) for all bores in the area. The aquifer assignment reflects the improved
understanding of aquifer geometry developed from the regional geology model.



Assessment of historical and current non P&G water use – The majority of groundwater
extraction in the Surat CMA is unmetered. Estimation of the volume of water take is therefore
difficult, particularly for stock and domestic purposes. OGIA have developed a new and
replicable approach to estimate water use based on each property’s grazing potential,
availability of alternative water supplies and aquifer yield.



Estimating hydraulic properties –

Hydraulic properties in the 2012 UWIR report were

estimated using available literature values and referenced from published groundwater model
values. This report presents detailed analysis undertaken by OGIA of more than 823 pump
tests, 1,100 drill stem tests, 1,100 cores and 80 petro-physical analysis to understand the
variability and spatial trends in hydraulic parameters for each hydrostratigraphic unit.


Potentiometric surface development and trend analysis – Pre-CSG development
groundwater potentiometric surfaces have been generated for each hydrostratigraphic unit in
the Surat CMA based on data from almost 12,000 bores. Density corrections have been applied
to groundwater levels and a statistical trend analysis has been completed on the available
monitoring data.



Spring conceptualisation – The conceptualisation of spring wetlands has evolved significantly
since 2012. A revised wetland typology has been developed to inform monitoring requirements
and the assessment of risk. The research and monitoring has provided an improved
understanding of wetland dynamics in response to seasonal conditions.
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Assessment of the groundwater connectivity between the Condamine Alluvium and the
Walloon Coal Measures – Geological, hydrogeological and hydrochemical investigations to
inform the conceptual understanding of the transition zone between these hydrostratigraphic
units.

A summary of methods and outputs for each of these analyses are provided in relevant sections of this
report. Additional detail on the methods applied is presented in the appendices and supplementary
reports.

1.5

Report structure

This report presents the details of the data analysis completed and the resulting hydrogeological
understanding of aquifers in the Surat CMA. This report is structured as follows:


Chapter 2: Summary of the regional landscape including an overview of the topography,
climate, rainfall and dominant land use activities within the CMA.



Chapter 3: Current understanding of the geological basins in the CMA including lithological
descriptions of each stratigraphic unit and regional structures. The information presented
represents an amalgamation of previous understanding and geological reinterpretation.



Chapter 4: The approach and outcomes from the preparation of the OGIA geological model
including primary data interpretation and analysis which form the basis of the extent and
thickness of the geological units.



Chapter 5: Overview of the hydrostratigraphic framework including stratigraphic subdivisions
adopted for the geological and numerical groundwater flow model.



Chapter 6: Hydraulic parameter data for each hydrostratigraphic unit including analysis of the
available datasets (Core, drill stem tests (DST), petrophysical data) and spatial permeability
relationships which have informed the regional groundwater flow modelling.



Chapter 7: The hydrochemistry analysis for each hydrostratigraphic unit; the results provide
a baseline understanding and characterisation of the hydrostratigraphic units and inform
conceptualisation of groundwater flow directions.



Chapter 8: Summary of groundwater extraction associated with P&G and non-P&G water
use. A new methodology has been developed and applied to estimate stock and domestic
(S&D) use.



Chapter 9: Current understanding and improved estimates of groundwater recharge for
hydrostratigraphic units within the CMA.



Chapter 10: Summary of groundwater flow directions and trends for hydrostratigraphic units
within the CMA. This includes statistical trend analysis and interpretation of groundwater flow
directions from generated potentiometric surfaces.



Chapter 11: Details of potential interconnectivity between hydrostratigraphic units caused by
geological structures, poorly constructed or exploration holes in the CMA.



Chapter 12: Summary of the understanding of natural groundwater discharge, including
springs and gaining reaches within the CMA. This includes a revised conceptualisation for
spring wetlands and new understanding of spring dynamics.
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Chapters 13 to 16: The conceptual framework for the Surat Basin, Bowen Basin and Cenozoic
sediments. These chapters amalgamate previous knowledge with new knowledge generated
in recent years by OGIA, industry and other organisations.
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2 Regional landscape
This chapter provides a summary of the regional landscape within the Surat CMA. This includes an
overview of the topography, climate, rainfall and dominant land use activities. The data compilation and
hydrogeological conceptualisation presented in this report is focused on the Bowen, Surat and
Clarence-Moreton basins which are overlain by the Condamine-Balonne, Moonie, Border River and
Fitzroy surface water catchments (Figure 2-1).

2.1

Topography

The Great Dividing Range (the Range) rises to approximately 1,100 mAHD in the Carnarvon National
Park where the Early Jurassic sandstone outcrops form plateaus and steep escarpments, often with
basalt capping. The Range becomes subdued between Miles and Inglewood where it is expressed as
rolling hills with elevations, which can be less than 300 mAHD. The Range then rises again to over
1,100 mAHD on the Queensland–New South Wales Border in the area south of Warwick, where basalts
and granites outcrop (Figure 2-1).
The topography slopes gently towards the southwest of the Range with elevation ranging between 200
and 400 mAHD. To the north of the Range, steep escarpments—dominantly formed from the Triassic
Bowen Basin sediments—define the Arcadia Valley which is in-filled with Cenozoic colluvial and alluvial
sediments.

2.2

Climate

The climate of the region is sub-tropical with summer-dominated rainfall. Much of the region is
categorised as semi-arid. The average annual temperature is approximately 20°C with temperatures
ranging from 0°C in winter to 35°C in summer.
The highest rainfall generally occurs between November and February and the lowest between April
and September, but it is highly variable. Intense cold fronts and low-pressure systems sweeping in from
the Southern Ocean can result in significant rainfall during winter and spring in some years (Kellett et
al. 2003).
Average annual rainfall varies from over 800 mm at Toowoomba in the east, to less than 500 mm west
of St. George. Figure 2-2 displays the average annual rainfall across the study area.
Average annual potential evapotranspiration (ET) ranges between 1800 and 2500 mm/yr—higher than
rainfall—and the annual rainfall deficit increases westward (Figure 2-3). The cumulative deviation from
average monthly rainfall (CDMMR) shows that prior to the major rainfall events in the summers of 20102011 and 2011-2012 the rainfall had been below the monthly average for 10 years (Figure 2-4). Since
that time, rainfall has generally been lower than average, with some summer months between 2013
and 2015 having some of the lowest rainfalls on record for that time of year.
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Figure 2-1 Landscape of the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Figure 2-2 Long-term average annual rainfall isohyets
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Figure 2-3 Long-term average potential evapotranspiration
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Figure 2-4 Cumulative deviation from mean monthly rainfall

2.3

Surface drainage

The Range divides the Murray-Darling Basin River system from the northerly and easterly flowing
Nogoa, Comet, Dawson and Boyne river systems. Figure 2-1 shows the extent of the river basins and
the location of the major streams.
The Condamine-Balonne River system is the dominant surface drainage system in the south of the
region. The Condamine River originates in elevated regions south of Warwick and flows initially to the
northwest towards Chinchilla where it then turns westward towards Roma. There are extensive
floodplains associated with the upper and central areas of the Condamine River. South of Roma, the
Condamine River intersects the Balonne River and drains southwesterly across the border into the
Darling River system.
A local plateau, reaching 400 mAHD, divides the Moonie and the Balonne river catchments, with the
tributaries of the Balonne River flowing north and those of the Moonie River flowing south. The Maranoa
River lies to the west of the region and flows to the south. In the south of the region, the McIntyre River
forms the Queensland–New South Wales border.
In the north of the region, the surface drainage is to the north and east into the river systems of the
Fitzroy Basin, which finally drains to the sea at Rockhampton. The Nogoa River, Mackenzie River,
Comet River and Theresa Creek drain from the Drummond, Cherston, Shootover, Expedition, Zamia,
Buckland Tableland, Peak, Zigzag and Carnarvon ranges. The Dawson and Comet rivers drain from
the Carnarvon, Expedition, Dawson, Lynd and Great Dividing ranges.
Rainfall and run-off are highly variable and evaporation rates are high. Consequently, many of the rivers
and streams in the area are ephemeral and characterised by high variations in duration and volume of
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flows. Intermittency is an important feature of the natural hydrology of the streams and, under natural
conditions, base flows occur only in wetter years in most streams. There are few spring-fed stream
sections in the region; for example, the Dawson River is fed in part from the Hutton Sandstone and the
Nogoa River in part from the Precipice Sandstone.

2.4
2.4.1

Land use
Agriculture

Predominant land use in the region is agriculture including broad acre and horticultural cropping,
grazing and lot feeding. The agriculture sector is the dominant user of groundwater with the resources
of the region being heavily developed for irrigated agriculture, stock watering and town water supplies.
Irrigation is predominantly from shallow aquifer systems such as the Condamine Alluvium. Figure 2-5
shows the dominant land use and the location of groundwater bores.

2.4.2

Mining

Coal mining is the main non-P&G resource activity of significance in the Surat CMA. It involves
exploration, development and mining of coal seams primarily associated with the Jurassic Walloon Coal
Measures and Permian coal measures. In general, the coal developments in the Surat Basin are at
various stages: there are five operational mines and eight proposed mines that have development
approval. All current and proposed coal mines in the Surat Basin are open-cut operations spread across
the Walloon Coal Measures outcrop areas, or typically within 15 km of the Springbok Sandstone /
Walloon Coal Measures contact area as shown in Figure 2-6.
Coal mining along the eastern and northern margins of the Surat Basin targets the Walloon Coal
Measures, which is the same formation targeted for CSG development. However, coal mining is
primarily confined to areas where the coal exists less than about 150 m from the ground surface, while
economic quantities of CSG are found at a greater depth. As a result, there is expected to be little
overlap between the predicted impacts associated with CSG and coal mining developments in the area.
Assessments of potential impacts of future coal mining on groundwater resources are underway as part
of the Commonwealth’s Bioregional Assessment Program.
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Figure 2-5 Land use in the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Figure 2-6 Mining tenure in the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Petroleum and gas production

In addition to groundwater extraction for water supply purposes, the exploration and development of
P&G activities can have impacts on the groundwater systems in the Surat CMA; however, there exists
a significant difference between conventional gas and CSG in terms of the volume of water that is
extracted during production.

2.4.3.1 Conventional petroleum and gas
Conventional petroleum and gas is found in porous rock formations such as sandstone. Gas and other
petroleum products that form over a long geologic timeframe move through porous formations, in a
generally upward direction, until a trap stops the movement and concentrates the hydrocarbons. The
trap could be dome-shaped at the boundary between the permeable formation and the overlying
impermeable formation, or it may be a faulted structure in the rock that has the same effect. As the gas
concentrates, the porous rock becomes a gas reservoir. Gas is produced by drilling a well into the
reservoir. As there tends to be water in the reservoir under the gas, the production well usually pumps
a mixture of water and gas.
A relatively small number of production wells are required to extract petroleum and gas from
conventional reservoirs, compared to CSG reservoirs, as the gas tends to be localised and able to move
relatively easily though the porous reservoir rock towards the production wells. In addition, although
water is produced in association with the gas, there is no need to lower water pressure over large areas
to produce the gas. Although the volume of water produced in conventional petroleum and gas
production varies, it is generally much smaller than for CSG. Typical conventional gas production
phases are shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 Conventional gas production phases
Conventional petroleum and gas production is less than 5% of current gas production, and less than
3% of current water production in the Surat and Bowen basins; the proportion will continue to fall as the
CSG industry develops. Generally, conventional production is not from the area where CSG production
is proposed. The only exception is around Roma where there are conventional reservoirs underlying
the proposed CSG development from the Surat Basin. Conventional P&G tenures in the Surat CMA are
shown in Figure 2-10. The conventional tenures are mainly held by Santos and are used for CSG
storage.
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The conventional fields north of Roma are primarily gas fields while those further south tend to be either
oil or gas, and the Moonie field is entirely an oil field. Moonie accounts for nearly half the oil production
within the Surat CMA and nearly 90% of the total associated water produced from conventional activities
in the Surat CMA.

2.4.3.2 Coal seam gas
With CSG production, the gas resource is distributed over a relatively large area and water pressures
have to be significantly reduced ('depressurisation' of the coal seam) to enable the gas to flow towards
the production well. Water production peaks early in the life of a CSG production well. The amount of
water produced tends to be large in comparison to conventional gas production, and can vary
substantially between gas fields. Typical CSG production phases are shown in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8 Coal seam gas production phases
CSG production in the Surat CMA occurs in the Surat and Bowen basins. Production from the Bowen
Basin has been occurring longer than from the Surat Basin. Production gas volumes from the Bowen
Basin have tended to build gradually over the past 25 years and have been quite steady since 2012
(Figure 2-9). Petroleum tenure holders in the southern Bowen Basin target the Bandanna Formation for
its CSG reserves. There has also been limited exploration in the Cattle Creek Formation, which is the
deeper reservoir within the Permian sediments.
CSG production from the Surat Basin typically targets the Walloon Coal Measures. Production
commenced effectively around 2005 and has significantly increased since 2009, with a distinct climb in
production in the 12 months leading up to the commissioning of the Gladstone liquefied natural gas
(LNG) plants in 2015. The Surat Basin has been developed to a point where it is now producing more
CSG than the Bowen Basin.
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Figure 2-9 Annual gas production (DNRM 2015)
Petroleum tenure holders provide OGIA with their current and future production plans (Figure 2-11).
This information, known as the Industry Development Plan, is used as input for OGIA’s regional
groundwater flow model. The five major CSG companies currently have or plan to have production
fields in the Surat Basin. Figure 2-11 shows there are three main production areas in the Surat Basin;


between Roma and Wandoan,



between Miles and Chinchilla; and



between Dalby, Cecil Plains and Tara.

Santos’s petroleum tenures are located around Roma, mostly to the east. The current and planned
CSG production area is 18 km northeast of Roma.
Senex is currently undertaking the EIS process for the Western Surat Gas project and expects to be
producing by 2017. The small project area is approximately 25 km north of Roma.
Origin has a number of fields in the Surat Basin. The Combabula field can be found between Roma (40
km east) and Wandoan (37 km west). The Condabri gas field is the closest CSG field to Miles, with the
majority of the field to be south of the town.
QGC has three main development areas which contain various gas fields. The Northern Development
Area is closest to Wandoan (12 km west). The Central Development Area is approximately 5 km from
Chinchilla and spans southwest. The Southern Development Area is located between Tara (20 km east)
and Dalby (20 km west).
Arrow holds tenures to the east of all the other tenure holders. Development Area 2 is to be located just
north of Miles. Development Area 5 is south of Chinchilla, and Development Areas 7 & 8 are 8 km
southwest of Dalby. Development Area 8 reaches south to Cecil Plains. Arrow’s two oldest CSG fields
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in the Surat Basin, Tipton and Daandine, can be found in these development areas, approximately 22
km from Dalby.
Only Santos and Origin currently have productive CSG fields in the southern Bowen Basin. Santos has
the oldest established CSG field, Fairview (30 km east of Injune), producing from 1995. Santos
continues to expand its operations in the southern Bowen Basin with a plan to establish the Arcadia
gas field north of Fairview. Santos’s Scotia field, north of Wandoan, will continue to produce but will
undergo little future development.
Peat and Spring Gully are Origin’s two gas fields in the southern Bowen Basin. The Peat field is directly
south of Scotia. Similarly to Scotia, Peat will continue to produce, however Origin has no future
development planned. Spring Gully is directly south of the Fairview field and will continue to be
developed over the next several years.
Arrow’s Bowen Gas Project reaches into the northern part of the Surat CMA; however, the majority of
the Bowen Gas Project is located outside the Surat CMA. At the time of the UWIR 2016, Arrow had no
production plans for the southern Bowen Basin inside Surat CMA.
When comparing the current and planned production areas from the 2012 UWIR with the 2016 UWIR,
there is a distinct contraction in area. The current and planned production areas in the UWIR 2016 show
how the petroleum tenure holders have refined their development plans as they learn more about the
geology of their tenures. Figure 2-11 shows there is now a gap in productive CSG area south of
Wandoan. This has come about due to coal formations in this area having lower than expected porosity
and lower gas yields. The petroleum tenure holders have no current plans to develop these tenures;
however, if the economic and/or technology circumstances change, there remains the potential for this
area to be developed.
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Figure 2-10 Petroleum and gas tenures in the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Figure 2-11 Current, planned and potential petroleum and gas production areas
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3 Geology
This chapter provides an overview of the current understanding of the geological basins in the CMA,
including lithological descriptions of each stratigraphic unit and regional structure. The information
presented is an amalgamation of previous understanding and reinterpretation undertaken by OGIA.

3.1

Overview

There has been a progressive evolution of the understanding of the formation and geology of the Surat
and Bowen basins. The lithostratigraphic divisions of the Bowen and Surat basins are well defined in
the literature. OGIA’s conceptual geological model is an amalgamation of this previously published
knowledge with both simplification and subdivision of these units to develop consistent hydrogeological
units for flow modelling.
The most comprehensive summary of the stratigraphy of these basins is by Green et al. (1997). OGIA
used Green et al. (1997) as its main guide in defining the hydrogeological units within the Surat CMA.
The geology of the Bowen Basin is particularly complex and the stratigraphic formations have been
simplified to represent unique hydrogeological units. The units of primary interest are the Upper
Permian CSG-producing coal seams of the Bandanna Formation and Triassic units above these coal
seams which include the artesian aquifers within the Clematis Group and equivalents.
Within the Surat Basin, the stratigraphy of Green et al. (1997) is used with the following exception: the
division between the Springbok Sandstone and Westbourne Formation is transitional and has been
inconsistently subdivided in the past. OGIA has divided this into three consistent units: an upper
siltstone/mudstone-dominated Westbourne Formation, a middle interbedded sandstone/siltstone/coaldominated upper Springbok Sandstone, and a sandstone-dominated lower Springbok Sandstone.
Throughout the remainder of the geological sequence, the recognised lithostratigraphic divisions have
been used.

3.2

Regional geological setting

The Surat CMA covers part of three geologic basins: the southern Bowen, the northern Surat and the
western Clarence-Moreton basins. Geologic formations within the three basins are mainly comprised
of various layers of sandstone, siltstone and mudstone.
The Bowen Basin is the deepest and oldest and runs north to south through the centre of the region.
Overlying this is the Surat Basin which covers most of the central and southern parts of the Surat CMA.
The Clarence-Moreton Basin interfingers with the Surat Basin across the Kumbarilla Ridge to the east.
Overlying these basins are extensive areas of unconsolidated younger alluvial sediments and volcanics.
Figure 3-1 shows the distribution of the basins and the Cenozoic alluvial and basaltic cover.
The Great Artesian Basin (GAB) is not a geologic basin; rather, it is a hydrogeological or groundwater
basin comprising various parts of other geologic basins. Within the Surat CMA, the GAB includes the
Surat Basin, the equivalent formations in the western part of the Clarence-Moreton Basin which is now
considered to be an eastern hydrogeological extension to the Surat Basin (Ransley & Smerdon 2012),
and the upper sedimentary sequences of the Bowen Basin.
Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16 describe in more detail the hydrogeology of the main hydrostratigraphic
units in the Surat, Bowen and Clarence-Moreton basins and overlying Cenozoic units.
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Figure 3-1 Geological basins in the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Geological basins
Clarence-Moreton Basin

The Clarence-Moreton Basin underlies southeast Queensland and northeastern New South Wales. The
basin contains a thickness up to 3 km (~1.3 km in the Cecil Plains sub-basin in Queensland) of
continental sediments of Late Triassic to Late Jurassic age, covering approximately 27,000 km2
(O’Brien et al. 1994). The sediments of the Clarence-Moreton Basin unconformably overlie the Ipswich
and Nymboidia basins (Goscombe & Coxhead 1995).
The Clarence-Moreton Basin consists of three main centres of sedimentary deposition or sub-basins—
the Cecil Plains, Laidley and Logan sub-basins—and the small Yamba Trough, which extends offshore
from the Logan Sub-basin (O’Brien & Wells 1994).
The Logan Sub-basin is located mostly in NSW and lies between the Beenleigh Subprovince and the
South Moreton Anticline. The South Moreton Anticline is a complex structural high associated with
reverse faulting. The West Ipswich and East Richmond Faults form the western and eastern boundaries
of the South Moreton Anticline. The Laidley Sub-basin extends from the South Moreton Anticline to the
Toowoomba Strait. To the west of the Toowoomba Strait lies the Cecil Plains Sub-basin which falls
within the Surat CMA.
The Cecil Plains Sub-basin extends from the Kumbarilla Ridge to the Toowoomba Strait in the east. As
discussed in the previous section, the boundary between the Surat Basin and Clarence-Moreton Basin
has generally been considered to be the Kumbarilla Ridge: a broad basement structure, the location of
which is poorly defined and difficult to determine accurately. Recent publications and investigations
have considered the Cecil Plains Sub-basin to be an easterly extension of the Surat Basin, as the
sedimentary sequences correlates much more closely with those of the Surat Basin than the remainder
of the Clarence-Moreton Basin (Ransley & Smerdon 2012, Day 1964a, Day, Bubendorfer & Pinder
2008).
The Cecil Plains Sub-basin is a broad, relatively undeformed depression which overlies the Horrane
Trough: a graben about 20 km wide and 35 km long, bounded on its western side by a steep, eastdipping fault. The sediments in the Cecil Plains Sub-basin reach a maximum thickness of approximately
1,300 m in a subdued depocentre overlying the western part of the Horrane Trough (O’Brien et al.
1994).
While the younger Cretaceous Surat Basin sequences of the Surat Basin are eroded and the lowermost
Triassic sediments of the Clarence-Moreton basin are missing over the Kumbarilla Ridge, there is a
clear lithostratigraphic correlation between the Jurassic sequences in the Surat and Clarence-Moreton
basins (Donchak 2013b). The deepest Jurassic unit, the Precipice Sandstone, interconnects around
the northern end of the Kumbarilla Ridge (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). The upper unit of the Woogaroo
Subgroup, the Ripley Road Sandstone (previously termed the Helidon Sandstone), is the equivalent of
the Precipice Sandstone, while the upper part of the Marburg Subgroup, Marburg Sandstone, is the
equivalent of the Hutton Sandstone.
The Walloon Coal Measures (WCM) is continuous between the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins,
representing a widespread (>500 km) episode of deposition of river, lake, swamp and marsh sediments.
The formation has been either partly eroded, or exposed, over much of the eastern part of the ClarenceMoreton Basin (Goscombe & Coxhead 1995).
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Figure 3-2 Structural elements of the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins
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Surat Basin

The Surat Basin is one of the major basins forming the GAB, occupying an area of 440,000 km 2
(180,000 km2 in Queensland). The basin extends from north of Taroom in southeast Queensland to the
Coonamble Embayment near Dubbo in New South Wales (Figure 3-1, Figure 3-2).
The Surat Basin is bounded to the northeast by the Auburn Arch and to the southeast by the Texas
Block. The sediments of the Surat Basin interfinger with those in the Eromanga Basin in the west,
across the Nebine and Eulo ridges and the Cunnamulla Shelf, and with those in the Clarence-Moreton
Basin, across the Kumbarilla Ridge. The northern margin of the Surat Basin has been exposed and
extensively eroded due to uplift during the Cenozoic, and the sediments generally dip in a southwesterly direction (Exon 1976). The basin continues south into NSW where it is bounded by the Lachlan
Fold Belt (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
While the northern boundary of the Surat Basin is well-defined by the outcrop of the deeper sediments
within the basin, the boundaries of the Surat Basin with the Eromanga and Clarence-Moreton Basins
are less well-defined.
A broad complex high comprising the anticlinal Nebine Ridge and the faulted granitic dome of the Eulo
Ridge separates the Eromanga Basin and the Surat Basin (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). While the
Nebine Ridge is well-developed in its northern extent at the outcrop areas in Queensland, gravity data
indicate that the southern extension of the ridge into northern NSW is terminated by cross faulting and
diminishes into the Roma and Cunnamulla shelves. The sediments of the Surat Basin grade to the west
over the Nebine Ridge into the Eromanga Basin; however, the deeper Jurassic formations pinch out
over the basement high towards the southwest and the Jurassic and Cretaceous sequence does not
fully cover the crest of the Eulo Ridge (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
The boundary between the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins to the east was always considered to
be the Kumbarilla Ridge (Draper 2013); however, Day et al. (2008) considers the eastern boundary of
the Surat Basin to be the Toowoomba Strait, which is equivalent to the present-day line of the Main
Range through Toowoomba. Day (2008) argues that the sedimentary sequences in the Cecil Plains
Sub-basin, the western-most sub-basin of the Clarence-Moreton Basin, are more comparable to the
sediments in the Surat Basin than to the remainder of the Clarence-Moreton Basin to the east of the
Toowoomba Strait (Day, Bubendorfer & Pinder 2008).
Ransley & Smerdon (2012) identified the Kumbarilla Ridge as being neither a geological nor a
hydrological boundary between the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
They also indicated a clear lithostratigraphic correlation between the sediments of the Surat Basin and
the Cecil Plains Sub-basin and this correlation was also evident in preparing the new Regional
Geological Model for the Surat CMA. In addition, Ransley & Smerdon (2012) identified the groundwater
divide to be coincident with the Main Range for the younger Jurassic formations and likely to be at the
Helidon Ridge for the basal Jurassic sequences (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
The shape and structure of the Surat Basin is controlled by the underlying basement structures of the
Bowen Basin and older rocks (DNRM 2005). The structural features of the Bowen Basin are generally
reflected, but subdued, in the Surat Basin. The axis of the Mimosa Syncline, the main depocentre of
the basin, generally follows that of the Bowen Basin’s Taroom Trough but the syncline is much broader
and shallower than the underling trough (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). At the top surface of the Evergreen
Formation, basement topography is still evident although significantly subdued; however, by the base
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of the Wallumbilla formation, the structure is very subdued and barely evident (Ransley & Smerdon
2012).
To the east, the Mimosa Syncline is bounded by the north to south trending Burunga-Leichardt fault in
the north and Goondiwindi-Moonie fault in the south (Power & Devine 1970). Between the faults and
the Kumbarilla Ridge is the Chinchilla-Goondiwindi slope. The Surat Basin sediments on this slope dip
shallowly towards the Mimosa Syncline where the dip steepens over the faults and edge of the Bowen
Basin between the western extent of the Mimosa Syncline and the Nebine Ridge is the St.
George/Bollon slope. The dip on the sediments toward the Syncline is shallow at less than 1° (Exon
1976).
Structural deformation in the Surat Basin is minor. The reactivation of the Permo-Triassic fault systems
of the Bowen Basin and basement rocks (Figure 3-2), following deposition in the Surat Basin, caused
only minor displacement of the overlying Jurassic-Cretaceous sequence. Renewed thrusting on these
faults led to the propagation of some of the faults a short distance up into the Surat Basin succession,
but more commonly the deformation was principally by folding and uplift of the Surat succession above
the reactivated fault (Korsch et al. 2009, Korsch & Totterdell 2009b).
Various studies have differed in their description of the degree of fracturing or brittle displacement in
the Surat Basin sequence along these faults. In particular, in relation to the Moonie-Goondiwindi fault
system, Korsch (2009) observed that there appeared to be no brittle displacement of the Surat
succession (Korsch et al. 2009), whereas Sliwa (2013) stated that there is local fracturing throughout
the Surat Basin sequence. Hodgkinson et al. (2010) cited no significant vertical offset; whereas Cook
& Draper (2013) indicated that up to 100 m of displacement had occurred in the Surat sequence.
The Surat Basin comprises a dominantly Jurassic to Cretaceous aged sequence of alternating layers
of sandstones, siltstones and mudstones ranging to over 2,500 m in thickness in the Mimosa Syncline
(Hoffmann et al. 2009). The sediments unconformably overlie the Permian to Triassic Bowen Basin in
the Taroom Trough and basement rocks of the Tasman Fold Belt (Goscombe & Coxhead 1995).
The basal Jurassic sequence comprises dominantly sandstones, siltstones and mudstones deposited
from lakes and rivers on the Triassic unconformity at the top of the Bowen Basin. In the middle Jurassic,
over much of the basin, swamps deposited coal measures. Conditions then returned to dominantly
river-deposited sediments until the early Cretaceous when up to 1,200 m of shallow marine mudstones,
siltstones and some sandstones were deposited. As the oceans retreated in the Cretaceous, silty and
sandy units completed deposition in the basin (DNRM 2005). Finally, subsidence ceased, uplift
occurred and the sediments were exposed and eroded. Section 3.4 outlines the stratigraphy of the
Surat Basin (O'Keefe et al. 2011).

3.3.3

Bowen Basin

The Bowen Basin is an elongated, north to south trending basin extending over 160,000 km2 from
central Queensland, south beneath the Surat Basin, and into New South Wales where it connects with
the Gunnedah and Sydney basins.
This basin contains broadly folded Permian to Triassic sediments with a maximum thickness of
approximately 9,000 m in the Taroom Trough (Draper 2013, Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). Within the
Surat CMA, the Bowen Basin has two main centres of sedimentary deposition: the Taroom Trough to
the east and the Denison Trough to the west. The Comet Ridge separates the two troughs. The Nebine
Ridge and Springsure Shelf flank the Denison Trough to the west and the Auburn Arch flanks the
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Taroom Trough to the east (Hodgkinson 2008) (Figure 3-3). The sediments thin to the west across the
Nebine Ridge and gently dip towards the Taroom Trough.
To the east, the Bowen Basin is bound by the Gogango Thrust Zone—an area of heavy deformation of
the Bowen Basin and underlying volcanics rocks (Draper 2013)—and a series of north to south oriented
faults extending south of the Auburn Arch. These faults comprise the Chinchilla-Goondiwindi, Moonie
and Leichardt-Burunga fault zones (Draper 2013). The maximum displacement on the faults is
approximately 2,000 m in the north, but less than 1000 m in the south. These faults probably represent
ancient fractures that were reactivated during the Triassic prior to Jurassic deposition (Power & Devine
1970). Although remnants of the Permian sequence are found to the east of these faults, erosion during
the Triassic period has largely restricted the occurrence of the Permo-Triassic sediments to the Taroom
Trough (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998).
In the north of the Taroom Trough and to the east of the Comet Ridge is a region of intensely deformed
and tightly folded Permian sedimentary rocks, termed the Dawson Folded Zone. This zone separates
the gently folded sedimentary rock in the southern Taroom Trough from the much more folded and
faulted rocks in the Nebo Synclinorium to the north (Draper 2013).
To the west, the Bowen Basin is bound by the Anakie Inlier and the Collinsville, Springsure and Roma
shelves (Totterdell 1990). The southern extent of the Comet Ridge is delineated by the
north-northwest trending Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault which downthrows to the southwest and separates
the Comet Ridge from the Roma Shelf. The displacement on the fault is ±450 m in the Bowen Basin
sequences, but <100 m in the overlying Surat Basin (Draper 2013). The east-dipping Merivale Fault
and the southwest dipping Arbroath Fault form the western limit of the Roma Shelf and Denison Trough
(Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998, Geoscience Australia 2015).
To the southwest, the margins of the Bowen Basin are less sharp and well-defined (Draper 2013). Here,
sediments deposited on the St. George-Bollon Slope onlap and thin to the west and shallowly dip to the
east towards the Taroom Trough. Further west, the Bowen Basin sequence thins across the Nebine
Ridge and interfingers with sediments of the Galilee Basin across the Springsure Shelf. To the south,
deposition between the Bowen, Gunnedah and Sydney basins was probably continuous (Cadman, Pain
& Vukovic 1998).
The depositional history of the Bowen Basin is complex. Due to varying rates of uplift and subsidence,
the periods of sedimentation were not always consistent across the basin and the geological units are
not always laterally extensive or easy to correlate (Draper 2013). Deposition in the basin commenced
during the Early Permian, with fluvial and lacustrine sediments and volcanics being deposited in the
east and a thick succession of coals and non-marine sediments in the west (Geoscience Australia
2015).
The basin then entered a thermal subsidence phase extending from the mid Early Permian to the Late
Permian, during which deltaic and shallow marine sediments and extensive coal measures were
deposited (Geoscience Australia 2015, Mallett et al. 1998).
In the Late Permian, the basin entered an extensive period of foreland loading, resulting in accelerated
subsidence which allowed the deposition of a thick succession of Late Permian marine and fluvio-deltaic
sediments, including coal and Early to Middle Triassic fluvial and lacustrine sediments (Geoscience
Australia 2015, Draper & Boreham 2006).
Sedimentation in the Bowen Basin ceased in the Late Triassic, followed by a period of widespread
erosion prior to deposition of the Surat Basin sediments (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998).
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Figure 3-3 Structural elements of the Bowen Basin
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Geological structures

This chapter provides a summary of the occurrence and geometry of the major structural features in
the Surat CMA. Section 11.3 provides an overview of the influence of these structures on groundwater
flow and interconnectivity between hydrostratigraphic units. These chapters collectively provide an
overview of the influence of geological structures on groundwater flow for the purposes of
hydrogeological conceptualisation and regional groundwater flow modelling.
The Surat and Bowen basins have a significant deformation history which has resulted in the occurrence
of multiple structural features. For example, in the Bowen Basin, east of the Taroom Trough, a series
of north to south orientated Triassic thrust faults have formed including the Chinchilla-Goondiwindi,
Moonie and Leichhardt faults (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). In the northwest, the regionally
significant Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault separates the Comet Ridge Platform from the Roma Shelf
(Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). In the Surat Basin, contractional deformation during the Late
Cretaceous resulted in minor propagation of the Bowen Basin thrust faults into the Surat Basin and
folding and uplift of Surat Basin sediments over these deeper, reactivated thrust faults (Cadman, Pain
& Vukovic 1998).
The following section provides a summary of structural features across these basins within the Surat
CMA. The analysis is primarily based on interpretations and information from previous assessments.

3.4.1

Data sources

Three primary datasets have been used in the interpretation of geological structures: seismic survey
data, borehole data and airborne geophysics data. A summary of these data sources is provided below.

3.4.1.1 Seismic data
Seismic data were obtained from the Geological Survey of Queensland (GSQ) which manages the
collection of Queensland’s exploration reports and data. The GSQ dataset includes GIS location files,
the available digital seismic data (either in SEGY format or as seismic section TIFF image files) as well
as supporting information such as location and survey reports.
The GSQ database within the Surat CMA includes 5,637 seismic survey lines with data records
available for 4,670 of these lines: 1,782 lines have both SEGY data and TIFF section images, 821 lines
have SEGY data only and 2,067 lines have section (TIFF) images only.

3.4.1.2 Borehole data
Boreholes are the primary exploration tools for coal, CSG and conventional gas projects. A variety of
different borehole types have been drilled across the Bowen and Surat basins including water bores,
partially or fully cored stratigraphic or exploration boreholes and production holes. Geological
information from boreholes is derived from lithology and/or wireline logs which are used to define the
top and base of lithological units and geological formations. Wireline logs provide continuous, accurate
and reliable data.
Geological structures can be either interpolated between boreholes from elevation differences of
horizons or formations, or detected directly in logs in instances where the borehole intersects the fault
itself. The borehole information was also collated from the GSQ database which contains information
for approximately 13,252 boreholes.
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3.4.1.3 Airborne geophysical data
The main types of airborne geophysical/remote sensing data used for the assessment are magnetics,
gravity, radiometrics (gamma-ray spectrometry) and electromagnetics (EM). SRK Consulting compiled
the available remote sensing data for the Bowen and Surat basins in 2008. Further datasets have been
sourced from DNRM.

3.4.1.4 Other Data
SRK Consulting also compiled a range of other supporting datasets which are not typically directly used
for fault identification but provided useful additional information. These supporting datasets include
geochemistry, deep seismic surveys, GIS products and wireline log data as well as Aster, DTM, Vitrinite
Reflectance and Heat Flow data.

3.4.2

Previous assessments

Two major regional structural geology studies covering the Surat CMA have been undertaken: the
‘SBEA study’ (Sequence Stratigraphic Interpretation of Seismic Data study by the Sedimentary basins
of Eastern Australia Project (Wells et al. 1992, Dixon, Hoffmann & Simpson 1993)); and the ‘SRK study’
(Bowen and Surat Basins Regional Structural Framework Study) (SRK Consulting 2008).
The SBEA study defines basement as a basal unconformity between coal measures of the Reids
Dome beds and Pre-Permian basement rocks. The study delineated basement faults throughout the
Bowen Basin but did not interpret the presence of faults in the Surat Basin, with the exception of two
small remnants of the Moonie and Burunga basement faults.
The SRK study defines basement as the top of early Permian volcanics and equivalents or older. The
study provides interpretations of basement faults and their representation at the Bowen Basin horizon
‘Top of Permian’ as well as several horizons within the Surat Basin (i.e. the base of Precipice, Hutton,
Walloon and Springbok). In addition to (reactivated) basement faults, SRK has interpreted a series of
normal faults in the Surat Basin; however, the majority of delineated fault traces do not include
displacement data.
There are also some additional recent assessments of structures in parts of the Surat CMA.
Arrow Energy has recently undertaken a study of the regional seismic and well database over the
eastern Surat Basin. This study was focused on the company’s tenements in the eastern Surat and the
investigation was carried out in more detail with more specific interpretation of the seismic lines (Sliwa
2013).
The University of Queensland has also undertaken significant efforts to understand faults in the Surat
Basin through the interpretation of seismic, aeromagnetic and gravity data (Babaahmadi, Sliwa &
Esterle 2016b). This study identified several faults within the Surat Basin and confirmed the hypothesis
that faults in the Surat and Bowen basins are deep-seated into the Palaeozoic basement. This study
also identified several highly fractured zones in the Surat Basin possibly associated with high-strain
transtensional zones (Babaahmadi, Sliwa & Esterle 2016b).

3.4.3

History of deposition and deformation in the Surat Basin

The Surat Basin comprises a non-marine Jurassic succession and a mixed non-marine to marine Early
Cretaceous sequence. Several tectonic sequences are responsible for the current configuration of the
Surat Basin.
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The Goondiwindi event (Korsch & Totterdell 2009b) resulted in major regional compression during the
Middle to Late Triassic which predates the sedimentation of the Surat Basin. This event concluded
sedimentation of the underlying Bowen Basin. This event also resulted in significant extensional and
thrust faults in the Bowen Basin.
Sedimentation in the Surat Basin was then initiated by subsidence in the Early Jurassic. This resulted
in several episodes of fluvial-lacustrine deposition as the basin continued to subside into the Early
Cretaceous (Ryan et al. 2012).
During the Middle Cretaceous, a regional uplift and tilting event terminated deposition in the Surat Basin
and resulted in large-scale erosion of Jurassic-Cretaceous sediments (Raza, Hill & Korsch 2009). This
is often referred to as the Moonie event (Korsch & Totterdell 2009a). This event caused only minor
deformation, with reactivation of Triassic thrust faults generally manifested as folding in the Surat Basin
succession.
Following this, a regional extensional event occurred associated with the cessation of rifting in the
Tasman Sea. Both extensional and transtensional styles are observed in the Surat Basin associated
with this event (Ryan et al. 2012).
A subsequent uplift and compression event in the Late Cretaceous caused significant folding and smallscale faulting. The faulting displacement associated with this event is generally sub-seismic and less
than 50 m.

3.4.4

Major basement faults

As a result, these features are easily interpreted across multiple seismic lines. The surrounding damage
and deformation zone associated with these faults is typically several kilometres and is also evident in
the seismic sections surrounding these major faults. It is evident, however, from the detailed seismic
analysis recently undertaken that the character, and hence the likely hydraulic behaviour of these faults,
does vary along strike (Babaahmadi, Sliwa & Esterle 2016b, Babaahmadi, Sliwa & Esterle 2016a).
The key structural features in the western portion of the region are the Hutton-Wallumbilla, Merrivale
and Injune thrust faults. These are generally north-northwest striking features (Babaahmadi, Sliwa &
Esterle 2016a) (Figure 3-4).
There is a concentration of northwest and northeast striking lineaments and faults in the south eastern
part of the Surat CMA, located in the highly deformed area of the Texas Orocline. These features are
thought to be associated with the Early to Middle Permian reactivation of the Texas Orocline. This
oroclinal bending is thought to have resulted in the rotation of some major faults such as the MoonieGoondiwindi faults.
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Figure 3-4 Basement faults
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Faulting in the Surat Basin

Many of the structures in the Surat Basin have formed and are spatially controlled by the reactivation
of deeper faulting in the underlying Bowen Basin and basement. The structural styles observed appear
to have components of extensional, compressional and oblique-slip and transtensional faulting; as
such, the most common structures present within the Surat Basin are steeply dipping (60-80°) normal
faults. This is evident in seismic data as the formation of flower structures, originating from deeper
basement thrust faults (Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5 Seismic section (Jen10-7) in the southeast Surat Basin from (Ryan et al. 2012)
Faults in the Surat can broadly be classified into regional faults and local faults. The regional faults are
expressed with significant offsets in the Surat Basin and are laterally extensive (such as the HuttonWallumbilla Fault), while local faults are difficult to trace between seismic lines and have small offsets
associated with them. The majority of faults observed in the Surat are local extensional faults; the brittle
displacement associated with these is typically less than 20 m. As such, spatial correlation is difficult.
Surat Basin normal faults are not typically seen on more than one seismic line. Therefore, these faults
are understood to be generally less than 2 km in length and typically occur as graben structures 800 to
1,000 m wide (Babaahmadi, Sliwa & Esterle 2016b).
In the western part of the Surat Basin, the Bowen Basin may act as a buffer for fault propagation. In the
southeastern section of the Surat Basin, the sequence directly overlies the basement rocks of the
Tasman Fold Belt; as such, faulting is more common. Several negative extensional structures are
present in the southeastern Surat Basin and these are thought to be influenced by the underlying Texas
Orocline which is a major high-strain zone in the region (Babaahmadi, Sliwa & Esterle 2016b) (Figure
3-6).
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Figure 3-6 Regional seismic section (BMR84-14) in the Surat Basin (Ryan et al. 2012)
It is likely that transtensional zones are extensively fractured. Even though the fault displacement is
minimal, these zones may be of particular importance from an inter-aquifer connectivity perspective.
While it is expected that such zones exist in the Surat Basin, insufficient data is available to map them.
However, some of these zones have been inferred from geophysical data and surface geological
mapping, including sections of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault Zone. Figure 3-7 displays the location of
faults in the Surat Basin interpreted by various researchers and investigations.
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Figure 3-7 Faulting in the Surat Basin
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Stratigraphic units

The stratigraphy of the geological formations making up the sequence of sedimentary rocks contained
within the Surat, Clarence-Moreton and Bowen basins and overlying Cenozoic sediments are listed in
Figure 3-8 and described in the following section. Not all units are present fully across the basins; Figure
3-9 illustrates the extent of the Surat and Bowen Basin sediments across the Surat CMA. The Cenozoic
unconsolidated sediments and basalts have been removed from this map. The cross-section (Figure
3-10) shows the subsurface distribution of the formations.

3.5.1

Cenozoic units

Thin accumulations of Cenozoic unconsolidated and semi-consolidated alluvial sediments cover much
of the area. These typically comprise sand, silt and clay generally deposited along the old and existing
streams and drainage lines. In addition, Cenozoic aged volcanic rocks occur along parts of the Range.

3.5.1.1 Alluvium
The Condamine Alluvium is the most important accumulation of alluvial sediments within the region. It
comprises a regionally significant aquifer and is separately described in Section 3.5.1.2.
Within the Border Rivers area, the Dumaresq River Alluvium contains groundwater resources in
semiconfined alluvial aquifers. It extends from Mingoola to Keetah Bridge, covering an area of 380 km2,
of which 204 km2 is located in New South Wales and 176 km2 is in Queensland.
The Dumaresq River Alluvium consists of semi-consolidated Paleogene-Neogene (Tertiary) aged
sediments overlain by younger unconsolidated alluvial sediments with a total thickness up to 100 m.
The deeper sediments comprise sands and gravels interbedded with grey to yellow-brown clay, with a
thickness up to 50 m. The gravels are well-sorted quartzose sandstone gravel with a small amount of
country rock. These deeper sediments do not outcrop and are confined to a paleochannel. The
shallower unit consists of brown clay with sand and gravel, with a thickness up to 30 m. There is a noncontinuous clay layer of up to 10m thick which separates the two units. The Texas Beds and the
sedimentary rocks of the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins form the basement rocks of the Dumaresq
River Alluvium.
Within the Fitzroy River drainage basin, unconfined and unconsolidated alluvial aquifers are associated
with the Dawson, Mackenzie, Nogoa and Comet rivers. Within the Surat CMA, the alluvium associated
with these rivers is narrow and thin, generally varying in width from 0.6 km to 5 km and in thickness
from 14 m to 26 m. The alluvium predominantly consists of fine to coarse sand and gravel with varying
amounts of silt and clay. The coarser sand and gravels are rarely continuous in any direction for any
great distance, occurring in lenses and discontinuous deposits.
The extent and thickness of the alluvium included in the regional model, other than the Condamine
Alluvium, is shown on Figure A-1. Accumulations of unconsolidated sediments are associated with other
existing streams throughout the area, but these are generally thin and insignificant.
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Surat Basin

Clarence-Moreton Basin

Colluvium
Alluvium (Condamine)
Chinchilla Sands

Cenozoic

Main Range Volcanics
Griman Creek Formation
Surat Siltstone

Bungil
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Figure 3-8 Hydrostratigraphy of the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Figure 3-9 Solid geology in the model domain
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Figure 3-10 Schematic geologic cross-section of the Surat and Bowen basins

3.5.1.2 Condamine Alluvium
The Condamine Alluvium is one of the more significant accumulations of alluvial sediments within the
area. This alluvial groundwater resource is extensively developed for agriculture and lies over the
western margin of proposed CSG production in a broad alluvial plain stretching between Millmerran
and Chinchilla, with a width of over 20 km. The thickness of alluvium ranges from less than 10 m, in the
headwaters and along the floodplain margins, to 130 m in the central floodplain near Dalby.
The sediments within the Condamine Alluvium area are fine to coarse-grained gravels and channel
sands interbedded with clays. A thick clayey sequence of sheetwash (fan) deposits overlies the
floodplain deposits. The sheetwash forms a wedge shape with the deposits thickest in the east and
thinning to the west (Huxley 1982, KCB. 2010). The granular alluvium in the floodplain deposits is the
most transmissive part of the alluvium and the primary source of groundwater. This alluvium tends to
be finer in the downstream direction and along the margins and, as a result, groundwater yields are
higher towards the southern central part of the alluvium (OGIA 2016a).
The Condamine River has eroded its valley along the strike of the Walloon Coal Measures and the coal
measures are the dominant basement geology of the alluvium in the main central plain (Huxley 1982).
The sections in Figure 3-11 illustrate how the Walloon Coal Measures subcrops under the alluvium. On
the western margin of the alluvium, the Springbok Sandstone forms basement to the alluvium where it
occurs between the Walloon Coal Measures and the alluvium. Some isolated thin patches of Tertiary
sediments also occur in relict drainage features below the Condamine Alluvium and above the Walloon
Coal Measures (OGIA 2016a). On the eastern margins, basalt of the Main Range Volcanics
occasionally underlies the Condamine Alluvium.
The contact between the Condamine Alluvium and the underlying Walloon Coal Measures is
characterised by a combination of basal alluvial clays of the Condamine Alluvium and the weathered
upper part of the Walloon Coal Measures, which is often indistinguishable and dominated by multicoloured clay. The thickness of this layer ranges from less than 1 m to 20 m.
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The extent and thickness of the Condamine Alluvium as represented in the regional model is shown on
Figure A-2.

Figure 3-11 Geological cross-sections of the Condamine Alluvium

3.5.1.3 Cenozoic sediments
The thick accumulations of Cenozoic sediments are associated with the Balonne River system in the
southwest of the study area, in the Dirranbandi Trough, and over the Bowen Basin in the northeast.
Elsewhere, the sediments are generally thin, weathered and clayey.
St. George Alluvium is a term used for the unconsolidated sediments contained within a large Cenozoic
sedimentary basin overlying the Mesozoic sediments of the Surat Basin. The basin sits within the
Dirranbandi Trough: a 15 km-wide north to south trending trough to the west of St. George which
extends over 25,000 km2. Three depositional periods can be identified in the Cenozoic sediments which
are separated from underlying Cretaceous sediments by an erosional unconformity. The lowest unit
consists of a series of upward-fining sand and gravel beds, inter-layered with and bound by clay. This
unit is capped with a series of silt, clay, siltstone and mudstone layers. The uppermost sequence
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consists of thin, upward-fining sand and gravel deposits, interbedded with silt, clay, siltstone and
mudstone. The majority of sediments in the sequence are unconsolidated or semi-consolidated. The
basin has a maximum thickness of sediments of over 200 m (McAllister 2002).
The Chinchilla Sand is a predominantly sandy sequence of fluviatile sediments exposed within the
Condamine Alluvium and is composed of weakly consolidated grey to yellowish and light-brown sand,
which grades into grit and sandy clay. The presence of quartzose material in the coarser sediments
suggests they were derived from the Orallo Formation and its lateritised profiles (Exon 1976). In the
west, the unit crops out, but in the east it is covered with dark, Quaternary alluvial clays. A tentative
Pliocene age has been assigned (Exon 1976, KCB. 2010, KCB 2011).
The Tertiary Duaringa Formation unconformably overlies the Permian rocks of the Bowen Basin. The
formation comprises lacustrine mudstone, sandstone, conglomerate, siltstone, oil shale, lignite and
basalt with a thickness of up to 1,300 m (Murray & Cranfield 1989). The formation does not, however,
achieve these thicknesses in the Surat CMA. The succession is generally lateritised and extensively
ferruginised (Cook & Draper 2013).

3.5.1.4 Main Range Volcanics
The Main Range Volcanics occur on the east of the Surat Basin on the Great Dividing Range. These
volcanics were formed as a part of a trail of volcanoes created in central eastern and southeastern parts
of the Queensland as the Australian plate moved northwards over one or more mantle hot spots during
the Oligocene to Miocene epochs (Wellman 1987). The central volcanoes form variably eroded shields
up to 100 km in diameter, with mafic lavas or alkaline basalts covering the shield flanks and silicic or
rhyolite lavas and/or plugs around the volcanic core (Cas 1989).
The southern Main Range shield volcano is the second largest central volcano in eastern Australia,
covering 4,900 km2 (Stevens et al. 1989). It is estimated to have erupted over 1,000 km3 of material
with a maximum observed thickness of approximately 900 m (Wellman 1987).
Further to the north, the volcanics in the Toowoomba area are much thinner, reaching a maximum
thickness of approximately 250 m. They are divided into the Meringandan Volcanics (the lower 80 m)
and the Toowoomba Basalt, separated by a thin weathering profile (Grenfell 1984). These volcanics
are primarily alkaline basalt.
The Main Range Volcanics unconformably overlie the Surat Basin sediments and Palaeozoic basement
rocks (Huxley 1982). Most have been extensively eroded producing high, steep, eastward-facing
scarps, and they are covered in part with alluvium, including the Condamine Alluvium (Exon 1976).
The extent and thickness of the Main Range Volcanics is shown in Figure A-3.

3.5.1.5 Other Tertiary Volcanics
The Tertiary basalts within the Duaringa Formation are not well-developed; the lava flows were small
and rarely contain vesicular zones. These basalts are not significant and are not considered a separate
unit in hydrogeological modelling. Buckland Volcanic Province lies over the Carnarvon National Park
on the Great Dividing Range. This central volcano is well-preserved and has a diameter of 80 km. The
volcano was active for more than four million years, from approximately 30.7 to 26.8 million years ago.
The geochronological results also show two distinct groups of volcanic units: a lowermost sequence,
100 m thick, erupted from 30.7 to 29.8 million years ago; and an uppermost one, 200 m thick, erupted
from 27.6 to 27.3 million years ago (Waltenberg 2006). Chemical analyses indicate substantial changes
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in lava composition through time with basalts and trachy basalts erupting first, followed by highly alkaline
lavas (basanites), capped by more basalts and trachy basalts (Cohen, Withnall & Vasconcelos 2013).
The extent and thickness of the Tertiary Volcanics, excluding the Main Range Volcanics, is shown in
Figure A-4.

3.5.2

Griman Creek Formation

The Cretaceous Griman Creek Formation is the uppermost unit of the Surat Basin and is only found in
the Surat Basin. The formation comprises predominantly thinly interbedded muddy siltstone, finegrained labile sandstone and mudstone; with intraformational conglomerate and minor coal, mostly in
the upper parts (Cook & Draper 2013). The formation reaches a maximum thickness of over 400 m in
the central part of the basin but thins markedly towards the basin margins (Exon 1976). The initial
deposition within the Griman Creek Formation is interpreted as shallow or nearshore marine, followed
by paralic to deltaic conditions grading finally into fluvial floodplain facies (Green et al. 1997). The
Griman Creek Formation conformably overlies the Surat Siltstone.

3.5.3

Surat Siltstone

The Cretaceous Surat Siltstone comprises thinly interbedded carbonaceous siltstone and mudstone
with labile and lithic sandstone lenses. Mudstone dominates the basal part of the formation, except in
the east where lithic sandstones dominate throughout (Exon 1976). The formation was deposited in
shallow marine to coastal swamp environments and occurs only in the Surat Basin. It conformably
overlies the Coreena Member of the Wallumbilla Formation and is conformably overlain by the Griman
Creek Formation. The thickness of the formation averages 100 to 130 m, ranging up to 150 m (Green
et al. 1997).
The extent and thickness of both the Surat Siltstone and the Griman Creek Formation are shown on
Figure A-5.

3.5.4

Wallumbilla Formation

The Lower Cretaceous Wallumbilla Formation is the most widely distributed marine unit within the GAB,
extending through the Eromanga, Surat, Carpentaria and Laura basins (Habermehl & Lau 1997). The
Wallumbilla Formation comprises dominantly mudstone and siltstone with limestone and minor
lenticular sandstone deposited in shallow to open-water marine conditions. The thickness of the
formation averages 200 m, reaching 350 m in the Mimosa Syncline and thinning towards the west over
the Nebine Ridge.
Within the Surat Basin, two sequences can be identified in the Wallumbilla Formation: the Coreena and
Doncaster members. The upper member, the Coreena Member, is siltstone-dominated with minor coal
seams. The lower member, the Doncaster Member, is mudstone-dominated.
The Coreena Member comprises interbedded siltstone, mudstone and fine to very fine-grained labile
sandstone, limestone and coal deposited from shallow marine lagoons, shoreline swamps and
estuaries, most likely reflecting a regional marine regression. The siltstone is in part calcareous, grading
to silty limestone. The thickness of the Coreena Member averages 70 m and it is conformably overlain
by the Surat Siltstone.
The Doncaster Member comprises dominantly blue-grey mudstone with glauconitic siltstone and finegrained sandstone. The Doncaster Member accumulated with a rapid marine transgression with deep
water conditions in the centre of the basin, grading to shallow marine coastal environments around the
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margins (Exon 1976). Average thickness of the member is between 100 m and 150 m, ranging up to
250m in the Mimosa Syncline. The Doncaster Member conformably overlies the Bungil Formation and
is more extensive than the Coreena Member.
The extent and thickness of the Wallumbilla Formation is shown in Figure A-6.

3.5.5

Bungil Formation

The Lower Cretaceous Bungil Formation comprises interbedded fine-grained lithic sandstone, siltstone
and commonly carbonaceous mudstone with minor sublabile and quartzose sandstone (Cook & Draper
2013). Day (1964b) identified three members: the Minmi, Nullawurt Sandstone and Kingull members,
however, these are not easily recognised in the subsurface (Green et al. 1997, Exon 1976).
The Minmi Member comprises calcareous and glauconitic sandstones, silty shales and siltstones and
minor intraformational conglomerates. The thickness of the member varies from 20 m to 70 m. The
Nullawurt Sandstone Member comprises quartzose and lithic fine sandstones and siltstone, with a total
thickness of between 20 m and 30 m. The Kingull Member comprises highly calcareous siltstones,
limestone, and some carbonaceous shale interbedded with lithic sandstones, with a thickness between
30 m and 50 m (Day 1964b).
Deposition of the Bungil Formation represents the initial marine transgression into the Surat Basin. The
formation is interpreted as transitional, from fluviatile to paralic to shallow marine (Cook & Draper 2013).
Its thickness ranges from less than 100 m in the north and west to over 300 m in the southeast. The
formation outcrops near the northern and eastern margins of the Surat Basin. The Bungil Formation
conformably overlies the Mooga Sandstone and is overlain by the Doncaster Member of the Wallumbilla
Formation. Laterally, it is equivalent to the Cadna-owie Formation in the Eromanga Basin.
The extent and thickness of the Bungil Formation is shown in Figure A-7.

3.5.6

Mooga Sandstone

The Lower Cretaceous Mooga Sandstone occurs only within the Surat Basin between the Nebine and
Kumbarilla Ridges. It extends south to the Coonamble Embayment where, in its southernmost extent,
it becomes indistinguishable from other sandstone lenses grouped in the Keelindi Beds in NSW (Cook
& Draper 2013). The formation outcrops on the northern edge of the Surat Basin (though outcrop is
limited in extent).
In general, the Mooga Sandstone conformably overlies the Orallo Formation, but with some local
disconformities. It is conformably overlain by the Bungil Formation (Exon 1976). To the west, the Mooga
Sandstone grades into the upper part of the Hooray Sandstone. The Mooga Sandstone is at the base
of the fifth major sedimentary cycle in the Surat Basin.
The Mooga Sandstone was deposited in southwesterly flowing braided to meandering stream
environments. The formation comprises fluvial quartzose to lithic sandstone with thinly interbedded
dark-grey mudstone and siltstone. The sandstone is generally thin but persistent throughout the Surat
Basin. It is less than 100 m thick in the north of the basin near the outcrop areas and thickens to more
than 240 m in the more central part of the basin, but is more often less than 170 m thick.
(Exon 1976) recognised three major subunits in outcrop: a thin lower sublabile to quartzose sandstone
that is commonly conglomeratic, a thin middle mudstone unit, and a thicker upper unit of interbedded
fine-grained sublabile sandstone and siltstone.
The extent and thickness of the Mooga Sandstone is shown in Figure A-8.
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Orallo Formation

The Lower Cretaceous Orallo Formation occurs only in the Surat Basin east of the Nebine Ridge. It
extends south to 38° in the Coonamble Embayment, beyond which it is indistinguishable from the
overlying Mooga and Bungil formation equivalents (Radke et al. 2012). The Orallo Formation thins to
the west and grades into the lower part of the Southlands Formation which in turn interfingers with the
lower part of the Hooray Sandstone northwest of Mitchell (Green et al. 1997). It conformably overlies
the Gubberamunda Sandstone and is overlain by the Mooga Sandstone with localised disconformity
(Cook & Draper 2013). The formation outcrops poorly in the northern margin of the Surat Basin as it
erodes easily.
The Orallo Formation consists primarily of sublabile to labile sandstones with lesser interbedded
carbonaceous siltstone, mudstone, and minor coal. Fossil wood commonly occurs in the sandstone
and, in some areas, conglomerates are interbedded with the sandstones (Cook & Draper 2013).
Bentonite occurs in several intervals throughout the formation (Gray 1972).
The formation was deposited in a fluvial environment with drainage primarily to the centre of the basin
and out to the southeast (Exon 1976); however, drainage restriction is suggested by finer-grained
deposits and the abundance of calcareous material. Lacustrine and swamp conditions are indicated by
the presence of coals in the upper part of the formation. Tuff is interbedded with the coal, suggesting
contemporary volcanic activity (Cook & Draper 2013).
The thickness of the Orallo Formation is generally between 140 and 270 m, averaging 200 m. It thickens
in the central and southern Mimosa Syncline and thins to the northeast and to the northwest over the
Roma Shelf and the eastern part of the Walgett Shelf (Exon 1976, Radke et al. 2012).
The extent and thickness of the Orallo Formation is shown in Figure A-9.

3.5.8

Gubberamunda Sandstone

The Upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous Gubberamunda Sandstone comprises a sequence of fine to
coarse-grained quartzose to sublabile sandstone, interbedded with minor conglomerate, siltstone and
mudstone. The sandstones are virtually uncemented (Radke et al. 2012). The formation was deposited
from both braided and meandering streams draining south from the hinterland along the axis of the
Mimosa Syncline (Exon 1976, Green et al. 1997). Occurring only within the Surat Basin between the
Nebine and Kumbarilla Ridges, the Gubberamunda Sandstone correlates generally with the lower
Hooray Sandstone of the Eromanga Basin to the west and is laterally continuous with Pilliga Sandstone
within the Coonamble Embayment in New South Wales.
Deposition of the Gubberamunda Sandstone represents the start of the fourth major sedimentary cycle
in the Surat Basin. It is generally conformable over the Westbourne Formation, although in a few places
there is local disconformity. It is conformably overlain by the Orallo Formation (Exon 1976).
The Gubberamunda Sandstone has a thickness between 45 and 300 m, averaging around 100 m. The
formation is thinnest on the basin margins and thickens southwards in the Mimosa Syncline (Day
1964b). The formation outcrops in the north of the Surat Basin, where it is generally intensely leached
and ferruginised.
The extent and thickness of the Gubberamunda Sandstone is shown in Figure A-10.
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Westbourne Formation

The Upper Jurassic Westbourne Formation is widespread in Queensland, in both the Surat and
Eromanga basins. It extends into the southwest of the Queensland part of the Surat Basin across
basement rocks; however, the formation onlaps onto and pinches out against basement in the
southeastern part of the Eromanga Basin (Cook & Draper 2013, Gray, McKillop & McKellar 2002). The
Westbourne Formation outcrops on the northern margins of the Surat Basin.
The Westbourne Formation consists primarily of interbedded shale and siltstone, with minor fine to very
fine-grained quartzose sandstone. The formation was deposited in lakes and deltas in the Surat Basin
and lies conformably on the Springbok Sandstone. To the south, the Westbourne Formation and
Springbok Sandstone interdigitate with, and grade into the Pilliga Sandstone (Exon 1976).
The division between the Springbok Sandstone and Westbourne Formation has been described by
Green et al. (1997) as separating the fine-grained siltstones and mudstones of Westbourne Formation
from the sandstones and coal measures of the Springbok Sandstone. The boundary is commonly
gradational and poorly defined; formation tops have been inconsistently picked in the past, locally
tracking either a muddy interval at the top of the Springbok Sandstone or a sandy interval near the
bottom of the Westbourne Formation. It is probable that the Westbourne Formation and Springbok
Sandstone represent two facies of the same fluvial cycle (Radke et al. 2012). The subdivision of the
sequence used in defining the hydrostratigraphic units in this study causes the Westbourne Formation
to be a mudstone and siltstone-dominated unit with little sand and no coal, which is all within the
Springbok Sandstone.
The thickness of the formation averages less than 100 m with maximum thickness in the eastern side
of the Mimosa Syncline. The extent and thickness of the Westbourne Formation is shown in Figure
A-11.

3.5.10

Springbok Sandstone

The Upper Jurassic Springbok Sandstone occurs throughout the Surat Basin, extending from south of
Injune and Taroom, southwards into NSW where it interfingers with the lower part of the Pilliga
Sandstone (Exon 1976). The unit extends eastwards over the Kumbarilla Ridge to underlie the western
edge of the Condamine Alluvium and is equivalent to the Adori Sandstone of the Eromanga Basin in
the west (Cook & Draper 2013). The Springbok Sandstone comprises medium to fine-grained,
feldspathic to lithic sandstone with minor pebbly layers, siltstone, mudstone and occasional thin
bentonite and coal lenses. The coals within the Springbok Sandstone can and do produce CSG in some
areas.
The Springbok Sandstone accumulated through deposition in streams, as well as in overbanks and
later in swamps. It unconformably overlies the Walloon Coal Measures and is conformably overlain by
the Westbourne Formation (Swarbrick 1973, Exon 1971). The unconformity between the Springbok
Sandstone and the Walloon Coal Measures is erosional as scouring is observed at the contact (Green
et al. 1997).
The division between the Springbok Sandstone and Westbourne Formation is described (Green et al.
1997) as separating the fine-grained siltstones and mudstones of Westbourne Formation from the
sandstones and coal measures of the Springbok Sandstone. The boundary is commonly transitional
and poorly defined. Historically, well formation tops have been inconsistently picked, locally tracking
either a muddy interval at the top of the Springbok Sandstone or a sandy interval near the bottom of
the Westbourne Formation. In the regional geological model, the Springbok-Westbourne sequence was
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divided into three consistent units: an upper siltstone/mudstone-dominated Westbourne Formation, a
middle interbedded sandstone/siltstone/coal-dominated upper Springbok Sandstone, and a sandstonedominated lower Springbok Sandstone.
The upper Springbok Sandstone comprises fine to coarse-grained, feldspathic to lithic sandstone
interbedded with siltstone and mudstone. Towards the northeast of the CMA, carbonaceous mudstone
and thin coal seams are common. The upper Springbok Sandstone is defined to include all coal seams
in the Springbok-Westbourne interval. The lithological composition is dominantly silty sandstone and
siltstone; cleaner sandstone averages less than 40%.
The lower Springbok Sandstone comprises coarse to very coarse-grained sandstone and excludes
significant siltstones or coal seams. Stacked channel sandstones comprise over 80% of the unit. This
lower unit is equivalent to the superseded Proud Sandstone (Cook & Draper 2013).
The lower sandstones were deposited by streams flowing generally towards the centre of the basin,
frequently in small channels eroded into the uppermost siltstones of the Walloon Coal Measures, and
occasionally into the coal seams. The energy of the system decreased over time and in the upper unit
is increasingly composed of overbank and swamp deposits (Exon 1971). Unlike most other units in the
Surat Basin, the Springbok Sandstone has a diffuse depositional pattern, without a single depocentre
(Cook & Draper 2013).
The lithic sandstones contain volcanic debris and montmorillonite (bentonite clay) derived from
contemporaneous volcanism to the north and east, while quartzose sediment appears to have been
derived from granitic terrain in the south. The matrix of the sandstones is often very clayey or contains
calcareous cement (Radke et al. 2012).
The Springbok Sandstone outcrops on the northern and eastern edges of the Surat Basin and generally
dips gently (<1%) towards the Mimosa Syncline and to the south; however, steeper dips of up to 9%
occur where the Surat Basin sediments drape over the edge of the Bowen Basin into the Mimosa
Syncline from the east.
The total thickness of the Springbok Sandstone generally ranges from 100 to 200 m, attaining a
maximum of over 250 m in the Mimosa Syncline. The division of the lower Springbok Sandstone
includes the stacked amalgamated channel sandstones but excludes split margins of the same channel
belts, which leads to uneven thickness distribution of the unit. Thickness of the lower Springbok
Sandstone ranges up to 125 m, but averages around 30 m.
The extent and thickness of the Springbok Sandstone is shown on Figure A-12.

3.5.11

Walloon Coal Measures

The Middle Jurassic Walloon Coal Measures is widespread and continuous across the Surat and
Clarence-Moreton basins as the Kumbarilla Ridge did not form a barrier to sedimentation throughout
its deposition (Day, Bubendorfer & Pinder 2008). The Walloon Coal Measures comprise fluvial and
lacustrine deposits of siltstone, mudstone, fine to medium-grained lithic sandstone, and coal (Scott et
al. 2004). To the west over the Nebine Ridge and into the Eromanga Basin, the coal measures
transgressively grade into the Birkhead Formation which is sandier and contains very little coal (Exon
1971). The Walloon Coal Measures conformably overlies the Eurombah Formation and the Hutton
Sandstone and is overlain unconformably by the Springbok Sandstone. The Springbok Sandstone is
incised into the lower Juandah Coal Measures level, completely removing the upper coal seam groups
in some areas (Hamilton, Esterle & Sliwa 2014).
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The Walloon Coal Measures outcrops and subcrops on the northern and southeastern edges of the
Surat Basin and gently dips towards the Mimosa Syncline and southwards. The formation averages
300 m in thickness and reaches its maximum thickness of over 600 m in the north of the Mimosa
Syncline. It thins to the southwest and onlaps the Roma and St. George/Bollon shelves.
The geology of the Walloon Coal Measures is complex; layers thicken, thin and are discontinuous (Scott
et al. 2004). The Walloon Coal Measures has been subdivided in the past by various companies and
researchers who correlated numerous wells across selected gas fields (see examples in Figure 3-12).
The most commonly used division is that proposed by Jones & Patrick (1981) for the northeastern Surat
Basin, which raised the coal measures to subgroup status to include the Juandah and Taroom coal
measures, separated by the coal-poor Tangalooma Sandstone.
Green et al (1997) was unable to recognise the subdivision of these units regionally across the entire
Surat Basin or in the Clarence-Moreton Basin. This was also evident in developing the regional
geological model for the Surat CMA, where consistent interpretation of the wireline log data shows that
the Tangalooma Sandstone does not persist across the Surat Basin.
Scott et al (2004) confirmed the Jones & Patrick (1981) subdivision (again in the northeastern basin),
and further divided the coal measures by defining a series of coal seam packages separated by intervals
of thicker interburden, and separated the coal-poor sediments at the base Taroom Coal Measures into
the Durabilla Formation and Eurombah Formation (Figure 3-13) (Jones & Patrick 1981).
The traditional subdivisions of the Walloon Coal Measures cannot be applied regionally across the Surat
CMA; however, using petrophysical and lithological information, it is possible to isolate intervals with
different seam and sandstone distributions that can be correlated regionally. The following descriptions
use the names of formally defined stratigraphic units but do not directly correlate to Scott et al.(2004).
The Juandah Coal Measures comprises upward-fining sequences of fine to medium-grained lithic and
feldspathic sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and coal (Nelson et al. 2012). These coals are not laterally
continuous and the formation is a heterogeneous sequence of mudstone, siltstone, sandstone and coal.
Coal members become more common towards the top of the Juandah Coal Measures (Nelson et al.
2012).
The Juandah Coal Measures can be divided regionally into an upper interval, with sandy coal seam
interburden, and a lower interval with mudstone/siltstone-dominated interburden. The boundary
between them is picked at the base of a blocky high-resistivity sandstone above the last occurrence of
mudstone. This division is defined purely on interburden lithology, and may transect individual coal
seams. The CSG industry often refers to this sandstone as the Juandah or Wambo Sandstone (Ryan
et al. 2012). The Upper Juandah Coal Measures are eroded and eventually cut out by the Springbok
unconformity towards the west. Thinning to the south is mirrored by the underlying coal measures, and
most likely due to erosional processes.
Below the Upper Juandah Coal Measures, the coal seams are significantly thinner, and the interburden
is dominated by siltstone and mudstone. Where the Tangalooma Sandstone does not exist, the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures cannot be differentiated from the Upper Taroom Coal Measures. Laterally, the
unit is eroded and eventually cut out by the Springbok unconformity to the west, and thins by
depositional processes to the south.
In some areas of the Surat Basin, the Tangalooma Sandstone can be recognised separating the Lower
Juandah Coal Measures from the Upper Taroom Coal Measures. The top of the Tangalooma
Sandstone is gradational, but is marked by a general increase in finer sediments, especially mudstone.
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The thickest and most easily correlated sections of the Tangalooma Sandstone occur across the central
part of the Taroom Trough; however, the Tangalooma Sandstone is poorly developed as a sandstone
unit (Ryan et al. 2012). The unit is dominated by fine to medium-grained clayey sandstone, but includes
significant amounts of finer-grained sediments as well as thin coal seams. The coal seams do not persist
laterally for any great distance and the coal content of the interval is less than 5%. The Tangalooma
Sandstone shales out in the southern part of the Taroom Trough and towards the southeast of the Surat
CMA, and thins by erosion to the west.
The Condamine Sandstone is a thick, amalgamated, channel sandstone that occurs in the east between
Chinchilla and Tara. It is locally thick, but not laterally extensive. It thins by splitting and pinches out
against the underlying Lower Taroom Coal Measures.
The lowermost coal seam package, the Lower Taroom Coal Measures (or Condamine Coal Measures
as termed in the regional geological model), dominantly comprises thick coal seams and fine-grained
interburden comprising interbedded siltstone, mudstone and carbonaceous shale, although significant
fine to medium-grained lithic and feldspathic sandstones occur locally. The unit is laterally and vertically
heterogeneous (Scott et al. 2007). Individual coal seams in this interval are thicker than seams higher
up in the Walloon Coal Measures, and the interburdens are locally sandier than those of the Upper
Taroom and Lower Juandah coal measures. The Lower Taroom Coal Measures thins and pinches out
towards the south and west of the basin.
While Scott et al. (2004) separates the Durabilla Formation and the Eurombah Formation, others (Green
et al. 1997, Ryan et al. 2012) noted difficulty in distinguishing between the Eurombah Formation and
the basal sandstones of the conformably overlying Walloon Coal Measures, treating these as a single
unit within the Walloon Coal Measures. Within the regional geological model, the coal-free interval
between the top of the Hutton Sandstone and the first coal seam of the Walloon Coal Measures is
defined as a single unit and termed the Durabilla Formation. The top of the Durabilla Formation is
defined at the base of the first coal in the Lower Taroom Coal Measures and is distinguishable from the
underlying Hutton Sandstone by a higher gamma response and lower resistivity (Ryan et al. 2012).
The Durabilla Formation comprises dominantly interbedded sandstone, siltstone and mudstone and is
largely devoid of coal (Ryan et al. 2012). The sandstones are fine to medium-grained and poorly sorted
with little permeability. The unit marks a shift from high-energy fluvial to lower-energy meandering
channel and overbank deposition. The base is conformable and is indicated by sharp gamma-ray and
resistivity breaks. The top is taken at the base of the first prominent coal interval in the overlying Taroom
Coal Measures (Hamilton, Esterle & Sliwa 2014). The thickness of the Durabilla Formation ranges from
less than 10 m to over 130 m, averaging 45 m.
Coals in the Walloon Coal Measures are thin, discontinuous seams interbedded in generally lowpermeability sediments. While there are numerous coal seams—up to 45 individual coal seams can be
recognised in places—they comprise generally less than 10% of the total thickness of the Walloon Coal
Measures (Ryan et al. 2012, Scott et al. 2007). Individual coals plies (coal-dominated bands) are
typically less than 0.4 m thick, occasionally reaching up to 1 m thickness. Laterally, the coal plies extend
from 500 m to about 3,000 m (Ryan et al. 2012, Hamilton, Esterle & Sliwa 2014).
Figure 3-14 shows a visualisation of the complexity of the lithology of the Walloon Coal Measures and
was produced by modelling the lithofacies determined from interpretation of wireline logs. The extent
and thickness of the coal bearing section of the Walloon Coal Measures between the Springbok
Sandstone and the Durabilla Formation is shown on Figure A-13.The extent and thickness of the basal
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coal-free zone of section of the Walloon Coal Measures; the Durabilla Formation is shown on Figure
A-14.
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Figure 3-12 History of stratigraphic subdivision of the Walloon Coal Measures (adapted from
Ryan et al. 2012, Scott et al. 2004, Hamilton, Esterle & Sliwa 2014)
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Figure 3-14 Visualisation of the complex lithology of the Walloon Coal Measures

3.5.12

Hutton Sandstone

The Lower to Middle Jurassic Hutton Sandstone is the most extensive Jurassic aquifer within the GAB,
extending over 144,000 km2 beneath most of the southern area of the Surat CMA (Figure A-15). It
outcrops on the northern, eastern and southern margins of the Surat Basin. The formation continues
south of the Surat CMA in the Mimosa Syncline into the Coonamble Embayment in NSW, but thins to
the southwest where it onlaps basement. It is continuous in the northwest, over the Nebine Ridge into
the Eromanga Basin. The unit is also continuous to the east of the Kumbarilla Ridge, forming the upper
part of the Marburg Sub-group in the Clarence-Moreton Basin.
The Hutton Sandstone generally conformably overlies the Evergreen Formation and is conformably
overlain by the Durabilla or Eurombah formations (Cook & Draper 2013). The Evergreen Formation is,
however, absent in the southwest and the Hutton Sandstone lies on basement; similarly in the south in
Coonamble Embayment, it lies on the Triassic sediments of the Bowen Basin. Over the Nebine Ridge,
the Hutton Sandstone is overlain by the Birkhead Formation (Radke et al. 2012).
The Hutton Sandstone comprises mainly sublabile to quartzose sandstone interbedded with siltstone,
shale, minor mudstone and coal. The sandstone is white to light grey, fine to medium-grained, wellsorted, sublabile to quartzose with some pebble bands and shale and siltstone clasts in the lower part
(Green et al. 1997). In the outcrop areas, the sandstone is often partly silicified and ferruginised or with
kaolinite clay infilling pores (Kellett et al. 2003); in the subsurface, chlorite infilling is common (Exon
1976). The siltstone and mudstones are light to dark grey, micaceous and clay-rich, carbonaceous and
commonly interlaminated with very fine-grained sandstone (Green et al. 1997). The Hutton Sandstone
is highly heterogeneous and has significant lateral and vertical facies changes, especially towards the
eastern margin of the Surat CMA.
The lower part of the Hutton Sandstone is generally finer-grained, containing more mudstone and
siltstone than the upper part which is a more uniform quartzose sandstone and siltstone subunit (Green
et al. 1997) . Within the Surat CMA, the Hutton Sandstone has been divided into two subunits:
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An upper zone (the ‘upper Hutton Sandstone’) characterised by relatively thick, high-resistivity
quartz-dominated sandstones which comprise 60% of the unit. The remainder of the upper
zone comprises 20% clayey sandstone, 14% siltstone and about 6% mudstone.



A lower zone (the ‘lower Hutton Sandstone’) characterised by thinner, shalier sublabile
sandstone units and interbedded siltstones and mudstones with lower resulting resistivity
signatures, making up 70% of the unit. Cleaner and more quartzose sandstones comprise less
than 30% of this lower zone.

Deposition of the Hutton Sandstone was in meandering rivers on a broad floodplain with sediment
sourced from the northeast, southeast and southwest (Exon 1976). The formation is characterised by
sandstone channel deposits in fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and/or shale interburden of the
overbank deposits. While generally quartz-rich (averaging around 50%), the sediments vary greatly in
composition with considerable lithic fragments, feldspars and clays (in some cases up to 75% of the
unit). Sediment composition also indicates a change in provenance of the source sediments during the
deposition of the formation, transitioning from cratonic to volcanic-arc derived in later times (Exon 1976).
The Hutton Sandstone attains its maximum thickness, over 350 m, in the axis of the Mimosa Syncline;
however, thickness is generally between 150 and 200 m. The Upper Hutton Sandstone is generally
thicker than the Lower Hutton Sandstone, with thicknesses averaging 100 m and 80 m respectively.
The Hutton Sandstone tends to dip towards the axis of the Mimosa Syncline, dipping to the southwest
and west from its north eastern outcrop, with a more north westerly aspect from its southeastern
outcrop, and more southerly and southeasterly from its northern outcrop. The axis of the Mimosa
Syncline depocentre trends northwest compared with the more northerly trend for the older Surat units
(Ransley & Smerdon 2012). The dip of the unit is generally less than 1%, with the maximum dip of less
than 10% from the east over the edge of the underlying Bowen Basin into the Mimosa Syncline.
The base of the Hutton Sandstone west of the Kumbarilla Ridge is younger than in the ClarenceMoreton Basin. A break occurred between deposition of the Hutton Sandstone and the lower Jurassic
Precipice equivalents in the Surat Basin (O’Brien & Wells 1994) However, detailed examination of
stratigraphic and petroleum wells indicates that there is a lithostratigraphic correlation between the
Jurassic sequences in the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins. The upper Koukandowie Formation of
the Marburg Subgroup (formally called the Marburg Sandstone) is equivalent to the Hutton Sandstone
in the Surat Basin (Figure 3-8). In this area, the sediments were deposited in a braided stream
environment draining the Texas and Yarraman Blocks (O’Brien & Wells 1994, Exon 1976)
The extent and thickness of the Hutton Sandstone is shown in Figure A-15.

3.5.13

Evergreen Formation

The Lower Jurassic Evergreen Formation occurs in the northern and central Surat Basin. It is laterally
equivalent to, and continuous with, the lower Marburg Subgroup in the Clarence-Moreton Basin (Gray
1975). It also extends northwest over the Nebine Ridge into the Eromanga Basin (Cook & Draper 2013).
The Evergreen Formation conformably overlies the Precipice Sandstone, in part unconformably overlies
the Bowen Basin or pre-Permian basement, and is overlain by the Hutton Sandstone. The formation is
more widely distributed than the Precipice Sandstone, particularly in the south and southwest.
The Evergreen Formation is dominantly a confining bed, comprising siltstone, mudstone and
subordinate fine-grained labile sandstone deposited in fluviatile, lacustrine, deltaic and shallow marine
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environments (Senior, Mond & Harrison 1978). It contains sandy sediments at its base and the Boxvale
Sandstone Member in the upper part of the sequence.
The basal sediments of the Evergreen Formation comprise fluvial, mainly sublabile sandstones which
conformably overlie the Precipice Sandstone. The boundary between the Evergreen Formation and the
Precipice Sandstone is usually easily distinguished by the abrupt change in the resistivity log, where
porous and permeable sandstones of the Precipice Sandstone become sublabile to labile and have low
porosity and permeability. In some areas, however, these lower Evergreen sandstones have some
limited permeability and the resistivity change is more gradual. Where this occurs, the division between
the formations can still be determined from the much lower gamma log baseline in the Precipice
Sandstone.
The basal sandstones were followed by deposition of siltstones, carbonaceous mudstone and finegrained labile and sublabile sandstones with lesser carbonaceous siltstone, shale and coal in lacustrine
conditions or within meandering streams in marginal marine environments (Exon 1976, Cadman, Pain
& Vukovic 1998, Mollan 1972).
The Boxvale Sandstone Member was deposited in the Early Jurassic on top of the lower Evergreen
Formation and is dominated by quartzose sandstone and siltstone with very minor carbonaceous
siltstone, shale and coal interbeds. This member was considered to be restricted to the west of the axis
of the Mimosa Syncline (Exon 1976, Mollan 1972), but Green et al. (1997) identified the unit on both
sides of the Syncline in the subsurface. The Boxvale Sandstone Member is commonly absent in
peripheral areas of the deposition, suggesting a lacustral system which formed towards the centre of
the basin (Radke et al. 2012).
Above the Boxvale Sandstone Member, the upper Evergreen Formation comprises dominantly dark
grey to black mudstone, interbedded with siltstone and shale and fine-grained labile sandstone. The
lower part of the upper Evergreen Formation includes the Westgrove Ironstone Member comprising
interbedded mudstone, chamositic pelletal or oolitic mudstone, and minor sandstone (Cook & Draper
2013). The upper part of the Evergreen Formation is thick and extensive and provides a seal for
conventional hydrocarbons in the underlying Early Jurassic Boxvale, basal Evergreen and Precipice
sandstones (Bradshaw et al. 2009).
The Evergreen Formation is nearly 400 m thick within its main depocentres in the Mimosa Syncline and
the Cecil Plains depression. The formation averages 125 m in thickness and generally thickens
eastwards from the Surat to the Clarence-Moreton basins where the equivalent basal formations of the
Marburg Subgroup, the Ma Ma Creek Member of the Koukandowie Formation and the Gatton
Sandstone reach thicknesses of over 1,000 m (O’Brien & Wells 1994)The formation thins markedly to
the north and gradually to the south and west due to onlap on basement. Southward into New South
Wales, the Precipice-Evergreen sequence is difficult to subdivide because of the interdigitating shaly
and sandy facies and the general lack of the braided sand facies of the Precipice Sandstone; here, the
sequence is defined as the Evergreen Formation.
The Boxvale Sandstone, where present, occurs as a central, or sometimes upper, member of the
Evergreen Formation (Radke et al. 2012) and varies in thickness up to nearly 60 m, but averages
around 15 m.
The extent and thickness of the Evergreen Formation is shown in Figure A-16.
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Precipice Sandstone

The Lower Jurassic Precipice Sandstone represents the start of the first major sedimentary cycle in the
Surat Basin (Radke et al. 2012). It forms the basal Jurassic aquifer in the Surat Basin and transitions
into the Ripley Road Sandstone (the upper part of the previously named Helidon Sandstone) in the
Clarence-Moreton Basin. It extends into Eromanga Basin in outcrop in the northwest but is absent over
most of the Nebine Ridge in the subsurface. The outcrop of the Precipice Sandstone defines the
northern extent of the Surat Basin (Habermehl 1980, Cox & Barron 1998), but it has little extent south
of the Queensland border into New South Wales (Figure A-17). The Precipice Sandstone lies
unconformably on the Bowen Basin sediments and pre-Jurassic basement and is conformably overlain
by the Evergreen Formation.
Exon (1976) subdivided the Precipice Sandstone into a lower coarser subunit and an upper finer
subunit; however, the lower subunit is now regarded as the formation and the upper unit is placed in
the Evergreen Formation (Green et al. 1997). The top of the Precipice Sandstone is taken where
uppermost massive porous quartzose sandstone underlies the less-porous sublabile sandstones and
mudstones of the Evergreen Formation (Green et al. 1997).
The Precipice Sandstone was deposited in a braided stream environment with the main sediment
transport direction from west to east (Cook & Draper 2013). The unit comprises white, medium to very
coarse-grained, in part pebbly, porous, quartzose sandstone with a white clay matrix (Green et al.
1997). The clean quartzose sandstone comprises over 80% of the unit.
The thickness and distribution of the Precipice Sandstone is determined by the relief of the underlying
unconformity surface (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). The Precipice Sandstone is up to 110 m thick in
the northeast and northwest in the outcrop areas, as well as the main depocentres in the Mimosa
Syncline and the Cecil Plains Sub-basin (Figure A-17). It is less than 40 m thick over the Roma Shelf
and pinches out against the Undulla Nose in the east, the St. George/Bollon Slope in the southwest,
the Texas Block in the southeast.
In the Clarence-Moreton Basin, to the east of the Helidon Ridge, deposition started in the Triassic and
the Precipice Sandstone equivalent—the Ripley Road Sandstone—is underlain by the Aberdare
Conglomerate and the Raceview Formation. These three formations comprise the previously named
Helidon Sandstone and this is where the greatest thickness is observed (Figure A-17). While the
Helidon Ridge is a subtle structure, there is a regional change in dip in all the formations as they drape
over the ridge, which is likely to form a groundwater divide in the Precipice Sandstone (Ransley &
Smerdon 2012).
The Precipice Sandstone thins and the base of the unit gets younger to the west, such that the Precipice
Sandstone is not present in some areas and the Evergreen Formation sits unconformably on Bowen
Basin strata or pre-Permian basement (Cook & Draper 2013).
The Precipice Sandstone is the major commercial conventional petroleum reservoir in the Surat Basin.
It is the source of oil production at Moonie and gas at Bony Creek and Grafton Range fields. The traps
are primarily structural. The mudstones at the bottom and top of the Evergreen Formation form major
regional seals to the Precipice Sandstone (Randall 2013).
The extent and thickness of the Precipice Sandstone is shown in Figure A-17.
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Moolayember Formation

The Middle to Upper Triassic Moolayember Formation is the youngest formation in the Bowen Basin,
comprising interbedded olive and greenish mudstone, lithic to sublabile, medium to coarse-grained
sandstone, grey to black carbonaceous shale, siltstone, mudstone and conglomerate. The Snake Creek
Mudstone Member, consisting of mudstone with lesser siltstone and sandstone at the base of the
formation, was deposited in a widespread lake (Green et al. 1997). The upper part of the formation was
deposited mainly on an alluvial plain with alluvial fans on the eastern margin (Draper 2013). The
formation conformably overlies the Clematis Group in the north and the Showgrounds Sandstone in the
south (Radke et al. 2000).
The thickness of the Moolayember Formation varies from 200 m on the Springsure Shelf to nearly 1,500
m in the centre of the Taroom Trough (Radke et al. 2000); however, the formation was completely
eroded from some basement highs at the end of the Triassic (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998).
Following deposition of the Moolayember Formation, sedimentation in the Bowen Basin ceased and
was followed by a period of widespread erosion prior to deposition of the Surat Basin sediments
(Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998).
The extent and thickness of the Moolayember Formation is shown in Figure A-18.

3.5.16

Clematis Group

The Lower to Middle Triassic Clematis Group comprises medium to coarse-grained quartzose to
sublabile, micaceous sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and granule to pebble conglomerate deposited
by braided and meandering streams within the Denison Trough in the Bowen Basin (Exon 1976).
The Clematis Group consists of the Glenidal Formation and the Expedition Sandstone. The Glenidal
Formation comprises sublabile sandstone, mudstone and siltstone deposited in a meandering fluvial
system. The formation was deposited conformably on the Rewan Group in the Denison Trough, though
deposition may be unconformable on the eastern flank of the Comet Platform (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic
1998). The Expedition Sandstone comprises quartzose to sublabile sandstone, conglomerate and
siltstone deposited over Glenidal Formation in a braided fluvial system (Jensen 1975).
The thickness of this Clematis Group generally varies from 20 to 300 m, though thickens to 2,000 m in
the axis of the trough (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). The formation crops out on the northern margin
of the Bowen Basin in the Mimosa Syncline (Radke et al. 2000).
The Showgrounds Sandstone is equivalent to the upper Clematis Group sandstone or Expedition
Sandstone deposited in the Roma Shelf area. It comprises white, coarse-grained, quartzose sandstone
deposited unconformably on the Rewan Group and basement rocks on the Roma Shelf (Cadman, Pain
& Vukovic 1998).
Although the sandstones are widespread and appear to blanket the underlying Rewan Group, they
have been eroded from basement highs at the end of the Triassic. The Showgrounds Sandstone lies
close to the base of the Precipice unconformity, and locally is in direct contact with the Lower Precipice
Sandstone within the Trelinga structure where the Moolayember Formation is absent (Patchett 2006).
The extent and thickness of the Clematis Group is shown in Figure A-19.

3.5.17

Rewan Group

The Lower Triassic Rewan Group consists of interbedded green to reddish-brown mudstone, siltstones,
lithic and pebbly sandstones with minor amounts of conglomerate at the base. The sediments were
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deposited in a meandering fluvial system and unconformably overlie the Bandanna Formation. The
base of the Rewan Group forms the boundary between the Permian and Triassic periods.
The Rewan Group comprises the Arcadia Formation and the underlying Sagittarius Sandstone. The
Arcadia Formation comprises red-brown mudstone and silty mudstone interbedded with green siltstone
and fine to medium-grained sandstone. The Sagittarius Sandstone comprises fine to medium-grained
feldspathic and lithic sandstone interbedded with green to brown mudstone and siltstone. Conglomerate
is present on the eastern basin margin (Draper 2013).
The maximum thickness of the formation intersected in the Bowen Basin is approximately 1,400 m
(DME QLD. 1997), but it is noted as being over 3,500 m thick (Radke et al. 2000) in the Taroom Trough.
In some areas, particularly over the Roma Shelf, the Rewan has been eroded and is not present
(Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). The Rewan Group is the equivalent of the Rewan Formation in the
Galilee Basin.
The extent and thickness of the Rewan Group is shown in Figure A-20.

3.5.18

Bandanna Formation

The Bowen Basin contains at least four major economically viable coal-bearing horizons that are
targeted for CSG. The uppermost of these horizons in the study area is the Upper Permian Bandanna
Formation and the equivalent Rangal and Baralaba coal measures. In the northern and central parts of
the Bowen Basin, the coal measures were deposited over a longer period in the late Permian; the
Moranbah Coal Measures and the German Creek Coal Measures exist in these areas.
Due to uplift and erosion, the Bandanna Formation is isolated in the Denison Trough and Roma Shelf
in the southern Bowen Basin from its equivalent, the Rangal Coal Measures in the north on the Comet
Platform (Figure 3-15). The Bandanna Formation is isolated from the Baralaba Coal Measures in the
east of the Mimosa Syncline by significant thrust faulting (Patchett 2006) (Figure 3-16).
The Bandanna Formation rests conformably on the underlying Black Alley Shale in the Denison Trough.
The Rewan Group usually conformably overlies the formation; however, in the western part of the
Bowen Basin where it underlies the Surat Basin, the Rewan Group has been eroded in part and the
Bandanna Formation coal seams are in direct contact with the Precipice Sandstone in a limited area
(Figure 3-17).
The Bandanna Formation comprises interbedded, brown to black, carbonaceous mudstones, coal,
siltstone and minor clayey sandstone deposited in fluvio-deltaic environments. The thickness of the
Bandanna Formation is variable between 70 m and 250 m, averaging approximately 130 m.
Up to six individual coal seams can be identified; however, the coal seams split and coalesce, do not
show persistence and cannot be correlated over any distance. The individual coal seams are often thin,
averaging less than 2 m, and total coal thickness is generally less than 10 m.
The extent and thickness of the Bandanna Formation is shown in Figure A-21.
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Figure 3-15 Separation between the Bandanna and Rangal Coal Measures – Northern CMA
(after QWC 2012a)

Figure 3-16 Separation between the Bandanna and Baralaba Coal Measures - Eastern CMA
(after QWC 2012a)
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Figure 3-17 Precipice Sandstone and Bowen Basin coal measure contact zone
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Cattle Creek Formation and Older Permian Units

The depositional history of the Bowen Basin is complex and individual formations are not always
laterally extensive across the basin. The Combarngo Volcanics is the oldest formation in the Taroom
Trough area of the Bowen Basin. The age of these rocks is uncertain (Draper 2013). Over the Roma
Shelf, the oldest formation is the Camboon Volcanics; within the Denison Trough, the oldest formation
is the Reids Dome Beds (Draper 2013). The Reids Dome Beds are younger than the Combarngo
Volcanics and potentially overlie them on the eastern edge of the Denison Trough.
The Cattle Creek Formation is generally conformable with the underlying Reids Dome beds over most
of the Denison Trough. In the south, however, a well-defined unconformity is developed and the Cattle
Creek Formation in part lies on basement (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). The Cattle Creek Formation
comprises dominantly dark grey mudstone with interbeds of quartzose sandstone, calcareous siltstone,
silty limestone and coal. The formation was deposited in a marine shelf and delta environment due to
a marine transgression into the Denison Trough area of the Bowen Basin in the Lower Permian
(Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998); (Draper 2013). The coal is a target for CSG exploration. The Cattle
Creek Formation attains its maximum thickness, greater than 400 m, along the axis of the Denison
Trough. Figure A-22 shows the extent and thickness of the Cattle Creek Formation.
Within the Denison Trough, the Cattle Creek Formation is overlain gradationally by the Aldebaran
Sandstone. The lower Aldebaran Sandstone comprises dominantly fluvial and deltaic sandstone and is
separated from the upper Aldebaran Sandstone by a regional unconformity (Draper 2013). This
unconformity marks the onset of the foreland basin phase of the Bowen Basin; however, the time
interval represented by the unconformity differs across the basin (Draper 2013).
Throughout most of the Denison Trough, deltaic sediments overlie the unconformity, but these grade
eastward into dominantly fine-grained marginal marine and marine sediments (Geoscience Australia
2015, Draper & Boreham 2006).

3.5.20

Basement

Basement in the Surat CMA is formed by Lower Permian or older igneous, metamorphic or metasedimentary rocks underlying the Bowen Basin or directly under the Surat Basin sediments where no
Bowen Basin sediments exist.
Basement under the Bowen Basin in the Surat CMA comprises primarily the Timbury Hills Formation
and Roma Granites (Murray 1994). The Devonian Timbury Hills Formation dominates and consists of
quartzose sandstone and mudstone deposited in a deep-marine environment which has undergone
regional, mostly low-grade, metamorphism (Fergusson 2013). The Timbury Hills formation is intruded
by the Roma Granites which comprises mainly muscovite-biotite granite with lesser muscovite granite
of latest Devonian to earliest Carboniferous age (Fergusson 2013). The late Carboniferous to earliest
Permian Combarngo Volcanics are considered economic basement, though they are actually the basal
unit of Bowen Basin in the Taroom Trough. The Combarngo Volcanics dominantly comprise basalt,
andesite and rhyolitic tuffs with lesser associated fluvial to lacustrine sedimentary rocks.
In the west, metasedimentary rocks of the Nebine Ridge form basement. These rocks range from
phyllite to garnet schist (Fergusson 2013).
In the east, under the Surat Basin, the Devonian to Carboniferous metasediments of the Yarraman
Subprovince are the dominant basement rocks in the north and the variably deformed marine sediments
and volcanics of the Texas Subprovince dominate in the south. The Texas Beds is the most extensive
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unit in the Texas Subprovince and has been metamorphosed by the granitoids in the Stanthorpe area
(Donchak 2013a).
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4 Geological model development
This chapter provides details on the approach and outcomes from the preparation of the OGIA regional
geological model. This includes details on the primary data interpretation and analysis which has formed
the basis for the extent and thickness of the geological units.

4.1

Overview

As part of the reconceptualisation and redevelopment of the regional groundwater flow model for the
Surat CMA, a new regional geological model was constructed. The extent of the regional geological
model is shown in Figure 4-1. The geological model includes all the geological sequences from
basement underlying the Bowen and Surat basins to the surface Cenozoic sediments, alluvium and
basaltic cover.
The geological model is a digital 3D spatial representation of the rocks and sediments in the subsurface;
it provides the framework for construction of the groundwater flow model (Figure 4-1). The geological
model defines the extent and thickness of the geological units, both aquifers and aquitards, which can
be assigned hydraulic properties in the groundwater flow model. The model was constructed in Petrel
(version 2013.2), a geological modelling package produced by Schlumberger.
The original 2012 geological model was based dominantly on secondary data available at that time,
with only minor primary data interpretation. These data were obtained from multiple sources and the
interpretation had been undertaken over a long period of time by many individual and entities, using
multiple and often outdated stratigraphic schemas. The 2012 geological model represented only the
main stratigraphic units within Bowen and Surat basins; in particular, it had a simplified representation
of the overlying surficial sediments. The original geological model did not explicitly contain geological
structures such as faults.
Significant improvements have been incorporated in the new geological model:


New Data – Since the beginning of 2012, nearly 4,500 new wells have been drilled. This model
contains much new geological data.



Primary Data Interpretation – This model relies principally on the primary lithostratigraphic
interpretation of geophysical logging of wells and bores, with less emphasis placed on
stratigraphic interpretations and modelling by multiple parties.



Consistency of Interpretation – This model is based on a systematic compilation, review and
interpretation of geophysical wireline logs. Lithostratigraphic packages were correlated from
consistent and recognisable wireline log characteristics.



Lithostratigraphic or formation subdivisions – This model contains more lithostratigraphic
subdivisions including a consistent subdivision of the Springbok Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone
and Walloon Coal Measures.



Representation of the surficial sediments – This model contains improved representation of
the contacts of the Condamine Alluvium and Main Range Volcanics with the Surat Basin
sediments. These contacts were defined from primary interpretation of many thousands of
water bore lithological descriptions.



Inclusion of Faulting – This model includes the major faults in the Bowen and Surat basins.
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Figure 4-1 Regional geological model domain and available data
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Condamine Alluvium

Within the model area, the Cenozoic sediments of the Condamine Alluvium compose the most
important surficial geological formation. The Condamine Alluvium comprises alluvial and sheetwash
(fan) sediments of the Condamine River, deposited into valleys eroded into the Main Range Volcanics
and the formations of the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins (KCB. 2010).
A geological model of the Condamine Alluvium was developed by Klohn Crippen Berger (KCB) for
OGIA (KCB. 2014). The Condamine geological model was constructed from lithological descriptions
from thousands of water bores. The interpretation() focused on the broad stratigraphic units of the
alluvium and extended to the first contact of the underlying Surat Basin sediments. The units modelled
were:


Sheetwash – A thick wedge of generally fine-grained or clayey fan deposits, thickest on the
eastern edge of the Condamine Alluvium and thinning to the west. These sediments overlie the
more varied floodplain alluvium.



Alluvium – Alluvial floodplain sediments extending the full width of the alluvial footprint,
comprising predominantly fine to coarse-grained gravels and channels sands interbedded with
clays.



Transition zone – The contact zone between the Condamine Alluvium and the underlying Surat
Basin sediments. This unit comprises a combination of basal alluvial clays of the Condamine
Alluvium and the weathered upper part of the Surat Basin sediments.



4.2.1

Upper contact of Surat units.

Input data

The primary data sources for the construction of the Condamine geological model were drillers’ logs or
lithological descriptions from over 3,500 water bores in the DNRM Groundwater Database (GWDB).
The detailed lithological descriptions were simplified so that each record was reduced to the primary
lithology of that record, i.e. ‘sand’, ‘gravel’, ‘clay’, ‘silt’, ‘basalt’, ‘coal’. This process included general
filtering to, where possible, reduce terms such as ‘clayey sand’ being mistakenly classified as ‘clay’.

4.2.2

Layer development

The simplified lithological descriptions were imported into Rockware V15 © and processed to define
lithologies corresponding to granular material (sand and gravel), fine material (silt and clay), basalt and
Surat Basin sediments.
A series of cross-sections were then developed and these were manually interpreted to define the
boundaries of the stratigraphic units. Rockware was then used to create surfaces from these
interpretations representing the tops of Surat Basin sediments, the transition zone, and the granular
Condamine Alluvium. These steps were repeated a number of times to improve the model in areas of
high bore density and/or poor log quality.
A final model was produced including a number of control points within the central part of the model, to
shape the system geometry in areas of data scarcity, and around the perimeter of the model to
represent the limit of the Condamine Alluvium. Modelled surfaces were smoothed slightly to better
represent the expected smoothly varying nature of stratigraphic units.
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Final model surfaces

The base of the transition zone or Surat contact from the Condamine geological model was used directly
as an erosional surface in the regional geological model. The extent and thickness of the Condamine
Alluvium is shown in Figure A-2.

4.3

Main Range Volcanics

The Main Range Volcanics unconformably overlies the Surat Basin sediments and basement rocks
(Exon 1976, Huxley 1982)(Exon 1976). Most has been extensively eroded, and covered in part with
alluvium, including the Condamine Alluvium (Exon 1976). The average thickness of the basalt is
approximately 70 m; however, many drill holes have extended beyond 150 m depth into basalt without
reaching underlying formation.
The base of the Main Range Volcanics was determined from interpretation of drillers’ logs from
thousands of water bores. These data were used to create an erosional base of the Main Range
Volcanics in the regional geological model.

4.3.1

Input data

The primary data sources for the construction of the base of the Main Range Volcanics were drillers’
logs or lithological descriptions from over 4,800 water bores in the GWDB (Figure 4-1).

4.3.2

Layer development

The logs were manually reviewed to determine the presence and depth of the basalt. Markers were
developed from these logs which identified:


Base of Main Range Volcanics – Where wells fully penetrated through the basalt into the Surat
sediments (665 bores).



Absence of Main Range Volcanics – Where wells penetrated the Surat Basin units at surface.
The interpretation did not differentiate Surat Basin units (129 bores).



Base of bores – Where bores did not fully penetrate the basalt (3,447) bores.



Outside of the model stratigraphy – Where sediments other than those within the regional model
stratigraphy were encountered at surface, e.g. Texas Beds or other basement rocks (17 bores).



No Data – Where wells did not have any relevant lithological or stratigraphic logs (586 bores).

Although the majority of the bores do not fully penetrate the basalts, they were valuable in defining the
minimum basalt thickness at those locations

4.3.3

Final model surfaces

These bore markers were used to create a revised erosional base of the Main Range Volcanics for
inclusion in the regional geological model. The extent and thickness of the Main Range Volcanics is
shown in Figure A-3.

4.4

Surat and Bowen basin units

A ‘lithostratigraphic’ approach was adopted for modelling the consolidated Surat and Bowen basin units.
This approach involves defining the boundaries between geological units or formations based on their
lithological properties and stratigraphic relationships; it effectively results in the strata being divided
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based on major changes in the method or environment of deposition. For example, lithostratigraphic
sub-divisions would be expected:


at a change from predominantly sandy river deposited sediments to fine-grained swamp or
marine sediments; and/or



when periods of uplift and erosion cause a hiatus in deposition, such as at the contact between
the Walloon Coal Measures and the Springbok Sandstone.

The lithostratigraphic divisions of the Bowen and Surat basins are well-defined in the literature. The
most comprehensive summary is by (Green et al. 1997), who reviewed the definition of stratigraphic
units in the Surat and Bowen basin and characterised their wireline log signatures. While there is current
debate between companies and researchers about the exact location and extent of various units, the
interpretation for the regional geological model focused on providing consistent lithostratigraphic
packages for modelling, and used (Green et al. 1997) as its main guide.
The Surat Basin portion of the geological model contains twelve stratigraphic layers from the basal
Precipice Sandstone through to the undifferentiated Cretaceous formations above the Wallumbilla
Formation. The Bowen Basin portion of the model contains five stratigraphic layers including, in
ascending stratigraphic order: undifferentiated lower Bowen Basin sediments, the Cattle Creek,
Bandanna, the Rewan and the Moolayember formations. The geological model was constructed in
Petrel (version 2013.2), a geological modelling package developed by Schlumberger
Incorporated and activated in the regional geological model were 17 faults (Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1).
The faults included in the geological and groundwater flow models were those where sufficient data
were available on the extent and displacement of the stratigraphic units affected; however,
displacement on these faults in the geological model was not forced. Displacements on each geological
unit were calculated internally within Petrel, based on the available well markers on both sides of the
faults. All of the faults in the geological model were defined as vertical. While only the major faults were
explicitly include in the geological model, in order to account for the large variation of potential influence
of faulting on groundwater flow, OGIA will include more faulting within the groundwater flow model
predictive uncertainty analysis to be completed in 2016-2017.
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Table 4-1 Faults and active units
Fault name

No. of
faults

Basin

Units activated for faulting

Wallumbilla / Kia Ora

2

Bowen & Surat

Lower Bowen-Durabilla Fm

Unnamed fault 10

1

Bowen & Surat

Lower Bowen-Evergreen Fm

Bullaroo

1

Bowen & Surat

Lower Bowen-WCM

Horrane

1

Bowen & Surat

Lower Bowen-Westbourne Fm

Wambo

1

Bowen only

Lower Bowen

Injune

1

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Clematis Gp

Arbroath

2

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Clematis Gp

Consuelo (North
Bowen)

1

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Clematis Gp

Miles

1

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Clematis Gp

Leichardt

3

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Clematis Gp

Cockatoo

2

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Clematis Gp

Merivale

1

Bowen only

Lower Bowen-Moolayember Fm

4.4.1

Input data

The primary data source was the interpretation of geophysical wireline logs from 4,857 petroleum and
gas wells and water bores (Figure 4-1). Different lithology and mineral composition within the geological
units present as different characteristics in the wireline log data. Lithostratigraphic units were correlated
from consistent and recognisable wireline log characteristics, creating 38,695 formation tops or well
markers used in the construction of the regional geological model.
In addition to the well markers derived from wireline log correlation, 10,057 control markers were used
in the geological model to provide stratigraphic control in areas of the model with limited well
stratigraphic data, to replace missing picks on model layers and at outcrop boundaries (Figure 4-3).
Surfaces from existing geological models produced by GSQ (Dixon, McKillop & Hodgkinson 2011),
Geoscience Australia (Nelson et al. 2012) and the previous Surat CMA geological model (GHD 2012)
were used as trend surfaces to help guide the shape of surfaces produced in Petrel.

4.4.2

Layer development

The geophysical wireline log data files (LAS files) went through a quality control and standardisation
process and clean representative logs were used for lithostratigraphic correlation. Gamma, resistivity
and density were the most abundant logs available for interpretation. The wireline log features used in
picking formation tops were generally based on those given in (Green et al. 1997) with some deviation
to ensure regional consistency in the lithostratigraphic units.
Well data was correlated for 25 Surat Basin surfaces and six Bowen Basin surfaces listed in Figure 4-3.
In addition to the published stratigraphic units, some units such as the Springbok Sandstone, Hutton
Sandstone and the Walloon Coal Measures were further subdivided into informal lithostratigraphic
packages. Not all of the units correlated from the wireline data were used to create surfaces in the
geological model within Petrel, though some of these subdivisions were included later in the
groundwater model. In Figure 4-3, those lithostratigraphic surfaces in bold are those that were included
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in the Petrel geological model. Table 4-2 displays the wireline characteristics used in correlating the
Petrel model surfaces.
The initial part of the model build was to create a series of stratigraphic depth surfaces using the well
data. These surfaces were generated using Petrel’s Make/Edit Surface process which creates each
surface independently. Trend surfaces were used to provide surface morphology in areas where well
data was lacking.
The stratigraphic surfaces created in the Make/Edit Surface process were divided into Category 1 and
Category 2 surfaces as follows:


Category 1 – Input represents the main stratigraphic intervals (e.g. unconformities, erosional
surfaces etc.) or surfaces that can be built with a satisfactory level of confidence using available
data.



Category 2 – Input represents the formation or member subdivision with less regional
information that may be built with a medium level of confidence and that may require a Category
1 surface to be used as guide or trend.

Petrel’s Corner Point Gridding workflow was used to generate the geological model. This consisted of
the Pillar Gridding process (defining grid size, incorporating faults and structure), the Make Horizons
process (utilising initial stratigraphic surfaces created with Make/Edit Surface process) and the Make
Zones process (creating sub-zones based on thickness information).
A visualisation of the final geological model is shown in Figure 4-2 below.

Figure 4-2 3D representation of the geological model
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Basin Stratigraphic Surfaces
Layer 1- Base of
Condamine

Quaternary
Tertiary

Lithostratigraphic Units
Sheetwash Zone
Condamine Alluvium Zone
Basal Transition Zone

Condamine Alluvium

Main Range Volcanics

Layer 2 - Base of Basalts

Upper Cretaceous Formations - Surat Siltstone, Griman Creek
Formation
W130_COREENA
W140_DONCASTER

Coreena Member
Wallumbilla Formation
Doncaster Member

W210_BUNGIL
Bungil Formation

Cretaceous

Mooga Sandstone
W230_ORALLO
Orallo Formation
W240_GUBBERA

Gubberamunda Sandstone

W310_WESTBOURNE

Westbourne Formation

W420_JUANLOW
W440_TANGA
W450_TAROOM
W460_CONDASST
W470_CONDAMINE
W480_DURABILLA
W510_HUTUP

Jurassic

W520_HUTLOW

Injune Creek Group

Surat W330_SPRINGBOK
Basin
W340_SPBOKBAS
W410_SPUNCON

Springbok
Sandstone

W630_SNAKE
W650_CLEM
W710_REWAN

Triassic

Upper Springbok Sandstone
Springbok Basal Sandstone

new informal unit

Upper Juandah Coal Measures
Walloon Coal
Measures

Lower Juandah Coal Measures
Tangalooma Sandstone
Upper Taroom Coal Measures
Condamine Sandstone
Condamine (Lower Taroom) Coal Measures

new informal unit
new informal unit

Durabilla Formation/Eurombah Formation
Hutton Sandstone (Upper Unit)
Hutton Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone (Lower Unit)

new informal unit

Evergreen Formation (Upper Unit)

W540_EVERUP
W550_BOXVALE
W555_EVERLOW
W570_PRECUP
W575_PRECMID
W580_PRECLOW
W610_BUNCON

Kumbarilla Beds

W220_MOOGA

Evergreen Formation

Westgrove Ironstone Member
Boxvale Sandstone Member

Evergreen Formation (Lower Unit)
Precipice Sandstone(Upper Unit)
Precipice Sandstone (Middle shale Unit)

new informal unit

Precipice Sandstone
Moolayember
Formation

Moolayember Formation

Snake Creek Mudstone Member
Clematis Sandstone/ Showgrounds Sandstone

Bowen
Basin

Rewan Group

W810_RANGAL
Permian

Bandana Formation, Rangal-Baralaba Coal Measures
W820_RANGALBOT
W910_BASEMENT

Basement

Undivided lower Bowen Basin
Metamorphic/igneous/old basement rocks

Figure 4-3 Lithostratigraphic units of the Surat and Bowen basins and modelled surfaces
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Table 4-2 Model surfaces and wireline characteristics
Surface

Surface pick / wireline log characteristics

Layer 1 Base of Condamine

NA – determined from water bore logs

Layer 2 Base of Basalts

NA – determined from water bore logs

W130_COREENA
Top of Wallumbilla
Formation

The top of this interval is picked where there is a decrease in
resistivity and an increase in gamma-ray log values.

W210_BUNGIL
Top of Bungil Formation

The top of this interval is picked at the top of the last sandstone
below the finer-grained Doncaster Member of the Wallumbilla
Formation. A moderate resistivity peak occurs below the almost
featureless resistivity log of the Doncaster. The combined gamma
and resistivity signature of the Bungil Formation is very
characteristic.

W220_MOOGA
Top of Mooga Formation

The top of this interval is picked where the resistivity response
reduces. It also includes several thin but widely distributed upward
coarsening gamma motifs.

W230_ORALLO
Top of Orallo Formation

The top of this interval is generally picked where the resistivity log
response increases.

W240_GUBBERA
Top of Gubberamunda
Sandstone

The top of this interval is picked at the base of a low-resistivity
siltstone at the base of the Orallo Formation.

W310_WESTBOURNE
Top of Westbourne
Formation
W330_SPRINGBOK
Top of Springbok
Sandstone

The top of this interval is picked at the flat base of the low-gamma
log of the sandstones in the Gubberamunda.
N.B. The subdivision of the Springbok Sandstone and Westbourne
Formation in this study causes the Westbourne to be a mudstone
and siltstone-dominated unit with little sand, and no coal, which is all
within the Springbok Sandstone.
The top of this interval is picked where the gamma log baseline
increases upwards into the fine-grained Westbourne Formation.

W410_SPUNCON
Top of Walloon Coal
Measures (unconformity at
base of Springbok)

The top of this interval is picked at the top of the uppermost coal or
thick mudstone/siltstone interval below the low-gamma sandstones
of the Springbok Sandstone. Where the basal sandstone in the
Springbok is thin or absent, the higher-resistivity log response
Springbok is used to define the top.

W480_DURABILLA
Top of Durabilla Formation

The top of this interval is picked at the base of the lowest coal in the
lower Taroom Coal Measures of the Walloon Coal Measures.

W510_HUTUP
Top of Hutton Sandstone

The top of this interval is picked at the abrupt increase in the gamma
log values and either a gradational or abrupt decrease in resistivity
log values.

W540_EVERUP
Top of Evergreen Formation

The top of this interval is picked by an upwards decrease in gamma
log responses and an increase in resistivity values.

W580_PRECLOW
Top of Precipice Sandstone

The top of this interval is picked at the abrupt change in the
resistivity log where lower sandstones in the Evergreen Formation
are sublabile to labile and have very poor porosity and permeability.
Where the basal sandstones in the Evergreen Formation have some
limited permeability, the increase in the gamma log baseline is used.
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Surface

Surface pick / wireline log characteristics

W610_BUNCON
Top of Moolayember
Formation (unconformity at
base Surat)

The top of this interval picked by a marked change upwards to lower
gamma-ray log responses in the quartzose Precipice Sandstone
and increase in resistivity log values and generally more constant
sonic velocities. Where the Precipice Sandstone is absent, the top
of this unit can be difficult to pick.

W650_CLEM
Top of Clematis Group

The top of this interval is picked where there is a marked increase in
the gamma-ray log response, a decrease in the resistivity log
response and a decrease in sonic log velocities where the
sandstones give way to the dark mudstones at the base of the
Moolayember Formation.

W710_REWAN
Top of Rewan Group

The top of this interval is picked at the base of the first low-gamma
sandstone of the overlying Clematis Group.

W810_RANGAL
Top of Bandanna Formation

The top of this interval is picked at the top of the uppermost coal
seam.

W820_RANGALBOT
Base of Bandanna
Formation

The top of this interval is picked at the base of the lowermost
occurrence of coal in the Rangal and Baralaba Coal Measures.

W910_BASEMENT
Base of geological model

Early Permian or older igneous, metamorphic or meta-sedimentary
rocks are picked from low-gamma or high-resistivity log responses
or from mud logs.

4.4.3

Revision and quality assurance

Visual checks of the model accuracy were carried out for each stage in the development of the
geological model. This was mostly done through visual reference to geological cross-sections and
isochore maps to check for irregularities in surfaces and unit thicknesses. The process of running the
CMA model, exporting surfaces and isochore maps, peer reviewing of exported maps and feedback for
corrections to be made in the Petrel version of the model continued until a satisfactory version of the
CMA model was completed.
In addition to creating the lithological surfaces, substantial effort was made in the modelling process to
ensure the following key geological features and relationships were respected and represented:


the Surat and Bowen basin units outcrop along the northern and eastern margins of the basins



the main regional faults and their effects on the Surat and Bowen units



the subcrop of the Surat Basin units under Condamine Alluvium and Tertiary Basalts



the unconformity at the base of Springbok Sandstone



onlap of the Surat Basin units against basal Jurassic unconformity along the western margins
of the model



subcrop of the Bowen Basin units against the basal Jurassic unconformity and



contact between the Bandanna Formation and Precipice Sandstone near the HuttonWallumbilla Fault.
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Final model surfaces

Final surfaces were exported from the geological model as gridded datasets for input into the
groundwater flow model. Mapping of the extent and thickness of each of the geological model layers is
provided in Appendix A.

4.5

Subdivision within the Hutton and Springbok sandstones

Both the Hutton and Springbok sandstones are divided into two separate subunits based on differing
lithological and depositional characteristics. The boundaries of these subunits were identified during
wireline data correlation; however, surfaces were not included in the Petrel geological model. As these
subunits are likely to have very different hydraulic properties, these subdivisions were subsequently
included in the layering of the groundwater flow model.

4.5.1

Input data

The wireline log correlations for the geological model divided the Springbok-Westbourne package into
three consistent units: an upper siltstone/mudstone-dominated Westbourne Formation, a middle
interbedded sandstone/siltstone/coal-dominated Upper Springbok; and sandstone-dominated Lower
Springbok.
The Lower Springbok Sandstone has a higher resistivity log response than sandstones in the Walloon
Coal Measures below; this was used to define the boundary. The top of the unit was picked at the top
of the first significant sandstone, purely on lithological grounds, as this unit includes stacked
amalgamated channel sandstones only.
The Upper Springbok Sandstone includes fine to coarse-grained, feldspathic to lithic sandstone
interbedded with siltstone, mudstone—which is carbonaceous in places—and thin coal seams. The
resistivity log signature is dominated by high-resistivity sandstone and coal seam spikes, producing
rough or uneven logs. The gamma log highlights the variable lithic to quartzose composition of the
sandstones. The Upper Springbok Sandstone is defined to include all coal seams in the SpringbokWestbourne interval, so that density logs are very useful for the definition of the top of the Springbok
Sandstone. The subdivision of the Springbok Sandstone and Westbourne Formation causes the
Westbourne to be a mudstone and siltstone-dominated unit with little sand. Change in the gamma-ray
log baseline upwards, from low in the Springbok to higher values, therefore generally denotes the top
of the Upper Springbok Sandstone.
The subdivision of the Springbok Sandstone from wireline logs was undertaken on 3,200 wells.
The Hutton Sandstone was divided into two units: a lower, mainly sublabile sandstone and siltstone
subunit and an upper, more quartzose sandstone and siltstone subunit.
The Lower Hutton Sandstone contains sandstones with low to medium gamma log responses that do
not stand out on the resistivity log. The interbedded finer-grained rocks have medium to high gamma
log signatures and noisy resistivity logs. The Upper Hutton Sandstone is characterised by thick
sandstones with low gamma and high resistivity log responses that have a sharp base and top.
The subdivision of the Hutton Sandstone from wireline logs was undertaken on more than 830 wells.
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Layer development

Proportions were created for the Upper and Lower units of both the Springbok and Hutton sandstones
based on the wireline log correlations. These proportions were then used to subdivide the equivalent
formation layers in the groundwater model structure.
In addition to the proportions derived from wireline log interpretation, controls were used to enable a
continuous gridded surface to be developed. These controls were based on a number of assumptions;
in the case of the Springbok Sandstone these controls included:


At the southern margin of the model, where the Springbok Sandstone continues southwards
into New South Wales, and the northwestern margin, where the Springbok Sandstone
continues westwards into the Eromanga Basin, assumed the average proportion of 0.2 or 20%
for the Lower Springbok Sandstone.



At the top of Springbok Sandstone outcrop, i.e. at the boundary of the Springbok Sandstone
and the overlying Westbourne Formation, again assumed the average proportion of 0.2 or 20%
for the Lower Springbok Sandstone.



At the edge of the outcrop area where the base of the formation outcrops, i.e. at the boundary
with the underlying Walloon Coal Measures, assumed the Springbok Sandstone comprises
only the Lower Springbok (proportion 1 or 100%) as the Upper Springbok has been totally
eroded.



Towards the southwest, where the Surat sediments onlap over the St. George/Bollon Shelf and
the Nebine Ridge, assumed limited development of stacked channels in Springbok Sandstone
and that the Lower Springbok Sandstone is absent where formation thins below 90 m; therefore,
Upper Springbok Sandstone comprises 100% of the formation.

In the case of the Hutton Sandstone, controls included:


At the top of Hutton Sandstone outcrop, i.e. at the boundary of the Hutton Sandstone and the
overlying Durabilla Formation, assumed average proportions, i.e. 0.5 or 50% for each unit.



At the edge of the outcrop area where the base of the formation outcrops, i.e. the boundary
with the underlying Evergreen Formation, assumed the Hutton Sandstone comprises only the
Lower Hutton (proportion 1 or 100%) as the Upper Hutton has been totally eroded.



At the southern margin of the model where the Hutton Sandstone continues southwards into
New South Wales, at the northwestern margin where the Hutton Sandstone continues
westwards into the Eromanga Basin, and at the eastern edge of the model where the Hutton
Sandstone continues into the Clarence-Moreton Basin, the average proportion of 0.5 or 50%
was assumed for each unit.



Towards the southwest where the Surat Sediments onlap over the St. George/Bollon Shelf and
the Nebine Ridge, and in the southeast where they onlap onto the Texas block, assumed the
Lower Hutton Sandstone thins and proportion of Upper Hutton Sandstone increases until it
comprises 100% of the formation at the boundary of its extent.
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Final model surfaces

The proportions of the lower units of both the Springbok and Hutton sandstones were gridded and
multiplied by the total thickness of the layers representing these formations in the groundwater model.
This results in a boundary surface dividing the upper and lower units in each formation. Comparisons
of the modelled and observed thicknesses from the wireline log correlations for the Springbok and
Hutton sandstone subdivisions are shown in Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-7 below.

Figure 4-4 Comparison between modelled
and observed thickness of upper
Springbok Sandstone

Figure 4-5 Comparison between modelled
and observed thickness of upper Hutton
Sandstone
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Figure 4-6 Comparison between modelled
and observed thickness of lower Springbok
Sandstone

Figure 4-7 Comparison between modelled
and observed thickness of lower Hutton
Sandstone
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Incorporation of the Cattle Creek Formation

Recent CSG exploration in the Bowen Basin identified potential economic gas reserves within the coals
of the Cattle Creek Formation. Development of this formation is planned as part of the Fairview gas
field. The need to develop the Cattle Creek Formation as a hydrogeological unit was not recognised
when the geological model requirements were specified; therefore, the boundaries of this formation
were not identified during wireline data correlation and the unit was not included in the Petrel geological
model. This unit was subsequently included in the layering of the groundwater flow model through
subdivision of the lower Bowen layer between the base of the Bandanna Formation and basement.

4.6.1

Layer development

The top of the Cattle Creek Formation was identified by P&G companies and GSQ from wireline logs
on 164 wells. This information was used to define the thickness between the base of the Bandanna
Formation and the top the Cattle Creek Formation in conjunction with the geological model. This
thickness was used to proportion the total thickness of the lower Bowen in the Denison Trough area of
the geological model and to create the upper surface of the Cattle Creek Formation.
To define the base of the Cattle Creek, the thickness of the formation was determined from the same
wells as the tops; however, the base of the formation—and therefore the ability to determine the
thickness of the formation—was available from only some of those wells. Controls were therefore used
to enable continuously gridded isopachs to be developed, based on assumptions of the thickness of
the Cattle Creek Formation at the edges of the Denison Trough, in which it is confined. The addition of
the isopachs to the Cattle Creek top surface created the Cattle Creek Formation model layer which
divided the previous lower Bowen layer in the model into the Upper Bowen, Cattle Creek Formation
and Lower Bowen layers.
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5 Hydrostratigraphic framework
This chapter provides an overview of the hydrostratigraphic framework including stratigraphic
subdivisions within the geological and numerical groundwater flow models. This includes an overview
of conceptual model boundaries, stratigraphic and hydrostratigraphic units found in the Surat CMA.
Discussions of the individual hydrostratigraphic units are provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 0.

5.1

Overview

There are four primary groundwater systems in the Surat CMA:


Great Artesian Basin (GAB) – Jurassic to Cretaceous hydrogeological basin comprising
alternating aquifers and aquitards of various geologic formations of Surat and Bowen basin
sediments and their equivalents.



Bowen Basin – Permian to Triassic aquifers and aquitards of the Bowen Basin formations
underlying the Surat Basin.



Basalt – Cenozoic consolidated surficial aquifer that mainly caps the Clarence-Moreton Basin
along the Great Dividing Range.



Alluvium – Quaternary unconsolidated surficial aquifers; mainly the Condamine and the St.
George Alluvium.

The spatial interaction between these groundwater systems within the Surat CMA is represented in
Figure 5-1. In terms of productive groundwater supplies, the GAB and the Condamine Alluvium are the
two most significant groundwater systems in the Surat CMA.
Historically, the GAB has been characterised as a sequence of alternating layers of permeable
sandstone aquifers, lower-permeability siltstone and mudstone aquitards, generally dipping to the
southwest. The thickness of the sedimentary sequence reaches nearly 2,500 m in the central CMA.
Individual formations range in thickness from 100 to 600 m.
The main aquifers, from deepest to shallowest, are the Clematis Group, Precipice Sandstone, Hutton
Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone, Gubberamunda Sandstone, Mooga Sandstone and Bungil
Formation. These aquifers are typically laterally continuous, have significant water storage and
permeability and are extensively developed for groundwater use. The available data, however, indicates
that at some locations, there is significant variability in the hydraulic characteristics of individual
formations and traditionally recognised aquifers have characteristics closer to those of aquitards in
these areas.
In the classical conceptual model of the GAB, recharge occurs to the outcrop areas in the northnorthwest, northeast and east along the Great Dividing Range. Recharge occurs predominantly by
rainfall and recharge water flows primarily along bedding planes and fractures from the recharge areas
towards the south, southwest and west. Groundwater moves very slowly at rates 1 to 5 m/yr. The flow
is predominantly sub-horizontal in the aquifers and the natural discharge occurs via springs and
watercourses. Aquifers that are relatively shallow and contain good-quality water are more heavily used
for water supplies.
Detailed knowledge of the GAB in the Surat Basin has evolved rapidly within this decade as a result of
research work and studies by CSIRO, GA, OGIA and the P&G industry. These recent findings suggest
that there are significant lateral and vertical variations within the aquifers and aquitards, flow in the
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northwest is away from the main basin, and the potential exists for vertical flow between aquifers. The
new knowledge, together with previous understanding, is presented and synthesised in relevant
chapters of this report.
There is limited data available on the groundwater conditions within the deeper Bowen Basin sediments
underlying the Bandanna Formation; however, in general, these formations are fine-grained, cemented,
and have little permeability. These sediments include the coal-bearing Cattle Creek Formation which
has been the target of recent CSG exploration activities.
Alluvial groundwater systems are associated with a number of significant river systems in the area.
These groundwater systems have been variably developed for irrigation, S&D and town water supplies.
The most significant and highly developed system is the alluvium associated with the Condamine River.
The Condamine alluvial aquifer is incised into the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basin sediments (part
of the GAB) by up to 120 m in the central area and comprises gravels and fine to coarse-grained channel
sands interbedded with clays. Recharge is primarily infiltration from the Condamine River, with some
contribution directly from rainfall and laterally from the surrounding bedrock and alluvium of the
tributaries of the Condamine River. The Condamine Alluvium is heavily utilised for water supply
purposes for irrigation and town water supply with minor consumption for domestic, stock watering,
industrial, stock intensive and commercial supplies.
The basalts of the Main Range Volcanics contain significant aquifers used for irrigation, S&D and town
supplies. The aquifers are typically 10 to 30 m thick. Bore yields are highly variable and water quality is
generally good. The aquifers respond quickly to recharge from direct infiltration of rainfall, particularly
in the elevated areas, and contribute recharge to connected aquifers.

Figure 5-1 Representation of the main groundwater systems in the Surat CMA
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Conceptual model boundaries

The four primary groundwater flow systems may have a large spatial extent that extends well beyond
the immediate area of CSG production. For many aquifers in the Surat Basin, the groundwater flow
systems extend beyond the Queensland border into New South Wales, South Australia and the
Northern Territory (Smerdon & Ransley 2012). For the purpose of the assessment of groundwater
impacts from P&G activities, the boundary for the Surat CMA has been defined by the following
hydrogeological features:


Helidon Ridge – In the eastern CMA, the Helidon Ridge is a subtle structure which has resulted
in subtle change to the regional dip of the onlapping formations. The change in regional dip
forms a groundwater divide between the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins in the
hydrostratigraphic units for the basal Jurassic sequences (Smerdon & Ransley 2012).



Nebine and Eulo ridges – In the western CMA, these ridges form a broad, complex high
between the Surat and Eromanga basins which compose the western boundary of the
conceptual model.



Bandanna Formation outcrop – The northern extent of the CMA is constrained to the spatial
extent of this outcrop; it therefore includes all overlying aquifers that may be affected by P&G
activities.



Mulgildie Basin – North of Chinchilla, the Mulgildie Basin is connected to the Surat Basin
through a narrow section along the Burnett River. This is generally considered to be a
hydrogeological divide with only minor flow across this boundary. The Burnett River drains
groundwater from both the Mulgildie Basin and Surat Basin across this boundary (Smerdon &
Ransley 2012).



Border Rivers – The Dumaresq and McIntyre rivers, which in part form the state boundary
between Queensland and NSW, are conceptualised as a discharge zone for the GAB. Upward
vertical leakage occurs from the aquifers of the GAB into the Dumaresq River Alluvium, forming
a groundwater divide.

5.3

Hydrostratigraphic units

OGIA has compiled a list of hydrostratigraphic units for the various groundwater flow systems in the
Surat CMA (Table 5-1). A hydrostratigraphic unit is defined as a body of rock distinguished and
characterised by its porosity and permeability (Seaber 1988). It differs from a stratigraphic unit in that it
is defined based on its observable characteristic that relates to its hydraulic parameters (i.e. porosity,
permeability, specific yield).
Hydrostratigraphic units with favourable hydraulic parameters are described here as aquifers, while
units with low hydraulic parameters are described as aquitards or minor aquifers.
Table 5-1 displays the sequence of the hydrostratigraphic units throughout the Surat CMA.
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Table 5-1 Hydrostratigraphic units in the Surat Cumulative Management Area

Age

Hydrostratigraphic units

Model

Groundwater flow

subdivisions

system

Alluvium (Condamine)

1

Main Range Volcanics

1

Upper Cretaceous formations

1

Wallumbilla Formation

1

Bungil Formation

1

Mooga Sandstone

1

Orallo Formation

1

Gubberamunda Sandstone

1

Westbourne Formation

1

Springbok Sandstone

2

Walloon Coal Measures

6

Durabilla Formation

1

Hutton Sandstone

2

Evergreen Formation

1

Precipice Sandstone

1

Moolayember Formation

1

Clematis Group

1

Rewan Group

1

Bandanna Formation

3

Upper and Lower Permian

2

Cattle Creek Formation

3

Cenozoic

Basalt and Alluvium

Cretaceous

Jurassic

Triassic

Surat Basin (GAB)

Bowen Basin
Permian

Basement

Legend
Productive Coal Seam
Aquitard/Minor Aquifer
Major Aquifer
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Stratigraphic subdivisions within the geology model

Springbok Sandstone and Hutton Sandstone have been further subdivided into two hydrostratigraphic
units based on the differences in the depositional environment which has resulted in varying sand and
clay content within these formations. The permeability of the subdivided hydrostratigraphic units shows
measurable differences in hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity (Table 6-3).

5.5

Subdivision within the numerical groundwater model

The hydrostratigraphic units are represented in the OGIA numerical groundwater flow model; each
geology model layer is represented as single hydrostratigraphic unit, with the exception of the CSG
reservoir formations.
CSG reservoir units are subdivided into additional layers in the model to enable the more accurate
representation of the vertical head gradients induced by CSG production. Furthermore, a “nonproductive zone” has been included to account for sections in these coal-bearing formations that are
not tapped by CSG production wells.
For these reasons, the Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations have been subdivided into three layers.
The Walloon Coal Measures have been further subdivided into six model layers to allow for a more
detailed representation of CSG extraction stresses in subcropping Walloon Coal Measures units
underneath the Condamine Alluvium.
The following sections discuss the hydrogeological characteristics of the various aquifer on a regional
level, while Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 0 further describe the hydrogeology of each individual
hydrostratigraphic unit.
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6 Hydraulic properties
This chapter provides an overview of the available hydraulic parameter data and analysis undertaken
for each hydrostratigraphic unit. This includes analysis of the available permeability datasets (core,
DST, pump test, petrophysics) and spatial relationships which have informed the regional groundwater
flow modelling. Discussion on individual hydrostratigraphic units is provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and
16.

6.1

Overview

To inform the system conceptualisation, OGIA has undertaken significant data compilation, quality
control and analysis of data relevant to the parameterisation of the sediments of the Surat and Bowen
basins. A particular focus of this analysis has been on two key hydraulic properties: permeability (k)
and storage parameters (Ss and Sy).
The majority of available data pertain to the horizontal permeability of formations in the Surat Basin with
an emphasis on the Walloon Coal Measures, the overlying Springbok Sandstone and the underlying
Durabilla Formation and Hutton Sandstone. Some information was also available for the other
formations. Data have also been collected and collated for vertical permeability, storage parameters
and compressibility.

6.2

Previous investigations and assessments

At the time of preparing the conceptual and numerical model for UWIR in 2012 (QWC 2012a), hydraulic
parameter data were compiled from the GWDB (primarily pumping test data), Queensland Petroleum
Exploration Database (QPED) (about 10,000 estimates of permeabilities from DST measurements) and
some additional estimates from the CSG companies. These data were used to provide initial estimates
for model calibration. At the time, the regional groundwater flow model was the first regional-scale
calibration of the entire GAB sequence in the Surat Basin which resulted in a reasonable set of
estimates for hydraulic parameters at that scale; in particular, the horizontal and vertical hydraulic
conductivities.
Since the QWC model in 2012, significant progress has been made in collecting new data and applying
new approaches to hydraulic parameterisation in the Surat Basin: using a bottom-up approach (i.e. upscaling small-scale estimates to formation-scale) as well as using methods for direct formation-scale
estimates, such as aquifer pump tests. The methods used include various core-scale measurements in
labs, mineralogical assessments, petrophysical analysis, DST, MDT, numerical up-scaling techniques
and aquifer pump testing.
Some of the more significant investigations and assessments in the Surat Basin are:


A basin-wide Commonwealth-funded assessment of GAB by the CSIRO/GA (referred to as
GAB WRA assessment) in 2012 (Ransley & Smerdon 2012);



Investigations and assessments by QGC for conceptualisation and regional-scale modelling
focused particularly on their tenements, compiled in a set of reports between 2012 and 2015,
collectively referred to as QGC studies (QGC 2013);



Investigations and hydrogeological assessments by Origin Energy focused particularly on their
tenements, including studies relating to reinjection potential (Origin 2014), compiled in a set of
reports between 2012 and 2015 and collectively referred to as Origin studies; and
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Groundwater investigations conducted by Arrow Energy to develop hydrogeological conceptual
models in their tenements and to evaluate the potential impact of CSG on the Condamine
Alluvium.

A summary of these investigations is provided below. OGIA has also developed innovative methods
and reassessment for parameterisation which is described in the later sections of this chapter. These
methods primarily build on the data and information from the previous investigations outlined above.

6.2.1

GAB WRA assessment for the Surat Basin (2012)

The assessment used porosity and permeability data contained within the QPED for the comparison of
physical rock properties of various units. Measured mean horizontal permeability values were converted
to horizontal hydraulic conductivity and compared with the QWC (2012) model. The comparison
identified a skewed distribution toward higher permeability values in aquitards (particularly the
Westbourne Formation), while for aquifers, the values were found to be in general agreement with the
reported QWC values. This was possibly because reported permeability values in QPED are
predominantly those of sandy units in these formations and are likely to be skewed toward higher values
within a particular formation.

6.2.2

QGC studies (2012-2015)

QGC has made a significant advancement in collecting new data pertaining to aquifer properties and
associated hydrogeological assessment and in regional groundwater flow modelling (QGC Gen 3
model, (QGC 2013).
QGC derived petrophysical properties from high-quality wireline logs including neutron porosity and
density for porosity calculation accompanied by stratigraphic interpretation. Associated data from 11
deep wells with high-quality data were used to calculate the properties of the deep units (Eurombah
Formation, Hutton Sandstone, Evergreen Formation and Precipice Sandstone). A second set of wells
(118) were used for the shallow units of the Springbok Sandstone, Westbourne Formation and
Gubberamunda Sandstone. The selection of these wells was based on confidence of log data quality.
The methodology for calculating the petrophysical properties included calculating the porosity from
wireline logs followed by permeability calculations based on core-derived porosity-permeability
relationships, calibrated with core analysis. The high and low bounds of each formation’s range was
defined by a combination of statistical analysis of the petrophysical data available and a review of values
used in previous studies, with the view to keeping the range as wide as possible considering the
inherent uncertainty. QGC also developed subsurface variability in coal properties; these include net
coal, permeability, gas content and saturation.

6.2.3

Origin studies (2012-2015)

Origin has conducted hydraulic testing of monitoring and water supply bores, including pumping tests
wherever possible. A number of tests are also conducted as part of the reinjection activities. Packer
tests involving DST and MDT are also conducted over relatively short intervals between packered
sections of open drill holes (in the absence of casing). Since neither in-situ nor traditional geotechnical
testing is practical for testing very low-permeability rocks, centrifuge permeameter testing was
employed to test low-permeability material (Origin 2014).
Origin’s groundwater assessment made the following observations in relation to aquifer properties
across its tenements:
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Laboratory-derived vertical permeability values are generally significantly lower than the modelderived regional values.



The averages of horizontal permeability results are generally in agreement with those values
used in previous groundwater modelling; however, the actual results generally show a much
wider spread of values, reflecting the geological variability within the formations.



Springbok Sandstone shows generally poorer permeability than previously estimated, the
average being more representative of aquitard properties than of an aquifer.



Formations such as the Gubberamunda Sandstone, Walloon Coal Measures and Hutton
Sandstone show a near-dual permeability distribution related to higher permeability within coals
and coarse sandstones, contrasting with poor-permeability siltstones and silty sandstones.



The Hutton Sandstone is generally a low-permeability sequence, with aquifer properties
confined to occasional channel depositional sequences.



Both the Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone show fracture enhancement of hydraulic
conductivity in the Spring Gully region.

Storativity values could only be derived from analysis of observation bore data at seven locations.

6.2.4

Arrow Energy (2012–2015)

In 2013 Arrow undertook research to develop a hydrogeological conceptual model in the Tipton area
incorporating geological and hydrogeological datasets. This work was undertaken to develop a
conceptual basis for modelling injection into the Precipice Sandstone. Arrow included an analysis of
Core and DST data and also reviewed several publicly available datasets for permeability, porosity and
aquifer storage.
Between 2013 and 2015 Arrow conducted research to assess connectivity between the Walloon Coal
Measures and the Condamine Alluvium. This was completed in collaboration with OGIA to improve
understanding of the potential impacts from CSG extraction on the Condamine Alluvium. This included
the collection of Core data and the completion of pump tests to evaluate the vertical permeability. Arrow
concluded that there is limited connectivity between the Walloon Coal Measures and the Condamine
alluvium due to a low permeability transition zone between the base of the Condamine Alluvium and
Walloon Coal Measures.

6.3

Data sources

Data were collated from various sources and included the parameter dataset from the UWIR 2012,
QDEX, data provided directly from companies, pumping test data from the GWDB and also from various
OGIA projects which were undertaken to fill in some data gaps.
All of the measured parameter data can be broken up in to four main groups of representative scales
based on their test lengths and observation method: core tests, DSTs, pumping tests and petrophysics.
The majority of hydraulic parameter data collected refer to permeability in millidarcies (mD). However,
a conversion factor of 1.27 x10-03 has been applied to convert from mD to m/d where appropriate. This
factor has been used to convert pumping test results from hydraulic conductivity into permeability and
also to convert the data into hydraulic conductivities for the purposes of this report. Refer to Appendix
B for more information on the conversion.
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Core tests are generally conducted on sections of core less than 0.1 m thick and often represent a
single lithology. Core permeability is measured in a lab. The measurement method varies substantially
as some are measured under pressure and some under ambient conditions. The medium with which
permeability is measured can also vary between brine and air (Klinkenberg 1941).
DSTs are used by companies to test the in-situ formation permeability, reservoir pressure and
productive capacity and cover several metres of a formation. On average, measurement intervals span
17 m for non-coal and 10 m for coal-bearing sections. As a result, a combination of lithologies is often
measured, with the exception of the Walloon Coal Measures where gas companies generally target
coal and, as such, DSTs in the Walloon Coal Measures are generally representative of coal.
Pumping tests are used to estimate the hydraulic properties of larger sections of formations such as
transmissivity and storativity) (Theis 1935). On average, measurement intervals cover 30 m, but it is
not uncommon for these to exceed 100 m and, therefore, represent large sections of the formation
(Timur 1968).
Table 6-1 shows the amount of available data and number of locations for each data group.
Table 6-1 Summary of available permeability data
Group

No. of locations

Total no. of results

Core

1,104

27,297

DST

1,183

11,242

823

2,723

81

605,538

Pumping tests
Petrophysics

This dataset has a spatial bias and is concentrated in and around the CSG production tenures. The
available data outside of these areas are predominantly from pump tests which generally occur within
the shallow and productive formations such as the Gubberamunda, Springbok and Precipice
sandstones. The highest density, both spatially and with depth, is also usually found in the CSG tenures.
The spatial distribution of available data is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Hydraulic property data points
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Permeability

The majority of hydraulic parameter data collected refer to permeability in millidarcies (mD). A
conversion factor has been applied to convert from permeability to hydraulic conductivity (m/d) where
appropriate for this report. Refer to Appendix B for more information on the conversion.

6.4.1

Scale of representativeness

A key issue that arises from the three measured permeability groups is that the different measurement
methods are not directly relatable due to variations in the measurement intervals. As a result, there is
an inherent bias in the permeability ranges for each method.
In general, the larger measurement interval results in a higher yield. This is possibly due to increased
likelihood that the interval will encounter more permeable sections (which have a greater impact on the
overall permeability than low-permeability units). Therefore, the observed permeability for the three
groups increases from core to DSTs to pumping tests.
Another possible explanation for this discrepancy may be that larger test intervals are more likely to
encounter fractured sections of rock which will produce a greater permeability, as shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2 Horizontal permeability ranges (core, DST and pump test data)
The disparity of permeability values with scale makes it difficult to compare the results between these
different methods. As such, each method has been analysed and is discussed separately.

6.4.2

Methods and analysis

6.4.2.1 Lithofacies determination
Lithological facies were derived from a normalised wireline log dataset for 3,660 wells by Sliwa (2014)
(Figure 6-3). A simple approach was taken to predict lithofacies from the gamma and density logs.
Priority was given to the density value for identification of coal and carbonaceous mudstone, followed
by the gamma values to identify various sandstones to mudstones.
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Density wireline logs measure the density of the lithologies along the borehole and are used to
differentiate between low-density coal and carbonaceous mudstones (< 2.0 g/cc) and higher-density
rock types including sandstone, siltstone and mudstone. Gamma-ray wireline logs measure the natural
radiation emitted from the elements Potassium, Uranium and Thorium which are associated with clay
minerals and feldspar. For clastic sedimentary rocks, the higher the gamma signature, the more “clayrich” the lithology is likely to be. The combined gamma and density logs were used to differentiate coal,
sandstone, siltstone and mudstones. The gamma data was first normalised to fit the statistical
properties of the regional dataset. The regional mean was found to be 100 while the standard deviation
was found to be 30.following transformation was applied to the data:

𝟑𝟎
𝑮𝒂𝒎𝒎𝒂𝑵𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒆𝒅 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 + (𝒙 − 𝒙𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂 )(
)
𝝈𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂
𝒙 is the data point, 𝑥𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 is the calculated mean and 𝜎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 is the calculated standard deviation
This normalisation process was applied separately for data points above the Walloon Coal Measures,
within the Walloon Coal Measures and below the Walloon Coal Measures.
The cut-off values used to differentiate the lithologies are shown in Table 6-2. These values, in particular
for gamma, were derived through comparison to available core descriptions and examination for
patterns.
Table 6-2: Density and gamma values used to define lithofacies
Class

Rock type

Gamma

Density

(normalised

(g/cc)

units)
≤ 90

-

Sandstone-dominated heterolith

90 – 110

-

3

Mudstone-dominated heterolith

110 – 130

-

4

Mudstone/Siltstone

>130

-

5

Carbonaceous mudstone

-

1.85 – 2.0

6

Coal

-

≤ 1.85

1

Sandstone

2
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Figure 6-3 Wells with lithofacies determination
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The density cut-off values for the carbonaceous lithologies are robust and widely used, and the quality
of the density logs is generally good; however, the density logs used for this study have not been
calibrated against any measured core densities and cannot be used for resource calculations. The
choice of gamma cut-off values only applies to this study as they are sensitive to the gamma log
normalisation work flows as well as stratigraphic and geographic variations in sandstone composition.
The log statistics that feed into the gamma log normalisation depend on the stratigraphic interval each
well intersects. To ensure consistency across many wells, the lithofacies logs were calculated
separately for each of the three important stratigraphic intervals: the Westbourne to Springbok, Walloon
Coal Measures and Hutton to Precipice successions. For the Westbourne to Springbok and Walloon
intervals, only wells with both density and gamma logs were used and all lithofacies logs were visually
checked for quality.
Most of the wells that target coal seams in the Walloon Coal Measures are only drilled to the Durabilla
Formation and rarely penetrate the Hutton to Precipice succession. Those wells that are deeper do not
target coal seams and generally do not have density logs. As coal is a rare occurrence in this interval,
the lithofacies log was generated from gamma alone and therefore excludes coal and carbonaceous
shale.
These lithofacies were then incorporated into the petrophysical analysis.

6.4.2.2 Petrophysical analysis
Core, DST and pumping test data provide useful observation measurements on permeability; however,
measurements are often distributed spatially and few tests are conducted within each individual well.
This results in sub-optimal vertical resolution; however, this issue can be overcome using petrophysical
methods based on wireline logs.
A higher-resolution permeability dataset was obtained by Weatherford laboratories. This was required
to fill spatial gaps in permeability, to provide continuous high-resolution permeability estimates and to
understand lithology-scale variations in permeability not possible with core, DST and pumping test data
due to poor correlation with lithology logs.
Petrophysical analysis was carried out for approximately 81 wells across the Surat Basin from the
Westbourne Formation to the Precipice Sandstone. The interpretation of the wireline data was
conducted on data in Log ASCII Standard (LAS) files and a simplified shaley sand model was used.
The main logs used here were the Gamma, Density and Neutron Logs however Photoelectric effect
and Density correction were also used to identify poor hole conditions.
The method is outlined in Appendix B.
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Figure 6-4 Horizontal permeability ranges (core, DST and pump test data)
There is a large amount of scatter in the data and no clear depth relationship. There is, however, a
consistent trend in the permeabilities such that sandstone > siltstone > mudstone, which is the expected
trend as mudstone has the highest clay fraction and sandstone has the lowest (Figure 6-4).
Some quality control was needed on the data to ensure that the permeability values were reasonable
and representative. For example, the Vsh has been limited to a maximum of 60 % for sandstone, a
minimum of 30 % for siltstone and a minimum of 40 % for mudstone. For this analysis, these cut-offs
remain relatively conservative to allow for some error in the Vsh (allowing for the presence of micaceous
or feldspathic sandstone, for example). The electro-lithofacies do not necessarily correspond to
lithologies as would be picked in a geologists log; rather, these serve as rough indicators of the lithology
types (Hearst & Nelson 1985).

6.4.2.3 Data corrections
Several corrections have been applied to the permeability data. The corrections generally apply to core
material as these tests are not conducted inside a well. DSTs and pumping tests do not require any
corrections.
Gas companies regularly correct core permeability to account for pressure (Klinkenberg 1941). The
majority of the core data used here have already been corrected for pressure/depth and as such no
further overburden pressure corrections were required. Brine to air corrections were applied and the
method is outlined in Appendix B.

6.4.2.4 Formation attribution
Samples were attributed to formations based on their test depths and the stratigraphic picks from the
OGIA-interpreted wireline logs (OGIASTRAT). The majority of samples were also attributed by gas
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companies (COMPANYSTRAT). Where no picks were available from either COMPANYSTRAT or
OGIASTRAT, the OGIA geological model was used to infill the remaining data (GEOMODELSTRAT).
The order of priority for assigning stratigraphy is as follows: OGIASTRAT, COMPANYSTRAT, and
GEOMODELSTRAT. Once all the samples have been assigned formations, some statistics can be
generated for each formation.

6.4.3

Results

6.4.3.1 Permeability ranges
The collated data were corrected for air permeability and assigned a formation (Appendix B).
Permeability ranges could be calculated for each formation for each test type (core, DST, pumping test).
The 10th percentile, median and 90th percentile were calculated for each group and the results are
shown in Table 6-3, Table 6-4 and Table 6-5.
It is evident that there is significant variability in the permeability in this data. However, a general
relationship between permeability and depth is observed for all test types. Shallow formations indicate
the highest permeabilities and deeper formations have lower permeability ranges. The majority of
formations show similar amounts of variability (three to four orders of magnitude) and it is the median
permeability that shows the most variability between formations. The horizontal hydraulic conductivity
is shown in Figure 6-5, the vertical permeability data is shown in Figure 6-6 and the permeability ranges
from petrophysics are shown in Figure 6-7.
The Walloon Coal Measures shows a median permeability of 12.5 mD for core tests and 231 mD for
DSTs; this difference is thought to be due to the sampling regime companies employ in the Walloon
Coal Measures.
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Table 6-3 Horizontal permeability data ranges by formation (core, DST and pump test (mD))
Core

DST

Pumping test

Hydrostratigraphic
unit

10th
percentile

Median

90th

10th

percentile

percentile

Median

90th

10th

percentile

percentile

Median

90th
percentile

Alluvium

1.92e+03

1.28e+04

9.16e+04

Basalt

1.02e+02

8.30e+02

6.43e+03

Upper Cretaceous

3.59e+00

1.02e+02

4.65e+02

6.80e+01

4.93e+02

4.00e+03

Wallumbilla Fm

6.26e-02

2.61e-01

1.34e+00

7.87e+00

7.87e+00

7.09e+01

7.44e+00

3.72e+01

9.87e+02

Bungil Fm

4.87e-02

4.57e+00

5.27e+02

8.00e-01

2.36e+01

1.20e+03

5.58e+00

5.02e+01

1.20e+03

Mooga Sst

2.83e+00

5.80e+01

1.46e+03

6.39e+00

1.02e+02

2.25e+03

1.45e+01

1.02e+02

1.57e+03

Orallo Sst

2.63e-01

3.70e+01

4.46e+02

1.34e+01

2.64e+02

1.46e+03

7.12e+00

4.27e+01

1.11e+03

Gubberamunda Sst

8.52e-02

1.01e+02

9.74e+02

1.73e+01

3.86e+02

1.80e+03

3.90e+01

6.11e+02

2.86e+03

Westbourne Fm

4.09e-03

6.64e-01

1.46e+02

8.77e-01

1.08e+02

8.22e+02

8.15e-02

6.30e-01

5.38e+00

Springbok Sst

4.66e-03

8.41e-01

7.28e+01

6.54e-02

7.34e+00

3.04e+02

1.73e-02

1.03e+01

1.71e+03

Springbok Base Sst

1.96e-02

9.49e-01

3.69e+01

6.54e-02

2.36e+00

3.16e+02

Walloon Coal
Measures

6.54e-03

1.24e-01

4.35e+00

1.31e-01

3.53e+01

6.09e+02

Durabilla Formation

3.07e-02

1.52e+00

4.99e+01

1.40e-02

4.33e+01

2.53e+02

1.33e+02

3.44e+02

3.15e+03

Upper Hutton Sst

1.94e-04

4.34e-01

8.56e+01

2.56e-01

3.72e+01

5.44e+02

4.50e+01

7.50e+01

1.11e+02

Lower Hutton Sst

1.24e-04

7.04e-02

6.19e+01

2.47e-01

1.57e+01

2.64e+02

5.11e+00

1.14e+01

2.72e+01

Evergreen Fm

1.42e-03

2.54e-01

5.88e+01

1.25e-01

7.20e+00

3.23e+02

1.34e+02

8.10e+02

8.09e+03

Precipice Sst

4.00e-02

1.34e+01

5.42e+02

3.67e-01

1.57e+01

7.00e+02

4.18e+02

2.35e+03

7.36e+03

Moolayember Fm

2.28e-03

1.13e-01

5.68e+01

7.23e-02

1.20e+00

1.68e+02

1.70e+01

3.40e+02

4.20e+03

Clematis Gp

1.61e-03

1.27e-01

1.54e+02

5.24e-02

1.83e+00

4.79e+02

8.18e+01

3.27e+02

1.20e+04
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Core

DST

Pumping test

Hydrostratigraphic
unit

10th
percentile

Median

90th

10th

percentile

percentile

Median

90th

10th

percentile

percentile

Rewan Gp

4.26e-04

3.16e-02

7.00e+00

1.31e-02

3.34e-01

2.36e+01

Bandanna Fm

1.61e-03

1.70e-01

4.24e+01

8.51e-02

1.70e+00

1.29e+02

Lower Permian

2.50e-03

1.13e-02

1.72e-01

6.54e-02

9.82e-02

9.42e-01

Basement

6.69e-04

2.61e-01

2.96e+02

5.63e-01

5.63e-01

5.63e-01
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2.19e+01

Median

2.19e+01
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percentile
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Figure 6-5 Horizontal permeability data ranges by formation (core, DST and pumping test)
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Table 6-4 Vertical permeability data ranges by formation (core and DST (mD))
Core

DST

Hydrostratigraphic

10th

unit

percentile

Median

90th percentile

Count

10th percentile

Median

90th percentile

Count

Wallumbilla Fm

1.13e-01

1.13e-01

1.13e-01

1

4.47e+00

7.87e+00

2.05e+01

5

Bungil Fm

4.45e-02

2.06e+00

3.05e+01

67

6.39e-01

2.36e+01

4.27e+02

66

Mooga Sst

1.09e-01

1.27e+01

2.68e+02

48

1.84e+00

6.69e+01

1.56e+03

46

Orallo Sst

1.21e-01

1.92e+01

1.80e+02

73

7.87e+00

1.30e+02

1.17e+03

66

Gubberamunda Sst

6.26e-02

4.04e+01

4.96e+02

93

7.87e+00

2.60e+02

1.20e+03

57

Westbourne Fm

3.71e-03

1.44e-01

6.48e+01

87

5.54e-01

1.90e+01

1.15e+03

19

Springbok Sst

4.89e-03

4.97e-01

1.90e+01

165

1.18e-01

2.05e+01

5.71e+02

16

Springbok Base Sst

6.37e-03

8.41e-01

2.39e+01

27

1.67e+01

9.01e+01

1.43e+02

6

Walloon Coal
Measures

6.96e-04

6.50e+00

177

5.89e-02

1.46e+00

1.26e+02

195

Durabilla Fm

9.80e-03

4.97e-01

2.04e+01

37

8.66e-01

1.57e+01

1.15e+02

5

Upper Hutton Sst

1.96e-03

5.98e-01

8.91e+01

508

6.09e-01

1.57e+01

5.43e+02

318

Lower Hutton Sst

3.44e-02

7.88e-01

4.03e+01

96

2.56e-01

1.57e+01

2.55e+02

37

Evergreen Fm

6.54e-04

6.69e-02

3.53e+01

449

5.14e-02

2.35e+00

1.65e+02

321

Precipice Sst

8.71e-03

6.53e+00

1.05e+03

553

2.20e-01

7.34e+00

4.16e+02

592

Moolayember Fm

2.99e-03

6.69e-02

5.84e+00

362

7.34e-02

1.05e+00

1.10e+02

185

Clematis Gp

1.29e-03

3.93e-01

6.41e+01

727

3.93e-02

3.93e+00

2.37e+02

711

Rewan Gp

1.36e-03

1.60e-02

1.92e+01

53

4.26e-02

3.47e-01

8.70e+00

98

Bandanna Fm

4.11e-03

1.81e-01

5.13e+01

218

7.20e-02

3.99e-01

1.26e+01

65

Lower Permian

6.93e-03

6.05e-01

5.90e+01

21

5.24e+00

5.24e+00

5.24e+00

1

Basement

2.44e-02

3.78e-02

5.13e-02

2
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Figure 6-6 Vertical permeability ranges by formation (core and DST data)
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Table 6-5 Horizontal permeability ranges for each formation based on Petrophysical data
Hydrostratigraphic unit

10th percentile

Median

90th percentile

Gubberamunda Sst

5.11e-05

7.63e+00

3.92e+02

Westbourne Sst

1.50e-05

1.67e-02

4.16e+01

Springbok Sst

4.61e-04

1.15e+00

3.74e+02

Springbok Base

3.76e-03

6.20e+00

3.39e+02

Walloon Coal Measures

1.21e-06

3.94e-02

1.98e+01

Durabilla Fm

3.65e-07

3.42e-03

2.77e+00

Upper Hutton Sst

4.14e-06

1.74e+00

2.43e+02

Lower Hutton Sst

2.76e-06

2.32e-01

4.24e+01

Evergreen Fm

2.04e-07

6.40e-03

2.97e+01

Precipice Sst

5.97e-04

3.12e+01

8.18e+02

Figure 6-7 Horizontal permeability ranges from petrophysics
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Figure 6-8 Timur relationship estimated horizontal permeability values by lithology for key
formations between the Springbok Sandstone and Lower Hutton Sandstone
As seen above (Figure 6-8), the petrophysics permeability is highly variable and can vary by several
orders of magnitude within a few meters; while a decrease in permeability is observed with depth, the
variance is still significant at all depths.

6.4.3.2 Spatial variability in non-coal
The spatial variability in permeability for non-coal formations is presented in Figure 6-9.

6.4.3.3 Spatial variability in coal
Coal permeability as a function of depth can be described as (Seidle 2011a):
𝒌
= 𝐞−𝒃∙(𝒅−𝒅𝟎 ) 
𝒌𝟎
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k is the permeability at depth d
k0 is the permeability at surface (d0)
b is the exponent which is a function of cleat compressibility (Seidle 2011a)
These spatially varying parameters can then be implemented into stochastic lithofacie permeability
models based on high-resolution lithological data which are subsequently calibrated against observed
coal permeabilities from DSTs.
An important question is how to describe the spatial variability of parameters b and k0. Conversations
with CSG companies suggest geological structures play a major role.
For this purpose, interpolated maps of depth-corrected DST data have been overlaid with current-day
stress data and locations of identified structures by gas companies, OGIA and SRK Consulting. Of note,
the hydraulic nature of individual fault zones may vary from barriers to conduits over relatively short
distances as a result of their alignment with the regional stress field (Bense & Person 2006).
Approximately 2,750 DST measurements from the Walloon Coal Measures have been used to
determine a permeability-depth relationship (Figure 6-9). An exponential regression was undertaken to
estimate the best-fit k0 and b to all the available DST data. As expected, a single permeability-depth
relationship does not yield a fit to all the data, meaning that in some cases, the depth relationship
underestimates coal permeability by up two orders of magnitude and overestimates permeability by up
to four orders of magnitude. The k0 for this best-fit relationship is approximately 500 mD, while the b
value is 0.007.

Figure 6-9 Coal permeability-depth relationship based on DSTs in the Walloon Coal Measures
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To determine if any spatial variability is observed in the permeability data, permeabilities inferred from
DSTs were corrected against the best-fit permeability-depth relationship to compare intrinsic variability.
The following transformation was used:
𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 𝑹𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒖𝒂𝒍 = 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝑶𝒃𝒔 − 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝒇𝒊𝒕

kobs is the observed permeability
kfit is the predicted permeability

When these residuals are interpolated spatially and plotted together with the available structural
information (faults and folds), strong regional trends can be observed. In some cases, such as in the
Taroom Trough, the residuals are consistently low while in other cases, such as the Undulla Nose, the
residuals are consistently high.
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Figure 6-10 Permeability residuals, Surat Basin structures and zonation
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The Undulla Nose and southwestern Surat zone are likely to be high-permeability zones, while the
Taroom Trough is likely to be a low-permeability zone. The southeastern Surat and west Surat zone
are mixed zones which could be broken up further; however, this would require a more in-depth analysis
of coal weathering under the Condamine Alluvium and a better understanding of structures in this area.
A simplified zonation as described is shown below.
The DST data were subdivided into zones to determine if a distinct permeability-depth relationship
exists in each zone (Figure 6-11). The DST relationships for the identified zones indicate distinct depth
relationships, particularly for the Undulla Nose and the Taroom Trough—the former having a lower k0
and a shallower b value and the latter having a much steeper b value but a similar k0. These values are
shown in Table 6-6.
Data for the east Surat still have a large amount of spread and could potentially be subdivided further
to reduce this variance (as mentioned previously). Data from the west Surat have the highest k0 and a
shallow b value. This zone could also potentially be subdivided further, but the lack of data makes this
difficult.

Figure 6-11 Coal permeability-depth relationships by zone
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Table 6-6 Permeability-depth parameters estimated from DST data
Coal Region

k0_DST

Undulla Nose

b_DST

773.5

0.005

East Surat

204.69

0.006

West Surat

1091.4

0.007

1077.41

0.011

1000

0.008

Taroom Trough
All Data

To explore possible explanations for the above zonation, analysis was undertaken to attempt to
correlate fault orientation with present-day stress directions.
Present-day maximum horizontal stress data were obtained from (Haese et al. 2013) as well as the
Australian Stress Map Database (ASMD). These principal stress orientations were interpolated using
simple Kriging to produce a regional stress map for the Surat Basin. A considerable amount of variation
is observed in the stress data and, while it is possible to interpolate regionally, there exists large
variability at a small scale. This was also observed by (Haese et al. 2013). The general trends, however,
are a southwest to northwest trending principal horizontal stress direction in the eastern section of the
basin and a southeast to northwest trending principal horizontal stress direction in the western portion
of the basin. This change seems to occur near the Mimosa Syncline which forms the Taroom Trough.
Fault types were not considered in this analysis and all structures including folds were included. This is
due to the uncertainty of the exact location of faults in the Surat Basin. It is likely that many faults are
formed around large regional structures and, as such, these were used as a proxy for possible locations
of faults. Structural orientations were then correlated with and compared to the present-day stress
direction. A rationale was used to define two distinct structure types.

Type 1
These structures are aligned within 45° with respect to the present-day principal horizontal stress
orientation and are thought to be under tensile stress. This could be an indication of recent fault
reactivation due to strike slip movement; given that minimal horizontal and vertical stress magnitudes
in the Surat Basin are roughly equal, some vertical movement is also possible (Haese et al. 2013),
compromising the fault’s hydraulic integrity. This conceptualisation may also have implications for interaquifer leakage as noted by (DNRM 2013).

Type 2
These structures are perpendicular to the present-day principal stress orientation and are under
compressional stress. This is likely to result in reduced horizontal permeability across the fault but could
potentially increase vertical permeability especially as the minimum horizontal stress magnitude is
similar to the vertical component.
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According to this method, Type 1 faults are likely to result in zones of higher permeability while Type 2
structures would correlate with low-permeability zones.
To test if there is any correlation between the fault type and the observed coal permeabilities, all
interpreted structures in the Surat were classified and plotted over the DST permeability residuals.
While there is a large amount of variability spatially in the residuals, there does seem to be some
correlation between present-day stress direction and structure orientation. Type 1 and Type 2 faults
generally tend to correlate respectively with high and low residual zones.
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Figure 6-12 Permeability residuals and Surat Basin structures.
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Storage parameters

Specific storage depends primarily on the compressibility of aquifer material and its porosity, and
secondarily on the compressibility of water. As previously noted, there are very limited specific storage
parameter values available; however, a range of rock compressibility and porosity values in some of
the deeper formations are available from the recent investigation and analysis of core samples and
petrophysical analysis. OGIA indirectly derived the specific storage parameter values using the rock
compressibility and porosity data.
The relationship between the specific storage and its component parameters is expressed as Specific
Storage and can be defined by the following equation:
𝑺𝒔 = 𝝆𝒘 𝒈[𝒂 + 𝒏𝜷]
Ss

is the specific storage [m -1];

ρw

is the density of water [kg/m3];

g

is the gravitational constant [m/s];

α

is the rock compressibility [Pa-1 or m2/N];

n

is total porosity [-]

β

is the compressibility of water [Pa-1 or m2/N]

As a large part of the OGIA groundwater model will simulate groundwater flow and responses under
confined conditions, specific storage properties are important. Due to the regional scale of the
groundwater flow model, storage parameters must reflect up-scaled properties.
The sedimentary formations within the Surat CMA comprise differing proportions of lithologies (i.e.
sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, etc) with differing inherent compressibility. Estimation of bulk
compressibility at the formation scale is therefore required to reflect the lithology proportions and
corresponding compressibility of these lithologies at depth.
Laboratory measurements of rock compressibility were available from QGC (QGC 2014). A strong
downward trend with depth was observed in the data. Literature suggests that fracturing, clay content
and consolidation strongly affect rock compressibility. For highly consolidated sediments such as
sandstones and mudstones, rock compressibility can be assumed to be very low (Commonwealth of
Australia 2014). Based on the available data and literature values, OGIA compiled rock compressibility
values for each lithology type at a reference depth of 800 m below ground, together with a relationship
with depth from the QGC data.

6.5.1

Porosity

As outlined in 6.4.2.2, geophysical logs from 81 wells provided estimates for total and effective porosity
at 10-cm intervals for the Westbourne Formation down to the Precipice Sandstone. For coal and
carbonaceous shale, values have been derived from literature and company investigations (QGC 2013,
Seidle 2011b, Freeze & Cherry 1979, Arrow 2013, Fitts 2013, Moore et al. 2013, Domenico & Schwartz
1998). In combination with lithology interpretations, total porosity was derived for four lithology classes
(clean sand, dirty sand, siltstone and mudstone) in each stratigraphic unit as summarized in Table 6-7.
Together with the available rock compressibility measurements, the porosity estimates are used to
obtain formation-scale specific storage values using a stochastic analysis that makes use of the
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numerical permeameters (see OGIA groundwater modelling report). Estimated porosity values at the
formation scale are summarised in Table 6-8.
Table 6-7 Total porosity values for each lithology type by formation
Lithology type
Formation

Carbonaceous

Sandstone 1

Sandstone 2

Siltstone

Mudstone

Westbourne
Formation

23.4%

24.1%

23.6%

23.1%

5.0%

1.0%

Upper Springbok

24.2%

24.1%

24.0%

24.5%

5.0%

1.0%

Lower Springbok

23.3%

23.0%

21.9%

22.9%

5.0%

1.0%

WCM NP

21.1%

21.8%

21.7%

21.7%

5.0%

1.0%

WCM 1

21.1%

21.8%

21.7%

21.7%

5.0%

1.0%

WCM 2

19.5%

20.3%

20.6%

21.3%

5.0%

1.0%

WCM 3

18.9%

19.4%

20.1%

21.0%

5.0%

1.0%

Durabilla Formation

19.6%

21.1%

22.3%

23.6%

5.0%

1.0%

Upper Hutton

21.2%

20.3%

21.0%

23.1%

5.0%

1.0%

Lower Hutton

18.8%

20.6%

21.8%

25.8%

5.0%

1.0%

Evergreen
Formation

18.2%

19.3%

21.0%

24.0%

5.0%

1.0%

Precipice
Sandstone

22.0%

23.0%

21.9%

22.9%

5.0%

1.0%

Shale

Coal

Table 6-8 Effective porosity ranges for each formation based on petrophysical data
Effective porosity
Hydrostratigraphic unit

10th
percentile

Total porosity

Median

90th

10th

percentile

percentile

Median

90th
percentile

Gubberamunda Sandstone

2%

15%

24%

20%

24%

27%

Westbourne Sandstone

2%

6%

16%

20%

23%

28%

Springbok Sandstone

4%

11%

22%

20%

24%

30%

Springbok Base

6%

14%

22%

19%

23%

28%

Walloon Coal Measures

1%

7%

14%

16%

20%

25%

Durabilla Formation

1%

4%

10%

17%

21%

26%

Upper Hutton Sandstone

2%

12%

21%

16%

21%

26%

Lower Hutton Sandstone

2%

9%

16%

15%

20%

27%

Evergreen Formation

1%

5%

14%

14%

19%

28%

Precipice Sandstone

5%

16%

26%

15%

22%

28%
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Figure 6-13 Effective porosity based on Petrophysical data

6.6

Discussion and conclusions

The hydraulic properties results show an extremely large range of variability for all formations in the
Surat and Bowen basins; additionally, it has been shown that measurements from different techniques
are not clearly relatable and as such cannot be compared directly. For the purposes of characterisation,
these results have been treated separately, but these problems of scale have been dealt with explicitly
in the modelling workflow. A more detailed analysis of hydraulic properties is provided for each
formation in the relevant sections of chapters 13, 14 and 15.
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7 Hydrochemistry
This chapter provides an overview of the available hydrochemistry data for 12 hydrostratigraphic units
in the Surat CMA. This includes discussion of data sources, quality assurance methods and the
characterisation of the Evergreen Formation (including Boxvale Sandstone Member), Precipice and
Helidon sandstones, Clematis Group, Bungil Formation, Mooga Sandstone, Gubberamunda
Sandstone, Condamine Alluvium, Main Range Volcanics, Bowen Permian, Springbok Sandstone,
Hutton and Marburg sandstones, and Walloon Coal Measures.
Discussion on these individual hydrostratigraphic units is provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Analysis for the minor formations—Upper Cretaceous formations, Wallumbilla Formation, Orallo
Formation, Westbourne Formation, Moolayember Formation, Rewan Formation and Basement Rock—
are analysed separately and discussed in these chapters.

7.1

Overview

A comprehensive assessment of the available hydrochemical data was completed for all formations in
the Surat CMA. The purposes of the assessment were to establish a baseline understanding and
characterisation of each hydrostratigraphic unit and to inform conceptualisation of groundwater flow
directions. This assessment complements and builds upon related work by OGIA in relation to the
Condamine Connectivity Research Project (CCRP) (OGIA 2016a) and research gaps identified in the
“Hydrochemistry of Surat Region” (Ransley et al. 2015a).

7.2

Data sources and quality assurance

Hydrochemical data for the assessment were available from:


private bores and monitoring bores on the Queensland GWDB;



baseline assessments of private water bores by CSG tenure holders;



the UWIR 2012 water monitoring strategy (WMS) network;



CSG tenure holders (undertaken as part of their water monitoring plans and as requirements
under their Environmental Authorities (EA)); and



CSG production wells.

Data were filtered and reduced based on representativeness and data quality. This included:


hydrochemistry from the deepest sample in a bore being used in the assessment where multiple
samples were available at different depths;



samples collected during and immediately after drilling with very high EC and TDS being
removed from the analysis because of possibilities of contaminations with drilling chemicals;



samples with a pH between 5 and 10 being retained as those with higher or lower pH values
than this normal pH range of the regional samples may indicate analytical errors; and



records with +/- 5 % ion-imbalanced being retained.

Many good-quality samples with charge balance error of less than 5% may have a single or couple of
major ions with undetectable concentrations (less than detectable limits). To retain these good-quality
samples in the dataset for multivariate analysis, it was necessary to replace the undetectable limit with
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a value around the detectable limit for that parameter. Otherwise, that sample would have been rejected
during multivariate analysis process, resulting in fewer good-quality samples in the dataset. The
following replacement values are used: fluoride (F-) (0.01 mg/L), potassium (K+) (0.05 mg/L), sulphate
(SO42-) (0.05 mg/L), calcium (Ca2+) (0.05 mg/L), magnesium (Mg2+) (0.05 mg/L), and bicarbonate
(HCO3-) (0.05 mg/L).

7.3

Previous assessments

Previous studies reporting hydrochemical characteristics of GAB aquifers include:


Carbon geostorage assessment (Hodgkinson, Hortle & McKillop 2010, Worley Parsons 2012)



Hydrochemical characterisation of Surat Region and Laura Basin (Ransley et al. 2015a) and



Condamine Interconnectivity Research Project (OGIA 2016a).

The intended purpose and focus varies between these studies, resulting in incomplete assessment of
major ion chemistry of GAB aquifers.
Hodgkinson et al (2010) reported qualitative understanding of the regional trends while employing
certain assumptions regarding potential impacts of CO2 injections on both composition of the storage
media and the fluid hydrochemistry (Hodgkinson, Hortle & McKillop 2010). Limitations of this study
include:


mean compositional data applied to understand regional trends in the major ion chemistry for
relevant aquifers in the Eromanga and Surat basins



limited quality assurance and checks



inclusion of unreliable petroleum wells as the groundwater wells in their datasets and



results providing a basis for regional characterisation rather than detailed assessment and
hydrochemical characterisation of individual formations.

The Healthy HeadWaters (Worley Parsons 2012) study included rigorous quality control procedures
and generated valuable new information regarding mineralogical, hydrogeological and hydrochemical
properties; however, there were many limitations in this study:


The dataset contained drilling mud-contaminated groundwater samples (mostly from petroleum
wells) and inconsistency in the measurements units.



There were no data from the CSG industry, despite the main purpose of this study being to
analyse the coal seam gas water chemistry spatially.



There was limited data from the regional monitoring program.



Applied methodology for multivariate cluster analysis to individual formation appeared to be
inappropriate to determine the mixing of groundwater between formations, meaning results are
therefore inconclusive.

Following Healthy HeadWaters, GA conducted

a study on

“Groundwater

hydrochemical

characterisation of the Surat Region and Laura Basin- Queensland” (Ransley et al. 2015a).
The findings from the GA study are significant, with the application of a methodology that applied
multivariate principal component and K-means Cluster Analysis (KCA) in addition to assessment of
stable isotopes and dissolved inorganic carbon. A limited dataset was analysed for selected formations.
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The study targeted five aquifers in the Surat Region: the Gubberamunda Sandstone, Kumbarilla Beds,
Springbok Sandstone, Hutton and Marburg sandstones and the Walloon Coal Measures. Data were
constrained by the availability of field pH; this significantly reduced the dataset and severely restricted
analysis and interpretation of results and potentially introduced a bias in interpretation due to spatial
distribution of available data.
The GA study has, however, identified some significant knowledge gaps to better understand the
groundwater chemistry and potential interconnectivity between the Walloon Coal Measures and
neighbouring aquifers. Some of their recommendations are:


inclusion of additional aquifers into the hydrochemical analysis (e.g. Precipice Sandstone and
alluvial systems)



detailed spatial analysis of KCA results and



further interpretation of existing data to understand variations in groundwater chemistry due to
geological and hydrogeological influence.

The CCRP provided a report on “Hydro-geochemistry of aquifers in the Condamine Alluvium Footprint”
(OGIA 2016a). It involves the analysis of existing hydrochemical data to assess if there has been
interflow of water between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures as a result of
differences in the water pressure caused by water extraction from the Condamine Alluvium over recent
decades for agricultural purposes.
This study has comprehensively analysed the hydrochemical dataset with principal component analysis
and combined cluster analysis of aquifers to assess the hydrochemical characteristics and potential
interconnectivity between Walloon and alluvial aquifers, following rigorous quality control and statistical
analysis.
This study concluded that the existing geochemical data do not indicate that there has been inflow of
water from the Walloon Coal Measures into the Condamine Alluvium. The areas of relatively high
Sodium Chloride (NaCl) salinity in the Condamine Alluvium, which are mostly on the western margin,
are likely to be caused by long water residence times, salt mobilisation through leaching, and related
processes. This suggests that the hydraulic connectivity between the Condamine Alluvium and the
Walloon Coal Measures is likely to be low.
This study was also spatially constrained to the alluvial extent and therefore included analysis of the
Condamine Alluvium, Walloon Coal Measures, Hutton and Marburg Sandstone and Main Range
Volcanics aquifers with limited data analysis for the Gubberamunda Sandstone in the nearby Surat
Basin.

7.4

Methodology

Within the study area, a significant number of water quality samples are available in the GWDB.
Preliminary analysis of the available time series data did not indicate significant variations in the
groundwater chemistry over a period of 10 to 30 years. This suggests that analysis of all available data
can provide a baseline assessment and understanding of hydrochemical characteristics of various
formations in the Surat CMA.
Hodgkinson et al (2009) also suggested that, due to long residence times (Radke et al. 2000) and
relatively low flow velocities of the groundwater in the GAB (Habermehl 1980, Habermehl 1986), use
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of all hydrochemical data from several decades is a valid approach for hydrochemistry characterisation
(Hodgkinson et al. 2009).
KCA is a multivariate cluster analysis that was applied to the available dataset for the major formations
as listed above. This involved a two-stage grouping of hydrochemical data followed by a statistical
analysis of the variance of each hydrochemical parameter. This was completed to differentiate between
formations at the second stage of cluster classification.
The first KCA grouping of hydrochemical data into distinct cluster classes was performed including all
groundwater chemistry parameters; pH, TDS (Total dissolved solids), Na + (sodium), K+ (potassium),
Ca2+ (calcium), Mg2+ (magnesium), HCO3- (bicarbonate), Cl- (chloride), SO42- (sulphate), F- (fluoride),
NaCl and SAR (Sodium Adsorption Ratio). This method resulted in high-level differentiation of
groundwater chemistry into seven distinct cluster classes across all the major formations. This firststage clustering resulted in differentiation between freshly recharged groundwater (lower
concentrations of Cl-, TDS and major ions) and highly evolved groundwater (higher concentrations of
Cl-, TDS and major ions) for all formations. The outputs from the first stage are provided in Figure 7-1
and Table 7-1.
Further clustering (second-stage) was required due to the wide range of concentrations (for example,
ranging from 1 to 2,500 mg/L) for the major ions in one cluster class, particularly for cluster classes 1,
2 and 3. The second stage of clustering involved only two parameters: SAR and fluoride. This resulted
in six predetermined cluster classes (after preliminary trials) to further differentiate the groundwater
chemistry between the formations. The six subclasses of each cluster class were regrouped into two
groups: group 1 consisted of subclasses 1, 2, and 3 based on lower SAR values and lower
concentrations of other major ions; and group 2 consisted of subclasses 4, 5, and 6 based on higher
SAR and higher concentrations of other major ions within a cluster class (Table 7-1).
Finally, statistical analysis of variance was performed for each hydrochemical parameter within a group
to differentiate hydrochemical characteristics between various formations. Those with significant
differences in at least two or three hydrochemical parameters or with distinct chemical signatures (e.g.
high SO42-, SAR) are grouped into separate subgroups, resulting in 36 subgroups of formations with
distinct hydrochemical characteristics (Table 7-1).
Hydrochemical characteristics for the minor formations as listed above are presented in Table 7-2
without any statistical analysis.

7.5

Results and discussion

A summary of the key conclusions and results for each hydrostratigraphic unit is provided in Chapters
13, 14, 15 and 16. An overview of the results is provided in the following section.
The broad conclusions from the KCA are as follows:


The first-stage clustering identified six distinct homogenous cluster classes reflecting evolution
of groundwater from freshly recharged (classes 1 and 2) to highly evolved (classes 3, 4 and 5)
and saline groundwater (Class 6). A spatial distribution of these cluster classes, with their mean
EC in brackets, is presented in the Figure 7-1. A summary of the clustering, grouping and
subgrouping of major formations based on multilevel analysis of key hydrochemical parameters
is presented in the Table 7-1.
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The major formations can be broadly categorised into four groups based on their relative
percentages of bores in different cluster classes, from freshly recharged with low salinity to
highly evolved with high salinity. In terms of total dissolved salts (TDS mg/L), salinity can be
classified into: fresh (up to 1000 mg/L), slightly brackish (1,000-2,000 mg/L), Brackish (2,0003,000 mg/L), highly brackish (3,000-5,000 mg/L), slightly saline (5,000-10,000 mg/L), highly
saline (10,000-35,000 mg/L), and hypersaline (>35,000 mg/L).
The water quality of group 1 is mostly fresh; group 2 is mostly fresh to slightly brackish; group
3 is mostly slightly brackish to saline; and group 4 is mostly brackish to saline:
o

Group 1 – Clematis Group, Evergreen Formation/Boxvale Sandstone Member,
Precipice and Helidon sandstones.

o

Group 2 – Main Range Volcanics, Condamine River Alluvium, Hutton and Marburg
sandstones.

o

Group 3 – Bungil Formation and Mooga Sandstone, Gubberamunda Sandstone,
Springbok Sandstone.

o

Group 4 – Walloon Coal Measures.

Minor formations also differed in their hydrochemical characteristics: Upper Cretaceous formations are
mainly saline in nature, whereas Tertiary Basalts have the freshest water quality (Table 7-2).
General observations on the composition of groundwater in the Surat CMA are as follows:


Characterising and differentiating groundwater chemistry between formations is a complex
process due to inherent variability in the groundwater characteristics within formations.



Each formation has multiple hydrochemical characteristics due to influence of outcrop, subcrop
and confined regions, depth of sampling, and freshly recharged or highly evolved groundwater.
For example, Walloon Coal Measures has been classified into many subgroups with distinct
hydrochemical characteristics across Surat CMA in this study.



Major formations, in general, have distinct groundwater qualities for given outcrop or subcrop
regions and sampling depths.



Formations in the Surat Basin have more Sodium from weathering of rock-minerals compared
with the Clarence-Moreton Basin, which has more Calcium and magnesium from weathering.



In general, increasing depth of sampling decreases the concentration of calcium, magnesium,
and sulphate, but increases the concentration of sodium and fluoride for most formations.
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Figure 7-1 Derived cluster classes based on hydrochemistry
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Table 7-1 Results from the multivariate hydrochemical analysis for major formations
Hydrochemical parameters

Cluster group -

Formations

subgroup

No. of
obs.

EC

TDS

Na

Cl

K

Ca

Mg

HCO3

SO4

F

(µS/cm)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

SAR

pH

1-1-1

Evergreen
Formation/Boxvale
Sandstone Member

42

453

263

61

59

4

22

9

167

11

0.2

4

7.5

1-1-1

Precipice & Helidon
Sandstones

81

324

193

58

35

3

8

4

136

4

0.2

7

7.3

1-1-2

Clematis Group

104

613

354

80

60

12

22

18

272

9

0.2

4

7.7

1-1-3

Bungil Formation & Mooga
Sandstone

7

748

453

109

105

3

33

17

223

50

0.2

5

7.6

1-1-4

Gubberamunda Sandstone

47

808

480

138

124

3

27

7

227

35

0.2

8

7.7

1-1-5

Condamine River Alluvium

729

904

544

118

113

1

40

30

377

12

0.2

4

7.9

1-1-6

Main Range Volcanics

1138

936

548

99

147

2

39

41

311

11

0.2

4

7.9

1-1-7

Bowen Permian

41

984

577

125

105

7

34

37

384

55

0.3

4

7.8

1-1-8

Springbok Sandstone

6

909

536

177

120

2

15

9

330

20

0.2

15

8.0

1-1-9

Hutton & Marburg
Sandstones

230

1004

581

144

171

3

35

25

300

15

0.3

6

7.9

1-1-9

Walloon Coal Measures

149

959

568

158

145

2

26

19

334

11

0.3

8

8.0

1-2-10

Hutton & Marburg
Sandstones

68

1020

596

234

157

1

3

1

340

7

0.5

37

8.3

1-2-10

Walloon Coal Measures

26

1096

653

255

158

1

3

1

391

6

0.5

37

8.5

1-2-11

Bungil Fm & Mooga
Sandstone

49

1236

702

275

127

1

3

0

431

54

0.4

45

8.5

1-2-11

Gubberamunda Sandstone

89

1135

690

276

98

1

3

0

531

22

0.5

47

8.5

2-1-12

Main Range Volcanics

476

2033

1203

161

418

2

95

118

547

24

0.3

3

7.7
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Formations

subgroup

No. of

EC

TDS

Na

Cl

K

Ca

Mg

HCO3

SO4

F

(µS/cm)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

440

2163

1274

313

465

2

65

64

509

37

0.3

8

8.0

obs.

SAR

pH

2-1-13

Condamine River Alluvium

2-1-14

Bowen Permian

15

2100

1248

269

345

4

75

87

633

119

0.5

5

8.0

2-1-15

Bungil Formation & Mooga
Sandstone

15

1964

1209

371

347

5

40

23

417

148

0.4

17

8.0

2-1-15

Gubberamunda Sandstone

18

2192

1305

402

460

4

57

19

405

111

0.3

14

7.9

2-1-16

Springbok Sandstone

6

2050

1215

396

519

1

34

16

338

16

0.4

15

7.7

2-1-17

Hutton & Marburg
Sandstones

175

2178

1269

318

484

3

67

61

477

32

0.3

8

7.9

2-1-17

Walloon Coal Measures

159

2186

1304

345

474

3

61

51

492

43

0.4

10

7.9

2-2-18

Bungil Formation & Mooga
Sandstone

211

1920

1173

470

237

2

3

1

808

15

1.8

70

8.4

2-2-18

Gubberamunda Sandstone

111

1952

1164

468

248

1

4

1

767

21

1.5

61

8.4

2-2-19

Hutton & Marburg
Sandstones

64

2327

1336

519

483

2

8

2

537

16

1.0

50

8.3

2-2-19

Springbok Sandstone

7

1982

1145

462

311

1

5

2

675

6

1.6

46

8.0

2-2-19

Walloon Coal Measures

82

2397

1414

542

440

2

6

2

672

8

1.5

56

8.3

3-1-20

Main Range Volcanics

87

4255

2565

396

1231

4

169

235

503

94

0.3

6

7.8

3-1-21

Condamine River Alluvium

268

4395

2665

705

1252

3

105

115

474

107

0.3

12

8.0

3-1-22

Hutton and Marburg
sandstones

104

4582

2635

636

1319

6

133

141

444

81

0.4

12

7.8

3-1-23

Gubberamunda Sandstone

6

4659

2671

975

1328

3

28

13

337

67

0.5

39

8.0

3-1-24

Bungil Formation and
Mooga Sandstone

16

4377

2787

861

1000

5

106

30

241

613

0.4

21

7.7
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Formations

subgroup

No. of
obs.

EC

TDS

Na

Cl

K

Ca

Mg

HCO3

SO4

F

(µS/cm)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

SAR

pH

3-1-25

Walloon Coal Measures

84

4642

2848

819

1326

3

103

81

424

141

0.4

17

7.8

3-2-26

Bungil Formation and
Mooga Sandstone

23

4519

2650

981

1316

2

26

6

328

71

0.6

54

8.1

3-2-26

Hutton and Marburg
sandstones

21

4096

2388

898

1211

3

22

5

316

41

0.4

52

8.0

3-2-26

Walloon Coal Measures

44

4486

2668

987

1284

2

19

8

451

33

0.8

54

8.1

4-2-27

Condamine River Alluvium

10

5306

3384

1059

1279

1

55

72

1048

50

1.1

36

7.6

4-2-28

Hutton and Marburg
sandstones

7

4472

2766

922

875

5

40

65

1356

25

2.3

47

8.0

4-2-29

Walloon Coal Measures

222

4830

2944

1094

847

4

7

3

1313

4

3.0

102

8.5

5-1-30

Main Range Volcanics

11

8367

5276

1194

2711

4

272

304

462

277

0.4

17

7.6

5-1-31

Condamine River Alluvium

79

8982

5777

1588

2934

2

166

217

491

240

0.5

22

7.8

5-1-31

Hutton and Marburg
sandstones

35

8924

5530

1522

3011

6

225

209

432

137

0.6

27

7.6

5-2-32

Bungil Formation and
Mooga Sandstone

19

8538

5695

1711

2336

4

236

100

173

1216

0.6

32

7.4

5-2-33

Gubberamunda Sandstone

7

9054

5627

1820

3029

7

132

75

316

155

0.7

36

7.8

5-2-34

Springbok Sandstone

8

9126

5644

1966

3111

2

106

54

352

31

0.7

53

7.7

5-2-34

Walloon Coal Measures

147

9433

5888

1982

3086

6

88

80

527

107

0.9

62

8.1

6-1-35

Condamine River Alluvium

9

20844

13087

3112

7684

8

854

667

332

554

0.4

20

7.4

6-2-36

Hutton and Marburg
sandstones

9

18289

12479

3901

7264

6

479

288

428

233

0.6

45

7.6

6-2-36

Walloon Coal Measures

33

16948

10899

3409

6068

8

303

223

389

186

0.5

49

7.6
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Table 7-2 Results from the hydrochemical analysis for minor formations
Hydrochemical parameters
Formations

Number

EC

TDS

Na

Cl

K

Ca

Mg

HCO3

SO4

F

(µS/cm)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

25

3800

2475

655

991

8

67

87

585

103

0.8

18

7.8

Tertiary Basalts

1008

1649

1148

173

325

3

65

84

474

33

0.3

5

7.8

Basement Rock

149

2886

1974

381

655

5

90

119

607

122

0.8

7

7.7

49

3870

2523

726

1229

6

77

79

368

54

0.4

15

7.8

174

2498

1739

535

556

3

33

16

525

86

1.0

51

8.3

6

5713

3593

1075

1902

8

133

73

393

17

0.2

17

7.7

131

19507

13093

3520

7020

36

585

535

337

1082

0.7

26

7.2

Wallumbilla Formation

76

5477

3474

1085

1720

9

85

70

368

203

0.6

32

8.0

Westbourne Formation

54

11360

1458

448

473

4

21

15

458

54

0.7

35

8.1

Bandanna Formation

Moolayember Formation
Orallo Formation

of obs.

Rewan Group
Upper Cretaceous
formations
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8 Groundwater extraction
This chapter provides an overview of current and historical estimates of groundwater extraction in the
Surat CMA. This includes an overview of groundwater extraction for conventional P&G, CSG and
private groundwater. Discussion of groundwater extraction from individual hydrostratigraphic units is
provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.

8.1

Overview

Estimates of current and historical groundwater use are critical for the conceptualisation of groundwater
systems and understanding system responses. Estimates are also required for groundwater model
calibration purposes.
In the context of the assessment of impacts from P&G development, estimates of groundwater use are
separated into P&G and non-P&G use.
Petroleum and gas producers have the right to take groundwater under the Petroleum and Gas
(Production and Safety) Act 2004 in association with the process of extracting these resources. Monthly
volumes for this purpose is provided to the Queensland Government. Development plans for tenures
within the Surat CMA provide a basis for estimating change in associated water volumes produced from
these activities.
In relation to non-P&G water use in the Surat Basin, a water licence is required to take water for all
purposes. Water licences are typically described as volumetric and non-volumetric. Volumetric licences
have maximum nominal volumes of water that can be extraction and are typically for non-S&D
purposes. Extraction for S&D purposes is non-volumetric.
There is limited metering of water use. A range of methods have been applied in the past to estimate
non-P&G water use. Historical estimates have applied a broad approximation of a typical rate of use by
S&D users. An integral component of the water use estimation is assigning the estimate to individual
aquifers based on the screen intervals of the intercepting water bores (i.e. aquifer attribution).
To fill these key knowledge gaps, OGIA implemented two projects:


Aquifer attribution – Using the OGIA regional geological model and bore construction
information, a workflow was developed to assess and assign screened aquifers to all bores
within the Surat CMA.



S&D water use assessment – A comprehensive methodology to assess S&D water use has
been developed that integrates publically available datasets including stock-carrying capacity,
land use and the availability of alternative water supplies to provide an improved estimate of
water use.

8.2

Aquifer attribution

Understanding which aquifer is contributing groundwater into a water bore is critical information for
many of OGIA’s projects. The knowledge of a bore’s aquifer enables assignment of aquifer parameters,
water use, hydrochemistry, and assessment of recharge and groundwater flow and trends to a location
in the Surat CMA. The GWDB contains information on water bores and is the primary source of
groundwater data in the Surat CMA. The majority of bores recorded on the GWDB are private water
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bores for non-P&G activities such as agriculture, industrial, urban and S&D purposes. However, the
aquifer assigned to bores in the GWDB is often absent or inconsistently recorded 1.

8.2.1

Methodology

To generate a reliable assessment of aquifer for each bore, OGIA has developed and applied a method
to attribute bores with aquifer information from a variety of sources. The primary input data sources for
attribution process are:
a) individual bore assessments completed by tenure holders
b) aquifer assessments by OGIA for previous internal research projects (Condamine Connectivity,
Walloon Connectivity and Springs Projects)
c) DNRM’s Murray-Darling Basin S&D bore dataset
d) stratigraphic surfaces extracted from the OGIA regional geological model
e) information on the location, bore screens and aquifers intersected (extracted from relevant
tables in the GWDB) and
f)

previous attributions developed by OGIA for the UWIR 2012, particularly for shallow bores
screened in alluvium and tertiary volcanics.

A hierarchical approach was developed to incorporate the available information. The following steps
form the aquifer attribution process:


The process first assigns aquifers to bores using the priority datasets (a, b, c).



For the remaining bores, the process then assigns aquifers using the bore construction or depth
information to intersect the OGIA geological model (termed ‘automated aquifer attribution’).
Where bore construction is not available, the aquifer is assigned from the GWDB aquifer
database.



When a bore only has location information and is located within the extent of the model layers,
the shallowest aquifer or aquitard is assigned to the bore. If the bore is located outside the
extent of the model layers, the main aquifer accessed by nearby bores is assigned to the bore.

8.2.2

Method assumptions

The key assumptions for the aquifer attribution method are that:


OGIA Project and Bore Assessment has identified the correct target aquifer,



DNRM’s Murray-Darling Basin S&D aquifer assignment for bores targeting alluvial and basalt
aquifers is correct,



Where screen information is available from the bore and intersection with the geological model
suggests multiple formations are penetrated, then the aquifer attribution lists all formations.

1

Assignment of aquifers is a matter of interpretation that requires an interpretation of geology in a

regional context. Such interpretations are often recorded at the time of drilling by drillers and supervisors
without the appropriate resources and skills for regional geological interpretations. In addition, regional
geological interpretations are also dynamic. For these reasons, inconsistencies in recorded aquifer
attribution are common.
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Where only bore depth information is available and the bore lies within the extent of the
Condamine Alluvium or Main Range Volcanics and penetrates into the uppermost underlying
GAB formation, only the shallowest formation is assigned as the aquifer for that bore, i.e.
alluvium or volcanics. The assumption is that while the bore is drilled partially into the GAB
units, the shallowest formation is the most productive aquifer and the target, and the bore is
therefore unlikely to be screened in the GAB unit.



Where only bore depth information is available and the bore lies outside the extent of the
Condamine Alluvium or Main Range Volcanics, only the lowermost formation is assigned as
the aquifer for that bore. The assumption is that private bores are likely to be drilled until the
most productive aquifer is reached, and then screened within this zone.



8.2.3

Bores in close proximity are likely to have similar aquifer attribution.

Discussion

The reliability of the aquifer attribution using this method relies upon the accuracy of the geological
model and the available construction information. The following sections discuss the implications of
the quality of the inputs on the resulting accuracy of the attribution process.

8.2.3.1 Accuracy of the OGIA geological model
The Surat CMA geological model is a regional-scale model and does not in all cases represent the
degree of natural complexity in the system, particularly in areas where there is reduced data density.

8.2.3.2 Influence of inlet interval on the attribution process
The inlet interval of a poorly constructed bore is often such that the bore interval is open to multiple
aquifers and formations, due to the lack of a proper seal. A single bore may also have multiple target
aquifers and be intentionally constructed to intersect multiple aquifers.
As shown in the schematic in Figure 8-1, a poorly constructed groundwater bore with a screened interval
opposite the target aquifer may be gravel or natural-packed to the surface without proper seals at the
upper and lower bounds of the target aquifer. For such instances, the aquifer attribution identifies all of
the formations open to the bore (Aquifer 1, Aquitard, and Aquifer 2) as contributors to groundwater
within the bore, but the primary attribution to the bore will be based on the assumptions in section 8.2.2.
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Groundwater level
Cemented
Natural Pack
Gravel Pack

1: Leakage between aquifers due
to no seal.
2: Seal in bore preventing
connectivity between aquifers.
3: Bore water level is a result of
Aquifer 1 and Aquifer 2.
4 & 5: Bore inlet interval. The inlet
interval for the poorly constructed
bore spans a greater distance due
to the lack of adequate seals.
6 & 7: Bore target aquifer interval.

Figure 8-1 Schematic of bore construction scenarios and aquifer attribution
The current method assumes that the majority of water produced from the bore is adjacent to the
screened interval. Timms & Acworth (2009) found that, depending on site conditions, bore leakage may
account for a minor proportion of the total volume extracted from a bore (0.04-1.2%) compared to the
horizontal flow through the adjacent aquifer (Timms & Acworth 2009). It is therefore considered
reasonable that the target aquifer interval is the primary zone of aquifer contribution to water supply
when compared to the inlet interval aquifer/s.

8.2.3.3 Bore condition
The aquifer attribution method assumes that the bore construction method is as recorded and has not
deteriorated with age. Inaccurate records or casing deterioration due to age may change the major
groundwater contributing intervals within bores.

8.3
8.3.1

Estimating water use
Introduction

Groundwater extraction for the purposes of agricultural, industrial, town water supply and mining is
under a volumetric entitlement. In some cases, water use is also metered. In these circumstances, an
estimate of groundwater use can be made with reasonable accuracy.
In contrast, bores associated with S&D and/or urban/peri-urban use are non-volumetric and are not
metered. To improve estimates for non-entitled groundwater use, OGIA has developed a methodology
which integrates readily available state-wide datasets to ensure consistency and repeatability in
application of the method.

8.3.2

Previous assessments

Previous approaches to estimates of water use can be categorised into 3 groups:
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1. Direct measurement where available. Metered water use or water user surveys have been very
limited (PB 2011).
2. Demand-based assessments. Estimations based on requirement for S&D purposes, areabased irrigation requirements and town water supply requirements (Lowe et al. 2009).
3. Supply/Source-based assessments. Water can be pumped from waterways, groundwater or
collected in farm dams (Lowe et al. 2009). Extraction from waterways and groundwater may be
licensed with set volumes, and extraction cannot exceed the licensed volumes.
Estimates of water use were also made by OGIA for the UWIR 2012, using the following approach:


Bores attached to volumetric entitlements were assigned 100% of the volumetric entitlement
(distributed between the associated bores).



Sub-artesian bores for S&D purposes were assigned a volume between 1 and 5 ML/yr based
on formation yield and pump information.



Artesian bores were assigned the last recorded discharge rate and formation yield.

All methods have limitations; ultimately, direct measurements are only available for a small proportion
of water bores, demand-based approaches do not take into account the additional water supplies and
variations, and estimates of use based on volumetric limits do not consider actual extraction which may
vary significantly. OGIA undertook a reassessment of current and historical use based on a more
comprehensive set of criteria and dataset as described further in this chapter.

8.3.3

Methodology and data sources

The underlying principle of the methodology is to estimate the demand-based groundwater extraction
per bore while taking into account additional sources of water supply and climatic variations. The
methodology has taken into consideration critical factors that affect the actual water use and seasonal
variations, such as:


demand assessment based on land use, grazing potential (stock-carrying capacity) and
property sizes that influence stock water use



availability of alternative water supply sources



availability and location of water bores in the property and



climatic variations.

This methodology has considered a range of variables in developing the water use estimates, including
earlier methods used in previous DNRM projects to estimate S&D groundwater which have been
reviewed and considered as part of this methodology:


existing practices (nationally and internationally)



consideration of dry and wet years



estimates of pasture productivity, grazing potential, livestock numbers



other sources of water supply, farm storage dams, rivers and creeks and



numbers of dwellings with their water requirement estimates for garden and people.

Artesian bores with uncontrolled flow are identified and their latest flow records used after cross
checking with work completed under the government capping and piping program; artesian bores with
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no flow records are given the average value of available flow records for that formation. Broadly, the
methodology involves:


identifying existing water supply bores in the model domain and Surat CMA



estimating stock water demand at a ‘property’ level for rural properties



determining the presence, volume and seasonal availability of additional non-groundwater
supplies for each property



determining S&D groundwater use by subtracting non-groundwater sources from stock demand
for average, dry and wet years and



distributing estimated property groundwater use to individual property bores (which may tap
different aquifers), with validation against bore yields.

A number of steps were undertaken involving spatial and temporal analysis of data pertaining to land
use, water supply sources, stock numbers, property sizes, water bodies and grazing potential. Detail
on the method is provided in Appendix H.

8.3.4

Results and discussion

Results of water use estimates are compiled for each water bore location and the aquifer to which that
bore is assigned. A spatial distribution of non-P&G water bores in the Surat CMA is shown in Figure
8-2. Estimated S&D water use is provided in Table 8-1 and Figure 8-2.
Non-GAB upper formations, consisting mainly of shallow alluvial and basalt aquifers, account for more
than half of the total bores in the area. From the total estimated groundwater extraction in the model
domain (341,362 ML/yr), approximately 59% (203,092 ML/yr) is from within the Surat CMA. Non-GAB
upper, GAB, and non-GAB lower formations contribute approximately 77%, 20% and 3% of the total
extractions respectively. Agriculture is the dominant purpose, accounting for 73% of the total
groundwater use.
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Figure 8-2 Distribution of non-P&G water bores
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8.3.4.1 S&D groundwater extraction
The model domain is larger than the Surat CMA (Figure 8-2). S&D bores account for approximately
85% of the total bores in the model domain. These bores are spatially distributed; however, they are
concentrated around regional centres which represent hubs for crops and livestock production systems
(Roma, Dalby, Emerald, Springsure and Goondiwindi). In addition to the bores in Table 8-1, there are
6,861 bores located within the model domain, but outside of hydrostratigraphic units of interest.
The methodology for estimating S&D water use has changed significantly since the UWIR 2012.
Additional detail on the applied method is detailed in Appendix H. In the UWIR 2012, an estimated
extraction of 1 to 5 ML/yr was applied based on formation yield information, bore pump capacity and
system understanding. This resulted in an average water extraction of 4.4 ML/yr per bore. The revised
methodology results in an average water extraction of 1.4 ML/yr. This represents around 70% reduction
in estimated water use.
The estimated S&D water use per bore from the revised OGIA methodology was compared with earlier
estimations (PB 2011) for non-GAB, shallower formations such as the Condamine Alluvium and Main
Range Volcanics. While rates of water use from rural and urban bores for the Condamine Alluvium are
similar in both methodologies, the revised OGIA estimates in the Main Range Volcanics, particularly for
the rural and peri-urban bores, were significantly (around 50%-70%) less than the (PB 2011) estimates
that were based on a limited number of landholder surveys and may have therefore overestimated
water use. PB (2011) did not estimate S&D water use for GAB formations.
The University of Queensland is currently undertaking a project to improve the estimate of S&D water
use in the Surat Basin and has installed ultrasonic flow meters on some bores. Preliminary analysis of
available data indicates the measured S&D water use is within the range of the OGIA estimates. The
measured values in the UQ study will be used to validate the OGIA estimations for relevant bores and
properties.
Table 8-1 Estimated current stock & domestic groundwater extraction

Formation

Number of bores

Estimated extraction (ML/Yr)

Surat CMA

Surat CMA

Model domain

Model domain

Non-GAB upper formations
Alluvium (Condamine)

2,709

3,016

2,070

2,262

Alluvium (Other)

1,201

5,236

1,447

5,164

Main Range and Tertiary
Volcanics

5,924

7,589

4,726

6,312

Cenozoic

165

948

378

1,215

Sub total

9,999

16,789

8,621

14,953

210

264

663

843

90

136

221

337

Bungil Formation

232

443

671

986

Mooga Sandstone

543

680

1,259

1,531

Surat Basin (Great Artesian Basin)
Upper Cretaceous formations
Wallumbilla Formation
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Number of bores

Estimated extraction (ML/Yr)

Surat CMA

Surat CMA

Model domain

Model domain

Orallo Formation

620

680

1,209

1,346

Gubberamunda Sandstone

499

636

1,450

1,755

Westbourne Formation

229

256

376

462

Springbok Sandstone

233

331

1,003

1,309

1,394

1,630

1,628

1,866

276

346

443

523

2,303

2,788

3,255

3,875

Evergreen Formation

559

1,236

1,287

2,199

Precipice Sandstone

293

702

672

1,140

7,481

10,128

14,137

18,172

Walloon Coal Measures
Durabilla Formation
Hutton Sandstone

Sub total

Bowen Basin and Non-GAB lower formations
Moolayember Formation

151

179

352

442

Clematis Group

145

158

981

1,021

Rewan Group

111

122

309

347

93

113

167

218

716

1,152

1,229

1,871

88

1,059

130

1,257

1,304

2,783

3,168

5,156

18,784

29,700

25,926

38,281

Bandanna Formation
Bowen Permian
Metamorphic/igneous/basement
rocks
Subtotal
Grand total

8.3.4.2 Non-S&D groundwater extraction
Approximately 80% of the bores with volumetric entitlements are for irrigation purposes within the
Condamine Alluvium. The current estimate of 64,251 ML/yr for agricultural purposes in the Condamine
Alluvium differs significantly from the previously reported estimate of 41,450 ML/yr (QWC 2012b). Both
estimates include the Central Condamine Alluvium and tributaries. The total volumetric entitlement in
the Central Condamine Alluvium (86,000 ML/yr) has not changed; however, the restrictions applied to
the calculation of water use for agriculture and industrial purposes differ significantly between the two
reports. The restriction was overestimated by 18% in the reported water use for the Central Condamine
Alluvium in the UWIR 2012 (QWC 2012b).
Additionally, attribution of 248 bores with volumetric entitlements to the Condamine Alluvium from other
aquifers due to OGIA aquifer attribution has also contributed to an increased estimate of water use.
In addition to the bores in Table 8-2, there are 155 bores located within the model domain, but outside
of hydrostratigraphic units of interest.
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Table 8-2 Estimated groundwater extraction from bores associated with a water entitlement

Formation

Number of bores

Surat CMA

Surat CMA

Agricultural

Model domain

Total
Industrial

Town water supply

Surat CMA

Model domain

Non-GAB upper formations
Alluvium (Condamine)

1,144

1,391

64,251

1,476

4,227

69,954

78,978

322

1,518

16,130

555

1,311

17,996

95,865

1,293

1,474

39,200

2,659

4,459

46,318

52,479

Cenozoic

11

42

706

4

11

721

21,893

Sub total

2,770

4,425

120,287

4,694

10,008

134,989

249,215

Upper Cretaceous formations

7

8

120

0

0

120

151

Wallumbilla Formation

3

7

518

0

0

518

565

Bungil Formation

3

7

20

0

68

88

264

Mooga Sandstone

8

12

103

0

75

178

358

Orallo Formation

31

34

359

2

177

538

681

Gubberamunda Sandstone

62

63

1,777

810

585

3,172

3,292

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

32

34

2,393

742

199

3,334

3,350

253

277

8,995

370

425

9,790

10,676

5

7

101

0

21

122

132

342

385

8,810

777

2,141

11,728

13,827

Evergreen Formation

45

54

1,483

1,874

218

3,575

4,326

Precipice Sandstone

29

91

1,970

2,092

1,704

5,766

12,006

Alluvium (Other)
Main Range Volcanics and
Basalts

Surat Basin (Great Artesian Basin)

Westbourne Formation
Springbok Sandstone
Walloon Coal Measures
Durabilla Formation
Hutton Sandstone
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Number of bores

Surat CMA

Surat CMA

Agricultural

Sub total

Model domain

Total
Industrial

Town water supply

Surat CMA

Model domain

820

979

26,649

6,667

5,613

38,929

49,628

Moolayember Formation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Clematis Group

7

7

0

0

326

326

326

Rewan Group

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bandanna Formation

10

10

437

59

406

902

903

Bowen Permian

27

37

1,541

67

144

1,752

1,990

Metamorphic/igneous/basement
rocks

12

59

231

37

0

268

1,019

Subtotal

56

113

2,209

163

876

3,248

4,238

3,646

5,517

149,145

11,524

16,497

177,166

303,081

Bowen Basin and Non-GAB lower formations

Grand total
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Historical groundwater extraction

An estimate of historical change in water use was completed to support the groundwater trend analysis
and model calibration (1900 to 2015). The historical water use estimate is based on the growth of water
bores over the period and an extrapolation of current estimated water use for each bore. Information
about the bore construction date and status was derived from the GWDB.
The approach provides a basin-scale assessment of historical water use. The methodology is restricted
to the currently available dataset, with limited historical datasets available to incorporate into the
analysis. Any changes to property boundaries are not considered. Increased areas of grazing potential
are also likely to result in over-estimates in water use during the historical time period.
The estimated historical groundwater extractions for the period 1900 to 2015 are shown in Figure 8-3
and Figure 8-4. The rate of groundwater extraction increased rapidly between the mid-1960s and 2000,
following which the rate of groundwater extraction has significantly reduced. The historical trend in the
groundwater extraction is reflected in the growth of bores during the same time period (Figure 8-5 and
Figure 8-6).
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Figure 8-3 Estimated cumulative growth in non P&G water use (Surat CMA)
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Figure 8-4 Estimated cumulative growth in non P&G water use (model domain)
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Figure 8-5 Estimated cumulative growth in water bore construction (Surat CMA)
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Figure 8-6 Estimated cumulative growth in water bore construction (model domain)
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A summary of water bore types and facility status for the Surat CMA and model domain is provided in
Table 8-3 and Table 8-4. There are 33,000 sub-artesian and 1,600 artesian bores within the model
domain; in the Surat CMA, there are 21,000 sub-artesian and 1,400 artesian bores.
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Table 8-3 Number of non-P&G groundwater bores and facility type in the model domain
Number of bores and facility type (model domain)
Formation
SF

AF

AC

AB

AU

AS

Total

Non-GAB upper formations
Alluvium (Condamine)

4,406

0

0

0

1

0

4,407

Alluvium (Other)

6,740

7

0

2

5

0

6,754

Main Range Volcanics and Basalts

9,055

0

0

1

7

0

9,063

987

0

0

0

3

0

990

21,188

7

0

3

16

0

21,214

264

6

0

1

1

0

272

87

44

9

3

0

0

143

Bungil Formation

352

60

33

3

2

0

450

Mooga Sandstone

536

99

52

4

1

0

692

Orallo Formation

555

118

37

2

2

0

714

Gubberamunda Sandstone

537

129

22

6

5

0

699

Westbourne Formation

173

70

9

3

1

0

256

Springbok Sandstone

299

53

8

3

2

0

365

1,862

26

15

3

1

0

1,907

330

19

3

0

1

0

353

Hutton Sandstone

3,080

59

26

5

2

1

3,173

Evergreen Formation

1,190

80

11

3

6

0

1,290

Precipice Sandstone

652

122

5

11

3

0

793

9,917

885

230

47

27

1

11,107

159

18

1

0

1

0

179

66

89

1

1

8

0

165

Rewan Group

101

18

1

0

2

0

122

Bandanna Formation

105

14

0

4

0

0

123

Bowen Permian

916

233

4

35

1

0

1,189

Metamorphic/igneous/basement
rocks

1,117

1

0

0

0

0

1,118

Subtotal

2,464

373

7

40

12

0

2,896

33,569

1,265

237

90

55

1

35,217

Cenozoic
Subtotal
Surat Basin (Great Artesian Basin)
Upper Cretaceous formations
Wallumbilla Formation

Walloon Coal Measures
Durabilla Formation

Subtotal

Bowen Basin and Non-GAB lower formations
Moolayember Formation
Clematis Group

Grand total

SF, Sub Artesian; AF, Artesian Controlled Flow; AC, Artesian Ceased to flow; AB, Artesian Unknown
Condition; AS, Artesian Seasonal Flow
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Table 8-4 Number of non-P&G groundwater bores and facility type in the Surat CMA
Number of bores and Facility Type
Formation

SF

AF

AC

AB

AU

AS

Total

Non-GAB upper formations
Alluvium (Condamine)

3,853

0

0

0

0

0

3,853

Alluvium (Other)

1,521

1

0

1

0

0

1,523

Main Range Volcanics and Basalts

7,212

0

0

1

4

0

7,217

176

0

0

0

0

0

176

12,762

1

0

2

4

0

12,769

209

6

0

1

1

0

217

47

41

2

3

0

0

93

Bungil Formation

158

55

19

1

2

0

235

Mooga Sandstone

400

96

50

4

1

0

551

Orallo Formation

501

112

35

2

1

0

651

Gubberamunda Sandstone

431

102

18

6

4

0

561

Westbourne Formation

161

58

6

3

1

0

229

Springbok Sandstone

222

36

4

1

2

0

265

1,614

16

13

3

1

0

1,647

259

18

3

0

1

0

281

2,567

53

17

5

2

1

2,645

Evergreen Formation

518

70

8

3

5

0

604

Precipice Sandstone

203

105

4

10

0

0

322

7,290

768

179

42

21

1

8,301

131

18

1

0

1

0

151

Clematis Group

55

87

1

1

8

0

152

Rewan Group

90

18

1

0

2

0

111

Bandanna Formation

85

14

0

4

0

0

103

Bowen Permian

470

233

4

35

1

0

743

Metamorphic/igneous/old basement
rocks

100

0

0

0

0

0

100

Subtotal

931

370

7

40

12

0

1,360

20,983

1,139

186

84

37

1

22,430

Cenozoic
Subtotal
Surat Basin (Great Artesian Basin)
Upper Cretaceous formations
Wallumbilla Formation

Walloon Coal Measures
Durabilla Formation
Hutton Sandstone

Subtotal

Bowen Basin and Non-GAB lower formations
Moolayember Formation

Grand total

SF, Sub Artesian; AF, Artesian Controlled Flow; AC, Artesian Ceased to flow; AB, Artesian Unknown
Condition; AS, Artesian Seasonal Flow
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Mining

Coal mining is the dominant non-P&G resource activity of significance in the Surat CMA. The process
involves exploration, development and mining of coal seams primarily associated with the Jurassic
Walloon Sub-group (Juandah Coal Measures and Taroom Coal Measures) and the Permian coal
measures.
In general, the coal development in the Surat Basin is at various stages. In the Surat Basin, there are
five operational mines (Wilkie Creek, Kogan Creek, New Acland, Cameby Downs and Commodore)
and eight proposed mines that have development approval. All current and proposed coal mines in the
Surat Basin are open cut operations spread across the Walloon Coal Measures outcrop areas, or
typically within 15 km of the Springbok Sandstone and Walloon Coal Measures boundary.
During coal mining operations, groundwater drawdown occurs from the removal of coal and overburden,
exposure of the strata to evaporation and seepage to the excavation. This drawdown generally extends
in the order of kilometres (up to 5 km) from the open cut pit at the end of mining. As the coal seam is
fully dewatered during mining, the magnitude of drawdown is equivalent to the depth to the base of the
coal seam minus the pre-mining water table elevation. In most instances, this magnitude of drawdown
is in the order of tens of metres, reducing with distance from the open cut pit.
Direct measurement of water extraction from dewatering activities is not available. Estimates of the
volume of water extracted are available from the individual project reports derived from groundwater
modelling predictions. For the operational mines, the volumes range from about 30 to 150 ML/yr per
mine. For some of the proposed mines, such as the Elimatta, this could be up to 900 ML/yr.
OGIA has created a dataset relating to mine footprint, development timing, and depth of mine pits. This
dataset was incorporated into the Commonwealth Bioregional Assessment.
Impacts from dewatering activities associated with coal mines are unlikely to affect CSG-related impacts
in the surrounding aquifers. Any coal development is more likely to affect drawdown in the Walloon
Coal Measures itself. Since the Walloon Coal Measures will be depressurised to more or less the same
level, no additional drawdown is anticipated that could influence flow from surrounding aquifers over
and above what will be accounted for in the CSG development.
As previously mentioned, coal mining is mostly confined to areas where the coal is less than about 150
m below the ground. Economic quantities of CSG in the Bowen Basin are much deeper, so there is
expected to be little or no overlap between the predicted impacts associated with CSG and coal mining
developments in the area.

8.6

Conventional petroleum and gas

There are an estimated 1,670 P&G wells that are likely to be drilled and completed for conventional oil
and gas exploration and production in the Surat CMA. These wells intercept formations deeper than
the Hutton Sandstone and exclude known CSG wells (for example, wells intercepting the Bandanna
Formation for CSG purposes, and deep CSG wells drilled for stratigraphic purposes) and monitoring
wells. The majority of these wells were drilled during the period 1960 to 1990. Of the 1,670 wells, only
about 380 have either been production wells or could be commissioned as production wells. The
remaining are either abandoned or converted to water bores.
The water in a conventional reservoir is found below the oil and gas saturation and the quality of water
is generally saline. Produced water during the oil and gas production (associated water) commonly
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increases over time as the oil and gas is depleted during hydrocarbon production. In comparison to
CSG, however, the total volume of associated water is very small.
A summary of average water production from major fields in recent years is presented in Table 8-5.
The Moonie oilfield contributes nearly 90% of the total associated water from all conventional oil and
gas activities within the CMA. When looking at water production based on formations, the Precipice
Sandstone (Surat Basin) and the Showgrounds Sandstone (Clematis equivalent of the Bowen Basin)
are the two formations contributing almost all (90%) of the associated water. The Permian Bowen Basin
sequences do not have any water contribution of significance. There is also a declining trend in
associated water production from conventional oil and gas fields, indicating the fields are mature and
depleting. Water production from conventional oil and gas fields gradually increased from 1963 to 2001
when it peaked at 2,500 ML/yr. During the period 2005 to 2013, the average water production from all
conventional oil and gas fields was about 1,400 ML/yr.
Table 8-5 Average annual water production for conventional fields in the CMA (2005-2013)
Field

Reservoir

Average Water Production (ML/yr)

Moonie

Precipice and Evergreen

Taylor

Showgrounds/Clematis

52

Fairymount

Showgrounds/Clematis

30

Riverslea

Evergreen

10

East Glen

Showgrounds/Clematis

9

Sirrah

Showgrounds/Clematis

7

Others

33
Total

8.7

1,300

1,440

Coal Seam Gas

CSG production relies on large-scale depressurisation of coal seams. This process involves extracting
relatively large amounts of water in comparison to conventional operations. While conventional P&G
production has reached a mature stage of development, the CSG industry is at a relatively early stage
and water extractions will increase. The first CSG field was established in 1995 and located in the
southern Bowen Basin. As at January 2016, approximately 6,500 CSG wells had been constructed in
the Surat CMA. This includes exploration, appraisal and other types of CSG wells, but does not include
plugged and abandoned or water bores.
Information provided to OGIA by tenure holders suggests that some 5,600 CSG production wells had
been constructed in the CMA as at January 2015 (4,600 in the Surat Basin and 1,000 in the southern
Bowen Basin). This is a significant increase on the 2,100 wells (1,500 in the Surat Basin and 600 in the
southern Bowen Basin) which existed when the UWIR 2012 was prepared. The increase reflects the
build-up to the commissioning of the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) plants in Gladstone in late 2014.
Growth has been greater in the Surat Basin than in the southern Bowen Basin, particularly over the
past five years (QWC 2012b).
There is no expansion or new development plans for conventional P&G fields in the Surat CMA;
however, the CSG industry will continue expanding/consolidating existing fields and developing some
new fields. Current projections see close to 18,000 wells installed in the Surat CMA (Figure 8-7).
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Coal seam gas wells
(current and planned production areas)

20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Bowen Basin (Existing)
Bowen Basin (Projected)

Surat Basin (Existing)
Surat Basin (Projected)

Figure 8-7 Existing and projected future CSG wells in current and planned production areas
Petroleum tenure holders are required to report to DNRM extraction activity from their CSG fields. OGIA
obtains similar, but more detailed, data from tenure holders, primarily focused on groundwater
extraction. The data are also reported on a six-monthly cycle and contain monthly groundwater
production data per well. Further, the companies also provide records from monitoring sites strategically
located throughout the CMA to monitor water quality and pressure/level. By late 2015, there were 495
monitoring points either operational or under construction. OGIA conducts a quality assurance process
and then release the data for wider use.
At the time the UWIR 2012 was prepared, CSG extraction from the southern Bowen Basin was from
four major gas fields known as Fairview, Peat, Scotia and Spring Gully. Since that time, other than
some additional wells in the Fairview and Spring Gully fields, there has been little to no expansion in
the southern Bowen Basin. This is reflected in the water production data (Figure 8-8) which shows
extraction from the southern Bowen Basin has been steady at a rate of approximately 5,000 ML/yr.
As evident in the increase in wells, expansion has continued in the Surat Basin. Since the UWIR 2012
was prepared, a number of additional gas fields have been brought into production. These are Origin’s
Combabula and Condabri fields and QGC’s Cam, Ross, Woleebee Creek Glendower, Harry, Isabella
and David fields. This has resulted in a recent significant increase in the rate of water extraction, from
approximately 12,000 ML/yr in July 2013 to 59,000 ML/yr in July 2015 (QWC 2012b).
As shown in Figure 8-8, as of July 2015, the total combined rate of water production from P&G activities
in the Surat CMA was approximately 65,000 ML/yr.
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Water production (ML/yr)
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Coal Seam Gas (Surat Basin)
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Coal Seam Gas (Bowen Basin)
Conventional Petroleum and Gas (Surat)

0

Figure 8-8 Historical water extraction (ML) from petroleum and gas wells
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9 Groundwater recharge
This chapter provides an overview of the method and results of the groundwater recharge estimates for
the Surat CMA. Discussion of groundwater recharge into the individual hydrostratigraphic units is
provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.

9.1

Overview

Within the Surat and southern Bowen basins, the hydrostratigraphic units occur in three settings—
confined, unconfined and subcrop—overlain by tertiary basalts and quaternary sediments in some
areas.
Within the Surat CMA, P&G is extracted from several confined hydrostratigraphic units within the
regional groundwater flow system. At these locations, the distance between groundwater recharge and
discharge is often significant, resulting in delayed – 100s of years – pressure responses to recharge
events. As a result, recharge does not significantly influence short-term predictions of impact from P&G
development in the regional groundwater model. However, recharge will influence the pattern and
duration of system recovery in the long term.
The dominant recharge processes in the Surat CMA are localised recharge, preferential pathway flow
and diffuse recharge (Kellett et al. 2003).
Localised recharge occurs beneath drainage features including rivers, creeks and alluvial and tertiary
groundwater systems (Kellett et al. 2003) where there is sufficient saturation and hydraulic head to
allow water to infiltrate into aquifers. Areas of localised recharge are considered limited in extent in the
GAB (Kellett et al. 2003).
Preferential pathway flow arises from changes in permeability with aquifers and in overlying regolith,
providing conduits for water to infiltrate (Kellett et al. 2003). Zones of higher permeability may include
fissures, faults, joints, tree roots and high-permeability beds within individual formations and along
bedding planes (Kellett et al. 2003, Suckow et al. 2016). This mechanism is considered the dominant
recharge process in the GAB (Kellett et al. 2003).
Diffuse discharge is the process by which rainfall infiltrates directly though outcropping aquifers. This
is expected to occur within all outcrop areas and therefore this process applies to the largest spatial
extent (Kellett et al. 2003).
For both preferential pathway flow and diffuse recharge, rainfall events with high intensity and volume
are required to provide sufficient saturation of the regolith for recharge events. It is estimated that >200
mm of rainfall is required within a 30-day period for diffuse recharge to occur (Kellett et al. 2003).

9.2

Approach

For the UWIR 2012 and associated regional groundwater model, recharge values were based on
secondary data sources with limited primary data interpretation. Localised recharge areas and zones
of preferential pathway are not available as those have not been consistently mapped. Groundwater
recharge is therefore estimated in this study from the chloride mass balance (CMB) method, as it is the
preferred and most frequently used method in many regions (Crosbie et al. 2010, Scanlon, Healy &
Cook 2002, Somaratne 2015).
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It is recognised that the CMB approach and the resulting recharge estimates are relatively simple.
However, the results of linear uncertainty analysis using the UWIR 2012 model suggested that predicted
impacts were relatively insensitive to recharge. Further work is underway by UQ and other researchers
to confirm recharge concepts and improve estimates; OGIA will refine recharge calculation methods as
appropriate based on these results.
Chloride in the groundwater is in part sodium chloride salt which naturally occurs in the Australian
landscape (Simpson & Herczeg 1994, Herczeg, Dogramaci & Leaney 2001, Biggs 2011). Salt
accumulation in the landscape results from a continual cycle of rainfall and solute concentrations in the
subsurface by evapotranspiration of water. These salts can be mobilised to below the watertable during
recharge processes.
This salt mostly originates from the atmospheric deposition of marine salt through rainfall plus dry
deposition of marine aerosol. The majority of dry deposition occurs within 100 km of the coast (Eriksson
1959, Eriksson 1960, Keywood et al. 1997, Guan et al. 2010). Since the boundary of the Surat CMA is
more than 100 km inland from the coast, dry deposition of marine salt is considered negligible in this
assessment.
A minor contribution of chloride from other salts (for example, road salts) may be also possible through
continentally derived aerosols. Simpson (1994) estimated annual accession of chloride via the
atmosphere for the Murray-Daring Drainage Basin and found only a minor component of dust-derived
chloride, concluding atmospheric chloride accession to be a function of the annual precipitation quantity
in inland areas (Simpson & Herczeg 1994).
The CMB approach is based on groundwater data which is used to provide an estimate of actual
recharge, encompassing the influencing processes within saturated and unsaturated zones (Scanlon,
Healy & Cook 2002). The method effectively provides estimates of net recharge to the saturated zone,
excluding infiltration lost to seepage, river baseflow and transpiration.
The CMB approach is inexpensive and provides long-term recharge with limited temporal and spatial
variability. It provides a smoothing effect over the annual variations in rainfall and chloride and removes
the sampling bias in the heterogeneous medium (Kellett et al. 2003, Ransley & Smerdon 2012). The
underlying assumptions in the method include:


Chloride (Cl) in groundwater originates from rainfall plus dry deposition with no influence from
run-on and run-off on Cl deposition.



There are no other sources of sinks for the deposited Cl.



Cl is conservative and does not take part in chemical processes in soil.



Cl mass flux does not change over time (assuming piston-flow process) (Wood 1999).

There is a time lag between the time of recharge at the surface and the actual occurrence of recharge
in the groundwater system; however, CMB methodology estimates long-term mean recharge rates
based on mean annual rainfall, atmospheric Cl accession, and Cl concentration in the groundwater,
with the assumption of no other sources or sinks for the deposited Cl. This could be considered a
limitation of the CMB methodology.
As some volume of run-off generally occurs depending upon the intensity of the rainfall, accounting for
this run-off and equivalent amount of Cl is important. In addition to removal of Cl from run-off, loss of Cl
through interception in the plant canopy (Grismer, Bachman & Powers 2000, Deng et al. 2013) or uptake
by crop and pasture plants (Russell 1976, White & Broadley 2001, Keating & Mott 1987) can also be
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substantial. Grismer et al. (2000) measured approximately 38.4% combined rainfall interception and
run-off of the total rain.
In this study, recharge estimates have been made based on three Cl concentrations in rainfall
scenarios:


Cl in rainfall only



removal of Cl from run-off losses and



removal of Cl from run-off losses and estimated removal of Cl via plant uptake and grazing.

9.3

Data Sources

There is a significant amount of groundwater chemistry data collected over a long period of time for the
major formations in the Surat CMA. Preliminary analysis indicates minor variations in the groundwater
quality over a period of 10 to 30 years. Hodgkinson et al. (2009) also suggested that, due to long
residence times (after (Radke et al. 2000), and relatively low flow velocities of the groundwater in the
GAB (Habermehl 1980, Habermehl 1986), analysis of hydrochemical data spanning several decades
is valid.
The analysis and quality assurance measures applied to the dataset are outlined in Section 7.2. The
groundwater Cl concentration data was extracted from the GWDB, followed by a comprehensive
statistical analysis of data. Quality control involved removal of data with ion charge balance errors
greater than +/- 5%. From an available dataset of more than 35,000 samples, only 13,309 records from
individual bores were used in the analysis across the Surat CMA.

9.4

Methodology

The CMB groundwater recharge method requires three inputs: mean annual rainfall, chloride
concentration in rainfall plus dry deposition (CIRF) and chloride concentration in groundwater (ClGW)
(Scanlon, Healy & Cook 2002). It should be noted that CIRF is primarily a measure of wet Cl deposition,
where dry Cl deposition is considered to be a minor or negligible component.
Recharge (mm/yr) = Rainfall (mm/yr) x (CIRF / CIGW)
Available rainfall records (BOM, SILO DSITIA) and groundwater Cl concentrations (GWDB) are used
in this study. The rainfall in the study area varies from less than 500 mm/yr in the western side, to more
than 900 mm/yr in the eastern side of the Surat CMA; however, only limited records of CIRF are
available. One prior study measured CIRF along east-west transects (only two stations in the Surat
CMA) for the purpose of estimating recharge for the whole of GAB (Kellett et al. 2003). In addition to
this study, Biggs (2006) measured rainfall and CIRF along east-west transect (six stations in the Surat
CMA) to estimate the chloride accession in Queensland Murray-Darling Basin (Biggs 2006). Crosbie
(2012) reported Australia-wide measurements of CIRF, including a number of stations in the Surat CMA
(Crosbie et al. 2012).
The CIRF values from reported studies were combined and a relationship between CIRF and distance
from the coast was generated.
y = 1E-05x2 - 0.0125x + 4.4507; (R² = 0.91 (Logarithmic))
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Where, ‘y’ is CIRF, and ‘x’ is distance from the coastline to that particular bore. For the Surat CMA, this
relationship was used to estimate CIRF in combination with the rainfall data from the BOM grid for the
location of individual bores. Three methods were used to carry out recharge estimates:


Method 1 – No adjustments were made to the mean annual rainfall for potential run-off or Cl
removal by crops and pasture.



Method 2 – Adjustments were made to the amount of rainfall due to potential run-off. Recharge
was estimated with consideration of potential run-off of mean annual rainfall. Based on local
studies (Stevens, Gray & McConnachie 2006, Silburn, Robinson & Freeman 2007, Lambert
2009, Thornton et al. 2007), potential run-off amounts of 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%
were subtracted from the mean annual rainfall of <500, 500-550, 550-600, 600-650, 650-70
and >700 mm respectively. These studies are mostly based on point-based measurement of
soil water balance and small catchment scale, which accounts for both run-on and run-off
components.



Method 3 – Adjustments were made to the amount of rainfall due to potential run-off and also
reduced Cl accession due to removal of Cl from the field via grazing and cropping systems.
Based on the available estimates of Cl in animal bodies (0.15% Cl (Berger 2006)), animal
production (steer equivalent) in the study area and average body weight, 0.75 kg Cl would be
removed by each steer equivalent. While minimum chloride requirement for crop growth is
1 g/kg dry weight, or about 0.1% of plant dry weight (Marschner 1995), mean measured value
of Cl levels in grasses in the study area is about 1.4%, ranging from 0.9% (Buffel grass) to 3.1%
(Panicum cladesinum) (Russell 1976). Removal of Cl by grains in the study area, assuming a
wheat/sorghum crop with a grain yield of 1500-3500 kg/ha, would result a net Cl loss of 0.751.75 kg/ha/yr when Cl% in the grains is assumed to be 0.05% (Xu et al. 2000). Hay production
from remaining stalk following grain harvest may also remove Cl by around 1 kg/ha to 5 kg/ha/yr
(0.1% Cl in the stalk). Using these estimates, up to 25% of Cl accession in the field could be
removed from a combination of animals and plants.

Recharge rates at bores were estimated for each formation to understand the variation in recharge
rates from the application of these three methods (Table 9-1 and Table 9-2). Initially, only bores in the
outcrop regions were used to generate recharge rates; however, some formations have few bores within
their respective outcrop regions, so bores in nearby subcrop regions were also used in the analysis.

9.5

Interpolation of CMB estimates to outcrop areas

The interpolation process discussed below used Method 3 to take into account the effect of surface runoff and Cl removal via grazing and cropping. The following method was applied to interpolate CMB
recharge estimates from borehole locations in every stratigraphic unit.
The ratio of CMB recharge estimates to long-term average rainfall was calculated at each borehole
location to provide estimated recharge rates at a total of 11,169 locations.
The recharge rate estimates were then grouped by stratigraphic unit and interpolated to produce spatial
maps of estimated recharge. Simple kriging with automatic calculation of nugget, partial sill and
variogram range was used. The average recharge rate in each stratigraphic unit was used for
extrapolation beyond the influence of the variogram range.
From the average recharge rate as estimated through interpolation process above, average recharge
was subsequently calculated for the estimated outcrop area of each stratigraphic unit by multiplying
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with the BOM long-term average rainfall map to provide estimates of recharge for each outcrop area of
the regional model.

9.6

Results

The rate of recharge decreases from Method 1 (based on no adjustments for run-off losses or Cl
removal) through Method 2 (where potential run-off losses are adjusted) to Method 3 (potential run-off
losses plus Cl removal via grazing and cropping adjusted). These adjustments reduce the amount of
rainfall and addition of Cl through rainfall in the recharge calculations thus decreasing the rate of
recharge, as shown in Table 9-1.
For the regional model, Method 3 was preferred as it includes those factors that might be influencing
the amounts of net rainfall and Cl accession. Table 9-2 includes the minimum, maximum and average
recharge rates for the various formations.
Figure 9-1 shows the spatial distribution of recharge based on CMB calculations that take into account
surface run-off and Cl removal via grazing and cropping. Recharge summary statistics pertaining to the
outcrop areas of each stratigraphic unit are provided in Table 9-3.
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Table 9-1 Calculated recharge rates from all three CMB methods

Hydrostratigraphic unit

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Number

Calculated

Calculated

Calculated

of bores

recharge

recharge

recharge

(mm/yr)

(mm/yr)

(mm/yr)

Alluvium

6,646

14.3

11.0

8.4

Main Range Volcanics

1,212

16.6

12.5

9.4

169

2.2

2.0

1.5

90

2.2

1.9

1.5

Bungil Formation

102

2.9

2.6

1.9

Mooga Sandstone

159

4.3

3.8

2.8

Orallo Formation

181

6.6

5.8

4.3

Gubberamunda Sandstone

193

5.8

5.2

3.9

Westbourne Formation

47

3.2

2.9

2.2

Springbok Sandstone

85

5.0

4.3

3.2

Walloon Coal Measures

530

7.4

5.7

4.3

Durabilla Formation

147

6.4

5.2

3.9

Hutton Sandstone

733

8.7

6.8

5.1

Evergreen Formation

258

11.0

9.3

6.8

Precipice Sandstone

206

43.0

35.3

26.5

Moolayember Formation

53

3.8

3.1

2.3

Clematis Group Sandstone

92

34.1

28.0

21.0

Rewan Group

19

1.9

1.5

0.3

Bandanna Formation

33

8.4

6.7

5.0

214

11.3

9.2

6.9

Upper Cretaceous formations
Wallumbilla Formation

Pre-Bandanna aged units
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Table 9-2 Calculated recharge rates for method three

Hydrostratigraphic unit

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Number of

calculated

calculated

calculated

Bores

recharge

recharge

recharge

(mm/yr)

(mm/yr)

(mm/yr)

Alluvium

6,646

0.02

8.4

325

Main Range Volcanics

1,212

0.20

9.4

130

169

0.02

1.5

17

90

0.03

1.5

15

Bungil Formation

102

0.04

1.9

12

Mooga Sandstone

159

0.14

2.8

16

Orallo Formation

181

0.07

4.3

28

Gubberamunda Sandstone

193

0.05

3.9

17

Westbourne Formation

47

0.09

2.2

4

Springbok Sandstone

85

0.03

3.2

27

Walloon Coal Measures

530

0.06

4.3

46

Durabilla Formation

147

0.08

3.9

91

Hutton Sandstone

733

0.06

5.1

107

Evergreen Formation

258

0.10

6.8

51

Precipice Sandstone

206

0.39

26.5

137

Moolayember Formation

53

0.11

2.3

18

Clematis Group

92

1.03

21.0

100

Rewan Group

19

0.07

0.3

5

Bandanna Formation

33

0.24

5.0

46

214

0.08

6.9

96

Upper Cretaceous formations
Wallumbilla Formation

Pre-Bandanna aged units
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Table 9-3 Interpolated long-term average recharge rates (method three)
Hydrostratigraphic unit

Minimum

Average

Maximum

Calculated

calculated

calculated

calculated

recharge

recharge rate

recharge rate

recharge rate

volume (ML/yr)

(mm/yr)

(mm/yr)

(mm/yr)

Condamine Alluvium2

-

4.0

-

21,876

Other Alluvium

5.1

6.8

10.3

167,628

Main Range Volcanics

7.5

8.7

12.2

56,033

Upper Cretaceous formations

1.0

1.3

1.5

66,886

Wallumbilla Formation

2.0

2.4

2.7

19,519

Bungil Formation

1.1

1.3

1.5

8,552

Mooga Sandstone

2.3

2.7

3.0

17,003

Orallo Formation

3.7

4.3

4.7

22,038

Gubberamunda Sandstone

3.9

4.6

5.0

14,382

Westbourne Formation

1.8

2.1

2.2

5,619

Springbok Sandstone

1.6

1.8

1.9

6,832

Walloon Coal Measures

3.2

3.6

4.9

37,627

Durabilla Formation

2.7

3.0

4.1

12,990

Hutton Sandstone

4.2

4.8

7.0

58,423

Evergreen Formation

6.2

7.3

10.5

85,313

Precipice Sandstone

18.0

20.8

26.5

53,871

2.2

2.5

3.0

18,974

24.4

26.9

32.3

131,339

Rewan Group

1.0

1.2

1.3

13,575

Bandanna Formation

4.5

5.0

5.8

14,159

Pre-Bandanna units

6.0

6.8

8.6

97,976

Moolayember Formation
Clematis Group Sandstone

2

Long Term Average rainfall recharge + net river leakage as extracted from the Condamine Alluvium Groundwater Flow

Model
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Figure 9-1 Estimated long-term average recharge
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Discussion

The results suggest the majority of recharge to GAB aquifers in the Surat CMA is within the outcrop
areas of the Clematis, Precipice, Hutton, Gubberamunda and Mooga sandstone aquifers. The results
in Table 9-3 also indicate substantial recharge to the Evergreen Formation which is most likely
associated with a sample bias to the Boxvale Sandstone Member of the Evergreen Formation.
Average annual recharge to the Main Range Volcanics is calculated as 8.7 mm/yr. This is considerably
lower than the recharge estimates included within the Murray-Darling Basin Authority Basin Plan
(CSIRO & SKM 2010) which suggests recharge rates of between 23 and 28 mm/yr for the Main Range
Volcanics. The lower recharge rate is derived using Method 3 which decreases Chloride due to removal
of Chloride from run-off and via crops and grazing. Without these considerations, the recharge rate is
17 mm/yr for the Main Range Volcanics (Table 9-2).
Lower diffuse recharge rates may be attributed to the limitations CMB method in hard rock and/or
fracture dominated systems such as the outcrop area of the Main Range Volcanics. In this area, the
generally very low Chloride concentrations returned by samples taken from the Main Range Volcanics
may be indicative of relatively rapid recharge via fractures, rather than low recharge rates.
In the Condamine Alluvium, rainfall recharge is understood to be significantly enhanced by local leakage
from the Condamine River and tributaries. The best available estimate of total recharge to the
Condamine Alluvium incorporating both recharge mechanisms is the Condamine Alluvium model
developed by KCB (2011). Processing of data extracted from this model suggests a long-term average
recharge rate of around 4.0 mm/yr over the Condamine Alluvium (Table 9-3).
The recharge estimates indicate a total recharge of 358,331 ML/yr within the GAB intake beds (i.e.
outcrop areas of Clematis, Precipice, Hutton, Gubberamunda and Mooga sandstones and the
Evergreen Formation). This is equivalent to 8.9 mm/yr of net recharge rate. The estimated recharge to
these units (within the Surat CMA) appears high when compared to the recharge estimate of 400,000
ML/yr by (Kellett et al. 2003) for a substantially larger area than the Surat CMA.
Kellett et al (2003) concluded diffuse recharge rates from 0.03 to 2.4 mm/yr from the unsaturated zone,
whereas recharge rates from the saturated zone varied from 0.3 to 27.3 mm/yr. The recharge rate from
the saturated zone is similar to those derived in this report; however, the diffuse recharge rates from
the CMB method appear to be extremely low for most of the intake beds, which are contradictory to
their findings of recharge rates in the saturated zones (Kellett et al. 2003).
The lower CMB recharge rates in Kellett et al. (2003) may be due to lower Chloride in rainfall (measured
from only two stations within the Surat CMA), lower rainfall (measured over three years from only two
stations in the Surat CMA), and/or higher Chloride in the selected bores. These three factors will result
in the lower estimation of recharge rates.
In this study, more than 10 measured data points (six stations in the Surat CMA) were used to generate
Chloride in rainfall for all bore locations, long-term mean rainfall for all bore locations, and Chloride in
groundwater for more than 13,000 bores compared to only 618 bores by Kellett et al. (2003). The
recharge rates estimated by OGIA are higher than the previous estimates; for example, for the
Gubberamunda Sandstone, estimated recharge rates range from 0.05 to 17 mm/yr with an average of
3.9 mm/yr based on 193 bores (Table 9-2). In contrast, Kellett et al. (2003) reported diffuse recharge
rates in Gubberamunda Sandstone between 1 and 2 mm/yr, with the exception of several areas where
3 to 4 mm/yr was interpolated. Furthermore, very low Chloride concentrations in the Clematis and
Precipice sandstones are noted, averaging from 35 to 60 mg/L and resulting in higher rates of diffuse
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recharge (averaging up to 27 mm/yr) in the outcrop areas (Table 9-2); recharge rates for these aquifers
are not considered in Kellett et al. (2003).
Ransley and Smerdon (2012) also estimated the recharge rates for the Hooray Aquifer and equivalent,
and Hutton Sandstone, from the CMB method, reporting recharge rates that were mostly <5 mm/yr,
except for the Hutton Sandstone in the northern part of Surat CMA where recharge rates were >20
mm/yr (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). Ransley and Smerdon (2012) considered a constructed map of
Chloride deposition for rainfall (Leaney et al. 2011) and used Chloride concentrations from groundwater
bores (Kellett et al. 2003). Our estimated recharge values are also <5 mm/yr for GAB aquifers except
for the Precipice Sandstone and Clematis Group; these aquifers were not evaluated in the studies of
Kellett et al. (2003) and Ransley & Smerdon (2012).
It should be noted that lower Chloride in the Hutton Sandstone, Evergreen Formation and Precipice
Sandstone in the northeast corner of the Surat CMA return higher recharge rates using the CMB
method. Ransley and Smerdon (2012) also reported higher recharge rates of up to 50 mm/yr based on
higher rainfall in this area, providing considerable spring discharge and baseflow to the northern rivers.
Very high recharge rates at some locations in our study could be potentially misleading, however, as
water pressure in this region is upward and discharge of groundwater into the Dawson Rivers system
is interpreted. As a result, absolute recharge to the regional groundwater system will be minimal, due
to rejected recharge in that region. Care should therefore be taken to interpret the recharge rates from
CMB methodology; other factors such as water pressure and baseflow to nearby streams should also
be considered.
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10 Groundwater flow directions and trends
This chapter provides an overview of the available groundwater head data, quality assurance and data
correction methods undertaken for each hydrostratigraphic unit. This chapter also includes an overview
of the analysis undertaken to inform the conceptual groundwater flow and trends in water pressure
within the Surat CMA. Discussion on the individual groundwater flow and trends for each
hydrostratigraphic unit is provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.

10.1

Overview

A review of the available groundwater dataset for each of the major hydrostratigraphic units has been
completed to provide:


an understanding of the horizontal and vertical groundwater flow directions;



an assessment of historical trends in groundwater heads 3; and



groundwater calibration targets for the regional groundwater model.

The OGIA groundwater flow model includes 32 layers which represent the hydrostratigraphic units of
the Surat and southern Bowen basins and the overlying alluvial formations in the Surat CMA. As part
of the analysis of groundwater flow directions and trends, groundwater head targets for each model
layer were also compiled for model calibration.
Within groundwater literature, the terms groundwater bore, groundwater well, monitoring bore,
monitoring well, monitoring site and monitoring point are often used interchangeably to refer to a
location where groundwater data can be collected.
For the purposes of the following sections, a monitoring site refers to a location where monitoring data
is collected. At an individual monitoring site, data may be collected from an individual aquifer or multiple
aquifers. OGIA has adopted the term monitoring point to describe each aquifer monitoring installation;
therefore, a single monitoring site (e.g. a nested monitoring site) may have multiple monitoring points.
This document will also use the term ‘production well’ when it is necessary to highlight the groundwater
extraction nature of a groundwater well. The term ‘bore’ is used when describing a hole that is drilled
into the ground, but for which a well casing has not been installed.
The quality of the available datasets varies considerably and, as such, duplicate records and anomalous
data points were removed. The groundwater head dataset is corrected for variable density and
converted to equivalent fresh water heads (Section 10.4.2). The final dataset enabled the generation of
potentiometric surface maps for each aquifer.
For individual monitoring points with sufficient time series data, a trend analysis was completed using
a modified Mann-Kendall technique. This provided an indication of the trend for each monitoring point
with time series data. The outcomes from this analysis have enabled a rapid assessment of trends in
groundwater head for aquifers across the Surat CMA.

3

A reference to groundwater heads is a reference to measured piezometric head above a geodetic

datum as represented by water levels in bores in confined or unconfined aquifers.
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The quality control measures applied to the dataset have provided the basis for a robust analysis of the
regional groundwater flow directions and trends for the Surat and Bowen basins compared to the
previous UWIR. Key changes from the analysis completed for the UWIR 2012 are:


additional data from tenure holder monitoring



density corrections applied to all available data



aquifer attribution undertaken using the OGIA geological model and



more than 11,439 points available for model calibration within a newly defined regional model
domain (seven times more data than was available in 2012).

This chapter provides an overview of the review methods, corrections and analysis, and an overview of
the conceptual understanding of groundwater flow within the Surat CMA.

10.2

Data sources and previous assessments

QWC (2012a) documented the hydrogeological conceptualisation and regional understanding of
groundwater flow in the Surat CMA to inform the UWIR 2012. Regional groundwater flow directions in
the Surat Basin have also been discussed in numerous reports (Smerdon & Ransley 2012, Habermehl
1980, Hodgkinson, Hortle & McKillop 2010).
In this report, groundwater flow directions and trends for the main hydrostratigraphic units in the Surat
and southern Bowen basins are presented (Chapters 15 and 16). Groundwater data from three primary
sources were available for analysis:


GWDB – State repository of publically available groundwater data including well construction,
water quality and groundwater head. The following data was sourced from the GWDB:



o

20,445 monitoring points with groundwater head records from the water level table

o

20,289 monitoring points with groundwater head records from the aquifer table

o

6,480 monitoring points with groundwater head records from the pump test table

Baseline assessment – The UWIR is required to identify areas for each aquifer where impacts
from P&G activities will exceed 1 m in the next three years. In these areas, tenure holders are
required to undertake baseline assessments which include the collection of water level and
chemistry information. A total of 640 bores with groundwater head records were provided to
OGIA by tenure holders.



Tenure holder monitoring – Tenure holders are required to undertake groundwater head
monitoring in accordance with the UWIR and other statutory obligations. A significant proportion
of this data is provided to OGIA. The following data were available from this dataset:

10.3

o

411 UWIR monitoring points with groundwater head records

o

488 additional non-UWIR monitoring points with groundwater head records

Spatial and temporal limitations of the dataset

A total of 37,573 monitoring points with groundwater head records were available for review. While this
quantity of available data seems significant, there are spatial and temporal limitations to the dataset
which constrain analysis.
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The majority of available data are in areas where formations are shallow and/or where there is historical
groundwater development. Since the development of CSG tenure areas, groundwater monitoring by
tenure holders has improved the distribution of available data; however, long-term data available
outside the current development areas is still limited. It is therefore expected that there will be a degree
of spatial bias to the findings reported in the following sections.
The majority of the monitoring points contain only one head measurement, recorded at the time of
drilling; for example, in the unreviewed dataset, only 12% of the 37,162 monitoring points contain 10 or
more records. This reduces further to 3% when only monitoring points in consolidated aquifers (aquifers
other than alluvium) are considered. Of the remaining monitoring points, approximately 49% contain
records before 2005, while 86% contain records after 2005—that year being the cut-off date after which
CSG water use becomes increasingly significant (Section 8.7). Of the non-alluvial monitoring points,
only 33% contain both pre- and post-2005 records. These monitoring points potentially provide useful
observations of the groundwater system both before and after CSG-related groundwater extraction.

10.4

Methodology

The following sections provide a summary of the quality assurance and control methods and trend
analysis techniques applied to the available data. Additional detail on the methods applied is available
in Appendix G. Reviewed monitoring point locations for each aquifer are provided in Figure 10-1 and
discussion on individual hydrostratigraphic units is provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.

10.4.1

Quality assurance and control methods

There is significant variability in the quality of data available for analysis. All available monitoring points
and records were subject to three review phases to remove unreliable data prior to use in
conceptualisation or modelling purposes.

10.4.1.1 Record and monitoring point review
All available groundwater head data are reviewed on two criteria.
The first criterion involves examining and flagging data at the record level. Individual monitoring points
were reviewed by examining hydrographs; low-quality individual records were flagged and removed
from the dataset. The process included removal of duplicate and erroneous records which accounted
for 17.7% of the available records (217,908 of 1,232,794).
The second criterion involved examining groundwater head records at an individual monitoring point
level. Removed from further analysis were monitoring points with no aquifers assigned, monitoring
points with groundwater head outliers when compared to existing potentiometric surface mapping and
artesian readings in non-artesian monitoring points. This accounted for 3.9% of available records
(48,521 of 1,232,794).

10.4.1.2 Monitoring point quality ranking
Monitoring points with groundwater head records have been assigned a ranking based on the quality
of monitoring point construction. This process assigned a confidence level for each monitoring point.
Monitoring points with reliable source records, higher-confidence aquifer attribution, reliable
groundwater TDS values, optimal aquifer screening intervals, non-VWP monitoring points, nested
monitoring points and monitoring points that can be accessed for subsequent validation readings are
considered reliable datasets and have been given higher ranks.
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Results from the aquifer attribution (Section 8.2) based on the geological model are further compared
to the aquifers initially assigned by other sources. Where there is an agreement to the aquifer attribution,
the dataset is considered to be more reliable. Lower total scores are assigned to the more reliable
datasets and are given more weight during the subsequent model calibration.

10.4.1.3 Aquifer level review
For the remaining data, for each hydrostratigraphic unit, a potentiometric surface was prepared using
the average groundwater head reading for each monitoring point. Anomalous groundwater head data
in the context of surrounding groundwater head were identified and removed from the analysis. Where
there is a significant head difference between nearby monitoring points, the following guiding principles
are used to flag data for removal:


Anomalous monitoring points are removed unless the maximum or minimum groundwater head
record improves the interpolated head gradients.



Monitoring points with multiple groundwater head records are preferentially retained while those
with single groundwater head measurements recorded at the time of drilling and bore
completion4 are removed (this represents the majority of the available groundwater head data).



Monitoring points with groundwater head records during periods similar to those of other
monitoring points are retained.



Monitoring points with high reliability and well construction are retained.

The aquifer level review was conducted primarily to generate groundwater modelling inputs for the pre1947 and pre-CSG impact periods. The review and quality assurance phases identified 11,439 suitable
monitoring points for further use in the groundwater model calibration and groundwater flow
conceptualisation within the regional model domain. A summary of these monitoring points for each
aquifer is shown in Table 10-1 and the locations of these points are shown in Figure 10-1.

4

Water levels recorded at the time of drilling are not representative because they are affected by bore

development, do not reflect ‘static’ water level and are often recorded as approximate.
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Table 10-1 Summary of available groundwater monitoring points
Monitoring points – source dataset
Hydrostratigraphic unit

CSG

Private

State

company

monitoring

monitoring

network

points

network

UWIR

Total

network

Alluvium

2

1,681

430

9

2,122

Main Range Volcanics

0

2,317

201

2

2,520

Upper Cretaceous formations

0

241

143

0

384

Wallumbilla Formation

1

69

18

0

88

Bungil Formation

0

294

12

0

306

Mooga Sandstone

1

496

5

11

513

Orallo Formation

1

479

9

3

492

10

320

5

33

368

Westbourne Formation

5

230

6

6

247

Springbok Sandstone

8

182

18

29

237

38

763

47

43

891

0

412

10

1

423

18

1,106

55

14

1,193

Evergreen Formation

2

493

21

1

517

Precipice Sandstone

13

214

12

10

249

Moolayember Formation

0

129

5

0

134

Clematis Group

0

90

2

0

92

Rewan Group

0

100

18

0

118

Bandanna Formation

0

74

13

1

88

Pre-Bandanna aged units

0

419

38

0

457

99

10,109

1,068

163

11,439*

Gubberamunda Sandstone

Walloon Coal Measures
Durabilla Formation
Hutton Sandstone

TOTAL

*Total monitoring points identified as suitable for use after quality assurance reviews
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Figure 10-1 Groundwater level data monitoring points
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Density corrections

To accurately represent and interpret the groundwater flow directions, it is necessary to correct for
variations in temperature and salinity—the primary influences on groundwater density (Welsh 2007,
Rousseau-Gueutin et al. 2014). These influences can be accounted for by correcting hydraulic head
measurements to a reference density, of which freshwater is applied most often (Post, Kooi & Simmons
2007).
Two types of correction have been applied to the OGIA dataset:


Water column correction – This correction accounts for the ‘cooling head’ effect on measured
water levels where water temperature within the water column differs from the screen interval.
The difference in temperature causes a variation in density within the water column, which can
result in a water level which is not representative of the formation.



Conversion of groundwater heads to reference heads – When considering horizontal and
vertical flow directions, it is important to convert all water level data to a common reference
density. In this report, the reference density applied is freshwater at 20°C (TDS, 0 mg/L).

Atmospheric influences on hydraulic head are also important, particularly where project objectives are
to detect trends over short periods (i.e. pump tests) or for the detection of minor changes in hydraulic
head. A sensitivity analysis was completed to assess the influences of barometry, salinity and
temperature on groundwater pressure. It was found that the magnitude of correction resulting from
barometric influences is very small compared to the effects of temperature and salinity. As a result, no
barometric corrections have been applied to the dataset. Additional details on the analysis and method
applied is provided in Appendix G.

10.4.3

Method of interpolation for contours

The reviewed dataset was used to generate potentiometric surfaces for each hydrostratigraphic unit.
The Natural Neighbour interpolation method was applied to generate the surfaces in ArcGIS software.
The method generates an interpolated groundwater head value based on a subset of closest data points
around the point of interest. The influence of each data point on the interpolated value is proportionate
to the percentage of area overlap with the point of interest. Potentiometric surfaces for each
hydrostratigraphic unit are provided in Appendix C. This method is selected over standard Kriging
methods to prioritise and honour existing data and avoid producing smooth, idealised surfaces in areas
with little data.

10.4.4

Trend analysis

A trend analysis was completed on the reviewed dataset. The purpose of the trend analysis is to detect
statistically significant increases or decreases in groundwater head during two time periods—before
(pre-2005) and after (post-2005) CSG commencement—and to highlight trends in groundwater head in
relation to background development and CSG development in the groundwater system.
The available groundwater head data often exhibit short-term fluctuations in relation to seasonal
influences (pumping or recharge) and there are also large gaps between records. To prepare the data
for the trend analysis, a 30-day moving average is derived for each time series to eliminate short-term
fluctuations.
The trend analysis was conducted using a modified Mann-Kendall technique seeking to eliminate
potential bias in the acknowledgement of a trend by checking that the data has a statistically significant
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upward or downward trend before assigning a trend. G.6 provides additional details on the modified
Mann-Kendall analysis applied by OGIA.

10.4.5

CDMMR analysis

Under natural conditions, groundwater head represents a balance between recharge and discharge in
the groundwater system. Aquifers typically receive recharge in areas where the aquifers outcrop. In
these areas, recharge predominantly occurs during periods of high-intensity rainfall events and
associated high stream flow.
Following recharge, groundwater moves down gradient from outcrop areas into confined parts of the
system, where the aquifer is overlain by other formations. The length of time before the effects of
changes in recharge affect observed heads in a monitoring point depends on the distance from the
monitoring point to the recharge area and the nature of the aquifer material. Monitoring points closer to
recharge areas typically show more immediate and clearer responses to variations in rainfall. While
monitoring points further away from recharge areas typically show more attenuated responses,
groundwater heads can also be seen to rise or fall in response to longer periods of above or belowaverage recharge.
Rainfall records are a useful tool for understanding water pressure response to recharge variation, for
areas both near to and more distant from outcrop recharge areas. If average rainfall was to occur every
month, there would be little or no variation in pressure. However, during extended periods of above or
below-average rainfall, the pressure rises or falls accordingly. The record of cumulative deviation from
mean monthly rainfall (CDMMR) highlights persistent periods of higher or lower rainfall and hence
recharge.
Hydrographs for monitoring points were plotted and analysed in relation to the CDMMR from the nearest
rainfall stations to determine the influence of rainfall recharge on groundwater head. This analysis is
only undertaken for bores in or close to outcrop areas where groundwater recharge is thought to occur.
The findings of the analysis are presented in the water level trends discussion in Chapters 15 and 16
and the hydrographs are presented in Appendix D.

10.5

Results and Discussion

The results of the assessment of groundwater flow directions are based on corrected heads for
freshwater equivalent. Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16 provide detailed groundwater flow discussions for
each hydrostratigraphic unit.

10.5.1

Groundwater level trends

CSG development commenced in the Bowen Basin in 1995 and in the Surat Basin in 2005, prior to
which there was only minor extraction from a number of conventional P&G activities. Groundwater
extraction for a range of non P&G related purposes commenced in the Surat CMA prior to 1900. This
has resulted in a gradual increase in extraction from aquifers within the CMA.
The location of available monitoring sites is predominantly in areas of existing groundwater
development and where the formations are shallower. Available data has been analysed for the
presence or absence of statistically significant trends. The results of this analysis are summarised in
Table 10-2 and are presented spatially in Appendix D.
The results indicate more than 70% of the monitoring locations within the major Surat aquifers show
declining trends prior to 2005, compared to the post 2005 period (54%). The majority of pressure decline
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occurred within the productive upper to middle Surat Basin, from the Bungil Formation through to
Springbok Sandstone. However, the post 2005 water level trends also show a higher median of rate of
decline in the Walloon Coal Measures, likely due to recent CSG development within the formation.
Approximately half of the monitoring locations in the Bowen Basin formations show declining trends
prior to 2005. Unlike the Surat Basin, groundwater level trends in the Bowen Basin show a significant
reversal resulting in pressure recovery in all formations in the post 2005 period.
There are several factors which could account for the decrease in number of wells with pressure decline.
For example; an increase in number of wells monitored in the outcrop in the post 2005 period will result
in less apparent decline, and significant rainfalls in late 2010 may have masked pressure declines in
some aquifers.
Trends in each hydrostratigraphic unit are discussed in more detail in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Table 10-2 Summary of results from the trend analysis
Hydrostratigraphic unit

Number of
Wells

Increasing

Decreasing

No trend

Upper Cretaceous

91

47 (52%)

33 (36%)

11 (12%)

Cenozoic

117

62 (53%)

46 (39%)

9 (8%)

Wallumbilla Formation

17

7 (41%)

8 (47%)

2 (12%)

Bungil Formation

27

7 (26%)

18 (67%)

2 (7%)

Mooga Sandstone

107

8 (7%)

92 (86%)

7 (7%)

Orallo Formation

47

7 (15%)

37 (79%)

3 (6%)

Gubberamunda Sandstone

115

17 (15%)

85 (74%)

13 (11%)

Westbourne Formation

27

1 (4%)

23 (85%)

3 (11%)

Springbok Sandstone

41

8 (20%)

26 (63%)

7 (17%)

Walloon Coal Measures

113

16 (14%)

88 (78%)

9 (8%)

Durabilla Formation

16

5 (31%)

8 (50%)

3 (19%)

Hutton Sandstone

95

18 (19%)

65 (68%)

12 (13%)

Evergreen Formation

20

10 (50%)

9 (45%)

1 (5%)

Precipice Sandstone

98

25 (26%)

65 (66%)

8 (8%)

Moolayember Formation

6

3 (50%)

3 (50%)

0 (0%)

Clematis Group

59

17 (29%)

40 (68%)

2 (3%)

Rewan Group

8

5 (63%)

2 (25%)

1 (13%)

Bandanna Formation

11

5 (45%)

4 (36%)

2 (18%)

Undivided Permian Upper

11

3 (27%)

6 (55%)

2 (18%)

Undivided Lower Bowen

57

31(54%)

22(39%)

4(7%)

Basement

36

21(58%)

13(36%)

2(6%)
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11 Interconnectivity
This chapter provides an overview of the common factors that influence groundwater interconnectivity
between the various hydrostratigraphic units in the Surat CMA. Specific discussions on the
interconnectivity between each hydrostratigraphic unit are provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.

11.1

Terminology

The terms ‘aquifer connectivity’ and ‘aquifer interconnectivity’ are widely used but are often interpreted
differently. The Australian Government reviewed the literature on aquifer connectivity (Commonwealth
of Australia 2014) and noted differences in terminology5. There is no generally accepted scheme for
classifying or categorising aquifer connectivity. An overview of the concept of aquifer connectivity is
also provided in a separate report about the groundwater connectivity in the Condamine Alluvium (OGIA
2016a).
OGIA has used the term ‘connectivity’ to mean the ease of, or resistance to, the flow of groundwater
between formations depending upon the inherent properties of the formations. If no material separates
the formations, connectivity will depend on the geometric mean conductivity (Kv) of the two adjacent
formations. If there is material separating the formations, connectivity depends on the vertical hydraulic
conductivity and thickness of the intervening material.
As the thicknesses and vertical hydraulic conductivity of geological formations typically vary spatially,
so the potential for connectivity will vary and can be highly dependent on the scale of the formation. A
significant body of literature indicates that hydraulic conductivity increases with increased scale of
measurement. This is due to the presence of preferential flow paths at larger scales, including areas of
higher primary permeability, as well as secondary permeability features such as fractures and faults
(Commonwealth of Australia 2014).
Connectivity alone is not enough to induce the flow of groundwater between two geological formations.
A hydraulic gradient between the formations is required for the movement of water to occur. The rate
of flow between two formations is dependent on their hydraulic conductivities, the hydraulic gradient
between the formations and the thickness and vertical hydraulic conductivity of the separating material.
There can be a significant time lag between pumping from one formation and a hydraulic response in
another formation (QWC 2012b).

5 ‘….aquifer

connectivity is a term that describes the groundwater interaction between aquifers that

are separated by an aquitard (often termed inter-aquifer leakage), or between different parts of the
same aquifer (intra-aquifer connectivity). It is dependent upon the lithology of aquitards and aquifers,
and their integrity and spatial continuity. Fractures, faults and open or inadequately-sealed boreholes
can form preferential flow paths that also affect connectivity. The degree of connectivity and the rate
of water and solute transfer between aquifers are strongly influenced by local and regional hydraulic
pressure and dissolved mineral concentration gradients. As aquifer systems are dynamic, these
gradients are constantly changing with time, as groundwater is recharged or removed from the
system…’
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Inter-aquifer connectivity in the Surat CMA

There are multiple groundwater systems in the CMA as described in Chapter 5. The most significant of
those, the Surat Basin, comprises stacked layers of aquifers and aquitards with varying hydraulic
properties. Groundwater flow in the Surat Basin is predominately horizontal to sub-horizontal along the
bedding structures within the aquifers. Vertical flow is severely restricted by spatially extensive
aquitards and the presence of numerous low-permeability mudstone and shale layers, typical of
sedimentary formations deposited in fluvial environment. Other groundwater systems, such as the
alluviums and the volcanics, overlay the regional groundwater flow system.
In the context of the assessment of P&G water extraction impact on groundwater resources in the Surat
CMA, aquifer connectivity is particularly important in relation to the following areas of connectivity:


between the Walloon Coal Measures and the overlying (Springbok Sandstone) and underlying
(Hutton Sandstone) formations (Sections 15.11, 15.12 and 15.13)



between the Surat Basin sequence and underlying CSG targets in the Bowen Basin (Section
15.15) and



between the Condamine Alluvium and the underlying Walloon Coal Measures (Section 13.2.8).

The intrinsic factors that typically affect aquifer connectivity include the thickness of intervening lowpermeability layers, characteristics of contact zones between formations or groundwater systems,
vertical hydraulic conductivities and gradients, and the presence of geological structures. In addition,
connectivity may also be influenced by factors such as water bores or resource exploration bores that,
if not constructed properly, could provide a conduit to flow across two or more formations.
The connectivity sections in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 0 discuss the aspects of connectivity as a result
of the distribution of geological formations and their hydraulic properties. This chapter supplements the
overall conceptual understanding of the connectivity by providing details about the potential connectivity
from the geological structures, water bores and exploration bores.

11.3

Influence of faults on groundwater flow

Deformation of the sedimentary rocks in the Surat Basin has produced a variety of geological structures
such as faults, fractures and folds. A summary of the understanding in relation to the occurrence,
displacements and distribution of faults in the Surat CMA is provided in Section 3.4.
The influence of structural features and faults on groundwater flow can vary. Faults may act as barriers
or conduits to groundwater flow; their characteristics and hydraulic properties are considered to be
highly variable. Individual faults, therefore, may shift over relatively short distances from being barriers
to conduits for groundwater flow. Furthermore, faults may exhibit relatively low permeability in the
horizontal direction, thereby restricting flow within units, while also being characterised by enhanced
permeability in the vertical direction, thereby potentially enhancing groundwater flow between overlying
and/or underlying formations.
For OGIA’s purposes, faults are of most significance where they have the potential to connect
commercial coal seams with adjacent aquifer units. This can occur through the juxtaposition associated
with fault displacement or through fracture propagation across units. There are both regional and localscale faults in the Surat, both of which have the capacity to influence groundwater flow and enhance
interconnectivity between formations.
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Fault architecture and setting

Faults are complex features with unique hydrogeological characteristics. Without detailed
hydrogeological investigation, representation of faults within a regional groundwater model therefore
presents a significant challenge. From the available geological and hydrogeological information it is,
however, possible to make some general statements about the likely hydrogeological characteristics of
faults.
A simplified architecture has been proposed which represents the conceptualisation of the likely
influence of faults on groundwater flow (Wibberley, Yielding & Di Toro 2008). The conceptualisation
suggests that faults are comprised of centralised fault cores, surrounded by distributed networks of
fractures and faults called the damage zone. A fault zone may contain a single fault core or multiple
fault cores.
The architecture of a fault zone is influenced by the depth of formation, lithology, tectonic environment
(e.g. strike-slip, extension or compressional), the magnitude of displacement and fluid flow (Faulkner et
al. 2010). Faults which form in low-permeability sediments typically have cores comprising fine-grained
sediments and highly fractured damage zones. Faults occurring in coarse-grained material typically
have amalgamated low-permeability compaction bands. Mitchell & Faulkner (2009) observed a
relationship between fault displacement and damage zone width, best described as a hyperbolic
relationship such that damage zone width increases with displacement up to about 5 m, beyond which
the damage zone tends to decrease within increasing displacement (Mitchell & Faulkner 2009).
A summary of the fault architecture and terminology is shown in Figure 11-1. The schematics provide
an example of faults with low-permeability cores associated with high-permeability aeration and
damage zones where there is high fracture density.
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Figure 11-1 Fault architecture and terminology (adapted from Faulkner et al. 2010)
The intricate structure of low and high-permeability features within a damage zone can lead to extreme
permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy. Sediments within the fault core are generally thought to be
low-permeability as they contain phyllosilicates which restrict flow.
Fractures associated with the fault core and damage zone can, however, have a range of permeabilities.
Fracture permeability is governed by aperture distribution and orientation with respect to present-day
principal horizontal stress. Fault zones rich in clay materials tend to have lower permeabilities than
those comprised predominantly of quartz. Given the significance of the difference the material makes
to the hydraulic properties, it becomes important to identify the material entrained within the fault core.
The two mechanisms which have been suggested to estimate the permeability of the fault core are clay
smearing and abrasional mixing (Van der Zee & Urai 2005, Yielding, Freeman & Needham 1997). The
shale gouge ratio is also commonly used to estimate the cross-fault resistance associated with clay
smearing (Manzocchi et al. 1999). The damage zone permeability is often fracture-dominated in lowpermeability strata and governed by the connectivity of low-permeability formation bands and highpermeability slip surfaces.
Over time, mineralisation and precipitation are likely to seal fractures which were formed at the time of
faulting. In areas that are relatively stable tectonically, such as the Surat CMA, fault permeability will
therefore tend to reduce over time, unless the fault is reactivated by tectonic events. The hydraulic
properties of faults therefore tend to have high spatial and temporal variability.
Several scenarios may arise as a result of juxtaposition associated with a fault. The scenarios and their
influence on horizontal groundwater flow are shown in Figure 11-2 and are described below:
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The juxtaposition of sandy material with clay or low-permeability lithology may restrict horizontal
groundwater flow (Figure 11-2, A).



Faults with small offsets but with multiple fault planes may restrict horizontal groundwater flow,
despite the minor juxtaposition (Figure 11-2, B).



During the deformation and fault formation, the fault plane may be smeared with clays
restricting horizontal groundwater flow (Figure 11-2, C).



Aquifer units which were previously disconnected may become juxtaposed and as restrict flow
between previously disconnected formations (Figure 11-2, D).
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Figure 11-2 Conceptual understanding of faults and horizontal groundwater flow (adapted
from Færseth, Johnsen & Sperrevik 2007)

11.3.2

Field investigation at Lucky Last spring complex

Generally, it is not possible to predict the hydrogeological behaviour of individual faults without detailed
field investigations. Fault characterisation activities would typically include target drilling, geophysical
survey and hydrogeological monitoring. OGIA has completed a detailed investigation focused on the
Hutton-Wallumbilla fault in the vicinity of the Lucky Last spring complex. This investigation has
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significantly improved our understanding of the hydrogeological behaviour of this particular fault at this
location.
An integrated geoscientific approach was applied to the investigation:


Detailed field geology mapping to refine the local-scale surface geology and the presence of
structural features, undertaken in collaboration with Santos and GSQ.



Electromagnetic survey (Transient Electromagnetic (TEM) and Resistivity) across the likely
area of deformation to provide additional understanding of depth to groundwater, formation
thickness and the presence of additional structures and/or preferential pathway flow proximal
to the spring wetlands (Figure 11-3).



Construction of investigation bores either side of the interpreted area of deformation to provide
local-scale lithological understanding and constrain the hydraulic gradients between overlying
formations and across the fault.

Figure 11-3 TEM and Resistivity results indicating a barrier and pathway for gruondwater flow
The surface geological mapping, combined with geophysical data, unveiled several shallow normal
faults, some of which had surface expression. The normal faults may form part of a negative flower
structure as a result of the reactivation of the underlying Hutton-Wallumbilla thrust fault in an extensional
or transtensional setting. This data suggests that the springs are controlled to some degree by the
presence of at least one local shallow normal fault.
The geophysics also revealed a likely flow barrier on the northern part of the fault and a zone of
enhanced vertical flow on the southern part of the fault. This conceptualisation was supported by
groundwater levels either side of the fault as shown in Figure 11-4.
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Figure 11-4 Hydrogeological conceptualisation of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault near Injune
The fault and associated damage zone at this location provide a lateral barrier to groundwater flow and
a vertical conduit for groundwater to the surface at the springs from the Precipice Sandstone on the
southern part of the fault. Observations at this location are consistent with the conceptualisation of fault
hydraulic properties as described in the previous sections.

11.3.3

Conclusions

In general, the majority of faults in the Surat CMA are likely to restrict flow, especially in the horizontal
direction, thereby generally reducing the propagation of CSG impacts laterally when compared to unfaulted areas. The coal seams within the major CSG reservoirs in the area are relatively thin and
comprise only a small proportion of the overall thickness of these units (typically less than 10%). Any
displacement of the highly permeable coal seams will therefore tend to introduce a barrier to
groundwater flow, as there is a high probability that a permeable coal seam will be juxtaposed with a
low-permeability siltstone, claystone or mudstone on the other side of the fault (vertical permeability
may however be increased).
In situations where the coal seams are juxtaposed against other permeable sandstone or coal units,
the generally high-clay content of the other strata present means that the potential for clay smearing
across the fault plane is likely to be significant.
There are numerous examples of the importance of clay content in affecting the hydrogeological
behaviour of faults within P&G fields. As an example, experience from operation of the Hibernia field in
Newfoundland, Canada suggests that even relatively minor clay content of <15% in faulted rocks was
sufficient to reduce the fault permeability by around five orders of magnitude compared to host-rock
permeability (Cerveny et al. 2004). Anecdotal information provided by the CSG companies operating in
the Surat CMA suggests around 90% faults identified within the Walloon Coal Measures behave as
barriers to flow. This is consistent with experience in mining these same coals which also suggests that
the coal units in the Bowen and Surat basins are typically highly compartmentalised.
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Due to a range of site specific factors—including the time which has elapsed since the faulting event
occurred and the presence or absence of clay within the host rock—it is however possible that individual
faults act as conduits to flow in both the horizontal and vertical flow directions. Where this situation
occurs, it is possible that the presence of faults could increase propagation of P&G impacts laterally
within the coal reservoirs and/or vertically into adjacent aquifers such as the Springbok and Hutton
sandstones, compared to un-faulted areas.

11.4

Potential connectivity through bores and wells

The aquifers within the Surat CMA are extensively developed for water supply, P&G and mining
(predominantly coal mining) purposes. As a result, a large number of bores for water supply, exploration
and production wells for conventional and non-conventional petroleum—and exploration holes for
mining activities—have been constructed.
Bores and wells that penetrate through multiple aquifers have the potential to provide unintended
pathways for groundwater to flow across multiple aquifers, if not constructed and maintained
appropriately.
In general, minimum construction standards and practices have improved over time, particularly since
the 1990s; however, some bores and wells drilled earlier may not have implemented adequate
construction to isolate individual aquifers, or may have failed over time. Overall, while there are likely
to be local effects resulting from inadequate construction or abandonment of water supply, petroleum
and gas and coal exploration wells, it is unlikely to be significant at a regional scale.
Generally, water bores are constructed to tap the shallowest available aquifer and, as a result, do not
typically tap multiple aquifers. Some old deep bores constructed across multiple aquifers may provide
cross-formation flow. Petroleum exploration and production wells are relatively much deeper with
generally good construction, although some old bores may provide conduits to cross-formational flow
in shallower aquifers.
While there are a large number of coal exploration holes in the CMA, by the very nature of their purpose,
the majority are in the Walloon Coal Measures outcrop areas. Those that are in the overlying Springbok
Sandstone may be sources of cross-formation flow between the Walloon Coal Measures and the
Springbok Sandstone in some areas.

11.5

Coal exploration holes

Unlike P&G wells and private water bores, location and construction information about the coal
exploration holes is not consistently recorded in government databases. OGIA reviewed the available
information from various company reports, EISs and government records for coal exploration holes to
make an assessment of potential location, distribution and construction design of these holes in the
Surat CMA.
A total of approximately 18,100 coal exploration holes are estimated to exist in the Surat Basin within
the CMA. Of these, the location of about 4,500 holes in the Surat Basin was extracted from government
database and about 2,800 hole locations were captured from various company reports including EISs.
A spatial analysis of past and present coal mines highlighted some gaps in the available data relating
to distribution of exploration holes. Various assumptions have therefore been made about the density
of exploration holes in relation to the type of mining leases, in combination with expert opinion, to fill the
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gaps in available data. This process resulted in the identification of an additional 10,800 potential
exploration holes with their estimated locations.
Coal exploration holes are commonly constructed using a nominal length of surface casing to maintain
stability of the hole collar at the surface. This surface casing is ≥6 m in length and can vary depending
on local ground conditions; in some cases, up to 100 m of surface casing has been installed to prevent
hole collapse during drilling. The casing material is commonly 5 to 6 in (127 to 152.4 mm) diameter
PVC, but historically is likely to have been steel casing. The current code of environmental compliance
(DEHP 2016) now includes provisions for proper construction and decommissioning of coal exploration
holes to avoid cross-formational flow. Anecdotal evidence and discussions with coal exploration
geologists suggest that hole construction and decommissioning standards had improved since about
2002 and before the commencement of the code of compliance. Exploration holes drilled in last decade
or so are believed to be largely decommissioned so that they are not left open.
The limited data about the exploration hole depths suggest that the majority of the holes are shallow
(<200 m) with very few to a depth greater than 200 m. It is unlikely that any holes are drilled below the
Walloon Coal Measures into the Hutton Sandstone.
Of the 18,100 total coal exploration holes, about 10,000 are estimated to be in areas where the
Springbok Sandstone overlies the Walloon Coal Measures and where the coal resources are within
about 250 m of the surface. Out of these, however, only about 6,000 holes (or 30% of the total
exploration holes) are in areas where the Springbok Sandstone is at least about 25 m thick and likely
to be saturated. Coal resources deeper than 250 m are not typically of commercial interest for mining.
A schematic of the relative distribution of coal exploration holes with reference to the Walloon Coal
Measures outcrop and subcrop areas is shown in Figure 11-5 and Figure 11-6.
The majority of holes (70%) are within the outcrop areas and will not provide connectivity pathways to
other formations or aquifers. Where the Walloon Sub-group is subdivided into the Juandah and Taroom
coal measures, the exploration activities generally target the shallower seam. It is not economic to mine
both the Juandah and Taroom coal measures in a single mining project.
The potential for coal exploration holes to provide pathways across geological formations only exists
where the exploration holes are in the Springbok Sandstone footprint. As described earlier, this
possibility exists for nearly 10,000 holes that are located within this footprint. For these wells, the factors
that would contribute to potential inter-formational flow are:


the design and construction of holes;



their current status and integrity; and



their locations in relation to the saturated level (or water level) in the Springbok Sandstone and
the CSG development footprint.

Only the holes drilled prior to 2002 are expected to be largely open or uncased. It is likely open or
partially open coal exploration holes would have collapsed. The shales within the upper Walloon Coal
Measures are prone to swelling or heaving in open exploration holes. The length of time for a hole to
collapse or fail will depend upon the rock type, lithological composition and age of the hole. All this
leads to a conceptual conclusion that although old coal exploration holes are likely to provide some
connectivity between the Walloon Coal Measures and the Springbok Sandstone, at a regional scale
such connectivity is unlikely to be a major contributor to cross-formational flow from CSG development.
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Figure 11-5 Relative distribution of coal exploration holes with reference to the Walloon Coal
Measures outcrop and subcrop areas
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Figure 11-6 Distribution of recorded and estimated coal exploration holes in the Surat CMA
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Conventional oil and gas wells

Construction and design of conventional oil and gas wells depends upon the purpose, i.e. whether they
are constructed for exploration, as ‘shut-in’ wells that are used for testing, or as production wells. The
construction style has largely remained unchanged over time since 1962 when exploration commenced
in the Surat Basin. Wells drilled for production or as shut-in wells are typically cased and cemented,
while wells drilled for exploration are typically open holes with cement plugs placed between the major
formations to prevent cross-formational flow. The wells are then capped and left or converted to water
bores.
Regardless of the year of construction and purpose, almost all wells are properly cased and cemented
from surface to a depth that roughly corresponds to the depth of the Gubberamunda Sandstone (100
to 150 m). Production and shut-in wells are cased and partially cemented upward, from the bottom of
the hole to somewhere below the Hutton Sandstone. It is likely that almost all wells have open annuli
between bore wall and casing across the Walloon Coal Measures and Springbok Sandstone. This is
because prior to CSG development, the Springbok Sandstone and the Walloon Coal Measures were
considered part of the Injune Creek Group as a single stratigraphic unit.
There are about 1,300 wells drilled for exploration of conventional oil and gas in the Surat CMA; these
are left abandoned but capped. In most cases, these wells are open holes with 8.5-in (215.9 mm)
diameters, from the bottom of the surface casing to the completed depth of around 1,000 to 2,000 m.
Typically, 50 m-deep cement plugs are placed at major formational boundaries, but plugs are not placed
across the Springbok Sandstone and the Walloon Coal Measures.
Cross-formational flow may occur through the bore annulus between the casing and the bore wall and
across the open hole if it is not cased. In general, cement grouts or plugs are likely to prevent flow
across major formations except the Walloon Coal Measures and the Springbok Sandstone: these two
formations had been considered as part of Injune Creek Group prior to CSG development and hence
separation through cement grout or plugs was not considered essential.
The majority of conventional wells in the Surat CMA are old and were drilled about 20 to 60 years ago.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that for most of those, the open wells and open annulus spaces
between the wellbores and casings are partially collapsed in the upper part of Walloon Coal Measures
which is dominated by mudstone.
Although the pathways may exist in a large number of wells between the Walloon Coal Measures and
the Springbok Sandstone, it is unlikely to be of significance except in the Roma area: only in this area
do tenures overlap between conventional and CSG development and only here is there a relatively
higher proportion of wells that could provide potential pathway for connectivity. The remaining
conventional oil and gas wells, where potential pathways might exist, are distributed in areas where no
CSG development is proposed.

11.5.2

Private water bores

There are some 31,000 registered bores within the Surat CMA including bores that are identified for
water supply purposes and monitoring bores. Bores that are poorly constructed may potentially provide
conduits for groundwater flow between aquifers. In recent decades, construction standards have
required that bores be constructed to only allow access to a single formation and that they are properly
plugged and abandoned when no longer in service. Existing older bores may still, however, be open to
more than one formation.
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Historically and more generally, private water bores are completed within the shallowest aquifers, where
suitable water supply is available. In terms of potential for interaction, bores completed within the
shallow unconsolidated and volcanic aquifers (Alluvium and Main Range Volcanics) do not intersect
multiple formations in the Surat CMA area. Approximately 16,500 bores (53%) within the Surat CMA
target these shallow aquifers. These bores do not have any existing or future potential to provide interformation flow regardless of their bore construction.
The remaining bores (approximately 14,500) are constructed within consolidated units within the CMA.
Of these, the aquifer attribution method (Section 8.2) identified approximately 5,800 (40%) to be open
to multiple formations. This number includes bores that connect aquifers and to adjacent aquitards.
Construction details of some of these bores (or the lack of) suggest that formations adjacent to the
target aquifers were not adequately separated and consequently provide conduits to vertical crossformation flow.
This is considered an upper limit of the potential number of bores in this category. The attribution
method uses the available construction data when identifying aquifers and formations encountered for
each bore; where there is no information on bore construction, the attribution method assumes that all
formations are open to the bore to the drilled depth. The actual number of bores open to multiple
formations is therefore likely to be lower than the current estimate.
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12 Natural groundwater discharge
This chapter provides an overview an overview of the location and mechanisms for groundwater
discharge and the spring typology applied in the Surat CMA. Information on the locations of groundwater
discharge for each hydrostratigraphic unit is provided in Chapters 13, 14, 15 and 16.

12.1

Overview

The aquifers of the Surat and Bowen basins provide flow to groundwater-dependent ecosystems
(GDEs) including springs. A GDE is an ecosystem that needs access to groundwater permanently or
intermittently to maintain its communities of plants and animals, its ecological processes and its
ecosystem services (Richardson et al. 2011).
The Water Act 2000 requires for an assessment and management of ‘springs’. In the UWIR, this term
is used in a broader context to represent groundwater fed wetlands. There are two types of springs
discussed in this chapter: springs which are non-riverine points of groundwater discharge and
watercourse springs which are areas of groundwater discharge within a stream bed.
The terminology used to describe GDEs has evolved significantly over the past decade and is being
used more consistently nationally. For the purposes of the UWIR, two types of GDEs are recognised
and have been identified (Eamus & Froend 2006):
1. Ecosystems dependent on the surface expression of groundwater, which refers to
ecosystems reside within wetlands, lakes, seeps, springs, river baseflow/watercourse springs.
2. Ecosystems dependent on the subsurface expression of groundwater, which refers to
ecosystems are associated with terrestrial vegetation utilising the watertable below the natural
surface.
In 2011, QWC led a botanical and hydrogeological survey of spring vents to gather primary information
to inform source aquifer assessments. The resulting assessments informed the development of the
2012 UWIR.
Since then, spring monitoring and research carried out in accordance with 2012 UWIR has provided a
significant body of new data which has been analysed to improve the characterisation of surface
expression and subsurface expression GDEs.
Monitoring and research activities have focused on two areas: springs located where impacts on
groundwater levels were predicted, and springs known to host species or ecological communities listed
under the Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (the EPBC Act).
The following sections provide a summary of the new understanding of springs that has been developed
from these activities. The outcomes have been used to assess potential impacts in the regional
groundwater model and provide a basis of the assessment of risks to springs. Additional detail on the
activities completed is available in (OGIA 2016b).

12.2

Previous assessments

A range of GAB-wide hydrogeological investigations have occurred since the 1950s which refer to
springs in the Surat CMA (Mollan 1972, Whitehouse 1954, Habermehl 1982). Prior to the late 1990s,
field investigations were conducted primarily to gather botanical information at wetlands. This work
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provided an inventory of species, site condition and water chemistry for many wetlands in the Surat
CMA.
In 2011-2012, QWC worked with KCB to undertake a field assessment of the hydrogeological and
hydrochemical character of springs in the Surat CMA (KCB 2012b). QWC coordinated the assessment
and incorporated a complementary ecological and botanical survey by Queensland Herbarium.
Preliminary source aquifer assessments were completed (KCB 2012a) and this information was used
to inform the development of the 2012 UWIR.
In recent years, there have been multiple summary reports on springs including those in the Surat CMA.
These include ‘Hydrogeology of Great Artesian Basin Springs’ (Commonwealth of Australia. 2014) and
the ‘Lake Eyre Basin Springs Assessment’ (DSITI 2015). These reports provide a summary of the
location and status of all springs in historical sources and collate their historical, cultural and biological
values.
Over the last three years and in parallel with these broader summaries, investment in monitoring and
research has provided a significant body of new primary data and knowledge to inform the revision of
the conceptualisation of wetlands in the Surat CMA.

12.3

Spring locations

The location of all spring vents and watercourse springs is provided in Figure 12-1. Spring locations for
the main aquifers are shown in Appendix E.
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Figure 12-1 Location of spring vents in the Surat Cumulative Management Area
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Spring conceptualisation project

The conceptualisation approach followed a step-by-step process which analysed in detail the key
elements relating to hydrogeology and ecological assemblages at the selected wetlands. This included
analysis of the available information on spring hydrogeological setting, local structures, hydrology,
geomorphology,

hydrochemistry,

wetland

geometry,

wetland

dynamics

and

floristic

and

macroinvertebrate assemblages. Each of these elements provides evidence and insights into the
hydrogeology, hydrology and ecology of the wetlands, their interconnection and interdependence, as
well as their functioning and sensitivity to change.
The project was based on a combination of desktop analysis, field investigation and synthesis of
historical and new data at 17 higher-risk spring sites. An extensive field program was implemented
which provided new data at priority locations. Field investigations included:


implementation of the spring monitoring program in accordance with the UWIR and
Commonwealth Government requirements



local-scale field geological mapping completed by tenure holders and OGIA at the Lucky Last
and Scott’s Creek complexes



a ground geophysical survey (TEM and Resistivity) completed by OGIA at the Lucky Last
complex and



the completion of investigation bores by OGIA at the Lucky Last complex and shallow
piezometers installed by APLNG at the Scott’s Creek complex.

A summary of the key components of analysis completed are provided below.


Hydrogeological analysis including the development of geological cross-sections, analysis of
groundwater flow processes and a description of the hydrogeological controls which influence
groundwater discharge to the area of wetlands.



Hydrogeochemical analysis to obtain evidence as to the likely sources of water to wetlands and
their relative contributions over time. The hydrogeochemical analysis evaluated and compared
the chemical signatures of local rainfall, groundwater (from multiple aquifers) and water
samples from wetlands, examining major ions (displayed as Schoeller and Piper plots), stable
isotopes and radio-isotopes.



Compilation of a general description of the vegetation assemblages associated with the
wetlands from the information collected by Queensland Herbarium in 2012 and more recent
information collected as part of monitoring obligations.



Synthesis of data collected through the tenure holder monitoring program including an
assessment of the relationship between vegetation and macroinvertebrate composition and the
wetland dynamics which could be used to infer changes in hydrology.



The linkages and relationships between hydrology and the ecology of the wetlands, and the
dynamics of this relationship, assessed by characterising the variability in:



o

the presence, absence and distribution of vegetation species; and

o

the presence of any macro-invertebrates.

Spring conceptualisation (OGIA 2015) where all information gathered and analysed is
brought together into local-scale wetland conceptual models. The diagrams describe the critical
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linkages between the wetland and the groundwater and how the variation in wetland hydrology
may impact the ecosystem within the wetland.


A classification (OGIA 2015) of the 17 wetland complexes using attributes linked to the
Australian National Aquatic Ecosystem (ANAE) classification framework to identify
commonality between the wetland complexes. Based on outcomes from the classification,
complexes are grouped into four wetland types that have been used to inform monitoring and
management arrangements in the UWIR. Additional detail on the wetland types is provided in
Section 12.5.

12.5

Spring typology

Grouping or classifying wetlands based on conceptual understanding or attributes is an approach to
integrate scientific understanding for a particular management purpose (DEHP 2013). This often leads
to establishment of a typology that allows for a more consistent assessment of the vulnerability and
risks to wetlands from predicted impacts (Green et al. 2013).
In the GAB, approaches to the classification of wetlands (springs) have origins in the report ‘Artesian
Water Supplies in Queensland’ (Whitehouse 1954) which identifies four general types: streams issuing
from sandstones where stream erosion has cut below the water table; wetlands (springs) issuing from
the outcropping sediments where recharge water is unable to enter the system, termed ‘rejected
recharge’; water-rich grassy flats where wide, flat-bottomed valleys have reached aquifer level and
mound springs where water, under pressure, discharges through overlying clay.
Building on Whitehouse (1954), Habermehl (1982) recognised springs forming from mechanisms
including: faults along which the water flows upwards; the abutment of aquifers in the sedimentary,
Jurassic and Cretaceous sequence against impervious bedrock; water discharging through thin
confining beds near the discharge margins of the GAB; and wetlands (springs) forming as a result of
the overfilling of aquifers in recharge areas.
In 2003, Fensham and Fairfax provided a mechanistic approach to classifying springs based upon the
processes identified by Habermehl (1982). The classification contains two types: recharge and
discharge. Recharge and discharge springs (wetlands) occur in a variety of hydrogeological settings
and via multiple mechanisms; however, springs in each group share common hydrogeological
attributes, i.e. discharge springs are sourced from confined aquifers and are generally characterised by
regional groundwater flow, unique chemistry and species assemblages.
While recognising the existing classification, the recent detailed conceptualisation work on springs has
established a wetland typology, identifying four types of wetlands in the Surat CMA. The characteristics
used to define each wetland type integrate geomorphology, soil development, water regime
(groundwater and surface water) and ecology.
The new typology incorporates key elements of existing classification relating to hydrology, while
expanding to meet the need to assess the implications of changes in groundwater regimes on the
wetlands. The landscape setting and dominant hydrological processes for each type are presented in
Figure 12-2. A summary of the key attributes for each wetland type is provided in Table 12-1.
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Table 12-1 Spring wetland typology summary
Wetland attributes

Type 1a

Type 1b

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4a

Type 4b

Landscape setting

Palustrine and
floodplain

Floodplain/riverine
interface

Palustrine

Riverine

Riverine

Palustrine/riverine

Active
watercourse
within alluvial
deposits

Very subtle
ephemeral
drainage lines, no
visible alluvial
deposits

Low lying
landscapes,
topographic lows, or
gently sloping land
often associated with
floodplains

Lower slopes
adjacent to
watercourses

Broad and flat
break of slope
impacted by
surface erosion

Active watercourse
with only minor
accumulation of
wetland soil on
exposed
sandstone bedding
planes

Groundwater flow
system

Receives
groundwater from
both regional and
local flow systems

Receives
groundwater from
both regional and
local flow systems

Receives
groundwater
from the regional
flow system

Receives
groundwater from
both regional and
local flow systems

Receives
groundwater
predominantly
from local flow
system

Receives
groundwater
predominantly
from local flow
system Includes
perched systems

Regolith

Deep weathered clay
regolith, overlain by
organic rich wetland
soil with mounding

Moderate to minor
regolith development
Can be associated
with outcropping
sandstone and minor
mounding

Deep highly
weathered clay
regolith, overlain
by thin sodic
wetland soils

Little to no regolith
development,
predominantly
within exposed
sandstone

Deep, sandy
alluvial deposits,
overlain by minor
to nil wetland soil

Shallow,
weathered alluvial
/ colluvium
deposits, overlain
by minor wetland
soil

Water
regime

Permanent
discharge,
dominated by diffuse
discharge and ET
Seasonally induced
free flow from
wetlands. Pooling
can occur depending
on the wetland
shape

Permanent
discharge, dominated
by diffuse discharge
and ET
Seasonally induced
free flow from
wetlands. Pooling
can occur depending
on the wetland shape

Semi-permanent
diffuse
discharge, with
only minor ET
and pooling

Permanent to
semi-permanent
free flowing
wetland discharge
with minor ET
Pooling can occur
depending on the
wetland shape

Permanent to
semi-permanent
discharge
dominated by
free flow with
minor ET

Permanent to
semi-permanent
discharge
dominated by free
flow with minor
ET

Geomorphology

Nature of
the
wetland
discharge
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Wetland attributes

Water
Regime

August 2016

Type 1a

Type 1b

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4a

Type 4b

Wetland
salinity

Fresh-brackish (TDS
<1,000)

Fresh-brackish (TDS
<1,000)

Saline (TDS
1,000 to 2000)

Fresh (TDS <500)

Fresh (TDS
<300)

Fresh (TDS
<300)

Frequency
of surface
water
inundation

Aseasonal
Intermittent to
ephemeral

Seasonal to
aseasonally
intermittent

Aseasonal
Ephemeral

Seasonal

Seasonal

Aseasonal
Ephemeral

Moderate coverage
of wetland species

Minor vegetation,
dominated by
terrestrial
species, often
bare wetlands
with exposed soil

Minor coverage of
wetland and
terrestrial
vegetation due to
the lack of
substrate

Minor vegetation
due to the lack of
substrate and
dynamic
landscape, can
contain wetland
species

Minor vegetation
due to the lack of
substrate and
dynamic
landscape, can
contain wetland
species

Flora

Major coverage of
wetland vegetation,
including large
woody vegetation

ET: evapotranspiration
TDS: Total dissolved solids
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Figure 12-2 Spring wetland typology: landscape setting and dominant processes

12.6

Mechanisms for groundwater discharge

The occurrence and distribution of springs is primarily driven by regional and local-scale geology,
topography and groundwater flow regimes. The majority of springs are located along or near the
northern and central outcrop areas of the Surat and Bowen basins and are associated with the
Gubberamunda, Hutton, Clematis and Precipice sandstones.
In addition to topography, structures including faults influence the occurrence and distribution of springs.
Regional faulting features such as the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault and the Leichhardt Burunga Fault are
associated with springs in the central area of the Surat CMA (including the Lucky Last and Boggomoss
complexes). At a local scale, small fractures provide pathways for groundwater to flow to the surface at
many locations including Scott’s Creek and Dawson River 8.
These mechanisms can be broadly grouped into three classes. Individual sites can occur due to more
than one of these mechanisms. The hydraulic mechanisms are as described below and are represented
diagrammatically in Figure 12-3.
a) Groundwater discharge can occur where there is a change in the hydraulic properties of the
geology within the landscape. This type of spring is often referred to as a contact spring. Where
a higher-permeability layer overlies a lower-permeability layer, flow across the less-permeable
boundary is restricted. As a result, water tends to flow laterally and may reach the surface as a
spring. This can occur where there is a change in permeability within a single aquifer or where
there is a change in geology.
b) A geologic structure, such as a fault, can provide a path to the surface along which water can
flow. If an underlying aquifer is confined by impermeable material and the water pressure in the
aquifer is high enough, water can flow to the surface as a spring.
c) Erosion and dissection of the landscape by surface water flows can provide opportunity for
groundwater to flow to reach the surface. This can occur where an outcropping aquifer has
been eroded to create a depression of sufficient depth to reach the water table; this is generally
associated with creeks and streams. In other areas, a confining unit may be dissected resulting
in a reduction in the thickness of the confining unit and providing an opportunity for groundwater
to reach the surface.
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Figure 12-3 Hydrogeological mechanisms for groundwater discharge in the Surat CMA

12.7

Source aquifers for surface expression GDEs

The identification of source aquifers for surface expression GDEs (springs and watercourse springs)
has been inferred from a range of secondary information about the springs, local and regional scale
geology, hydrogeology and hydrochemistry. At many sites, the OGIA conceptualisation project has
informed this identification.
Source aquifers for the springs are the Clematis Group, Precipice Sandstone, Boxvale Sandstone
Member of the Evergreen Formation, the Hutton Sandstone and the Gubberamunda Sandstone. There
are also significant numbers of springs dependent on discharge from basalt and Cenozoic aquifers. A
number of springs also receive flow from multiple sources—a combination of local and regional
groundwater systems.
Watercourse springs represent sections of streams, creeks and rivers which receive groundwater
contributions. In most cases, this occurs where the surface geology has been eroded down to the water
table aquifer. The volume and permanency of discharge can vary spatially along individual reaches; in
some cases, the volume of discharge is only sufficient to maintain permanent pools within the
watercourses.
A desktop assessment (AGE 2005) was completed to identify potential reaches of rivers and streams
that may be receiving groundwater discharge from the GAB. The project outputs included interpolated
groundwater level contours and identification of watercourses that were potentially receiving discharge.
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The assessment informed the Water Resource (Great Artesian Basin) Plan 2006. Only limited field
validation of these reaches has been completed since that time.
Table 12-2 Source aquifers for surface expression GDEs (springs and watercourse springs)
Number of

Number of spring

Formation

watercourse

complexes (vents)

Bungil/Mooga/Orallo Sandstone

springs
-

7

3 (10)

6

12 (42)

14

8 (29)

1

22 (151)

8

Clematis Group

17 (58)

4

Cenozoic and Basalts

25 (97)

Unknown

87 (387)

40

Gubberamunda Sandstone
Hutton Sandstone
Evergreen Formation (Boxvale Sandstone Member)
Precipice Sandstone

Total

12.8

Terrestrial GDEs

Work has been completed in the Dawson, Mackenzie and Comet river catchments to identify terrestrial
GDEs due to their potential association with watercourse springs. Where terrestrial GDEs are identified,
it is likely that there is connection between shallow groundwater and nearby creeks and rivers.
The Queensland Government’s ‘Walking the landscape’ process was applied in these catchments,
integrating existing data with expert knowledge to develop conceptual models of how GDEs occur within
the target landscape. The process involves expert workshops, synthesis and development of GDE
identification rules and the application of these rules to the target landscape. Additional information is
available

at:

http://wetlandinfo.ehp.qld.gov.au/resources/static/pdf/facts-maps/gde/gde-mapping-

classification-methodology.pdf.
Mapping has previously been completed for the eastern Murray-Darling Basin in 2012. The outputs
from this process are presented in Figure 12-4A and Figure 12-4B with only those GDEs associated
with the GAB and identified with a high or moderate confidence displayed. Terrestrial GDEs by aquifer
are shown in Appendix E.

12.9

Groundwater discharge

Groundwater discharge occurs in three forms in the Surat CMA: evapotranspiration, discharge though
non-channel springs and groundwater discharge to surface water systems. Given the predominantly
diffuse nature of these processes, only estimated volumes can be calculated.
In contrast to historical understanding, north of the Great Dividing Range, the direction of groundwater
flow is generally north to the outcrop areas. In this area, the Dawson River and associated tributaries
are deeply eroded and dissected into the Precipice Sandstone, Evergreen Formation and Hutton
Sandstone. As a consequence, a number of reaches in this area receive groundwater discharge.
Discharge is predominantly associated with the Hutton and Precipice sandstones. The total
groundwater discharge from these formations, in the northeast outcrop areas near the Dawson River,
is approximately 20,000 ML/yr (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). The majority of the groundwater discharge
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originates from the Precipice Sandstone, while the Hutton Sandstone contributes only around 10% to
20% of the total flow.
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Figure 12-4 Zones of potential groundwater-surface water connectivity
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Figure 12-5 Zones of potential groundwater-surface water connectivity
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13 Conceptual model – Alluvial strata
13.1

Introduction

There are several significant alluvial systems overlying the Surat and Bowen basins; these include the
Condamine, Dumaresq, Dawson and St. George alluvia. This chapter presents a summary of the
conceptual hydrogeological understanding of the groundwater flow systems associated with these units.
More detail is provided on the understanding of the interaction between the Condamine Alluvium and
the underlying Walloon Coal Measures. This is due the importance of the Condamine Alluvium as
groundwater supply aquifer and the potential for groundwater impacts due to CSG extraction from the
coal measures.
The chapter is structured into sections which provide a short discussion on each unit including
hydrogeological description, hydraulic properties, hydrochemistry, groundwater yield, groundwater
recharge and discharge, groundwater flows, trends in groundwater pressure and the potential
interaction with adjacent formations.
The current level of knowledge and understanding varies for each hydrostratigraphic unit, as well as
spatially. The conceptual model is intended to be periodically updated to accommodate improvements
in knowledge through ongoing research.

13.2
13.2.1

Condamine Alluvium
General description

The Quaternary Condamine Alluvium is incised into Jurassic Surat Basin sequence. The Surat Basin
subcrops most of the central alluvium, forming the bedrock. The alluvial and sheetwash deposits of the
Condamine River and tributaries form a broad plain between Millmerran and Chinchilla.
The basement for the Condamine Alluvium primarily includes the Walloon Coal Measures, underlying
most of the central Condamine Alluvium, and the Springbok Sandstone which is wedged between the
Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures along the western margin. The Main Range
Volcanics underlies the Condamine Alluvium tributaries further east and sits above the Walloon Coal
Measures. Isolated patches of Tertiary sediments are also recorded between the Condamine Alluvium
and the Walloon Coal Measures in some recent investigations (OGIA 2016a).
Cross-sections of the regional geological and hydrogeological setting around the Condamine Alluvium
are shown in Figure 3-11. There are three hydrostratigraphic units within the Condamine Alluvium
(OGIA 2016a):


Sheetwash (including topsoil) which occurs as a wedge of generally fine materials (silt and
clay) or mixed sandy materials abutting the eastern wall of the Condamine River plain, and
overlying the more varied granular alluvium aquifer. In many places, individual clay and silt
horizons are greater than 20 m thick.



Granular alluvium which underlies the sheetwash in most areas and typically presents as a
wide range of relatively thin (less than 10 m), fine, mixed and granular (sand and gravel)
horizons separated by clay lenses representative of the complex depositional environment
(riverine high-energy to lacustrine low-energy). There is generally an increase in fines content
in the downstream direction, with much higher groundwater yields generally encountered
towards the south of the Condamine Alluvium footprint than to the north.
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Transition zone which is the clay-dominated horizon at the base of the Condamine Alluvium.
This is a combination of basal alluvial clays of the Condamine Alluvium and weathered Walloon
Coal Measures. Where present, the transition zone ranges from less than 1 m to just over 15
m in thickness.

13.2.2

Hydraulic properties

Studies by Lane (1979) and Huxley (1982) applied pump test data to assess hydraulic parameters
(Huxley 1982, Lane 1979). Later investigations including Sinclair (2002) KCB (2010) utilised monitoring
data in combination with previous estimates to regionally calibrate aquifer parameters through
groundwater flow modelling. The Department of Science, Information Technology and Innovation
(DSITI) is currently updating the Condamine Alluvium groundwater flow model. More recently, the study
by OGIA (OGIA 2016a) for assessing connectivity of the Condamine Alluvium with the Walloon Coal
Measures also included test pumping and assessment of aquifer parameters at some sites in the
Condamine Alluvium. Figure B-2 displays the available pump test data within the Condamine and other
alluvium.
The hydraulic properties indicate spatial and vertical variability which is reflective of the geology.
Hydraulic conductivity values from the earlier test pumps range between 7.87e-02 and 5.56e+05 mD
(around 1 and 781 m/d) (OGIA 2016a). The majority of hydraulic conductivity values are derived from
estimates of transmissivity. The accepted view is that moderate hydraulic conductivity 2.36e+03 to
2.36e+04 mD (3 to 30 m/d) occurs in most of the Condamine Alluvium and relatively high conductivity
to >2.36e+04 mD (>30 m/d) occurs in the area where the Condamine River separates into two branches
as well as in several other small zones (OGIA 2016a).
KCB (2011) conceptualised the system as a two-layer system, calibrating the hydraulic conductivities
as1.57e+02 to 1.27e+03 mD (around 0.2 to 2 m/d) for the upper sheetwash layer and 7.78e+03 to
3.15e+04mD (around10 to 40 m/d) for the lower fluvial/granular layer. Values obtained by OGIA from
recent pump tests at two sites are consistent with these estimates.
Interpreted storage coefficients included in Lane (1979) were for confined/semi-confined aquifer
conditions only (storativity). By comparison, Huxley (1982) interpreted storage to be predominantly
semi-confined during the initial stages of pumping, migrating to unconfined conditions (specific yield) at
most sites as testing progressed (Huxley 1982). There are transient changes in aquifer conditions and
hence, storage coefficients, during modelling assessments. These will have particular influence on
storage estimates for the alluvial aquifer which will in turn influence aquifer drawdown response under
varying extraction scenarios. There is likely to be significant variability in aquifer conditions (and storage
coefficients) throughout the alluvium, with considerable changes at small scales due to the depositional
nature of the system (OGIA 2016a). Reported storativity values for the alluvium range from 4.00e-06 to
6.00e-05 and the specific yield is estimated to be around 1% to 10%.

13.2.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) for the Condamine Alluvium shows significant
spatial variability, with TDS ranging from fresh (550 mg/L) to highly saline (13,000 mg/L), with pH of
around 7.6 (Table 7-1), while the mean salinity of Condamine Alluvium is around 1,500 mg/L.
The water type in the Condamine alluvium varies spatially with a number of hydrochemical domains
evident, notably Sodium Bicarbonate (Na-HCO3), Sodium Chloride (Na-Cl), and Sodium Chloride
Bicarbonate (Na-Cl-HCO3). The samples indicate groundwaters are of Mg–HCO3 composition in
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upstream areas and most tributaries, with a gradual change to Na–HCO3 composition further
downstream (Huxley 1982).
OGIA (OGIA 2016a) undertook a comprehensive multi-variant hydrochemical analysis of major ions in
the Condamine Alluvium and surrounding aquifers to understand hydrochemical evolution potential for
cross-formational flow. The analysis showed that although there are similarities in some water chemistry
parameters (i.e. TDS) between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures, their
underlying chemical signatures are unique. The significant differences in hydrochemistry between the
Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures suggest that the two units evolved separately
and regional-scale cross-formational flow of water is not significant.

13.2.4

Groundwater recharge

The Condamine Alluvium is primarily recharged from the Condamine River and its tributaries. Recharge
also occurs from rainfall and irrigation but is much less significant. Streambed recharge is the
predominant component of the overall recharge. The Condamine River is assessed to be a losing
stream as groundwater levels in the surrounding alluvial aquifer have declined due to extraction and
are consistently below the elevation of the streambed. Estimated total recharge from streambeds is
about 40 to 115 ML/yr/km. Diffuse recharge is considered negligible due to significant clay near the
surface but its overall significance is under dispute (Dafny & Silburn 2014). However, the annual
recharge volume estimated for this formation is 21,876 ML/yr with a mean recharge rate of 4.0 mm/yr,
estimated from the Condamine Alluvium Groundwater Flow Model (Table 9-3). Much of the alluvial
footprint is extensively irrigated, generally using furrow practices; some irrigation return flow is possible
but is expected to be relatively low.

13.2.5

Groundwater extraction

The Condamine Alluvium has been extensively studied since the 1970s for resource assessment and
management purposes, as it is a major source of water supply in the region. Groundwater extraction is
primarily for irrigation water supply and S&D purposes, with a small number of bores used for urban
water supply systems or industrial purposes.
There are over 3,800 active water bores in the Condamine Alluvium that access water from the alluvium.
A summary of these bores is presented in Table 13-1. Estimated current use in the Condamine Alluvium
is approximately 72,000 ML/yr. A comparison with other formations is provided in Table 8-2.
Table 13-1 Summary of water bores in the Condamine Alluvium in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Monitoring bores
Agriculture
Industrial
Stock & domestic
Town water supply
Sub-total (water supply)

13.2.6

Estimated use (ML/yr)
600

-

1,052

64,251

33

1,476

2,709

2,070

59

4,227

3,853

72,024

Groundwater levels and flow directions

It is acknowledged that, on average, recharge to the Condamine Alluvium is exceeded by outflows, the
largest outflow being extraction from groundwater bores. As a result, groundwater levels in the
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Condamine Alluvium have declined in many areas over the past 60 years. Current and pre-development
water levels in the Condamine Alluvium and underlying Walloon Coal Measures have been generated
from monitoring data and recent water level survey by OGIA (OGIA 2016a).
Prior to development, the groundwater flow direction in the Condamine Alluvium was predominantly
southeast to northeast in recent decades; however, the direction of groundwater flow has changed
towards the groundwater depressions that have resulted from groundwater use. In the southern area,
groundwater levels have generally been relatively stable over the past 40 years, while in the southcentral area to the south of Dalby and east of Cecil Plains, a significant groundwater depression has
formed since the 1960s. This has caused a persistent upward head gradient between the Walloon Coal
Measures and Condamine Alluvium where the alluvium has been drawn down (Figure 13-1).
Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Condamine Alluvium are shown in Figure C-1 and for
the Walloon Coal Measures under the Condamine Alluvium in Figure C-2.
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Figure 13-1 Groundwater level difference between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon
Coal Measures
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Natural groundwater discharge

Groundwater flow within the Condamine Alluvium is predominantly from the southeast to the northwest,
along the axis of the depositional valley. The general understanding is that the Condamine Alluvium
receives lateral inflow from the upper tributaries, with substantial contributions along the flow course of
percolated water from the Condamine River and its tributaries (Dafny & Silburn 2014).
Natural groundwater discharge is through a limited alluvial section downstream, with some lateral flows
toward the western bounding aquifers and diffuse discharge via vegetation (Dafny & Silburn 2014). The
main source of discharge is through bores. As a result of declining water levels, the streams are losing
and do not receive baseflow in the main alluvium.

13.2.8

Interaction with adjacent coal reservoirs

The Condamine Alluvium overlies the Walloon Coal Measures, the target reservoir for CSG
development. Understanding of the hydraulic interaction between the two systems is therefore critical.
OGIA undertook a major collaborative research project under the Condamine Connectivity Project (‘the
connectivity project’) from 2013 to 2015.
The connectivity project applied multiple lines of approach, including: reinterpreting geology with a
particular focus on the contact between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures;
mapping regional groundwater level differences between the two systems; analysing the
hydrochemistry of the two systems; and drilling, coring and running pumping tests at representative
sites and numerically analysing the test data.
Details of the investigations, approach and outcomes are compiled in a separate report (OGIA 2016a).
The project concluded that there is a low level of connectivity between the Condamine Alluvium and
the Walloon Coal Measures. A brief conceptualisation of the interconnectivity is presented below
(Figure 13-2).
In relation to the connectivity, there are four hydrostratigraphic units:


the Condamine Alluvium (an aquifer) including tertiary sediments where present



a low-permeability ‘transition zone’ of undifferentiated clay (an aquitard) between the base of
the Condamine Alluvium and the un-weathered Walloon Coal Measures



firm mudstone/siltstone above the uppermost coal seams of the Walloon Coal Measures (an
aquitard) and



the part of the Walloon Coal Measures that has largely connected coal seams in a matrix of
mudstone, siltstone and fine sandstone and which may be the target for CSG production.

Vertical flow and interaction between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures is
impeded by a combination of the transition zone and aquitard. The degree to which flow is impeded
depends upon the combined thickness and vertical hydraulic conductivity of these two layers.
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Figure 13-2 A conceptual schematic of the interface between the Walloon Coal Measures and
the Condamine Alluvium
The transition zone is not a continuous layer; where it is absent and the Springbok Sandstone is not
interposed between the Condamine Alluvium and the Walloon Coal Measures, the coal seams of the
Walloon Coal Measures may come into direct contact with the overlying granular alluvium. On a small
strip on the western side of the Condamine Alluvium, this creates a potential connectivity path. Given
the dip of the Walloon Coal Measures, the minimum target depth for CSG development and the length
of continuous coal seams, it is considered that the potential for this path to contribute to connectivity
between the formations is low.
The CSG wells are proposed to be completed in a manner that only develops coal seams at least 30 m
below the base of the Condamine Alluvium, as it is unlikely that shallower coal seams would contain
any commercial CSG targets. These untargeted coal seams will remain largely disconnected within the
mudstone and siltstone in which they exist (the aquitard), further impeding the flow between the target
coal seams and the Condamine Alluvium.
Records suggest that a small proportion of water bores accessing the Condamine Alluvium (perhaps
3%) are likely to have been drilled into the top of the Walloon Coal Measures, possibly due to it being
often difficult to distinguish between basal alluvial clay and the upper weathered mudstone of the
Walloon Coal Measures; so drilling may have continued until firm mudstone was encountered. Because
of the limited penetration of these bores into the Walloon Coal Measures and the likely collapse of any
open annular space, these bores are unlikely to significantly affect the connectivity between the
formations.
The vertical hydraulic conductivity for the transition zone and the upper Walloon Coal Measures is
expected to range from 10e-09 to 10e-04 m/day across the Condamine Alluvium footprint, with 10e-06
m/day being the most likely value at a regional scale. Horizontal hydraulic conductivity is likely to be
two orders of magnitude higher.
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Other alluvial strata

13.3.1

General description

In addition to the Condamine Alluvium, there are further significant alluvial systems in the Surat CMA:
the Dumaresq River Alluvium; the unconsolidated alluvial aquifers associated with the Dawson,
Mackenzie, Nogoa and Comet rivers; and the St. George Alluvium.
There are two main aquifer systems within the Dumaresq River Alluvium. The upper aquifer comprises
modern alluvium consisting of clay, sand and gravel, with a thickness varying between 10 and 30 m.
The lower aquifer consists of semi-consolidated sands and gravels interbedded with clay. Aquifer
thickness can be up to 50 m and occurs at depths greater than 30 m (Figure A-1). There is a noncontinuous aquitard of clay up to 10 m thick which separates the two aquifers and causes the lower to
become confined in the downstream area.
Within the Fitzroy River drainage basin, unconfined and unconsolidated alluvial aquifers are associated
with the Dawson, Mackenzie, Nogoa and Comet rivers; however, the main productive groundwater
areas, such as Braeside, Callide Valley and Theodore, lie outside the Surat CMA. Within the Surat
CMA, the alluvium associated with these rivers is generally narrow and thin; in general, it varies in width
from 0.6 to 5 km and in thickness from 14 to 26 m (Figure A-1). The alluvium predominantly consists of
fine to coarse sand and gravel with varying amounts of silt and clay. The coarser sand and gravel
aquifers are rarely continuous in any direction for any great distance, occurring in lenses and
discontinuous deposits.
The aquifers of the St. George alluvial deposits consist of unconsolidated Cenozoic sediments that can
be divided into two hydrogeological units separated by a leaky aquitard. The deeper aquifer consists of
unconsolidated coarse sand beds with gravel layers occurring at irregular intervals and forming a trough
aligned

in

a

northeast

to

southwest

direction.

The

aquifer

occurs

between

60

and

220 m below the surface and can be up to 30 m thick (Figure A-1). The sand layers are interbedded
with clay, silty clay and occasional coal seams. These sandy layers form a confined aquifer system.
The upper aquifer is more laterally extensive and consists of unconsolidated fine to very coarse sand
beds up to 4 m thick. Occasional gravel layers occur at the base of a number of the sand beds which
form a series of unconfined and semiconfined aquifers interbedded with silt, silty clay, clay, siltstone
and mudstone.
The Duaringa Formation and other Tertiary sediments within the Bowen Basin are not as productive as
those sediments within the St. George area. The aquifers occur at depths ranging from 2 m within the
weathered sediments to 135 m below the surface. Bore yields are generally limited, averaging less than
3 L/s. These sediments have not been separated into distinct hydrogeological units.

13.3.2

Hydraulic properties

The hydraulic conductivity within the Dumaresq River Alluvium, estimated from a small number of pump
tests, falling head tests and sieve analyses, ranges from 1.57e+03 to 3.94e+05 mD (around 2 to 500
m/d). Storage coefficient, calculated from pump tests, ranges from 1.05e-03 to 0.8. The upper aquifer
is unconfined and the lower aquifer changes from semi-confined to more confined conditions
downstream.
The alluvial aquifers in the Fitzroy River Basin are expected to have an average specific yield in the
range of 8% to 10% and an average transmissivity value of <1,500 m2/day.
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Within the St. George Alluvium, the upper aquifer indicates limited transmissivity. Coarse sand and
gravels within the deeper aquifer can yield much larger quantities suitable for irrigation purposes. The
highest permeability occurs between the Balonne and Maranoa Rivers. Southwest towards the NSW
border, the percentage of clay and silt increases reducing permeability (McAllister 2002).
The available hydraulic parameter data within all alluvium in the model area is displayed on Figure B-2.

13.3.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Dumaresq River Alluvium is
generally of good quality and is suitable for all purposes. The salinity (TDS) of the groundwater
throughout the area ranges from approximately 190 to 1,200 mg/L, with an average of 460 mg/L.
Groundwater salinity in the alluvium throughout the Fitzroy Basin Catchment ranges from 180 to
19,900 mg/L, with an average of < 2,000 mg/L.
Groundwater quality and salinity are highly variable between aquifers within the St. George Alluvium.
Salinity in the system generally increases with depth and laterally with distance from the major rivers,
which are a key recharge source. The salinity of the groundwater throughout the aquifer system ranges
from 270 to 24 000 mg/L, with an average of 2,900 mg/L (McAllister 2002).

13.3.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The calculated long-term mean recharge rate for alluvium (excluding the Condamine
Alluvium) is 6.8 mm/yr, ranging from 5.1 to 10.3 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume
estimated for this formation is 167,627 ML/yr (regional model domain).
Most recharge into the Dumaresq River Alluvium occurs through streamflow infiltration. Minor
contributions are also made from direct infiltration of rain, side-slope run-off and upward leakage from
aquifers of the GAB. Historically, recharge estimates have been made in the Dumaresq River Alluvium
using a number of different methods including global water balances, CMB, deep drainage and river
leakage modelling. Recharge rates vary from <1 mm/yr—for rainfall recharge in areas of very clayey
soils—to 45 mm/yr for river recharge in highly connected areas of the alluvium.
Recharge to the Fitzroy River Alluvium is primarily from streamflow, direct infiltration of rainfall and
drainage from the adjacent rocks.
It is thought that the majority of recharge in the St. George Alluvium is derived from river infiltration,
particularly the Maranoa River. This recharge water migrates laterally and vertically through the
saturated sequence to lower aquifers. Age dating of groundwater in the Lower Balonne and Maranoa
river areas indicates that river leakage and recharge of the Cenozoic units is a slow process occurring
over a long period of time (McAllister 2002).

13.3.5

Groundwater extraction

Within the Dumaresq River Alluvium, groundwater allocation is 30,000 ML/yr of which Queensland has
14,190 ML. Groundwater is used for irrigation (predominantly Lucerne and fodder crops), S&D supplies
and a supplementary town water supply to Bonshaw. The majority of allocations are for supplementing
surface water supplies during drought periods; as a result, only a small proportion of allocated
groundwater is used. On average, 5,000 ML/yr is abstracted, but up to 8,000 ML/yr has been abstracted
during drought conditions. Bore yields of up to 50 L/s are common.
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Groundwater within the alluvial aquifers of Fitzroy Basin in the northern Surat CMA is primarily used for
stock water purposes.
Supplies drawn from the shallow aquifer in the St. George Alluvium generally only yield supplies suitable
for S&D purposes, while the deeper aquifer can yield much larger quantities suitable for irrigation
purposes, with yields of up to 120 L/s achievable from production bores.

13.3.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Groundwater flow in the Dumaresq River Alluvium is consistent with the surface water flow direction
and topography. The upper aquifer is responsive to rainfall and streamflow events. Although the water
levels respond well to rainfall events, there are specific bores that consistently show that such recharge
events are inadequate to restore the aquifer to full supply.
Water level observations indicate that the shallow aquifer leaks to the deeper aquifer during recharge
events, at least in the upstream area of the alluvium. Down gradient, the separation becomes more
pronounced and the level of confinement increases. In the western end of the alluvium downstream of
Texas, the lower aquifer is clearly confined, with the deep aquifer responses to pumping not reflected
in the upper aquifer. There has been a decline in groundwater levels of up to 25 m, particularly in areas
of high bore concentrations, due to groundwater extraction which increased during the millennium
drought (2000-2009).
Upward vertical leakage occurs from the aquifers of the GAB into the Dumaresq River Alluvium. The
Dumaresq and McIntyre rivers are conceptualised as a discharge zone for the GAB.
Groundwater flow in the alluvial aquifers of the Fitzroy Basin is generally downstream and water levels
show seasonal influence of rainfall and streamflow.
Within the St. George Alluvium, water level observations during pumping tests suggest that the two
aquifer systems are hydraulically connected. In higher-abstraction areas, there has been a decline in
groundwater levels, while away from this pumping influence, little variation has been observed.
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14 Conceptual model – Tertiary Basalts
14.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the conceptual hydrogeological understanding of the groundwater
flow systems associated with the Tertiary Basalts in the Surat CMA.
The chapter is structured into sections which provide a short discussion on each unit including
hydrogeological description, hydraulic properties, hydrochemistry, groundwater yield, groundwater
recharge and discharge, groundwater flows, trends in groundwater pressure and the potential
interaction with adjacent formations.
The current level of knowledge and understanding varies for each hydrostratigraphic unit as well as
spatially. The conceptual model is intended to be periodically updated to accommodate improvements
in knowledge through ongoing research.

14.2
14.2.1

Main Range Volcanics
General description

The Main Range Volcanics contains significant aquifers used for irrigation, S&D and town supplies.
Water quality and yields are generally good, although some isolated bores have revealed high nitrate
levels which render them unsuitable for drinking. They are comprised dominantly of alkaline basalts
commonly fractured with vesicular (honeycomb) and weathered zones, which may act as unconfined,
semi-confined and confined systems. Most bores tap aquifers occurring at depths ranging between 2
m and 155 m, with thickness generally varying between 10 and 30 m (Figure A-3).
The Main Range Volcanics overlie the Walloon Coal Measures and Hutton Sandstone and are overlain
by alluvium of the tributaries of the Condamine River.

14.2.2

Hydraulic properties

The basalts contain both primary and secondary fracture permeability. Vesicular zones at the top of the
lava flows form the primary permeability, while cooling joints and fractures at the edges of the flow and
the vesicular zone provide secondary permeability. Groundwater occurs non-uniformly within the
fractures, vesicles and weathered zones. Fault-induced fracturing has not been found in the basalts
(Exon 1976).
Transmissivity ranges between 10 and 1,000 m2/d (averaging between 200 and 300 m2/d) with specific
yields of less than 0.05. Bore yields are highly variable throughout the basalts due to variable aquifer
properties. They vary between less than 5 L/s to 50 L/s, generally averaging less than 20 L/s.

14.2.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) for the Main Range Volcanics indicates
typically fresh groundwater. More than 95% of the available samples are located within cluster classes
1 (550 mg/L) and 2 (1200 mg/L), with a mean TDS of 850 mg/L, and are considered to be indicative of
relatively recent recharge (Chapter 7, Table 7-1).

14.2.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The interpolated long-term mean recharge rate of 8.7 mm/yr (Table 9-3) in the outcrop area
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may differ from previous estimates; however, a mean recharge rate of around 9 mm/yr for the Main
Range Volcanics is still the third-highest recharge rate after Precipice Sandstone and Clematis Group
in the Surat CMA (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 56,033 ML/yr
(regional model domain).
The unconfined and semi-confined aquifers in the shallower and more weathered parts of the volcanics
respond quickly to recharge from direct infiltration of rainfall, particularly in the elevated areas. The
deeper semi-confined to confined aquifers are much slower to respond. Moreover, relative rainfall is
higher and frequent recharge occurs in most of Main Range Volcanic aquifers.

14.2.5

Groundwater extraction

The Main Range Volcanics is one of the major formations with the freshest quality water in the Surat
CMA; that is why it is mostly developed for non-S&D water supply for agriculture, industrial and town
water supply. There are 1,245 bores with allocated water use entitlements—the largest number of bores
in any formation in the Surat CMA (Table 8-1 and Table 8-2); however, more than 80% of the total 4,214
bores are used for S&D purposes. A summary of the number of bores, amounts of water extraction and
purposes is given in the table below (Table 14-1).
Table 14-1 Water use from the Main Range Volcanics in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
1,083

37,031

Industrial

69

2,141

Town water supply

93

4,270

Stock & domestic

2,969

2,181

Total

4,214

45,623

14.2.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Main Range Volcanics are shown in Figure C-3.
Groundwater flow in the Main Range Volcanics is largely controlled by topography; the northwest to
southeast trending Great Dividing Range is the principal topographical control on groundwater flow.
West of the Great Dividing Range, groundwater flow is west into the Condamine-Balonne Catchment.
To the east, groundwater flow is into the Moreton Catchment.

14.2.7

Natural groundwater discharge

An inventory of springs in the Condamine Catchment was undertaken in 2006 (Purcell 2006). This
project identified and mapped 45 springs, the majority of which (> 80%) arise from the basalts of the
Main Range Volcanics. The remainder are from the granites within the New England Batholith. At the
boundary of the Main Range Volcanics and where the formation has been eroded by surface water
flows, predominantly ephemeral groundwater discharge occurs, providing additional baseflow to
surface water systems.

14.2.8

Interaction with adjacent coal reservoirs

The Main Range Volcanics has two major contact zones with the Walloon Coal Measures and Hutton
Sandstone. Groundwater flow directions in the Main Range Volcanics are similar to Hutton Sandstone
(Section 15.13.6). Flow directions in both the formations reflect the presence of the groundwater divide
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along the Great Dividing Range. Due to the similarity of groundwater flow directions and existing
downward head gradients between the formations, it is interpreted that the Main Range Volcanics
provides direct vertical recharge to the Hutton Sandstone and Walloon Coal Measures.

14.3

Other basalts

14.3.1

General description

Tertiary basalts occur within the Duaringa Formation in the north of the area overlying the Bowen Basin
sediments (Figure A-4). In general, these basalts do not contain aquifers as high-yielding as those
within the Main Range Volcanics, as they generally lack the vesicular zones. The basalt aquifers are
generally semi-confined and groundwater quality is generally very good. The depth to the top of the
water-bearing strata ranges between 6 and 95 m with an average of approximately 25 m. Bore yields
of up to 11 L/s have been achieved; however, the average tends to be less than 1 L/s.

14.3.2

Hydraulic properties

14.3.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates water quality of the other basalts in
the Surat CMA is fresh, similar to that of the Main Range Volcanics (Table 7-2). These shallow basalt
aquifers in north of the Surat CMA are not as high-yielding as the Main Range Volcanics; however, due
to frequent recharge, water quality is fresh and compares well with the Main Range Volcanics in the
southeastern Surat CMA.
In general, shallower aquifers may have higher salinity due to evapotranspiration, unless they are
frequently recharged directly with the rain and/or surface water. Water chemistry data from tertiary
basalts in the north were not analysed with main water bearing aquifers or using multivariate cluster
analysis; however, the groundwater shows salinity (TDS) ranges from 90 to 12,000 mg/L with a mean
salinity of around 1,100 mg/L, similar to the Main Range Volcanics (around 850 mg/L) (Table 7-1).

14.3.4

Groundwater recharge

The estimated groundwater recharge rate for the Tertiary Basalts other than the Main Range Volcanics
is not presented in the Table 9-3; however, estimated recharge to the basalts in the northern Surat CMA
is similar to the Main Range Volcanics. The long-term mean recharge rate for the basalts estimated
from the third CMB method is 9.9 mm/yr, similar to the recharge rate of 9.4 mm/yr for the Main Range
Volcanics (Table 9-3).

14.3.5

Groundwater extraction

The development of tertiary basalts, unlike the Main Range Volcanics, is primarily for S&D purposes.
The water quality is fresh; but, due lower yields (1 L/s vs. 20L/s), they are comparatively less developed
than the Main Range Volcanics. There are 48 bores with entitlements for non-S&D purposes, compared
to 2,955 bores for S&D use (Table 14-2). A summary of the number of bores, amount of water extraction
and purposes is provided in Table 14-2.
Table 14-2 Water use from other Basalt units in Surat CMA
Purpose
Agriculture
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No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)
5

518

10

189

Stock & domestic

2,955

2,545

Total

3,003

5,421

Town water supply
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15 Conceptual model – Surat Basin
15.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a conceptual hydrogeological understanding of the groundwater flow system in
the Surat Basin. The chapter is structured into sections which provide a short discussion on each
formation including hydrogeological description, hydraulic properties, hydrochemistry, groundwater
yield, groundwater recharge and discharge, groundwater flow directions, trends in groundwater
pressure and potential interaction with adjacent formations.
More detail is provided on the conceptual model for the Walloon Coal Measures as it is the primary
target of CSG production in the Surat Basin. The formations (e.g. Hutton Sandstone, Springbok
Sandstone) adjacent to the coal seam formations are also discussed in greater detail due to their
relative importance as groundwater supply aquifers and the potential for groundwater impacts due to
CSG extraction from the Walloon Coal Measures. In addition, some formations have insufficient data
to make assessments of groundwater pressure trends or map groundwater flow directions.
The current level of knowledge and understanding varies for each hydrostratigraphic unit as well as
spatially. The conceptual model is intended to be periodically updated to accommodate improvements
in knowledge through ongoing research.

15.2

Evolution of the conceptual model

The sediments of the Surat Basin are the primary components of the GAB in the Surat CMA. Historically,
the GAB has been conceptualised as a simple layered aquifer system comprising alternating layers of
relatively uniform, permeable sandstone aquifers and lower-permeability siltstone and mudstone
aquitards. Informed by studies and investigations in recent decades—such as the GAB WRA (Ransley
& Smerdon 2012), CSG industry initiatives and work completed by OGIA—this simple conceptual model
is now gradually evolving into a more complex model.
The evolving conceptual model recognises that there is local variability. In some areas, formations
traditionally considered aquifers may be more like aquitards and vice versa. Detailed geophysical
logging of large numbers of CSG wells suggests that almost all of the units are highly heterogeneous.
Similarly, contrary to some popularly held beliefs, the direction of groundwater flow does not always
coincide with the dip of the formation to the south and southwest, but instead follows the topography in
outcrop areas flowing away from the main basin in some instances. There is also potential for crossformational and inter-basinal flow that has not been recognised previously.
The hydrogeological conceptual framework presented in this chapter amalgamates previous knowledge
with more contemporary information generated in recent years by OGIA and other organisations.

15.3
15.3.1

Key elements of the conceptual framework
Hydrostratigraphic framework and aquifer properties

The regional hydrostratigraphic framework for the Surat Basin, presented in Table 5-1, separates
formations and units into major aquifers, aquitards, minor aquifers/leaky aquitards and productive coal
seams. A summary of the dominant characteristics of each hydrostratigraphic unit is provided in Table
15-1. The sections that follow in this chapter provide additional discussion on each hydrostratigraphic
unit.
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The main recognised aquifers are the Precipice Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone,
Gubberamunda Sandstone, Mooga Sandstone and Bungil Formation. These formations are typically
laterally continuous, have significant water storage and permeability and are extensively developed for
groundwater use. Due to lithological variability, particularly vertical variability, some of the formations
are subdivided into sub-units (Chapter 4). Of particular importance to assessing the implications of P&G
development in the Surat Basin is the characterisation of the Springbok Sandstone (Section 15.11),
Walloon Coal Measures (Section 15.12) and the Hutton Sandstone (Section 15.13).

15.3.2

Groundwater flow direction

Groundwater flow in the Surat Basin is predominantly from the north and northeast to the south and
southwest; however, there is a prominent groundwater divide along the Great Dividing Range.
North of the Great Dividing Range, groundwater flow is generally north towards formation outcrop areas
and the Dawson River. This suggests groundwater flow may be topographically driven is this area. The
Dawson River has incised and dissected the landscape in this area. Discharge to the river may
contribute to the northerly groundwater flow direction.
South of the Great Dividing Range, groundwater flow is southwest and is consistent with the regional
dip of the hydrostratigraphic units and topography. Interpolated groundwater level contours for each
formation in the Surat Basin are shown in Appendix C.

15.3.3

Groundwater level trends

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure in the Surat Basin. Details of the analysis completed are provided in
Chapter 10, while discussion on individual aquifers is provided in subsequent sections.
Within outcrop areas, groundwater level time series often reflect fluctuations in seasonal rainfall
patterns, often expressed as cumulative deviation from mean monthly rainfall (CDMMR). Groundwater
responses in bores within outcrop areas are therefore likely to be influenced by significant recharge
events. The correlation with CDMMR is expected to diminish further from the outcrop.
Groundwater use gradually increased from the late 1800s to the mid-1960s when rate of extraction
increased rapidly up until 2000, following which the rate began to plateau. Although historical water
level trend data are lacking in many aquifers this high level of development between the 1960s and
2000 is thought to have led to a general decline in groundwater levels within the majority of the confined
aquifers in the basin. Groundwater extraction associated with CSG production in many areas is
therefore superimposed onto complex background trends in the groundwater system. At this stage,
impacts associated with CSG extraction have been observed in the Walloon Coal Measures and
potentially in the Springbok Sandstone, but are not thought to have occurred in other aquifers at this
time.
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Table 15-1 Summary of the major hydrogeological characteristics of the Surat Basin

Formation

Lithology

Median Kh
(m/d)

(mg/L)

Estimated

Long-term

Non-CSG

Average

Groundwater

Recharge

Extraction

(ML/yr)

(ML/yr)

Natural groundwater
discharge

Partial
aquifer /
leaky
aquitard

13,000

66,886

994

No known areas.

Regional
aquitard.

3,500

19,519

902

No known areas.

Partial
aquifer /
leaky
aquitard

1,000

8,552

1,250

Bungil Creek.

7.37e-02 to
1.30e-01

Regional
leaky
aquitard

1,000

17,003

1,889

Mooga Creek.

4.7e-02
to
3.35e-01

Regional
leaky
aquitard

1,200

22,038

2,027

No known areas.

Aquifer

1,000

14,382

5,047

Bungil, Horse, and Barton
creeks;

Upper
Cretaceous
formations

Interbedded muddy siltstone,
fine-grained labile sandstone
& mudstone.

Wallumbilla
Formation

Mudstone and siltstone with
limestone and minor lenticular
sandstone

3.31e-04 to
4.72e-02

Bungil
Formation

Interbedded fine-grained lithic
sandstone, siltstone and
carbonaceous mudstone;
minor sublabile and quartzose
sandstone

5.8e-03
to
6.37e-02

Mooga
Sandstone

Fluvial quartzose to lithic
sandstone; thinly interbedded
dark grey mudstone and
siltstone

Orallo
Formation

Thinly bedded lithic
sandstone, siltstone,
mudstone and fossil wood.

Gubberamunda
Sandstone

Fine to coarse-grained,
quartzose to sublabile
sandstone; minor
conglomerate, siltstone and
mudstone
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Mean TDS

Estimated

1.3e-01
to
6.3e-01

1.28e-01 to
7.76e-01
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Median Kh
(m/d)

Type

Mean TDS
(mg/L)

Estimated

Estimated

Long-term

Non-CSG

Average

Groundwater

Recharge

Extraction

(ML/yr)

(ML/yr)

Natural groundwater
discharge

Westbourne
Formation

Interbedded shale and
siltstone; minor fine to very
fine-grained sandstone.

8.00e-04 to
1.37e-01

Regional
aquitard

1,500

5,619

462

Springbok
Sandstone

Medium to fine-grained,
feldspathic to lithic sandstone

1.02e-03 to
8.89e-03

Regional
aquifer;
locally
varied

1,000

6,832

4,659

Walloon Coal
Measures

Coal and sandstone units,
mudstones, siltstones, or finegrained sandstones

1.57e-04 to
4.48e-02

Leaky
aquitard /
Local
aquifer

3,000

50,617

13,197

No known areas.

17,702

Burnett River, Dawson
River, Bungaban Creek,
and Hutton Creek; Abyss,
Scott’s Creek, and Dawson
River 8 spring complexes;
terrestrial GDEs in lowlying outcrop areas

6,525

Upper Dawson and
Merivale rivers; Lucky Last
Spring Complex; incised
Boxvale Sandstone
Member outcrop

Hutton
Sandstone

Fine to medium-grained, well
sorted sandstone; interbedded
siltstone and shale

Evergreen
Formation

Siltstone, mudstone and
subordinate fine-grained labile
sandstone
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5.08e-04 to
9.40e-02

7.62e-05 to
1.03

Regional
aquifer /
local
aquitard

Regional
aquitard

1,500

500

58,423

85,313

No known areas.

Surface/near surface
outcrop in the central CMA
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Precipice
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Lithology

White, medium coarsegrained, in part pebbly,
porous, quartzose sandstone
with a white clay matrix
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Median Kh
(m/d)

5.08e-05 to
9.35

Type

Aquifer

Mean TDS
(mg/L)

Estimated

Estimated

Long-term

Non-CSG

Average

Groundwater

Recharge

Extraction

(ML/yr)

(ML/yr)

200

53,871

13,146

Total

409,055

67,800

Natural groundwater
discharge

Dawson River;
Boggomoss, Prices, and
Cockatoo Creek, 311,
Yebna 2 spring complexes;
and terrestrial GDEs in
dissected low-lying outcrop
area.
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Groundwater recharge

Estimates of groundwater recharge have been calculated using a modified CMB method as described
in Chapter 9. Recharge estimates for individual formations are shown in Table 9-3, Figure 9-1 and Table
15-1.
The majority of recharge occurs within formation outcrop areas. Recharge occurs predominantly by
rainfall, either by direct infiltration in outcrop areas, or indirectly via leakage from streams or overlying
aquifers. Previous investigations in the area (Kellett et al. 2003) suggested that direct rainfall or diffuse
recharge rates are small, generally less than 2.5 mm/yr; however, recharge rates through preferred
pathway flow during high-intensity rainfall events, and localised recharge from stream or aquifer
leakage, can provide up to 30 mm/yr.
OGIA has derived rainfall recharge rates in outcrop areas using a modified CMB method, extending
previous work (Kellett et al. 2003). However, derived recharge rates are similar to previous calculations.
Recharge rates vary from 4.8 to 20.6 mm/yr for the majority of aquifers including the Precipice, Hutton
and Gubberamunda sandstones (Table 9-3). Aquitards range from 1.2 to 3 mm/yr.
Of note, in the Gubberamunda Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone, Walloon Coal Measures and the
Hutton Sandstone, groundwater extraction for non-CSG purposes represents more than 25% of
estimated recharge (Table 15-1).

15.3.5

Basin boundaries

The eastern extent of the GAB has previously been defined as the groundwater divide along the
Kumbarilla Ridge; however, for management purposes, the Queensland Government also considers
the Queensland portion of the Clarence-Moreton Basin as part of the broader GAB. There is now
increased recognition of the continuity of the sequence across the Kumbarilla Ridge (Ransley &
Smerdon 2012).
The GAB WRA (Smerdon & Ransley 2012) has proposed an informal name (‘Helidon Ridge’) for a
subtle north-northeast to south-southwest trending basement structure that separates the Laidley and
Cecil Plains sub-basins. Structurally, the ridge affects every horizon from basement up to the Walloon
Coal Measures.
The groundwater divide, in both the Hutton Sandstone and equivalents, and the overlying Walloon Coal
Measures, aligns generally with the edge of the escarpment of the Great Dividing Range. In contrast,
the Helidon Ridge is likely to be the groundwater divide for deeper formations, including the Evergreen
Formation and Precipice Sandstone.
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Figure 15-1 Hydrogeological section west to east across the Surat CMA
In the west, the broad complex high comprising the anticlinal Nebine Ridge and the faulted granitic
dome of the Eulo Ridge separates the Eromanga Basin and the Surat Basin (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
North of Chinchilla, the Mulgildie Basin is connected to the Surat Basin through a narrow section. The
only units which occur across this boundary are the Precipice Sandstone and the Evergreen Formation.
The Burnett River drains groundwater from both the Mulgildie Basin and Surat Basin forming a
groundwater divide between the basins (Smerdon & Ransley 2012). Due to the limited connectivity
across this boundary, the GAB units present in the Mulgildie Basin are managed separately from the
remainder of the GAB and are unlikely to be impacted by P&G extraction from the Surat Basin.

15.3.6

Inter-aquifer and inter-basin flow

The predominantly fluvial sedimentary deposits of the Surat Basin have formed vertical stratifications
of sand, silt and clay within and across formations. This stratification results in significant formationscale anisotropy (Chapter 6). In the absence of faults and other unconformities, these characteristics
limit the potential for vertical flow and connectivity between aquifers even where there are no intervening
aquitard units.
In relation to the connectivity between the Walloon Coal Measures and adjacent formations, for the
most part, low-permeability siltstones and mudstones are found above the uppermost productive coal
seams at the top of the Walloon Coal Measures, and below the lowermost productive coal seams at
the base of the formation. Where present, these low-permeability layers act as aquitards, generally
separating the productive coal seams from the Springbok Sandstone above and the Hutton and
Marburg sandstones below.
In parts of the northeastern Surat Basin, the upper aquitard of the Walloon Coal Measures was
completely eroded prior to the deposition of the Springbok Sandstone, and the formation is understood
to be in contact with the productive coal seams (Scott et al. 2007). A higher degree of interconnectivity
is expected in these areas.
The lowermost aquitard layer of the Walloon Coal Measures, separating the Taroom Coal Measures
from the underlying Hutton Sandstone, has an average thickness of approximately 45 m. This lower
aquitard, often referred to as the Durabilla or Eurombah Formation, predominantly comprises siltstone,
mudstone and fine to medium-grained poorly sorted sandstones with almost no coal and consequently
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little permeability. Throughout the CSG development area, interconnectivity between the Walloon Coal
Measures and the underlying Hutton Sandstone is therefore considered to be limited. This is reflected
in the available hydrochemistry data which suggest groundwater quality in the Walloon Coal Measures
is distinctly different from that encountered in the underlying Hutton Sandstone where both units are
confined.
The Condamine Alluvium is incised into the Walloon Coal Measures by up to 120 m (Section 13.2).
Across much of the area, the contact between these formations is dominated by undifferentiated clays
comprising either basal alluvial clays of the Condamine Alluvium and/or the weathered upper part of
the Walloon Coal Measures. The two are often indistinguishable from each other but will have similar
hydraulic properties. Recent investigations by OGIA (OGIA 2016a) have concluded that connectivity
between these formations is low.

15.3.7

Structural influences

Post depositional deformation of the sedimentary rocks in the Surat Basin has produced a variety of
geological structures such as faults, fractures and folds. A summary of the understanding in relation to
the occurrence, displacements and distribution of faults in the Surat CMA is provided in Section 3.4 and
Section 11.3.
The influence of structural features and faults on groundwater flow can vary. Faults may act as either
barriers or conduits to groundwater flow and their characteristics and hydraulic properties are typically
highly variable. An individual fault may therefore shift from being a barrier to a conduit for groundwater
flow over relatively short distances. Furthermore, faults may exhibit relatively low permeability in the
horizontal direction, thereby restricting flow within units, while also being characterised by enhanced
permeability in the vertical direction, thereby potentially enhancing groundwater flow between overlying
and/or underlying formations.
In general, the majority of faults in the Surat CMA are likely to restrict flow, especially in the horizontal
direction, thereby generally reducing the propagation of CSG impacts laterally compared to un-faulted
areas. The coal seams within the major CSG reservoirs in the area are relatively thin and comprise only
a small proportion of the overall thickness of these units (typically <10%). Any displacement of the highly
permeable coal seams will therefore tend to introduce a barrier to groundwater flow as there is a 90%
probability that a permeable coal seam will be juxtaposed with a low-permeability siltstone, claystone
or mudstone on the other side of the fault.

15.4
15.4.1

Upper Cretaceous formations
General description

The Upper Cretaceous formations comprise the Griman Creek Formation and the Surat Siltstone.
The Cretaceous Griman Creek Formation is the uppermost unit of the Surat Basin and comprises
predominantly thinly interbedded muddy siltstone, fine-grained labile sandstone and mudstone,
reaching a maximum thickness of over 400 m (Exon 1976). The Griman Creek Formation is primarily
an aquitard. Where more permeable sandstones occur, usually at the base of the formation, they are
still generally low-yielding and produce poor-quality water (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
The Surat Siltstone comprises interbedded carbonaceous siltstone and mudstone with lithic and labile
sandstone lenses. The thickness of the formation averages between 100 and 130 m. This formation is
a partial aquifer with minor aquifers occurring where the sandstones predominate.
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Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available pump test data has been completed (Chapter 6) to provide a conceptual
understanding of the hydraulic properties of the upper Cretaceous formations. The data indicates these
formations have a permeability range of 4 to 4,000 mD (4.50e-03 to 5 m/d) with a median permeability
range of 100 to 400 mD (about 1.30e-01 to 6.26e-01m/d). The available data for the Upper Cretaceous
formations is displayed on Figure B-3.

15.4.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Upper Cretaceous formations
are the most saline formations in the Surat CMA. The available hydrochemistry data indicates very high
concentrations of TDS (13,000 mg/L) (Table 7-2). High Sodium and Chloride concentrations may be
due to shallower sampling depths, interbedded muddy siltstone and mudstone and poor recharge
resulting in poor water quality as noted above (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
Salinity ranges from around 300 to 40,000 mg/L for this formation, with a mean TDS of around 13,000
mg/L. If we exclude samples from monitoring bores—which indicated highly saline conditions ranging
between 10,000 and 40,000 mg/L—the mean TDS is 3,000 mg/L. The saline water quality for the
monitoring bores is likely to be due to excessive evaporation and concentration of salts processes.
Many of these monitoring bores are very shallow, were constructed to monitor dryland salinity and
represent water within the soil and vadose zone only.

15.4.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term mean recharge rate in the outcrop areas for the Upper Cretaceous formations
is 1.3 mm/yr, ranging from 1 to 1.5 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this
formation is 66,886 ML/yr (regional model domain).
Recharge rates as low as 0.1 mm/yr were measured in the Griman Creek Formation from pore fluids
analysis of three cores, cut between St. George and Dirranbandi during the Lower Balonne AEM survey
(Cresswell 2003, Kellett et al. 2004). The poor recharge rate based on long-term CMB analysis also
confirms the generally aquitard-like nature of Griman Creek Formation, and lower recharge in the Surat
Siltstone, is likely due to the interbedded presence of siltstone and mudstone.

15.4.5

Groundwater extraction

The Upper Cretaceous formations are developed for S&D supplies in the southwestern corner of Surat
CMA, around the Surat and St. George area. There is minimal non-S&D development for agricultural
water use (Table 8-2 and Table 15-2) compared with S&D extraction. This is most likely a result of the
higher salinity levels in these formations due to various reasons as discussed in the hydrochemistry
section above. S&D extraction represents 85% of the total extraction of 783 ML/yr. Water use by various
purposes is summarised in Table 8-2.
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Table 15-2 Water use from the Upper Cretaceous formations in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr))

Agriculture

7

120

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

0

0

Stock & domestic

210

663

Total

217

783

15.4.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Upper Cretaceous formations are shown in Figure C-4.
The direction of groundwater flow is from the northern outcrop to the south-southwest extent of the
formation. Groundwater flow in the formation is considered to be topographically driven; groundwater
heads range from 350 mAHD in the north, to 200 mAHD to the southwest.

15.4.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no mapped areas of groundwater discharge from the Upper Cretaceous formations.

15.5
15.5.1

Wallumbilla Formation
General description

The Cretaceous Wallumbilla Formation is the most widely distributed marine unit within the GAB,
extending through the Eromanga, Surat, Carpentaria and Laura basins (Habermehl & Lau 1997). The
Wallumbilla Formation comprises dominantly mudstone and siltstone with limestone and minor
sandstone. The thickness of the formation averages 200 m, reaching 350 m in the Mimosa Syncline
and thinning in the west over the Nebine Ridge (Figure A-6).
Within the Surat Basin, two sequences can be identified in the Wallumbilla Formation: the upper
siltstone-dominated Coreena Member and lower mudstone-dominated Doncaster Member.
While the Wallumbilla Formation generally acts as an aquitard, it does contain minor discontinuous
aquifers within the lenticular sand bodies at the base of the Coreena and Doncaster members. Bore
yields are low (averaging less than 1.5 L/s) and water quality is generally poor; however, the formation
does provide locally important supplies for stock purposes where the underlying aquifers are deep.
The Wallumbilla Formation conformably overlies the Bungil Formation and is conformably overlain by
the Surat Siltstone. The extent and thickness of the Wallumbilla Formation is shown in (Figure A-6).

15.5.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST and pump test data has been completed to provide a conceptual
understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Wallumbilla Formation (Chapter 6). The hydraulic
properties for this formation range from 0.06 to 987 mD (8.00e-05 to 1.25 m/d) with the median
permeability ranging from 0.26 to 37 mD (about 3.31e-04 to 4.72e-02 m/d). The available hydraulic
parameter data for the Wallumbilla Formation is displayed on Figure B-4.
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Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) for the Wallumbilla Formation generally
indicates highly brackish groundwater (TDS, 3,500 mg/L), ranging from 450 to 35,000 mg/L. Water
quality is interpreted to be poor due to the higher concentrations of Sodium and Chloride. This is
indicative of evaporative concentration of salts within the groundwater. The lower concentrations of
Calcium and Magnesium in deeper bores suggest ion exchange processes, resulting in higher Sodium
adsorption ratios (SAR >30) which make water unsuitable for crop production.

15.5.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term mean recharge rate for the Wallumbilla Formation is 2.4 mm/yr, ranging from
2 to 2.7 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 19,519 ML/yr
(regional model domain).
The average recharge in the Wallumbilla Formation is slightly higher than the overlying Upper
Cretaceous formations and underlying Bungil Formation, both having an average long-term recharge
rate of 1.3 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The long-term mean recharge rates (<5.0 mm) are consistent with the
findings of (Kellett et al. 2003) and (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).

15.5.5

Groundwater extraction

The Wallumbilla Formation is one of the least-developed in the Surat CMA primarily due to poor water
quality (Table 8-1 and Table 8-2). There are 93 water supply bores in the Wallumbilla Formation (Table
15-3), distributed from the central to southwestern parts of the Surat CMA. The total estimated water
use is 738 ML/yr. Water use by various types of purposes is summarised in Table 8-2.
Table 15-3 Water use from the Wallumbilla Formation in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

3

518

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

0

0

Stock & domestic

90

221

Total

93

739

15.5.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Wallumbilla Formation are shown in Figure C-5. The
groundwater flow direction in the Wallumbilla Formation is from the northern outcrop to the southsouthwest extent of the unit. Groundwater heads range from 400 mAHD, decreasing to about
200 mAHD in the south.

15.5.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no mapped areas of groundwater discharge from the Wallumbilla Formation.
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Bungil Formation

15.6.1

General description

The Bungil Formation comprises interbedded fine-grained lithic sandstone, siltstone and commonly
carbonaceous mudstone with minor sublabile and quartzose sandstone. The thickness ranges from
<100 m in the north and west to >300 m in the southeast (Figure A-7). The unit includes three members:
Minmi, Nullawurt Sandstone and Kingull (Day 1964b).
The major aquifer within the Bungil Formation is the Nullawurt Sandstone Member, comprising
quartzose and lithic sandstone and siltstone with a thickness of between 20 m and 30 m. The Minmi
Member is primarily a confining bed with some minor aquifers within its more sandy beds. The thickness
of the Minmi Member varies from 20 m to 70 m. The Kingull Member is dominantly a confining bed,
containing no major aquifers (Habermehl 1980). The Bungil Formation conformably overlies the Mooga
Sandstone.

15.6.2

Hydraulic properties

The available dataset for the Bungil formation is well-distributed across the unit and includes DST, core
and pump test data (Figure B-5). Analysis of the available data (Chapter 6) indicates the permeability
ranges from 0.05 to 1,200 mD (about 6.18e-05 to 1.52e+00 m/d). The median permeability ranges from
4.5 to 50 mD (about 5.80e-3 to 6.37e-02 m/d) which is consistent with the other estimates of around
2.00e-2 m/d. The data indicate the Bungil Formation has similar hydraulic properties to the underlying
Mooga Sandstone and Orallo Formation.

15.6.3

Hydrochemistry

The approach to the analysis of the available hydrochemistry data is provided in Chapter 7. Available
data for the Bungil Formation and Mooga Sandstone have been analysed collectively as these
formations are managed as single unit due to their similar hydrogeological characteristics. The water
quality in terms of salinity (TDS) ranges from 70 to 7,500 mg/L.
The water quality for these units varies from fresh to slightly saline, with the mean TDS of 450 mg/L
(cluster class 1) for the bores with fresh water, and 6,000 mg/L (cluster class 5) for the bores with slightly
saline water quality. The percentage of bores with fresh water quality (cluster class 1) is approximating
17%. Table 7-1 shows the mean TDS and number of bores grouped into various cluster classes and
subgroups based on multivariate and statistical analysis of water quality.

15.6.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term mean recharge rate for the Bungil Formation is 1.3 mm/yr, ranging from 1.1
to 1.5 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 8,552 ML/yr
(regional model domain).
The estimated mean recharge rate from the modified CMB method is slightly higher than previous
estimates of 0.5 mm/yr for this unit (Kellett et al. 2003). The Bungil Formation has one of the lowest
recharge rates in the Surat CMA; recharge occurs in the northern and eastern margins of the Surat
Basin.
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Groundwater extraction

The Bungil Formation is slightly more developed than the Wallumbilla Formation for S&D water use;
this may be due to slightly better quality of water (mean TDS around 2,500 mg/L vs 3,500 mg/L from
one assessment) though both formations have similar recharge rates (Table 9-3). The majority of bores
in this formation are developed from around Roma to Tara in the central-west to central-east of the
Surat CMA (Figure 8-2). The water supply bores in the Bungil Formation are mostly developed for S&D
purposes, extracting almost 90% of the total extraction of 751 ML/Year (Table 15-4).
Table 15-4 Water use from the Bungil Formation in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

1

20

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

2

68

Stock & domestic

232

671

Total

235

759

15.6.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Bungil Formation are shown in Figure C-6. The direction
of groundwater flow is generally from the outcrop areas in the north and east to the south. Groundwater
heads range from 400 mAHD, decreasing to about 200 mAHD to the southern CMA.

15.6.7

Natural groundwater discharge

Where it outcrops, the Bungil Formation has been eroded and dissected by surface water flows and
provides limited groundwater discharge to the surface.

15.7
15.7.1

Mooga Sandstone
General description

The Mooga Sandstone comprises fluvial quartzose to lithic sandstone with thinly interbedded dark grey
mudstone and siltstone. The Mooga Sandstone occurs only within the Surat Basin between the Nebine
and Kumbarilla ridges. The sandstone is generally thin, averaging less than 130 m, and is rarely thicker
than 170 m (Figure A-8).
The Mooga Sandstone is an important aquifer and provides water supplies of good quality, with yields
up to 35 L/s. This unit is extensively developed for stock, domestic, and feedlot purposes. It also
provides significant urban water supply to towns including Dulacca, Muckadilla, Roma, Wallumbilla and
Yuleba.

15.7.2

Hydraulic properties

The available dataset for the Mooga Sandstone is well-distributed across the unit and includes DST,
core and pump test data (Figure B-6). Analysis of the available dataset (Chapter 6) indicates the unit
has a permeability range of 3 to 2,250 mD (about 3.59e-03 to 2.86 m/d). The median permeability range
is 58 to 102 mD (about 7.37e-02 to 1.30e-01 m/d). The median permeability stated in the 2012 UWIR
was 4.1e-02 mD, which is consistent with the revised estimates. This unit has a similar range of
permeability to the Orallo Formation (Figure 6-2 and Table 6-3).
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Hydrochemistry

The approach to the analysis of the available hydrochemistry data is provided in Chapter 7. As stated
in Section 15.6.3, available data for the Bungil Formation and Mooga Sandstone have been analysed
collectively as these formations are managed as a single unit due to their similar hydrogeological
characteristics. The water quality in terms of salinity (TDS) ranges from 70 to 7,500 mg/L, varying from
fresh to slightly saline, with the mean TDS of 450 mg/L for the bores with fresh water (cluster class 1)
and 6,000 mg/L for the bores with slightly saline water quality (cluster class 5).
Groundwater quality in the Mooga Sandstone is fresh to brackish and dominated by SodiumBicarbonate, but becomes Chloride-rich in the north presumably due to recharge (Hodgkinson et al.
2009). The major ion chemistry shows strong similarities to the Bungil Formation (Section 15.6.3 and
Table 7-1).

15.7.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The Mooga Sandstone is recharged on the northern and eastern margins of Surat Basin;
however, the outcrop for this formation is limited in extent. The estimated long-term mean recharge rate
is 2.7 mm/yr, ranging from 2.3 to 3.0 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this
formation is 17,003 ML/yr (regional model domain).
The estimated recharge is significantly higher than the Bungil Formation (1.3 mm/yr); this may explain
to some extent why the Mooga Sandstone has a relatively fresher quality at some places when
compared to the Bungil Formation (see Section 15.6.3).
Kellett et al (2003) reported that the recharge rate for most of the Mooga Sandstone is less than 0.5
mm/yr, with the exception of several areas near the Bungil Creek; in these areas, recharge rates
increase to 2.5 mm/yr. the differences in reported recharge is likely due to the extrapolation of Chloride
in rainfall from a limited measured dataset (only two locations) (Kellett et al. 2003) compared with OGIA
studies using 10 locations from different sources (see Chapter 9). For example, Kellett et al (2003)
extrapolated Chloride in rainfall at Roma was <0.5 mg/l compared with our measured value of 0.75
mg/l. this difference of 0.25 mg/l in Chloride in rainfall can increase the recharge rates by 50% for a
given Chloride concentration in groundwater.

15.7.5

Groundwater extraction

The development of water supply bores and extraction of groundwater in the Mooga Sandstone is twice
that of the Bungil Formation (235 vs. 551 bores) and is mostly for S&D purposes (Table 8-1 and Table
8-2). The difference in the number of bores developed for water use might be reflected in the greater
recharge rate and recharge volume for the Mooga Sandstone compared with the Bungil Formation
(Table 9-3). The mean rate of extraction per S&D bore is approximately 2.3 ML/yr.
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Table 15-5 Water use from the Mooga Sandstone in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

6

103

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

2

75

Stock & domestic

543

1,259

Total

551

1,437

15.7.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Mooga Sandstone are shown in Figure C-7. Similar to
the Bungil Formation, the direction of groundwater flow for the Mooga Sandstone is from outcrop areas
to the southwestern CMA. Groundwater heads range from 450 mAHD, decreasing to
140 mAHD in the southwest.
Non-nested bore records show downward head gradients of 10 to 30 m between the Mooga and
Gubberamunda sandstones, with the higher gradients observed along the Great Dividing Range.
Available historical data also suggest upward head gradients may occur around Goondiwindi, near the
southern boundary of the Surat CMA.

15.7.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are limited areas of groundwater discharge from the Mooga Sandstone; several small creeks are
interpreted to receive minor baseflow contributions from this unit.

15.8

Orallo Formation

15.8.1

General description

The Orallo Formation occurs only within the Surat Basin east of the Nebine Ridge. The formation
comprises thinly bedded lithic sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and fossil wood, deposited in a fluvial
environment with drainage restrictions (Exon 1976). The thickness of the formation varies from 140 to
270 m, averaging 200 m (Figure A-9). The Orallo Formation is primarily a leaky aquitard, acting as a
confining bed for the Gubberamunda Sandstone; however, more porous sandstones do occur in the
formation.

15.8.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Orallo Formation (Chapter 6). The
available data (Figure B-7) indicates permeability ranges between 0.26 and 1,460 mD (about 3.34e-04
to 1.85 m/d) for pumping tests and core tests respectively. The median permeability, however, ranges
from 37 to 260 mD (about 4.7e-02 to 3.35e-01 m/d) for the different measurement scales. These values
appear high for a unit considered a leaky aquitard (Figure 6-2 and Table 6-3). The high values may be
due to miss-attribution of the formation or possibly due to sampling bias towards sandstone lithology
within this unit. The 2012 UWIR, has a median hydraulic conductivity estimate of 0.3 m/d (QWC 2012b)
which is within the current estimated median range.
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Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Orallo Formation has a mean
salinity (TDS) of 1,700 mg/L, suggesting slightly brackish conditions (Table 7-2). However, the available
data indicates variability from fresh to highly brackish conditions with TDS ranging from 75 to 20,000
mg/L. Approximately 90% of samples indicate fresh to slightly brackish water quality with a mean TDS
of 1,200 mg/L for those samples.

15.8.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. Recharge to the minor aquifers in this formation occurs in northern and eastern margins of
the Surat Basin. The calculated long-term mean recharge rate is 4.3 mm/yr, ranging from 3.7 to 4.7
mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 22,038 ML/yr (regional
model domain).
This formation is characterised as a leaky aquitard for the Gubberamunda Sandstone. The derived
mean recharge rate is similar to that of the Gubberamunda Sandstone (4.6 mm/yr) and relatively higher
than the overlying Mooga Sandstone (4.3 mm/yr). Estimated recharge volume for Orallo Formation is
around 22,000 ML/yr (Table 9-3).

15.8.5

Groundwater extraction

This leaky aquitard has a considerable volume of recharge and good quality of water. The fresher quality
of groundwater may have resulted in a considerable number of bores developed for non-S&D purposes
including agriculture and town water supply; however, 95% of total bores developed are for S&D
purposes (Table 8-1 and Table 8-2). The total water use from this formation is around 1,700 ML/yr;
water use by various types of purposes is summarised in the Table 15-6.
Table 15-6 Water use from the Orallo Formation in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
22

359

Industrial

1

2

Town water supply

8

177

Stock & domestic

620

1,209

Total

651

1,747

15.8.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Orallo Formation are shown in Figure C-8. The direction
of groundwater flow is from the northern outcrop to the southern extent of the CMA. Groundwater heads
range from 650 mAHD in the northwest near Injune, decreasing to about 200 mAHD in the south.

15.8.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no mapped areas of groundwater discharge from the Orallo Formation.
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Gubberamunda Sandstone
General description

The Gubberamunda Sandstone comprises a sequence of fine to coarse-grained, quartzose to sublabile
sandstone, interbedded with minor conglomerate, siltstone and mudstone. The unit has a thickness of
45 to 300 m, averaging around 100 m (Figure A-10).
The Gubberamunda Sandstone is an excellent aquifer providing good-quality water with artesian flows
of up to 40 L/s. As a result, this unit is one of the most significantly developed aquifers in the Surat
Basin providing supplies to feedlots, industry and urban supplies, including the towns of Mungallala,
Roma, Bollon, Dulacca, Goondiwindi, Talwood, Meandarra, Thallon and Hebel (DNRM 2005). The
formation contains aquifers over more than half its total thickness (Habermehl 1980).

15.9.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available dataset (Chapter 6) indicates the Gubberamunda Sandstone has a horizontal
permeability range of 0.1 to 2,860 mD (around 1.08e-04 to 3.63e+00 m/d). The median horizontal
permeability values range from 101 to 611 mD for core and pumping tests (around 1.28e-01 to 7.76e01 m/d). The median vertical permeability values range from 40 to 260 mD (around 5.13e-02 to 3.30e01 m/d). There is very little spatial variability in permeability as shown in Figure B-8. The median
effective porosity is 0.15 which is similar to that of the Precipice Sandstone (Table 6-7).

15.9.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter7) indicates the Gubberamunda Sandstone has
similar water quality to the Bungil Formation and Mooga Sandstone (cluster classes 1 and 2, Table 7-1);
however, it has a greater percentage of total bores with freshly recharged groundwater when compared
with the Bungil Formation and Mooga Sandstone (Table 7-1). Similarities in water quality are likely to
be due to spatial distribution of the majority of samples being near the outcrop and recharge areas;
however, the mean TDS in the cluster classes 1 and 2 ranges from 480 to 1,160 mg/L, and in the cluster
class 5 (with few bores) the TDS is 5,600 mg/L (Table 7-1).

15.9.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. Recharge to this formation occurs in the northern and eastern margins of the Surat Basin.
The mean recharge rate in the outcrop areas for the Gubberamunda Sandstone is 4.6 mm/yr. The
annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 14,382 ML/yr (regional model domain) (Table
9-3).
This recharge rate is more than double the calculated recharge rates for each of the Bungil Formation
and Mooga Sandstone; this is reflected in the fresher groundwater quality available from this unit. Kellett
et al (2003) reported higher recharge rates for the Gubberamunda compared with the Mooga
Sandstone; however, their recharge estimate for the saturated zone from the CMB method was mostly
between 1 and 2 mm/yr, except for some localised areas with 3 to 4 mm/yr (Kellett et al. 2003).

15.9.4.1 Groundwater reinjection
Santos has established groundwater reinjection facilities at its Roma gas fields to reinject CSGassociated groundwater into the Gubberamunda Sandstone. The facility has not yet become
operational, with only re-injection trials having commenced at the time of writing. This site will have an
estimated re-injection capability of 2 ML/d.
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Groundwater extraction

The Gubberamunda Sandstone is one of the major water supply formations in the Surat Basin (Table
8-1 and Table 8-2). The mean groundwater yield from this formation is 2.9 L/s, ranging from <1 to
16 L/s. The majority of groundwater development is located within the central areas of Surat CMA
(Figure 8-2).
About 70% of water extraction from this formation is for non-S&D purposes; agriculture is the dominant
purpose for non-S&D water use compared with industrial or town water supply. The total water use from
this formation is 4,621 ML/yr (Table 15-7).
Table 15-7 Water use from the Gubberamunda Sandstone in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
38

1,777

9

810

15

585

Stock & domestic

499

1,450

Total

561

4,622

Industrial
Town water supply

15.9.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Gubberamunda Sandstone are shown in Figure C-9.
The direction of groundwater flow in the Gubberamunda Sandstone is from the north-northwest, near
Injune, to the southwest. Groundwater heads range from 420 mAHD, to 200 mAHD in the southwest.
The Gubberamunda Sandstone has been significantly developed, particularly in the Roma district prior
to the commencement of CSG. Local depressions and variations in groundwater flow in this area are
evident, suggesting alteration to the natural flow direction.
Sub-artesian conditions prevail along the northern and eastern basin margins where the formation
outcrops. Increasingly confined conditions occur towards the centre of the Surat Basin, around St.
George and Dirranbandi.
Vertical hydraulic gradients between the Gubberamunda and Springbok sandstones have been
estimated (Figure E-2). Groundwater monitoring records generally indicate a moderate (10 to 20 m)
downward gradient from the Gubberamunda Sandstone to the underlying Springbok Sandstone along
the Great Dividing Range. Upward vertical gradients (>20 m) are consistently observed from nested
monitoring sites around Miles and Chinchilla.

15.9.7

Trends in groundwater pressure

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. The hydrographs for the bores discussed in the following section are provided in
Appendix D.
There is a significant spatial distribution of available groundwater pressure data in the Gubberamunda
Sandstone (Figure D-6). Within and adjacent to the outcrop areas, groundwater levels are relatively
stable, showing a response to rainfall patterns and likely recharge events (RN 42220008). In areas
where non-P&G groundwater development has occurred, however, there is evidence of steady declines
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in pressure, as shown in hydrographs for RN 42220058 northeast of Roma and RN 160518 south of
Chinchilla. Despite the general declining trends, hydrographs continue to show a response to local
recharge events.
With increased confinement, there is a general trend towards declining water levels in response to
development. This is observed in the hydrographs for RN 160647 (2 m/yr) near Roma and RN 160861
south of Wandoan (1 m/yr). Further to the southwest, near St. George, there have been significant
historical declines as a result of uncontrolled artesian bores (>50 m). In response to recent capping and
piping initiatives, groundwater pressures indicate declines may be stabilising in this area (RN 55).

15.9.8

Natural groundwater discharge

An overview of the natural areas of groundwater discharge and GDEs is provided in Chapter 12. The
Gubberamunda Sandstone is a highly productive and extensive aquifer providing discharge to some
surface water systems and supports GDEs, particularly in the north and northeastern outcrop areas
(Figure F-2). At locations within the outcrop, the formation has been eroded and incised to expose the
watertable at the surface. At some locations, this aquifer maintains semi-permanent waterholes.
The upper reaches of the Balonne and Dawson rivers either side of the Great Dividing Range receive
discharge from the Gubberamunda Sandstone. In particular, sections of the Bungil, Horse and Barton
creeks contain areas of likely semi-permanent water and surface expression GDEs. The wetlands
associated with these areas are Type 3 wetlands (Section 12.5).
In addition to diffuse areas of discharge, a small number of spring complexes are thought to receive
groundwater flow from the unconfined areas of this aquifer. Spring complexes including Six Mile, Spring
Ridge and Barton receive local groundwater discharge from the Gubberamunda Sandstone. These
wetlands form as a result of changes in the permeability of the formation, or at the contact between the
Gubberamunda Sandstone and the Orallo Formation. The wetlands associated with these springs are
Type 4b wetlands (Section 12.5).
In addition to the surface expression of groundwater, extensive low-lying areas in the outcrop of the
Gubberamunda Sandstone are associated with terrestrial GDEs (Figure F-2). The watertable is shallow
at these locations and deep-rooted vegetation is likely to be accessing groundwater.

15.10 Westbourne Formation
15.10.1

General description

The Westbourne Formation is considered an aquitard and a confining bed for the Springbok Sandstone.
The Westbourne Formation comprises dominantly interbedded shale and siltstone, with only minor fine
to

very

fine-grained

sandstone.

The

thickness

of

the

formation

averages

less

than

100 m with maximum thickness in the eastern side of the Mimosa Syncline (Figure A-11).

15.10.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the limited number of core, DST and pump test data (Figure B-9) has been completed to
provide a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Westbourne Formation (Chapter
6). The data indicate the unit has a median horizontal permeability of 0.63 to 108 mD (around 8.00e-04
to 1.37e-01 m/d) and a median vertical permeability range from 0.14 to 19 mD (around 1.83e-04 to
2.41e-02 m/d). Based on the petrophysical dataset, the median effective porosity is 0.02 with a median
total porosity of 0.2 (Table 6-7).
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Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Westbourne Formation is
characterised by slightly brackish groundwater (TDS, 1,500 mg/L) (Table 7-2), ranging from 150 to
19,000 mg/L. Relatively lower concentrations of calcium and magnesium and higher concentrations of
sodium have resulted in higher SAR (>30) making some groundwater unsuitable for irrigation.

15.10.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The estimated long-term mean recharge rate for the Westbourne Formation is 2.1 mm/yr,
ranging from 1.8 to 2.2 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is
5,619 ML/yr (regional model domain).
This lower recharge rate can be attributed to the formation’s aquitard nature with interbedded shale and
siltstone; however, most of the bores sampled for the analysis of groundwater recharge are located in
the primary recharge area in the central to southeastern Surat CMA. The comparatively lower Chloride
in rainfall (1.5 mg/l) has resulted in the lower recharge rates where the Chloride in groundwater is fresh
(mean 400 mg/L) and mean rainfall is around 600 mm/yr.

15.10.5

Groundwater extraction

This formation is relatively less developed due to lower recharge rates and recharge volume (Table 9-3,
Table 8-1 and Table 8-2). The water bores screened in this unit are used for S&D purpose with no bores
associated with volumetric entitlements. The total estimated water use is around 376 ML/yr (Table
15-8).
Table 15-8 Water use from the Westbourne Formation in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

0

0

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

0

0

Stock & domestic

229

376

Total

229

376

15.10.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Westbourne Formation are shown in Figure C-10. The
direction of groundwater flow in the Westbourne Formation is from the northwest outcrop near Injune
to the south-southwest extent of the CMA. Groundwater heads in the formation range from about
500 mAHD in the northwest, decreasing to 200 mAHD to the south of the Surat CMA.

15.10.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no mapped areas of groundwater discharge from the Westbourne formation.
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15.11 Springbok Sandstone
15.11.1

General description

The Springbok Sandstone accumulated through deposition in streams, as well as in overbanks and
later in swamps. It comprises medium to fine-grained, feldspathic to lithic sandstone, with minor pebbly
layers, siltstone, mudstone and occasional thin bentonite and coal lenses. The Springbok Sandstone
has historically been regarded as an aquifer, primarily due to the presence of dominant sandstone.
Assessment of more recent data suggests that it is rather a heterogeneous sequence dominated by
aquitard material albeit with significant local variations. The dominant controls on the low permeability
observed in this unit are thought to be compaction and cementation (QGC 2013).
Distribution of the Springbok Sandstone is presented in Figure A-12. Typical thicknesses range from
100 to 200 m, with maximum thickness of approximately 250 m close to the axis of the Mimosa Syncline.
Vertically fluvial channel facies are overlapped by lower-permeability overbank deposits. Two sub-units
can typically be identified in geophysical logs:


An upper zone (referred to as the ‘Upper Springbok Sandstone’) characterised by fine to
coarse-grained, feldspathic to lithic sandstone interbedded with siltstone and mudstone.
Towards the northeast of the basin, carbonaceous mudstone and thin coal seams are common.
Cleaner sandstone averages less than 40% and the majority of the sub-unit is fine-grained; and



A lower zone (referred to as the ‘Lower Springbok Sandstone’) characterised by coarse to very
coarse-grained sandstone and excluding significant siltstones or coal seams. Stacked clean
channel sandstones comprise over 80% of the sub-unit.

As would be expected given the observed heterogeneity water quality and productivity within the
Springbok Sandstone is highly variable. Better water supplies can be obtained from the lower sandier
unit, but average yields are still typically low (<2 L/s).

15.11.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic conductivity and storage parameters of each formation in
the Surat CMA (Chapter 6).
The permeability values for the upper and lower Springbok Sandstone are derived from core, DST and
pumping test data as shown in Figure 6-2. There is significant variability in permeability observed across
the upper and lower parts of this unit.
Permeability values for the upper Springbok Sandstone range from 0.005 to 1,710 mD (6.35e-06 to
2.17 m/d) with a median of 0.8 to 7 mD (about 1.02e-3 to 8.89e-3 m/d). The lower Springbok Sandstone
has a median permeability of 1 to 2 mD, with a range of 0.02 to 316 mD (2.49e-5 to 4.01e-1 m/d). A
narrower range is observed in comparison to the upper Springbok Sandstone; this is interpreted to be
the result of reduced lithological variability observed in the lower part of the unit which comprises
primarily channel sandstone.
The upper Springbok Sandstone shows much greater variability in permeability ranges, with little spatial
sorting. The lower Springbok Sandstone shows some spatial patterning in the mean permeability.
Generally lower permeability is recorded between Chinchilla and Cecil Plains, while higher permeability
is recorded in the west and southern areas (Figure B-10).
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Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates freshly recharged to slightly
brackish water quality, with a mean TDS of 1,000 mg/L (ranging between 200 and 7,000 mg/L). A
number of bores show highly brackish water near Wandoan; these bores may be influenced by the
underlying Walloon Coal Measures. There is a slightly greater percentage of bores within classes 1 and
2 (fresh to slightly brackish, mean TDS between 530 and 1,145 mg/L) than in the Walloon Coal
Measures (Table 7-1).
Within the recharge areas, few bores with slightly brackish water quality exhibit similar hydrochemical
characteristics to the Walloon Coal Measures and share subgroup 19 in cluster class 2 (Table 7-1). In
general, there are differences in the concentrations of calcium, magnesium and sulphate between these
two formations for cluster classes 1 and 2. Bores in the Walloon Coal Measures have higher calcium
and magnesium in cluster classes 1 and 2—and higher sulphate in cluster class 2—than those in the
Springbok Sandstone (Table 7-1).

15.11.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The estimated long-term mean recharge rate for the Springbok Sandstone is 1.8 mm/yr. The
annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 6,832 ML/yr (regional model domain) (Table
9-3).
The relatively lower recharge rates calculated for the Springbok Sandstone compared to other aquifers
is consistent with the heterogeneity and generally low permeability of the unit, although it should be
noted that the numbers of water chemistry samples available for analysis in the Springbok Sandstone
is less than all other Surat Basin aquifers.

15.11.5

Groundwater extraction

The Springbok Sandstone has limited development for stock, domestic and agricultural purposes. The
mean groundwater yield for this formation is about 2.5 L/s with a range of <1 to 16 L/s. The majority of
groundwater development from this formation is in the central areas of Surat CMA. Total water use is
4,337 ML/yr which is low compared to other shallower aquifers (Table 9-3). Water use by various types
of purposes is summarised in Table 15-9.
Table 15-9 Water use from the Springbok Sandstone in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
24

2,393

Industrial

5

742

Town water supply

3

199

Stock & domestic

233

1,003

Total

265

4,337

15.11.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Springbok Sandstone are shown in Figure C-11.
Groundwater flow in the Springbok Sandstone appears to be generally south or southeast from the
outcrop areas towards southern limit of the Surat CMA suggesting some flow into the reminder of the
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GAB to the south. Heads range from 500 mAHD at the Great Dividing Range south of Injune, decreasing
to 200 mAHD in the south.
At the northern extent of the formation, north of the Great Dividing Range, there are localised areas
where groundwater flow appears to be occurring to the north, suggesting the Springbok Sandstone
discharges to the Dawson River Catchment.
Vertical hydraulic gradients between the Springbok Sandstone and Walloon Coal Measures are shown
in Figure E-3. Generally, relatively minor downward vertical head gradients are observed, although it
should be noted that the majority of observation points are located relatively close to areas where the
Springbok Sandstone is present at outcrop. Further into the basin upward gradients from the Walloon
Coal Measures to the overlying Springbok Sandstone would be expected and this is consistent with
data for the relatively deep monitoring site east of Roma which suggests upward gradients of in excess
of 15m at this location (Figure E-3)

15.11.7

Groundwater level trends

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. The hydrographs for bores discussed in the following section are provided in Appendix
D.
In general, there is a lack of long-term data for trend analysis in the Springbok Sandstone. However,
the available data suggest pressure decline in confined parts of the aquifer. Bores RN 41640001 and
RN 42231211 within outcrop areas show that groundwater pressures appear to be declining while also
showing a correlation with rainfall patterns and likely recharge events.
In confined areas near CSG production, there are indications of potential impacts from CSG
development in the Springbok Sandstone. The hydrograph for RN 160525 shows two years of relatively
stable water levels, followed by a rapid decline in late 2014; however, other hydrographs in this area
show more moderate declines in groundwater pressure (for example, RN 160517).

15.11.8

Natural groundwater discharge

There are areas of groundwater discharge to surface and near surface within the outcrop of the
Springbok Sandstone (Figure F-4). In particular, shallow water levels are observed in the outcrop of the
formation on the northern side of the Great Dividing Range in the central CMA. At these locations—
where the formation has been dissected by surface water flows, the watertable is shallow and deeprooted vegetation is present—terrestrial GDEs may occur.

15.11.9

Interaction with adjacent coal reservoirs

The Springbok Sandstone is considered regionally an aquifer with varying aquifer properties (Radke et
al. 2012). The unit is located between the Walloon Coal Measures and the overlying Westbourne
Formation. The Springbok Sandstone was deposited within the eroded surface of the Walloon Coal
Measures and therefore shows a high degree of variability. At many locations, the Springbok Sandstone
has a very high content of mudstone and siltstone with very low permeability. Where present, this tends
to isolate groundwater movement between these formations.
Whilst there are some similarities in the hydrochemistry of the Springbok Sandstone and the Walloon
Coal Measures, there are differences in the concentrations of Calcium, magnesium and sulphate which
suggest limited connectivity. In parts of the northeastern Surat Basin, the upper low-permeability
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material of the Walloon Coal Measures was completely eroded prior to the deposition of the Springbok
Sandstone. As a consequence, the formation is in contact with the productive coal seams (Scott et al.
2007). A higher degree of interconnectivity is expected in this area.

15.12 Walloon Coal Measures
15.12.1

General description

The Walloon Coal Measures predominantly comprise fluvial and comprise fluvial and lacustrine
deposits of siltstone, mudstone, fine to medium-grained lithic sandstone and coal (Scott et al. 2004).
To the west over the Nebine Ridge, and into the Eromanga Basin, the coal measures transgressively
grade into the Birkhead Formation which is sandier and contains very little coal (Exon 1976).
The Walloon Coal Measures outcrops and subcrops on the northern and southeastern edges of the
Basin and gently dips towards the Mimosa Syncline and southwards. The formation averages 300 m in
thickness and reaches a maximum thickness of 600 m in the northern Mimosa Syncline. It thins to the
southwest and onlaps the Roma and St. George/Bollon shelves.
In the northeast of the Surat Basin, the Walloon Coal Measures has been subdivided into four
formations: the Durabilla Formation, Taroom Coal Measures, Tangalooma Sandstone and Juandah
Coal Measures. Although this subdivision cannot be correlated throughout the entire Surat Basin, the
units can be grouped based on coal seam thicknesses and interburden lithology. In places the overlying
Springbok Sandstone has incised to the lower Juandah Coal Measures level, completely removing the
upper sequences.
At a regional scale, the Walloon Coal Measures is considered a leaky aquitard. The unit is highly
heterogeneous and anisotropic. It is generally characterised by isolated permeable coal seams and
sandstone units surrounded by predominantly low-permeability sequence of mudstones, siltstones or
fine-grained sandstones. In most cases the permeability of the coarser sandstone units encountered is
also low in comparison with the coal measures leading to permeability contrasts of two to three orders
of magnitude between the coal seams and interburden.
Permeable coal seams tend to occur in discontinuous lenses up to 1 m thick, although typically less
than 0.4 m thick. The lateral extent of individual coal plies (lenses) ranges from 500 to 3000 m (Figure
A-13) (Ryan et al. 2012, Hamilton, Esterle & Sliwa 2014). As a result, the Walloon Coal Measures can
also represent a productive aquifer at locations where wells intersect a number of coal seams or
unusually permeable sandstone units.
At the base of the formation, the coal-absent Durabilla Formation is fine-grained and low-permeability
with a relatively constant thickness throughout the CSG production area (45 m).
Even though the water quality is generally poor (averaging TDS, 3,000 mg/L) and bore yields are low
(0.2 to 3 L/s), the Walloon Coal Measures is developed for S&D, stock-intensive, industrial and urban
purposes where aquifers can be accessed at shallow depths near the outcrop areas (DNRM 2005).
Groundwater is encountered from 20 m below ground, with most supplies being deeper than 30 m
(Huxley 1982).

15.12.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic conductivity and storage parameters of each formation in
the Surat CMA (Chapter 6).
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The Walloon Coal Measures can be separated into two distinct permeability groups: the lowpermeability interburden represented by core permeability measurements and the coal generally
represented by DSTs. This is because CSG companies generally rely on DST results to confirm coal
permeability and laboratory testing of core samples for other interburden units.
Interburden permeability, as estimated from laboratory core tests, ranges from 0.01 to 4.35 mD (8.31e06 to 5.52e-03 m/d) and has a median permeability of 0.12 mD (around 1.57e-04 m/d). The coal,
however, has a much higher variability, ranging from 0.1 to 609 mD (around 1.66e-04 to 7.73e-01 m/d)
with a median value of 35 mD (4.48e-02 m/d). The available hydraulic parameter data for the Walloon
Coal Measures is displayed on Figure B-11.
There is a distinct depth and permeability relationship in the coal: it exhibits higher permeability at
shallower depths, decreasing in permeability as depth increases and cleats and fractures within the
coal seams close due to the weight of the overlying material. There is also spatial variability in
permeability within the coal, as described in Section 6.4.3.3. The identified permeability zones are
strongly correlated with the density of faults, with a particular orientation to the maximum principal
horizontal stress direction (Section 6.4.3.3).
Zones with high density of faults aligned with the maximum principal horizontal stress direction (i.e. the
Undulla Nose and West Surat) correlate with areas of higher than average coal permeability. In these
areas, the depth relationship is modified due to the presence of enhanced permeability, and rate of the
reduction of permeability with depth is less.
Zones which contain faults perpendicular to the maximum principal horizontal stress direction (e.g. the
Taroom Trough) correlate with areas of relatively low-permeability coal. In these areas, the reduction
of permeability with depth is more pronounced.
Although the depth relationship is more difficult to define for the interburden due to variability, some
lithology-specific depth relationships have been derived from several core samples, shown in Section
6.4.3.3. From this, it is clear that the depth relationship is highly dependent on the lithology and that
clean sands have a much shallower depth relationship than mudstones. This is likely a function of
compressibility.
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Figure 15-2 Permeability-effective stress relationships as derived from core permeabilities
measured at different confining pressures
The effective porosity for the Walloon Coal Measures interburden ranges from 0.01 to 0.14 with a
median value of 0.07. This is consistent with the characteristics of a low-permeability unit.
The lowermost unit of the Walloon Coal Measures is the Durabilla Formation, available data for which
is displayed in Figure B-12. This unit is generally considered to be a low-permeability unit as it contains
little to no coal but otherwise appears to be very similar in composition to the remainder of the Walloon
Coal Measures. Hence similar permeability values to those quoted above for interburden were
anticipated. However, the available data suggests significantly median horizontal permeability ranges
of 1.5 mD (around 1.93e-03 m/d) for core, 43 mD (around 5.50e-02 m/d) for DSTs and 344 mD (around
4.37e-01 m/day) for pump tests. These elevated values are thought likely to be the result of tests, which
were actually undertaken in the overlying Walloon Coal Measures of the underlying Hutton Sandstone,
attributed to the Durabilla Formation in error. Sampling bias may also play a role since permeability
measurements in strata with very low permeability can be difficult, time consuming and therefore of
questionable value. In addition, this may reflect the lithological variation within the Durabilla Formation
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as some sections contain significant portions of sand. For this unit, more representative permeability
values are thought to be provided by petrophysical analysis which return a significantly lower mean of
0.003 mD (around 4.34e-06 m/d).

15.12.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates that groundwater in the Walloon
Coal Measures varies from fresh to saline. In outcrop areas (40% of samples) water quality is fresh to
slightly brackish (cluster classes 1 to 3). The water quality deteriorates to highly brackish and saline
(cluster classes 4 to 6) for the 43% of bores away from the outcrop areas, towards the north and west
of the Surat CMA (Table 7-1). In general, TDS ranges from 30 to 18,000 mg/L, with a mean TDS of
around 3,000 mg/L. Mean TDS for various cluster classes and subgroups from multivariate cluster
analysis is given in Table 7-1.
Available samples from CSG bores at significant depth show distinct characteristics with negligible
concentrations of calcium, magnesium and sulphate, and higher concentrations of sodium and fluorine,
compared with the other formations. These samples generally also show a very high SAR.
In the eastern and northern recharge areas a significant number of non-CSG Walloon Coal Measures
bores have similar quality to the underlying Hutton Sandstone. This is considered most likely to be a
reflection of similar recharge processes and the proximity of the recharge areas for the two units, rather
than being indicative of a high degree of connectivity.
Ransley (2015) performed gas isotopic studies for a number of formations within the Surat Basin
(Ransley et al. 2015a). They concluded, based on the limited carbon-13 isotope data that methane in
the Walloon Coal Measures is from a mixture of thermogenic and biogenic sources. This contrasts with
signatures in the overlying aquifers which have pure biogenic methane signatures.

15.12.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. Estimated long-term mean recharge rate in the Walloon Coal Measures is 3.6 mm/yr, with
a maximum of 5 mm/yr. The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 37,627 ML/yr
(regional model domain) (Table 9-3).

15.12.5

Groundwater extraction

Total groundwater extraction from the Walloon Coal Measures is 11,500 ML/yr. This is high when
compared to other aquifers in the Surat CMA (Table 8-1 and Table 8-2). Water use is predominantly for
non-S&D purposes and most of the bores are located in areas where the Walloon Coal Measures is
present at relatively shallow depths and there is no other reliable groundwater source at comparable
depths.
The mean groundwater yield for this formation is 2.7 L/s. This is comparatively high and is likely to
reflect bores screened across sections of the Walloon Coal Measures with high coal content and yield.
The majority of groundwater development from this formation is in the north of the Great Dividing Range.
A summary of the water use from this formation is shown in Table 15-10.
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Table 15-10 Water use from the Walloon Coal Measures in Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
223

8995

Industrial

17

370

Town water supply

13

425

Stock & domestic

1394

1628

Total

1647

11418

15.12.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Walloon Coal Measures are shown in Figure C-12.
Groundwater heads in the Walloon Coal Measures range from 560 mAHD in the eastern Surat CMA,
decreasing to 200 mAHD in the southwest. As outlined in previous sections, the Walloon Coal Measures
is highly heterogeneous; therefore, not all the data points used for the mapping would represent average
water level in the formation. There is, however, sufficient data available to identify spatial patterns in
the groundwater levels that occur in the Walloon Coal Measures on the regional scale.
The Great Dividing Range appears to act as a natural groundwater divide in the Walloon Coal
Measures, resulting in two dominant flow directions in the formation: one to the north towards Taroom
and another towards the southwest of the CMA. The groundwater divide extends to the east and aligns
generally with the edge of the escarpment of the Great Dividing Range near Toowoomba (Ransley &
Smerdon 2012).
Across the majority of the CMA, groundwater flow in the area south of the Great Dividing Range is
towards the south and west, consistent with the southwest regional dip of the formation. North of the
divide groundwater flow appears to be topographically driven, suggesting discharge into the outcrop
areas to the north and potentially into the Dawson River.
Vertical hydraulic gradients between the Walloon Coal Measures and Hutton Sandstone are shown in
Figure E-4. Head gradients for the Walloon Coal Measures and the underlying Hutton Sandstone are
generally between 10 and 30 m downward along the Great Dividing Range in the central CMA. Upward
vertical head gradients of 25 m between the two aquifers occur to the north of the Great Dividing Range
in the Dawson River Catchment. The upward head gradient may be due to recharge occurring at higher
elevations into the Hutton Sandstone at the western boundary of the Dawson catchment, or the
presence of the low-permeability Durabilla Formation preventing leakage between the Walloon Coal
Measures and Hutton Sandstone.
South of the Great Dividing Range, upward heads between the Walloon Coal Measures and Hutton
Sandstone are observed in the area between Miles, Chinchilla and Dalby. The upward head gradient
is likely due to recharge of the Hutton Sandstone occurring at higher elevations than the younger
Walloon Coal Measures to the north of Chinchilla. This upward gradient will be enhanced by pressure
reduction in the Walloon Coal Measures due to CSG extraction.
Outside of CSG development areas, the majority of the bores screened in the Walloon Coal Measures
and Hutton Sandstone overlap only near outcrop areas; head gradients in areas further from outcrop
and southwest of the CMA are therefore generally unknown.
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Groundwater level trends

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. The distribution of the water levels trends and hydrographs for the bores discussed in
the following section are provided in Figure D-9 and Table D-3.
Within and near outcrop areas, groundwater levels show relatively moderate to weak correlation with
rainfall and likely local recharge events. This is observed in the hydrographs for RN 42231260 north of
Dalby and RN 13030817 near Taroom. In areas of shallow confinement, where water quality is suitable,
there has been development of the Walloon Coal Measures for stock, domestic and agricultural
purposes. At some locations, there are historical declines as shown in hydrographs for RN 4990 near
Roma and RN 107739 near Chinchilla which are likely to be related to ongoing extraction.
In recent years, there has been considerable expansion of the available monitoring data points within
and around CSG production areas. In these areas, significant groundwater level declines tend to occur
soon after development commences, as would be expected given the aim of the CSG wells is to
depressurise the Walloon Coal Measures in order to optimise gas recovery. However, on a local scale,
observed groundwater level trends in the Walloon Coal Measures are variable. The magnitude and rate
of groundwater level decline within the coal formation varies depending on the hydraulic properties of
the dewatered coal and interburden. As described above the Walloon Coal Measures are highly
heterogeneous, with relatively high-permeability coal seams existing within a generally very lowpermeability matrix of mudstones and siltstones. As a result, the pressure falls relatively quickly in coal
seams following the commencement of development, but reduces more slowly within the matrix material
and in any coal seams which are not intersected by CSG wells.
Within production areas, significant reductions in pressure have been observed. This is shown in the
hydrographs for RN 160707 and RN 160637, the latter showing a 20-m decline immediately following
production commencement in 2012. Groundwater levels typically show a relatively stable trend or even
slight recovery after the initial steep decline.
However, other monitoring points, even those close to CSG production areas, show little or no pressure
reduction, highlighting variations in permeability and potential compartmentalisation within the
formation. There is some evidence indicating pressure impacts are restricted to areas of CSG
production and the immediate vicinity of these areas. For example, CSG production southwest of
Chinchilla and Dalby commenced in 2005; there are 37 monitoring points located at varying distances
from these active fields. Whilst significant drawdown impacts are observed in the Walloon Coal
Measures these drop off relatively rapidly with distance such that impacts of greater than 5 m appear
to be limited to a 5 m zone to the east of these active fields. Ongoing monitoring and other investigations
will improve understanding of impact propagation from production areas.

15.12.8

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no known areas of groundwater discharge from the Walloon Coal Measures; however,
interpolated groundwater level contours suggest discharge into the outcrop areas to the north of the
Great Dividing Range and potentially into the Dawson River.
.
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Interaction with surrounding aquifers

Interaction between the Walloon Coal Measures and formations above and below is limited and
controlled by two factors:


the highly heterogeneous nature of all the strata present leading to very high characteristic
anisotropy (i.e. ratio between horizontal and vertical permeability) at the formation scale and
generally low connectivity even where there is no intervening aquitard, and



the absence of significant coal and hence the likely very low permeability in the Durabilla
Formation in the basal 30–50m of the Walloon Coal Measures.

The majority of the available hydrochemistry data suggests that the Walloon Coal Measures and the
Springbok Sandstone which directly overlie it are relatively poorly connected. Although potential CSG
impacts can be seen in some Springbok Sandstone bores in areas where connectivity between the two
units appears to have been increased by the presence of faults. However, there is little evidence of
any CSG related impacts in the Hutton Sandstone underlying the Walloon Coal Measures which
suggests that connectivity between these two units is even more limited. This is consistent with
generally very low vertical permeability of the intervening Durabilla Formation. This is reflected in the
available hydrochemistry data which suggests that groundwater quality in the Walloon Coal Measures
is distinctly different from that encountered in other water-bearing units including the underlying Hutton
Sandstone. This difference in hydrochemistry is more pronounced with distance from the recharge
areas and increasing confinement. Therefore, in areas of CSG production, these formations show
significant hydrochemical differences.
The Condamine Alluvium also sits on top of the erosional surface of the Walloon Coal Measures
towards the southeast of the CMA. The upper units of the Walloon Coal Measures have been eroded
away in this area underneath the alluvium; however, the contact zone between the two strata is also
characterised by the presence of a combination of basal alluvial clay and weathered Walloon Coal
Measures which appears to limit the interaction between the two formations. Investigations by OGIA
have shown that the connectivity between the two formations is low (Section 13.2.8)

15.13 Hutton Sandstone
15.13.1

General description

The Hutton Sandstone is the most extensive Jurassic aquifer within the GAB. It extends over
144,000 km2, from north of Taroom down to the New South Wales border, west into the Eromanga
Basin and east into the Clarence-Moreton Basin, where it is equivalent to the upper part of the Marburg
Sub-group (Figure A-15). The unit comprises fine to medium-grained, well sorted sandstone with
interbedded siltstone, shale, minor mudstone and coal.
Typical thicknesses range from 150 to 200 m, reaching up to 350 m along the axis of the Mimosa
Syncline. The Hutton Sandstone typically dips at less than 1% from the edges of the basin towards the
centre of the Mimosa Syncline; however, steeper dips of up to 16 % occur where the Surat Basin
sediments drape over the edge of the Bowen Basin into the Mimosa Syncline from the east.
The Hutton Sandstone has traditionally been regarded as a single generally highly productive aquifer;
however, recent data and studies suggest that there is a great deal of heterogeneity with significant
lateral and vertical facies changes, particularly towards the eastern margins of the area (Cadman, Pain
& Vukovic 1998).
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QGC has undertaken a detailed assessment of the geology of the Hutton Sandstone based on
interpretations from recently drilled, cored and logged deep wells. The interpretation suggests that the
heterogeneity reflects complex low-energy deposition where sand bodies are deposited in minor
meandering channels or during overbank floods. The sand bodies occur as isolated units within a finegrained material.
A schematic of the depositional environment in the upper part of the Hutton Formation is presented in
Figure 15-3. Generally, individual sand bodies cannot be correlated at distances more than 1,000 m.
Localised sand bodies in the Hutton Sandstone may be low to moderate-yielding aquifers in aquitard
background. Between these sand bodies, it is expected that barriers to flow exist. At a development or
regional scale, the Hutton Sandstone therefore has many of the characteristics of an aquitard rather
than an aquifer (QGC 2013).

Figure 15-3 Schematic of depositional environment for the upper Hutton (QGC 2013)
QGC has also conceptualised the Hutton Sandstone as three subunits—lower, mid, and upper—with
the upper Hutton Sandstone generally containing greater aquifer material; however, two subunits can
typically be identified more consistently in geophysical logs in the Surat CMA:


An upper unit (referred to as the ‘Upper Hutton Sandstone’) characterised by relatively thick
high-resistivity quartz-dominated sandstones accounting for around 60% of the unit. The
remainder of the upper zone comprises around 20% clayey sandstone, 14% siltstone and 6%
mudstone.



A lower unit (referred to as the ‘Lower Hutton Sandstone’) characterised by thinner shalier
sublabile sandstone units and interbedded siltstones and mudstones with lower resulting
resistivity signatures making up 70% of the unit. Cleaner and more quartzose sandstones
account for less than 30% of this lower zone.

While the Hutton Sandstone remains an important aquifer, as it supports bore yields as high as 35L/s
and typically returns good water quality, the previous conceptualisation of this formation as a single
large sandstone aquifer does not adequately represent its variability.

15.13.2

Hydraulic properties

The upper and lower Hutton Sandstone subunits demonstrate variability in terms of permeability.
Data from core, DST and pumping tests suggest permeability values for the Upper Hutton Sandstone
ranging from 0.0001 to 544 mD (around 1.27e-07 to 6.91e-01 m/d) and median values ranging from 0.4
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to 74 mD (around 5.08e-04 to 9.40e-02 m/d), generally increasing with scale of measurement (Table
6-1).
Core, DST and pumping test data for the Lower Hutton Sandstone show a similar range of values but
generally lower median permeabilities, ranging from 0.07 to 15 mD (around 8.89e-05 to 1.90e-02 m/d)
(Table 6-1). This is as expected, given the thinner and more clay-dominated material typically
encountered towards the base of the formation.
The spatial variability in the available permeability data is displayed on Figure B-13. This reflects the
range of fluvial depositional environments resulting in lithologies which vary from well-sorted, crossbedded, porous material to clay-rich mudstones and siltstones.
Permeability progressively decreases towards the depocentre of the Mimosa Syncline (Smerdon &
Ransley 2012). Within outcrop areas, over the Nebine Ridge and Roma Shelf, permeability can be an
order of magnitude higher than in the depocentre of the Syncline (Smerdon & Ransley 2012). This is
particularly evident in the lower subunit. Reduced permeability may be due to greater depositional
accommodation rates, a burial diagenetic effect as observed in the Eromanga Basin across the
Canaway fault (Green 1993), or a combination of both (Smerdon & Ransley 2012).
Petrophysical analysis results indicate typical effective porosity values for the Upper Hutton Sandstone
which range from 0.01 to 0.23 with a median value of 0.12 (Table 6-8). Data for the Lower Hutton
Sandstone suggest lower-upper bound and median values of 0.17 respectively; this is as expected,
given the high shale-content sandstones typically encountered towards the base of the formation.

15.13.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) for the Hutton Sandstone and equivalents
indicates typically fresh to brackish groundwater. Greater than 75% of the available samples for the
Hutton Sandstone fall into cluster classes 1 and 2 and are considered to be indicative of relatively recent
recharge (Chapter 7, Table 7-1). Water quality is fresher than in the overlying Jurassic-Cretaceous
aquifers. In general, TDS ranges from 70 to 16,000 mg/L, with a mean TDS of around 1,600 mg/L. The
mean TDS for various cluster classes and subgroups from multivariate cluster analysis is given in the
Table 7-1.
This variability reflects the location of the majority of bores sampled being in areas near or adjacent to
formation outcrop. In addition, in the Clarence-Moreton Basin, the Hutton Sandstone was deposited
over a longer period of time and the lithology includes less channel sand, more lithic material, and
groundwater therefore tends to be more brackish in this area. With the exception of the Walloon Coal
Measures, water quality in the Hutton Sandstone and equivalents is more saline than the overlying
Jurassic-Cretaceous aquifers as they are primarily comprised of interbedded siltstone and mudstone
with poorer water quality. This is consistent with the findings of (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
As is often the case groundwater chemistry changes along the groundwater flow paths with the Hutton
Sandstone, from low-salinity calcium and magnesium bicarbonate type water in the recharge areas, to
a relatively high-salinity sodium-chloride type water in discharge areas further along the flow path. This
is due to mineral dissolution, ion-exchange processes, evapotranspiration and low to semi-stagnant
flows along the deep and long flow paths (Habermehl & Lau 1997, Radke et al. 2000, Herczeg et al.
1991).
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Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9 (Table 9-3). The long-term average recharge estimate of 4.8 mm/yr for the Hutton Sandstone
equates to a total recharge volume 58,432 ML/yr to the modelled outcrop area (regional model domain).
The estimated rate for the Hutton Sandstone exceeds those for the majority of the younger GAB units
which are present to the south and west. However, recent work by Suckow et al. (2016) using
environmental tracers suggest a significantly lower recharge rate and an estimated recharge volume of
452 ML/yr for the Hutton section between the Hutton-Wallumbilla fault and Burunga-Leichhardt fault.
This flux is reported to be significantly less than the estimate of 17,000 ML/yr for the same section from
the CMB method of (Ransley & Smerdon 2012). As highlighted by Suckow et al. (2016) local discharge
processes (i.e. rejected recharge) may explain some of the apparent discrepancy between the
environmental tracer and CMB methods. However, the recent estimate (Suckow et al. 2016) is
significantly lower than a number of other previous studies including Kellett et al. (2003), Ransley &
Smerdon (2012) and Ransley et al. (2015), as well as the current OGIA study (Table 9-3). A total
recharge volume of less than 500 ML/yr also seems very small compared to the total volume of ongoing
groundwater extraction from the Hutton Sandstone, which currently totals around 15,000 ML/yr (i.e.
around 30 times the estimated recharge volume).

15.13.5

Groundwater extraction

The Hutton Sandstone and equivalents are extensively developed for S&D purposes (Table 8-1 and
Table 8-2). The mean groundwater yield for this formation is 1.9 L/s although there are some instances
of yields as high as 35 L/s. The majority of groundwater development from this formation is in areas
north of the Great Dividing Range where the aquifer is present at depths of less than 500m. Total water
use from the formation is about 15,000 ML/yr. Water use for a variety of different purposes is
summarised in Table 15-11.
Table 15-11 Water use from the Hutton Sandstone in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
291

8,810

Industrial

16

777

Town water supply

35

2,141

Stock & domestic

2,303

3,255

Total

2,645

14,983

15.13.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Hutton Sandstone are shown in Figure C-14.
Groundwater heads range from 620 mAHD along the Great Dividing Range beneath the Main Range
Volcanics, decreasing to 200 mAHD in the north towards the Dawson River and in the south-southwest.
The groundwater level contours prepared are consistent with previously developed potentiometric maps
for the Hutton Sandstone (Hodgkinson, Hortle & McKillop 2010).
The Great Dividing Range appears to act as a natural groundwater divide resulting in two dominant flow
directions in the formation. North of the Great Dividing Range, groundwater flow appears to be
topographically driven towards the northeast (Smerdon & Ransley 2012), suggesting discharge to the
deeply incised Dawson River in areas where the Hutton Sandstone is at or near outcrop.
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Contrary to this, a recent assessment using natural environmental tracers concluded the main direction
of flow in the Hutton Sandstone north of the Great Dividing Range is from north to south (Suckow et al.
2016). However, the assessment highlighted that the Hutton Sandstone flow system is complex, with
several recharge areas, flow pathways and discharge zones. The assessment noted the discrepancy
between the flow directions derived from regional heads and from tracer studies and postulated that
the groundwater flow regime in the area north of the Great Dividing Range may be in a transition phase.
The interpolated groundwater level data could reflect changes driven by climate and groundwater
extraction and the tracers would reflect the natural flow system prior to development (Suckow et al.
2016).
The flow direction suggested by groundwater levels in the aquifer is consistent with the local topographic
setting. It is suggested that the Dawson River Catchment is still an area of active erosion (Exon 1971)
and that the groundwater flow system in in the area is not in equilibrium (Suckow et al. 2016).
In the northwest of the Great Dividing Range, groundwater flows from the outcrop areas towards the
south and southwest, consistent with both the regional basinal structure and topography.
South of the Great Dividing Range in the eastern CMA, groundwater flow in the Hutton Sandstone is
generally from the edge of the Great Dividing Range escarpment to the west; however, there is also a
minor flow to the southeast, into the Clarence Morton Basin. The change in flow direction may be
associated with an abrupt change in topography to the west of Toowoomba, sufficient to override the
subtle dip of the formation over the Helidon Ridge (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
Vertical hydraulic gradients between the Hutton Sandstone and underlying Precipice Sandstone are
shown in Figure E-5. The majority of nested sites are located along the Great Dividing Range or north
of this area. The available data indicate a downward head gradient of less than 10 m between these
formations near the Great Dividing Range. However, upward gradients exceeding 30 m also occur to
the north of the Great Dividing Range, particularly within the Dawson River catchment. It is difficult to
discern any obvious spatial trends or patterns in the relatively sparse data set available. As both the
Hutton and Precipice sandstones support a relatively large number of groundwater extractions it may
be that observed head differences reflect local extraction impacts on one or both of the aquifers present
rather than the degree of connectivity between them.

15.13.7

Trends in groundwater pressure

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. The hydrographs for the bores discussed in the following section are provided in
Appendix D.
The spatial distribution of available data in the Hutton Sandstone is displayed in Figure D-11. Within
and adjacent to the outcrop areas, groundwater levels are relatively stable and show a relationship with
rainfall and likely recharge events. This is observed in the hydrographs for RN 42231590 and RN
14320398 near Toowoomba and RN 13030613 near Injune.
There are limited numbers of monitoring bores with long-term data in the deeper confined parts of the
system. Southwest of Roma, the hydrograph for RN 62 suggests a significant historical decline has
occurred in this area. Further to the northeast, a significant number of monitoring points have recently
been constructed by CSG tenure holders between Dalby and Roma.
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The short period of available records suggested varying conditions; at some locations, such as between
Dalby and Miles, the data indicate significant declines (>1 m/yr). This is shown in the hydrographs for
RN 160634, RN 160439 and RN 160600. In other parts of the confined system, north of Miles and
Roma, trends in groundwater pressure are more varied. Varying magnitudes of declining trends are
observed in the hydrographs for RN 160509 and RN 160020.
Hence in confined parts of the aquifer system, the trends in groundwater pressure appear to be complex
with some spatial variability which may in part reflect the aquifer heterogeneity, potential
compartmentalisation and/or spatial variability in groundwater extraction from the Hutton Sandstone.
It is likely that at some locations, these declining trends reflect a combination of non-CSG water
extraction and potential CSG impacts; however, in the absence of long-term records, it is difficult to
conclusively state the cause of these significant declines. OGIA is continuing to investigate these
declining trends including the potential for connectivity between the Hutton Sandstone and target CSG
reservoirs.

15.13.8

Natural groundwater discharge

Coinciding with the groundwater flow directions in this aquifer, there are extensive areas of known
groundwater discharge to surface water systems in the north and northeastern outcrop areas of the
Hutton Sandstone (Figure F-5). The Dawson River and upper reaches, including the Bungaban and
Hutton creeks, have been eroded and incised to expose the watertable at the surface. This has resulted
in areas of permanent water and surface expression GDEs within these drainage lines.
Ransley & Smerdon (2012) estimated the groundwater flow loss from the Surat Basin intake beds
(mainly Hutton Sandstone) to the Dawson River valley at 8,600 ML/yr (Smerdon & Ransley 2012).
Recent conceptualisation and classification by OGIA of the discharge areas as wetlands (OGIA 2016b)
suggests these areas are Type 3 wetlands (Section 12).
In addition to areas of relatively diffuse discharge to watercourses and other features, a number of
spring complexes are thought to receive groundwater flow from the unconfined part of the aquifer, within
areas of topographic lows. North of Injune, the Abyss spring complex is understood to have developed
due to a localised reduction in the thickness of the Hutton Sandstone which has created a zone of
reduced transmissivity across the dominant northeast to southeast groundwater flow direction. The
wetlands associated with these springs are Type 2 wetlands (Chapter 12).
The Scott’s Creek and Dawson River 8 spring complexes are also thought to receive groundwater flow
from the confined areas of the Hutton Sandstone. At both locations, local-scale faulting is thought to
provide a conduit for vertical groundwater flow from the Hutton Sandstone through the overlying and
confining Injune Creek Group. At both locations, groundwater flows from west to east. The wetlands
associated with these springs are Type 1 wetlands (Chapter 12).
In addition to these surface expressions of groundwater, extensive low-lying areas in the outcrop of the
Hutton Sandstone are thought to be associated with terrestrial GDEs. At these locations, the watertable
is relatively shallow and deep-rooted vegetation is likely to be able to access groundwater on a semipermanent basis.
The Burnett River, which flows into the Mulgildie Basin across the surface water divide, is also thought
to receive baseflow from the Hutton Sandstone. Ransley & Smerdon (Smerdon & Ransley 2012)
estimated groundwater flow loss from the Surat Basin northward to the Mulgildie Basin and Burnett
River to be 3,900 ML/yr, with most of this flow loss occurring from the Hutton Sandstone aquifer.
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Interaction with adjacent coal reservoirs

The Hutton Sandstone is located between two persistent aquitard units: the Durabilla and Evergreen
formations. Interaction with other aquifer units is thought to be limited across the majority of the CMA
as a result. This is reflected in the available hydrochemistry data which suggests that groundwater
quality in the Hutton Sandstone is distinctly different from that encountered in other water-bearing units
including the overlying Walloon Coal Measures, the underlying Boxvale Sandstone Member of the
Evergreen Formation and the Precipice Sandstone. This difference in hydrochemistry becomes more
pronounced with distance from recharge areas and increasing confinement. In areas of CSG
production, groundwater from each of these formations has significant hydrochemical differences.
The available groundwater level data suggest, however, possible interaction between the Hutton
Sandstone and overlying units in the area to the north of the Great Dividing Range. For northerly flows
to persist, the Hutton Sandstone—present at depths of up to 500 m in this area—must be receiving
recharge in the form of leakage from overlying strata or preferentially increased lateral recharge from
the eastern and western outcrop areas.

15.14 Evergreen Formation
15.14.1

General description

The Evergreen Formation occurs in the northern and central Surat Basin. It is laterally equivalent to,
and continuous with, the lower Marburg Subgroup in the Clarence–Moreton Basin (Gray 1975),
extending to the northwest over the Nebine Ridge into the Eromanga Basin (Cook & Draper 2013).
The Evergreen Formation is a major regional aquitard between two regionally significant aquifers: the
overlying Hutton Sandstone and the underlying Precipice Sandstone. The formation averages
125 m in thickness and generally thickens eastwards from the Surat Basin to the Clarence-Moreton
Basin. Thickness reaches to nearly 400 m within its main depocentres in the Mimosa Syncline and the
Cecil Plains depression (Figure A-16).
The Evergreen Formation is dominated by low-permeability material comprising siltstone, mudstone
and subordinate fine-grained labile sandstone deposited in fluviatile, lacustrine, deltaic and shallow
marine environments (Section 3.5.13). The basal sediments of the Evergreen Formation comprise
fluvial, mainly sublabile sandstones which conformably overlie the Precipice Sandstone. The boundary
between the Evergreen Formation and the Precipice Sandstone is typically marked by an abrupt change
in the resistivity.
The Boxvale Sandstone Member, averaging 15 m thick, is the only part of the Evergreen Formation
containing aquifers of any significance. Sandy units within the remainder of the Evergreen Formation
are minor and are laterally discontinuous. The upper part of the Evergreen Formation also provides a
seal for conventional hydrocarbons in the underlying Boxvale and basal Evergreen and Precipice
sandstones.

15.14.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Evergreen Formation (Chapter 6). The
data indicate the unit has median horizontal permeabilities ranging from 0.25 to 810 mD (around 3.23e04 to 1.03 m/d). Values from pump tests are about two orders of magnitude higher than the small-scale
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measurement as they are more representative of the Boxvale Sandstone Member due to pump tests
not typically being carried out in the low-permeability Evergreen Formation.
The petrophysical data indicate the lowest median horizontal permeabilities of 0.006 mD
(7.62e-05 m/d). This is interpreted to be the result of sample bias towards some very low-permeability
clay layers. The median effective porosity from petrophysics is 0.05 which is the lowest out of all the
Surat units (Table 6-8).
The distribution available hydraulic parameter data for the Evergreen Formation is displayed on Figure
B-14.

15.14.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Evergreen Formation has similar
hydrochemical characteristics to the Clematis Group and Precipice Sandstone. The unit is
characterised by low salinity (TDS) and concentrations of Sodium and Chloride with most classified in
cluster class 1 (Table 7-1). This is likely to reflect that the majority of sampled bores are screened within
the productive part of the formation: the Boxvale Sandstone Member. In general, TDS ranges from 80
to 670 mg/L, with a mean TDS of around 260 mg/L (Table 7-1).

15.14.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term average recharge for the Evergreen Formation is 7.3 mm/yr (Table 9-3). This
is comparatively high, as the majority of samples are representative of the Boxvale Sandstone Member
of Evergreen Formation; this estimate is therefore not representative of the full Evergreen Formation
unit. The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 85,313 ML/yr (regional model domain).

15.14.5

Groundwater extraction

The mean groundwater yield for this formation is 2.1 L/s with a range of <1 to 13 L/s. While high for an
aquitard, these yield measurements are likely to be representative of the Boxvale Sandstone Member.
Total water use from the formation is about 5,000 ML/yr which is relatively high when compared to other
units (Table 8-1 and Table 8-2). Water use by various types of purposes is summarised in Table 15-12.
Table 15-12 Water use from the Evergreen Formation in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

24

1,483

Industrial

17

1,874

4

218

Stock & domestic

559

1,287

Total

604

4,862

Town water supply

15.14.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Evergreen Formation are shown in Figure C-15.
Groundwater heads range from 700 mAHD in the northwest outcrop, decreasing to 200 mAHD to the
northwest towards the Dawson River.
The pattern of groundwater flow in the Evergreen Formation is very similar to that of the Hutton
Sandstone. Although the spatial extent of available data is limited south of the Great Dividing Range,
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groundwater flow is predominantly to the south from the interpreted groundwater divide at the Great
Dividing Range. The contours suggest that the groundwater divide appears to be less prominent
compared to the upper formations.
Further to the east, the Helidon Ridge separates the Cecil Plains Sub-basin from the Laidley Sub-basin
of the Clarence-Moreton Basin. While this ridge is a subtle structure, there is a regional change in dip
in all the formations as they drape over it. It is likely that this structure controls groundwater flow in the
Evergreen Formation, creating a local groundwater divide on the eastern edge of the Surat CMA
(Smerdon & Ransley 2012). Groundwater discharge from the Evergreen Formation in the southeast
outcrop is likely due to an abrupt change in topography to the west of Toowoomba, sufficient to override
the subtle dip of the formation over the Helidon Ridge (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).

15.14.7

Natural groundwater discharge

The Boxvale Sandstone Member is a productive unit of the Evergreen Formation. The member is
present in the northern extent of the Evergreen Formation and comprises mainly friable quartzose
sandstone, forming a significant aquifer with artesian conditions at some locations.
There are areas of groundwater discharge to surface water systems in the northern outcrop of the
Boxvale Sandstone Member. The upper reaches of the Dawson and Merivale rivers have been eroded
and incised to expose the watertable at the surface, resulting in permanent water and surface
expression GDEs within drainage lines. The wetlands associated with these areas are Type 3 wetlands
(Chapter 12).
In addition to diffuse areas of discharge, a number of spring complexes are thought to receive
groundwater flow from the confined areas of the Boxvale Sandstone Member. North of Injune, the Lucky
Last spring complex is one of the most significant spring complexes in the Surat CMA. The source
aquifer for this spring is the Boxvale Sandstone Member. It is understood to have formed due to faulting
and fracturing in associated with the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault. Groundwater from the confined Boxvale
Sandstone Member discharges to surface along fractures to form these springs. The wetlands
associated with these springs are Type 1 wetlands (Chapter 12).
In addition to the surface expression of groundwater, extensive incised areas in the outcrop of the
Boxvale Sandstone Member are also associated with terrestrial GDEs. At these locations, the
watertable is shallow and deep-rooted vegetation is likely to be accessing groundwater (Chapter 12).

15.15 Precipice Sandstone
15.15.1

General description

The Precipice Sandstone is one of the least heterogeneous and consistent of all major regional aquifers
in the CMA. The outcrop of the Precipice Sandstone defines the northern extent of the Surat Basin. To
the south, the unit has little extent beyond the Queensland border into New South Wales (Figure A-17).
This unit represents the start of the first major sedimentary cycle in the Surat Basin (Radke et al. 2012)
and consequently lies unconformably on the Bowen Basin sediments, confined by the overlying
Evergreen Formation.
The relatively high aquifer transmissivity and consistency reflects the braided stream environment which
persisted at the time of deposition of the Precipice Sandstone. The unit typically comprises white,
medium to very coarse-grained, in part pebbly, porous, quartzose sandstone with a white clay matrix
(Green et al. 1997). Clean quartzose sandstone comprises over 80% of the unit.
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The thickness and distribution of the Precipice Sandstone is determined by the relief of the underlying
unconformity surface (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). The unit is up to 110 m thick in some parts of its
outcrop area and in the main depocentres in the Mimosa Syncline and the Cecil Plains Sub-basin
(Figure A-17). It is less than 40 m thick over the Roma Shelf and pinches out against the Undulla Nose
in the east, the St. George/Bollon Slope in the southwest and the Texas Block in the southeast.
In the Clarence-Moreton Basin, deposition commenced during the Triassic with the Precipice
Sandstone equivalent—the Ripley Road Sandstone—overlying the Aberdare Conglomerate and
Raceview Formation. These three formations together comprise the Helidon Sandstone and this is
where the largest thickness can be seen on Figure A-17, in the very east of the area. While the Helidon
Ridge is a subtle structure, there is a regional change in dip in all the formations as they drape over it
and it appears to form a groundwater divide in the Precipice Sandstone (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).

15.15.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Precipice Sandstone (Chapter 6).
As would be expected given the relatively homogeneous nature and the dominance of coarse grained
clean sandstone the hydraulic properties of the Precipice Sandstone show less variability and higher
than any of other Surat Basin formations (Figure B-15). Median permeability values from core and
pumping tests range between 13 and 2,350 mD (around 1.65e-02 to 2.98 m/d).
Petrophsyical analysis results suggest effective porosity values ranging between 0.05 and 0.26 with a
median value of 0.16, which is also the highest of all the units for which petrophysical results are
available (Table 6-8).
Spatially, higher permeabilities within the Precipice Sandstone appear to occur in or near the outcrop
areas and in the region of the eastern flank of the Nebine Ridge to the west of the Roma Shelf (Figure
B-15). On the Roma Shelf, as well as into the Mimosa Syncline, permeability appears to generally
reduce. The higher permeabilities on the eastern flank of the Nebine Ridge and outcrop areas are
thought to be due to the presence of cleaner and hence more permeable facies in these areas; this
may reflect more-mature sediment sources and/or an early depositional cycle. The lower permeabilities
observed within the Mimosa Syncline may, in contrast, result from greater accumulation and less sorting
of the sediment during deposition (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).

15.15.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Precipice Sandstone has the
freshest groundwater in the Surat CMA, salinity ranges from 50 to 850 mg/L with a mean salinity (TDS)
of 193 mg/L (Table 7-1). It should be noted, however, that the majority of bores for which samples are
available are located close to outcrop recharge areas towards the northeast of the Surat Basin.
However, Ransley (2015) reported some regional variability in water quality in the Precipice from fresh
(northern Surat Basin) to brackish (in southern and eastern parts of the Surat Basin) with TDS ranging
from 100 to 6,000 mg/L (Ransley et al. 2015a).

15.15.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term mean recharge rate for the Precipice Sandstone is 20.8 mm/yr (Table 9-3)
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which equates to 53,871 ML/yr (regional model domain) over the modelled outcrop area of the
Precipice.
Compared to other formations, this is very high, but is consistent other hydrogeological characteristics
of the Precipice Sandstone including the relatively high estimate storage properties, permeability and
transmissivity.

15.15.4.1

Groundwater reinjection

The consistency in aquifer properties, higher permeability and occurrence of the Precipice Sandstone
at suitable depths, make it a good target for aquifer reinjection. Origin has established injection facilities
at the Spring Gully and Reedy Creek gas fields where it has been re-injecting treated CSG water. The
reinjection sites became operational in January 2015 and have since begun reinjecting groundwater
back into the aquifer at a combined rate of 27 ML/d (313 L/s) for both sites. The rate of reinjection
fluctuates according to actual produced groundwater volumes during CSG operations. The groundwater
level response to reinjection is discussed in Section 15.15.7.

15.15.5

Groundwater extraction

Precipice Sandstone has a moderate level of groundwater use. The water quality is good to excellent;
however, the total estimated use from the aquifer is only about 6,500 ML/yr (Table 8-1 and Table 8-2).
The moderate level of use despite the excellent potential of the aquifer is thought to reflect the relatively
poor accessibility of the aquifer; in many places the Precipice Sandstone is overlain by other productive
aquifers which therefore represent more cost effective targets.
Table 15-13 Water use from the Precipice Sandstone in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
13

1,970

6

2,092

10

1,704

Stock & domestic

293

672

Total

322

6,438

Industrial
Town water supply

15.15.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Precipice Sandstone are shown in Figure C-16.
Groundwater heads range from 700 mAHD in outcrop areas towards the northwest to 220 mAHD to the
northeast near Taroom, an area of known groundwater discharge. North of the Great Dividing Range,
groundwater flow is from the west to the east. These flow directions are consistent with previous
assessments (Hodgkinson, Hortle & McKillop 2010).
Although the spatial extent of available data is limited south of the Great Dividing Range, the direction
of groundwater flow is interpreted to be from the northeast to the southwest (Figure C-16). The
Kumbarilla Arch which marks the boundary between the Surat and Clarence-Moreton basins does not
appear to be related with a groundwater divide. However, further to the east, it is likely that the Helidon
Ridge controls groundwater flow in both the Precipice Sandstone and Evergreen Formation, creating a
groundwater divide (Ransley & Smerdon 2012).
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Groundwater discharge to the east from the Precipice Sandstone near Toowoomba is thought likely to
be a manifestation of a change in formation dip which occurs in this area. The groundwater contours
also suggest a groundwater depression south of Chinchilla; this coincides with an area of significant
groundwater development.

15.15.7

Groundwater level trends

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. Hydrographs for the bores discussed in the following section are provided in Appendix
D.
The majority of historical time series monitoring data for the Precipice Sandstone are in areas where
the formation is shallow in the northern Surat Basin and on either side of the Mimosa Syncline (Figure
D-13). More recent time series monitoring data is available, however, from CSG tenure holder
monitoring in deeper parts of the aquifer system between Roma and Dalby. No time series data are
available in the southwestern part of the CMA.
In the aquifer outcrop and in adjacent areas, there is evidence of a correlation between groundwater
pressure, rainfall patterns and likely recharge events. This is shown in the hydrograph for
RN 13030796A. Further from outcrop where the Precipice Sandstone is increasingly confined, there is
reduced correlation with rainfall patterns and generally stable to slightly decreasing groundwater levels,
especially in areas of concentration of non-P&G groundwater use. This is indicated in the hydrographs
for RN 10862A and RN 15535A east of Taroom and RN 160736A east of Injune.
Although there are slightly declining background trends in the Precipice Sandstone, some records show
recent relatively large declines of approximately 3 m/yr northeast of Wandoan on the eastern side of
the Mimosa Syncline (KSLVWP1 and AVLVWP2). While only a short period of recent data is available
at these monitoring sites, the decline is significantly higher than the background trends in the Precipice
Sandstone approximately to 16 km northeast of this area, where historical groundwater level declines
are less than 0.1 m/yr.
Northeast of Roma and close to the potential contact between the Precipice Sandstone and the
Bandanna Formation (Figure 3-17), the period of available monitoring data indicated a moderate decline
in groundwater pressure of less than 1 m/yr, as shown in the hydrograph for RN 160737A. Origin
commenced the reinjection of treated CSG-associated water into the Precipice Sandstone in January
2015 at the Spring Gully and Reedy Creek gas fields (Section 15.15.5). Groundwater pressure
responses to this reinjection can be seen in that hydrograph (RN 160737) and in a number of more
recently installed monitoring bores.
OGIA will be undertaking further investigations into these observed trends in the Precipice Sandstone,
including connectivity between the Bandanna Formation and Precipice Sandstone, and the impact of
reinjection into the Precipice Sandstone.

15.15.8

Natural groundwater discharge

There are areas of significant groundwater discharge to surface water systems in the northern outcrop
of the Precipice Sandstone (Figure F-5). At this location, the overlying and confining Evergreen
Formation is relatively thin as a result of dissection of the landscape by surface water flows.
Consequently, the Precipice Sandstone is at, or close to, outcrop conditions.
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The combination of reduced confinement by the Evergreen Formation and the presence of structural
features (i.e. the Burunga-Leichhardt Fault) has resulted in a zone of regional groundwater discharge
from the Precipice Sandstone in this area. Discharge occurs in two forms: as discrete spring locations
where the Evergreen Formation persists, and as baseflow to the Dawson River where the Precipice
Sandstone is at the surface (Figure F-5). The springs in this area are generally Type 1 (Chapter 12)
and included the Boggomoss, Prices and Cockatoo Creek spring complexes.
The confining Evergreen Formation is also significantly dissected by the Dawson River, 40 km northeast
of Injune (Figure F-5). At this location, the Precipice Sandstone is at, or near, outcrop and discharges
to the Dawson River and springs adjacent to the river. Similar to the area northeast of Taroom, this area
is a significant discharge zone for this aquifer. The springs at this location are Type 3 (Chapter 12) and
include the 311 and Yebna 2 spring complexes.
In addition to the surface expression of groundwater, extensive low-lying and dissected areas in the
outcrop of the Precipice Sandstone are associated with terrestrial GDEs. At these locations, the water
table is shallow and deep-rooted vegetation is likely to be accessing groundwater.

15.15.9

Interaction with adjacent coal reservoirs

The Precipice Sandstone is located between two significant regional aquitards: the Evergreen and
Moolayember formations. The Evergreen Formation conformably overlies the Precipice Sandstone
which limits the interaction with overlying units. In contrast, the unit unconformably overlies the Bowen
Basin sediments; as a result, there is potential for hydraulic interaction to occur for instance in areas
where the Precipice Sandstone is in contact with the Bandanna or Cattle Creek coal formations.
One area of potential connectivity is east of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault where compression and uplift
in the late Triassic resulted in erosion of the upper Bowen Basin including the Moolayember Formation,
Rewan Formation and the Clematis Group (Fielding 1989). This occurred prior to the deposition of the
Precipice Sandstone. At this location, there is a northwest to southeast trending zone where the
Precipice Sandstone is interpreted to be in direct contact with the underlying Bandanna Formation
(Section 16.7). This is referred to as the ‘Precipice-Bandanna contact zone’.
Recent geological mapping and modelling work carried out by OGIA suggests that the contact zone
between the Bandanna Formation and the Precipice Sandstone location is narrower than previously
interpreted and presented in the UWIR 2012 (Figure 3-16). The geometry and hydrogeological
properties, and their influence on groundwater flow, will be an area of future research for OGIA.
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16 Conceptual model – Bowen Basin
16.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the conceptual hydrogeological understanding of the groundwater flow systems
of the Bowen Basin within the Surat CMA. This chapter is structured into sections which provide
discussions on each formation including hydrogeological description, hydraulic properties,
hydrochemistry, groundwater yield, groundwater recharge and discharge, groundwater flow, trends in
groundwater pressure and potential interaction with adjacent formations.
More detail is provided on the conceptual model for the Bandanna Formation as it is the primary target
of CSG production in the Bowen Basin. CSG industry development in the Cattle Creek Formation is
currently in the planning stages. The current level of knowledge and understanding varies for each
hydrostratigraphic unit as well as spatially. The conceptual model is intended to be periodically updated
to accommodate improvements in knowledge through ongoing research.

16.2

Evolution of the conceptual model

The Bowen Basin incorporates the Triassic sandstones of the Clematis Group and equivalents,
separated from the Bandanna Formation by low-permeability siltstones and mudstones of the Rewan
Group (QWC 2012a). In response to CSG exploration in the early Permian, the current conceptual
model incorporates the Cattle Creek Formation.
There is limited data to assess groundwater flow directions in the Bowen Basin. The available
groundwater level data are restricted to areas north of the Great Dividing Range where the Bowen
Basin is shallower.
The availability of limited historical datasets has enabled some insights into trends in groundwater
pressure within the Bowen Basin; however, a lack of long-term and continuous monitoring data has
made it difficult to constrain background trends and assess the relative contribution of changes in trends
to CSG extraction. There is also potential of inter-aquifer and inter-basinal flow that has not been
recognised previously. Finally, new estimates of recharge into the Bowen Basin have been determined
from CMB studies.
The hydrogeological conceptual framework presented in this chapter has been compiled from previous
knowledge along with recent conceptualisation studies conducted by OGIA and other organisations.

16.3
16.3.1

Key elements of the conceptual framework
Hydrostratigraphic framework and aquifer properties

The regional hydrostratigraphic framework for the Bowen Basin is presented in Table 5-1 while
the summary of the major characteristics of each hydrostratigraphic unit are provided in
Table 16-1. The subsequent parts of this chapter provide a detailed discussion on each
hydrostratigraphic unit in the Bowen Basin.
The current conceptual model recognises the Clematis Group as an aquifer and the Bandanna and
Cattle Creek formations as reservoirs for CSG development in the Bowen Basin. The major confining
beds in the Bowen Basin are the Rewan Group and Moolayember Formation. There is limited
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knowledge on the older Permian units; however, due to the basin’s complex geology, these units are
likely to display varying hydraulic properties.
Lateral and vertical hydraulic permeability values for formations in the Bowen Basin vary considerably,
typically between two and four orders of magnitude (Table 6-4).
Of particular importance to assessing implications of P&G development in the Bowen Basin is the
characterisation of target reservoirs: the Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations. The permeability of
coal and interburden in these formations varies significantly. The coal-producing formations are
subdivided into three units in the groundwater model to enable accurate representation of the vertical
head gradients induced by P&G production (Section 5.5).
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Table 16-1 Summary of the major hydrogeological characteristics of the Bowen Basin
Esitmated

Formation

Lithology

Median
kh (m/d)

Mean
Type

TDS
(mg/L)

Long-term
Average
Recharge
estimate
(ML/yr)

1.4e-04 to
4.3e-01

Moolayember
Formation

Mudstones, siltstones and fine
sandstones

Clematis
Group

Dominantly quartzose sandstone
interbedded with siltstone and
mudstone and minor granule to
pebble conglomerate

1.6e-04 to
4.2e-01

Aquifer

Rewan Group

Interbedded mudstone, siltstones
and lithic sandstones with minor
amounts of conglomerate

4.0e-05 to
4.2e-04

Bandanna
Formation

Sandstone, siltstone, mudstone,
carbonaceous mudstone, coal
and oil shale

Older Permian
units

Multiple formations with various
lithologies
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Aquitard

3,000

18,974

Estimated
Non-CSG
Groundwater
Extraction

Natural groundwater
discharge

(ML/yr)
442

No known areas
Expedition and Blackdown
Tableland National Parks; Elgin,
Lenore Hills, Conom and
Rainbow spring complexes;
terrestrial GDEs within outcrop
areas

500

131,339

1,347

Aquitard

4,000

13,575

347

No known areas

2.2e-04 to
2.8e-02

Aquitard /
minor aquifer

3,500

14,159

1,211

No known areas

1.4e-05 to
1.2e-04

Aquitard /
minor aquifer

600

97,976

3,861

No known areas

Total

276,023

7,118
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Basin boundaries

The Bowen Basin is an elongated, north to south trending basin extending over 160,000 km2 from
central Queensland, south beneath the Surat Basin and into New South Wales where it connects with
the Gunnedah and Sydney basins. Within the Surat CMA, the Bowen Basin has two main centres of
sedimentary deposition: the Taroom Trough to the east and the Denison Trough to the west. The Comet
Ridge separates the two troughs.
The boundary or the Surat Basin extends further to the west and east than the Bowen Basin boundary.
Sediments of the Bowen Basin are mainly located beneath the Surat Basin and only outcrop in the
northern side of the Surat CMA. The Bowen Basin is defined by the following geological features:


In the north of the Taroom Trough, to the east of the Comet Ridge, a region of intensely
deformed and tightly folded Permian sedimentary rocks, termed the Dawson Folded Zone,
separates the Taroom Trough from the Nebo Synclinorium to the north (Draper 2013).



To the west, the Bowen Basin is bounded by the Anakie Inlier and the Collinsville, Springsure
and Roma shelves (Totterdell 1990).



To the east, the Bowen Basin is bounded by the Gogango Thrust Zone—an area of heavy
deformation of the Bowen Basin and underlying volcanics rocks (Draper 2013)—and a series
of north to south oriented faults extending south of the Auburn Arch.



To the southwest, the margins of the Bowen Basin are less sharp and well-defined (Draper
2013) but sediments deposited on the St. George/Bollon Slope onlap and thin to the west,
shallowly dipping to the east towards the Taroom Trough.

The extent of the Bowen Basin is further discussed in Section 3.3.2.

16.3.3

Groundwater flow direction

Groundwater flow in the northern Bowen Basin is predominantly from the west to the northeast.
Groundwater flow appears topographically controlled in the area to the north of the Great Dividing
Range. The higher hydraulic heads driving groundwater flow originate from the western outcrops and
recharge areas for each formation. These coincide with areas of high topography south of Springsure
and in Blackdown Tableland National Park.
Groundwater flow directions on the southern side of the Great Dividing Range are unknown due to the
lack of available data. The limited available data from the Bandanna Formation suggest a south-tonorth flow direction. Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Bowen Basin formations are
provided shown in Figure C-17 to Figure C-21.

16.3.4

Groundwater level trends

There are limited groundwater level data to assess trends in groundwater pressure in the Bowen Basin.
Within outcrop areas, groundwater levels generally reflect fluctuations in seasonal rainfall patterns,
often expressed as the CDMMR. This correlation is expected to diminish further from the outcrop.
In general, background groundwater level trends prior to CSG development in 1995 are not wellconstrained near production areas due to limited development and paucity of monitoring data. As a
result, the relative contribution of CSG and non-CSG groundwater extraction on groundwater pressure
near CSG tenure areas is difficult to determine in many instances.
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In contrast to CSG operations in the Surat Basin, CSG operations in the Bowen Basin have been in
production since 1995 and groundwater drawdown trends have been observed. In the Surat CMA, CSG
production from the Bandanna Formation has resulted in significant groundwater drawdowns exceeding
250 m in the coal measures (Section 16.7.7). For production wells, only smaller ongoing groundwater
pumping is required to maintain water pressure at target depth, until gas production declines to noneconomic levels. This results in progressively lower annual drawdowns to stable groundwater trends in
the mature gas-producing fields in the Bowen Basin.
Where Bandanna Formation lies in direct contact with the Surat Basin, however, groundwater pressures
in the Precipice Sandstone suggest changes in background trends that require further investigation
(Section 15.15.7). The available data indicate minimal changes to background trends in other
formations within the Bowen Basin.

16.3.5

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of long-term groundwater recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as
presented in Chapter 9 (Table 9-3). Estimated recharge rates range from 2 to 27 mm/yr for the Bowen
Basin formations.
Recharge into the Bowen Basin sediments occurs mainly in the western outcrop at the northern end of
the CMA, particularly along the Great Diving Range to the northwest of Injune. The majority of the
recharge occurs directly through rainfall infiltration into the outcrop areas, or indirectly via leakage from
streams or overlying aquifers.

16.3.6

Inter-aquifer and inter-basin flow

The predominantly fine-grained clay and siltstone sediment deposits of the Bowen Basin have resulted
in vertical stratifications of water-bearing horizons within the formations; this stratification causes
aquifers or formation-scale anisotropy (Chapter 6). In the absence of faults and unconformities,
formations in the Bowen Basin have a lower potential for vertical inter-aquifer flow than the Surat Basin.
Vertical movement of groundwater between the Surat and Bowen basins is predominantly limited by
the Moolayember Formation. Furthermore, any potential groundwater interaction between the basins
will be limited to the Precipice Sandstone at the base of the Surat sequence, where it is conformably
overlain by the clay-rich Evergreen Formation (Hodgkinson, Hortle & McKillop 2010).
The Clematis Group is the only aquifer of significance within the Triassic (DNRM 2005). Groundwater
from the Clematis Group is predominantly extracted where it is shallower around its northwestern
outcrop areas. Elsewhere within the CMA, the unit is deep and rarely tapped for groundwater use. The
Clematis Group reliably produces good-quality water; however, yields are generally small. As a result,
groundwater extraction from the Clematis Group does not depressurise the aquifer enough to induce a
significant vertical flow gradient with other aquifers.
In the Surat CMA, CSG production extracts large volumes of groundwater from the Bandanna
Formation and equivalents from the Fairview, Spring Gully and Peat Scotia tenure areas, resulting in
large groundwater level drawdowns (Section 16.7.7). Inter-aquifer groundwater flow can occur where
groundwater drawdowns are significant enough to induce a vertical flow gradient between the
Bandanna Formation and the overlying aquifers. However, the clay-rich Rewan Group is a persistent
regional aquitard and acts as a confining unit for the Bandanna Formation. Where it is present, the
aquitard impedes vertical groundwater flow between the producing coal units in the Bandanna
Formation and the overlying Bowen and Surat basin formations.
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The Surat Basin unconformably overlies the Bowen Basin, causing the higher-permeability units to
come in contact at an angle in some areas. Smerdon & Ransley (2012) estimates that these contact
areas occur over approximately 10% of the Surat Basin (Smerdon & Ransley 2012). An area of
particular note is the Precipice Bandanna contact zone to the east of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault
(Figure 3-16).
Review of monitoring information around this area indicates there is some short-term evidence which
suggest there may be changes to background trends at some monitoring bores. Due to the limited
available time series data, further investigation is required to determine the cause of the observed
trends, including the potential for CSG impacts at these locations.
The deeper Permian formations underlying the Bandanna Formation have vertical permeabilities at
least one order of magnitude lower than other formations in the Bowen Basin; therefore, it is unlikely
that depressurisation of the Bandanna Formation will affect underlying aquifers such as the Aldebaran
Sandstone.

16.3.7

Structural influences

Sedimentation of the Bowen Basin began during the Permian extensional setting. The Bowen Basin
has since undergone several tectonic events in the Triassic and Cretaceous. The most significant
resulting structural features in the Bowen Basin are the north to south orientated thrust faults east of
the Taroom Trough, the northwest oriented Hutton-Wallumbilla fault, and the Injune and Merrivale faults
to the east. A more detailed summary of the deformation and tectonic reactivation history is given in
Section 3.4.
The influence of structural features and faults on groundwater flow can vary. However, the impacts of
faults and structural features are still largely unknown in the Bowen Basin. Without any fault specific
information, it is assumed that faults will restrict horizontal flow and enhance vertical connectivity across
their throws. This justification for this assumption is outlined in Section 11.3.

16.4
16.4.1

Moolayember Formation
General description

The Moolayember Formation is the youngest formation in the Bowen Basin and is characterised
primarily as a leaky aquitard. The formation comprises dominantly low-permeability mudstones,
siltstones and fine sandstones.
The Moolayember Formation acts as a confining bed for the underlying Clematis Group, separating the
Clematis from the Precipice Sandstone in the Surat Basin. The Moolayember Formation progressively
thickens to the east, providing increased confinement to the Clematis Group. The thickness of the
Moolayember Formation varies from 200 m on the Springsure Shelf to nearly 1,500 m in the centre of
the Taroom Trough (Figure A-18) (Radke et al. 2000).
The formation was completely eroded from some basement highs at the end of the Triassic (Cadman,
Pain & Vukovic 1998). As outlined in Section 11.2, on the western margin of the basin, there is a location
where the Moolayember Formation pinches out and hydraulic connection exists between the Clematis
Group and Precipice Sandstone.
Small groundwater supplies can be obtained from the sandstones, but they are poor aquifers with
limited yields (0.2 to 1.0 L/s). Supplies are unreliable and water quality is variable, generally suitable
only for stock watering (DNRM 2005).
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Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Moolayember Formation (Chapter 6).
The unit has a range in permeability between 0.002 and 4,200 mD (around 2.9e-06 to 5.33 m/d) across
the measurements types. The median permeabilities are between 0.1 and 340 mD (around 1.4e-04 to
4.3e-01 m/d). This represents a large range; however, this is within the range reported previously in the
2012 UWIR which reported a median value of 1.6e-03 m/d and a range between 8.3e-06 and 10 m/d.
This range may partly be due to the permeability-depth relationship where the deeper portions of the
formation in the southwest have lower permeability than those closer to subcrop in the north. Reservoirquality sands occur within what is generally a poor-permeability formation (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic
1998).
The available hydraulic parameter data for the Moolayember Formation is displayed on Figure B-16.

16.4.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Moolayember Formation has
significant variability in the water quality with salinity (TDS) ranging from 70 to 14,000 mg/L. There is
limited water quality data for this formation; from the available data (49 bores), 50% have fresh to slightly
brackish water (70 to 1,500 mg/L) and 50% brackish to saline (1,600 to 14,000 mg/L). The mean salinity
is 2,500 mg/L (Table 7-2).

16.4.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term mean recharge rate for this leaky aquitard is high at 2.5 mm/yr, ranging from
2.2 to 3.0 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 18,974 ML/yr
(regional model domain). It appears that there is a direct infiltration of rainfall through preferential
pathways within the unit, with very low Chloride in groundwater at some locations which is likely to
represent local flow within isolated sand lenses within this formation.

16.4.5

Groundwater extraction

Although the Moolayember Formation is considered an aquitard, minor groundwater supplies are known
to occur within the formation. The formation is less developed for S&D water use, with total extraction
of about 350 ML/yr. The mean yield for the formation is 2.4 L/s, ranging from less than <1 to 11 L/s. A
summary of the water use from this formation is shown in the Table 16-2.
Table 16-2 Water use from the Moolayember Formation in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

0

0

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

0

0

Stock & domestic

151

352

Total

151

352
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Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Moolayember Formation are shown in Figure C-17.
Groundwater heads range from 700 mAHD, in the outcrop areas north of Injune on the Springsure
Shelf, decreasing to 100 mAHD in the northwest outcrop extent near Moura.
North of the Great Dividing Range, within the Springsure shelf, groundwater flow direction is
predominantly from the northwest towards the southeast. In the Taroom Trough, groundwater flows
from the western outcrop to the northeast. Although the spatial extent of data is limited south of the
Great Dividing Range, groundwater flow is interpreted to be from the northwest to the southeast.

16.4.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no mapped areas of groundwater discharge from the Moolayember Formation.

16.4.8

Interaction with other units

The Moolayember Formation comprises dominantly low-permeability mudstones, siltstones and fine
sandstones and progressively thickens to the east, providing increased confinement to the underlying
Clematis Group. The formation is expected to provide limited vertical hydraulic communication with the
overlying and underlying formations and acts as an aquitard (Hennig et al. 2006); however, at the
western margin of the basin, there is an area where the Moolayember Formation pinches out and
hydraulic connection exists between the Clematis Group and Precipice Sandstone (see Section
15.15.9).

16.5
16.5.1

Clematis Group
General description

The Middle Triassic Clematis Group (Denison Trough) and Showgrounds Sandstone (Taroom Trough)
comprise quartzose sandstone interbedded with siltstone and mudstone and some minor granule to
pebble conglomerate (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998, Olgers 1970). The thickness of the Clematis
Group ranges from 5 to 2,000 m, averaging 115 m in the northern parts of the basin (Habermehl 1980)
(Figure A-19). The Showgrounds Sandstone is generally thinner. These sandstones are the aquifers of
significance within the Triassic sequence of the Bowen Basin (DNRM 2005).
The Clematis Group is a reliable producer of good-quality water; however, yields are generally small,
being less than 1 L/s. Groundwater extraction occurs primarily in the northern Mimosa Syncline, in and
close to these outcrop areas. Elsewhere, the unit is deep and rarely tapped for water supplies.
Groundwater is dominantly used for S&D purposes; the exceptions are the Woorabinda and Bauhinia
town water supplies. Much of the groundwater development in the Clematis Group did not occur until
the late 1960s (DNRM 2005).

16.5.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, DST, petrophysical and pump test data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Moolayember Formation (Chapter 6).
The Clematis Group is heterogeneous and displays rapid lateral and vertical variations in texture and
hydraulic properties (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). Extensive silicification is common in the
Showgrounds Sandstone, but diagenesis has not completely destroyed primary porosity. Clays have
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formed from the alteration of feldspars and biotite filled pore spaces; however, subsequent flushing of
these clays by formation water created significant secondary porosity (Butcher 1984).
Across the measurement types, the Clematis Group has a range in permeability of 0.002 to 12,000 mD
(around 2.00e-06 to 15 m/d). The median permeabilities are between 0.13 and 327 mD (around 1.60e04 to 4.20e-01 m/d). This large range can partially be explained by the permeability-depth relationship,
where the deeper sections in the south have significantly lower permeabilities than those closer to
subcrop in the north.
The distribution available hydraulic parameter data for the Clematis Group is displayed on Figure B-17.

16.5.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the Clematis Group is characterised
by fresh groundwater with mean salinity (TDS) of 350 mg/L (Table 7-1), ranging between 80 and 800
mg/L, similar to the Evergreen Formation and Precipice Sandstone. The majority of bores are located
in high rainfall areas (>700 mm/yr) leading to good-quality water, similar to observations in the Precipice
Sandstone. The Clematis Group has low SAR, averaging around 9, making the Clematis Group suitable
for agricultural purposes.

16.5.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The estimated long-term mean recharge for the Clematis Group is the highest in the Surat
CMA at 26.9 mm/yr, ranging from 24.4 to 32.3 mm/yr (Table 9-3). This higher recharge rate can be
attributed to the higher rainfall and porous quartzose sandstone resulting in lower Chloride in
groundwater, similar to the Precipice Sandstone. The annual recharge volume estimated for this
formation is 131,339 ML/yr (regional model domain).

16.5.5

Groundwater extraction

The Clematis Group, similar to the Precipice Sandstone, is not extensively developed for groundwater
use (Table 8-1, Table 8-2). The total estimated water use from this aquifer is about 1,300 ML/yr (Table
16-3). The lower level of use could be mainly due to the greater depth of aquifer.
Table 16-3 Water use from the Clematis Group in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

0

0

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

7

326

Stock & domestic

145

981

Total

152

1,307

16.5.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Clematis Group are shown in Figure C-18. Groundwater
heads in the Clematis Group range from 500 mAHD in the western outcrop areas, decreasing to 170
mAHD in the northwest outcrop, north of Moura.
North of the Great Dividing Range, groundwater flow is predominantly from the western outcrop areas
to the northeast. The flow direction is consistent with the eastern regional dip of the formation into the
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Taroom Trough. In addition to the eastern flow direction, local groundwater flow into the Arcadia Valley
on the western side of the outcrop areas also occurs.
There are artesian supplies in the Clematis Group between the western and eastern outcrop areas.
Natural groundwater discharge also occurs where local creeks are incised into the formation. This is
the only formation in the Bowen Basin that exhibit artesian pressures, ranging between 10 and 60 m
above ground surface (Worley Parsons 2010).
There is no available head information on the Clematis Group in the southern part of the CMA.

16.5.7

Groundwater level trends

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. The hydrographs for the bores discussed in the following section are provided in
Appendix D.
The majority of available time series groundwater monitoring data sources in the Clematis Group are
located in the northern Mimosa Syncline (Figure D-15). In this area, the formation occurs at outcrop,
increasing in depth and confinement as the formation dips to the east.
Long-term data is only available from within the outcrop areas; in these areas, groundwater levels are
relatively stable, generally showing a correlation with local rainfall patterns. This area has experienced
below-average annual rainfall since the 1980s. In response, at locations at or near outcrop, groundwater
levels show correlation with the decreasing recharge and potential increases in water use over this
period. The hydrograph for RN 37423A, for example, indicates a strong correlation with rainfall patterns
and likely recharge events.
In confined parts of the system, in areas adjacent to outcrop, available data indicate groundwater levels
are relatively stable and responsive to rainfall patterns; this is shown in hydrographs for RN 18387 and
RN 67137. In more confined areas, however, declines in groundwater levels are observed and are likely
to be related to a combination of periods of lower recharge and local groundwater development. For
example, the hydrograph for RN 67240 shows a decline of 0.5 m/yr over the period of record.

16.5.8

Natural groundwater discharge

The Clematis Group discharges to surface water systems within outcrop areas in the Expedition and
Blackdown Tableland National Parks (Figure F-6). In these areas, the formation has been significantly
dissected and eroded. At many locations on the western margins, the formation has been incised to
expose the watertable at the surface, resulting in likely areas of permanent water (baseflow conditions)
and surface expression GDEs within these drainage lines. The areas are typically associated with Type
3 wetlands (Section 12.5).
In addition to diffuse areas of discharge, a number of spring complexes are thought to receive
groundwater flow from the unconfined areas of this aquifer. Changes in permeability have resulted in
discharge within escarpment areas forming springs associated with the Lenore Hills, Conom and
Rainbow spring complexes. These areas are typically associated with Type 4b wetlands (Section 12.5).
The Elgin spring complex is also thought to receive groundwater flow from the confined areas of the
Clematis Group. At this location, the local thinning and erosion of the Moolayember Formation provides
a potential opportunity for groundwater discharge. In the vicinity of the spring complex, the
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Moolayember Formation is interpreted to be less than 20 m thick. The wetlands associated with this
complex are Type 1 wetlands (Section 12.5).
Within the outcrop of the Clematis Group, terrestrial GDEs exist. At these locations, the watertable is
shallow and deep-rooted vegetation is likely to be accessing groundwater.

16.5.9

Interaction with other units

The Clematis Group is situated between the Moolayember and Rewan formations which are
characteristically aquitards. Given the presence of these units, there is limited interaction between the
Clematis Group and other aquifer units; however, at some locations, the Moolayember Formation has
been eroded away to provide direct connection between the unit and the Precipice Sandstone. This is
interpreted to occur east of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault (see Section 15.15.9).

16.6
16.6.1

Rewan Group
General description

The Rewan Group comprises of interbedded mudstones, siltstones, lithic sandstones and minor
conglomerate (Radke et al. 2000). Porosity and permeability has been significantly reduced in this group
due to silicification and clay alteration (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). Within the Bowen Basin,
significant aquifers are not present within the Rewan Group which has a maximum intersected thickness
of approximately 1,400 m (DME QLD. 1997), however it is noted as being in excess of 3,500 m thick
(Radke et al. 2000) in the Taroom Trough. The extent and thickness of the Rewan Group is illustrated
in Figure A-20.
The Rewan Group is considered an aquitard which generally separates the Clematis Group and Surat
Basin sediments from the underlying Permian coal measures; however, as indicated in Section 15.15.9,
in some areas—particularly over the Roma Shelf—the Rewan Group has been eroded and is not
present (Cadman, Pain & Vukovic 1998). At this location, the Precipice Sandstone is in direct contact
with Bandanna Formation.

16.6.2

Hydraulic properties

An analysis of the available core and DST data has been conducted to provide a conceptual
understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Rewan Group (Chapter 6). Hydraulic property data for
this group is occurs on either side of the Taroom Trough (Figure B-18).
The permeability values for the Rewan Group range from 0.0004 to 24 mD (about 5.41e-07 to
3.0e-02 m/d) for core and DST measurements respectively and median permeabilities range from 0.03
to 0.33 mD (around 4.0e-05 to 4.2e-04 m/d). These relatively low permeabilities are consistent with the
characterisation of the Rewan Group as the primary aquitard between the Bandanna Formation and
the overlying Precipice Sandstone (Table 6-1).

16.6.3

Hydrochemistry

The Rewan Group contains limited groundwater samples for a total of six bores. Analysis of the
available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) is therefore inconclusive; however, from the available data,
water quality appears to be highly brackish to saline, with a mean salinity (TDS) of 3,600 mg/L, ranging
from 900 to 10,000 mg/L (Table 7-2). The poor quality of water may be due to its reduced porosity and
permeability, contributing to a very low recharge rate (Section 16.6.4).
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Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9 (Table 9-3). The interpolated long-term mean recharge rate for this formation of 1.2 mm/yr is
one of the lowest recharge rates in the Surat CMA. A likely reason for this could be due to the very high
Chloride in groundwater (2,000 mg/L), while Chloride in rainfall is reasonably high (2.3 mg/L) and mean
annual rainfall is greater than 620 mm/yr, therefore reduced porosity and permeability could also be the
main contributing factors for the lower recharge rates in this formation. The annual recharge volume
estimated for this formation is 13,575 ML/yr (regional model domain).

16.6.5

Groundwater extraction

The Rewan Group is poorly developed for any water use due to its poor water quality with high
concentrations of Chloride and reduced recharge rates (Table 9-3). A total of 111 bores have been
developed for S&D water use, with a total water use of 309 ML/yr (Table 16-4).
Table 16-4 Water use from the Rewan Group in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

0

0

Industrial

0

0

Town water supply

0

0

Stock & domestic

111

309

Total

111

309

16.6.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Rewan Group are shown in Figure C-19. Groundwater
heads for this group range from 550 mAHD in the western outcrop areas, decreasing to about 100
mAHD near Moura.

16.6.7

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no mapped areas of groundwater discharge from the Rewan Group.

16.6.8

Interaction with other units

The Rewan Formation consists of low-permeability materials and unconformably overlies the Bandanna
Formation. Where present, the Rewan Formation is a persistent aquitard which separates the Clematis
Group from the underlying Permian sediments, including the Bandanna Formation (Hennig et al. 2006).

16.7
16.7.1

Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations
General description

The Bandanna Formation and the equivalent Rangal and Baralaba Coal Measures are the uppermost
coal-bearing reservoirs in the Bowen Basin. CSG is produced from this formation in the Dawson Valley,
at the Peat and Scotia fields on the eastern limb of the Taroom Trough, and the Fairview and Spring
Gully fields in the Denison Trough. The two production areas are separated by the Comet Shelf and the
Taroom Trough, where the Bandanna Formation is at significant depths (>5,000 m). The Peat and
Scotia fields are isolated from the Dawson Valley fields by thrust faulting.
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The Bandanna Formation comprises fine to coarse-grained feldspatholithic sandstone, siltstone,
mudstone, carbonaceous mudstone, coal and oil shale deposited in a delta system developed in a
freshwater lake (Draper 2013).
The thickness of the Bandanna Formation can be more than 500 m but is generally between 150 and
200 m. The apparent thickness of this formation can be significant, especially in the folded and thrusted
zones in the north and west (Figure A-21).
Coal seam thickness within the Bandanna Formation is variable and can reach up to 10 m, but averages
less than 2 m. There are numerous coal seams which often split and coalesce, both along strike and
down dip. While seams haven’t been correlated basin-wide, they have a high degree of lateral continuity
and have been correlated locally between coal mines (Mallett et al. 1998).
Within the Denison Trough, the lower Permian Cattle Creek Formation is also a target for CSG
production. Between the Bandanna and Cattle Creek formations, sediments are generally fine-grained
fluvial and deltaic sediments, averaging a thickness of 500 m. The Cattle Creek Formation comprises
sandstone, mudstone, siltstone and coal, with thickness ranging to over 400 m.

16.7.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core, pump test, DST and petrophysical data has been completed to provide
a conceptual understanding of the hydraulic properties of the Bandanna Formation (Chapter 6). Similar
to the Rewan Group, the available dataset is distributed on either side of the Taroom Trough (Figure
B-19).
The hydraulic properties of this unit vary significantly; from the available data, it is not possible to
distinguish between coal and interburden permeabilities in most cases. The observed permeability
values range from 1.6e-03 to 129 mD (around 2.00e-06 to 1.60e-01 m/d) for the different measurement
types.

The

median

permeabilities

range

from

0.17

to

22

mD

(around

2.20e-04

to

2.80e-02 m/d). In contrast to the Walloon Coal Measures (see Section 6.4.3.2), there is no observed
depth relationship in the DST data; however, it may be that both core and interburden tests are included
in this dataset and as such the relationship may not be easily distinguished.

16.7.3

Hydrochemistry

The available hydrochemistry data from the Bandanna Formation is limited to 25 bores. Analysis of the
available data (Chapter 7) indicates slightly brackish to saline water quality with a mean salinity (TDS)
of 2,500 mg/L (Table 7-2), ranging from 200 to 9,000 mg/L. Relatively higher concentrations of Sodium
compared with the Calcium and Magnesium has resulted very high values of SAR; the mean SAR value
is more than 100.

16.7.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The interpolated long-term mean recharge rate for this formation is 5.0 mm/yr (Table 9-3).
The higher recharge rates are due to higher Chloride concentrations in rainfall (>2.5 mg/L) and high
mean annual rainfall (>650 mm/yr). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 14,159
ML/yr (regional model domain).

16.7.5

Groundwater extraction

The Bandanna Formation is relatively less developed for non-S&D or S&D water use; this may be due
to poorer water quality. There are only 103 water supply bores with a total water use of 1,070 ML/yr
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(Table 16-5). The mean yield for the Bandanna Formation is 1.7 L/s, ranging from <1 to 5 L/s. A
summary of the water use from this formation is shown in the Table 16-5.
Table 16-5 Water use from the Bandanna Formation in the Surat CMA
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

5

437

Industrial

3

59

Town water supply

2

406

93

167

103

1,069

Stock & domestic
Total

16.7.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Interpolated groundwater level contours for the Bandanna Formation are shown in Figure C-20.
Groundwater heads range from 400 mAHD in the west of its outcrop areas, decreasing to 70 mAHD
near Moura.

16.7.7

Groundwater level trends

An analysis of the available groundwater data has been completed to provide an understanding of the
trends in groundwater pressure across the Surat CMA. Details of the analysis completed are provided
in Chapter 10. The hydrographs for the bores discussed in the following section are provided in
Appendix D.
The spatial distribution of available data in the Bandanna Formation for trend analysis is poor. Only
limited groundwater trend data exists near outcrop areas north of the CMA (Figure D-17). Outside of
these areas, within the deeper parts of the system, there is insufficient long-term data to inform trend
analysis.
Within outcrop areas, groundwater levels show relatively stable conditions, indicating a correlation with
rainfall and likely local recharge events. Groundwater pressures in an area slightly outside the outcrop
have been observed to exhibit a slight decline (0.1 m/yr). This is observed in RN 13020195A near
Emerald.
Within production areas, significant reductions in pressure have been observed. This is shown in the
hydrograph for RN 160656, where pressure reduction of more than 250 metres following
commencement of production in the Spring Gully tenure area. The hydrograph for RN 160656 shows a
steep drawdown over a period of 5 years until the maximum drawdown was achieved. The maximum
drawdown occurred in 2010, after which groundwater heads exhibit a 30 m recovery followed by a
smaller pressure decline of 20 m. This large initial drawdown reflects the initial depressurisation typical
of the early CSG development cycle, while the recent stable groundwater pressures being the result of
smaller ongoing groundwater pumping to maintain groundwater pressure at depth for the gas extraction.
It is expected that groundwater trends in the gas producing fields from the Bandanna Formation will be
similar to this trend.
There is currently insufficient long term data available to assess the drawdown impacts immediately
outside the production areas. It is likely, however, that variations in permeability and potential
compartmentalisation within the formation will limit pressure reduction in areas outside the production
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areas. Ongoing monitoring and investigations will improve understanding of groundwater impact
propagation from production areas.

16.7.8

Natural groundwater discharge

There are no known areas of groundwater discharge associated with the Bandanna Formation;
however, based on the groundwater flow directions, there is potential interaction with shallow
groundwater systems and terrestrial GDEs in the low-lying and dissected outcrop areas along the
northeastern margin of this formation.

16.7.9

Interaction with other units

The Bandanna Formation is isolated in the southern Bowen Basin from its equivalent, the Rangal Coal
Measures, in the north due to erosion (QWC 2012a). The Bandanna Formation is also isolated from the
Baralaba Coal Measures in the east by the significant faulting of the Gogango Thrust Belt (QWC 2012a).
The Bandanna Formation is regionally confined by the thick overlying Rewan Formation; however, there
is an elongated northwest to southeast zone, east of the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault in the Denison
Trough, where Bandanna Formation is in direct contact with the Precipice Sandstone of the Surat Basin
(see Section 15.15.9).
In this contact zone, the Cattle Creek Formation is also brought into contact with the Surat Basin
sediments. Elsewhere, the Cattle Creek Formation is overlain by the Aldebaran Sandstone which
comprises fluvial and deltaic sandstone, providing groundwater supplies of variable quantity and quality.
Groundwater production in the Aldebaran Sandstone, however, is generally to the north and west,
where this sandstone is shallower and separated from the proposed CSG production area in the Cattle
Creek Formation by faulting, uplift and erosion.

16.8
16.8.1

Older Permian units
General description

Water-bearing units in the older Permian units of the Bowen Basin are generally isolated and poorly
connected as sedimentation was not consistent across the basin, resulting in geological units that are
not laterally extensive. These units are typically poorly producing and have bore yields averaging less
than 0.5 L/s with laterally variable water quality.

16.8.2

Hydraulic properties

Analysis of the available core and DST data has been completed to provide a conceptual understanding
of the hydraulic properties of the older Permian units (Chapter 6). The hydraulic properties of these
units are typically very low and range from 2.5e-03 to 0.95 mD (around 3.20e-06 to 1.20e-03 m/d). The
median permeabilities for core and DSTs are 0.01 and 0.1mD respectively (around 1.40e-05 and 1.20e04 m/d).

16.8.3

Hydrochemistry

Analysis of the available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates the water quality in the older
Permian units ranges from fresh to slightly brackish (TDS between 170 and 2000 mg/L); however, the
majority of the bores (70%) have fresh quality water with a mean salinity of 600 mg/L (Table 7-1). The
majority of bores have SAR values suitable for irrigation.
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Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. The long-term mean recharge rate for the older Permian units is 6.8 mm/yr, ranging from 6
to 8.6 mm/yr (Table 9-3). The annual recharge volume estimated for this formation is 97,976 ML/yr
(regional model domain).
These higher recharge rates are due to high mean annual rainfall, varying from around 550 mm/yr to
750 mm/yr, higher Chloride in rainfall with a mean of around 2.5 mg/L, and lower Chloride in
groundwater of around 170 mg/L.

16.8.5

Groundwater extraction

The older Permian units are developed for both S&D and non-S&D water supply purposes. There are
27 bores for non-S&D and 716 bores for S&D water use. Total water use is around 3,000 ML/yr. A
summary of bores, their purposes and estimated volumes of extraction is provided in Table 16-6.
Table 16-6: Water use from the Older Permian Units
Purpose

No. of bores

Agriculture

Estimated use (ML/yr)
19

1,541

Industrial

4

67

Town water supply

4

144

Stock & domestic

716

1,229

Total

743

2,981

16.8.6

Groundwater levels and flow directions

Due to the multiple and laterally discontinuous aquifer section in these units, a potentiometric surface
map has not been generated.

16.8.7

Groundwater level trends

There is currently insufficient data to discuss trends in groundwater pressure for this unit.

16.8.8

Natural groundwater discharge

No mapped areas of groundwater discharge exist for the older Permian formations.

16.8.9

Interaction with other Units

Underlying the Bandanna Formation are the deeper Permian sediments. Limited data availability exists
for the groundwater conditions of these units; however, in general, these formations are fine-grained,
cemented and characteristically low in permeability.
Water-bearing units within the Permian units, including the Permian Blackwater and Back Creek Group
sediments are generally isolated and poorly connected, as these geological units are generally not
always laterally extensive within the Bowen Basin. Due to the lack of continuity between the waterbearing units in the Permian units, groundwater interaction with the overlying Bandanna Formation is
likely to be minimal.
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Basement

16.9.1

General Description

The basement in the Surat CMA comprises Early Permian or older igneous, metamorphic or metasedimentary rocks underlying the Bowen Basin, or directly under the Surat Basin sediments where no
Bowen Basin sediments exist. These units form the hydraulic basement of the model. Only very minor
fractured rock aquifers occur within the basement rocks, primarily in the Texas Block sediments in the
southeast of the Surat CMA.

16.9.2

Hydraulic properties

An analysis of available core and DST data has been completed to provide a conceptual understanding
of the hydraulic properties of the Basement (Chapter 6). The horizontal permeability range for these
units is between 0.7e-03 and 296 mD (around 8.5e-07 to 3.8e-01 m/d). The median permeabilities
range from 0.26 to 0.56 mD (3.3e-04 to 7.2e-04 m/d) and is typical of fractured rock aquifers.

16.9.3

Hydrochemistry

An analysis of available hydrochemistry data (Chapter 7) indicates water quality (TDS) ranges from
fresh (120 mg/L) to highly brackish (10,000 mg/L), with a mean TDS of around 2,000 mg/L (Table 7-2).
Relatively higher concentrations of Calcium and Magnesium and low concentrations of Sodium have
resulted in lower SAR. Overall, salinity limits the potential for use for irrigation purposes.

16.9.4

Groundwater recharge

Estimates of the long-term recharge have been derived using a modified CMB method as presented in
Chapter 9. This is estimated to be around 7.6 mm/yr for basement formations. The mean annual
recharge is reasonably high; this may be due to its characteristic nature as a fractured rock aquifer,
which might have contributed to frequent recharge from a higher mean annual rainfall (>700 mm/yr). In
addition to the higher rainfall, Chloride in rainfall is also high—averaging 3.0 mg/l—whereas mean
Chloride in groundwater is around 655 mg/l, contributing to higher recharge rates for these rocks.

16.9.5

Groundwater extraction

Variable water quality and depth has limited the development of basement rocks. There are only 100
water supply bores with a total of around 400 ML/yr water use for non-S&D and S&D purposes. A
summary of number of bores, amount of water extraction and purpose is given in the Table 16-7.
Table 16-7 Water use from the Basement Rock
Purpose

No. of bores

Estimated use (ML/yr)

Agriculture

8

231

Industrial

4

37

Town water supply

0

0

88

130

100

398

Stock & domestic
Total

16.9.6

Groundwater levels and flow

Limited groundwater data availability exists for basement rocks which are too limited to allow for
assessment of regional groundwater levels, flow directions or trends.
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Interaction with other Units

Basement rocks are dominantly aquitards and form the hydraulic basement for the groundwater system
of the Bowen and Surat basins within the Surat CMA.
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Formation extent and thickness maps
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Figure A-1 Extent and thickness - other alluvium
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Figure A-2 Extent and thickness - Condamine Alluvium
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Figure A-3 Extent and thickness - Main Range Volcanics
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Figure A-4 Extent and thickness - other basalt
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Figure A-5 Extent and thickness - Upper Cretaceous formations
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Figure A-6 Extent and thickness - Wallumbilla Formation
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Figure A-7 Extent and thickness - Bungil Formation
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Figure A-8 Extent and thickness - Mooga Sandstone
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Figure A-9 Extent and thickness - Orallo Formation
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Figure A-10 Extent and thickness - Gubberamunda Sandstone
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Figure A-11 Extent and thickness - Westbourne Formation
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Figure A-12 Extent and thickness - Springbok Sandstone
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Figure A-13 Extent and thickness - Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure A-14 Extent and thickness - Durabilla Formation
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Figure A-15 Extent and thickness - Hutton Sandstone
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Figure A-16 Extent and thickness - Evergreen Formation
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Figure A-17 Extent and thickness - Precipice Sandstone
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Figure A-18 Extent and thickness - Moolayember Formation
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Figure A-19 Extent and thickness - Clematis Group
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Figure A-20 Extent and thickness - Rewan Group
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Figure A-21 Extent and thickness - Bandanna Formation
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Figure A-22 Extent and thickness - Cattle Creek Formation
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Hydraulic parameter methods and maps
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Data Conversion

Permeability is often measured in darcy (D). This is defined by:
𝑐𝑚3
1
[ 𝑠2 ] 1𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒
𝑐𝑚
1𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑦 = 
1

𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
𝑐𝑚

(Bear 1988)
‘A porous medium is said to have a permeability of one darcy if a single-phase fluid of 1 centipoise
viscosity that completely fills the void space of the medium will flow through it at a rate of 1 cm 3/s per
cm2 cross-sectional area under a pressure or equivalent hydraulic gradient of 1 atmosphere per cm’
(Bear 1988).
1 centipoise =10-2 dyne s/cm2
1 atmosphere=1.0132x106 dyne/cm2

The Conversion from darcy to the metric system m 2 is given by:
1 darcy = 9.8697 x 10-9 cm2
1 darcy = 9.8697 x 10-13 m2

Permeability is often expressed in millidarcy (mD), thus:
1 millidarcy = 9.8697 x 10-16 m2

Assuming average reservoir conditions of about 32 degrees centigrade:
Density of water (ρ) = 998.2 (Kg/m3) (The Engineering Toolbox)
Water viscosity (μ) = 0.00066 Kg/(m s)
Gravitational acceleration (g) = 9.81 m/s2 (The Engineering Toolbox),
We have:
1 millidarcy = 1.27 x10-03 m/d
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Petrophysics method

Determination of porosity for sandstone matrix using bulk density, neutron porosity
For use in the analysis, the bulk density data needs to be converted to a porosity value. This porosity
can be calculated using a ratio of measured values to the values for a standard material (matrix). The
standard material used is zero porosity Sandstone (Quartz) matrix. Quartz and water have the following
useful properties for the porosity calculations:
Quartz Bulk Density, ρma = 2.65 g/cm3.
Water Bulk Density, ρf = 1.00 g/cm 3.
Using these parameters, the Porosity based off the bulk density measurement, φ D, can be calculated
by:

∅𝑫 =

𝝆𝒎𝒂 − 𝝆
𝝆𝒎𝒂 − 𝝆𝒇

𝝆 is the measured bulk density
The Neutron Porosity is derived while the data is being collected and as such is delivered already in
porosity units and correlated to a standard material. The standard material generally used to deliver
neutron porosity is a zero porosity Limestone matrix. This needs to be converted to using a Quartz
matrix and can be achieved with the following equation:

∅𝑵𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒅 =

(𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟕𝟓∅𝒍𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝟑 − 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟐∅𝒍𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝟐 + 𝟏. 𝟒𝟑∅𝒍𝒊𝒎𝒆 + 𝟏. 𝟕𝟔)
𝟏𝟎𝟎

∅𝒍𝒊𝒎𝒆 is in percent (not v/v)
Determination of shale/clay rock fraction volume using the linear gamma ray and density –
neutron methods
Shale or clay volume can be calculated in several different ways to obtain the volume fraction of the
shale/clay minerals in the total rock volume (minus porosity). The first method for determining shale
volume is using a linear ratio technique of the gamma ray data between the gamma ray reading in a
clean (0 % shale) reservoir section and the gamma ray reading in a 100 % shale zone. A clean
sandstone reservoir section has a low gamma ray response and a 100 % shale section has a high
gamma ray response. Based on this relationship the volume of shale in the total rock volume can be
calculated by:

𝑽𝒄𝒍𝑮𝑹 =

𝑮𝑹 − 𝑮𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒏
𝑮𝑹𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 − 𝑮𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒏

𝑮𝑹 is the measured gamma ray
𝑮𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒏 = 30 gAPI
𝑮𝑹𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 =120 gAPI.
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The second method, if available, is to use the ratio of the difference of the measured density and neutron
porosity to the difference of the density and neutron porosity readings in a shale section.

This

relationship can calculate the volume of shale in the total rock volume by:

𝑽𝒄𝒍𝑫𝑵 =

∅𝑵 − ∅𝑫
∅𝑵𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 − ∅𝑫𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆

∅𝑵 is the measured neutron porosity
∅𝑫 is the measured density porosity
∅𝑵𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 = 0.454 v/v
∅𝑫𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 = 0.167 v/v.
Where two methods were calculated the average of these two methods was taken as the final volume
of shale, else if only the gamma ray method is available.

Determination of sand and silt rock fraction volumes
To calculate the volume fraction of sand and silt, which is the remaining portion of the rock volume, a
sand density point of the reservoir and a silt point is required to be determined. This can be found from
a density – neutron crossplot and fitting the appropriate lines to obtain the desired points. The obtained
density points used for determining the remaining volume fractions are the Clean Water Sand density,
ρsand (2.20 g/cm3) and Silt density, ρsilt (2.55 g/cm3).
Using these parameters the respective volumes (Vsilt and Vsand) can be calculated by:

𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒎 =

𝝆𝒔𝒊𝒍𝒕 − 𝝆
𝝆𝒔𝒊𝒍𝒕 − 𝝆𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒅

𝑽𝒔𝒊𝒍𝒕 = (𝟏 − 𝑽𝒔𝒉 ) × (𝟏 − 𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒎 )
𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒅 = (𝟏 − 𝑽𝒔𝒉 ) × 𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒎
𝝆 is the measured bulk density
Determination of total porosity using the density, neutron porosity
Standard wireline tools that measure porosity, essentially measure total porosity or the total amount of
water in the formation. Where Density and Neutron derived porosities both available, Total Porosity (∅𝑻 )
is the average of the Density and Neutron derived porosities.

∅𝑻 =

∅𝑵 + ∅𝑫
𝟐

Determination of effective porosity and clay bound water
Total Porosity of a system is comprised, primarily, of Effective Porosity, which is the proportion of the
pore spaces that are interconnected and so can flow and be produced, and the pore spaces that are
isolated from each other with the fluid being unable to move and is essentially bound to the clay, Clay
Bound Water. To calculate Effective Porosity, first the individual porosities obtained from the neutron,
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bulk density and sonic data need to be corrected for the presence of the clay. These can be calculated,
depending on data availability, by:

∅𝑵𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅 = ∅𝑵 − (𝑽𝒔𝒉 × ∅𝑵𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 )
∅𝑫𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅 = ∅𝑫 − (𝑽𝒔𝒉 × ∅𝑫𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒍𝒆 )
If Density and Neutron derived porosities are both available, the average is used as the effective
porosity
Adjustment of total system volumetric fractions
The total system volume fractions are required to be calculated by adding the Total Porosity to the Total
Rock volume. The Total Rock volume and its included constituents are then adjusted proportionally to
make the system equal to 100 %. Mathematically this is calculated by the following equation:

𝑽𝒔𝒉𝒄𝒐𝒓 = (𝟏 − ∅𝑻 ) × 𝑽𝒔𝒉
Determination of a permeability estimate using a Timur Porosity/Permeability relationship
Permeability, k, can be estimated using a Porosity to Permeability relationship developed by Timur.
This relationship requires the use of an Irreducible Water Saturation. Irreducible Water Saturation, Swirr,
is defined as the maximum water saturation that a formation with a given permeability and porosity can
retain without producing water. This water is generally held in place against the rock matrix in the
effective porosity pore space by capillary forces and will not flow. This is not water bound to clay and
resides in the effective porosity pore space. This is mainly an oilfield concept with the assumption that
the rest of the effective pore space contains oil or gas. Irreducible Water Saturation is difficult to
determine without Core Analysis but for this project was estimated using the Buckles relationship:

𝑺𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒓 =

𝑲𝑩𝒖𝒄𝒌𝒍𝒆
∅𝒆 (𝟏 − 𝑽𝒔𝒉𝒄𝒐𝒓 )

𝑺𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒓 is the irreducible water content
𝑲𝑩𝒖𝒄𝒌𝒍𝒆 = 0.03 for a medium grained sandstone
From here, Permeability, k, with units of mD can be estimated with the Timur relationship by:

𝒌𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒖𝒓 =

𝟑𝟒𝟎𝟎∅𝒆 𝟒.𝟒
𝑺𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒓 𝟐

Given that permeabilities are estimated from the same wireline logs used for electro-lithofacie and
stratigraphic interpretations, each 0.1-m interval can be attributed to an electro-lithofacie and formation.
This then provides some insight into permeability variations per lithology per formation. Figure B-1
shows permeability with depth from petrophysics for the Springbok Sandstone, Walloon Coal Measures,
Durabilla Formation and upper and lower Hutton sandstones for sandstone, siltstone and mudstone.
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Air to brine conversion

Perhaps one of the biggest corrections applied to the core permeability is the air to brine correction,
taking into account the intrinsic difference in sample permeability from air to brine. Measurements done
with air are generally much higher than those done with brine, due to the relatively small size of gas
particles in comparison to water molecules. The smaller gas particles can travel through much smaller
pore throats which would normally not be open to water. This effect is thought to increase with the
amount of clay in the sample; low brine permeability sediments can present significantly higher air
permeability, while high brine permeability sediments often have similar air permeability.
This trend is observed in Figure B-1 which shows the air vs brine permeabilities from several samples.
Initially, a separate relationship was prepared for each formation; however, the variability around this
line was minimal and a single relationship was applied to all the data. The best fit line
(y = 0.0487x1.2114) also describes the effect mentioned above, where the difference between air and
brine permeability is greater at low permeabilities and closer to 1:1 at higher permeabilities.
This correction has been applied to all core measurements which were measured as permeability to
air. Brine permeabilities were not altered in the database. Once these corrections were applied, no
further corrections were applied to the data.
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Figure B-1 Horizontal permeability (brine vs air)
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Hydraulic parameter data

Figure B-2 Hydraulic parameter data - Alluvium
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Figure B-3 Hydraulic parameter data - Upper Cretaceous formations
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Figure B-4 Hydraulic parameter data - Wallumbilla Formation
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Figure B-5 Hydraulic parameter data - Bungil Formation
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Figure B-6 Hydraulic parameter data - Mooga Sandstone
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Figure B-7 Hydraulic parameter data - Orallo Formation
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Figure B-8 Hydraulic parameter data - Gubberamunda Sandstone
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Figure B-9 Hydraulic parameter data - Westbourne Formation
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Figure B-10 Hydraulic parameter data - Springbok and Adori sandstones
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Figure B-11 Hydraulic parameter data - Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure B-12 Hydraulic parameter data - Durabilla Formation
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Figure B-13 Hydraulic parameter data - Hutton Sandstone
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Figure B-14 Hydraulic parameter data - Evergreen Formation
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Figure B-15 Hydraulic parameter data - Precipice and Helidon sandstones
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Figure B-16 Hydraulic parameter data - Moolayember Formation
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Figure B-17 Hydraulic parameter data - Clematis Group
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Figure B-18 Hydraulic parameter data - Rewan Group
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Figure B-19 Hydraulic parameter data - Bandanna Formation
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Groundwater level contour maps
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Figure C-1 Groundwater levels - Condamine Alluvium
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Figure C-2 Groundwater levels - Walloon Coal Measures (Condamine Area)
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Figure C-3 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Main Range Volcanics
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Figure C-4 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Upper Cretaceous formations
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Figure C-5 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Wallumbilla Formation
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Figure C-6 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Bungil Formation
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Figure C-7 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Mooga Sandstone
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Figure C-8 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Orallo Formation
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Figure C-9 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Gubberamunda Formation
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Figure C-10 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Westbourne Formation
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Figure C-11 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Springbok and Adori sandstones
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Figure C-12 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure C-13 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Durabilla Formation
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Figure C-14 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Hutton and Marburg sandstones
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Figure C-15 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Evergreen Formation
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Figure C-16 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Precipice and Helidon sandstones
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Figure C-17 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Moolayember Formation
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Figure C-18 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Clematis Group
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Figure C-19 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Rewan Group
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Figure C-20 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Bandanna Formation
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Figure C-21 Pre-CSG development groundwater levels - Cattle Creek Formation
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Groundwater level trend analysis
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Figure D-1 Groundwater level trends - Cenozoic units
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Figure D-2 Groundwater level trends - Upper Cretaceous formations
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Figure D-3 Groundwater level trends - Wallumbilla Formation
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Figure D-4 Groundwater level trends - Mooga Sandstone
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Figure D-5 Groundwater level trends - Orallo Sandstone
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Figure D-6 Groundwater level trends - Gubberamunda Sandstone
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Table D-1 Representative hydrographs – Gubberamunda Sandstone
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Figure D-7 Groundwater level trends - Westbourne Formation
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Figure D-8 Groundwater level trends - Springbok Sandstone
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Table D-2 Representative hydrographs – Springbok Sandstone
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Figure D-9 Groundwater level trends - Walloon Coal Measures
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Table D-3 Representative hydrographs – Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure D-10 Groundwater level trends - Durabilla Formation
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Figure D-11 Groundwater level trends - Hutton Sandstone
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Table D-4 Representative hydrographs – Hutton Sandstone
RN 42231590
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RN 160509 (Charlotte GW 1)
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Figure D-12 Groundwater level trends - Evergreen Formation
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Figure D-13 Groundwater level trends - Precipice Sandstone
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Table D-5 Representative hydrographs – Precipice Sandstone
RN 10862A
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RN 160737 (DM-MB003_SPRINGGULLY-PB3)
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Figure D-14 Groundwater level trends - Moolayember Formation
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Figure D-15 Groundwater level trends - Clematis Group
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Table D-6 Representative hydrographs – Clematis Group
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Figure D-16 Groundwater level trends - Rewan Group
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Figure D-17 Groundwater level trends - Bandanna Formation
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Table D-7 Representative hydrographs – Bandanna and Cattle Creek Formation
RN 13020195A
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Vertical hydraulic head gradient maps
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Figure E-1 Vertical hydraulic gradient - Condamine Alluvium and Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure E-2 Vertical hydraulic gradient - Gubberamunda and Springbok sandstones
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Figure E-3 Vertical hydraulic gradient - Springbok Sandstone and Walloon Coal Measures
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Figure E-4 Vertical hydraulic gradient - Walloon Coal Measures and Hutton Sandstone
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Figure E-5 Vertical hydraulic gradient - Hutton and Precipice sandstones
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Figure E-6 Vertical hydraulic gradient - Precipice Sandstone and Clematis Group
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Groundwater-dependent ecosystem maps
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Figure F-1 Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems - Tertiary Volcanics
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Figure F-2 Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems - Gubberamunda Sandstone
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Figure F-3 Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems - Hutton Sandstone
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Figure F-4 Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems - Springbok Sandstone
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Figure F-5 Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems - Precipice Sandstone
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Figure F-6 Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems - Clematis Group
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Water level data treatment and analysis
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Density corrections

Appendix H describes the methods used to review and prepare the raw groundwater level data for
analysis. The topics presented below are limited to data treatment methods for the purposes of this
report.

G.1.1

Theoretical basis for density corrections

Darcy’s Law is a commonly applied equation to describe groundwater flow though porous media;
however, it does not consider variable density environments. To adequately assess both vertical and
horizontal flow directions, conversion of raw water level data to a common reference density is required.
For example, for a fluid of constant salinity, as fluid temperature rises, density decreases. In contrast,
a rise in salinity increases the density of a fluid, where temperature remains constant. Groundwater
systems which are characterised by variable temperature and/or salinity conditions therefore require a
density correction to a reference density (typically freshwater).

G.1.2

Conversion for temperature influences on water density

Where uniform groundwater salinity exists, or where salinity is close to that of freshwater, density at a
given temperature is determined by the Thiesen-Scheel-Diesselhorst Equation (McCutcheon et al.
1992):

(𝟏 − (𝑻 + 𝟐𝟖𝟖. 𝟗𝟒)
𝒌𝒈
𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚 ( 𝟑 ) = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 ×
× (𝑻 − 𝟑. 𝟗𝟗)𝟐
𝒎
(𝟓𝟎𝟖𝟗𝟐𝟗. 𝟐 × (𝑻 + 𝟔𝟖. 𝟏𝟑))

𝑻 is the water temperature (⁰C) and salinity = 0 mg/L.

G.1.3

Correction for temperature and salinity influences on density

McCutcheon et al. (1992) provides an equation to correct for the combined influence of temperature
and salinity on fluid density (McCutcheon et al. 1992):
𝒌𝒈

𝟑

𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚 (𝒎𝟑) = 𝝆𝒐 +AS + B𝑺𝟐 + C𝑺𝟐

A = 8.25e−1 − 4.09e−3 × T + 7.64e−5 × 𝑇 2 − 8.25e−7 × 𝑇 3 + 5.37e−9 ×  𝑇 4
B = -5.72𝑒 −3 + 1.02e−4 ×T - 1.66e−6 ×  𝑇 2
C = 4.83e−4
S is salinity in g/kg (where 1 g/kg = 1 ppt = 0.001 mg/L = 0.001 ppm)
T is Temperature (⁰C)
𝝆𝒐 is pure water density as a function of temperature (Appendix G.1.2).
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Conversion to equivalent hydraulic heads

In order to compare hydraulic head measurements of variable density, a correction is required to
normalise hydraulic head data to a common reference elevation and density, often referred to as
‘reference heads’ or ‘equivalent hydraulic heads’ (Welsh 2007)(Rousseau-Gueutin et al. 2014). For
OGIA’s purposes, a freshwater reference density (Salinity = 0 mg/L) (Post, Kooi & Simmons 2007) was
used to correct hydraulic head measurements relative to the Australian Height Datum (AHD), as
determined using the following equation:

hf

𝝆𝑨

𝑷

= z + 𝝆𝑭  × 𝝆𝑨×𝒈 =

𝝆𝑨

z + 𝝆𝑭  × h

hf is equivalent freshwater hydraulic head or reference head (mAHD)
z is elevation head at the screen mid-point (Post, Kooi & Simmons 2007)
𝝆𝑨 is aquifer density (kg/m3)
𝝆𝑭 is density of freshwater or reference density (kg/m 3)
𝑷 is groundwater pressure (kPa)

g is gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81 m/s)
h is the hydraulic head at the measurement point (m)

G.1.5

Correction of water column length

In situations where the measurement point is above the screen interval, the temperature (density) of
water within the water column will differ relative to the screen interval; therefore, the pressure head or
measured water level will not be representative of the formation. Depending upon the monitoring point
location and measurement method, there may be a need to undertake a correction prior to calculating
equivalent hydraulic heads (Appendix G.2).
𝝆𝑩
𝝆𝑭

𝑪𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒏𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 =  ( ) × 𝒉a
𝝆𝑩 is the average water column density (kg/m 3)
𝝆𝑭 is the density of groundwater in the formation (kg/m 3)
𝒉a is the initial water column length (m).
The above equation represents the density corrected hydraulic head (h) from Appendix G.1.4.

G.2

Application of corrections to the monitoring dataset

Significant variability in monitoring bore construction exists within the Surat CMA. For the purposes of
this analysis, monitoring bores have been classified into three monitoring types based on location of
the measurement point and instrumentation. A summary of monitoring types is presented in Table G-1
and schematically represented in Figure G-1.
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Table G-1 Monitoring points and treatment
Monitoring
point

Status

Instrumentation

Description

Manual dip

Top of water column measurement

Pressure
transducer

Transducer located within the water column
above the screen interval; transducer depth
unavailable

Type A

Subartesian

Type B

Subartesian /
artesian

Pressure
transducer

Transducer located within the screen
interval; cemented / packer monitoring points

Type C

Subartesian /
artesian

Pressure
transducer /
pressure gauge

Transducer located within the water column
above the screen interval or at the
headworks
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A

Monitoring Point

B

C

Ground Level
Pressure head at
Formation density

h1

Pressure head (P,i) at
reference density

Pressure head (P,i) at
formation density

h2

h2
h2

Screen mid-point
Elevation head (z,i)

Figure G-1 Summary schematic of measurement points
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Where pressure is directly measured by a manual measurement, the GWDB conversion factor was
used to convert pressure to head, where 1 kPa = 0.10215507 m (representative of 20 ºC and 0 mg/L
TDS).
For all monitoring types, the equation presented in Appendix G.1.2 and the ‘all data’ linear temperature
were applied to calculate screen mid-point temperature and approximated average borehole
temperature. The following section provides details of the correction to be applied to each monitoring
type.

G.2.1

Measurement point at the top of water column (A)

This monitoring type includes sub artesian wells where the water column is measured via manual
dipping. A water column correction is required in this situation as the water within the water column is
not representative of formation density at the screen interval. The corrected water column height is then
converted to an equivalent hydraulic head at a reference density.

Corrected water column = Measured water column length ×

𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚
𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚

Equivalent hydraulic head = Elevation head (z) + corrected water column length

G.2.2

Measurement point at screen mid-point (B)

This monitoring type applies to all bores where pressure is measured directly from within the screen
interval via a pressure transducer or equivalent. A water column correction is not required for this
monitoring type. The GWDB conversion factor is used to convert pressure to head and integrates the
density of water at 20°C and 0 mg/L TDS.

Corrected pressure head = Measured pressure (kPa) × GDWB conversion factor
Equivalent hydraulic head = Elevation head (z) + corrected pressure head

G.2.3

Measurement point within water column (C)

This monitoring type applies to bores where pressure is measured from a pressure transducer above
the screen interval. Pressure is measured directly at the pressure transducer and therefore a water
column correction does not apply above this point. Below the transducer and above the screened or
open interval, a water column correction is required prior to calculating equivalent hydraulic heads.

Corrected pressure head above the sensor (h1) = 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆(𝒌𝑷𝒂)  ×
𝑮𝑫𝑾𝑩𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓

Corrected water column below the sensor (h2) = WC length ×

𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚
𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚

Equivalent hydraulic head = h1 + h2 + elevation head (z)
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Data requirements and assumptions

The following section provides an overview of the key data sources, data treatment and the assumptions
applied in the use of the available data.

G.3.1

Temperature data

Temperature datasets from groundwater bores and wells drilled for oil and gas in the Surat CMA were
compiled from geothermal studies, well completion reports and industry investigations. Data outside of
OGIA’s 2015 model area and a small number of measurements from depths greater than 2000 m were
excluded from the analysis. All measurements were standardised to degrees Celsius and duplicates
between source datasets were also removed. To exclude depth data incorrectly reported as
temperatures, an upper limit of 100 ºC was selected, whilst a lower limit of 20 ºC excludes null
temperatures.
Temperature data was plotted by formation and spatially examined to determine the degree of variability
both within formations and between formations vertically (Figure G-2). Given the close alignment across
and between individual formations within the Surat CMA, the following ‘all data’ linear equation,
illustrated in Figure G-3, was derived to estimate borehole water temperatures for density corrections:

𝒚 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟑𝒙 + 𝟐𝟖. 𝟕𝟗𝟕
𝒚 is temperature (ºC)
𝒙 is depth (metres below ground)

Figure G-2 Temperature vs depth by formation
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Figure G-3 Temperature vs depth (all data)

G.3.2

Total dissolved solids

TDS data was compiled across the Surat CMA from the GWDB and CSG industry data (monitoring and
baseline assessed bores). Priority was given to utilise TDS data measured or calculated from laboratory
samples; however, for individual monitoring points, appropriate TDS data for density calculations were
applied using the following hierarchy:
1

Where laboratory data has been was quality-checked by OGIA for the monitoring point, the
TDS value is applied. The data must have:
a. a charge balance range of +/- 5%
b. analysed major ions Na, Ca, Mg, Cl and HCO3 components
c.

a detection limit magnitude that is less than the reported TDS and

d. a pH range between pH 5 to pH 14.
2

Where laboratory data is available but has not been quality-checked by OGIA, the TDS value
is applied.

3

Where EC measurements are available in place of laboratory samples, an estimate of TDS is
calculated from field electrical conductivity data (EC), then multiplied by a factor of 0.66
(Hounslow 1995).

4

Where laboratory or field TDS is not available, or is of a poor quality, a typical EC value is
assigned based on surrounding points within the monitored formation.
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Results

The density correction calculations proposed in Appendix G.2 have been applied to the available water
level and pressure data in the Surat CMA. The magnitude of influence of temperature and salinity on
the available data is shown in Figure G-4 and resulted in corrections to the raw data of between -13
and 5 m.
Both temperature and salinity influence the direction (positive or negative) of a water column correction.
With increasing depth, screen mid-point temperature increases, reducing the density of the formation
water, resulting in a negative head correction. The correction-midpoint temperature trend in Figure G-4
indicates that correction applied to the water column length is predominantly influenced by temperature.
The influence of salinity is apparent only at higher concentrations. It was found that a positive head
correction would result when TDS of the formation water is generally greater than 3,000 mg/L and
salinity of the water becomes the predominant correction on water density. The length of water column
influences the magnitude of the correction.

Figure G-4 Water column correction – magnitude of influence of temperature and salinity

G.5

Conclusions and recommendations

Density corrections were trialled on both available CSG and GWDB hydraulic head data. During this
process, it was found that temperature has a significant magnitude of influence on hydraulic head
measurements relative to salinity; however, the influence of salinity on hydraulic head cannot be
ignored, particularly at high concentrations. A key challenge is the application of the theoretical
principles of correction and conversion to an often incomplete dataset.
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Groundwater trend analysis

Groundwater level data received from tenure holders and the GWDB were analysed for trend using a
naïve seasonal decomposition tool implemented through the Pandas and StatsModels.tsa modules
(Time Series Analysis) in Python 3.5.0.
Given the irregularity of some of the data (in some cases, both daily and yearly sampling is observed),
a linear interpolation function was applied simultaneously with a monthly resampling using a mean. This
produces a continuous monthly time series for each monitoring point.
A naïve seasonal decomposition was then applied to divide the observed water level X(t) at time t into
three subclasses: the Seasonal Component S(t), the random error term E(t) and the Trend M(t) such
that:

𝑿(𝒕) = 𝑴𝒕 + 𝑺𝒕 + 𝑬𝒕
The trend component of this is then used in a Mann Kendall (M-K) Analysis to identify whether or not a
statistically significant trend is observed in the data. This M-K technique was modified and implemented
into a Python module. The M-K test is a simple non-parametric test and, as such, is not affected by the
magnitude of the data or any distribution assumptions. Given that the M-K test does not take into
account seasonal effects, the decomposed M(t) was used in the M-K test, which tests whether to reject
a null hypothesis (H0) and accept the alternative hypothesis (Ha).
The initial assumption of the M-K test is that the H0 is true and that the data must show statistically
significant trend before H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. The M-K test is implemented using the
following steps:
1. List data in order of increasing time, x1,x2, . . . ,xn
2. Calculate the differences of all n(n-1)/2 differences xj-xk where j>k eg.( x2-x1, x3-x1,…, xn-xn2)
3. Determine the sign of all xj-xk such that sgn(xj-xk) is either -1, 0 or 1
4. Calculate S statistic which is the number of positive differences minus the number of negative
differences (if S is positive then observations later in the time period are larger than those earlier
on; if S is negative then observations later in the time period are smaller)
𝒏−𝟏

𝒏

𝑺 = ∑ ∑ 𝒔𝒈𝒏(𝒙𝒋 − 𝒙𝒌 )
𝒌−𝟏 𝒋−𝒌+𝟏

5. Calculate the Variance of S as follows:
𝒈

𝟏
𝑽𝑨𝑹(𝑺) =
[𝒏 − (𝒏 − 𝟏)(𝟐𝒏 + 𝟓) − ∑ 𝒕𝒑 (𝒕𝒑 − 𝟏)(𝟐𝒕𝒑 + 𝟓)]
𝟏𝟖
𝒑−𝟏

g is the number of tied groups
tp is the number of observations in the pth group
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6. Calculate the Mann Kendall ZMK statistic such that:

𝒁𝑴𝑲 =

𝑺−𝟏
√𝑽𝑨𝑹(𝑺)

𝒊𝒇𝑺 > 𝟎

𝒁𝑴𝑲 = 𝟎𝒊𝒇 = 𝟎

𝒁𝑴𝑲 =

𝑺+𝟏
√𝑽𝑨𝑹(𝑺)

𝒊𝒇𝑺 < 𝟎

If ZMK >0 or <0 then a trend increases or decreases accordingly
A two-tailed test is then used to calculate the p value to investigate the significance of the trend where:

𝒑 = 𝟐(𝟏 − (𝑷𝒁|𝑴𝑲| ≤ 𝒁|𝑴𝑲| ))
p is the significance
𝑃𝐙|𝐌𝐊| ≤ 𝐙|𝐌𝐊| is the probability of ZMK being less or equal to the observed value.

From here, a trend is assigned as follows:

𝟏 − 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓
𝑰𝒇 {𝒁𝑴𝑲 < 𝟎𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒁|𝑴𝑲| > 𝑷𝑷𝑭 (
)} 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒅 = 𝒅𝒆𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈
𝟐
𝟏 − 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓
𝑰𝒇 {𝒁𝑴𝑲 > 𝟎𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒁|𝑴𝑲| > 𝑷𝑷𝑭 (
)} 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒅 = 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈
𝟐
𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒅 = 𝑵𝒐𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒅
where 𝑷𝑷𝑭 is the point percent function in SciPy which returns the inverse of the Cumulative Density
Function and so PPF gives the value of the variate for which the cumulative probability has the given
value.
If a trend is detected, then yearly rates of drawdown are calculated from the monthly resampled and
interpolated dataset. These rates are then averaged pre-1995, pre-2005, post-1995 and post-2005, as
well as for all time.
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Background

For the assessment of the groundwater impact from CSG water extraction, OGIA is required to account
for non-CSG groundwater use from all aquifers in the Surat CMA. This information is required as a key
input into the regional groundwater model used to determine the extent and magnitude of impacts from
CSG development.
Water extraction for irrigation, industrial and mining purposes is licensed under volumetric entitlements
and, in some cases, water use is also metered. In such circumstances, an estimate of groundwater use
can be made with a reasonable accuracy. In contrast, bores associated with stock and domestic (S&D)
purposes do not have volumetric entitlements and are not metered.
Although S&D use represents more than 70% of bores in the Surat CMA, there is a paucity of data to
provide an accurate assessment of water use for this purpose. Previous assessments of S&D use for
shallower alluvial formations are unable to be extrapolated to the broader Surat and Bowen basins.
These assessments and estimates are subjective and are based primarily on limited landholder surveys
(PB 2011).
This appendix provides a summary of the methodology developed by OGIA to estimate S&D use. It
considers a range of variables in developing the water use estimates including: dry and wet years,
estimates of pasture productivity, grazing potential, livestock numbers, other surface water bodies,
numbers of dwellings and population estimates. As part of this project, existing practices (national and
international), earlier methods and estimates from other DNRM projects for estimating S&D
groundwater use have also been reviewed and considered in developing the methodology.

H.1.1

Previous approaches to water use estimation

Existing approaches to estimate S&D groundwater use are summarised in PB (2011) and Lowe et al.
(2009). PB (2011) provides an in-depth discussion of the various existing methods for estimating S&D
water use, both in the various states of Australia and internationally. In general, the approaches to
estimate S&D water uses are categorised into three groups:
1. Direct measurement – Water use is measured through meter data or estimated through user
surveys (PB 2011).
2. Demand based assessment – Water use estimation is based on requirements for S&D
purposes, area-based irrigation and town water supply (Lowe et al. 2009).
3. Supply/Source based assessments – Water use is estimated from where water can be
pumped from waterways or groundwater or collected in farm dams (Lowe et al. 2009).
Extraction from waterways and groundwater may be licensed with set volume and extraction
cannot exceed the licensed volume. Estimation of water use from farm dams is based on the
numbers of farm dams, average proportion of the dam volume used (based on S&D demand)
and net inflow into the farm dams (Lowe et al. 2009).
SKM et al (2010) estimated S&D groundwater use in Queensland based on an estimated number of
S&D bores (SKM, CSIRO & BRS 2010). Each bore was assumed to use 1 ML/yr. DERM (2011) also
assessed the number of S&D bores by quality-checking the available state data and removing the
monitoring and abandoned bores (DERM 2011). The average volume of water extraction for each bore
was determined subjectively, based on the knowledge and understanding of the study authors.
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PB (2011) provides discussion on a multifaceted approach to estimate water use by including a number
of techniques. The approach used in this estimation was based on a small number of landholder surveys
(PB 2011). This provided a mechanism to review DERM’s existing database for the number of bores;
however, the estimation of S&D water use was subjective, depending upon the surveyed individual
landholders’ judgment.
The survey results indicated a large variation in groundwater estimates within each sustainable
diversion limit (SDL) area. The limited survey results were averaged and multiplied with the estimated
number of bores, which has contributed to large uncertainties in the water use estimations (PB 2011).
The estimation for domestic use varied between the jurisdictions, ranging between 275 and 575 L/d per
person for indoor use and 0.14 ML/yr to 2.9 ML/yr for outdoor use (PB 2011). The S&D estimate per
bore also varied across the jurisdictions, ranging between 0.45 and 3.5 ML/yr and reflects differing
methods applied (O'Keefe et al. 2011, PB 2011, SKM, CSIRO & BRS 2010).

H.2

Data applied in this study

The following datasets and published references were used for the water use estimation in the Surat
CMA and model domain:


Number of potential S&D bores in the Surat CMA and model domain (area of data in
consideration)



Number of potential livestock per rural property, based on:
o

Grazing area (hectare)

o

Grazing potential (number of livestock per hectare) based on potential pasture
production for light, medium and heavy grazing



Water requirement of livestock (beef equivalent, 50 L/day)



Number of dwellings and people in the Surat CMA (average, four people)



Number of rural (>5 ha), urban (<0.5 ha) and peri-urban (0.5 to 5.0 ha) properties



Garden area per dwelling (4% of the lot area, maximum 2,000 m2)



Number and area of water bodies linked to rural properties (> 5 ha)



Volume of available of water in water bodies in an average year

H.3

Methodology

The method adopted to estimate water use for this study builds on the understanding gained through
prior approaches but is primarily based on demand and supply source-based assessments. The
methodology includes the following tasks:
1. Identify existing functional S&D bores in the study area (Appendices H.3.1 and H.3.3).
2. Assign each identified bore to a property boundary (Appendix H.3.2).
3. Estimate the volume of water available for a rural property with water bodies (Appendix H.3.4).
4. Estimate the grazing area for each rural property (Appendix H.3.5).
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5. Estimate the number of livestock per rural property based on grazing potential and pasture
production (Appendix H.3.6).
6. Estimate the water requirements for stock (Appendix H.3.7) and domestic use (Appendix
H.3.8).
7. Estimate the total water use for each bore (Appendices H.3.9 and H.3.10).
8. Assign a target aquifer for each bore with estimated water use (Appendix H.3.11).

H.3.1

Identifying operational groundwater bores

Existing groundwater bores within the model domain were extracted in June 2015 from the Groundwater
Database (GWDB). This was completed using the Registration Table (GW_REGDETS) and by
selecting all registered numbers (RNs) within the area between -29.00 to -23.00 latitude and 147.40 to
152.30 longitude. The extracted bores (62,275) were clipped to the model domain, providing 59,133
registered bores (Figure 8-2).
The following categories of bores (from GWDB tables ‘Facility Types’ and ‘Facility Status’) were
removed as they are considered not to be associated with S&D extraction:


groundwater monitoring bores with 8-or-more-digit RNs;



surface water monitoring bores;



abandoned and destroyed bores;



abandoned but usable bores; and



proposed bores.

Proposed bores with drilled dates were not considered, on the assumption that the bores may be drilled
but not currently functional. This process identified 44,979 bores which were then checked against bore
purpose information (GWDB table ‘Facility Roles’), resulting in the further removal of 2,271 non-water
supply bores, leaving 42,708 potential water supply bores.
Further review of the bores dataset using information available in the petroleum datasets resulted in the
removal of 407 bores which were petroleum bores and not reported as such in the Facility Roles dataset
of the GWDB. Also, 41 bores became abandoned and destroyed in the latest GWDB; leaving 42,260
existing water supply bores.

H.3.2

Assigning bores to rural, urban and peri-urban property
boundaries

The Queensland property boundary shape files describing the extent of Queensland rural properties
(BUILT.Habitation\BUILT.RuralProperties),

and

the

Digital

Cadastral

Database

(DCDB)

(PROP.QLD_DCDB\PROP.QLD_CADASTRE_DCDB) were used to identify boundaries and property
descriptions for each water supply bore.
The 42,260 bores were intersected with the ‘Rural Property’ boundary to identify property boundaries
associated with each bore. The identified rural property boundaries were then erased from the DCDB)
shape file so that the remaining bores could be intersected with the DCDB property boundaries without
having any duplication of property boundary with the Rural Properties shape file. From the intersected
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bores on the DCDB boundary, 27 bores located on the National Forest parcel type were removed. Of
the remaining water supply bores (42,233):


74 bores are located on the model boundary and did not intersect ‘Rural’ or ‘DCDB’ boundaries
within the model domain,



26,039 bores are located in ‘Rural Properties’ boundaries and classified as Rural, and



16,120 bores are located in ‘DCDB’ boundaries, where:
o

the property area <0.5 ha the bores are classified as Urban

o

the property area 0.5–5.0 ha the bores are classified as Peri-Urban and

o

the property area >5.0 ha the bores are classified as Rural.

There were 711 bores that had no boundaries and were linked to roadside or not linked a parcel type
or water body. Geoprocessing “Near” analysis was performed in ArcGIS to link these 711 bores to a
nearby DCDB rural property boundary (>5.0 ha) or Built Rural boundary within a maximum distance of
150 m. Bores more than 150 m away were also retained in the dataset, but they are mainly located on
the urban streets and are assumed not to be in use for either stock or domestic water supply purposes.
Many of these bores have allocated entitlements for town water supply.

H.3.3

Identifying S&D bores

In order to identify S&D bores, WMS (Water Management System) data was obtained from DSITI. The
dataset provides a list of bores associated with water entitlements, including authorised purposes for
the water use.
From the earlier list of 42,233 water supply bores, there are 5,672 non-S&D bores from the WMS
dataset with allocated entitlements for agriculture, industrial and town water supply. This leaves 36,561
as S&D bores in the model domain, including 18,784 S&D bores in the Surat CMA.

H.3.4

Availability of non-groundwater sources for rural properties

Other sources of water from farm dams, creeks and rivers can be potentially major sources for supplying
drinking water to grazing animals in average and wet years. The dataset containing dams and
waterbodies in Queensland (NAT.QLD_DAM_WATERBODY) larger than 1,875 m². Water bodies
mapped to classify a time series of water bodies based on Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 images from 1986
to 2010 (excluding flood images). The number of years each water body feature had water in it is also
included in the dataset, along with a percentage value indicating persistence. The unique Rural
Properties >5 ha subset was intersected with the “NAT.QLD_DAM_WATERBODY”.
The volume of water from other, non-dam sources of surface water was estimated by multiplying the
surface area of other sources and an assumed average depth of 1.5 m. It was assumed that dam water
was not available to grazing animals during dry years. In years with average rainfall, a percentage value
(derived from the number of years with water in waterbodies, as stated above) is used to determine the
volume of water available. During the wet years, it was assumed that dams were full and could supply
drinking water to grazing animals. Based on these assumptions, groundwater requirements for
individual properties were reduced for average and wet years.
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Determining potential grazing area for rural properties

The rural properties with property areas greater than 5 ha were intersected with the state potential
grazing areas from the GWDB dataset “AGLAND_AG_Potential_Grazing”. The combined extents from
datasets “AGLAND_CQ_Potential_Grazing” and “AGLAND_DD_Potential_Grazing” (CQ, Central
Queensland; DD, Darling Downs) provide the potential grazing areas for the model domain area and
Surat CMA.
The datasets show the grazing potential based on potential pasture biomass production while assuming
land to be in good condition (Grazing Land Management GLM class A). The potential pasture biomass
production

is

calculated

using

the

GRASP

model

of

pasture

biomass

production

(www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au), parameterised for each GLM land type (http://futurebeef.com.au) and
discounted according to the amount of existing tree basal area on the land (as mapped by Statewide
Landcover and Tree Study, SLATS) and with the pasture condition set to A (http://futurebeef.com.au).
This dataset excludes biomass production from land that is considered urban, intensive use (such as
mining), national park, managed by the Department of Defence or permanently under water. The
dataset table contains shape areas with low (L), medium (M) and high (H) grazing potential, converted
to m2 to use for further analysis to estimate the number of livestock.

H.3.6

Estimating number of livestock for rural properties

The number of livestock per rural property is estimated from the following three components:


Grazing potential, based on the pasture production



Potential pasture utilisation



Potential dry matter intake

Low, medium, and high grazing potential areas are assumed to be respectively averagely producing
500 kg, 1,000 kg and 2,000 kg dry matter per hectare/yr, based on various field studies and published
assumptions for pasture production in Queensland (CSIRO 1974, Sneath 2016).
Pasture utilisation capacity may vary from 30% to 70% depending upon the quality of pasture and
method of grazing (MLA 2013). A 50% utilisation capacity by animals is assumed for adult beef
equivalent (steer), resulting in a stocking rate for low, medium and high grazing potential areas of
approximately 0.05, 0.15 and 0.30 steers/ha respectively.
The derivation of the above stocking rate also assumes a 10 kg dry matter intake (DMI) per steer/d
(CSIRO 1974, Sneath 2016, MLA 2016, Phelps et al. 2014).
DMI can vary by 5 to 10 kg per steer depending upon pasture quality, weaning age, pregnancy and size
of the animals. In our estimates, we have assumed the maximum rate for a 400-kg steer ((MLA 2006).
The potential DMI can also be estimated between 2% and 2.5% of the body weight of the animals (MLA
2006).
The approximated stocking rates (as derived above) were then used to calculate the number of livestock
for low, medium and high grazing potential sections of each rural property. The derived total number of
grazing animals in the regions (Darling Downs-Maranoa and Central Queensland) was validated from
an independent source, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) dataset for the NRM regions in the
Queensland (ABS 2012).
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The ABS NRM regions of Darling Downs-Maranoa and Central Queensland encompass the Surat CMA
in Queensland. The grazing area within the Surat CMA from Darling Downs-Maranoa is around 11
million hectares (Mha), and from Central Queensland around 4 Mha, totalling 15 Mha in the Surat CMA.
The total number of beef cattle from the Darling Downs-Maranoa is around 1.80 million and the total
number of sheep is around 0.50 million (ABS 2012) (equivalent to 50,000 beef cattle @ 10 sheep equals
one steer). The total number of beef cattle from Central Queensland (within the Surat CMA) is around
0.65 million and the number of sheep is negligible (ABS 2012). We therefore estimated the total number
of livestock (adult beef equivalent) to be around 2.55 million from all grazing properties (with or without
groundwater bores), totalling around 15 Mha within the Surat CMA. There are a number of properties
which have no groundwater bores, but are involved in raising livestock from other water bodies attached
to the properties. There are around 6,800 rural properties in the Surat CMA, only 5,100 of which have
groundwater bores.
The total grazing area in the Surat CMA encompassing the rural properties (>5ha each) with
‘groundwater bores’ is around 10 Mha; this is around 67% of the total grazing area (15 Mha). We then
assume the total number of potential number of livestock (beef/steer equivalent) from all properties with
‘groundwater bores’ within the Surat CMA to be around 1.71 million (67% of the 2.55 million beef
equivalent livestock).
Our calculation of the total number of livestock—from the estimated amount of utilisable feed (dry
matter), grazing potential (low, medium or high), grazing area and assumption of stocking rates—
equates to around 1.58 million livestock; this is similar to the livestock number (1.71 million) derived
from the ABS data (ABS 2012) for the Surat CMA.

H.3.7

Estimating stock water demands for rural properties

Water intake per animal varies based on its age and size, seasonal temperature, distance from the
water source, and pregnancy. On average, beef cattle consume 25 to 60 L/day, starting from one year
old (DPI QLD 1996, DPI NSW 2007, Burton 1965). The breed of cattle will also influence the water
intake per animal; for example, across varying seasonal temperatures from <15°C to 35°C, the Bos
taurus breeds (bred for cooler environments) would require about 6 L water (drunk and in feed) per kg
of DMI, whereas Bos indicus (bred for harsher environments) would consume 5 L per kg of DMI
(Winchester & Morris 1956).The total water requirement for Bos Taurus would be 60 L/d for 10 kg DMI,
whereas for Bos Indicus it would be 50 L/d.
There is a considerable amount of water in the standing feed, the percentage of which may vary
depending upon the growth stage of pastures: 85% in rapidly growing pastures, 50% in flowering
grasses and 10% in dead pastures on a hot summer’s day (DPI NSW 2006). Moisture content in 12week-old tropical grasses was observed to vary between 70% and 85% (Costa & Gomide 1991). Most
grazing occurs on the growing pastures prior to the flowering, assuming that water percentage in the
grasses would be around 70% on average. A 10-kg standing dry feed would therefore contain around
20 L of water (@70% water). Considering that 20 L of water is available per 10 kg of DMI, an additional
water requirement would be 40 L/d and 30 L/d for Bos Taurus and Bos Indicus breeds respectively.
Across the breeds, we assumed an average of 35 L/d additional water is needed (in addition to
availability of water in the standing feed) for estimating the water needs for all the beef cattle across the
Surat CMA.
Furthermore, there would be some losses of water (~25%) due to wastage and evaporation in supply
troughs and channels, compared to greater losses (~50%) from open reservoirs like dams. In order to
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provide an additional 35 L/d water requirement per beef cattle, we estimated to supply 50 L/d while
considering 15 L/d (40% of 35 L/d) would be lost due to various reasons.

H.3.8

Estimating domestic water demands

Four people are assumed to occupy all types of rural properties, on average, regardless of lot size
(rural, peri-urban or urban). The water requirement per person is assumed to be 375 L/day (generally
200 to 500 L/d). For a dwelling with four people, the domestic water use equates to approximately 0.5
ML/yr.
Garden area for each property is assumed to be 4% of land area, with a maximum garden area of 2,000
m2 (based on surveys conducted by (PB 2011). The estimation of water requirement for garden area is
based on 4 L/d per m2 (DPI QLD 1996), assuming watering every 3rd day and 10 L/m 2 per week (QWC
2012b). Both methodologies approximately equate to 1.0 ML/yr water use for a 2,000 m 2 lawn or garden
for a dry year. The garden water requirement in a wet year is estimated to be 70% of that of a dry year;
the average of wet and dry years water use provides the requirement for an average year.

H.3.9

Estimation of water use per bore (with or without entitlements)

For bores with entitlements, the WMS dataset provides the same water entitlement volume for bores
under one Authorisation Reference (e.g. Group Domestic Bores); however, each individual bore may
have multiple entitlements under various Authorisation References. Allocation of entitled water use per
bore was determined first by equally distributing the allocated amount to multiple bores (Group
Domestic Bores) under one Authorisation Reference. The allocation process is repeated for each
Authorisation Reference and the resulting individual bore entitlement will be a sum of all pro-rated
Authorisation References.
For bores with no entitlements, the total number of bores per property was determined. The total water
requirement for each property (for livestock, people and/or garden) in dry, wet and average years was
divided by the number of bores.
Example:
A property with two bores, one with allocation entitlement for authorised irrigation (say, 6.0 ML/yr) and
one without entitlement. The property is considered not to retain livestock and the S&D water
requirement will be estimated for domestic purposes only (people and garden). The estimated total
domestic groundwater requirement (1.5 ML/yr for a property with a garden area of 2,000 m 2) will be
divided amongst the two bores. The bore with no entitlement will be using 0.75 ML/yr, whereas the bore
with entitlement will be using 6.75 ML/yr (6.0 ML/yr + 0.75 ML/yr).

H.3.10

Maximum yield and discharge rate per bore

Maximum bore yield and discharge rate data were extracted (GWDB). Flowrates for 14,191 bores were
available from the GWDB. The estimated water use per bore (Appendix H.3.9) was compared with the
maximum yield/discharge rate from the GWDB and GABSI records. Only 3% (427) of the compared
bores show maximum yields lesser than the estimated water use. The estimated use for each bore was
corrected to match the maximum recorded groundwater yields in the water use final estimations.
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Assigning target aquifer

Each of the 42,233 bores in the model domain, including 22,430 bores in the Surat CMA, is assigned
to an aquifer based on the latest OGIA aquifer attribution database. The aquifer attribution method
(Section 8.2) is a hierarchical process that considers any previous aquifer assessments and an
automated assessment of each bore with respect to OGIA’s geological model. The non-S&D and S&D
water use data is presented for the model domain and Surat CMA in the main text (Chapter 8).

H.4

Conclusions and recommendations:

The developed methodology is used to estimate the S&D water use from GAB and non-GAB aquifers
for dry, wet and average years. The S&D water use presented in the main text for the model domain
and Surat CMA is for the average year.
The S&D water use in the Surat CMA is around 25,000 ML/yr for an average year, compared with the
previous estimates of around 80,000 ML/yr (QWC 2012b) which considered that all S&D water use was
taken from the groundwater sources. From the current methodology, the S&D water use for the Surat
CMA in dry years is estimated to be around 40,000 ML/yr, and for wet years around 16,000 ML/yr.
This methodology, based on varieties of published and verifiable data sources, needs to be further
validated and improved from direct measurements at the rural property locations. These properties may
involve various types of grazing practices and numbers of livestock based on agro-climatic conditions.
Field measurements over multiple seasons are required to validate and improve the methodology; the
impact of climate change could also be factored in to predict S&D water use in the future.
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